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PREFACE 

It is almost two years since Reg Kaenel called a meeting ot a small group 
of colleagues to discuss the organization of an international and interdis
ciplinary conference on computer communication. 

The objectives set for the conference were: (1) to provide a free, inter
national, interdisciplinary forum for technical and non-technical people con
cerned with computer communication, (2) to expose and debate the pre
vailing issues; to report and compare experiences; and to provide opportunities 
for interdisciplinary education, (3) to bring together in the conference pro
ceedings a comprehensive document that presented the computer communica
tion issues and techniques, and (4) to construct a meaningful experiment in 
computer communication aimed at revealing the merits ol resource sharing 
and stimulating further resource sharing applications. 

You now have before you the conference papers. The international 
character of the conference is readily discernable, as is its interdisciplinary 
nature. The Program Committee takes pride in what promises to be a very 

fine program. 

A program and publication of this size is the result of dedicated hard 
work by many people. The names of most of these appear throughout the 
book To those whose names do not appear for one reason or another, a 
sincere "thank you" is extended. While it is impossible to single out every
one whose contribution to this conference was essential, it is equally im
possible for the editor not to acknowledge the guidance and support of the 
Conference Founder, Reg Kaenel, our General Chairman, Maurice Karnaugh, 
and the Chairman of our Executive Committee, Philip Enslow. 

The support of the National Science Foundation was vital in enabling 
us to bring to the conference, participants who otherwise would have been 
unable to attend. We also appreciate the very real help of the sponsoring and 
cooperating societies who are listed on the acknowledgement page. Finally 
1 wish to acknowledge the authors, speakers, and discussants who, of course, 
are really the conference. 
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OPENING REMARKS 
Maurice Karnaugh 

Thomas J. Watson Research Center, Yorktown Heights, New York, U.S.A 

It is my pleasure to open this 1972 International Con
ference on Computer Communication by acknowledging our 
indebtedness to those who foresaw the need and who 
gave generously of their time and their creative 
energies: the founder of the Conference, Reg. Kaenel, 
the Program Chairman, Stanley Winkler, all other mem
bers of the Steering Committee and the Program Com
mittee, the session chairmen, the authors and panelists^ 
and the many volunteers who have assisted us. We have 
also been assisted by a National Science Foundation 

grant. 

We are particularly grateful to those participants who 
have come from other countries and without whom this 
Conference would be much less valuable. International 
participation is no mere adornment to the Conference. 
It is a primary means toward achieving a diversitv of 
interests and viewpoints. We are in the mainstream 
of revolutionary changes; and we need vision. Let us 
accept this challenge. Let us question old patterns 
of thought and expand our understanding. 

Computer communication has many aspects. To the gov
ernment of an emerging nation, it may seem to be 
another doorway into the international community and 
an opportunity, internally, to expand educational, 
medical and other services more rapidly than might 
otherwise be possible. An industrially developed 
nation, on the other hand, may view computer communi
cation as, primarily, a tool for more efficient govern
ment, commerce, and industry in a highly competitive 

world. 

There are functional differences of viewpoints also. 
Some young administrators may find this a field in 
which achievement and recognition may win the race with 
senility. Others may see it as a dragon with an 
insatiable appetite for investment capital. Lawyers 
will find a wellspring of legislative and regulatory 
puzzles. Ordinary telephone users see it, if at all, 
as yet another excuse for poor service. To potential 
users, it is both an opportunity and a bottleneck. 

A brief consideration of the human condition mav be 
useful in broadening our views. It has become pain
fully apparent in recent years that mankind has not 
achieved a viable relationship with this planet. We 
find ourselves in the midst of a violent transient 
period that began with the development of modern 
medicine and with the application of fossil fuel power 
to transportation and industry. The enormous energies 
thus released were uncontrollable in an ignorant and 
highly competitive socio-political environment: and 
they have brought about two centuries of unparalleled 
pillage, waste, and population growth. 

Recovery from this crisis has barely begun in some 
parts of the world, while the fires rage uncontrolled 
in others. It is, therefore, much too early to predict 
whether the retreat into sanity will be orderly or 
castastrophic. We can, nevertheless, predict that 
progress in two technological areas will be necessary 
to an orderly recovery. These areas are power 
technology and information technology. 

Despite this, we technologists should be among the 
first to point out that technology is not sufficient. 
There is, unfortunately, a cult that yiews technology 
as modern magic which, if we have enough faith, will 

indefinitely support exponentially growing consumption. 
The overwhelming evidence to the contrary has not yet 
been accepted by a public majority, nor has it been 
acknowledged by the spokesmen of government, industry, 
or labor. We must, therefore, point out the limita
tions of technology as well as its promise; and we 
must emphasize the proper use of our technological 

capabilities. 

I have mentioned power technology and information tech
nology as two keys to orderly survival. Power techno
logy must find new answers to the problems of the 
depletion of fuels and the problems of pollution. In
formation technology, on the other hand, requires only 
modest natural resources and is not a major source of 
pollution; nor does it urgently require new scientific 
discoveries. It will he an essential tool to the 
regulation of any viable technology-based society that 
may emerge. It provides a means for computing values 
by projecting the consequences of well defined 
policies. It is capable of providing communication 
and control in the proper employment of scarce com
modities or dangerous byproducts. It offers the hope 
of substituting communications for transportation 
wherever possible and of making necessary transpor
tation much more efficient. It can offer cultural 
enrichment, improved educational opportunities, and 
better health services. It holds the promise that 
useful industrial activities will be performed at near 

optimal efficiency. 

Obviously, these hopes cannot all be realized until 
society is ready for them. By then, every alternative 
will have been exhausted and time will be short. Let 
us do what we can to understand and define the pro
blems; and let us do what we can to facilitate the 
necessary changes. 

Computer communications is an important component of 
information technology, and we have many problems to 
consider. To begin with, the systems have got to be 
capitalized in real time and built with available 
skilled labor. How is this to be done in different 
countries? How does the flow of technology among the 
countries affect this process? How are priorities to 
be established on the basis of types of uses and ^ 
locations of users? How are costs to be allocated. 
Who will operate the systems? How will they be regu 
lated? Will there be competition? May private 
systems to be shared? How will intersystem compati 1 

lities be assured? 

Beyond these questions, we must examine potential app 
lications and their requirements. And we must oo 
into such vital policy questions as the right of 
access to data banks, privacy, and security. In a 
ition, we shall explore some of the social impacts o 

computer communications. 

The Keynote Session, which follows immediately, takes 
up the problems in providing and regulating computer 
communications in the industrially advanced nations, 
where these problems are currently most acat®' 
will be of interest to see how such essentia y 
similar problems are addressed by the different 

countries represented. 
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DATA COMMUNICATION IN JAPAN 
Yasuo Makino 

Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications 
Tokyo, Japan 

Since the use of telecommunication circuits 
in Japan had been strictly controlled by the 

Telecommunications Law, provision of data 
communication services was not authorized for 
any entities other than NTT (the Nippon Telegraph i!: ephr™llC COrp' )- Tbe ^° r '̂ °r 
priees who desired to operate data communication 
services, had to choose between setting up their 
own data communication systems by leasing com
puters from manufacturers or using the data 
communication services offered by NTT. It is 
expected that the data communication services by 
private enterprises will be increased, on and 
after the revision of the Public Telecommunica
tions Law in Japan. 

In Japan' the domestic public telecommunica
tion services have been monopoli ticaly operated 
°y the single common carrier - NTT. Therefore 

,as be?n the carrier's duty to establish 
public telecommunication facilities, and set up, 

principle, terminal equipments. 

^il6 there was a eroding need to connect 
.rS; t*«»i»*l equipments and others to the 

public telecommunication lines, it wes prohibited 
for a user of computers to connect his own fac-li-
ties (computers etc.) freely to the said l£l. 

niH..°T course' ,u is Permitted for "one" enter-
alt^ ? U8e 0xolu8ively tbe public telecommuni
cation line, but it is prohibited to use the 
same one publio telecommunication line jointly 

Ch v f bet-ween two or more enterprises 

•ihese restrictions of law was to ononro 

EST* £? Xrti0? 0f lhe ca*r^er in the he public telecommunication services* 

kiththe development of computer technology 
these restrictive clauses of law became madeqSie. 

Ae many users of computer desired to use the 
public telecommunication lines freely, there 

Vari°us ar«"»enta on the matter cf 
liberation of telecommunication lines" fvhiM* 

means to let it be free to use the ^blic leX-
ocmmunication line without any limitation) 
circles?1' S°Vern,nenta1' economical and industrial 

u d mFr?vthe point of governmental view, the 
IhfohV i'i1? 

ei POStS and Teleoommunlcat!ons) which is asked to keep the sound order cf tela 
communication operation in Japan, endeavoured lo 
f i n d  a  c o m p r o m i s i n g  a r r a n g e m e n t  b e t w e e n  p r o s  a r d  
cons on the matter of "liberation of -t„i« 
cation lines", aiming greater advantage of°f^i-

use of lines, while avoiding the confusion cf the 
telecommunication order caused by u^-ir,^ 
capability 

The concep-t of the revieed lav on computer/ 
communication ie as follows. 

(1) Telecommunication lines, computers, terminal 
equipments and others concerned to the data 
communication system are defined as a part of 
publio telecommunication facilities, and are to 
be restricted by the public telecommunication law. 

(2) Computere and terminal equipments connected 
to telecommunication lines are tc be, as a 
prinoiple9 established by users* 

(3) 'Jsere of telecommunication lines are, as 
L,r,i?liPle,/wr?hiMtad t0 do me88aee switching and line switching. 

In this paper "Data Communication Service" 
means "Remote Access Seta Processing Service" 
which is defined in the PCC's final decision of 
i*fl on the computer/communication problem. 

Telecommunication Services in Jspsn 

In Japan, douestio telecommunications circuits 
used for data communication service can be clas
sified into two categories, i.e. (l) telecommuni
cation circuits provided by NTT (Japan's domestic 
carrier), ano (2) privately-owned telecommunica
tion circuits installed by private enterprise 
under the restriction of existing regulations, 

n my country, inland public telecommunications 
service is exclusively operated by NTT, whereas 
overseas telecommunications servioe is operated 
by KDD (Japan's international carrier). Therefore, 
the use of telecon.nunication circuits provided by 
. T. icr data communication servioe has been 
extremely rigid} natnelj, the conventional Public 
Telecommunication Law of Japan had the following 
problemss 

1* Telecommunication circuits provided to 
users are limited tc leased lines, and connection 
c. a computer with the regular telephone network 
or regular telex network wae not authorized. 

2* Co-use of leased lines by two or more 
Business enterprises was authorized only when the 
enterprises have close business relations with 
each other. -.ven when such use was authorized, 
a surcharge was imposed. 

In accordance with the increasing demands 
for data oommunicaticn circuits, efforts have 
beer, nade toward a good use of and relaxation of 
the operating interpretation cf the existing Law 
under the approval of the Kinietry cf Posts and 
• elecormunications* ouch a variety of uses of 
telecommunications circuits for data communica
tion was not ever, anticipated when the Public 
Telecommunications law wae established ir. 1952-
i.erefcre, eclutiori tc the fundamental problems 
r°v,ld DCt be cl,tail"-6d without revision of the 
niblic Telecommunications Lew. 
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Keynote Session 

The Ministry of Pests and Telecommunications 
initiated a study of a telecommunication circuits 
usage system for new data communication services 
in 1967> this resulted in a revision draft for 
the Public Telecommunications Law that was sub
mitted to the Diet after thorough consideration 
and the opinions of various quarters were taken 
into account. The Law was passed on Kay 19, 1971* 

Outlines of the revised points of the law 
are as follows: 

Two types of user contracts have been pro
vided to cover cases where private enterprises 
wish to carry on remote da,ta processing hy 
means of their own computers connected to NTT 
telecommunication circuits- These are (l) the 
specified telecommunication circuit usage 
contract and (2) the public telecommunication 
circuit usage contract. 

(1) The specified communication circuit 
usage contract 

This contract applies in cases where 
the user wishes to connect his own computer cr 
input/output equipment with a telecommunication 
circuit of a particular speed and a particular 
section designated by him. 

In comparison to the former circuit 
usage lease contract with NTT, the conditions 
for the co-user lease are liberalized to a large 
extent, when it is recognized that it is neces
sary for two or more users to share the system 
in joint business operations. 

kith this revision, computer centers 
are now authorized to provide their customers 
with on-line computer services by leasing a 
leased line from the Corporation and connecting 
their computers with one end of such leased 
line and terminal equipment for such customer 
use on the other end of the line. Also, the 
conventional surcharge imposed for a co-user 
lease of a circuit usage contract was abolished. 
(See Table 5.) 

(2) The public telecommunication circuit 
usage contract 

This contract applies in cases where 
the user wishes to connect his computer or 
input/output equipment to a telecommunication 
circuit Installed between the telephone or 
telex switching facilities and a location lesig-
nated by him. 

In the public telecommunication circuit 
usage contract, the customer-provided data 
terminal equipment can be connected to the public 
telephone network cr telex network if the equip
ment conforms to the technical standards set 
forth by the Corporation with the authorization 
standard of the Ministry of Posts and Telecom
munications, insofar as is necessary for the 
prevention of obstruction to the public telecom
munication hisiness. 

This amendment was the answer to the 
user's requests for the liberalization of public 
telecommunication networks as to so-called 
"circuit problems". 

In addition to the above changes 
persons who presently subscribe to telephone 
service may now install special terminal equipment 
(excluding CPU), and further use the lines they 
now have to provide, facsimile and electrocardio
gram transmission via the regular telephone 
network. In this case, no further contract is 
necessary. 

Data Communication in Japan 

The number of actually operating general 
purpose computers was 11,237 sets as of Sept., 
1971. This was a net increase of 41/° over the 
preceding year. The value of these sets reached 
1,024 billion yen, figured on the basis of sales 
value. This was a net increase of 33;! over the 
previous year. 

Of the total figures of all operating 
domestic and foreign machines, the number of 
domestic sets was 7,659 sets which corresponded 
to 68/°. However, the value of these sets 
reached 562 billion yen, figured on the basis 
of sales value- This value was almost equivalent 
to a half of all domestic and foreign sets, 
which corresponded to 55^-

The past trends are listed in Table 1. 

Data communication systems, (connecting 
computer directly to telecommunications circuits) 
can be classified into three major categories. 

(1) A data communication system which 
employs privately-owned telecommunication. 

(2) A data communication system which 
employs telecommunication circuits provided by 
NTT and terminal equipment or central computer 
unit installed by private enterprises-

(3) A data communication system, which 
employs computer and telecommunications circuits 
both installed by KTT. (Direct operation of NTT) 

The growth of these three categories of data 
communication systems per annum is shown in Table 
2. 

Trends in computer industry 

(l) Manufacturers 

Japan's major computer manufacturers 
are mostly telecommunications and related equip
ment manufacturers. The technology obtained 
through the research and development of telecom
munication equipment in past years has largely 
contributed to the rapid development of the 
computer industry. 

At present, the computer market in 
Japan is occupied mostly by six domestic firms! 
Nippon Electric Co., Ltd., Fujitsu Ltd., Hitachi 
Ltd., Tokyo Shibaura Electric Co., Ltd.,^Oki 
Electric Industry Co., Ltd., Mitsubishi Electric 
Corporation, plus two firms operating on foreign 
capital, IBM Japan and UNIVAC of Japan. 

As obviously seen from Table 1, Japan 
has increased its share of the domestic mar e 
by her domestic manufacturers. 
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According to a survey made by Japan 
Electronic Computer Company (JECC a rental 
organization jointly established by six domestic 
firms in 19615 in March, 1971, six domestic 
manufacturers and two firms operating on foreign 
capital have increased their share of the 
domestic market as shown in Figure 1. 

The number of domestic operating systems 
has gradually increased over foreign ones, how
ever, hardware and software technology in the 
large—scale high performance systems is still 
inferior to the foreign one, and thus the market 
share of domestic makes for large scale systems 
is smaller than that of the foreign machines 
due to the differences of capital investment. 
(See  F igu re  2 ) .  

In order to improve the hardware and 
software techniques, the development of "high 
performance computer", one of the large projects 
being undertaken mainly by the Governmental 
organization, was oegun in 1966. This project 
has absorbed approximately 10 billion yen in 
research funds over a period of six years. On 
its completion, the computer will rank as one 
of the largest systems in the World. 

The development of "DIPS" (Dendenkosha 
Information Processing System) project in NTT 
is also being oarried out with the expectation 
that it will contribute largely to teohnologioal 
development of large-scale data communication 
systems. 

In accordanoe with capital and trade 
liberalization, severe competition is being 
expected among domestic and foreign computer 
manufacturers. In such a case, competition 
power will be weakened when six domestio manu
facturers are independently organized. 

Therefore, it was determined to avoid 
unsuccessful competition, by re—grouping the 
existing six manufacturers into three groups 
with the guidance of the Government, i.e. - three 
groups - Hitachi Ltd. and Fujitsu Ltd., Nippon 
nlectrio Co., Ltd. and Tokyo Shibaura Electric 
-o., Ltd., and Oki Electric Industry Co., Ltd. 
and Mitsubishi Electric Corporation. 

Data communication systems in NTT 

Data communication systems provided in NTT 
are split into two categories-

One is designed at the user's specific 
request, which is represented by the domestic 
exchange communication service in the Nation
wide Local Bank Association System, the Motor 
vehicle Registration Astern in the Land Trans
portation Bureau etc. 

The other is designed for the joint use of 
a large-scale computer by a number of subscri
bers, where its service items are fixed and 
prearranged. This system is applied for the 
following three systems-

l) Calculation by Telephone Systems This is 
provided for those subscribers who want to make 
calculations ranging from such a simple one as 
four rules of arithmetic, standard deviation 
and matrix, to the integration of the area of 

complicated figures with the help of stored 
library programs. 

2) Scientific and Engineering Calculation 
System: This is provided for those subscribers 
who would perform high degree calculations in 
science and engineering by the use of programs 
entrusted to the subscriber's production. 

3 )  Sales and Inventory Management Astern: This 
is provided for those subscribers who want to 
perform management and control of sales and 
inventory business with terminal equipment 
installed in the subscriber's premises such as 
shops, factories etc. 

The present status of these systems is as 
follows 

(l) ^sterns in operation 

A total of twelve systems designed, installed 
and maintained by NTT is now in operation. The 
names and service opening dates are listed here
in-after in chronological order. 

1968J The Nation-wide Local Bank Associa
tion System and The Gunma Bank 
System opened their services, res
pectively. 

1970; larch, The Motor vehicle Registration 
System of The Land Transportation 
Bureau | 
September, The Shizuoka Bank System, 
Sales and Inventory System in Tokyo, 
and Calculation by Telephone System 
in Tokyo commenced their services 
consecutively. 

1971J January, Sales and Inventory System 
in Osakai 
March, Scientific and Engineering 
Calculation System in Tokyo; 
June, Soientific and Engineering 
Calculation System in Osaka; 
July, two banking systems, Kinki 
Mutual loans ana saving bank ^stem 
and The Hokkaido Bank System, 
commenced their services, respectively. 

The Tokyo and Osaka area financial Bank 
Association ^rstem, The Yokohama Bank i^rstem, 
The Chiba bank System, The Tottori Nokyo System 
(or Agricultural Cooperative Association System) 
and Sales and Inventory Management System in 
N'agoya, commenced services in early 1972. 

( 2 )  Systems to be Inaugurated in the near future. 

The Nation-Wide Inter-Bank Data Communica
tion System, the largest system ever seen in 
Japan, is expected to open its domestic exchange 
service in April 1973t which is now in the 
process of programming. 

In addition to this, system designs are now 
going on for the Chuo Sogo Bank System, The 
Taisei Mutual Financing Bank System, the seat 
reservation system for Towa Airline Service Co-, 
Ltd., The Toyama Agricultural Cooperative Associ
ation System etc. 
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As to the joint use system, Scientific and 
Engineering Calculation System in Ifagoya, and 
Sales and Inventory Management Eastern in Ifagoya, 
and Sales and Inventory Management System in 
Fukuoka and in Sapporo are now continuing their 
preparation in order to open their services in 
1312-

The systems in operation and opened in 1971 
are shown in Table 3- and Table 4-

Future Problems of Data Communications Policy 

Although data communication in Japan has 
established firm ground for further expansion by 
the revision of the Public Telecommunications 
Law, it is still in the cradle and there are 
many problems to be studied and resolved for the 
achievement of sound development and expansion. 

The basic points are as follows: 

1. Development of National Technology 

Japan has approximately 11,237 computers 
(as at the end of Sept., 1971), of which, 
foreign-made computers (mostly made in the U.S. 
A. ) occupy 45i" in terms of money, and 32^ in num
ber. In the field of data communication, U.S.-
made computers are dominant, representing 
approximately 6yf of central processing units. 

If this trend continues and foreign-
made computers come to play the greater part 
in information processing for the major firms of 
Japan, it will have a serious influence on the 
economy and on our society. Therefore, we have 
to accelerate the development of national tech
nology as a basic policy, and in order to put 
this policy into effect, it is necessary to con
solidate and stimulate research and development 
efforts for such items as follows: 

Keynote Session 

methods, etc. 

3. Promotion of Education and Training 

Data communication cannot be developed 
rapidly and smoothly over a long period without 
the availability of skilled computer people 
especially system engineers and programmers. 

For this purpose, it is necessary to 
reconsider the existing education system of 
Japan and to consolidate new education systems 
of Japan and to consolidate new education 
systems both at school and for adults so as 
to meet new demands in the information-
oriented era. 

a. Raising the level of software 
technology 

b. Development of high-performance 
computers 

c. Development of economical and dive-
sified types of data terminals 

d. Development of high-rspeed data 
communication circuits 

e> Development of high-performance 
electronic switching equipments, 
making it possible to provide 
highly reliable switched networks 
and economically possible to provide 
various kinds of new and better 
data communication services 

2. Standardization of Hardware and Software 

In order to facilitate the interconnec
tion of two or more data communication systems 
and to carry out data communication effectively 
and economically, standardization pertinent to 
the following items is necessary: 

a. Standardization of hardware so that 
computer input-output devices, 
recording devices, etc. will be 
compatible with each other. 

b. Standardization of software such as 
programming languages, data file 
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Figure 1 Market share of computers in Japan 
(JECC Survey, as of March, 1971) 

Figure 2 Comparison of on-line data communication systems 
by domestic & foreign manufacture per annum 

Note: Others include Burroughs. NCR. 
Mitsubishi, and CDC. (Four Co.) 

Figures in billion yen 

Number of 
systems 

100 

Domestic 

Foreign 

) Denotes percent 

eaj»44 

23 

-at 

IM 

I £ H 
Wlhtcnd ISM IMS 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 (Dec.) 
of ftacal year 

Mote: A system that includes domestic A foreign machines in 
parallel is assumed to be two systems. 

Table I Suie of Operating Systems 
Top figure in each line shows number of sets, bottom figure shows value in V million 

Type Mar. 
1966 

Sept. 
1966 

Mat 
1967 

Scpt. 
1967 

Mat 
1968 ift Mat 

1969 1969 
Mat 
1970 

Sept. 
1970 

Mar 
1971 

Sept. 
1971 

Large 25 
10.285 

30 
12.228 

58 
22.088 

70 
25.740 

95 
35.62? 

135 
51.234 

186 
74.602 

214 
89.158 

265 
115.681 

334 
153,517 

428 
199,631 

486 
229,191 

Medium 450 
46.519 

509 
52.653 

612 
62,724 

701 
72.396 

831 
84.326 

1.011 
100.580 

1.183 
117.427 

1.350 
133.373 

1,655 
165.147 

1,942 
193,849 

2,299 
229,926 

2,579 
261.827 

Jape-
Small 197 

4.904 
252 

6.083 
534 

13.103 
676 

16.191 
887 

20.345 
1.086 

24.706 
1.311 

29.217 
I.S56 

34.189 
1,824 

40.089 
2,073 

46,048 
2,358 

52J30 
2,531 

57,828 
Very Small 401 

2.553 
417 

2.720 
544 

8,509 
627 

4.057 
671 

4.229 
738 

4.889 
858 

5.603 
1.016 
6.666 

1.214 
7.967 

1.447 
9.551 

1,626 
10.698 

2,063 
13.395 

Tout 1.073 
64.262 

1.208 
73.685 

1.748 
101.426 

2.074 
118.386 

2.484 
144.528 

2.970 
181.411 

3.538 
226.851 76 Vita 4.958 

328,884 
5,796 

402.965 
6,711 

492.986 
7,659 

562,242 
Increase over 

Preceding Year (%) 5S.0 45.0 57.8 60.7 42.5 S3.2 $7.0 45.2 45.0 53.0 49.9 39.5 

Large 97 
47.237 

103 
49.829 

122 
56.403 

135 
63.045 

181 
81.904 

225 
107.600 

268 
1 28.096 

310 
155.636 

369 
191.362 

427 
232.063 

500 
280,896 

563 
330,038 

Medium 439 
53.464 

479 
59.273 

500 
60.420 

544 
64.406 

557 
65.668 

580 
68.308 

629 
74.466 

685 
79.407 

721 
80.899 

788 
86,337 

871 
93.806 

935 
102,241 

for* Small 328 
9.272 

369 
10.422 

236 
6.511 

282 
7.768 

324 
9.059 

357 
9.950 

4J3 
11.808 

462 
12.44 8 

605 
15.688 

722 
18.241 

822 
20,142 

895 
22,753 

Very Small 0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

2 
5 

8 
43 

65 
326 

217 
1.208 

578 
3,391 

1,185 
7,245 

Total 109.974 
951 

119.524 
858 

123.335 
961 

135.221 
1.062 

156.632 
1,162 

185.859 
1.332 

214.376 
1.465 

247.536 
1.760 

288.275 
2,154 

337.850 
2,771 

298,235 
3,578 

462,277 

Preceding Year (%) 24 2 20.8 12.1 13.1 27.0 37.4 36.9 33.2 34.5 36.5 38.1 36.8 

Large 122 
57.522 

133 
62j057 

180 
78.492 

205 
88.786 

276 
117.531 

' 360 
158.834 

454 
202.699 

524 
244.795 

634 
307.043 

761 
385,580 

928 
480.527 

1,049 
559,229 

Medium 889 
99.913 

988 
111.927 

1.112 
123.14$ 

I.MS 
136.802 

1.388 
149.994 

1.591 
168.K89 

1.812 
191.893 

2.035 
212.780 

2,376 
246.046 

2,730 
280.187 

3,170 
323,732 

3,514 
364,068 

Total 
Small S2S 

14.176 
621 

I6.S0S 
770 

19.615 
958 

23.960 
Ull 

29.404 
1.443 

34.656 
1.744 

41.025 
2.018 

46.638 
2.429 

55.777 
2.795 

64.289 
3,180 

72.872 
3,426 

80.582 _ 

Very Small 401 
2.5S3 

417 
2.720 

544 
3.509 

627 
4.057 

671 
4.229 

738 
4.889 

860 
5.608 

1.024 
6.710 

1,279 
8.294 

1.664 
10.759 

2,204 
14,089 

3,248 
20,640 

Total 1.937 
74.236 

2.159 
193.210 

2,606 
224.762 

38)35 
253.607 

3.546 
301.160 

4.132 
367.270 

4.870 
441.227 

5.601 
510.924 

6.178 
617.160 

7.950 
740.816 

9.482 
891.221 

11,237 
1,024,518 

Increase over 
Preceding YearCX) 34.0 29.0 29.0 31.3 34.0 44.8 46.5 39.1 39.9 45.0 44.4 38.3 

Oki 
(3.3%) 

Others 
(3.9%) 

NEC 
(15.6%) 139 

Hitachi Ltd. 
(13.5%) 120.3 

Fujitsu Ltd. 
(17.3%) 

154.2 

IBM 
(28.2%) 
251.3 

Toshiba 
(3.4%) 

UNIVAC 
(9.8%) 
87.3 
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Table 2 Development of Data Communication System in Service 

(as of the end of each fiscal year) 

^~~^-^£iscal year 

Items 
1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 

(Dec.) 

No. of 
systems 

Owned & 
operated by 
NTT 

- - - - 2 4 9 13 

No. of 
systems 

Privately 
owned but circuits 
rented from NTT 

5 10 20 35 75 122 188 265 
No. of 
systems 

Privately owned and 
operated 
(including circuit 
lines) 

1 2 2 5 7 13 17 21 

T ital 6 12 22 40 84 139 214 299 

Rate of annual increase 
in {%) - 100 83 82 110 65 54 40 

Table 3 Systems designed at user's request 

Systems Services 
Locations of 
Data Communi
cation Centers 

Dates of 
Service 

The Nation-wide 
Local Bank System 

Messages transmitted from the 
terminal of a bank with paper-
tape, to the data communication 
center, are processed, and sent 
to the terminal of a called bank 
and printed on paper-tapes or 
ledgers. (Applications) 
On-line domestic exchange 
service between the 4100 branch 
offices of the 62 banks. 

The Higashi-
Ginza Telephone 
Exchange in Tokyo 

October 1968 

The Gunma Bank 
System 

Same as above 
(Applications) 
On-line domestic exchange 
service between the 27 
branch offices. 

The Gunma 
Bank Data 
Communication 
Center in 
Maebashi City 

August 
1968 

The Shizuoka 
Bank System 

Same as above 
(Applications) 
On-line domestic exchange service 
between the 59 branch offices. 

The Shizuoka 
Bank Data 
Communication 
Center in 
Shimizu City 

September 
1970 

The Motor Vehicle 
Registration 
System of The 
Land 
Transportation 
Bureau 

Messages transmitted from the 
terminal installed in each 
Land Transportation office, 
with the help of mark sheets, 
to the data communication 
center, are processed 
immediately. 
The results are sent back to the 
terminal and printed on motor 
vehicle registration sheets 
(Applications) 

Registration, inspection and 
administration service for more 
than ten million cars at 65 Land 
Transportation Bureaus 
throughout Japan 

The 2nd 
Marunouchi 
Telephone 
Exchange in 
Tokyo 

March 1970 

1970 warld 
Exposition Data 
Communication 
System 

Messages necessary for the control 
and administration are compiled 
at the center. 

They are processed and delivered 
to the variety of display 
equipment where they are 
needed. 
(Applications) 
Compilation, analysis and 
delivery of the following informa
tion 
(1) Number of visitors 

Expo '70 
Head Office 
in Osaka 

March 1970 -
September 1970 
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Systems Services 

Locations of 
Data Communica
tion Centers 

Dates of 
Service 

(2) Site Congestion 

(3) Vehicular Traffic 

(4) Lost Children 
or properties, and pertaining 
thereto announcements. 

The Kinki Mutual 
Loans & Saving 
Bank System 

Necessary messages transmitted 
to the communication center 
by means of the teller equip
ment or the key-board printer, 
are processed almost immediately 
and all the appropriate ledgers 
kept in the center are updated. 
The reply is sent back to the 
terminal equipment and printed 
on the pass-book, the bond etc. 
(Applications) 
On-line banking system with 
some SO branch offices, whose 
work includes handling ordinary 
deposite, loans, domestic 
exchange and supplementary 
business. 

The Osaka 
Higashi 
Telephone 
Exchange 
in Osaka 

July 1971 

The Hokkaido 
Bank System 

The bank teller inserts a 
pass-book into the terminal. 

Details of the messages are 
keyed in and sent to the center. 

Processing is made immediately 
and the result is sent back to 
the terminal and printed on the 
pass-book. 
(Applications) 
On-line saving bank service, with 
40 branch offices of the bank 

Head office 
of the bank in 
Sapporo 

July 1971 

Tokyo Area 
Financing 
Association System 

About same as that of Kinki 
mutual loans and saving bank 
system 
(Applications) 
On-line banking service with about 
60 financial banks including 400 
branch offices, which are members 
of the association. 

Its service covers ordinary deposit, 
fixed deposit, fixed saving account. 

The Ohtemachi 
Telephone 
Exchange 
in Tokyo 

March 1972 

Osaka Area 
Financing 
Association 
System 

Same as above 
(Applications) 
On-line banking service with 
about 30 financial banks 
including 120 branch offices 
Its service covert ordinary deposit, 
fixed deposit, fixed saving 
account, current account loans 

The Kanmoku 
Telephone 
Exchange m 
Osaka 

April 1972 
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I 

Systems j Services 

Locations of 
Data Communica 
tion Centers 

Dates of 
Service 

The Tottori 
Agricultural 
Cooperative 
Association 
System 

Handling process is about the 
same as above. 
But in this system, in case a 
branch office does not require a 
terminal equipment, in view of the 
traffic of messages, the messages are 
transmitted to the data communi
cation center with a fascimile 
equipment installed in the branch 
office, by way of another office 
providing a terminal equipment. 
(Applications) 
Deposit (ordinary, fixed, etc.), 
purchase and sales service, with 
about 70 branch offices 
belonging to unit agricultural 
cooperatives affiliated in the 
association. 

The Tottori 
Telephone 
Exchange in 
Tottori City 

Near future 

The Yokohama 
Bank System 

Same as that of Kinki Mutual 
Loans and Saving Bank System 
(Applications) 
The number of the branch 
offices is about 100. 

The data 
communication 
center of the 
bank in Yokohama 
city 

May 1972 

The Sapporo 
Winter Olympics 
System 

Registration of records, officers, 
athletes, etc. 

The Shin-odori 
Telephone 
Exchange in 
Sapporo 

February 
1972 

Table 4 Prearranged Systems in NTT 

Systems 
Location of Data 
Communication Centers 

Date of Service 

Calculation by 
Telephone 
System 

Ohtemachi Telephone Exchange in 
Tokyo 

September 1971 Calculation by 
Telephone 
System 

The Shin-Toyosaki Telephone 
Exchange in Osaka 

March 1971 

Scientific and 
Engineering 
Calculation 
System 

Ohtemachi Telephone Exchange in 
Tokyo 

March 1971 

Scientific and 
Engineering 
Calculation 
System 

Shin-Toyosaki Telephone Exchange 
in Osaka 

June 1971 Scientific and 
Engineering 
Calculation 
System Nagoya Data Communication Center 

in Nagoya 
Around the first half of 
1972 

Sales and 
Inventory 
Management 
System 

Shin-Kasumigaseki Telephone 
Exchange in Tokyo 

September 1970 

Sales and 
Inventory 
Management 
System 

Ebisu Telephone Exchange in Osaka January 1971 
Sales and 
Inventory 
Management 
System 

Kikui Telephone Exchange in Nagoya March 1972 
Sales and 
Inventory 
Management 
System Naka Telephone Exchange in 

Fukuoka 
Around the second half of 
1972 

Sales and 
Inventory 
Management 
System 

Odori Telephone Exchange in 
Sapporo 

Same as above 
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DATA COMMUNICATION IN SWEDEN—AND SOME 
ASPECTS OF THE SITUATION IN EUROPE 

Mr. T. Larsson 
Swedish Telecommunications Administration 

Farsta, Sweden 

Summary. The lecturer deals chiefly with the 
conditions in his home country, Sweden, hut also 
with some aspects of the situation in Europe. 

Telecommunications in Europe are often hand
led by PTT administrations on a monopolistic ba
sis. An interaction necessarily arises between 
PTT, computer industry and users, all with their 
various problems. 

There is a trend in Europe to the use of pub
lic data networks. 

Characteristics of private functional data 
networks and public data networks are described, 
and the differences between the two types are 
analysed. 

International standardization of data commu
nication is necessary, particularly in Europe. 
European cooperation, however, is taking place 
not solely in the field of standardization. A very 
extensive market survey of the whole of Western 
Europe is being carried out by fifteen countries 
jointly. 

1. General 

1.1 Telecommunications administrations 

I represent a small European country - Sweden, 
But in many respects the development in Sweden is 
similar to that in the rest of Europe, and the 
Swedish situation therefore may often be said to 
reflect the conditions in Europe. Under the go
vernment of each country there are ministries for 
telecommunications and other matters. In Sweden, 
for example, there is a Ministry of Communications 
with separate administrations for posts, railways 
and telecommunications. The Telecommunications 
Administration is responsible for all forms of 
telecommunications (telephony, telegraphy, telex, 
data, radio and TV distribution, but not program 
production). In most European countries posts and 
telecommunications are combined within one orga
nization. In some countries there are also pri
vate telephone companies, 

1.2 Computer industry 

The Telecommunications Administrations come 
into contact with the computer industry and with 
data communication in the capacity both of user 
and of seller, a fact which in some cases creater 
problems. Apart from the Swedish computer industry 
(SAAB, L M Ericsson) most computer equipment manu
facturers in Sweden are international, e.g. IBM, 
Univac, Honeywell Bull, ITT, Siemens etc. All of 
these large international computer companies are 
well established on the Swedish market, often in 
the form of subsidiaries. Similar conditions exist 
in several other European countries. 

The computer industry is advancing very 
quickly, one reason being that the multinational 
computer enterprises have such a strong financial 
situation and can invest large sums in development 
and marketing. 

1.5 Users of data communication 

Users in Sweden are large customers both of 
the Telecommunications Administration and of the 
computer enterprises. Among the very large custo
mers are government agencies, private national and 
multinational industrial enterprises, banks etc. 

Industrial enterprises, banks and government 
agencies have a need both for data processing of 
their own and for communication with one another 
and, for example, use data stored in other data 
banks. The need for data communication is bound up 
with the efforts at rationalization and the requi
rement of efficient decision processes. 

The multinational undertakings also have a 
great need for transmission and processing of data 
on an international basis. Cooperating enterprises 
are also dependent on each other's data, for examp
le for decision-making and coordinated planning of 
their production. 

Customers of a partially different type are 
municipal and regional services, e.g. labour mar
ket boards, health service, taxation authorities, 
police etc. 

1.4 Relations between Telecommunications Administ
rations, computer equipment manufacturers and 
customers 

The basic factor in the work within the com
puter field is the customers and their desires. If 
a customer wishes to use computers in his enter
prise, he must procure the necessary equipment 
from a computer manufacturer. 

In conjunction with his data processing a 
need fairly soon arises for telecommunications, as 
the customer finds it necessary to establish some 
cooperation with other units. 

In the case of very complex systems, however, 
it is difficult for the customer himself to decide 
on the most suitable form of equipment. The com
puter industry is there to advise him, but at the 
same time he becomes tied to and dependent on the 
supplier. In the same way, the customer will be 
dependent, for his transmission problems, on the 
policy and equipments of the Telecommunications 
Administrations in view of the monopolistic nature 
of the telecommunications services in Europe, 

Some interaction, though on an insufficient 
scale, occurs between computer manufacturers and 
Telecommunications Administrations. Hew customer 
requirements may lead to new products, which will 
be furnished by the computer industries. These 
new products are often based on data communication. 
A new transmission technique introduced by the 
Administrations brings new means for the use of 
computers. Hew computer equipments place new^ de
mands on transmission technique and applications, 
for the realization of which they are dependent on 
the Administrations. 

The main difficulty in the interaction between 
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the telecommunications and computer industries is 
that telecommunication networks represent large 
investments over a long period and are very comp-
e*. This means that new servioes and new trans

mission media cannot be introduced on a wide scale 
over a short period. As the Administrations are 
dependent on investment funds from their govern-

v' 1S ln the last reaort the priority allo-
e y the government which decides how soon 

new investments on the large scale that is requi
red can be made. The picture for the oomputer 
industry differs to some extent. The investments 
neede to make are not so large. It is also fi
nancially stronger than the Administrations. The 
picture will partially change in the future when 
aata communication becomes a servioe to the ordi
nary oonaumer. The large sums whioh will then be 
invested in data communication will not permit 
such fast changes as we have to-day. 

The airopean Administrations will probably 
solve the data transmission problems through some 

or— o public data networks, since solely priva-
te solutions, involving for instance problems of 
intercommunication in the "functionally" private 
networks, cannot be considered satisfactory. By 
lprlvate networks I mean circuits 
leased by the Administration, whioh thus "funotion" 
as Private networks. In the following these "func
tionally" private networks will just be called 
private networks. These public data network will in 
turn provide the computer industry with new poasi-

a !,°f 9y"te° de9isn based on the necessary 
tandardization. An effective interaction will 

then have started between the computer industry and 
the Administrations. 

At development of data communication 

2.1 History 

The computer industry of to-day is usually 
international. This applies to the suppliers both 
sff^wa« h" terminals. In recent years special 
sof.ware houses and consultant offices with on 
^ti^V th* U"# °f <UU and on ,>'Bte= investi
gations have grown up in large numbers. As a result 
• ^ '"varo competition different constella
tions arise at frequent Intervals. For the various 

•ub«i<>iaries are usually 
OS ablished within the large computer companies. 

In recent years comparatively new but very 
progressive branches have grown up alao within 
the computer accessories Industry, in particular 
A. • ! C* bur#BU* of different kinds which un-
JfuJ^virS! °f ,le" •J>#ciall"d d-t" processing, o r t e n  v i a  t h e  t e l e c o m m u n l o a t i o n s  n e t w o r k  I t  < «  

1. th. etu, n.H. surruL.i^. 

sriS.2; S^5L"gr~ 
ten, PKH.UC,J Bill •*tLn* th,t «« *y*-
and to the organization t*A ®rlcBn •tondards 
American Telecommuruoati^ r •tru°t«re of the 
developed for the USA streL Th# 

Europe and the modifications Cour»* to 
based on the equipment ta??! th#B ""•* b* 
ditions. As I have already port s' Aa,ric(u> con-
tional standardization is nee °Utt 

is necessary if the future 

development is to be favourable. 

2 .2  Cus tomer  r e ou i r e me n t s  

The requirements placed by customers on 
computer industry and the Telecommunication. S* 
ministrations depend on the level of economic 7 
velopment, integration tendencies between A^<-
rent fields of aoUvitles, international! za^*" 
rationalization etc. '"nation, 

Industry ia moving to an increasing extent 
towards the orsation of large units often with 
•ub-units specialized production. Structural « 
tionali rations are taking place on a very lares" 
acale and will probably oontinua, resulting ifth 
olosing down of loss profitabls enterprise 
lead. to th. establishment of inoraaIi£i7ia^S 

units within a branch of Industry, .hi^h in 
places requirements on suiUbl. forms of communl 
cation between the enterprise, operating within 
the same branoh of industry and alao bstween the 
units of on# large undertaking. The oreation of 
eoonoaio bloos both within a oountry and between 
different countries means that structural rations-
llratlone will not only be a common phenomenon 
within one oountry, hut that thsy will often re
sult in th# formation of multinational enterprises 
or in oooperation between enterprises. 

Ir. suoh case telecommunications will be the 
neoessary bass in a obain of information and joint 
planning. The national and International use of 
ooaputers must be foreseen as a baalo requirement 
for planning purposes and for oontrol of the pro
duction prooassas. There is, already a need today 
- and this will grow greater as time goes on - for 
the Joint use of oertaln date banks with basic 

required for a oospany's data processing. 

With the present rapid rata of development it 
Is diffioult to foresee oustoners' rsqirements for 
®°re than three years ahead. In order to improve 
the situation, a market survey oallad Eurodata was 
started in the Autumn of 1971, to be oarried out 
simultaneously by fifteen European oountries, and 
on the sane premises in the various oountries. I 
•hel 1 return to the question of this survey later. 

2 . 5  Trend towards public data networks 

The first modems sere introduoed in Sweden in 
1962. There was already a great interest in data 
oommunioatlon at that time, whioh has aince con
tinued. But it sea not until around 1967 - 68 that 
the interest became concretised in the form of 
acme large orders to the Swedish Telecommunications 
Administration. 

Hp to that time data transmission had taken 
K ekUflM AM AL> a • » A. _ m a_ bllt new OIUIIiy on tfto public tolophone nexwor*, — -

now that large real-time systems were being plan
ned, chiefly for banking purposes, it became clear 
that the demands, ohiefly for short set up times 
a n d  f  AM A  A  -  -  —  i  1  «  l i  
inas ins demands, ohisfly for short set up 
and fast transmission, oould not be satisfied by 
the public telephone network. It therefore became 
necessary to make use of point-to-point private 
networks. Son# of these networks became very ex
tensive. 

A definite disadvantage of the private n®*" 
•orkm la their lack of intercommunication 
This look ia due to a number of factors, the di 
fersnt structures of network, different transmi -
sion speeds, different line procedures eto. 
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From the point of view of the Telecommunica
tions Administrations the maintenance of the pri
vate networks may 'also be fairly complicated, with 
divided maintenance responsibility, many different 
types of equipments connected to the networks, etc. 

If we look at the various private networks 
that have grown up in Sweden, one sees that prac
tically all of them follow the same geographical 
pattern, covering the places where there are con
centrations of population. A number of parallel 
networks grow up throughout the country, each with 
its maintenance routine. 

It would be natural to attempt to replace the 
many private networks by a public network so de
signed as to satisfy the growing demands of cus
tomers. In this way there would be facilities for 
intercommunication between different systems, and 
planning and maintenance would be simplified for 
the Administrations. But it must be pointed out 
that the parallel between a public data network 
and a public telephone network cannot be drawn too 
closely. The traffic interests are in principal 
different. In the data case the traffic interest 
is concentrated to traffic between the terminals 
of the system and its central computer. The traf
fic between different systems is as yet of less 
importance. 

Within practically the whole of Europe the 
Telecommunications Administrations are considering 
how the problems of data transmisson should be 
solved in the long run. 

Practically all countries have arrived at the 
conclusion that the long-term solution must be 
some form of public networks, which permit inter
communication on a national and international 
basis between the various customers. The present 
customer requirements of intercommunication faci
lities between different private networks cannot 
be satisfactorily met owing to the lack of a stan
dard for these networks. 

For some years there has been a trend to
wards public data networks, but acceptable solu
tions for them in the various countries require 
agreement on standardization. In the meantime, 
probably, different interim or experimental net
works will grow up. Later, it is hoped, it will be 
possible to fit these latter into a more permanent 
solution. The reason for first introducing an ex
perimental network is that one cannot afford to 
risk investing in a system which will not later 
comply with an international standard. Other res-
sons why we are at present holding back is that 
we know too little about the customer requirements 
which exist, and that we have not been able to ma
ke satisfactory cost analyses. The various interim 
and experimental networks, however, will provide 
better means for assessing the requirements of 
future data networks and will also provide valuab
le experience in the fields of development, tech
nique, operation, maintenance and economy. 

3. Public versus private networks. Differences 

As I have already said, the private networks 
were introduced chiefly because the public tele
phone network (and telex network) could not satis
fy the accentuated demands made by users. It is 
perhaps especially the long set up times (of the 
order of 10 - 20 seconds) which were inadequate. 
Actually the technique is largely similar, with 
modems connected to the telephone circuits, as is 

done also in the private networks. 

The modems which the Swedish Telecommunica
tions Administration can supply correspond rough
ly to those supplied by other European Administra
tions. A list of these modems will be found in 
fig 1. 

A schematic illustration of various equip
ments which in principle can be used in a trans
mission system with modems and the division of 
responsibilities between the Administration and 
its customers is shown in fig 2. 

Telex and telegraph circuits can, of course, 
also be used for data transmission, but experience 
shows that the interest in this type of transmis
sion has not been especially great except in cer
tain special applications (message switching). The 
reason is probably the comparatively low transmis
sion speed (usually 50 bits/s), and in certain 
cases the restrictions on the transmission code. 

Private networks often include concentrators, 
which concentrate the traffic from a number of 
terminals into the central computer. Two princip
les have been used for connection of the terminals, 
the multidrop principle and the loop principle. 
The two principles are shown in fig 3. The various 
terminals are connected by means of polling sig
nals either from the central computer or from the 
concentrators. The procedures vary depending on 
the supplier of the computer. 

The Swedish Administration, like several 
other Administrations, has made a careful study 
of the possibilities of introducing a public data 
network. The principles both of line switching and 
packet switching (message switching) have been 
considered. The studies have shown, however, that 
the line switching principle is probably the one 
which would offer the best service at the lowest 
price for the majority of customers. 

The study carried out within the Telecommuni
cations Administration was built up from a model 
for Sweden with three data switching exchanges to 
which concentrators could be connected so that the 
whole country could be covered. An investigation 
was made of a synchronous network, an asynchronous 
network and a hybrid between the two. 

Customers with heavy traffic and/or in need 
of higher speeds could be connected direct to the 
concentrators. Otherwise the customers would be 
connected through the local network via modems to 
the concentrators. Asynchronous data transmission 
should be used in the local network up to the cus
tomers, Speed between the concentrators and the 
data switching exchanges should be 48 kbits/second 
in synchronous time multiplex. See figure 4. 

Some of the characteristics being studied for 
the data network are: 

- rapid set-up time 

- flexible speed of transmission 

- flexibel codes and code conversion 

- definite secrecy 

- low fault rate 

- customer categories 
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- abbreviated dialling 

- hot line 

The detailed system study of a possible Swe
dish data network covers a number of different 
speeds. To enable customers to choose their own 
speeds there is a division into classes (50 - 300 
bits/second, 600, 2400 and 9600 bits/second). The 
set up time will be short (=* 100 milliseconds) 
and the congestion low (» 1 p.c.). Operating re
liability will be greater than in the public tele
phone network} among other things essential equip
ment in the network will be duplicated. 

It has been decided to etablioh an experimen
tal network with about 2000 customers at the end 
of the seventies. The present experimental network 
is expeoted to be put into operation in 1973 - 74. 
The experimental network will be concentrated to 
the three largest cities, Stockholm, Gothenburg 
and Malmoe. It will be built up mainly around a 
data switohing exchange in Stockholm and, in ad
dition, concentrators in Gothenburg and Malmoe. If 
the network turns out well, and if some type of 
international standard or at least a European 
standard exists when the experiment is ended, a 
decision will probably be made to introduce a 
publio data network. The final design of the net
work will depend on whether a standard exists and 
on how the experimental network and its charac
teristics turn out. 

The introduction of a publio data network 
will result in demands for a oertain standard, for 
instance concerning the interfaoe equipment send
ing data, signalling and procedures for sending. 
That makes it possible to build into the network 
operational supervision equipment complying with 
high oustomer demands. In broad outline one oan 
probably prediot that all typos of operational 
supervision will be built into software or hard
ware in the data network system. 

The technical standard applied in the Swedish 
experimental network will link up with interna
tional standard drawn up by the international 
standardisation bodlos, CCITT, ISO eto. If no in
ternational standard exists, a natlonl standard 
must be drawn up in oooperation with the users. 
Special oooperation will take place between the 
various Scandinavian countries. 

It may be foreseen that traffio between the 
public data network and the telephone and telex 
networks will be introduoed at a later time, is 
regards the telephone network one may foresee, in 
particular, traffio from simple terminals connec
ted to the widespread telephone network. But as 
the public data network is designed solely for 
digital transmission, and for serial transmission, 
terminals of pushbutton type with parallel trans-' 
mission of signals and audible response are not 
lkely to be used. A video telephone service will 

not initially be introduoed in the data network. 

the Mtwork i# *>• ettractive from 
tu polaiof v1-' u M * 1 error rate greater than 10~®. 

fundaIentl^«^°",U?l0atlon* a 
totsTK? lSKL?£ b* "lability, with long 
a reasonable^.? f operate at 
garde reliability" 5>ortant condition as re-
early .titl y 0f ^'"tion is that, at an 

y "tags, .treat i. laid upon the fact that the 

UOU U-jr -4.- .... 10r the — H8I 
excluding travail time eto., should be 
than 30 minutes. °e not *3 

The share of faults oaused by the » £ 
in the stream of bytaa should not exceed 1 or?86 

measured over about 10* bits in the busy k? 
traffio (aaasurad at tha interfaoe between ? 
looal network and the exohange). 

Congestion oaused by teohnioal faults 
be disregarded in relation to the traffic „ 
tion and for that raaaon must be less than nT" 
p.o. The maintenance faoilitiee for the avst. 
must, of oourae, inolude for instance blooki !/ 
unblocking of equipment, calling into 8ervio^. 
diagnosis programs, oonneoting/dieoonnectine 0 
equipment for testing of olrouite and .witching 
equipment and other similar funotions. 

A publio daU network will require fairly 
heavy investments and sill not be profitable 
during its aarly period. The ooet estimates that 
have been made in Sweden show that a private net-
work with high utilisation would today be less 
expensive than a corresponding servioe in a pub
lio network, provided that there is no need for 
interoommunioation with other systems. The need 
for future interoommunioation between systems is 
aleo difficult to aeaeas, ao that a oorrect cost 
analysis oannot ha aade. 

The publio sector In 8 we den has a number of 
data tslsprooesalng systems under implementation 
or planned. For some fifteen of these systems an 
evaluation has been aade aa to whether a common 
data network would be profitable. Owing to ths 
lack of standardisation such a network must be 
baaed on message switohing. Ths evaluation shots 
roughly the same oost for a ooaaon network as 
for individual networks. Hers again, despite tell 
defined systems, there was a great difficulty is 
as see sing ths nsed for Interoommunioation. It tss 
dsoldsd to await Internal tests to be made by the 
Administration on a publio data network in 1973-
74 aad for ths time being to build the necessary 
networks in the form of separate private networks, 

At ths lntroduotory stags, accordingly, the 
pibllo network oannot offer loser ohargea to cus
tomers than a private network. As the public net
work is extended, however, the ooet of a service 
•ill be lower than that offered by a private ne 
work. There will also be th# possibility of a -
ttonal servioe faollltles and a better 
service. If a very large number of private ne 
are implemented, there are likely to be consi 
able maintenance problems. The main advantage 
a publio data network will, of oourae, be 
ir.teroossr.unioatlon facility both nationally 
internationally, 

Ths disadvantage of a public data 
that data prooassing systems, in which th 
A n n e a n  4  m A m m m  I  1  m  W m  1 1 1  m m  1  1  0 6  . . .  oonneots terminals by polling, will be ~ .Mlo-
to establish. A partially different syete»y ( 
sophy will therefore bs necessary. This ,ionB 
too, that ths Teleoommnuications Adminie ^ 
are well familiar with system •n^ne"r~"fce to 
tlons and can provide the necessary serv 
customers in this reepeot. 

Plans for publio data n***01*" ' 
have said, in several European countrie . 
ral they relate to the introduction of n 
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line switching type, but packet switching has also 
been studied. 

Let me give you a few examples. 

Federal Republic of Germany; An asynchronous 
network with line switching is to be started on 
trial in 1972. 

France; A synchronous network with line 
switching (PCM) is being studied. A temporary so
lution based on a special telephone network and 
modems will be introduced first. 

Spain: A network of message switching type 
is in operation as from 1971• 

United Kingdom; A synchronous network with 
line switching is being studied in the first pla
ce, but a study is also being made of packet 
switching. 

4. Efforts at international collaboration 
in the data communication field 

As always with a new technique are innumer
able problems, especially at the start. Data com
munication is no exception. Owing to its interna
tional aspects many solutions must be sought on 
an international basis. A number of international 
organizations are also working on data communica
tion questions - standardization, policy questions 
and market questions. 

Examples of strictly international standardi
zations are: ISO (international Standardization 
Organization), IEC (international Electrotechnioal 
Commission), ITU (international Telecommunication 
Union), CCITT (ComitA consultatif international 
tAlAgraphique et t£l£phonique), IATA (internatio
nal Air Transport Association), SITA (SociAtd 
Internationale de Telecommunications Aeronautiques), 
IFIPS (international Federation of Information 
Processing Societies), IFAC (international Federa
tion of Automatic Control). 

The best known of these are presumably CCITT 
and ISO. 

Examples of organizations in Europe working 
on standardization questions within the data com
munication field are CEPT (Conference europAenne 
des Administrations des postes et- des telecommuni
cations), ECMA (European Computer Manufacturers 
Association) and CENEL (Comite Europeen de co
ordination des Normes Electroteohniques). 

An international body, which in recent years 
has devoted some attention to data communication 
from the general policy angle is OECD (Organiza
tion for Economic Cooperation and Development). 
Data communication questions have also been 
brought up in connection with technological co
operation projects within the EEC. 

One of these technological projects (project 
11) is a European data communication network bet
ween certain universities and research centres. 
This network, which will work on the "packet 
switching" principle, is reminiscent of the AHPA 
network. Seoondary networks can be connected to 
nodal centres (fig 5)« Nodal centres will exist 
in Italy, France, Switzerland, the United Kingdom, 
and within the EEC administration. Norway, Sweden, 
Portugal and Yugoslavia have also joined the 
project. 

Another technological EEC project is techno
logical forecasts in the telecommunications field 
(project 20). A preliminary short-term forecast 
of data communication has already been made. 

5. Eurodata 

An interesting example of European coopera
tion is the market study within the data communi
cation field being made jointly by fifteen Euro
pean PTTs. 

Market studies on data communication have 
been made in several European countries. In some 
cases they have been very ambitious. A lack, how
ever, has been that they dealt solely with national 
aspects, which is hardly satisfactory in the in
ternational situation of today. 

In the Spring of 1970, therefore, discussions 
took place within CEPT on the prospects of carrying 
out a joint market study for Western Europe. A 
specification for the study was written in the 
Autumn of 1970, invitations for tenders were issued 
in the Spring of 1971, and a contract was signed 
with the firm selected in the Autumn of 1971. Fif
teen countries are taking part in the study. Some 
50 industrial sectors and about 200 geographical 
areas are being investigated. The period for the 
forecasts will be 1972 - 1985 with the emphasis on 
the years 1972, 1976, 1980 and 1985. The study is 
being carried out by PA International Management 
Consultants, London, with Quantum Science Corpora
tion, New York, as subcontractor, and for Italy 
the firm Italsiel. The result will be presented 
in the form of four reports on different aspects 
and a final summarizing report. A sketch of the 
research program is shown in fig 6. 

This complicated study, probably the largest 
of its kind hither to, at all events in Western 
Europe, has necessitated a special organization 
within the fifteen sponsoring countries. 

The study is to be completed by the Spring 
of 1973 and has therefore now reached halfway. 
Although no results can yet be presented, the 
following points nevertheless deserve mention: 

5.1 Present Status of the Study 

At the beginning of September the main prog
rams of field research are virtually complete, 
together with the supporting economic studies in 
each of the fifteen countries. The field research 
programme has involved some J000 respondents 
throughout Western Europe and is providing very de
tailed information about their existing data commu
nications usage and future needs, and about the infra
structure of their organizations to provide the 
basis for calculation of future demands for data 
transmission. Interviews have been conducted with 
manufacturers of computing and telecommunications 
hardware in Europe, in Japan and the USA, 

From a research viewpoint, the feature of the 
Eurodata Study which distinguishes it from most 
other projects of this type in the data communica
tions field is its emphasis on data traffic put-
terns. It is concerned not only with computing 
systems and terminals but with the volume, charac
teristics and direction of the data traffic flow 
along over 10,000 links between the 200 telecom-
munications planning regions designated by the 
participating countries. For this reason the re
search programme has involved not just a sampling, 
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but a complete census of all current and imminent 
users of data communications in Europe. The re
sulting data base will be the most comprehensive 
of its type every assembled and it is of course 
designed to provide a basis for continuous up
dating, as future variances from the original 
forecasting assumptions come more sharply into 
focus. 

Whilst it is not yet possible to present de
tailed results from this project, some general 
patterns and trends have emerged which are of 
interest. 

5.2 Some key features 

Before discussing the trends in terms of 
industries and applications, it is worth mention
ing that the response of organizations in indus
try and government in all countries to the Euro-
data Study has been remarkable. Nearly all of the 
roughy one thousand firms who were asked to cont
ribute personal interviews readily agreed to do so. 
Although the cynic might question the motives un
derlying this desire not to offend the Telecommuni
cations Administrations, the realist is enoouraged 
by the genuine desire to encourage the provision 
of good data communications facilities. 

5.3 General Structure of Data Traffic in Europe 

In Western Europe there are between 1500 and 
2000 organizations who use the data communications 
servioes of the PTTs as part of their own in-house 
EDP systems. A further 5000 organisations use re
mote computing and terminal facilities provided 
by data processing service companies. Of these 
user organizations, an estimated 10 p.o. acoount for 
over 80 p.c. of the total volume of traffio. This 
emphasis on massive use of data communications by 
a relatively small number of key organizations is 
thrown into further relief by the faot that half 
the modems in use in Europe are operated by only 
forty users. 

• 

In the commercial and industrial sectors, 
multinationals dominate the scene. In discrete 
and process manufacturing, for example, approxi
mately ^0 p.c. of the modems are used by oompanles 
who are members of multinational groups. 

Amongst the larger European countries, the 
United Kingdom is the main user of transmission-
based systems in moat industrial aeotors. There 
appears to be no single reason for this dominating 
position, and it is anticipated that it will not 
continue for much longer. 

5.4 Industries and Applications 

At present the major applications of data 
transmission are found where large volumes of 
relatively standardised transactions are handled 
in situations where customer service is at a 
premium. Thus airlines, banks and manufacturing 
and retail seotors are well to the fore. Reser
vation applications, customer account maintenance 
and advanced systems for order entry and inventory 
control ax© the main application©, 

5*5 Trend© 

in ̂ Wth 11 #xP#ct,d *»• to further penetration 
in these areas, and also in the data processing 
serivoe industry, in government and in the in
surance sector. The factors promoting growth are 

the enlargement of the EEC, government polioi 
of regionalisation and the falling relative co'i 
of data processing systems components. However8 
there are several checks and balances in this ' 
situation and in Europe generally the followi™, 
factors are likely to influence the growth pattern 

- The lack of experienced staff to write 
application software; 

- The need for international standards in 
hardware, software and transmission codes-

- The impaot of low cost minicomputers. 
Already one major European multinational 
is decentralising data processing to the 
plant level and providing each establish-
ment with its own minicomputer to run its 
own affairs) 

- The increased ooet-oonsoioueness in all 
data processing applications, forced by 
reosnt eoonomio reverses in many European 
oountries, 

5.6 Major Markets for Data Transmission Equipment 
in Western 'iirope 

Federal Republic of Germany, France, Italy 
and the U.K. are likely to provide the highest 
volume of demand. The Nordic eountriea also, with 
their high G.H.P. per oapita and long lines of 
oomsnmiostion between parts of the same organiza
tion, are expeoted to be a key market area. 

Replacement demand by airlines, banks and 
data processing bureaux will be augmented by new 
demand arising in, for example, the insurance and 
retail, wholesale seotore. 

Generally the nsed is for equipment and soft
ware whioh Is tailored to meet the user's require
ments in saoh key market area. This applies parti
cularly to systems, applications software and ter
minals. With concentrators, multiplexers, modems 
and front-end prooeasors there is of course greater 
soops for the exploitation of standard products, 

6. Conclusion 

If a comparison is mads of the data comauni-
oations in Sweden and Europe with those in the 
USA, it may undoubtedly be said that the USA is 
far ahead of Buropo in the number of data communi-
oation applications. It may also be said that the 
Europeans have had the advantage, at an early • 
in their development, of being able to study the 
development in the USA and can therefore perhap 
advanoe more quiokly towards more sophisticate 
solutions. Among other things it appears as though 

the tendency to publio data networks is very strong 

The strong position of the PTTs and t e 
communication Companies and the necessity o 
ting en international standard will lead +lon and 
development in the dlreotion of standard t'eh "i11 
compatibility between different systems, wnic 
be of advantage to all parties (not least 
cua toners). 
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Charges for modems 

Initial Annual 
fee fee 

Serial modem 200 bauds 
Without automatic switch phone/data 
With automatic switch phone/data 

211 S 
211 

261 
287 

Serialjnodem 600/1200 bauds 
Without return channel, without 

synchronising 
Without return channel, with 

synchronising 
With return channel, without 

synchronising 
With return channel, with 

synchronising 

211 

211 

316 

316 

287 

362 

371 

447 

Serial jodem 2400 bauds 316 590 

Serial modern 48QD_bauds 632 278 

Serial modjmJOAkiJobauds 1686 2613 

Para LI el modem_75_ char ac te_r s per_ sec, 
Transmitter 
Receiver 

211 
421 

147 
822 

Terminal for audio response 211 26 

Figure 1. 

Outline of connections for data transmissions 

Interface Interface 

Figure 2. 
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Cxomples of the design of private doto networks 

Concentrate" 

DTE * doto terminal equipment 

NTU 8 network terminating unit 

SU 3 signalling unit (if needed) 

DSE * data switching exchange 

TDM * time division multiplex 

Synchronous 

Locol Network long Distance Network 

Synch TDM 
64 kb/f 

I 

"Multidrop" 

Figure 3. 

Aiynch 

Synch TDM | 
64 lth/» 

Synch TDM 

2.048 Mb/s 

I 1 I 
I su I 1 
I 1 

long-haul customers 
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Perhaps It Is too early to assert 
that Computer Communication Is the Inno
vation which will be comparable In Its 
effect on the next century to the effect 
of the Glbbslan Innovation on the last 
century. But the assertion can be de
fended cogently. Note that we use the 
words "Computer Communication" not 
"Computers and Communications". This 
Is not just a semantic preference, but 
a conscious choice Intended to Indicate 
that It Is not the appending of communi
cations onto a computer, but rather the 
Intimate entwining,amalgamation, If you 
will, of computers and communication Into 
Computer Communication. The essential 
characteristic of this entwining Is the 
pushing out In space over communication 
links of computing functions. Distrib
uted Computing Is a more accurate and 
deacrlptlve term for this phenomenon. 

Distributed Computing or Computer 
Communication has already burst upon us. 
In Its slmpl1st aspect It takes the form 
of remote job entry. A deck of cards Is 
Inserted In a reader at a remote station, 
transmitted to a distant computer, 
processed and returned to be printed out 
at the remote station. This scheme has 
the great advantage of being relatively 
Inexpensive yet effective, and Is popu
lar wherever the elapsed time between 
submission and completion of a job Is 
not critical. The remote job entry 
device Is In actuality a small computer. 
Many of them are programmable and can 
perform computing functions at the 
remote location. On the next level 
are Interactive terminal systems. The 
terminals range from simple teletypes to 
complex CRT devices. 

The accoustlc coupler, which enables 
every Individual telephone to serve as a 
communication link, has provided the 
Impetus for development of light weight. 
Inexpensive, portable ternlnals. The 
extension of service from across the 
street to around the world by satellite. 
Is a fascinating engineering feat, but 
conceptually trivial. 

The expansion of Distributed Compu
ting appears to be In three directions. 
The first Is the Intelligent terminal. 
Developments In terminal devices are 
occurlng and the projected performance 
for such terminals is little short of 
astounding. For example, such terminals 
can be Instructed (programmed) to accept 
and record or reject messages; and then 
evaluate and store for later delivery; 
or forward the recorded messages. The 
guarding of entrances where the terminal 
verifies the Identity of an entry seeker 
and sends a record of admittance to a 
central file is feasible. Composing 
and editing with a light pen on a cathode-

ray tube display unit is sufficiently 
familiar to be commonplace. The limiting 
factor In deciding whether or not to 
implement an application Is no longer 
technological capability but economic 
feasibility. 

The second direction Is the network. 
If a terminal which Is also a small 
programmable computer can be connected to 
a larger control computing system, there 
would be no reason not to be able to 
Interconnect computers of any size. To 
say that the Idea Is simple In concept is 
not to nlnlmlze the difficulties of con
nection, control and programming. These 
difficulties are being solved in both 
obvious and ingenious ways. Again cost 
is very much a factor. The possibilities 
for application seem limitless. All at 
once, every computer, anywhere In the 
world, Is potentially accessible to anyone 
with a terminal and a telephone. One can 
think of a library system where a user 
can, from his own location, tap the re
sources of all the libraries In a city, a 
country, or even a continent. Or, equiv-
alently, an attorney can reach the legal 
records of any Jurisdiction. A Wired 
City or a Computer Utility Is no longer 
wild speculation. 

Tne third direction In which Distrib
uted Computing is spreading Is in the 
area of sensory devices with Inherent 
computing functions. The concepts of 
process control are being adapted to new 
fields. Sensor-based systems are exten
sively used In factories, petroleum refin
eries and chemical planta. Similar sys
tems are proposed which will control 
traffic In the large city, which will 
supervise and Insure the safety of air 
travel, and which will monitor and protect 
the environment. 

No single example or group of ex
amples can convey the feeling of vast, 
revolutionary change. It Is the all-
encompassing pervasiveness of computer 
communication that Is producing t :  an 
effect much greater than the sum of 
the Individual effects of which It Is 
composed. Quietly, almost Impercep-
tlvely, our way of life and Its quality 
Is changing. These changes will Include 
the kind of work we do; the way In which 
we will do It; the way In which we will 
travel; the kind of homes In which we 
will live; how we will spend our leisure; 
how our children will be educated or 
trained; and all the other aspects of 
life as we know It. It Is the totality 
of these changes which constitute the 
quiet revolution. 

"Omnia mutantur, nos et mutantur In 
illls". (All things change, and we 
change with then.) 

- Matthias Borbonlus 
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COMPUTER COMMUNICATIONS: THE FUTURE 
Carl Hammer, Ph.D. 

UNIVAC 
Washington, D.C., U.S.A. 

Summary 

Trends in electronic technology are best understood 
by a critical examination of the past, a statement 
about the present, and an extrapolation of our ex
periences into the future. This approach leads us 
from the ENIAC of 1945 and the UNIVAC of 1955 to 
large machines of 1965 and the colossal systems of 
the seventies. Concurrently, applications grew in 
complexity and scope, ranging from simple mathema
tical computations and data processing to simula
tion, war gaming, and real-time systems. Mean
while... the cost of hardware has steadily decreased 
in terms of cost per unit operation while the speeds 
of system components have increased by many orders 
of magnitude. However, the most remarkable gains 
have been rolled up in the efficient use of these 
machines by development of operational systems, 
including remote terminals, communications, and 
special-purpose input-output devices. 

Electronic systems of the future, therefore, will 
likely be larger, faster, and still cheaper to 
operate. They will also be more reliable than 
today's machines, furnishing uninterrupted service 
to multitudes of users with time-sharing and real
time capability. In short, they will be designed 
to provide computing power, similar to electric 
power, resembling closely the utility concept of 
the latter. But the most spectacular advance is 
likely to be their ability to do the job where it 
needs doing, reversing completely the logistics of 
yesteryear and today. Thus, we will be able to 
cope with the dense data trails created by man and 
his complex society, effecting a transition from 
an automated to a cybernetic society. Shortly, 
teleprocessing systems will take on most of the 
tasks of rote and drudgery which nature and society 
now impose upon us. The outlook is thus very 
bright as we learn how to make intelligent use of 
our not-always-so-intelligent and often maligned 
machines. As Norbert Wiener put it so aptly some 
thirty years ago, future systems will enable us to 
"make human use of human beings". 

1. The Age of Teleprocessing 

When Christopher Columbus set foot on the New 
World in 1492 he did not know where he was nor how 
he got there. It took the world years to learn of 
his courageous journey and decades to readjust. 
When Neil Armstrong stepped upon the surface of the 
moon in 1969, he knew exactly where he was, having 
followed a precisely preplanned journey, and the 
whole world was watching himl In less than five 
hundred years man's ability to communicate had 
advanced from its most primitive forms to an aston
ishing level of sophistication. 

Early telegraph links, in Napoleon's time, had 
signal speeds of about two characters per second. 

The ability to combine up to six communications 
channels in one physical link came into being in 
1874 with a scheme invented by Jean Maurice Emile 
Baudot. Two years later, Bell spoke his first sen
tence over the telephone. In 1913 vacuum tube re
peaters were introduced in telephony. Other devel
opments in electronics followed quickly: by 1918 
the first carrier system permitted several voice 
channels to occupy a single pair of wires. High 
capacity coaxial cables started to replace wire-
pair cables in the early 1940's; today they can 
carry thousands of telephone channels. Microwave 
radio links were first installed in 1946; they can 
now accommodate more than 10,000 telephone channels 
and even more in the future. The 1960's brought us 
satellites and high-speed waveguides; the 1970's 
may bring the lasers. In a hundred years, the capa
city of our communications links has risen from 
fifteen to a billion baud, from two to over a hun
dred million characters per second. 

As civilized man evolved from his primitive ancestry, 
he developed a voracious appetite for large masses 
of data, recording observations about his individual 
or collective activities with ever greater precision 
and detail. He thus created an historical data 
trail whose density continually grows with his needs. 
Concurrently, he also developed systems and machines 
to process this data avalanche more rapidly and 
efficiently. His demands for computing power soon 
exceeded by far the best available electro-mechanical 
calculators of the 'thirties. The concept of ma
chines capable of storing both data and computing 
"recipes" internally, born in John von Neumann s 
mind, started us on the road toward developing 
electronic data processing machines with immense 
power. The very first such device, the ENIAC of 
1946, gave man at once a leverage factor of ten-
thousand and today's super-computers provide us 
with a mind-amplifying advantage of a billion-to-
one . 

The progress we have made, spectacular as it may 
seem, is the result of planned and continuous in
vestments in research and development. Advances 
in technology are accomplished by an incrementa 
and inductive process which has no deductive basis. 
Thus scientists and engineers plan certain experi 
ments and design the required equipments, on y to 
learn upon implementation that they did no t  o resee  

all possible contingencies. They improve t eir ex 
, . • - cprond round , periments or equipment designs in a first. 

incorporating the experience gained from t e 
This incremental process of invention an 
tion has a well-defined gestation perio an 
not allow for leap-frogging. Advertisemen s 
the trade press, proclaiming that "^om° r^ callous 
terminal is here today", are typical o ^ t^ei r  

way in which marketeers attempt to snow , 
customer. The fact is that tomorrow s ec 
is founded upon that of today! 
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2• lochnological Considerations In Electronic 
Systems 

We have made significant advances in information 
processing and data transfer as a result of dynamic 
developments in computer and communication technolo
gies. Computing centers are being harnessed to 
remote user terminals and connected to other cen
ters by communication channels. In so doing, com
puting power is being made economically accessible 
to a multiplicity of users who no longer require a 
computer installation of their own in order to have 
access to the most modern information and data 
handling systems. 

This developing relationship between computer and 
communications technology is possibly the most im
portant event of our times. By themselves, the 
communications or the computer industry alone were 
capable of bringing about changes in business, 
government, and in our whole way of life. But the 
two technologies complement each other; in combina
tion their power is more than additive'. Computers 
control our Immense communication switching centers 
and assist in managing the enormous capacity of new 
transmission links into useable channels; communi
cations in return, make available the power of 
computers and the information in data banks to 
millions of users in remote locations. 

This computer-communication marriage is all the 
more important as we learn to use third generation 
machines more efficiently and begin to Introduce 
fourth generation machines. During the 1970's 
telecommunications revenue from machines conversing 
with machines will surpass that of people talking 
to people. This is an astounding development con
sidering the fact that the world's largest corpora
tion, AT&T, grew to its present size serving 
only human communication! 

2.1 Basic System Ingredients 

Three major components of science and technology 
have contributed significantly to the development 
of our new teleprocessing systems: 

(1) Hardware. Historically, of course, we 
started with computers; we still differen
tiate the roles played by central and termi
nal electronic facilities. In data trans
mission systems we recognize two additional, 
Important hardware items: Modems and Com
munication Links. 

(ii) Software. Software now plays an entirely 
new role. It furnishes high-level management 
for the central facility hardware complex, 
lower-level management for the terminal 
facilities, and provides communications be
tween these two management levels, assigning 
priorities and allocating communications re
sources to multitudes of users sharing them. 

(iii) Brainware. Design and development of opera
tional hardware and managing software has 
drawn heavily upon a host of sciences: 

Operations Research, queueing theory, mathe 
matical statistics and probability theory, 
linear and dynamic programming, even manage 
ment and social sciences. With their help 
we are designing the architectures of im
proved operating systems with stress on sci
entific management of resources, security, 
and error detection/correction in computer 
and data transmission subsystems. 

Typical teleprocessing systems could not have come 
into their own without modulator-demodulator sub
systems, or modems, which superimpose digital sig
nal information upon analog carrier waves. Compu
ter output circuits usually produce rectangular 
pulses and modems enable these pulses to travel 
along communication lines by converting them into 
optimal analog forms. Sophisticated modulation 
schemes are used to multiplex several signals to
gether for joint transmission over the same channel. 
Their hardware implementations differ in cost, 
speed, reliability, and tolerance to noise and 
distort ton. 

Communication lines in terrestrial data trans
mission systems are furnished predominantly by 
the common carriers. A signal traveling along a 
leased line can follow a variety of paths to its 
destination. When it disappears into the socket 
in the plaster wall we often don't even know which 
way it will travel. It may go by Itself on a wire 
circuit, or it may be huddled with hundreds of 
other signals on a coaxial cable or a microwave 
link. It may even race 22,300 miles into space 
to be beamed back by a satellite. 

The largest common carrier in the U.S. is, of 
course, the American Telephone and Telegraph Com
pany; its subsidiaries and associated companies 
operate more than eighty percent of the telephones 
Installed in the United States. They make avail
able a variety of services, means, and media to 
their customers. The most prominent trade-off 
factors usually considered are cost and speed; 
pertinent tariffs are complex and difficult to 
understand. Perhaps the two most Important points 
to keep in mind are, (i) that the present lines 
were almost exclusively designed for voice com
munication, and (ii) that by using pulse code 
modulation, voice and other analog signals can be 
converted into a stream of bits looking remarkably 
like computer data. Therefore, it appears certain 
that future circuits will be designed to transmit 
very high-speed pulse trains carrying voice, tele
vision, facsimile, and other data in a uniformly 
coded form. 

2.2 Real-Time and Time-Sharing Systems 

The most promising, synergistic offspring resulting 
from the union of computer and communications sys
tems is the development of real-time systems. We 
need not quibble here about the exact definition 
of this term, if Indeed one can be found. But we 
can point out three characteristic functions of 
real-time systems. First, they are communications-
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oriented, making extensive (and hopefully efficient) 
use of data transmission networds. Second, they 
connect interactive remote terminals or sensors to 
computers, facilitating a meaningful dialogue be
tween men and machines. This dialogue must proceed 
at reasonable speeds; it must also remain uninter
rupted and terminal responses must be timely so that 
human participants can continue their train of 
thought without frustration. Third, to get the job 
done, the terminals must have interactive compon
ents, such as keyboards, displays, lightpens, joy

sticks and sketchpads. 

Design and implementation of real-time systems are 
more formidable tasks than were faced in the earlier 
era of building electronic batch-processing systems, 
for at least four reasons: (i) Real-time systems 
tend to be larger in magnitude and scope than their 
batch-processing ancestors. They are usually 
developed for very complex applications, thereby 
compounding engineering and human problems. (ii) 
Real-time systems are difficult to install and 
their complete checkout is a never-ending task. 
Hardware and software must complement each other 
while polling user terminals or sensors, responding 
to demands for facilities or software systems, and 
maintaining managerial control over the entire 
system. (iii) Real-time systems concepts are still 
relatively new. Frequently they are built for 
applications which batch-processing could not 
handle. (iv) Real-time systems are still subject 
to catastrophic disruptions as neither hardware 
nor software have reached the state of perfection 
attained by the more mature batch-processing 
systems. 

Crucial design problems have arisen in many areas. 
In the case of remote terminals, the bandwidth of 
the intermediate communications link is the limit
ing factor for effective data transmissions. There
fore, most recent designs aim at providing some 
"intelligence" at the terminal site, thus reducing 
both communications requirements and workload at 
the central facility. The problem how "smart" a 
terminal ought to be to make the overall system 
optimal is far from being solved although the 
amount of "smarts" available at the remote stations 
has increased continually as hardware costs are 
declining and reliability rises. 

Another design problem arises in the communications 
subsystem. For example, if we link satellite data 
transmissions to terrestrial systems mixing of the 
media may lead to almost unresolvable conflicts. 
The design of a terrestrial transmission system 
using microwaves will have certain optimal design 
parameters for block data size, error detecting/ 
correcting procedures, acknowledgment of trans
mitted data etc. A totally different set of para
meters will obtain for coaxial cables laid on the 
ocean floor, or for high frequency systems in 
space. Linking two or more such systems together 
invariably causes us to alter individually optimal 
procedures or parameters, making them at best sub-
optimally optimal, so to speak. 

2.3 Engineering Principles 

Over the short history of designing and building 
teleprocessing systems, a number of fundamental 
principles have emerged. Engineering design con
siderations considered most important and most 
subject to change as the staie-of-the-art improves 

include: 

(i) Hardware Reliability. This aspect has pro
bably received the greatest attention be
cause it is so obvious. 

(ii) Redundancy. Where anticipated component 
hardware failures might exceed permissible 
limits (as in real-time systems, for example), 
compensatory redundancy on all systems levels 
is employed. Since no man-made device is 
perfect and has unlimited life, statistical 
principles are employed to "guarantee" mini
mal performance over long periods of time, 
of appropriately designed redundant systems. 

(iii) System Availability. Improved system relia
bility leads directly to greater availability 
of system resources. The most important 
innovation in this area is the soft-fail 
concept. If a system component deteriorates, 
monitoring circuitry is now available to 
detect system degradation and to develop 
appropriate messages for human observers 
and as inputs to other electronic components. 

(iv) Error Detection and Correction. What hard
ware redundance does in the macrocosm of 
equipments and devices is accomplished by 
very sophisticated operational techniques 
in the microcosm of redundant data communi
cations. Minimally, this might include 
"parity bits" to complement every trans
mitted set of data bits. This procedure 
permits the detection of only the simplest 
errors but it makes no provision for locating 
or correcting errors. More complicated 
coding schemes add two or more redundancy 
bits to each binary data word. Thus we can 
design arbitrarily powerful codes with whose 
help we can detect and/or correct any number 
of possible errors. But we observe that any 
increase in error detecting/correcting capa
bility raises the data transmission overhead, 
defined as the extra number of bits which are 
added during transmission to each basic raw 
data word. 

3. The Outlook 

The rapidly increasing rate of change in all of 
society's activities forces us to look more pene
tratingly into the future than ever before. Our 
style of decision-making is changing as social 
scientists and environmental specialists begin to 
exploit recent advances in technology. We can no 
longer plan solely for short-term profit, ignoring 
the adverse side-effects of the means for obtaining 
it. Growing public awareness of the effects o 
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technology upon society and the accompanying public 
and political debate indicate that the long-term 
must become our standard planning horizon. Industry 
and government alike must be made aware of comple
menting and competitive technologies; they must 
learn to understand relevant political, social and 
economic impacts and be able to plan for contin
gencies. 

Our industrial and political leadership is becoming 
aware of the need to reduce uncertainty in short-
term and long-range planning. So many inter-related 
factors must be evaluated that decision-making is 
becoming a far more complicated task than ever be
fore. This is clearly reflected by the acutely 
rising consciousness of accountability in setting 
policy and goals, both nationally and internation
ally, and by attempts to establish a balance be-

short-term existence and long term-growth 
continuity. 

New techniques have been developed to aid our over
burdened decision-makers, to provide them with 
quantitative information about the implications of 
decision alternatives. One such new tool is tech
nological forecasting. It allows us to incorporate 
the scientific method into formalized management 
systems for long-range planning and resource 
allocation. 

3.1 Technological Forecasting 

This powerful management tool can provide manage-
sent with Indications of the growth of technology 
as measured against estimated social and economic 
needs. Technological change has become a staple 
characteristic of modern life, leading to a need 
for management to predict, with a level of con
fidence, possible and probable technical achieve
ments in a given time frame, assuming a specified 
level of support. Technological forecasting still 
remains an art, rather than a science, as its 
credibility is heavily dependent upon the people 
conducting the forecasts, the method of obtaining 
relevant data, the manner of performing the analy
sis, and the format of presentation. Of the five 
available methodologies (Intuitive, Trend Extra
polation, Trend Correlation, Analogy, and Norma
tive), the intuitive DELPHI technique has possibly 
received the greatest acclaim. 

Projected advances in technology will dramatically 
impact computer communications in these three 

(I) Hardware• Reliability, maintainability and 
cost-performance ratios will continue to 
improve with a great increase in component 
density and attendant reductions in equip
ment size, weight, and power comsumptlon. 
Intelligent terminals will make their appear
ance both in space and on the ground, greatly 
reducing the load on communications band
width requirements. Sensors and cameras 
with increased resolution will allow us to 
gather better and more timely data, and to 
transmit and process them in real-time. 

(ii) Software. The most significant trend will h 
the gradual elimination of systems software 
through replacement by mini-computer modules 
thus reducing significantly design and de ' 
velopment costs of future teleprocessing 
systems. Further standardization of appli 
cations software will increase transferability, 
of modular programs between computers and 
terminals. Micro-programmed machines with 
more flexible, high-level languages will 
greatly reduce the time and cost required 
now in software development efforts. 

Ctli) Brainware. Significant advances in modula
tion theory, error detecting/correcting codes, 
hardware systems architecture, and other areas 
impacting future data communications systems 
are anticipated only if relevant basic and 
applied research receive appropriate support 
from government and industry. A severe cut
back in funding such projects is more than 
likely to result in an erosion of our tech
nological leadership with predictably dire 
consequences in terms of our posture in the 
w>rid scientific community. 

A typical siUBpls of technological forecasting can 
be taken from the area of terminal devices and dis
plays. Moat equipments in this category use con
ventional cathode ray tubes for viewing by human 
operators. Very much like the television sets 
with idiich we are familiar, display devices are 
bulky and require a good deal of power. These 
devices would be much more effective if today's 
cathode ray tubes could be replaced by flat screens 
tdiich people could stand up on their desks, hang 
on the wall, or even mount on ceilings. Technolo
gical forecasters predicted in 1967 that before 
197S we would develop such flat screens. It is 
remarkable that the tradepress very recently 
carried a news item according to which the first 
experimental flat screens are being tested, with 
mass production now envisioned for 1974! What 
impact this event will have on the television and 
picture-phone market can hardly be fathomed. But 
it is a fact that research and development in this 
field were adequately funded, with the result that 
in the eighties few people will remember what TV 
looked like today. 

3.2 Challenges of the Seventies 

Networks consisting of satellites, surface-probing 
sensors, and remote terminals will be most useful 
in the study of our natural resources. With their 
help, we can take Inventory of the oceans and the 
air; of what, where and how well forests and crops 
are growing; and of the condition of the soil and 
its potential productivity. Thus we can develop 
regional, national, or global predictions of crop 
yields and livestock inventories, or patterns of 
fire, Insect, and disease damage. Stream and 
river flows, excess surface water, pollution, 
and glacial action can be monitored to help us 
plan better irrigation and flood control systems, 
or to develop and maintain water resources and to 
contain erosion. 
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In order to manage world resources more effectively, 
adequate data must be gathered and converted into 
relevant information. For centuries, man has 
collected such data on the surface of the earth 
only. More recently, aerial observations and 
satellite surveys have broadened our field of view, 
exponentially increasing the amount of data collected 
and the value of the derived information. With the 
introduction of mass acquisition of data and sophis
ticated computer processing, we may well be able to 
stem the tide of our diminishing natural wealth and 
of the pollution of existing resources. 

The introduction of electronic data communication 
systems into our society has already caused profound 
changes in its structure and organization. Real
time systems and time-sharing make the power of the 
computer available to untold thousands at their 
desks and even in their homes. A steadily growing 
number of commercial users rely on global and 
spatial electronic communication systems, as much 
as scientists employ them to obtain, store, and 
disseminate large quantities of data and pictures. 
And yet, this is only the beginning; the full im
pact of electronic systems upon human society will 
take at least another decade before we can properly 

assess it. 

We must understand that we are in the midst of a 
transition from an automated to a cybernetic 
society. By the end of this decade, electronic 
systems and especially communications will affect 
practically every aspect of human behavior. In
formation utilities and real-time systems will be 
available to the public in the same sense that 
other utilities today service our homes and offices. 
Linked global and spatial communication systems 
will serve government officials, businessmen, 
scientists, students, even our children, furnish
ing them the ability to "converse" with computers 
as readily as they now talk by telephone. 

As we perfect intelligent remote terminals, the 
intensity of the data trail thus created will un
doubtedly increase beyond all imagination. Rele
vant information will become available as inputs 
to sophisticated simulation models whose outputs 
will aid our decision-makers in the search for 
viable alternatives and optimal solutions to many 
man-made problems, some of which may affect in
directly all of mankind. Our efforts to build 
models for testing of "global" decisions, as in the 
"Club of Rome", can only be successful if inter
national model-makers have access to an appropriate 
data base through teleprocessing. These efforts 
must succeed if man is to survive -- they will 
succeed if we have the ability to communicate. 
With apologies to Norbert Wiener, we conclude that 
homo sapiens must learn to make intelligent use of 
our not-yet-very-intelligent machines -- before 
his time runs outl 
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SPECIAL PROJECT 

Participating Demonstrations of a Multi-Purpose Network Linking Dissimilar Computers and 

Terminals 

CHAIRMAN: 

Dr. Larence G. Roberts, Director for Information Processing Techniques, 

Advanced Research Projects Agency 
Department of Defense, Arlington, Virginia, U.S.A. 

PROJECT COORDINATOR: 

Dr. Robert E. Kahn* 
Bolt, Beranek and Newman 
Cambridge, Massachusetts, U.S.A. 

PAPER: 

"Participating Demonstrations of a Multi-purpose Network Linking Dissimilar Computers 
and Terminals" 

EXAMPLE DEMONSTRATIONS: 

"Multi-Computer Support of Cross-Country Interactive Graphics", Bolt, Bernaek and Newman, 
Cambridge, Massachusetts, U.S.A. Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts, U.S.A., 
The MITRE Corporation, McLean, Virginia, U.S.A.; and University of California, Santa Barbara, 

Goleta, California, U.S.A. 

"An Aid for Collaboration for Geographically Distributed Groups", Stanford Research Institute, 

Menlo Park, California, U.S.A. 

"MACSYMA—An Interactive Formal Mathematics System", Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
Cambridge, Massachusetts, U.S.A. 

THEME: Conference attendees will exercise a variety of computers and terminals in a range of appli
cations. The computers are widespread geographically and under diverse managements. 

•Now at Advanced Research Projects Agency, Arlington, Virginia, U.S.A. 
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PARTICIPATING DEMONSTRATIONS OF A 
MULTI-PURPOSE NETWORK LINKING DISSIMILAR 

COMPUTERS AND TERMINALS 

The Special Pro 
national Conference 
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The Special Project Committee of 
ICCC-72 has arranged for access to the 
ARPA Computer Network (ARPNET) from 
the Georgetown Ballroom of the Wash
ington Hilton Hotel for the duration 
of the conference. The ARPANET is an 
advanced technology store-and-forward 
message switching network of more than 
25 computers. 
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1. A Terminal Interface Message 
Processor (TIP) that provides both a 
store-and-forward message switching 
function in the ARPANET and terminal 
access to the network. 

2. Connection of the TIP to the 
ARPANET via two 50 kilobit/second 
wideband telephone circuits. 

3. A variety of thirty or so ter
minals all connected to the network 
through the TIP. Terminal types 
connected to the TIP for the Special 
Project include: impact printers with 
keyboard, thermal printers with key
board, CRT displays with keyboard, im
pact and impactless line printers, etc. 

The Special Project highlights 
the beginning of an era that will allow 

a user to command execution of a pro
gram that exists on a computer install
ation that is geographically distant 
from him; in turn, the program may 
accept or demand input data command 
execution of a program, and/or use 
specialized hardware at any install
ation connected to the network. It 
also demonstrates that a computer net
work can eliminate the need to imple
ment programs again and again for each 
installation or the need to maintain 
copies of identical data-sets at each 
installation they are used. 

Many organizations that have host 
computers connected to the ARPANET or 
obtain computational capability via 
the ARPANET are providing demonstra
tions. While all the demonstrations 
cannot be described here, demonstra
tions that are a representative cross 
section are: 

A demonstration of the On-Line and 
Logo Systems. This is particularly 
interesting because the Intercom
puter Network Development Group at 
the. Mitre Corporation, McLean, Virgin
ia, uses, through the ARPANET, a 
facility that exists at M.I.T.'s 
Project MAC for inputting, editing, 
assembling, and debugging programs 
for an intelligent terminal possess
ing a minicomputer. The network is 
also used to transmit a loadable 
version of the program to the mini
computer. To facilitate reloading, 
the initial load via the Network is 
copied onto tape using a cassette 
style tape recorder. The programs 
thus far implemented for the mini
computer are programs that specifi
cally tailor the intelligent terminal 
to interface to some of the other 
computers on the Network, notably t e 
On-Line System at the University o 
California at Santa Barbara, existing 
on a PDD-10 Tenex system, at Bolt 
Beranek and Newman, Cambridge, 
Massachusetts. 
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RESPONSIBILITY, 
IMPACTS 

AND 
SOCIAL CONCERNS 





RESPONSIBILITY 

CHAIRMAN: 

Dr. Herbert Maisel, Director, Computation Center and Associate Professor of 

Computer Science 
Georgetown University, Washington, D.C., U.S.A. 

PROGRAM COORDINATOR: 

Louis Feldner, Common Carrier Bureau 
Federal Communications Commission 
Washington, D.C., U.S.A. 

PAPERS: 

Dr. Herbert Maisel, "Responsibility for the Humanistic Use of the Information Revolution: 
Where Will the Battle be Fought?" 

Commissioner Robert E. Lee, Federal Communications Commission, Washington, D.C., 
U.S.A., "The Role of the Federal Communications Commission" 

Professor Victor C. Ferkiss, Department of Government, Georgetown University, 
Washington, D.C., U.S.A., "Computers and Communications: Boon or Bane? Information 
Technology, Freedom and Social Control" 

SPEAKERS: 

Professor Joseph Weizenbaum, Project MAC, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cam
bridge, Massachusetts, U.S.A., "Responsibility of the Technologist as an Individual" 

Yoneji Masuda, Director, Japan Computer Usage Developement Institute, Tokyo, Japan, 
"Responsibility and the Information Revolution: An Overseas Perspective" 

THEME: Everyone concedes the tremendous impact that computer communications will have 
in our society in the coming decades. Some say that this impact is already substantially upon us. 
A new technology with enormous impact necessarily modifies many of our day-to-day activities. 
It is important that this modification benefit mankind and especially that it promote, in Norbert 
Wiener's words, "The human use of human beings." This implies responsibility—the need to 
establish principles and guidelines and to channel these technological developments in accordance 
with these principles and guidelines. 
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RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE HUMANISTIC USE OF THE 
INFORMATION REVOLUTION: 

WHERE WILL THE BATTLE BE FOUGHT? 
Herbert Maisel, Georgetown University, Washington, D.C., U.S.A. 

The second industrial revolution is now in 
progress. The widespread use of digital computers, 
the enhancement of communication networks, the 
large capacity and high speed of auxiliary storage 
units, and the development of inexpensive terminals 
with television capabilities imply a revolution 
in information processing. The impact of this 
revolution is already upon us. However, its 
effects on the day-to-day activities of the lay
man are still marginal. These effects will 
increase substantially in the next two or three 
decades. If we are to make this revolution one 
that mankind will look back on joyfully then we 
must assure that these effects are as beneficial 
as possible. We, all of us, have a responsibility 
to do this. This broad commitment is the subject 
of this panel. Each of us on the panel will 
attempt to make this commitment more spec ific. My 
objective is to try to answer the question: where 
will the battle for the humanistic use of the 
information revolution take place? 

A note of alarm will be sounded, quietly by 
some of us, more stridently by others. This is 
only natural in a call to action. There is always 
a need to shout in order to alert the passive. 
If we sometimes appear to be too pessimistic and 
too negative, remember that there is much to be 
done and too few people willing to do it. 

Pioneers in information processing, especially 
Norbert Wiener, believed that the principle impact 
of the second industrial revolution would be 
widespread unemployment and that the assurance 
of the human use of human beings should be our 
major responsibility.^ This objective is still an 
appropriate one. However, the issues have become 
much more complicated. Privacy and the threat to 
privacy posed both by corporations and government 
have become important considerations. Also, the 
development of those applications that can be of 
greatest public benefit is not assured. Finally, 
we must indeed see to it that this second indus
trial revolution results in a smooth transition 
from a work to a leisure oriented society. It 
may be that this last transition, the one that so 
greatly concerned our pioneers, will be most easily 
accomplished. This could occur because the transi
tion will be made over several decades so that a 
radical recasting of individual ethics may not be 
necessary. The issue then may not be acceptance 
of a leisure ethic but rather the nature of our 
increased leisure activities and the potential 
restriction of our freedoms. Our responsibility 
is to assure that all human beings benefit to the 
maximum extent possible from this information 
revolution and that our freedoms are not curtailed 
by it. 

An interesting further problem that may arise 
as a result of the second industrial revolution 
is the dehumanization of our self-image. The 

first industrial revolution encouraged us to think 
of ourselves as machines. This self-view was 
neither correct nor beneficial. We may now come 
to view ourselves as merely information processors. 
Professor Weizenbaum has emphasized this potential 
impact of the computer.^ He will discuss our 
responsibility both in avoiding this self-view 
and in promoting a more healthy, humanistic .view. 

It would be reasonable to expect that in the 
United States the principle arena in which the 
fight will be waged to maximize the potential 
benefits of the information revolution would be in 
the Federal Government; perhaps most especially 
in the Federal Communications Commission. Will the 
Commission regulate the communication networks 
and their information processing users in such a 
way that the public good is assured? It would 
appear that a clear cut "yes" cannot be given in 
answer to this question. First of all, the 
Commission has in the past separated the communi
cation lines from the data processing services 
that these lines interconnect and seems to be 
taking the position that its regulatory interest 
ends at the terminus of the communication lines. 
Second, the Commission has always emphasized 
efficiency and adequate service at reasonable 
charges in its regulatory activities. Much less 
emphasis has been given to the impact of these 
communication facilities on the public. Commissioner 
Lee will say a great deal more about this, so I 
will merely remark that the arena in which the 
fight will be fought to assure maximum benefits 
from the information revolution may very well not 
be the Federal Communications Commission. 

Where, then, will this battle be fought? It 
would appear that new legislation will be required 
to do such things as ensure privacy and develop 
effective educational applications. (The educa
tional potential of the information revolution is 
discussed in ^.) The major arena may be the 
Congress of the United States. However, in recent 
years, the Office of the President has assumed a 
greater and more direct responsibility for the 
conduct of our national affairs. Although this 
has been especially pronounced in the areas of 
intelligence, defense, and foreign affairs, it 
has also been true in domestic activity. Our 
science and educational policies are not entirely 
the result of legislation. This means that another 
important arena is in the Office of the President. 
In order to insure responsible information systems 
policies in both the Congress and the Office of ^ 
the President, most o us must rely on the politic 
process and an informed public. Our major respon
sibilities lie probably in informing the public 
and their representatives. 

The principle impact of the Federal Govern 
ment on the information revolution may turn 
to be independent of legislation and of the 0 ice 
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of the President. It may result from the totality 
of applications of Information ay stent made and 
promoted by the various governaent agencies. 
Important steps in such diverse applications as 
the regordlng of scientific information , simu
lation . and education have been taken by govern
ment agencies. In this arena, responsibility lies 
less with the political process and the public's 
concern and more with the individual technologists 
and their concern; in other words, more with chose 
of you who help develop applications in govern
ment agencies and who have the authority to 
review contracts and grants for such appllesions. 

Traditionally, the development of new know
ledge and the innovative application of existing 
knowledge has been one of the major activities 
of our educational institutions. This is true 
of the information revolution but probably to a 
lesser extent than might be expected. Although 
many applications have been and will be developed 
at universities, many more are the product of 
government agencies, non-profit corporations and 
profit-making organisations. Certainly academi
cians will have an impact and must keep in mind 
their public responsibilities. But the research 
activities of our educstional Institutions will 
probably not be a principle arena In the battle 
for the human use of computers. 

The principle arena of this battle may be the 
board rooms, the intermediate management levels, 
and the applications programming staffs of our 
largest corporations. Unless the profit motive 
is supplemented by public concern, the information 
revolution may do little more than substantially 
increase both the volume of information flow and 
the extent to which executives can review and 
control the functions of their organltation. The 
employees of that organization, the customers for 
that organization, and the public at large may 
find that their life is no better at a result of 
these changes. In fact, zerlous restrictions on 
the freedom of the market place, Increased 
standardization of products to the point where 
their humanistic appeal it secondary, and the 
exchange of information about people without 
their knowledge may be Increased to an alarming 
degree. This potential for increased consumption 
of information and increased centralization of 
authority that can result from the information 
revolution must be offset by a concern for the 
public good as well as the corporate good. Legis
lation will probably provide an Inadequate answer. 
With appropriate legal and technical assistance, 
corporations with sufficient motivation have 
always managed to do very nearly ouch as they 
please.8 We must awaken the social consciousness 
of our corporations. The chances for success in 
this task are related to the last arena for the 
battle that I will discuss, our educational 
institutions. 

The educational process oust emphasize the 
potential good sod the potential harm that can 
result from the Information revolution, (tofess 
Ferklss will have a good deal more to say about ** 
both the good and the harm that he sees in this 
revolution.) This emphasis should result in the 
development of a socially responsible attitude. 
Educators especially those at the college level 
have been very concerned with providing appro- ' 
priate breadth in their programs. Perhaps an 
appreciation for humanistic values, the societal 
impact of technology and the importance of a 
beneficial marriage*of technology and human needs 
are appropriate objectives for scientific tech
nological and business oriented undergraduate 
progrems. In meeting these objectives, the appro
priate breadth may be assured. Of course, all 
this must be done without sacrificing the depth 
of these programs. 

Education, however, Is no panacea. We return 
again to the Simple truth that nc matter what our 
backgrounds or our jobs we. all of us, have a 
responsibility to assure that the effects of the 
Information revolution are truly beneficial to 
mankind. 
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THE ROLE OF THE FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION 

Robert E. Lee 

Federal Communications Commission 

Washington, D.C., U.S.A. 

We are here today to consider the subject of 
authority and responsibility, from various vantage 
points, with respect to the burgeoning computer 
communication industry. I will concentrate on 
one branch of the U.S. Government, the Federal 
Communications Commission, in its role of author
ity and responsibility to the industry and to the 
public. 

As a regulatory agency, the FCC's overall 
responsibility and authority has been defined by 
Congress in the Communications Act of 1934, as 
amended. Section I of the Act states that: 

"For the purpose of regulating interstate 
and foreign commerce in communication by 
wire and radio so as to make available, 
so far as possible, to all the people of 
the United States a rapid, efficient, 
Nationwide, and world-wide wire and radio 
communication service with adequate faci
lities at reasonable charges, for the 
purpose of national defense, for the 
purpose of promoting safety of life and 
property through the use of wire and 
radio communication ... there is hereby 
created a commission to be known as the 
'Federal Communications Commission,' 
which . . . shall execute and enforce the 
provisions of this Act." 

In short, the measure of how well the 
Commission carries out its authority and respon
sibilities must be calculated against a yardstick 
already specifically provided by the Congress, 
that yardstick being the Communications Act of 
1934 and its subsequent amendments. Of course, 
there is a degree of latitude in interpretations 
of such an Act, but the framework within which the 
the Commission works is perhaps more fixed than 
may be the case for some other segments of our 
society addressing themselves to this topic. 

As you doubtless are aware, one way in which 
the Commission carries out its responsibility, 
is to hold Public Inquiries. These Inquiries are 
specifically designed to elicit public comment 
on important issues. One pertinent example of 
this kind of action is the Notice of Inquiry 
entitled: In the Matter of Regulatory and Policy 
Problems Presented by the Interdependence of 
Computer and Communication Services and Facilities. 
Issued in November 1966, this Inquiry is also 
known more briefly as Docket No. 16979. 

Through Docket No. 16979, the Commission 
elicited public comment concerning potential 
problems and issues related to the interdependence 
of computers and communications. The questions 
raised in the Inquiry, and the subsequent re
sponses and replies, ranged from consideration of 
the current and future trends related to the 
computer and information processing industry; to 
the adequacy of existing legislation to deal with 
industry trends; to the need for any new measures 
"... required by the computer industry and common 
carriers to protect the privacy and proprietary 
nature of data stored in computers and transmitted 

over communication facilities..." 

The Commission received a great number of 
responses from the communications industry, from 
the data processing industry, from commercial 
users of data systems, from government agencies, 
and other parties. In all, over 3,000 pages of 
material were submitted to the Commission in re
sponse to the initial Inquiry. 

This initial 1966 Inquiry was followed by 
a Supplemental Notice of Inquiry in 1967. In 
1969 a Report of Further Notice of Inquiry was 
issued, followed in 1970 by a Tentative Decision 
and Notice of Proposed Rule Making and an oral 
argument. The Final Decision and Order was adopted 
by the Commission in March 1971. 

The Commission's Final Decision stated first, 
that "... we are not proposing, at this time, to 
regulate data processing, as such, ..." and second, 
because of the growing interdependence of the 
computer-communication industry, the need to insure 
"... appropriate regulatory treatment..." required 
a maximum separation of activities which are sub
ject to regulation from non-regulated activities 
involving data processing. 

The Final Decision also answered questions ^ 
raised during the Inquiry regarding the Commissions 
jurisdictional authority. The Decision stated that 

the Commission's jurisdiction extended t0 

all communication common carriers insofar as they 
are participants in the provision of interstate 
communications services." 

In certain areas of the Inquiry the Commissim 
took a wait-and-see attitude. In attempting to 
assess the need to regulate "hybrid service the 
Commission decided it did not have, at that time, 
the Solomon-like wisdom needed in order to sepa 
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rate hybrid communication* from hybrid data 
services. The Commission decided, instead, to 
treat hybrid service issues on a case-by-case 
basis until it had much better visibility into how 
such systems would develop. 

Although 1 concurred in part with the Final 
Decision, there were certain portion* of that 
Decision to which I dissented. In particular, I 
disagreed with the degree of separation and the 
rules set up to deny common carriers access to 
computer services from carrier data affiliates. 
Those of us who dissented felt that the Commission 
majority in this instance were imposing restric
tions "... because of some vague and unsupported 
feeling that a common carrier would not be able to 
resist the temptation to engage in 'improprieties' 
in managing its relationships with a data affili
ate." X do not want to dwell on this point here, 
since our main theme is "responsibility" but I did 
want to make it clear that some of us disagreed 
with this aspect of the Final Decision. 

Using this brief overview of the Computer 
Inquiry a* our reference point, what can we say as 
to the Commission's future responsibility vis-a-
vis the growth of computer communication inter
dependence? 

One lesson that emerged from the Inquiry 
was that the Commission henceforth would be 
concerned with the interdependence of two areas 
affecting our society: computer and communica
tions. The Commission now has an increased re
sponsibility to be aware of, and sensitive to, 
developments not only among the communication* 
carriers, but also to developments in computer 

systems. Where these two areas Intertwine anH 
impact upon the nation's communication facile? 
the FCC must be alert to assets this inpact fr?8' 
take action in accord with the requirements of 
the Communications Act. 

With this added responsibility has come 
another requirement: the Coamlsslon must esta
blish wider and closer contact with Industry and 
with sector* of the government and public, which 
heretofore may not have had much contact with the 
FCC. The Inquiry highlighted this need by virtue 
of the number of noo-cosmeunlcat ions-related 
organisation* which participated in the Inquiry. 

The Inquiry also makes clear a need for the 
Commission to bo alert to technological and user 
developments in the data processing industry. 
Technologies such as data terminals and computers 
-- which Just a decade ago might not have 
appeared to relate to the scope of the Comlsslorfs 
activities -- will now have to be assesed for 
their relationship to the nation's communication 
service* and facilities. 

Like many other sectors of government, the 
Commission find* that the use and spread of compu
ter communication systems have added to its 
responsibilities. But I believe that while the 
emulation hat the authority and responsibility 
to probe the issues and problem* raised by the 
growth of these systems and these technologies, 
there is a concomitant responsibility on the part 
of the Commission to tread carefully when it seeks 
to extend the domain of regulation into the area 
of computer communications. 
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COMPUTERS AND COMMUNICATIONS: BOON OR BANE? 
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY, FREEDOM AND SOCIAL CONTROL 

Victor C. Ferkiss 

Georgetown University 

Washington, D.C., U.S.A. 

Throughout history the power of men over 
their fellow men has been exercised through the 
differential possession of or access to scarce 
resources: physical strength, land, capital or 
knowledge primarily. Even if one rejects some 
of the more simplistic prophecies about "post-
industrial" society, we are undoubtedly entering 
into an era in which knowledge of certain kinds 
is such a scarce resource upon which changing 
structures of social power are arising. One area 
of knowledge, control over which is increasingly 
vital, is that generated by electronic information 
storage, retrieval and computation systems. 

The computer defined in its broadest sense 
creates new forms of scarce, power-generating 
information. It permits some to make calculations 
and acquire knowledge which can be denied to 
others, especially within certain time frameworks. 
It permits some to store and retrieve specific 
information not so easily accessible to others, 
if at all. It decreases the ability of some to 
protect information - such as personal histories -
and makes that information more accessible to 
others for purposes of surveillance and control. 
It makes it possible through complex and subtle 
planning mechanisms to influence the behavior of 
persons without their being aware of and/or able 
to devise means of counteracting such influences. 

Such new computer-generated power has the 
potential for radically altering the balance of 
power in society as a whole. As long as some 
have access to certain information systems and 
others do not, the former have greater social 
power just as if some had access to printed 
material, while others though literate did not. 
As long as some know how to use computers for 

their ends and others do not, the latter are at 
a disadvantage, as if some were literate and 
others were not. Those groups or institutions, 
such as government, which have the ability to 
command the services of those able to use the 
new technology and to control access to it have 
power advantages over groups and institutions 
which do not. At the present stage of computer 
development and use, special advantages therefore 
accrue to more powerful and/or wealthy groups 
and governments vis a vis others, the people as 
a whole or individual citizens as such. 

Is this tendency of information technology 
to consolidate power inherent in the technology 
and thereforce possibly inevitable, or is it a 
matter itself of social choice? It can be argued 
that it is primarily the latter. If society 
chooses to do so, ability to deal with computers 
can be made as widespread as literacy. Access to 
and control of information systems can be made 
more widespread, both as regards input and output. 
Despite technical problems, privacy of computer-
stored data can be maintained as much as that of 
any other recorded data, while systems can be 
devised to make information about the activities 
of governments and private groups more accessible 
to average individuals than under current condi
tions, especially as simpler means of querying 
computers are developed. 

The choice as to whether the development of 
information technology will lead to a greater 
concentration or dispersal of power in society 
is itself essentially a social choice. Profes
sionals in the field can greatly influence this 
choice one way or the other depending on their 
own attitudes and activities. 
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THE IMPACT OF WIDE-SPREAD COMPUTER COMMUNICATION 
SYSTEMS AND THEIR USE 

Andrew J. Lipinski 
Institute for the Future, Menlo Park, California, U.S.A. 

The impact of computer communica
tion systems on most segments of our 
society to date has been slight because: 

(1) data communications are in an 
early stage of development, 

(2) the variety of system 
approaches reflects the typical early 
experimentation period of immature 
technology, 

(3) fast-changing technology has 
to accommodate itself to less rapid 
institutional changes, and 

(4) the "human" component of the 
system has received, thus far, little 
attention. 

The papers of the two sessions, 
Impact I and II, illustrate some of 

the problems, solutions, and aspira
tions of the creators of an essential 
element of the postindustrial society' 
computer communication systems. The 
Present period corresponds to the 
"sweat and grime" period of early 
industrial society. The impacts of 
computer communication systems, both 
beneficial and injurious, are as yet 
only dimly perceived, as the effects 
of an industrial society were equally 
dimly perceived in Europe during the 
latter part of the last century. 
These two sessions are intended to 
make a small contribution toward 
improving our perception of the 
future. 
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We have developed a communication theory for machi
nes. not people - for matching the old, not for making 
the new. Contsun lea ting with people It by representa
tion, not replica. We have been trying vainly to re
duce all human wisdom to "bits" for computer program
ming. Meanwhile, "software," or the organization of 
information and the design of structures, has been re
placing its "hardware" embodiment at an ever accelera
ting rate. Information overload hat led to process 
pattern recognition. The Greeks invented Ntture by 
abstrectlng it from total existence. Greek ability 
for abstract thought was an unexpected result of their 
writing technology. Until recently in the Western 
world, we have continued to look only for "causal con
nections" in abstract Nature. We have Ignored the 
"resonant responses" of hlddsn exlstencs to both hard
ware" and "software" innovations. The sdvent of sate
llites has suddenly forced ecological awareness upon 
us with total responsibility for programming Planet 
Polluto. In scrapping man-made Nature we have retrie
ved the "buzzing confusion" of existence. Today, the 
groundrules change after every play and 'hardware" 
thinking collapses. As change Itself becomes the main 
staple, percepts replace concepts for discovering 
"where Its at." New knowledge replaces old experience 
By using eU our senses to make Inventories of physi
cal, psychic, and social effects, we can recognize 
process patterns In the Maelstrom But we oust now 
learn to hear with the EYE and see with the EAR to 
make sense and program evltable Fate in ECO-LAND 

my* and Reason 

Aphorisms, representing a knowledge broken, do 
invite men to Inquire farther; whereas Methods, 
carrying the show of a total, do secure men, as 
if they were at farthest. 
(Francis Bacon) 

The exact word does not mean the word which 
exactly describes the object Itself. It means 
the exact word which brings the effect of the 
word before the reader as It presented Itself 
to the poet's mind at the time of writing the 
poem. 
(Richard Aldington) 

COMPUTER AT WITS END LEADS TO 
PROCESS PATTERN RECOGNITION 

Barrington Nevitt 
Ontario Development Corp. 

Toronto, Canada 
Communicating with People is bv Re -are, hn 

Mot Replica^ ' 

Man Is the measure of all things, 
other measure. 
(Tobias Danzig) 

There Is no 

Magic and Reverse Magic 

lb define is to kill. 
(Stlphane Mallarml) 

Tb suggest Is to create. 

Computer systems, not men, will first realize 
humanity's old dream of universal language, and 
the subtleties and nuances of human thought will 
risk being mediated through the restricted and 
standardized symbols of computer communication. 
(Robert Theobald) 

While artists like James Joyce can make a reso
nant universe with two words, computer program
mers try to match universes of human knowledge 
and perception to the tw-blt wit of their 
machines. 
(Marshall McLuhan and Barrington Nevitt) 

The MEANING of a word is not what It aavs not 
ly Its definition, but what It does In Its context 
Meaning for a person flows from his relationship as f< 
jure to the totality of physical. psychic, and soclaP 
facets of his world as ground. "Junior" who cannot 
read, learns the power of words by their effects, n. 
knows Uilch four-letter words drive —• up the "wall! 
Poetry can cosesunlcate before it Is understood, so can 
music. Today, mime, and rhythm, and gesture are repla. 
elng words in "silent languages." old and new. The In-
expressible lies In the gap between the spoken and the 
unspoken. Uiat do we know of the grassaars of our com
munication media? 

Technologies are extensions of man that create human 
envlronamnts of both services and disservices. The to
tality of its effects, now and ever Is the MESSAGE of 
any technology. The user Is Its CONTENT. During the 
1960's, Harold Innls'*? was the first to show how all 
human artefacts act as media of cosssunlcatlon. The 
products or figures that make produce environments 
or grounds that remake our 'human nature" through con
tinuing Interplay. What do we know of the differing 
effects of contain 1 cat Ion technologies upon ourselves? 
Do we yet have a valid theory of communication that In
cludes people? 

Communication by Making the New 

The artist in any field is engaged In exploring and 
creating effects by works of art that will re-present 
hfe INTENT for people. It is a aetamorphlc process of 
•eking the new, not merely of smtchlng the old. The 
artist learns to re comb ins the old and familiar to com
municate his own unique experience through his chosen 
sMdlum. The poet, like the actor, "puts on" an audi
ence as the CONTENT of his ert In order to sharpen 
their percept Ion end human awareness. French symbolist 
poet Baudelaire,' writing In the ISSO's, "put on" his 
audience In the claaelc phrase: "Hypocrite lecteur, 
•on aanblable. non frkre (Hypocrite reader, my likeness 
my brother). 

U.S. Yeats* daacrlbas tha artlat's process of re
trieving the old ellchf for making the new archetype: 

Those masterful Images because complete 
Crew In pure mind, but out of what began? 
A mound of rafusa or the sweepings of a street, 
Old kettles, old bottles, and a broken can, 
Old Iron, old bones, old rags, that raving slut 
Who keeps the till. Now that my laddar's gone, 
I must lie down where all tha ladders start, 
In tha foul rag-and-bona shop of tha heart. 

Spoken language is a technology which extends sll • 
the hvansn senses. Every word Is an Invention, a bres 
through, sAilch accuiaulates untold human perceptions 
through use. Perception as euch Is a proportion amo g 
proportions apprehended In our seneory life. Percep 
ere the direct sensory experience of our encounters 
vlth the w>rld. Concepts are never percepts, but at 
packages of endlessly repeated percepts - fossil"*® , 
percepts, as It were, which frequently hinder , n 
and obscure lnalght. Humour and poetry release hid 
perceptions by sensory interplay and resonant reca • 
Mark Twain knew that "the right word Is the 
between lightening and lightening bug," for It 55—^— 
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sense by Involving all the senses. Silent reading of 
written speech, on the other hand, limits words to the 

visual sense . 

Communication by Matching the Old 

In contrast to the artist, the specialist in any 
field replaces percepts with concepts and eliminates 
sensory interplay by visual assumptions and logical 
connections. Scientific terminology by striving to
ward "one meaning for one word" still further intensi
fies this process of abstraction. The information 
theory of both telecommunication and computer reduces 
the "message" to BITS - signals for yes-or-no choices -
as the ultimate "content" of any communication channel 
whatever. It is a theory of replica for matching the 
old that treats the new, the unmatched, and the unmat-
chable alike as "noise." This theory of communication 
deals with outputs as variant transmissions of inputs. 
It is for "machines," not people. At wits end, it en
tirely ignores the "message of the birds" who daily 
demonstrate that the outputs of every living organism 

are always transformations of the inputs. 

The Medium as the Message 

I like the way he nods. He really communicates. 

(Chairman of the Board) 

Human sensory responses are never replicas of sen

sory impacts. E.H. Gombrich8 notes: 

What is called "synesthesia," the splashing over 
of impressions from one sense modality to another, 
is a fact to which all languages testify. They 
work both ways - from sight to sound and from 
sound to sight. We speak of loud colors or of 
bright sounds, and everyone knows what we mean.... 
There is touch in such terms as "velvety" voice 
and "a cold light," taste with "sweet harmonies" 
of colors and sounds, and so on through countless 

permutations. 

Dr. Herbert E. Krugman,^ General Electric Company 
research physiologist, reports his unexpected observa
tion that: "the basic response of the brain wave is 
clearly to the media and not to the content difference 
within T.V. commercials, or to what, in our pre-McLuhan 
days, we would ordinarily have called the commercial 
message." He thus verifies the McLuhan hypothesis that 
THE HUMAN PSYCHIC RESPONSE NEVER MATCHES THE MEDIA CON

TENT. 

Dr. Krugman demonstrates that the brainwave respon
se is unique for each medium and quite independent of 
its "commercial content." It is also invariant for 
the viewer's personal preferences, opinions, or value 
systems. It is a process of making rather than match
ing . He confirms the paradoxical McLuhan aphorism 
that, The medium is the message, by another paradox 
that: The viewer is "transported" by the communication 
process, whether in print or TV. or any other medium. 
Dr. Krugman concludes: "The old theory was concerned 
with the fact that the message was transported. The 
new theory must be concerned with the fact that the 
viewer is transported, taken on a trip, an instant 
trip - even to the moon and beyond." 

"Etherealized" by electric media, we become discar-
nate minds. For "we are there and they are here," in
stantly. We are reshaped and transformed unconscious
ly by every medium. The consciously contrived program 
or intent, like the other media involved in any commu
nication process, ride "piggyback" and are incidental 
to the message • The message is always the totality of 
effects, whether intended or not. Partial inventories 
of the effects of communication media, based on studies 

made by Marshall McLuhan and his associates at the 
Center for Culture and Technology, University of Toron
to, are given in a previous essay'. 

Languages and Cultures are Media that Transform Perce
ption and Make Different Worlds out of Existence 

One duck to another: "I quack, therefore I am." 
(Cartoon caption in The New Yorker) 

Every period of history has dominant metaphors that 
not only carry meaning across from one mode of being 
to another but also change it totally. Yesterday's me
chanical and today's general system models relate out
puts to inputs only as quantitative variants, never as 
qualitative transformations. They are abstractions 
"put on" existence as figures without grounds, for they 
ignore the psychic and social consequences of man-made 
innovations upon man himself. How did this "royal di
vorce of thought and feeling come about"? 

The Greeks Abstracted Artificial Nature from 
Total Existence 

About 2500 years ago, the discipline of the Greek 
alphabet8 began to impose its new visual order upon 
the "buzzing confusion" of the old aural-oral world. 
Literate Greeks invented Nature and created cosmos out 
of chaos. Pre-1iterate Greeks identified technologies 
with their gods as services and put the disservices my
thically into Pandora's box. Technology, like every 
codification of human energy or awareness, is myth -

encapsulated human drama. 

Literate culture produced the psychic detachment -
the repeatable "second look," that created Western phi
losophy, science, and industry. Adam Smith and the 
classical economists equated the market with nature it
self. Every value was for exchange, and every soul had 
its price. James Joyce described the entire process 

mythically in one word - ALFORABIT. 

Western Civilization Substitutes the Eve for the Ear 

and Reduces All Order to Visual Order 

Love my label like myself. 
(James Joyce) 

Visual space is both the hidden assumption and the 
"natural" space of Western man. It imposes a visual 
framework of separate centers with fixed boundaries, 
clear perspectives, and private points of view upon a 
existence. Visual space structure is continuous and 
either contains or excludes definable components or 
specified properties. It demands yes-or-no matching ol 
"case-hardened" categories. It transforms mag c n o 
science or "reverse magic." It eliminates al u — 
sual premises "scientifically" by reducing diversity 
and uniqueness to the uniformity of common enom na or 
In visual space everything is logically connec e , an 
sequentially ordered in its proper time and proper p a 
ce. It is the space of Euclid, Descartes, an ew on. 

It is the mind's EYE. 

For 2500 years we have continued to search for the 

"causal connections" of Greek Nature as abstrac 8 
res or isolated concepts in visual framewor s. „ 
while, we have totally ignored the "resonant re p 
- the new hidden grounds or environments caus 

our arts and artefacts as they transforme us 
cally. What have media, and markets, an pro u 
lines, and bureaucracy, and t™nsP°^ °°* ™ failure 
ters, and satellites done to human nature y 
to study and to anticipate their psychic and ^ 
consequences, we have allowed ourselves o oe£cai 

ted into faceless tentacles of our °Y!L!:e£fnchoIce to 
extensions. We have abdicated the power or 
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Dr. Strangelove's technological imperative: "If It 
can be done, It must be done!" For we have no eplate-
mology of experience. Are we pure empiricists, like 
the criminal who said on his way to execution, "This 
will teach me a good lesson!" Are we "motivated aom-
nabullsts," afraid to question our own hidden assump
tions? Are we saying In effect: PRIVATE PREMISES -
KEEP OFF? Every man has the right to defend his own 
Ignorance! 

What the Blind Can See 

A man may see how this world goes with no eyes. 
Look with thine ears. 
(Shakespeare) 

In his book And There Was Light9 Jacques Lusseyrafi 
who was accidentally blinded as a child, expresses bis 
dismay at those who insist upon "ocular proof" and 
"scientific objectivity," while Ignoring acoustic awa
reness : 

When I came upon the myth of objectivity In cer
tain modern thinkers. It made me angry. So thare 
was only one world for these people, the same for 
everyone. And all the other worlds were to be 
counted as Illusions left over from the past. Or 
why not call them by their name - hallucinations? 
I had to learn to my cost how wrong they were. 

From my own experience I knew very well that It 
was enough to take from a man a memory here, an 
association there, to deprive him of hearing or 
sight, for the world to undergo Insnedlate trans
formation, and for another world, entirely diffe
rent but entirely coherent, to be born. Another 
world? Not really. The same world rather, but 
seen from another angle, and counted In entirely 
new measures. When this happened, all the hier
archies they called objective were turned upside 
down, scattered to the four winds, not even like 
theories but like whims. 

Scientific objectivity, the separation of subject 
and object, Is achieved only In short spurts by speci
alists who suppress all but the visual sense. Human 
understanding, on the other hand, comes In short bur-
•t» of making sense with all the senses. TRUTH is not 
something we match; It is not a label; It la something 
we make In a continuing encounter with the world, as 
the world remakes us. 

Mental Set: Western Eye and Eastern Ear 

Ernest Fenollosa10 exposes the contrasting natures 
of Eastern and Western "explanations:" 

In Europe, if you ask a man to define anything, 
his definition always moves away from the simple 
things that he knows perfectly well to abstract -
Ions. Thus, If you ask him what red is, he says 
a colour. If you ask him what a colour Is, he 
tells you It is a vibration or refraction of 
light, or a division of the spectrum. And If 
you ask him what vibration is, he tells you It 
la a mode of energy, or something of that sort, 
until you arrive at a modality of being or non-
being... beyond your depth and his depth. But 
when the Chinaman wanted ... to define red 
he put together the abbreviated pictures of 
rose, cherry, iron rust, flamingo ... The 
Chinese ideogram for red Is based on something 
everyone knows. 

PDund «dd» that  language written i„ 
way simply had to stay poetic. Fenollosa's ess. hls  

lis Francis Bacon's distinction between vriti. i,""' 
thod" and "In Aphorism" Fenollosa and Bacon rL*? ̂  
basic difference between visual and audlle-t.-ni the 

sory bUs In written language. The saroe~bu^"7^ Se°' 
rent In Japanese flower arrangement: whereas we aPI"' 
ge flowers In space the Japanese arrange the ma 
ce between flowera. Artists like Shakespeare~j0 ' 
and Eliot learn to use language both as a visual 

f°r exposition and as an audlie-tactlliTpn^rt 
exploration In the complementarity of EYE andgg " 

The Structural Pattern of Acoustic Space la th.r of 
Centers Everywhere with Boundaries NoUiere ~~ 

Acoustic space Is Inclusive and totally related 
but never connected. It la neither a map no7T"fri-
work, but a field that has no perspectives, no goals 
and no points of view whatever. Acoustic space struc
ture Is discontinuous with resonant Interfaces or gaps 
between processes having neither Inside nor outside. 
It Is totally Involving, like a musical wrap-around! 
It la the mind's EAR. 

The primitive man makes his own space wherever he 
la. Recently a geologist who had lost his bearings In 
a Canadian forest, aald to his Indian crew: "We're 
lost" Laughingly they replied: "We not lost. Wigwam 
lost." If you don't know which end Is up, ask an as
tronaut. Each sense suikes Its own space. We are all 
new primitives In the electric world. 

Perception loads from Polarisation of Absolutes 
to Complementarity of Processes 

Not only all knowledge, but all feeling, is In 
perception. 
(T.S Eliot) 

The child la father of the man. 
(William Wordsworth) 

The child remakes the father Just as the father ma
kes the child In a continuing process. Rigid defini
tion Implies matching of absolutes that permit quantt-
tlve variations only. Process complementarity, on the 
other hand, implies making combinations that lead to 
qualitative transformations. Concepts ISOLATE whereas 
percepts RELATE figure and ground • 

Affluence creates poverty (not physical hardship)-
Millionaires on a life raft are not poor but suffer 
hardship. Instant poverty Is the psychic effect of 
seeing via media what THEY have that WE don't have. 
In today'a electric world, nothing Is In camera, every
thing Is on camera. More than a decade ago Indonesia 
President Sukarno confirmed that, tollywood had helpe 
to build up the sense of deprivation of man's birth-
right that Is playing such a large part In the nations 
revolutions of postwar Asia. 

Jobs create unemployment (no role-player need appW 
Mother la never unemployed, only "women's lib" c*n 

ansform her multiple role for human satisfactions in 
frapaented Jobs for pay. Tribal man was always emp 
ed until Civilisation brought both nature and natu 
man to market. 

Knowledge creates Ignorance (not less inform^|°j]-
There was no bad grammar or bad spelling before 
oy -

The young create the old, lust as vhltes_greatg^ 
blacks (by classifying people) . Now the "white ma 
burden" has become the white man! 
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Order or neg-entropy creates disorder or entropy 
(not chaos) just as matter makes "empty" space (not 

void). Nature loves vacuums where the action is, while 
classifiers reduce them to absolute voids where nothing 
can happen by definition. 

Nils Bohr's complementarity of "wave" (acoustic 
analogue) and "particle" (visual analogue) for repre
senting "atomic" interaction patterns, exemplifies the 
complementarity observed in every process involving 
continuous interplay of simultaneous actions. Such are 
the plots and sub-plots of human drama. Figure-Ground 
complementarity, whether stated or hidden, is essential 
for all human communication. Nothing has a meaning 
alone• 

The New "Ground" of Electric Information Speedup 
Flips the Old Mechanical "Figures" 

In the last century, we have increased our speeds 
of communication by 107; our speeds of travel by 
102; our speeds of data handling by 10 ; our energy 
resources by 103; our power of weapons by 10°; our 
ability to control disease by something like 10 . 
(John Piatt) 

In nature all exponential growth curves lead either 
to a "flip" or a "flop." When the old Spitfire went 
through the "sound barrier," the elevator controls re
versed their effects. 

Alvin Toffler13 shows how today's information spee
dup is leading to breakdown in decision making every
where in the industrial world. But the response of the 
"tech-fixer" to unanticipated human consequences of 
technological innovation is always more technology. 
The latest nostrum is the old plague intensified. Ro
bert Boguslaw12 notes that, unable to cope with people, 
"the new Utopians are concerned with non-people and 
with people substitutes." The logic of MAD (Mutual 
Assured Destruction) now brings everybody to less than 
twenty minutes from annihilation. In his report to the 
Supreme Soviet of the USSR on July 10, 1960, Foreign 
Minister Gromyko33 confirms that "the command and con
trol of arms are becoming increasingly autonomous, ... 
from the people who create them ... The decisions made 
by man depend in the last analysis on the conclusions 
provided by computers." At wits end, the computer be
comes surrogate for man's mind in deciding man s exist
ence . The computer can now do better than ever what 
must never be done at all. 

Assembly line thinking, like an old jalopy, flops 
at electric speed, for concepts block perception. With 
no valid theory either of change or stability the human 
creator of technology becomes its creature. FUTURE 
SHOCK IS CULTURE LAG. 

Software Ethereallzes Hardware 

It is no longer resources that limit decision. 
It is decision that makes resource. This is the 
fundamental revolutionary change. 
(U Thant) 

Today, information pours unceasingly and simultane
ously upon us from every side. Communication of "soft
ware" is replacing transportation of "hardware" by 
"etherealization" - doing more and more with less and 
less. "Software" is neither data, like a telephone 
directory, nor mere computer programming; it is the or
ganization of information and the design of structures. 
As the "hardware" embodiment of "software" vanishes, 
thinking becomes doing. The mental and the manual mer
ge as man becomes information hunter and processor. 
The relation between "hardware" and "software" is not 
fixed, but is in a state of perpetual flux and metamor-

lm pacts 

phosis (like figure and ground, or experience and know
ledge) 

Dialogue is a process that enriches through diver
sity by making new "software," not by merely repeating 
old formulas. Dialogue bypasses the assembly line, and 
the market, and the "Laws of Economics." Software un-
1 ike hardware is wealth that increases with exchange 
and use by transforming ignorance into knowledge. 

The Hldden"Rim Spin" 

The telephone bypasses the memo and all other "cha
nnels of communication" prescribed by the organization 
chart. Monopolies of knowledge and control diminish in 
proportion to information speedup. Xerox leaks have 
now become public purges. The faster "rim spin" enve
lops. erodes, and transforms the slower. Today's hidd
en "rim spin" is a child of the electric telegraph in
vented by nineteenth-century artist Samuel Morse. Te
legraph lines and cables, following the old transporta
tion routes, converted our planet into a "wired city." 
The ethereal ization of "wire" into "wireless" created 
today's "magnetic city" of radio and T.V. This invisi
ble "rim spin" has transformed the old world of visual 
connectedness into a new world of audile-tactile gaps 
and resonances - a "global theatre" of instantaneous, 
all-at-once awareness. 

Suddenly, via satellites, we have reached a new 
"aerial perspective" that has made everybody everywhere 
intensely aware of "Planet Polluto." While we have 
been blindly remaking old Mother Nature, she has been 
remaking our human nature. We have inadvertently ta
ken over nature's role and can no longer avoid full 
responsibility for the consequences of our actions on 
Spaceship Earth. All fixed premises have gone with the 
ether. With neither plot nor plan nor any intent what
ever, the effect of speeding up "civilized" technology 
in visual space has been to create a new "tribal ' elec
tric world of acoustic space. ALL HOLDS ARE BROKEN as 
past, present, and future merge in mythic N0WNESS. 

Yesterday's "reality" was in visual space and meant 
matching the old. Today's "reality" is in acoustic 
space and means making the new. 

Pushed to extreme, abstract Greek Nature has retri
eved the barbaric babble of total existence as the EYE 
once more yields precedence to the EAR. Pre-Socratic 
philosopher Heracleitus (540-480 BC) during the shift 
in human sensibilities from tribal EAR to civilized EYE 
was fully aware that "you cannot step twice into t e 
same river for fresh waters are ever flowing in upon 
you." In today's electric world, as for Heracleitus, 
only change itself is stable. 

There is nothing old under the sun. It is precise 
ly the instant dimension of electric living t at con 
stitutes both the problem and the solution. e a°g 
up is to transfer the instant character of t e ne™ n 

formation environment to the old assembly 1 ne' ® 
old figure of "change" has become the new firoun » 
the old ground of "stability" has become the new figu—, 
with new groundrules after every play. The 0 ®ame 

ends, where the new sport begins, in the flip r°t" c0" 
serving stability via feedback to anticipating c ang 
by process pattern recognition and feedforwar . 

Understanding is neither a point-of-view nor a va 

lue judgement • Understanding requires simu ane 
apprehension of all facets of any "live s tua °" , 
whatever. Edgar Allan Poe,2^ symbolist poe an 
er of the detective story," provides the clue 
Maelstrom. Only by recognizing the pattern 0 

rlpool's effects and discarding all Prea0""£ and escap! 
the hero of his story learn to reprogram fate 
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"sure death . Like Hercules in cleansing the Augean 
stables, he found the solution not in external crite
ria, but in the problem Itself. Information overload 
as breakdown leads to process pattern recognition as 
breakthrough. 

Every Process Pushed to Extremes of Quantity, 
or Intensity Reverses its Effects 

Speed, 

Hore then 4000 years ago Chinese sages recognised 
the process pattern of chiasmus in their I Chlng15: 

"Whatever has reached its peak must turn back." In the 
nineteenth century, German philosopher Georg Hegel W* 
POSED ch is emus categorically upon abstract Creek Natu
re as "The Transformation of Quantity into Quality." 

tasked to extreme, law becomes ordure and virtue 
becomes vice, just as food becomes poison, and exist
ence becomes "Existentialism." Extreme adaptation lea
ds either to destruction (like the dinosaur) or to me -
temorphosls (as a new form). The repeated visual image 
becomes the resonant audlle-tact lie mosaic - a magic 
spell. Visual structures become acoustic. Just as aco
ustic structures become visual In the constantly chang
ing figure- ground relationships not of abstract logic, 
but of existence itself. 

Nothing exceeds like excess. When a parrot breed
er finally succeeded In developing a bird weighing thr
ee hundred pounds, he taught It to say, "tally wants a 
cracker." The parrot Instantly added,"AND I MEAN NOW I" 

Electric information speeds EXPOSE ch la asms In pow
er, In wealth, and In coaseunity. The chiasmus of spee
dup Itself la slowdown - the return to human scale. 
The new "software" ground has reversed the old "hard
ware" grouodrules. THEREFORE. PLAN VERY CAREFULLY AND 
PREPARE TO DO THE OPPOSITE. 

The Ouroboroe Pattern: Figure-Ground Merger as Monster 

When the figure swallows the ground it produces a 
monster. Tribalism as the ground of pre-llterate hu
manity was a monster of "Rhyme without Reason" that 
swallowed man's private Identity. Civilisation, the 
artefact of literate man, when pushed to extreme, be
comes s monster of "Reason without Rhyme" that devours 
all humanity. No matter how well - latent loaed the mono
lithic state, or the uncontrolled business monopoly, 
or the all-embracing system eventually becomes monstr
ous, for interplay requires a figure-ground Interface. 
The Creek ouroboros or snake (hat ate Its own tail la 
the ancient symbol for a world that survives by end
lessly devouring Itself. 

In contrast, the mythic Phoenix constantly renewed 
Itself through rebirth from the ashes of Its own fune
ral pyre. The taoenlx process pattern re-presents 
multiple figure - ground reversals or the chiasmus of 
chiasmus. 

Whereas In Visual Snaco the Connection becomes the 
Hangup• In Acoustic Space the Action Is in the Gap 

tar your Information, lat me aak you a question. 
(Sam Goldwyn) 

In the relation between Wtttl and axla from "seize -
up" to "play" to collapse, the wheeling caaeea unlaae 
the gap la right. The "play" and the "action" are one. 
As Nobel prire winner, Linus Pauling has shown, the 
only material connection left In the materiel universe 
is the "resonant chemical bond" of discontinuous inter
acting quanta . Whereas "misting links" stimulated nine
teenth-century ra-searches, "resonant gaps" are the 
beat and rhythm of twentieth-century compositions. 
Questions, not answers, have become our am in resource. 

Normal science organizes knowledge, and label 
Cher then processes. Classification as such hind8 

the organization and the eharing of ignorance thr ! 
dialogue that can transform breakdowns into breaJk811 

ghs. T.S. Kuhn discusses some hidden implications f 
normal science which is a "paradigm trap" prevents 
discoveries: nf> 

No part of the aim of normal science is to call 
forth new sorts of phenomenon One of the re 
sons why normal science seems to progress so ra-' 
pidly is that its practitioners concentrate on 
problems that only their own lack of ingenuity 
should keep them from solving. 

Scientists make discoveries in acoustic, not visual 
»P«ce, as people rether than as specialists. ConceJtT 
always Impede percepts. Discoveries are made in reso
nant gaps, not in logical connections. But the mere 
vlsuallter is satisfied only if he can see what is re
sonating. 

"Minerva's owl takes lta flight at twilight" - the 
vision at tha magical Interface between sleeping and 
waking. Tha In ess had one word for both poet and in
ventor - heme vac. Mission management of research and 
development has no place for alther, for artists and 
inventors ere the ultimata enemies of everything esta
blished. While inventors create new products and pro-
csssss that transform environments, artists make new 
perception that changes ell tha social groundrules. 
We might wall ask what discoveries have not been made 
by "hams"? 

The Displacement of Concepts or the Rear-View Mirror 

To Noat men, experience le like the atern 
llghte of e ship, which illumines only the 
Creek It hae passed. (Samuel T. Coleridge) 

Tha uaa of concepts alona to discover l ,wh?Le * ts  

at" leads only to hlndalght . Donald A. Schon shows 
that "tha tendency althar to obscurantlze or to explain 
away novelty reflects tha great difficulty of explain
ing It. Tha difficulty comas In large part from our 
inclination, with things and thought alike, to take an 
after-tha-fact view," 

Our rear-view mirror dleplays not only the vanish
ing ground of a nostalgic past but the oncoming liSSi 
of a future terror. Philosophy is hindsight disgu se 
aa foresight, for claaelficatlon always rejects the 
breakthrough of process pattern recognition. 

pney. Someday it "iay 

Tha Cliche-Archetype Pattern 

Try somehow to get 
valuable. 
(current wit) 

In the cliche-archetype process, ob»o1 '8""" ̂ de 
rs at tha peak of popularity and use. fornS 
obaolata by electric Information I.e. old --eater 
were scrapped as new varieties proliferated " 
quantities then ever. Similarly, print supp « 
ting, but there is «>re writing today (long- . 
short-hand) than in all times past. When env new is 
the new, the old form becomes art form. Whs a 
any innovation era its effects • IRien obso e ^ 
strips Innovation, invention becomes the mo 
cessltles, new end old. 

Every new technology retrieves a much i0ae 
Just as every new mode of knowledge brings ^etrleved 
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ESP (extra-sensory perception), ancient medicine (acu
puncture), and occult arts (zen, yoga, and astrology). 
When the latest model (car, radio, or XV) displaces its 
predecessor, the old structure becomes highly visible 
for the first time, either through breakdown and repair 
or as junk. Its components may be re-used (old spare 
parts or new "found art") and if not destroyed they may 
reappear as "camp," or ultimately as museun^pieces. 
OLD TRASH BECOMES NEW TREASURE AS THE CLICHE RETRIEVES 
THE ARCHETYPE. 

Archeologists and astronomers "predict" the remo
test past by using the latest technologies (radio-acti
ve dating and satellite astronomy). Why do scientists 
treat Velikovsky as a rejected medium rather than as a 
possible probe in his humanist approach to problems of 
astronomy? As one famous astronomer put it: "If Veli
kovsky is right, we must all be crazy!" But "proof" of 
sanity is available only to those discharged from ment
al institutions. THE FUTURE IS NOT WHAT IT USED TO BE, 
NEITHER IS THE PAST. 

The Displacement of Percepts or the Bridge for Wits 

The role of art is to create means of perception 
by creating counter-environments that open the 
door of perception to people otherwise numbed in 
a non-perceivable situation. 
(Marshall McLuhan and Harley Parker) 

Today's "survival kit" requires new perceptual trai
ning and fresh wits, rather than new concepts. The po
ets and artists are engaged in attempts to intensify 
perception of the present and to anticipate the effects 
of new technologies by constant exploration. Like in
ventors, instead of discarding the old traditional for
ms of culture, they are constantly striving to imbue 
the old components with new and youthful vigour. THE 
FUTURE OF THE FUTURE IS THE PRESENT. The art of prob
ing the present, in order to "predict" what has already 
happened, requires careful and deliberate dislocation 
of ordinary perception. The "artist" in any field see
ks to attain fresh vision through the juxtaposing of 
ordinary things in extraordinary ways. Like James Joy
ce, he explores "Where the hand of man has never set 
foot." The "artist" plays the field of clichls to re
trieve and to create archetypes as fresh figures in the 
new grounds. Ignorance, noise, and the midden heaps of 
history are his raw materials for making discoveries. 

The Comic Converts his Hangups and Grievances into 
Jokes as Percepts that Lead to Instant Understanding 

Gravity, a mysterious carriage of the body to 
conceal the defects of the mind. 

(Laurence Sterne) 

Jesters do oft prove prophets. 
(Shakespehre) 

Jokes are percepts, never concepts. Perception in
spires levity, not gravity. The clown tests the envi
ronment to show the emperor "where it 's at;" he is an 
audience researcher minus preconceptions. An inventory 
of jokes or gripes can reveal causes of friction and 
breakdown in any human situation whatever. Wits choose 
their jokes and puns deliberately to break down concep
tual barriers and bredc through to fresh insights. 

Newton did not discover "gravity" but "levity." Al
though everybody knew that apples fell downward to the 
earth, only Newton recognized that they also felt the 
urge to fall upward to the stars. Such "action-at-a-
distance" by gravitational "resonant bonds" is still a 
hangup for those who can conceive only visual connecti
ons. For the man of visual bias objects do not create 
time and space, they are merely contained in time and 

space. Understanding Einstein's Relativity demands a 
change from mechanical models of rigidly connected thi
ngs to audile-tactile re-presentations of resonant in
tervals between processes. People, unwilling or unable 
to explore the process patterns of current happenings, 
resort to gloom-pouring and moral indignation, the age-
old substitutes for understanding. 

You cannot package live processes. Measurement 
kills what you love. T.S, Eliot18 sums up: "That's 
all the facts when you come to brass tacks: Birth, and 
copulation, and death." For the insurance company, 
death is the ultimate measure of life. THEREFORE, COU
NT YOUR BLESSINGS, BUT DON'T TRY TO EVALUATE THEM. 

The Paradox of Communication 

The effect of increasing access to speedier commu
nication has been to lessen human tolerance and mutual 
understanding everywhere. Communication speedup has 
created a crisis of identity that is a simultaneous 
quest for change and conformity. Why have our hopes 
failed? 

The rim spin of the electric world annihilates the 
very image of one's self. The young are deprived 
of both identity and goals .... The UNPERSON is 
the inevitable result of improved communication. 
When all barriers of private consciousness are 
overcome, the resulting collective form of aware
ness is a tribal dream .... The fragility and in
security of tribal life lead to violence as a quest 
for identity in preliterate and post-literate so
cieties alike 

We have developed a theory of communication, which 
fits "general systems," but which leads to consequences 
quite opposite to our intent when people are fitted to 
it. For our theory has ignored both the conflict and 
the complementarity of EYE and EAR. Have we become 
what we behold? 

Bridges from Petty wits to Giant Brains 

Computer users have sometimes observed that "infor
mation overload leads to pattern recognition." However, 
such "pattern recognition" is not mere identification 
of visual forms; it is rather making sense of all sen
sory inputs by human wit. Computer programmers of the 
future will no longer be confined to two-bit logic in 
visual space. They will also be engaged in orchestra
ting the computer's "auditory imagination" in acoustic 
space. Poet T.S. Eliot elucidates: 

What I call the "auditory imagination" is the 
feeling for syllable and rhythm, penetrating far 
below the conscious levels of thought and feeling, 
invigorating every word: sinking to the most pri
mitive and forgotten, returning to the origin and 
bringing something back, seeking the beginning 
and the end. It works through meanings, certainly, 
or not without meanings in the ordinary sense, and 
fuses the old and obliterated, and the trite, the 
current, and the new and the surprising, the most 
ancient and the most civilized mentality. 

Auditory imagination is the mind's ear - the com
plement of visual imagination. Can we simulate an in
telligence of"Rhyme and Reason"with anything less? 

Marshall McLuhan has suggested that consciousness 
itself results from both the constant interplay an t e 
instant retrieval and scrapping of all sensory impre
ssions. Consciousness would thus be a process w ere y 
the brain continually forms archetypal modules of n 
formation, while converting them through instant use n 
to cliches that are immediately discarded and rep 
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by new one*. Can we construct such a conscious compu
ter? 

lhe ancients knew that miaiesla Is the process by 
which all men learn. Mimesis is not matching, but re
making the experience of a culture by using all the 
senses. Without senses to use, the computer's two-bit 
wit pushes all breakthroughs to breakdowns. It is for 
matching, not mimesis. Can the computer ever learn to 
make senee except es an extension of man's brain? 

from Job as Specialist to Role as Oompreheneivlat 

Hold to the now and here from which all future 
plunges into the past. 
(James Joyce) 

the Job of the specialist ia to push his paradlpss 
back to get history and forward to get science. But 
the role of the comprehenalvlat la to make resonant 
bridges between old and new perception, the civillaed 
BYE and the tribal EAR. The comprehensivist uses con-
cepta, models, and theories, not for programming, but 
for probing the "now and here." He lives simultane
ously In "stereo-perspective" on both aides of Alice's 
looking Class - beyond the hangups of technology and 
Ideology. He plays the role of "Finn-again-awake" 
revealed by James Joyce21 in the myth of Finnsgan's 
Wake. The new ecience ia of percepts, not concepts. 

At electric epeeda we can no longer afford to wait 
for experience by feedback. We must know the services 
and disservices to be expected before undertaking any 
major innovation. In the contrast and comparison of 
developing situations, we can perceive the relevant 
process patterns by making Inventories of their effecm 
frocess pet tern recognition la the "causality" of our 
electric age. But the patterns lie inside our pro
blems themselves, not In outside criteria. We can 
TAKE TODAY and become prophets by being the first to 
perceive v*vat has already happened. With this know
ledge we can reprogram "inexorable Fate" by feedforward 

As knowledge replaces experience, Everyamn becomes 
s measure for all things In ECO-LAND fart Iclpatory 
P—ocrscv becomes AntIcleatorr Psamcracy when percep
tion takes coamand. TODAY WE CAN CHOOSE EFFECTS TO 
PRECEDE CAUSES. FOR THOUGHT TRAVELS MUCH PASTER AND 
FARTHER THAN LIGHT. 
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ALTERNATIVE FUTURE COMPUTER-COMMUNICATION MARKETS* 
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Summary 

The potential of computer-communication systems 
as a means for offering a wide variety of new services 
is explored in terms of technology, cost structure, 
capability to capture the full value of information 
services for creators of such services, and market 
structure. The market structure under which computer-
communication systems will eventually operate in the 
U.S. is strongly dependent on the regulatory environ
ment under which cable television develops and the reg
ulations governing competition between the telephone 
carriers and cable television system operators. Sev
eral realistic regulatory alternatives which could be 
adopted would result in widely differing competitive 
environments. The provision of some form of nondis
criminatory access to at least one of these networks 
in every community is essential to the operation of a 
competitive market in information services. 

1. Introduction 

The market for computer-communication systems is 
one part of the market for information services gener
ally. The information market is characterized by sev
eral unusual features. First, information in market
able form is usually costly to create. Second, it is 
usually much less costly to duplicate it than it is to 
create it. Third, it is difficult to effectively trans
fer limited rights to use information, such as the 
right to read a book without the right to copy it, and 
it is therefore difficult for the creator of information 
to appropriate the full value of his creation. These 
features of the information market make it unprofitable 
for artists and entrepreneurs to enter some parts of 
the market, while other parts, in which the market func
tions effectively, are among the most profitable parts 
of the world economy. 

The particular technology involved in the transfer 
of information from the creator to the purchaser-user 
is a critical element of the market structure. Some 
technologies are well-adapted to allow the information 
creator to appropriate the full value of his creation. 
Other technologies have inherent difficulties in this 
regard. The technology of computer-communications po
tentially offers a high degree of appropriability to 
information creators who use it to offer information 
services to users in their offices and homes. Conse
quently, the part of the information market which uses 
computer-communication systems as the vehicle of infor
mation transfer is potentially an effective market and 
hence attractive to information creators and entrepre
neurs . 

In order to realize the full potential of computer-
communication technology the appropriate legal institu
tions must be created to go with this technology. Some 
institutional arrangements will favor the operation of 
a market while others can severely constrain the develop
ment of the market for new information services. By 
limiting the development of the market for new services, 
such institutional arrangements can also limit the de
velopment of new systems and technology. 

In this paper some aspects of computer-communica
tion technology that affect marketability of services 

and the basic cost structure of information services 
are briefly considered. Then several alternative U.S. 
legal institutional arrangements believed to be possible 
are compared with respect to the effects that these 
choices could have on the future development of the 
markets for computer-communication systems and for 
information services offered over these systems. 

2. Computer-Communication Systems 

In this paper the definition of a computer-commun
ication systems is as shown in Fig. 1 which is a dia
gram of a system of this type with a central studio with 
live origination, tape, and computer facilities con
nected to a number of user terminals through communica
tion links. Each user terminal includes a video and/or 
audio receiver and also audio and/or data input devices. 
Data input is by means of some type of keyboard and/or 
a light pen or equivalent means for indicating the user's 
choice among two or more items shown on the CRT display. 
At the central studio a switching computer is used to 
poll the users and to route their messages to a variety 
of information sources which may be humans or computers 
which contain central data files. 

Such a system may be viewed as a library with a 
wide variety of information services available, pack
aged in many forms. A user seeking information on a 
particular subject such as computers may wish to obtain 
information in the form of a novel about a computer, a 
movie made from the novel, a short course in program
ming, a research paper, a photograph of a particular 
computer with its specifications, music composed by com
puters, etc. Some of the media that are readily avail
able through a receiver system of the type shown are 
listed below. 

1. Printed page - viewed as a still picture on 
the CRT display and/or received as a hard copy. 

2. Still photographs - viewed as a still picture 
on a CRT display and/or received as a hard 
copy. 

3. Sequential still photographs - viewed on the 
CRT display at rates up to 30 per second (at 
which point of course motion video is obtained) 
and/or received as hard copies or as a video 
tape recording. 

This work was supported by National Science Foundation 
Grant GR-86. 

Fig. 1. A computer-communication system with a 
variety of terminal options and a 
information media through which serv 
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k. Motion video viewed on the CRT display and/or 

received as a videotape recording. 
5. Audio received on earphones and/or recorded 

on tape. 

The ability to obtain either a hard copy or a 
videotape recording of what the user has seen on his 
CRT is an Important addition to each service. The 
costs of these service options are strongly dependent 
on whether the copies are made without significant de
lay at the users' teminal or at the central studio 
and sailed to the user with an attendant delay of a day 
or more (but at greatly reduced cost). Various video 
quality options exist as well, such as the nunber of 
lines in the raster, color, screen site, etc. 

For the user input the same options are of course 
available as for the studio, but the cost of soeie of 
these options is high. A list of media options for the 
user input terminal which are likely to be available 
to the home user in the coming decade at modest cost 
is as follows. 

1. Alphanumeric keyboard or twelve button pads 
2. Light pen or mechanical equivalent to Indicate 

user choice of items listed on bis CRT by 
direct positioning of an indicator on the 
screen 

3. Audio (microphone). 

This list of the media now technically feasible 
allows us to visualise a variety of different computer-
communication systems providing a wide variety of ser
vices, many of which do not now exist. It is not the 
purpose of this paper to explore the costs of the many 
technological alternatives suggested by such a list, 
but it is evident that cost is one of the critical fac
tors in projecting the future market for such systems 
along with performance characteristics [1], [2]. 

Most of the system cost-performance tradeoffs in
volve both the teminal designs and the cost and char
acteristics of the communication network which connects 
users with the central studio [3), [k). Three major 
network alternatives exist: the public telephone net
work, the cable television network, and private-line 
networks. Each of these has special characteristics 
which make certain kinds of system designs especially 
attractive. For example, the near-complete national 
two-way interoonnectabllity of uaers with volceband 
lines through the telephone network makes many systems 
immediately possible through this network that can only 
be considered as feasible a decade or more in the fu
ture, if the cable television network is used. Simi
larly, certain broadband information-services are likely 
to be most economical if offered either in conjunction 
with entertainment services provided over the cable 
television networks of the future which have limited 
subscriber response capability or in conjunction with 
video telephone service. 

One of the performance characteristics of special 
interest In connection with the operation of a market 
in information is the capability of the system to ex
clude uaers from receiving a given service unless they 
pay for the service. Without this capability no ex
change can take place and a market cannot operate. Many 
alternatives exist for the provision of this function 
and four of these are listed below in order of increas
ing convenience and probably in order of increasing cost 
if this function were to be provided by itself. 

1. 

2. 

A means for rendering the system inoperative 
until the user deposits a coin. 
A means for rendering the system inoperative 
until the user actuates a device which records 
the use of the system locally, as in gas 

or electric power meters. Such a 
tern need only be read monthly, so thatlv 5y!-

need for two-way connunication for 
poae alone is very limited. pur" 

3. A means for rendering the system inane™* 
until the user sends a short data tive 

his telephone. Such a systan could W ?? US6Q. to allow a relatively simple pay-television . 
tern to be built which uses existing one™ 
cable television networks, ibis alternatt! 
also oovsrs uses of the telephone network* 
information distribution. r 

k. A means for rendering the system inoperative 
until the user sends a short data messsge L 
the network being used to send information * 
him. If the network being used is the tele
phone network, this alternative is the sane a, 
the preceding one. If the network being used 
is the cable television network, provision 
must b# made to carry data signals upstream is 
order to provide this option. 

In addition to performing these basic exchange 
functions, it is necessary for any successful system 
to provide information desired by users in a form and 
In a melius that users want sufficiently that they will 
pay enough to cover the costs of cresting and distribu-
tlng the Information. Cosiputer-ccmmunication systems 
have both a wide range of technological options, as 
discussed above, and the possibility of being made 
available In essentially every bene and office. Thus, 
the medium can (to a considerable extent) be matched 
to the message, and the amrket can be as large as nec
essary to allow the costs of creation to be distributed 
over a sufficiently wide audience to make creation 
costs loss than other oosta and to make total costs 
less than the price at which the information can be 
sold. 

3. The Cost of Informstlon 

The cost structure of Information production is 
very sinllar to the cost structure of manufactured 
goods Ilka automobiles, but there are significant dif
ferences In tha relative magnitudes of the cost com
ponents. These differences In relative magnitude cause 
the market for information to have several unusual 
features. 

The cost w^rrmits to be considered here are • 
follows. 

1. The cost of creating the first unit = Ji 
2. lbs oost of preparing the second unit in 

form suitable for reproduction • Cg 
3. The cost of reproducing an additional unit 

i den t i ca l  t o  the  second  un i t  - 03  
k. lbs cost of delivering s unit to a user. 

eluding the cost of an excfcange^ecbani® 
whereby the user can be denied 
until payment can be assured • 

The total cost of otm unit of the good, Ct> 
the good is shared among n users is then 

vften 

ct" • i * c3+ c" • 
(D 

In the context of manufactured goods such as ond 
biles, the first term is the design cost, 
term is the development cost, the third 
production cost, and the fourth term is the aS a 
cost. In oontext of an Information unit su ^ W«V. ID OODMXV Ol W fhOr'S 

book, the first tens Is the cost of tbe au 
sod tbe oost of tbe typing tbe manuscript. mm toe cost or toe typing toe -e * pro-
tens Is tbe cost of editing, typesetting, duCtion 
duclng page proofs, the third term is the : 
cost, and tbe fourth term is tbe marketing 
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(n = 1000) 

AUTOMOBILE 

n(number of  copies)  

Fig. 2. Cost of producing n copies of a unit of 
information as a function of the number of 
copies produced, n. 

Figure 2 is a plot of total cost, nC^, for n 
units of a good, whether a manufactured good or in
formation, as a function of the quantity n. This 
cost curve has a shape which is the same for almost all 
goods, with an initial cost, independent of quantity, 
here equal to Cp + C2, and region of declining mar
ginal cost followed by a region of increasing marginal 
cost at very large quantities [5]. The region of in
creasing marginal cost is met in manufactured goods at 
a quantity for which, for example, a raw material is 
required in such large quantities that its price in
creases. In information production such an effect 
might be encountered when a given plant capacity began 
to be reached, causing excessive equipment breakdowns 
and increased labor costs. 

Figure 3 compares these four cost components on a 
relative basis for hypothetical cases of a typical 
manufactured good such as an automobile and an informa
tion unit such as a book in quantities of 1,000 and 
10,000. Production cost dominates in the case of the 
automobile for quantities of 1,000 or more. The quan
tity at which production cost plus marketing cost ex
ceeds half the total cost occurs for most manufactured 
goods for lots of a few hundred or a few thousand. For 
many kinds of information units this critical quantity 
is of the order of millions. For the book in Fig. 3 
the critical quantity is between 1,000 and 10,000. 

A serious problem in the marketing of information 
arises out of the fact that, even with inefficient pro
duction techniques, a user can often produce a copy of 
the information at less cost than the price of the in
formation that the creator must charge to cover his 
costs, if the quantity produced is less than this crit
ical quantity. Under these conditions the marginal 
cost of production, including the cost of creation, is 
greater than the cost of copying the information and 
therefore such information will not ordinarily be pro
duced. The copyright laws are, of course, intended to 
prevent unauthorized copying and therefore to create a 
market in information produced in smaller quantities 
than the critical quantity. The copyright laws are rel
atively easily enforced against violators who attempt 
to sell unauthorized copies of information on the open 
market. However, it is essentially impossible to pro
tect against a user copying information for his own use. 
For example, print materials can be copied for a few 
cents a page and audio and video materials can be trans
ferred to reusable magnetic tape at very modest cost. 

(n = 10,000) 
AUTOMOBILE 

(n=l0 t000)  

BOOK 

Fig. 3. Relative costs of (1) creation, (2) develop
ment of a reproducible unit, (3) production, 
and (4) marketing for a hypothetical case of a 
manufactured good such as an automobile and an 
information unit such as a book in quantities 
of 1,000 and 10,000. 

One of the most important and significant features 
of a computer-communication system is the fact that it 
combines a technical capability for charging for each 
use of information stored in its files with a capabil
ity to assist the user in finding the information he 
wants. The interactive search capability and the poten
tial for keeping stored information up to date make 
such a facility more like a library than a book. There
fore, such a system does not simply produce information 
which can be copied, but rather it provides a service 
for which the user may be willing to pay much more than 
the cost of making a copy of the final pages of hard 
copy obtained. For example, a user may spend half an 
hour searching the files for information in a given 
topic and finally end up with one page of information 
of interest to him. He may be quite willing to pay 
several dollars for this service, whereas he would be 
reluctant to pay more than a few cents for the page 
itself, if he has previously determined that this is 
the page he needs. Thus, a computer-communica ion sys 
tem has the potential for allowing a market to be es
tablished through which an information creator can o er 
a service at a price which covers his costs, even^ o 
small user populations. Of course, complete services 
can be copied and competitive services will e cr^- ® 
which will force the price down nearly to coo . a 

is important is the possibility that creation cos ® 
be covered for many new services that previous y 
not exist. 

4. Alternative Institutional Forms__for Computer-
Coimnunication Systems, 

The same basic technology is likely to 
any of the institutional alternatives consi e c>g 

but rather widely different future markets 
can result from different choices of institutional 
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structure. The present discussion of institutional 
alternatives is limited to alternatives that can be 
projected from existing legal structures in the com
munication industry. 

The principal institutional alternatives before us 
are as follows. The models given in parentheses are 
U.S. examples. 

1. Oovemmentally owned and operated monopoly 
(the defense coemunication model) 

2. Oovernmentally licensed monopoly with rate 
regulation (the telephone model) 

3. lovernmentally licensed monopoly without 
rate regulation (the broadcaster model) 

U. Oovernmentally franchised monopoly at the 
local level with some national control of 
access (the cable television model) 

5. Free competition .subject to meeting of tech
nical standards (the teleprocessing model). 

These five institutional alternatives can be separately 
applied to the provision of the network or parts of the 
network and to the provision of services over the net
work. However, historically only a few of the possible 
combinations have been tested out. 

From economic theory and experience the fifth 
alternative, free competition subject to meeting tech
nical standards, is most likely to produce product di
versity and low cost. This alternative is most likely 
to be applied to the provision of information services 
through the telephone network in the U.S., because of 
the precedent that has been established in the field 
of teleprocessing [6], [7], [8]. Thus the most likely 
alternative for U.S. computer-communication systems 
which use the telephone network or a network provided 
by a competing special!ted carrier is a combination of 
alternative 2 for the network itself and alternative 5 
for the user terminals, central studio hardware, and 
the actual service Itself Including creation of soft
ware end programing. 

It is by no means clear that this same alternative 
will be selected for services provided through the 
cable television network in the U.S. which now operate 
under alternative •< in most U.S. cities. Since cable 
television as an Industry has many historical and op
erational connections with the broadcast industry, 
there are many forces at work which cause cable tele
vision regulation to resemble broadcast regulation. 
Broadcasters have historically viewed themselves as 
having combined responsibility for both hardware and 
program content, unlike the telephone industry which 
leaves message content to its subscribers. If cable 
television evolves in a mode which is closer to the 
broadcaster model with respect to the provision of new 
information services, we can expect to see these ser
vices offered to users either directly by cable system 
operators or under exclusive agreements with these 
operators. On the other hand, if cable television 
evolves in a mode which assures entrepreneurs of new 
services non-discriminatory access to cable channels, 
in much the same way that telephone channels can be 
leased for data processing services, we can expect to 
see a much more competitive situation in the provision 
of services over cable channels [10]. Present FCC 
rules p»v» provision for leased channels, but the FCC 
has postponed consideration of rate regulation until 

experience has been gained [11]. 

In either case, an important question which has 
not yet been resolved is that of the rules governing 
competition between service offerings which can reach 
a user through either the telephone system or through 
the cable system. One of the first examples of this 

type of competition is a case in which Columbia Pic
tures Industries has leased lines from the New York 
Telephone Co. to allow it to offer pay-TV movies in 
five New York hotels. Sterling Communications, inc. 
has the cable TV franchise in the part of Manhattan'in 
which the hotels are located and has sought relief at 
the federal level from the FCC [9]. The New York-Ster
ling franchise agreement is involved as well as federal 
regulations, and the Sterling cable franchise is an 
exclusive one. Cities need not grant exclusive fran
chises to cable system operators and if non-exclusive 
franchises are granted, competition between cable sys
tems operators as well as between cable systems and the 
telephone companies can occur if not precluded by 
regulatory action at a higher level. 

A very anti-ccmpetitive alternative would be to 
preclude the offering of computer-conmunication ser
vices through telephone systems in order to protect 
the markets of the cshle system operators. However, 
this alternative would be historically in keeping with 
the actions of some U.S. regulatory bodies in the past. 
For example, when the trucking industry began to com
pete with the railroads, rather than de-regulating the 
railroads and allowing competition to occur the ICC 
regulated the trucking industry. 

The alternative futures that appear most plausible 
are thus as follows, in order of Increasing competition 
In the provision of services. 

1. Exclusive cable franchises are used as a 
basis for granting exclusive "sub-franchises" 
to certain provider# of services within the 
the monopoly area of the cable franchisee. 
Telephone companies are prevented from com
peting with cable operators in the provision 
of network services. Many services are pro
vided by subsidiaries or divisions of the 
large multiple-system cable operators, and 
providers of information services seeking to 
compete are kept out of these systems alto
gether. Thia alternative is closest to the 
present broadcasting industry. 

2. Cable operators and the telephone companies 
are allowed to compete, but no special rules 
are adopted to force the cable operators to 
provide nondiscriminatory access to their 
channels. Telephone companies do offer non
discriminatory access and a wide range of 
independent providers of services evolve who 
compete through telephone company cables wftn 
each other and the cable system operators and 

their licensees. 
3. Cable systems are forced to provide nondis 

criminatory access to their channels. CaDJ-e 
and telephone systems evolve as cajpetM* 
sources of channels with independent P 
of services competing through both systems. 

Without a more extensive analysis, 
said about the relative sizes of the "^kets ^ 
be expected under each of these altenia . • 
It is not difficult to say from economic theory 
prices will be lower and the total quanti y ^ ̂ 
aity of service offerings will be greyer fo tiveS. 
competitive than for the less competitive al ^ 
It is also fair to say that more users will ^ 
under the more competitive alternatives and t)h ter 

market for both hardware and software 3. 
as we move from alternative 1 toward al e 
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ABSTRACT 

An organization's structure is described as a set 
of relations among the persons who are members of that 
organization. These relations are typically expressed 
via communication behavior, and are affected by the 
environment in which communication can take place. 
Thus, communications technology is likely to have an 
effect on the relations among persons, and therefore 
on the structure of an organization. 

The computer is becoming increasingly used as an 
integral part of an organization's communication 
system. Hence, its use, and more particularly, the 
manner in which it is used, may well have an effect on 
the structure of its host organization. Since the 
effects are not necessarily all beneficial, nor are 
they well known, we argue that one ought to understand 
the impact that the computer may have on organization-
al structure, particularly via its use as part of the 
communications system. 

We present a scheme for measuring organizational 
structure via an analysis of intra-organization 
communication, and a methodology for obtaining the 
desired data. He suggest that their use is applicable 
for studying the impact of new communications tech
nology. such as the communications role of the computer. 
Since the research program is ongoing, only preliminary 
empirical results of the use of the methodology to 
describe an organization are presently available. Some 
of these are noted briefly. He also mention some 
concerns based on current insights about possible 
impacts of the use of the computer as an integral part 
of an organizational communication system. 

INTRODUCTION 

The introduction of new communications technology 
typically has been undertaken with little regard for 
its impact on the structure of interpersonal relations. 
The advances made have often been engineering marvels, 
but their development and use have been fostered by 
the insights of engineers rather than by studies of the 
needs of potential users. When the new technology had 
little direct interface with the user, such as the 
transistor and micro-circuitry, the impact has been 
essentially economic in nature. The relations among 
people remained the same, for their perceptions of the 
instn*ents at their disposal did not appear to vary. 
Recently, however, technological developments have 
come along which directly affects how one user relates 
with another. Two common examples are the computer and 
two-way video communications. 

Initially the computer was used to perform repet
itive operations that involved little interpersonal 
contact, the goal being increased efficiency, speed 
and accuracy. Over time we have come to see that the 
computer is capable of much more, and in particular 
increased use is being made of the computer in the 
decision process of many organizations (Jones, 1970; 
Morton, 1970). This cannot help but redefine roles 
within'the organizational structure, and as a consequ
ence influence the manner in which these roles (the 
persons in them) relate to each other. In another 
context, as the computer has become more involved as an 
augmentation and intercessor device in interpersonal 
coimaunication (see the papers presented in the Tele
conferencing Session of this Conference), a direct 
impact on structural relationships will be observable. 

While these uses of the computer are going to be 
further developed, little consideration is being paid 
to the effects, both good and bad, that these uses 
will have on the operating structure of organizations 
- the networks of interpersonal relations that make up 
the structures. 

The Picturephone is a good example of an engineer
ing marvel that was developed without adequate attention 
being paid to its use for interpersonal relationships. 
The assumption upon which development work began was 
that a need existed for a device that would approximate 
the intimacy of face-to-face communication. If an 
audio-visual device could be developed that could do 
this without completely disrupting an existing narrow 
band telecommunications network, it would have a great 
potential. In particular, management expected that 
Picturephone would provide an appropriate substitute 
for much of the travel currently undertaken for face-
to-face interactions (Molnar, 1969). What was not 
perceived was that most planned face-to-face inter
actions between persons located at disparate points in 
space Involve the presentation of some alpha-numeric 
(printed) material. Picturephone has not proven to be 
suitable for that purpose. Nor does it allow for the 
chance encounters that one gets with an on-the-premise 
visit. While the business firm was to be the initial 
market, no evidence exists that A.T.ST. adequately^ 
understood the concepts and realities of organizational 
communication, especially at other than the senior 
executive level.1 

The introduction of a new communications technology 
may engender one of two types of organizational struct
ural responses. The one usually observed is the direct 
response of "reorganizing" to use the new technology 
more effectively, to provide a place within stf"fS 
to house the technology. The introduction of the comp
uter has brought about departments of "data processing 
and "information systems".(a recent phenomenon) and 
other manifestations of restructuring. This is the 
type of structural response with which most org 
ion theorists and practitioners have been concern . 
These might be referred to as the macro-structural 
adaptations; they concern how groupings rela 
other. 

Secondly, the prime focus of this paper, is the 
change induced among interpersonal relat on , rties 
structural adaptations. To illustrate, 1 ephone, 
relate to each other about equally over th increas-
and now two of them are given Picturephones. ^ 
ed Impetus exists for these two tocommunica ^ 
each other more than with the third party 
have the device. Or, In another context, informat-
consider the introduction of a computer bas yia 
ion system into a firm that previously com forination 
a well define hierarchical structure. The in ^ 
system is likely to provide for dife" £ a partic-
that previously could only be obtained control the 
ular source. The ability of that source .jjminishe<li 
recipient of the information is now grea y c6Bre.^ 
a significant change in the organizational stru 

ORGANIZATION AND COWRJM CATION 
it is 

Organizational structure, as we define »g net. 
network of interpersonal relations. But fl£ the 
work is unlikely to encompass the complex ^ 
concept organization. Consequently, * set of 
Organization! (a particular organization! 
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interpersonal networks, each of which is based on a 
particular characteristic used to link the persons to 
form a given network. The networks are not independent 
(orthogonal to one another in a dimensionalized space), 
rather, each is generally seen as unique to a purpose 
and each has a place when comparing one composite 
structure with another. 

The most common view of organization is that imbed
ded in the organization chart - the reporting relations 
that exist within An Organization. These relations 
reflect the "authority structure", the presumed basis 
for the exercise of direction and control. Taking a 
rather liberal interpretation of the authority struct
ure, we find that it has been the major focus of 
attention for organization theorists from Weber (1947) 
to many of the present day researchers (eg. Blau, 1970; 
Pugh, et al, 1968; Lawrence and Lorsch, 1967). An 
industrial engineer, on the other hand, might view 
organization as the set of work flow or task relations 
needed to meet the output goals of The Organization. 
The concern here is with the dynamics of structure. 
Others, for example, office landscapers and architects, 
see the structure as a set of spatial relations that 
exists among the persons (Pile, 1969). 

Each of the above views of structure are essent
ially normative. They specify a structure on an a_ 
priori basis, given a purpose to be accomplished and 
a set of persons to accomplish it. They are also part 
of the description of An Organization, however, for 
they provide for our perceptions of what The Organizat
ion is. But they cannot provide for a complete 
description of An Organization. For example, they 
exclude any consideration of the informal organization 
which arises somewhat independently of the formal 
structure (Conrath, 1968; Davis, 1953). Furthermore, 
while the authority structure may indicate an expected 
ability to exercise control via rewards and sanctions, 
it ignores the factors of personal abilities and 
coalitions which can negate formally sanctioned power. 
Thus, we need to know something more about An 
Organization to properly and meaningfully specify its 
structure. 

Looking at each of the dimensions of structure 
described above we note that each has implications for 
intra-organizational communication. The authority 
structure, to be exercised, must provide for communic
ation, for without it there is no means to give 
direction nor execute control. The task structure or 
work flow is in itself a communications network. On a 
production line that which is transmitted from one 
person to another may be a physical object, a product. 
In administration, however, the work flow relations 
are likely to involve what we more readily see as 
communications - messages. Office landscapping has 
been sold on the basis that it provides for spatial 
relations that encourage desired communications and 
discourage undesirable ones. It provides for a physic
al network which is designed to foster the desired 
interpersonal network. Given the association between 
normative properties of structure and communications, 
it would seem appropriate to consider describing An 
Organization from a communication behavior or network 
point of view. 

The idea of considering organization to be reflected in 
communications behavior is not novel, but it is 
suprising that the use of communications data to study 
organization has not become a more common practice. 
To date the use of such data usually has been confined 
to highly controlled laboratory studies of small group 
behavior (Shaw, 1964; Mackenzie, 1967), or to draw 
correlations between communications behavior and roles 
(Burns, 1954), attitudes (Lawler, et al, 1968) and 
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process (Elion, 1968), each a rather restricted aspect 
of organizational structure.4 

While consideration of communications behavior to 
study organization has been quite limited, its value 
has been recognized for some time. Thirty four years 
ago Chester Barnard, who might be regarded as the 
father of modern organization theory, stated (1938, 
p. 91): "In an exhaustive theory of organization, 
communication would occupy a central place, because the 
structure, extensiveness, and scope of the organization 
are almost entirely determined by communication tech
niques". In a similar vien, Karl Deutsch noted (1952, 
p .  367): 

"Communication and control are the decisive proces
ses in organizations. Communication is what makes 
organizations cohere; control is what regulates 
their behavior. If we can map the pathways by 
which information is communicated between different 
parts of an organization and by which it is applied 
to the behavior of the organization is relation to 
the outside world, we will have gone far toward 
understanding that organization". 

Recently, Brewer succinctly described the position of 
the organizational sociologist Peter Blau (1971, p 479): 
"communication flow in organizational hierarchies is 
the combined result (1) of the structurally induced 
communication needs of managers and operating personnel 
and (2) of the opportunities that the organization 
structure provides for communication between them". 
These three positions provide the raison d'etre as well 
as some of the methodology of our total research effort 
directed toward the study of organizational communica
tions and organizational structure. 

STRUCTURE, ITS MEASUREMENT 

The measurement of organizational structure by 
means of communication behavior rests on three 
principles central to the entire research effort. First 
the data must be obtainable in the field - the real 
world. The theories and concepts of structure to be 
developed are to be application oriented. If they are 
not based on reliable real world data, problems of inter 
pretation and implementation too frequently appear to 
be insurmountable. Secondly, the format in whic t e 
data are to be considered must be sufficiently genera 
to represent most concepts of structure that mig t e 
relevant to the study of organization. Thirdly, the 
data and the format must be useful for conducting 
longitudinal and comparative research. We wan^ ° 
able to compare one form of structure wit ano e 

The three criteria stress the importance of field 
study methodology. They also focus attention on 
means by which field data are used to revea 
tive properties of structure that can be re 
each other and to normative concepts o s  rua 

well. The processes used to ob t a in  organiza 
communication data will be described in a a _ 
section. We now turn our attention to a l struc-
a format suitable for representing a vane 
tures. 

A satisfactory format, one which is 0£ 
general, must be able to encompass sue 
structure as those involving authority a 
work flow relations. Likewise, the format 
able to handle the spatial relations o t  s  are  
All three of these essentially normative^jructures^ 
based on a set of dyadic relations ^ 
any and possibly every two Pe"°"* " °m The authority 
consider as elements in the structu . 
structure indicates who reports to w om, 
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reporting relation can be expressed as being between 
just two persons, even if one has several subordinates, 
or even several superiors. Likewise the task structure 
can be seen to be a sequence of dyadic relations, a 
ilow from x to y, y to z, and so on. And spatial 
iclations, such as distances, can be seen to exist 
between any two persons and shown as such. 

Communications behavior, our basis for a descrip
tive model of An Organization, can also be thought of 

* relation between two persons. For many communica
tion acts this holds strictly. Others, such as a one to 
many transmission, can be viewed as a set of simul
taneous one to one transmissions, the originator being 
the same in each case. 

Whether all concepts of structure can be represent
ed as a collection or set of dyadic relations is 
another matter. One must be concerned, for example, 
with such things as the representation of coalitions. 
But a coalition of two against a third might be 
treated as one particular relation between the two 
coalescing persons, and two identical relations between 
each party of the coalition and the third party. So 
far we have been unable to find a concept of structure 
that cannot be represented by a set of dyadic relations, 
though it may take several dimenions in which to express 
all the possible relations that might exist. Thus, it 
appears feasible to consider a particular organizational 
structure as a set of dyadic relations. Whether or 
not all structures can be so represented is an empirical 
question that has yet to be answered. 

If we agree that a structure can be appropriately 
represented by a set of relations between any dyad in 
An Organization, the remainder of the format problem 
is easy. The simplest and most useful format for the 
display of dyadic relations would appear to be a 
symmetric matrix, the rows and columns of which 
represent all of the persons considered to be members 
of The Organization. Data in a matrix format are 
comprehensible, and a matrix is a convenient form for 
data manipulation and comparison. This could be 
demonstrated by many examples, and the sections on the 
measurement of impact and some early empirical results 
wi 11 note several. 

To give an example of a specific use of the 
matrix format, suppose we wish to indicate that "b" 
reports to "a". If the rows of the matrix represent 
superiors and the columns represent subordinates, then 
the appropriate relation will be at the intersection of 
row "a" and column "b", Tab- If the authority struc
ture it indicated by a 0,1 measure, the 1 describing a 
"reporting to" relation and the 0 indicating otherwise, 
then rab * 1. 

Communication behavior can also be presented in a 
matrix format. We might, for example, have each rgj 
indicate the frequency of interaction between i and ). 
In a more complex sense we might consider the content 
of interactions as matrix entries, and tbis might 
require an n dimensional matrix if we have n content 
categories. A mulli-dimensional matrix might also be 
needed to describe interactions between groups (as 
opposed to individuals). 

There are no limits to the values that a given 
rij might assume, except that most matrix manipulations 
require real number entries. We must decide, therefore, 
precisely how we want to represent, say, an authority 
structure, for we have an infinite number of measures 
available to us. At one time we might simply use a 0,1 
measure, as we have done in the proceding example. On 
the other hand, we might wish to express degrees of 
authority, or problems of dual authority, or distances 

in the chain of command. Each of these could be 
expressed by a measure suitable for their expression 
At this stage of our research we have not considered 
even a small fraction of the possible ways to 
represent even a given structure. The measures we 
eventually use will be those that provide us with the 
greatest insights on the properties and problems of 
structure. This will be an empirical determination 

IMPACT - CHANGE, ITS MEASUREMENTS 

Assuming that we use a matrix format to represent 
the properties of organizational structure, how might 
we measure impact or change? The first step would be 
to determine what the structure was prior to the intro
duction of the impetus for change. This is the purpose 
of obtaining the overlay of matrices describing An 
Organization. These can also be used to represent the 
structure during and after its response to some 
exogeneous influence, such as the introduction of a 
computer based communications system. If all of the 
representations of structure are the same, apparently 
no change has taken place. If some of them differ, 
two aspects of impact must be considered: the extent 
of change and the nature of the change. The first 
aspect is likely to have a quantitative measure, the 
second is likely to be qualitative. 

Extent of change measurement is to answer the 
question, how great is the deviation in The Organiza
tion's structure? Unfortunately, since organizational 
structure is not an unambiguous concept, no single 
measurement scheme is likely to be satisfactory. 
Several dimensions will need to be considered. Also, 
a given value will have meaning only in the context of 
a set of values likely to be obtained by the measure
ment technique applied to a large number of change 
situations. No measurement value can meaningfully 
stand alone. To tell you that my house has ten rooms 
means something only when you have some idea how many 
rooms s»st houses have. Furthermore, you would probably 
want to know how I define a room and what the approxi
mate sizes of the rooms are. Even then the meaning of 
ten rooms is likely to depend upon whether I speak as 
a North American or as an African. What we must do, 
therefore, is build a data base to provide a context 
for the measurement of impact on organizational struc
ture. This should be done in light of some of the ways 
in which we might consider extent of change. 

One simple way to measure change in organizational 
structure is to consider each dyadic relation as inde
pendent. If we do so, we might sum the absolute 

differences between all of the r.. entries, £ |  
* }  ij 

and call that our measurement of change. If the e" t"es 

were normalized for each matrix, the maximum amount or 
change could be 2, and the minimum, of course, 0. J 
we obtained a number of data points using such 
we might get some idea as to the implication o 
values along the 0,2 scale. 

The sum of absolute differences could also be 
applied to structures represented by 0,1 ent"®^ i0  0f 
possible values ranging from 0 to n"(n-l). 
the sum of the absolute differences to n»<h-l) t ions 
give us the proportion of all possibly dyadi 
that changed. 

Both of the above measurement 
relatively independent rij,  b u t  s u c h  i n  e p  « »  t h e  
not hold. Rather, independence might rel® thus, 
individuals who are members of The Organi {gt 
we might wish to calculate the above s"m?' . iduai as a 
each individual, and then consider eac i izational 

J... in our measurement of organizai 
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change. For example, it may be useful to know that 17 
out of 116 persons had their role in the organizational 
structure change. Also, we might be interested in the 
change of an individual communication profile. For 
example, the new equipment led to a more even distribu
tion of outgoing communications for Mr. X. 

Many other measurements of impact could be calcul
ated. One final example is based on a concept being 
developed which we call "relational clustering" 
(Conrath § Johnson, 1972). Basically, it involves 
grouping or clustering together those persons who have 
a high level of interaction (or other relation values) 
among themselves relative to their levels of inter
action with others. We can obtain the sizes of these 
clusters, who is clustered with whom, how many times 
we have to cluster the clusters to obtain the entire 
organization, etc. Each of these measurements provides 
a basis for comparing The Organization before and after 
the impact of an exogenous force. For instance, we 
might find that the introduction of a comprehensive 
information system reduces the average cluster size, 
interpersonal dependence now being replaced by central
ized processing capabilities. 

AN EMPIRICAL STUDY, DATA COLLECTION AND EARLY RESULTS 

Four primary objectives guided the first empirical 
study. First, the data collection instruments were to 
be tested. The intent was to discover how much and 
what kind of organizational communication data could be 
gotten without disrupting An Organization's activities. 
Secondly, the data was to be processed in a variety of 
ways to establish the types of insights that might be 
obtained about different properties of organizational 
structure. Thirdly, several simple conjectures were 
set forth about the relationship between a priori 
structures and those based on communication behavior. 
These were to be tested. Fourthly, a before and after 
study was to be undertaken to investigate the impact of 
office landscaping on organizational communication. 
Unfortunately, the administration of The Organization 
researched went through several major changes and the 
cooperation necessary to conduct the follow-up data 

collection disappeared. 

Since reliable data about specific communication 
events were desired, both personal experience and that 
of others discouraged us from using recollections about 
past events. Hence, the data was to be recorded during 
or immediately after an interaction, and a method had 
to be devised for doing so. Several researchers 
(e.g. Lawler, et al, 1968; Wickesberg, 1968) have 
found a simple self-recording diary satisfactory. A 
particular use of this approach was developed by the 
Quickborner Team of Germany (Lorenzen, 1969), the 
first active proponents of office landscaping. They 
viewed the ideal office layout as one which fostered 
desirable interaction and inhibited undesirable 
communication. Therefore, they wished to determine 
existing communication patterns to understand current 
needs. Unfortunately they appear never to have conduct
ed data collection ex post office landscaping. 

A modification of the Quickborner "communications 
tally sheet" was used for the first field study. The 
actual form used appears in the Appendix. A detailed 
instruction sheet accompanied the form, and in addition 
we found that a face-to-face presentation of the 
instructions along with the reasons for the survey 
greatly enhanced data reliability. One can see from 
the Appendix that communications data were obtained on 
a from/to basis, and it included the mode of communic
ation used (face-to-face, telephone, written)t a 
rough estimation of the elapsed time involved, and the 
number of parties to the interaction. Initially we 

proposed to get data on communication content and a more 
accurate estimate of the elapsed time of a communication 
event. Pilot studies indicated, however, that anything 
more elaborate than the form finally used would reduce 
the likelihood of participation significantly, and those 
who continued to participate would supply less reliable 
data. 

The existing sample of organizational communication 
data was obtained from approximately 350 managerial and 
senior staff people (all those who were not absent) 
from a division of a large Canadian manufacturing and 
sales firm. Each significant interaction (one 
involving more than just a personal greeting or the 
like) was to be recorded by the receiver of the 
communications over a five-day period (nine days for 
some). While a longer period would have been preferred, 
as would data collected at random points in time, the 
pragmatics of data collection (we did not wish to 
strain our relations with our subjects any further) pre
vented us from these approaches. 

The processing of the data bank is an ongoing 
activity. Since many different manipulations are to be 
tried, and since the data base is quite large (some 15 
to 20 thousand events were recorded), most manipula
tions have to be done by computer. The writing of 
computer programs have proven to be more onerous than 
expected (which is typically the case), and several are 
just now nearing completion. In the meantime, some data 
analyses were done by hand on a sub-sample of 30 
persons at one plant iocation. These reflect on the 
three conjectures postulated as a part of the field 
study methodology (we were not testing theories, but 
rather were looking for insights into structure that 
were interdependent with the data to be collected). 

The first conjecture was: among various modes of 
communication, the pattern of written communication will 
most closely parallel the formal authority structure. 
We expected this to hold because of the use of written 
material to provide for both direction and control since 
it is hard copy, and therefore capable of being retained. 
Using both 0,1 and normalized measures of the authority 
structure and communications frequency patterns (for 
further information see Conrath, forthcoming) the 

conjecture held true. 

The second conjecture was: among various modes of 
communication, the pattern of telephone communication 
will most closely parallel the task or work flow struc
ture. The real-time feedback properties of the 
telephone system appear to be well suited to many tas 
needs. Where face-to-face contact is costly rom 
either an effort or economic standpoint, we expected 
that the telephone would be used. This conjecture a so 
found support using both 0,1 and normalized measures 

structure6.. 

The third conjecture was the_most obvious of all: 
among various modes of communication, the ace o 
mode will be most influenced by physical proximi Y 
(Barnlund 8 Harland, 1963). This was vanfied by our 
data, and at a high level of statistical sigm 

? COMMUNICATION USES OF THE COMPUTER. IMPACT ? 

We cannot state measured results of °al 
computer based communications systems on org imriact 

structure. Furthermore, attempts to pre ̂  
cannot be based on such a simple logic as 

the previous conjectures. For example, w a 

computer normally produces hard copy, a e 

attribute from an authority structure s an p » 
copy is seldom in a format suitable for i te 

standard letter sized filing system. Whil P 
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filing systems can be created, this adds to the cost of 
the use of such hard copy. Furthermore, the computer 
can provide the filing system internally, so there is 
less need for hard copy. But now the problem is one of 
search and retrieval, and these problems increase with 
an increase in the sire of the files. 

The computer is also capable of real-time feedback, 
but usually on a man-machine rather than a man-man 
basis. While the computer has been task oriented in 
its use, it has been used primarily on intra-individual 
rather than inter-individual tasks. Thus, the initial 
use of the computer has probably had little effect on 
existing organizational communications patterns. 
Nevertheless, its potential to bypass the more complex 
and indirect aspects of existing task patterns must be 
recognized. The computer, rather than reinforcing a 
particular dimension of structure may instread restruc
ture the organization, especially from a communications 
standpoint, around its capabilities. 

The organizational impact is a changing one for 
the capabilities of computer based systems are 
continuing to increase. A study of its impact on 
organizational structure, therefore, must be longitud
inal. Furthermore, since the potential impact of the 
computer on the structure absorbing it may be dramatic, 
considerable research appears warranted if we are to 
predict and possibly control the path of organizational 
change which takes place. 

It is not enough to say that the organizational 
impact of the computer will be a new data processing 
division, or a computer systems division, or what have 
you. That merely states where the control of the hard
ware lies. The important impact of the computer lies 
in the development of software that will allow it to 
assist and augment interpersonal interactions. How 
this will affect existing structural properties remains 
to be seen. At the one extreme the computer may do no 
more than reinforce the existing relations. At the 
other, the only structure that might exist is every 
man relating to the computer, no man relating directly 
to another. Since little has been done to research the 
organizational structure impact of such significant 
technologies, all we can do now is construct conjectures 
based on intuition. Hopefully, future organizational 
research will allow us to rely less on guesses and more 
on documented facts. 

Footnotes 

* Financial support from the Canada Council and Bell-
Northern Research is gratefully acknowledged. Thanks 
are also due Cordon Johnson of Bell-Northern Research 
for his many contributions. 

1. The Mrket trials all involved senior executives, 
yet any large scale use obviously has to involve 
persons at lower levels in the organizational hierarchy. 
Virtually no research was undertaken to determine the 
iaplications of usage at these levels. At entire issue 
of the Bell Laboratories Record, May/June 1969, was 
devoted to the Picturephone. ftnly one article discussed 
in any detail the use of the Picturephone in a business 
context (Harris ( Williams, 1969), and the bulk of that 
article had to do with the incorporation of the Picture
phone into the firm's local communication network. The 
discussion assumed that the need for the Picturephone 
had been identified and understood and that the current 
design (Mark II) was satisfactory for that need. 
Organizational communication was viewed as a technical 
rather than as an interpersonal relations problem. 

2. A more elaborate explanation of what might happen 

can be found in Chadler, et^ al, 1972. 

3. To distinguish between the concept "organizatio« 
and a particular Organization which we are attempt'11 

to describe, we will capitalize the latter. Thus vA 
we write An Organization or The Organization, we are 
speaking of an entity such as General Motors' or 
Northern Electric, or a provincial Department of 
Education, or what have you. 

4. For a review of organizational communication 
studies to 1965, see Guetzkow (196S). 

5. This was done to reduce the work load of the subject 
so that we might get maximum cooperation, and to reduce S 

the bias that might be introduced if one had to record 
his own initiations. Hence, we are not able to verify 
data reliability (though personal observation indicated 
that most subjects were conscientious in their recording 
of interactions). Hopefully the process of data 
collection will be sufficiently improved in the future 
to obtain cross checks on each communication event with
out alienating our subjects. 

6. Both of the above conjectures have also been tested 
on a larger sample, n • 116, and the results were highly 
significant. Recently, however, we have realized that 
the level of significance may be influenced by an arti
fact of the data base which appears to have biased the 
results in the direction of the conjecture. 
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THE IMPACT OF LACES 

N.D. Hill and T.F. Wat ling 
International Computers Limited 

London, England 

Abstract 

Tbe London Airport Cargo Cdp 5chome - LACCS - has 
been in regular use ovary day sinca August 1971. 
The paper gives an outline history of LACES and the 
reasons why it was developed, and also describes 
the way in which the project was organised. The 
system is dedicated to providing customs clearance 
for goods imported through London Heathrow airport 
and to providing an inventory control system for 
these goods. Part of the interest of the LACCS 
project lies in tho large number of independent 
parties involved in the implementation and use of 
the system. The paper examines some of the wider 
implications of LACCS and its impact upon the 
environment at Heathrow Airport. 

The authors are both members of the Designated 
Systems Orgenisetion of ICL. 

LACCS - the London Airport Cargo Cdp Scheme - is a 
system dedicated to providing customs clearance 
for goods imported through London Heathrow airport 
and also providing en inventory control system for 
these goods. This is not a blue skies project. 
The system has been implemented and has been working 
successfully sines August 1971. Since then all 
cargo imported through Heathrow has been handled 
by LACCS. In due course LACCS will be extended to 
handle exports. 

This paper will first briefly outline the history 
of the advanced on line reel time system which is 
LACCS, describe the organisation of the project to 
bring it into existence end outline the system. 
Then we will examine the aider impact of LACCS. 
Users become hooked onto the system in more sensee 
than one. Ae time goes by they become vulnerable 
to interruption of service from whatever cause. 
They become tied to a system which is itself a 
vehicle of change: a system which has en impact on 
competition end on the entry of new firms of agents 
into the business of expediting cergo'through the 
airport. Considerable power is pieced in the hands 
of those who control dedicated and exclusive 
computer systems. This aspect warrants careful 
consideration before commitment to Such a system is 
given. For LACCS the problem was solved, so far as 
it can be solved, by putting the control and 
operation of the system into the hands of a govern
ment agency - the United Kingdom National Data 
Processing Service, which is not Itself a user of 
the system. 

Our own involvement in the system arose because ICL 
was the main contractor for computer equipment -
hardware, terminals and software - for LACCS. With
in ICL the responsibility for the successful 
implementation of the project was shouldered by the 
Designated Systems Organisation to which we both 
belong. 

In 1966 London's Hsathrow airport handled more 
international air cargo by value than any other air
port in the world. People concerned with moving 
freight through the airport were aware of a range of 
problems and the indications were that these problems 
would in time become worse. 

While it was possible to fly cargo into Heathrow from 
most major airports in Western Europe in less than 
two hours, it could taks several days to clear the 
goods through cargo shads and customs. Some consign
ments were immobilised for days or even weeks. 
Normal handling of air cargo involved a great deal 
of paper work. 

Tho air cargo delays even in 1966 had a number of 
unfortunate consequences. Although the volume and 
value of air cargo being handled through Heathrow 
wee eteedily increasing air handling of cargo was not 
as competitive againat surface shipment as it should 
have been, particularly for short journeys to and 
from continental Europe. The indirect costs of 
traneportation wars expected to increase as a result 
of delays because of the huge value of cargo in 
transit et sny moment. For someone, whether consignor 
or consignee, this represents "work in progress". 
The velue of csrgo handled through London airport 
in 1966 amounted to £865 million. If cargo on 
averege was only delayed unnecessarily by a day the 
cost of this at the borrowing rate of 0* pa current 
in the United Kingdom in 1966 might be estimated at 
£188,880 a year. Apart from this every extra day 
that cargo remained on the airport represented an 
extra day of exposure to the risk of theft. 

Shed space on the airport, as on all airports close 
to large markets, was expansive. Delays in car®° 
handling increased the amount of shed space nee e 
Delays meant unhappy customers and a reduction in 
staff morale. Both these factors called for a hig 
level of staffing then would have been necessary 
e shorter stay for cargo on the airport. 

On top of the existing unsatisfactory situation, the 
forecast was that traffic handled would increase 
1J« a year, i.e. to double every five years or s . 
This was expected to compound the delays an 
problems. It would also directly increase the P 
work load and the problems of customs clearance. 

In the face of this situation, the foreign ai^f 
operating into Heathrow, decided in the summe 
1966 to form an Edp Cargo Working Group to s 
the feasibility of creating an automated an aps 

rated import cargo clearance system. It is P 
of interest that of the many parties concern ̂  ̂ 
the •ovunt of cargo through the airpor Dive the 
foreign airlines who took the initiative o . 
problem in a co-operative fashion. They, P 
appreciated more clearly than the other par * foZ 

involved the extent of the problem and t e 
co-operation. 
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Once the initiative had been taken, the project 
began to gather momentum. In September 1966 the 

foreign airlines agreed on the principles which 

were to govern the study. Representatives of the 

two British national airlines, BEA and BOAC joined 
the working group. H. M. Customs and Excise endorsed 

the principles, which had been agreed. In 1967, the 

Institute of Shipping and Forwarding Agents (now 

renamed the Institute of Freight Forwarders Ltd.) 
started to participate in the activity of the working 
group. By no means all of the 150 or so cargo agents 

operating at the airport were members of the Institute 

All agents participating in the scheme would of course 

have to pay for it. This latter day attempt to obtain 

payment without representation may have contributed 

to the subsequent problems in settling the user 
contracts. On the other hand, it would not have been 

practicable to deal with each agent individually. 

In June 1967 the Airlines Edp Cargo working group 
issued its report on a proposed computer based system 

to operate inventory control and customs clearance 

procedures for goods imported into the United Kingdom 

through Heathrow. The system later became known as 

the London Airport Cargo Edp Scheme or LACES for short. 

At this stage it was decided that someone was needed 

to carry the scheme through the various stages of 

implementation and then to operate it. The parties 

involved at the time were the 16 international air
lines, including BEA and BOAC, the 150 or so freight 

agents and Her Majesty's Customs and Excise. A 
further party bound to be involved at some stage 

was the British Airports Authority, which provides 

the airport facilities. 

Eventually it was decided that the task should be 

given to none of the parties directly involved. An 

invitation was extended to the National Data 
Processing Service (NDP5) to design and run a system 

to serve all the interested parties. The NDPS is a 

branch of the British Post Office. It was thought 
to be both sufficiently neutral and to have sufficient 

experience in the design, implementation and 

operation of large computer projects for it to be a 
suitable choice. NDPS accepted the invitation and 

started work on planning the project. At this stage 

LACES had been described in a single volume 

feasibility study of 114 pages. 

The policy direction of the project was the 
responsibility of the LACES Steering Group whose 
chairman was the director of NDPS. The secretary 

of the Steering Group was the NDPS Project Manager 

for LACES, Mr. A. N. James. The other members of 

the Group were provided by the users. The airlines 
Edp Cargo Steering Committee had 3 members, including 

M. Etienne Dreyfous of Air France who had been a 

driving force behind the idea of LACES since its 

inception. The Institute of Shipping and Forwarding 

Agents, had two representatives and H. M. Customs 

and Excise one. 

The Steering Group retained for itself the right to 

approve the LACES system and all changes to it, the 
right to approve all financial arrangements and the 
right to agree the contractual basis of the arrange
ments between NDPS and the users. All dealings 

between NDPS and their subcontractors were specific

ally excluded from the terms of reference of the 

Steering Group. 

NDPS pressed forward work on four fronts; the design 

of the system; the selection of a building site; 
making arrangements for the construction of the 

computer centre; and the selection of a computer 
supplier. 

Design of the system was undertaken by a combined 

team drawn from NDPS, H. M. Customs and Excise and 

the airlines. 

A site was found off the airport and about 5 miles 

away from the airport cargo terminal. This had the 

advantage of being close to the airport, whilst being 

outside the jurisdiction of the airport's authority. 

At this time the Post Dffice was a department of the 
British Government and was bound by a number of 

government rulings. One of the these was that all 

building for the Post Office must be executed under 

the direction of the Ministry of Public Building &. 
Works (later absorbed into the Department of Environ

ment). Arrangements were made with the Ministry to 

put in hand the contruction of a building, based on 

a standard design, on the selected site. 

The consideration of where to place the order for the 

computer hardware, software and applications programs 

was a protracted one. Eventually on 30th June 1969, 

NDPS invited ICL to be the main contractor for all the 

computer hardware and software for LACES. ICL 
provided two 4-72 computers with fast drums, multiple 
spindle exchangeable disc stores and magnetic tapes 
as well as the usual input/output peripherals. The 

writing of a special LACES oriented executive program 

and the application programs was subcontracted from 

ICL to Computer Sciences International (UK) Ltd. The 

manufacture of video display units (VDUs) and 

controllers was subcontracted to Cossors. A number 
of other smaller subcontracts were let, for instance 

for the laying of cables to connect VDUs with 

controllers. 

ICL specialises in managing the implementation of 

complex computer projects for users of ICL equipment. 

A special project management unit called the 
Designated Systems Organisation, provide project 
managers and staff for such projects. In this case 
a very experienced project team was rapidly assemble 

As in all large and complex projects, a balanced 
project management team was needed. It had to provide 

the main skills needed whilst being kept to a manage

able size. The team consisted of a project manager, 
responsible for ensuring that ICL and its subcontrac 
tors met their commitments to the project, a 
programming manager responsible for monitoring t e 
programming subcontracts, a communications manager 
responsible for monitoring progress of the 
subcontractor and for setting up the communica ions 

network, a systems analyst concerned with c _ 

control, a progress manager responsible or 
analysis and progressing of ICL divisions an an 

operation manager responsible for operations supp 
and advice for the project including the provision 

of a test cell. 

In addition to the project team, ICL appointe 

manager within the manufacturing organisation 

supervise the engineering production an ins 
work. A site maintenance engineering team wa 

provided for both the computer centre an e 
n x. +hp ICL boTtware 

communications network. Dataskil, . .. 
house, provided operating assistance o 

early months. 

•++DP rPwiewed the progress 
Within ICL a management committee between the 
of the project every four weeks. . 
ICL project team and the project teams o 
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CSI(UK) were of course close. Apart from regular 
formal meetings, there ware frequent informal and 
casual meetings between the people involved and 
their opposite numbers in NDP5 and in the subcontrac
tors' teams. 

The subcontracts were on a fixed price basis. Control 
was exercised by monitoring progress against agreed 
PERT networks and baselines. Strict change control 
procedures were observed. 

Any cargo consignment other than mail and diplomatic 
bags arriving at London airport (whether for import 
or trans-shipment) is covered by an air waybill, 
issued by the originating airline at the airport 
of departure. This document can usually be uniquely 
identified by the air waybill number, but where two 
or more air waybills have the same air waybill 
number, they aro differentiated by the air waybill 
prefix. Each airline uses its own unique prefix. 

The air waybill is passed to the relevant airline 
office in the cargo terminals, where data from the 
document is transmitted via the office's visual 
display to the LACES computer centre. The air waybill 
number, together with the air waybill prefix, is 
the basic reference for data held by the system end 
forms the key to one of the two principal files, 
the common basic reference (CBR) file. 

When a consignment of cargo arrives st the cargo 
shed, an operator keys into a visual display unit 
the air waybill number, the number of packages 
received and the storage location of each package 
unloaded into the shed. The CBR record of expected 
goods created by the airline office is then updated 
by the computer system accordingly. (Should the 
airline office not have received the air waybill, 
the shed operator's entry creates a skeleton CBR 
record, which is completed when the air waybill is 
eventually received, and its contents transmitted to 
the computer system.) 

The airline gives a copy of the air waybill to the 
forwarding agent responsible for receiving the 
cargo. 

After assembling all documents relating to a consign
ment, the agent completes a coded customs entry. 
Using his visual display unit he keys data from the 
entry into the computer. By doing so. the agent is 
declaring goods to customs. The computer immediately 
calculates necessary revenues such as duty and 
purchase tax payable (charging these to the agent's 
account) and with a confidential customs program, 
selects the type of inspection, if any, to which the 
consignment should be submitted. Details of revenues 
and customs inspection required, together with the 
time entry was made, ere shown on the visual display 
screen. The agent copies them onto the coded customs 
entry form. A record of the entry details is 
recorded on the computer system's other main file, 
the customs entry record (ER) file. 

The agent can, if he wishes, make an information 
customs entry vis his visual display. He may do this 
in order to establish the potential customs duty 
or purchase tax on a consignment. The response to 
an information entry, however, will not say which 
type of inspection will be adopted for the consignment. 
This will be displayed on the screen only when a 
formal entry is made, or when an information entry is 
converted to a formal entry. Conversion to a formal 
entry can be achieved by depressing a single key of 
the visual display. 

The kind of customs inspection selected for the 
consignment is shown on the visual display sc^ a9enti 

a channel number. Channel 1 means that document" ̂  
only are required for inspection. Channel 2 tell 
the agent that both documents and goods are 

required 
goods have for inspection. Channel 3 means that the 

provisionally been given automatic release^ so th t 
neither goods nor documents need be inspected 3 

In effect the computer gives automatic clearance aft 
a certain period of time has elapsed. This psriod of' 
time may be varied by H. N. Customs. During normal 
working hours it is set at one hour. At other time 
the "clock" may be set for a longer period. 

Having written details of charges payable, clearance 
c'.-r e! »• o t see of e< try, on his entry coding 
document the agent certifies that the entry particu
lars have been correctly input to the computer. He 
then sende the entry, together with the relevant 
supporting documents, to tho customs office. 

Entrios must bs presented to customs within the 
automatic clearance period. That is if the clock 
le set for ono hour thon entries must be presented 
within one hour of keying in entry details to the 
computer. After receiving an entry, customs can 
change the computer-selected channel number. They 
can, for instance, decide to over rule the computer 
program and re-aaelgn a channel 3 consignment to 
channel 1 or channel 2 inepection. In other words 
they can decide to Inspect the documents or both 
documents and goods of a consignment which the 
computer system had selected for automatic clearance. 
If the "clock" period for channel 3 clearance 
expires without customs intervention, the goods are 
automatically given customs clearance. 

Customs are at liberty to carry out a channel 2 
Inspection in addition to, or instead of, a channel 
1 examination. In this case the documents are sent 
to the cuetome office in the cargo shed, where they 
are inspected together with the associated goods. 

All entries must be cleared by cuetome before goods 
can be released. But the computer will not issue a 
note authorising delivery until all packages covere 
by the CBR record have arrived, and the airline is 
satisfied that it will be paid by the forwarding 
agent for transport costs. To avoid unnecessary s 
in releasing goods, a CBR record con bs split in • 
two or more parte. This mey be done for inst®"" 
in the case of house air waybills, when not al 
goods covered by an air waybill are for one consi > 
or in the event of en agent wishing to have a co ^ 
ment split for entry or delivery purposes. Be ° 
consignment can be released by the computer ays 
three release conditions muet bs met. 

r . ... :r ..... „ • :• rnnt --en the cargo 

operator has entered details of the final paP 

a consignment to arrive at th# cargo shed. ^ 
second ia emt when the computer confirms 
airline is satisfied with the forwarding agen 
credit. The third condition is satisfied w e 
Customs give clearance to en entry. 

When th# computer is eetisfied that all threE 
tlona have been met a releaee note authorising 
removal of the goods, ia printed by a termin 
situated in the cargo ahed. 

Agente, the airlines and H. M. Customs, caj^r visual 
gate the coxqiuter system et any time via 
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display units. Agents want information on the 
progress of goods and documentation. An agent might, 

for instance, wish to know the status of a consignment 

whose release authority has been delayed, so that he 

can remedy the delay, or explain it to the consignee, 

An important aspect of the system is its security. 

The system is involved in the collection of £1 
million a day of the Queen's revenue. The detailed 

customs procedures used are highly confidential. 

Information of a commercially secret nature is 
confided to the system by both airlines and agents. 

The basic hardware of the security system is the badge 

and badge reader. The badge itself is a piece of 
plastic 4y" x 3t", with 24 metal coding strips buried 

inside the plastic. The badge reader appears to the 
user as a slot in the keyboard. This contains 

sensing devices which read the badge code and 
associate it with every message sent from the VDU. 
The computer holds a file of badge numbers containing 
a list of all valid badges in use showing the 
organisation to which they have been issued. In the 

case of badges issued to H. M. Customs it also shows 

the security level of the badge. 

Each time the computer receives a message from a VDU, 
it reads the badge number and checks that the message 

can validly be sent by that badge holder. To take 

an obvious example a customs clearance cannot be 

entered using an agents badge. Similarly the only 

person, other than a customs officer, who will be 

given access to the details of a customs declaration 

is the badge holder, who made the declaration in the 

first place. The customs entry itself can only be 
made from a Visual Display Unit designated for the 

transmission of messages from specified paying 

agents using the badge issued to that agent. 

The real time system is only part 
considerable amount of batch work 

processor to support and suppleme 

system. This work includes an ex 
programs, which checks the messag 
tape by the real time system. Th 
internal consistency of the compu 
ensures that there is a secure po 
to restart the system in the even 
failure. There are also programs 

Customs accounting and statistica 

of LACES. A 
is done on a second 

nt the real time 

tensive suite of 

e log kept on magnetic 

is ensures the 

ter records and 

sition, from which 

t of catastrophic 

to handle H. M. 

1 requirements. 

Each agent maintains a standing deposit with H. M. 
Customs. Agents' accounts are debited each day with 

total duty, purchase tax and other revenues payable. 

Statements of account are produced by the computer 
and submitted to the agents on the morning of the 

following day. Payment must be made to customs by the 

afternoon of that day. Agents are themselves 
responsible for obtaining reimbursement from their 
consignees. If the duty due on a consignment is more 

than the amount of the agents standing deposit then 

the real time system will not give full customs 

clearance until the duty is paid. However the size 

of the standing deposit is calculated so that in the 

majority of cases it is large enough to cover any 

day's transactions. 

The system also produces various reports, including 

accounting outputs, system statistics, consignment 

analyses, management statistics, and record analyses. 
Reports fall into daily and monthly classes. Daily 

reports are produced not only for accounting 
purposes, but also on traffic analyses. They are sent 

to the relevant airlines and agents. 

Management statistics are provided every four weeks. 

They analyse the number and size of consignment hand

led by a shed operator, and give detailed information 
on the operating performance of visual displays. The 

reports are of principal interest to the airlines, but 

a summary of visual display performance is also sent 

to agents. There are facilities to call off very 

detailed statistics indeed, should the need arise. 

For instance a detailed analysis of messages by badge 
number can be produced. However, the actual statis

tics produced are more limited. 

It is interesting to note the way in which LACES was 

brought into existence. The need for improvement was 
seen by many parties. If LACES could be brought to 

successful fruition there were undoubted advantages 

to be gained. One might perhaps have expected the 

airports authority to see the need and provide the 

service. So far as we know there is no evidence that 
the authority either saw the need or was in any way 

interested in meeting it. The cynical might wander 

whether the authority's interests were in conflict 

with the users. The greater the need for bonded 

warehousing on the airport, the greater the income 

that the authority would draw - so long as the through

put of cargo was not restricted by poor service. 

The real drive to initiate the scheme came from the 

foreign airlines with support from H. M. Customs. 

The British national airlines were originally far 

from keen to participate, no doubt because they hoped 

at that time to solve their cargo handling problems 

by a joint computerised and automated cargo handling 
system. Although H. M. Customs were keen supporters 

of the initial idea of LACES, they did not wish to 
put themselves in the position of providing a service 

to the users. They felt there might be a conflict 

with their revenue raising functions. The cargo 

agents were at that time far too loosely organised 

and felt too competitive with each other to provide 

a driving force. 

One of the consequences of LACES has been to draw the 

firms of agents much more closely together, largely 

because they felt the need to present a united front 

to NDPS in their contractual and financial negotia

tions . 

The foreign airlines, operating a cargo service at 
Heathrow had the most to lose from the continuation 

of the existing situation and were best able to see 
clearly the benefits that would accrue to them from 

the proposed system. In the event although they ave 

clearly gained the benefits foreseen, it is at leas 
arguable that the main beneficiaries will in the long 

run prove to be the British national corporations an 
the cargo agents. One of the principal beneficiari 

may prove to be the airport authority because o _ 

increased usage of the airport for movement o r g 

into Europe from across the Atlantic reflec mg 

improvement in service at the airport. 

The method of moving the scheme forward to succe 

implementation is interesting. Many of t e user^ 
experienced in the implementation of compu er 

Several of the airlines and H. M. Customs a 
own successful large scale computer sys ems 1 

tion. Yet for good reasons, as already ;*t 
was decided to ask an independent concern o P ^ 

the system. It might have been possi e o g 

computer utility in the UK or overseas an a 

to create and operate the system. On a ^nc 

seemed better to go to a government bac e +1-nnaiised 
NDPS. Apart from being a subsidiary of a na 

industry, they were one of the largest an m 
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however only prepared to implement and operate the 
ayetem as agents for the users. Thoy were not 
prepared to go into LACCS as commercial operators. 
Charging a rental based on the risks involved. This 
led MIPS into serious difficulties when the system 
was almost ready to go live. Contractual arrangements 
with the users, despite the existence of the Steering 
Croup Mere fairly loose and rested on a number of 
understandings. Many of the users did not really 
expect LACCS to go live on time. After all they had 
their own experience of implementing computer 
projects and the whole United Kingdom press had been 
virtually unanimous in forecasting a disaster - or 
at the least a very delayed implementation. In 
practise the first user, KLN, came onto the system 
live on 23rd August 1971 - twenty three days later 
t' an the date set when the order for the computer 
System waspleced on 30th June 1969. Furthermore 
all the users were on the live system by 27th 
September 1971, a truly remarkable rate of take on. 

1 he principal reason for the successful implementation 
probably lies in the careful planning and systems 
work, which went into LACCS. This was primarily 
the responsibility of MOPS, but they received 
significant assistance from the airlines and in 
particular from H. M, Customs. The Customs procedures 
which are followed at Heathrow, are hallowed by 
antiquity. H. M. Customs and Excise have been in 
existence for three centuries and although airports 
are a comparatively recent innovation, the customs 
procedures are derived from seaport procedures. 
This made the contribution from Customs staff in
valuable. Where there are deficiencies in the system 
from the user viewpoint, end it is inevitable that 
there are some, these probably arise in the areas 
where there was least user contribution to the systems 
work. This, perhaps, underlines one of the prime 
rules for large systems. The actual users of the 
system must be intimately connected with the detailed 
design of the system. Every system differs in 
detail, particularly in the way the working level 
people short circuit it to provide better service. 
Only if these people are involved in detailed design 
work will the computerised system be better than the 
system it replaces. LACCS is undoubtedly an improve
ment on what went before. It might provide an even 
better service had the agents been involved at a more 
detailed level in the eystems design. 

Linked with the sound systems work, a very tight 
control was exercised over the system changes. A 
firm systems base line was agreed by November 1969. 
This took the form of s printed document, running to 
nearly 2,SOO pages. Thereafter, every proposed 
change was evaluated for its effect on system perfor
mance, cost and delivery date. No change was imple
mented until thie evaluation had been completed. Some 
changes are inevitable and some 700 changes were 
approved from November 1969 to the time the eystem 
was handed over to NDPS for acceptance testing on 
1st July 1971. Naturally many changes have been 
propoaed since then. Some as a result of experience 
of live running and some due to changes in the 
environment in which the system operates. An example 
of the latter is the decision to introduce value 
added tax into the United Kingdom in 1973, which means 
major Change to the system. 

LACCS is of course addictive. Because it provides 
an improved service and a reduction in paper work 
for all concerned with cargo handling through the 
airport, H. M. Customs have withdrawn some of the 
manual quick clearance facilities previously available. 
This represents no drawback to tha users - so long as 

they remain on the system. It is probably tm. 
say that any airline or agent, who withdraws fr 
system now, could only offer a degraded servie °1! the 
comparison with their competitors. y 

The operation of the eystem must also have an eff a 
on the creation of new firms of cargo agents Th 
minimum cost of an agent's terminal on the svst.-
is about £6,000 a year. Many agents of course band 
together to share and ao reduce tha cost. However 
sharing arrangements may be easier for firms alrsari*, 
in operation than it would be for newcomers. Caroo 
agency hae been a field in the past, where it has be 
relatively eaay for new firms to be set up. e" 

It has been poasible for one enterprising man in the 
employment of an airlina or large cargo agent to 
break away and sat up a small new firm with virtually 
no capital. In future this will be Just that much 
more difficult. 

A feature of tha system is that it is possible to 
connect remote terminals to it. The system provides 
facilities for importers, acting on thair own behalf, 
to become parties to LACCS. No importer has yet 
directly availed himeelf of this opportunity. However 
one large continental European firm has had discus
sions with NDPS, If these, or similar discussions 
come to fruition, the importer will have a visual 
display unit on his own premises and input directly 
into tha system his own airway bill information and 
also his own customs entriee. This facility can be 
particularly important for non United Kingdom manu
facturers, who wish to be able to hold a base supply 
of epare parts outside the UK, yet be able to provide 
a swift spare part service to their UK subsidiaries 
and customers. Unfortunately with current costs 
(including line costs) the facility is only economic 
for firms who movs a considerable volume of goods 
through the airport. Apart from this special 
importer facility, soma firms have thair own tied 
agency, whose sole purpose is to effect repid 
clearance of their goods through the airport. 
Easmplee of this are Hewlett Packard and the British 
Broadcasting Corporation (BBC). 

A significant proportion of tha freight agency work 
at Heathrow airport is done directly by the airlines 
without intervention by a freight agant. The 
efficient working of the inventory control part of 
LACCS may make it aaeier for airlines to handle 
agency work than it was in the post. 

It will be interesting to see in five years or so hex 
the economic balance at Heathrow hae altered as a 
result of LACCS. Some part of the Justification for 
using an agent to clear goods through the airpor 
has been the need to overcome the delays and frus ra 
tions to which the old system was liable. LACES 
undoubtedly provides significent benefits to agen 
They can clear goods morm quickly; they are ab e ^ 
provide a far better service to their customers as 
result of the enquiry service; and they can minimi^ 
the sire of thair standing deposit. This last "rms 
considerable importance, particularly to smal 
for whom it may represent their major capital c ^ 
•ent. However, the ability of large firms to 
their own iaq>ortation work from their own shipp1 

office together with the possibility of more rr^ 
c o m p e t i t i o n  f r o m  t h e  a i r l i n e s  m a y  f o r c e  t h e  a g ® ^  
into competing mora heavily in the other - 0 Tgt 

field - service which they offer to their cus o 



One consequence of a centralised system of this sort 
is clearly that it is vulnerable to failure. The 
software is robust. The hardware is reliable and 
adequate redundancy of both central processor and 
peripherals is provided. The terminal network has 
been devised so that there is also a considerable 
degree of route redundancy. Power supplies come into 
the computer centre from two separate sources, though 
eventually both are supplied from the National Grid. 
Despite all this the system is inevitably vulnerable. 
The only serious interruptions to service so far have 
arisen from the effects of the power strike in early 
1972. Initially these were serious until arrangement 
could be made to ensure a continuous priority supply 
to the computer centre. Fortunately most causes of 
serious interruptions to service are likely to hit 
other airport facilities just as hard as they hit 
LACES - if that is any consolation to the users. 

The fact remains that after five years of hard effort 
by all the parties concerned - NDPS, Customs &, Excise 
the international airlines, the cargo agents, Depart
ment of Environment and its building contractors, 
ICL and its subcontractors, CSI and Cossor - London 
airport has a total system which gives a very much 
improved handling, movement, customs clearance and 
accounting system for goods moving through the air
port. LACES puts Heathrow several years ahead of any 
other airport in the world in its facilities for 
international cargo traffic. 



HOW THE PUBLIC PERCEIVES THE COMPUTER: 
SOME SOCIAL-PSYCHOLOGICAL DIMENSIONS 

Thomas L. McPhail, Department of Communications. Ottawa. Canada 

In industrialized societies, there is 
little doubt that the computer is becoming 
a major technological device in many of 
the prime areas of human interaction. 
Prom the "Little Red School-House" with 
its computer terminals and computerized 
learning carousels, to the corporate world 
with mini-computers on many of the desks, 
to the home situation where computerized 
billing services remind us almost daily of 
the ability of the computer to put names 
and numbers together on a monthly basis. 
The purpose of the paper is not to talk 
about the obvious fact that the computer 
is the technological innovation of the 
20th Century, nor is the purpose to de
scribe the intricate engineering make-up, 
but rather, the purpose of this paper is 
for the first time to the best of my 
knowledge to pull together the emerging 
empirical studies on how people perceive 
the computer. For years we have had sub
jective responses concerning individuals' 
unique impression of the computer. These, 
of course, range from the extremely 
favourable, represented by engineers de
signing the systems or shareholders hold
ing stock's certificates in companies like 
IBM, to the extremely negative, repre
sented by individuals who blame the comput
er for billing mistakes and as well as a 
host of other social ills. The result has 
been a rather distorted picture based upon 
selective perception and selective recol
lection. The purpose of this paper is to 
present a brief review of related attitu-
dinal studies and then report a major 
Canadian study completed recently. 

Let me begin by describing an inter
esting example of a group of people in an 
experimental situation reporting their 
perception of the computer. I came by way 
of this information at a presentation in 
Vienna last summer by Christopher Evans, 
an experimental psychologist in the 
Computer Science Division of the National 
Physical Laboratory in Britain. Briefly, 
his experiment is as follows. The exper
iment took place in a Scottish Hospital 
and the purpose was to utilize the comput
er to perform basic, repetitive tasks in 
order to release the medical profession to 
perform more professional duties rather 
than simple administrative duties. But to 
a sociologist the first problem encoun
tered comes as no surprise, but to others 
it may be - both a surprise and somewhat 
frightening. The first task was to pro
gram the computer to take a straight

forward medical history. The problem en
countered after asking several doctors 
what information they collected for a 
medical history resulted in several dif
ferent responses, most of them ambiguous 
and many of them vague. What was first 
thought to be a simple problem turned out 
to be a time consuming task in establish
ing a clear medical history format. 
Finally, this was done, patients were 
divided into an experimental group and a 
control group. The experimental group was 
interviewed by the computerized system and 
the control group was interviewed using 
the traditional doctor's approach. Dr. 
Evans programmed the computer to first of 
all explain how to use the computer and 
its very simple keyboard. Second, once 
the patients had learned to use the com
puter facility, the history taking infor
mation was then presented, and finally a 
computer printout of the information was 
made available. Here are some of the 
human reactions uncovered. First of all, 
the people, despite the anxiety of being 
both ill and in the hospital, enjoyed the 
computer interview. Second, at several 
points in the program the machine was pro
grammed so as to tell the people that they 
were free to leave if they did not want to 
continue - none left. In fact, 50% said 
they preferred the computerized medical 
history taking procedure over the normal 
or traditional doctor-patient interaction. 
Dr. Evans in his presentation also men
tioned that people felt more at ease with 
the computer and that they thought the 
machine was very polite and very patient, 
perhaps reflecting negatively on doctor s 
office manners. 

Needless to say, after conducting the 
original study several members of tbs 
medical profession disputed the valid! Y 
of computerized medical history format 
being valid and reliable medical history 
information. In order to deal with tni 
criticism, another experimental situa i . 
was contrived and it goes as follows, 
overcome the criticism. Dr. Evans eSta 
lished three types of medical-history 
terviews and then compared the resul 
each. The first situation saw a pati 
being interviewed by a medical doctor 
then being interviewed by a computer, 
medical histories were essentially t 
same. The second situation saw a di 
ent group of patients being !ntervietv1e 
first by the computer and second by 
doctor. Again there was no essentia 
ference in the results. 
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The third situation saw a patient being 
interviewed first by a doctor and second 
by a different doctor. Then they com
pared the results and here there was a 
noticeable difference. The doctors disa
greed more between themselves. From this 
point on the doctors were reluctant to 
challenge Dr. Evans and his computer. 

Situations such as this raise the 
question, is the introduction of the com
puter in the future going to be mostly a 
technical question, an economic question, 
or a sociological question. Again using 
European data, we can see an indication 
of the direction of implications of de
cisions surrounding the computer. Using 
a sample of 1,500 people in a pre-post 
test design this question was asked: What 
is the most important issue in terms of 
the realization of new telecommunications 
facilities (of which the computer is ob
viously one). The pre-test showed 7% 
thought the technical problems were the 
most important issue, 46% thought it was 
an economic issue, and 40% a sociological 
issue. But after being exposed to a sym
posium discussing many aspects of tele
communications in the future there was a 
noticeable shift evident in the assign
ment of priorities. In the post-test, 
these were the results. Technical prob
lems dominating decision-making fell to 
2%, economic considerations fell to 25%, 
and the sociological issues and implica
tions being the most important increased 
to 57%. The point I wish to make is that 
what happens in the computer-world in the 
future may no longer be as much a techni
cal or economic issue, but rather a 
sociological-public acceptance one. 

Two additional brief examples con
cerning perception or the psycho-social 
impact of computer technology are repre
sented by, first, the findings of the 
Stanford Center for Research and Develop
ment in Teaching. I will not go into the 
details of this particular study (Hess 
and Tenezakis, 1971). The thrust of this 
study was to deal with how students feel 
about their experience with computer-
assisted instruction. Over all, the 
students had a more favourable image of 
the computer than of the teacher. In 
addition, they found the computer learning 
situation provided more reliable and more 
objective evaluation than instruction 
monitored by traditional classroom teach
ers. The fact that they obtained almost 
simultaneous feedback on the quality of 
their performance was found to be reward
ing. In fact, both the experimental and 
the control group of students tended to 
attribute even charismatic quality to a 
greater degree to the computer than to 
the teacher. 

The second study that I want to men
tion briefly is the joint study sponsored 
by the American Federation of Information 
Processing Societies Inc. (AFIPS) and 
Time Magazine. This study involved a 
sample of 1,100 telephone interviews with 
a probability sample in the United States. 
Some of you are probably aware of the 
study and it represents one of the larger 
and insightful studies dealing with the 
computer. The data was collected during 
July and August 1971, and briefly the re
sults are: 

"In analyzing the survey results, 
much of the data can be grouped into 
eight basic areas — job involvement 
with computers, incidence of person
al problems because of a computer, 
the role of computers as perceived 
by consumers, people's image of com
puter usage in business and in 
government, the general effect of 
computer usage as perceived by the 
individual, attitudes towards career 
opportunities in the computer field, 
and the relationship of computer 
usage to privacy. 

Each individual is urged to analyze 
all of the data and formulate his 
own conclusions. However, selected 
data from each area is indicative of 
the overall results. The following 
information is representative... 

Job Involvement: Those surveyed 
indicated that the public has a 
relatively high degree of job in
volvement with computers. Approxi
mately 49% have had a job requiring 
either direct or indirect contact 
with a computer, with 30% currently 
having such a job. In addition, 15% 
feel their current job requires some 
knowledge of computing while 7% 
report their job requires working 
directly with computers. 

Computer Problems: Thirty-four per 
cent (34%) of those surveyed reported 
that they have had a problem "because 
of a computer." Billing problems 
were most frequent, accounting for 
almost half of the difficulties re
ported. 

About 75% of those surveyed reported 
they had never had problems in 
having a computerized biU =orr^ 
Of the 24% who reported difficulties, 
71% placed the blame on the personne 
of the company involved while 1 
felt the computer itself was at taui 

Computers and the Consumer: The 
public view towards the use o 
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computer# in providing consumer 
benefit# is generally positive. 
Approximately 891 felt computers 
will provide many kinds of informa
tion and services to us in our homes; 
65* felt computers are helping to 
raise the standard of living; and 
68* believe computers have helped 
increase the quality of products and 
services. 

However, in some areas attitudes 
were less positive. 48* felt com
puters make it easier to get credit 
versus 31* who disagreed. In addi
tion, 48* felt the use of computers 
in teaching children in school 
should be increased, versus 25* who 
felt such use should be decreased. 

Approximately 63* felt the use of 
computers should be decreased in 
sending mail advertisements to the 
home, and 55* felt the use of com
puters should be reduced in matching 
people for dating. 

Computers in Business: The public's 
image of computers as used in busi
ness is somewhat mixed. 89* feel we 
can do many things today that would 
be impossible without computers vs. 
33* who disagreed with this state
ment. Only 36% felt computers 
create more jobs than they eliminate 
vs. SI* who disagreed. 

There was also mixed feeling on the 
apparent reliability of computers. 
81* felt "computer mistakes" are 
really mistakes made by people who 
use computers; 47* felt computers 
often make mistakes in processing 
bills and 37* believe computer sys
tems break down frequently. 

Computers in Government: In general, 
thepublic believes government 
should make increased usage of com
puters in a number of areas, that 
such usage will make government more 
effective, and that there will, and 
should be, increasing governmental 
involvement in the way in which com
puters are used. 

Of those surveyed, 63* believe large 
computerized information files will 
make government more efficient. 70% 
feel use of computers will not in
crease the chance of war. 

Approximately 5* feel that the 
government will determine what com
puters can or cannot be used for and 
61* believe the government is 
presently concerned about regulating 

the use of computers. in addif. 
84* believe government should be°n' 
concerned about such regulation 

Areas where the public felt the no 
of computers should be increased 
elude keeping track of criminals 
78*; guidance of missiles for 
national defense, 71%; vote count;* 
66*; surveillance of activist or 
radical groups, 56*; projection of 
election results, 50*; and compiiinci 
information files on U.S. citizens" 

With respect to accuracy of data, 
53* felt that safeguards are used 
by government to make sure that 
personal information stored in com
puters is accurate vs.28% who disa
greed. 

Computers and Privacy; There is 
major concern about the use of large 
computerized information files. 38% 
of those surveyed believe computers 
represent a real threat to people's 
privacy vs. 54* who disagreed. 62% 
are concerned that some large organ
izations keep information about mil
lions of people. In addition, 53% 
believe computerized information 
files might be used to destroy indi
vidual freedoms; 58* feel computers 
will be used in the future to keep 
people under surveillance; and 42% 
believe there is no way to find out 
if information about you stored in 
a computer is accurate. 

Computers and Life: The general 
effect of computer usage as per
ceived by the individual drew a 
divided response. 

Approximately 91* agreed that the 
uses of computers are affecting the 
lives of all of us. On the positive 
side, 75* felt computers will im
prove our lives and 86* agreed that 
they will create more leisure time. 

However, 55* felt people are becom
ing too dependent on computers; 54% 
believe computers are dehumanizing 
people and turning them into num
bers, and 33* felt computers will 
decrease our freedom vs. 59% who 
disagreed. 

With respect to the computer's 
ability to "take over," 12% felt 
computers can think for themselves, 
while 23* believed computers of tn 
future might disobey the instruc
tions of the people who run them. 
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TABLE 1 

COMPUTERS WILL ENABLE GOVERNMENT AND BUSINESS TO MAKE BETTER DECISIONS 

TOTAL RES
PONDENTS 
(1030) 

TOTAL 
URBAN 
(780) 

TOTAL 
RURAL 
(250) 

TOTAL 
MALE 
(489) 

TOTAL 
FEMALE 
(541) 

UNDER 
$5,000 
(223) 

$5,000-
$7,499 
(258) 

$7,500-
$9,999 
(229) 

$10,000-
$11,999 
(129) 

$12,000 
OR MORE 
(126) 

Z % % Z Z % % % Z Z 

Strongly 
Agree 

Agree 

r 

46 
-53 

7" 

48-
•55 

5-

39-
-44 

9 

50-
•59 

4-j 

43-
•47 

5-

34 
•39 

6-

44-
•50 

5-

50 
-5 5 

101 

51 
61 

8-

64-
•72 

Disagree 281 -31 
27-

-30 
30, 

•34 
24-

•29 
311 33 

261 
-31 

30" 
-33 

29 
-31 

26-
•28 

21-
-23 

Strongly 
Disagree 3- 3- 4- 5 2- 5- 3- 2- 2- 2-

No Opinion 16 15 22 12 20 30 17 14 11 5 

COMPUTERS WILL IMPROVE QUALITY OF EDUCATION 

Strongly 
Agree 

Agree 

00 
O
 

I
T
)
 

-58 
10 

50 
-60 

ll-i 

53-
-64 

•c
-

00
 

U3
 

-53 
7-i 

45-
52 

6 

45 
-51 

11 

5 5 
-66 

81 

57 
-65 

lb 

52-
•63 

Disagree 261 
-28 

24-
-2 7 

29-
-30 

23-
-25 

27-
-30 

25-
-26 

29-
-33 

19-
-21 

2 3-
-27 

30-
-30 

Strongly 
Disagree 2" 3- 1- 2- 3- 1- 4- 2- 4- --

No Opinion 14 13 15 11 17 22 16 13 7 7 

Not Stated - - - - - - - - 1 
" 

Career Opportunities: Of those sur
veyed, 76% were in favor of a young 
person entering the computer field 
as a career vs. 5% who would be 
opposed. 

Most saw the jobs in the computer 
field as interesting (80%), challeng
ing (75%), secure (73%), having high 
salaries (72%), requiring lots of 
training (71%), and offering rapid 
advancement (67%). 

To contrast with the preceding 
materials, I would like to now present 
the results of a very recent Canadian 
study done for the Federal Department of 
Communications (Government of Canada) by 
the Social Survey Research Center, Toronto 
Canada. This study commenced with a 

quaii idtive s i_u.va_y v_/v_ / + - • ~ , 

adult groups were monitored in order to 
elucidate the issues concerning the pub
lic's perception of computers and computer 
services. As a result of the qualitative 
phase, a quantitative survey was initiated 
in order to evaluate the feelings and 
reactions of a cross-section of Canadians 
on the basis of a 73 item questionnaire. 
A total of 1,030 inhome interviews with 
adults were conducted in a number or com 
munities throughout Canada. Without 
going into either the methodology or the 
statistics employed, X would like to move 
directly to a consideration of the hig 
lights of the study. 

In terms of the study, 85% of t^e 
total number of respondents indicated that 
they had either a direct or indirect te.g^ 
computerized bills) contact with a compu 
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TABLE 2 

COMPUTERS WILL CAUSE UNEMPLOYMENT 

TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL PROFESSIONAL OTHER WHITE BLUE COII.T-
PONDENTS URBAN RURAL MALE FEMALE /MANAGERIAL COLLAR 
(10 30) ( 780) (250) (4891 mi) JL1UL -IIAIL 

Strongly 
Agroo 

Agree 

22 

49 
71 

22 20 
68 76 

46 56 

17 25 
62 78 

45 53 

20 
60 

40 

24 
68 

44 

23 
74 

51 

20 

55 
75 

Disagree 22 

St roegly 
Dleegree 2 

No Opinion 5 

24 
24 15 

27 16 
29 16 

32 17 
32 

35 
25 

28 
20 

22 
16 

17 

er. Generally, awareness is positively 
correlated with urban living rather than 
rural, males rather than females, higher 
income rather than lower, being under 50 
rather over, and professional or white 
collar rather than blue collar. 

In terms of the perception or image 
of the computer, 60% thought of it as a 
very efficient mathematical machine, 19% 
as just another appliance, and 16% as an 
intelligent machine. Of this last group, 
47t thought of it as being more intelli
gent than an average person. 54% indicated 
that there is almost no limit on what it 
can do. 

Concerning the effects of computeri
zation on one's life or on society, the 
following reflect values concerning bene
fits, fears, and the impact of change. 
Table 1 illustrates that slightly over 
half of the respondents perceive the com
puter in a beneficial way on the two items 
presented in the table. A more clear cut 
distribution was found in terms of 73% 
agreeing that computers will provide for 
more leisure time. 

Table 2 illustrates an important 
point — the effect on employment. Almost 
three-fourths of the respondents thought 
that the computer would cause unemployment. 
Two points are relevant here. First, al-
thought the perception vis-a-vis reality 
may not be real, i.e. the computer may not 
cause unemployment, the consequence of the 
perception becomes real, i.e. people fear 
the introduction of the computer, partic
ularly in the work environment. The 

second point is that positive reactions 
are negatively correlated with occupation. 
The blue collar working class was very 
much (74%) threatened by the computer. 

In terms of some of dysfunctional 
aspects of increased usage of computers, 
the following Tables 3-7 point out some of 
the more pressing concerns. And finally, 
the impact of computers in terms of 
changing lives and life-styles is shown 
in Table 8. 

TABLE 3 

COMPUTERS WILL TAKE OVER OUR PERSONAL 

LIVES 

Total Respondent* 
<1030) 

Strongly Agra* 

Agraa 

Dlaagraa 

Strongly Disagree 

No Opinion 

Rot Statad 

24 

55 

5 

11 

1 

-28 

-60 
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TABLE 4 

PEOPLE ARE GOING TOO FAR IN USING 

COMPUTERS 

Total Respondents 
(1030) 

% 

5 

38 

35 

3 

19 

Strongly Agree 

Agree 

Disagree 

Strongly Disagree 

No Opinion 

-43 

-38 

TABLE 

COMPUTERS THREATEN FAMILY I.IFF. 

Total Respondents 
(1030) 

% 

5 

23 

51 

6 

15 

Strongly Agree 

Agree 

Disagree 

Strongly Disagree 

No Opinion 

-28 

-57 

TABLE 5 

COMPUTERS MAKE YOU THINK INDIVIDUALS 
ARE JUST BECOMING NUMBERS 

Total Respondents 
(1030) 

Z 

13 

49 

25 

4 

9 

Strongly Agree 

Agree 

Disagree 

Strongly Disagree 

No Opinion 

-62 

-29 

TABLE 

COMPUTERS WILL MAKE PEOPLE THINK LESS 

Total Respondents 
(1030) 

% 

Strongly Agree 10 

Agree 45 

Disagree 35 

Strongly Disagree 3 

No Opinion 7 

-55 

-38 

COMPUTERS THREATEN OUR PERSONAL PRIVACY 

Total Respondents 
(1030) 

% 

5 

32 

44 

Strongly Agree 

Agree 

Disagree 

Strongly Disagree 

No Opinion 

-37 

-48 

15 

TABLE 8 

CHANGE THROUGH COMPUTERIZATION 

Own Life Future Lives Society 
(1030) (1030) l*030) -

DEGREE OF 
CHANGE; 

Entirely 

A Great 
Deal 

Somewhat 

11 
11 50 36 

39 30 

39 36 46 

84 43 57 

Not at All 45 

No Opinion 

11 
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In summary, the research points to 

three major items. First, attitudes 
toward and response to the computer 
from people distinct, specific, and seiec 
tive reactions to the questions aske. 
To most people the computer is .becoming 
the overriding technical symbol of the 
20th Century. Vet, there probably is'very 
little awareness of the technical c P 
ity of the device. But there is a consid
erable amount of perceived awareness or 
both its existence and its impact. 

In addition, one can stat® 
viewing the data that many of the 
express two sets of conflicting attltudi 
nal clusters surrounding ̂ Pu!re* 
nology. On the cognitive level ««nyP«o 
pie appreciate the benefits del:iv® f 
increased computerized system in terns of 
medical, scientific, and technical prog 
ress; yet, at the same time, these same 
people express considerable affective 
hesitation in terms of what the c0*"Pu£*£ 
,.,iu ^H.allv do to them in terms of inter 

personal relationships and their day-to
day activities. There is a latent fear of 
de-personalization and loss of control 
over decisions affecting one's behavior, 
and the computer somehow represents the 
frustration experienced in this situation. 

The final point is this research is 
limited by sample-size, composition, sub
jects, potential biasness of the original 
questionnaire, as well as other tradition
al limitations on survey research data, 
gut even given the limitations, one can 
still safely conclude that there is a 
growing body of literature with an 
empirical data base upon which more ob
jective decisions can be made concerning 
the psychological and sociological dimen
sions of cosgmter technology. What is 
needed is further research of a survey 
nature as well as laboratory experimenta
tion where worm specific issues can be 
pursued in greater depth and detail to 
increase our understanding of the human 
impact of computer technology. 
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COMPUTER-ASSISTED INSTRUCTION—A SYSTEM AND ITS 
ASSESSMENT IN JAPAN 

Shigeru Watanabe, The University of Tokyo 
Hoichi Itaya, Masayuki Shimada, and Kazuo Yagi 

Japan Society for the Promotion of Machinery Industry, Tokyo, Japan 

Summary 

This paper describes the effectiveness of the 
(instruction programs and the characteristics of the 
biggest CAI system in Japan, developed by the 
Society for the Promotion of Machine Industry. 

The major characteristics or this UAI system is 
that the computer system centering 32KW mini-computer 
and 2.5KW magnetic disc memory device was designed to 
control 30 study terminal devices simultaneously. 

At the same time, the CAI language and its 
compiler were developed to realized the control over 
the proceedings of the learnings as a software suit
able to the instruction. This CAI language is easily 
understood not only by a programmer, but also by an 
author of the instruction program. 

The assessment group was organized to achieve the 
best revision of the instruction program on the basis 
of their results. 

Eight instruction programs are prepared for the 
use of high school graduates and it takes some 9 to 28 
hours to finish them. The students had the impressions 
that the CAI study was more pleasant and easier to 
understand, although it got them more tired than the 
ordinary lectures. 

In consequence of the comparison from the educa
tional points of view, it was found that the CAI study 
was superior to the conventional one and that the study 
hours were remarkably reduced. 

Besides, this development was completed under the 
assistance of the governmental fund. And it has been 
widely utilized in business and industrial fields. 

Introduction 

In November 1968, Japan Society for the Promotion 
of Machine Industry decided on development of the CAI 
system as one of its projects for diffusion and promo
tion of new machines, organizing a committee (chairman: 
Dr. Shigeru Watanabe, Professor of the University of 
Tokyo). The CAI system was completed in March 1972 by 
a joint development of Japanese major electrical 
companies. Expenses paid for its completion amount to 
about $10 rail. 

1. Hardware of the CAI system 

(l) Composition 
The composition of the CAI system is as shown in 

Figure 1. This system is designed for individuals. 
It is composed of a computer system equipped with a 
2.5MW magnetic disc memory device and 30 terminal 
divices. The terminal devices comprise two kinds. The 
society has 8 I-type terminal devices and 22 II-type 
terminal devices. The former type of terminal consists 
of a random access slide device (RAS), a CRT display 
device with a light pen, a random access audio device 
(RAA), a keyboard (KB) and a light pen (LPN), and the 
later, a random access slide device, a printer (PR) and 
a key board. These devices were manufactured by the 
following companies: 

Hitachi, Ltd. (the electronic computer system), 
Nippon Electric Co. (keyboards, printers and booths), 
Tokyo Shibaura Electric Co. (RAS and RAA) and 
Matsushita Electric Industrial Co. (CRT display 
devices). 

Specifications of Component Devices 

o Electronic computer system 
Central processing unit (memory capacity: 32KW) 
Tape reader 
Tape punch 
Line printer 
Card reader 
Card punch 
Magnetic disc driving gear (memory capacity; 

2,000KW) 
Disc pack 
Off-line card punch, verifier 
Collective controller 
Communication controller 
Peripheral device controller 

Software 
System program & CAI language compiler 

Terminal devices 
Key board 
Key format _ 
Data key (white) 65 (two-stage shift) 
Function key (blue) 10, Shift key (blue) 1 

Symbol: 8 bits 
Standard (ISO) cord 

Connection type: Multiwire type 
Printer 
Printing type: Type-wheel type 

Fixed platen 
Printing speed: 1,000 letters per minute 
Number of letters on one line: 128 letters 
Printing pitch: 10 letters per 25*4 mm 
Line space: two-stage switchover of 6 lines per 

25.4mm and 3-lines per 25.4mm 
Ink ribbon: black 
Symbol: Eight bits 

Standard (ISO) cord 
Random access slide device 
Type of original picture: l6mm movie fil 
Number of fr*nes of original pictures: 

Volume of information contained in one frame: 
About 250 to 300 letters 

• ^ cn frumps D6i* second (in footn Film moving speed: 50 irames per 
right and opposite directions) 

Screen: See-through type . , 
300 (breathwise) x 225 (lenghwis 

Random access audio device ahppt 
Recording medium type: Type of £"he8t 

attachable and detachable aroun^ magnetic 
Capacity of information contained oh one magnet 

sheet: Maximum 384 message „„onds 
Length of one message: Maximum 15 seconds 
Average access time: 3 s®c° 3 

Type of speaker: He#™' , 
CRT display (including a fi&ire controller) 

Form of display: Dot va+akana, 
Letters, English figures, symbols, katakan 

(a kind of Japanese letter) Rreen, blue, 
5 x 7  d o t s  7 - c o l o r  d i s p l a y  ( r e d ,  g  
yellow, cyan, magenta and g) 

640 letters per screen (32 lettersx line, 

Figure: Circle, ̂ t̂s) ̂ composed within 

the limits of 176 (breathwise) x 128 
(lengthwise) dots. 
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Figure 1 Composition of the CAI system 

Figure buffer memory: Magnetic core Lkk/22 bits 
breun tube: 16-inch color Braun tube, control 

mini-computer (6kW) 
Number of terminal devices connected: 8 (with 

light pens> 

(2^ Features 
1) All students are able to have a conversation 

within waiting time of three seconds, 
2) Subject of instruction program is limitless. 
3) As the form of response to questions, not only 

multiple choice, but also constructed response, 
3uch as answering by use of toglieh letters, Kana 
letters and figures can be available. Answers 
also can be made by detecting a point on the 
screen with a light pen. 

4) The system is designed so that students can not 
only answer questiones and explanations presented 
by the instruction program, but also that they can 
make requests for hints, correct answers and re
ference materials as they want. 

5) When a student answers a question presented, the 
computer records his results, the process of the 
program he passed and the time he reeded, it can 
judge the ability of the students and present the 
next question according to his ability. That is 
branching is employed for instruction programs as 
the methods of effective learning. 

6) The process of study is recorded and displayed. 
Contents of the record include the name of the 
lesson course, the name of the student, the ques
tion presented, the answer and the time spent. 

In the following, we will explain Feature 3 ) ,  l )  
and 5) in detail-

In the CAI system, learning proceeds through 
repetition of dialogues between the computer and the 
student as shown in Figure 2. 

Presentation of instructional materials is nade 
by audio-visual devices; the random access slide (RAS) 
the printer, the CRT display and the random access ' 
audio (RAA). To this, students make answers by the key 
board (KB) and the light pen (LPN). The key board is 
conposed of Baglish capital letters, figures, special 
symbols and Kana letters. It is used for information 
input. Concerning the function keys, REV, ANS, CA~ 

HINT, OK aad CALL keys are prepared for study, and DEI 
CAN keys for correction of information. There is also 
a key arranged for debugging. (See Table l) 

to the anewere by the student, the oomputer nukes 
a judgement and a decision as shown Figure 3> 

Table 1 

REV This kay la used to require for return to the 
previous step 

HINT This k«y Is used to require hints 
OK This key Is used to request for return to the 

mein sequence from HINT sequence 
CALL This key is used to call instructional 

reference materials . 
ANS This key Is required both for proceeding to 

the next step and tor making the system 
reoognise the Input massages as the student s 
answer 

DEL This key Is used to eliminate letters of inp0' 
messages from the last one by on® > 

CAN This key is used to eliminate the whole inp® 
messages at a stroke 

2- Software (instruction prograaOof the pAI_ggtg 

The Japan Society for the Promotion of M"ohi"!e 

Industry has prepared 8 Instruction programs *or 

CAI system. In the following, we will describe t 
features of the instruction program, the method u 
for its development and the effects of the CAI-

(1) The level of the student suitable to the instr" 
tion program and its goal 

"NC machine tools" ^ 
Qualified students: Those w.to have scholarship 
to high school grmluates and two or three yea 
experience of working at machinery plants- ^ 
Goals of instruction: To enable them to unders jg 
handling of NC machine tools and handle them, 
enable them to work out a program type for sl®p 
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Figure 2 
Answer by 
the student 

(processing of the 
answer) 

Presentation 
of instructional 
material 

/^Wai t ing^N. Branching \ 
-/ for an W by the \— 
\answer y' \answer / 

Assessment 
»f learning 

/ Branching by\ 
—/ the aasessmentX 
\ of learning ) 

works by themselves. 
"FORTRAN" 

Qualified students: Those who have general knowledge 
about the outline of computer-
Goals of instruction: To enable them to program by 
FORTRAN language (level 5000 of the JIS standard) 

"Primer of the digital computer" 
fjniai i fi ftrt students: Those who have scholarship equal 
to high school graduates. 
Goals of instruction: To enable them to learn basic 
knowledge of the digital computer centering on hard
ware. 

"COBOL" 
fjus-p n«d students: Those who have scholarship equal 
to high school graduates and knowledge of the ABC of 
the digital ooaputer-
Goals of instruction: To enable them to program by 
COBOL language-

"Color TV repair techniques" 
Qualified students: Those who have electric engineer
ing knowledge equal to graduates of high school elec
tric or electronic course. 
Goals of instruction: To enable them to fi* troubles 
of color TV sets. 

"Primer of APT" 
Qualified students: Those who have scholarship equal 
to graduates of high school machinery course or those 
who have general knowledge of NC machine tools. 
Goals of instruction: To enable them to master the 
middle class of APT conpletely and conduct part pro
gramming of APT 

"PERT" 
Oialified students: Those who have scholarship equal 
to high school graduates. 
Goals of instruction: To enable them to learn basic 
knowledge of PERT and control techniques of its 
application. 

"ZD" 
Qualified students: Those who have scholarship equal 
to high school electric oourse graduates. 
Goals of instruction: To enable them to leam basic 
knowledge and techniques of lectriclty and to have 
ability enough to pass the national examination for 
electricians. 

(2) Method employed for preparation of the instruction 
programs and cost needed for it 
The cost needed for preparation of the instruction 

program amounted to $1/4 mil. to $1 mil. Of the cost, 
60 to 70J6 was personnel expenses. Slide making ex
penses were about $1-5 per frame for black and white 
and about $4 for color. Time needed for preparation of 
the program was eight months for shorter ones, ard 
about two years for longer ones. The rumber of persons 
engaged in preparation was for the most part four or 
five. While, 10 persons were engaged in preparation 
for an instruction program. 

Table 2 shows the "process of working out CAI 
instruction program." The "assessment group" mentioned 
is a group organized for the purpose of assessing the 
CAI system. The group conducted assessment for about 
10 months. The group consists of six specialists 
including university professors. A major feature of 
the assessment is that it adopted an assessment nethod 

based on principle student testing. That is, the 
group adopted en assessment method for the instruction 
programs on the basis of tests, answers to question
naire, slide check end students description of their 
impressions. In toe table 2, the "third stage" and 
the "fifth stage" are concerned with the assessment 
group. Si* instruction programs were especially 
assessed from the educational points of view. 
Concerning 2 of then, however, the assessment of the 
"fifth stage" was not done. 

Table 2 Prooess of working out "CAI 
instruction programs" 

The first stager Compilation of CAI study program 
(preparation of cards, slides and 
materials) 

The seoond stage: Trial-use by the programmers of 
the instruction programs and 
debugging 

The third stags: The first assessment by the group 
The fourth stage: Revision by the programmers of 

the instruction programs 
The fifth stage: The seoond assessment by the 

group 
The sixth stage: Revision by the programmers of 

the instruction programs 

Wo will describe the eseesement method conducted 
by the group in detail. In the first assessment, the 
group contrived and put into practioe the following 
original method, in addition to that by readiness ten, 
pretest and post-test. . . 

In the first assessment, the group assigned 
or three persons to one student as observers 
recorders. The student Introspected various impree 
slons and questions, which arose during his 
and reported them one by one. They recorded the 
ports on evsi7 frame- They also recorded the st 
actions taken at that time. The group then arrange 
and classified those introspection records and a 
observation ones Into 32 items. n„„naire 

Moreover, the group also conducted a q"tion£f 
surrey for assessment after the course woe C°BP 
The group examined the 32 Items established in t 
first assessment and prepared a slide check 1 __ 
sistlng of 11 of the 32 Items and "chapter-ena 
tiomaire list consisting of 20 to 29 of the -> 
to have students fill them up during their *e l0yed. 
In the second assessment, observers were no 
So in the seoond one, only l) tests, 2) slid 
3) "chapter-end" opinion poll, 4) another on crip-
survey after the course was finished, and y) 
tion of impressions by students were oonduc • ^ 

Lastly features of each instruction prog 
shown in Table 3-

In the above table, the symbols from Plt° That 
represented titles of the instruction prbgJJJ 
is, PI represents WC machine tools, P2 ^or 9 
primer on the digital computer, P4 OOBOl»lP> p8 fl). 
repair techniques, P6 primer of APT, P7 ^gnt fi 
Hereinafter, we will use the symbols to rep 
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Table 3 Features of each instruction program 

HL P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 
Number of chapters 
Number of slides 
Kind of slide 
Auxiliary material 
Terminal device 

16 
1030 

Color 
1 copy 
II-type 

14 
1230 

BLack&White 
2 copies 
II-type 

19 
2210 

Black&White 
1 copy 
II-type 

18 
2040 

Color 
3 copies 
II-type 

31 
1310 

Color 
2 copies 
I-type 

14 
1000 

Color 
1 copy 

I-type 

7 
1600 

Color 
1 copy 
II-type 

9 
1260 

Black&tfhite 
Null 
II-type 

titles. 

( 3 )  Results of tests 
Results of learning recorded during execution of 

the instruction programs from PI to P6 are shown in 
Table 4. Those for P8 are omitted, because a study for 
check under the program has not yet been formally con
ducted. The students, who took part in the tests, were 
for the most part university students. Some of them 
did not satisfy preconditiones for the study, and others 
had already attained the goals of instruction. Both of 
those students were excluded from the assessment. To 
be concrete, those students who got less than 70 marks 
in the readiness test and more than 80 in the pretest 
were excluded from the table. As is known in the Table 
4, it can be said that the initial goals of the instruc
tion programs were attained to some extent, except PI 
and P5. The results of the post-test for P5 were not 
good. This is because practical exercises, which are 
necessary for learning,were not conducted. The results 
of learning, in which exercises were conducted, will be 
mentioned later in (6). 

In this treatise, in assessing the results of the 
study, the precondition was established uniformly for 
all of the instruction programs that the students 
should get more than 70 marks in the readiness test. 
But further examination is required. In the instruc
tion program PI, if the marks that nust be obtained in 
the readiness test are set at 90, the average in the 
post-test will become 82*6 marks. 

(4) Study hours 
Bach instruction program was prepared on the 

assumption that it will take about 20 hours. But it 
took 11 to 15 hours for students to complete the in
struction program. 

In order to see variation of study hours, we 
calculated coefficient of variation. The coefficient 
was the largest for P4 with 0.462, and the smallest for 
P7 with 0.09. That of P7 is small, because all the 
students chose the same linear type sequence of the 
course. 

Table 5-2 shows the time of thinking, reading and 
key striking and their percentages per chapter for each 
instruction program respectively. Concerning PI and 
P2, the percentage of thinking time are the largest. 
In the case of PL, about half the study hours of the 
chapters was spent for thinking. But, as shown in 
Table 5-3, the thinking time per frame of PI is smaller 
than that of P2- It can be said, therefore, that 
frames required for thinking are larger in number in PI 
than P2. The percentage of thinking time of P3 is the 
same as that of P2. But the study hours of any chapter 
in P3 is short in general, and therefore, the time re
quired for thinking per frame is short. It is obvious 
from this that students will have more fatigue in P2 
than in P3. It is very interesting when the results of 
the questionnaire mentioned in (5) are referred to. 
The degree of fatigue is smallest in PI. 

Table 5-4 shows that in PI, P3 and P5, the number 
of frames requiring answers is larger than that req
uiring answers is larger than that requiring only 
reading, and that in P2 and P4, the number of frames 
requiring only explanations is larger than that req
uiring answers. In P4, the number of frames requiring 
explanations is large. 

(5) Impressions of students (analysis of the question-
nair) 
Table 6-1 and 6-2 show the results of polls gath

ered after the courses. The figures of fit were cal
culated by subtracting the ratio of negative opinions 
from that of affirmative ones. The figures of ft are 
averages of yit- Therefore, both indices are values 
between +1.00 and -1.00- They show that the nearer 
they are to 1.00, the better the impressions of the 
students, and that the nearer they are to -1.00, the 
worse those of the students. 

Table 6-1 shows the results of the poll for II-type 
terminal device. In the table the negative assessment 
is pointed out as a general tendency that "they are 
tired by the CAI study" and that "they feel like 
quitting the study halfway." On the other hand, it can 
be cited as affirmative opinions that "typed letters 
are readable," that "they can understand the contents 
of the study well" and that "the study by the CAI system 
is more pleasant than ordinary studies." 

In the results of the poll for the I-type terminal 
device, that "the sound is hard to catch" (-0.78), that 
"timing of sound is not good" (-0.78), and that "we get 
tired more than ordinary studies" (-0*70) can be cited 
as negative opinions. On the other hand, as affirma
tive opinions, "colors of the letters on CRT are good" 
(0.78), that "the place where the letters appear on CRT 
is appropriate" (0-45), that "we could study at our own 
pace" (0.40) and that "we never felt uneasy during the 
study" (0.40) can be cited. 

The indices ft for the instruction programs for 
the II-type terminal device show that all the opinions 
are affirmative, while those for the I-type one negative. 
It is considered that this is partly because the mstruc 
tion program for the II-type terminal device were checked 
twice by the assessment group except P7- As to the 
assessment of the instruction programs for the 1-t.ype 
terminal device, it is thought the assessment is bad, 
because the device is more complicated than the II yp 
one, and because of tone obscurity. 

(6) Comparison of effects by the CAI study with those 

Students ̂ impressions of lectures and the CA][system 
are shown clearly by the results of polls 
(6). The greater part of them answered that the CAl 
study was more pleasant and easier to un 
lectures. This is "significant" at the level of 1 per 
cent by X2 test. , 

If the CAI study and ordinary :1®ctu^®®a5ifference 
ducted with the same contents of study, rimental 
will be expected? In this connection, an ^tion 
study was conducted with the P6 and 7 
programs. Table 7-1 shows results of tests in the ^ 
measurement of the study effect by^Le ure ^ ^ ̂  
CAI study taking P7 for example. The pro 
tests is as follows: groups on 

First, learners were divided into ? . the 
the basis of results of the readiness ^ Qne of the 
pretest conducted prior to the s u y* the ^ 
groups studied by lectures, and t post-
system. All members of the two groups took P° 
test when they finished the study. gioup were 

The results of the post-test of the CAI gro^ ^ 
better than those of the lecture gr P ugimificant" 
67-2 3.0- o l  t - 2  -i»: 'fU, 6, w 
nf + Via 1 otrol rtf 
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Table 4 Results of tests 

PI P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 

Post-test 
Average 

' S. D. 
Range 

73-8 
11.2 

88-51 

91.3 
37-7 

97-86 

86.2 
8.9 

100-61 

80.2 
14-6 

94-43 

62.5 
15.7 

76-37 

86.0 1 
6*3 

90-80 

Pretest 
Average 
S. D. 
Range 

16.6 
8.2 

33- 0 

41.6 
26.3 

79- 0 

23.6 
21-7 
86- 0 

16.6 
19.4 

67- 0 

14.0 
16.9 

43- 0 1 

3-3 
4-2 

10- 0 

Readiness 
Average 
S. D. 
Range 

81.1 
7.2 

91-70 

82.5 
6.2 

96-73 

95-9 
4.6 

100-80 

77-8 
16.3 

100-40 

78.3 
6.0 

88-72 

8I.3 
5.2 

85-74 iiumoer or students 10 12 36 14 * 1 3 

Table 5-1 Study hours of each instruction program 

Average 
S. D. 
Maximum 
Minimum 
Coefficient of variation* 
Number of students 

PL 
13hr.41niin. 

3h 48m 
23 h 5m 
9h 51m 

0.278 
9 1 

P2 
lOh 59m 

2h 46m 
15h 42m 

5h 35m 
0.252 

8 

P3 
14h 31m 

5h 9m 
27h 15m 
5h 57m 
0.352 
36 

P4 
8h 31m 
3h 56m 

12h 25m 
7h 3 Cm 
0.462 
10 

P5 
28 h 21m 
8h 24m 

38h 48m 
17h 25m 
0.308 

3 1 

P6 
6h 36m 
2b 6m 
8h 25m 
3h 39m 
0.318 

3 1 

P7 
lUi i(* 
lb 17a 

I6h urn 
llh 5Cm 
0.090 
10 

by average. 

Table 5-2 Analysis of study hours within a chapt 

PI 
P2 1 
P3 
P4 
p5 

Thinking 
1235 seconds(49$) 
1795 » (41$) 

483 » (41$) 
1079 » (36$) 
2391 " (40$) j 

Reading 
357 seconds(l4$) 

1304 » (30$) 
152 " (13$) 

1678 » (55*) 
467 " ( 8$) 

Key striking 
938 seconds(375t) 

1283 seconds(29$) 
532 - (46$) 
281 •' ( 9$) 
311 " (52$) 

Average study hours 
2530 seconds 
4415 " 
1167 
3038 
5969 

Table 5-3 Time spent for a frame 

Thinking Reading 1 Rev striking PI 
P2 
P3 
P4 
P5 

13 seconds 
34 
14 " 
14 11 

28 " 

6 seconds 
21 '• 
15 
8 " 

21 » 

9 seconds 
21 " 
6 " 
4 » 
6 « 

Table 5-4 Analysis of frames within a chapter 

Number of frame 
reouiring answers 

Number of frames 
requiring reading PI 

P2 
P3 
P4 

. P5 

95 <61$) 
52 (46$) 
35 (78$) 
77 (27$) 
85 (79$) 

60 (7) i )  
62 (54$) 
10 (22$) 

210 (73$) 
22 (21$) 

LSh^iS^°^ lZSt' iWe ad°Pted the non-parametric method and the Mann-iVhitney U test) • 
Concerning the study hours, the lecture ^ * , 

20  hou r s .  O n  t h e  o t t e r  hand ,  t h e  C AI  g r o u p  t®£u  
hours and 20 minutes on an average which is ei,Ayif*" 
than that tjy 5 hours and 40 minutes. 6r 

We conducted the experimental study with the 
instruction program P6 under three different er>nd-+-
The results are shown in Table 7-2. The "OAT ndltlons-

mentioned in the table learned only by the mt^T' 
without the practical exercises. Table 7 2^ 
the three groups are different from one I^oth^ that 

respect of readiness. If the lecture-,^, 
group is reorganized so that it mav s~Practise 
other groups in terms of r^dine^ it w^i to 

in Table 7-3- s' lt Wl11 be as shown 
The averages of the readiness test of th„ * 

groups- the lecture-nius-nrmt-i == e tvo 

plus-practise group- are the same and the CAI-
But the post-test results of th*. <• 1S S-D-

group wer 79.2 and 90.4 marks res^f* ^ the latter 
CAI-plus-practical fUupT^n^d-d ^ S° the 

lectur*e-plus-practical Froun a ± suPerior to the 
ness. This difference is "simifio0^^?1 effective-
Of 5 per cent (one sided test), when^t i ^ ̂ Vel 

means of the U test. is exa»Med by 
Comparing the effects only by the CAI study with 

1 ertnJZ }ectures Practise, the post-test of the 
t f;? U9'PraCti5e grouP are ab0"«- 10 marks superior 

M °" a" aVera^"e M 9hown in 7-4. 
difference e*a®ined by the U test, the significant 
10 per cent03" recognised, even at the level of 

aboutFh^1*Lthe StUdy houra of the CAI «rouP wew 
about half those of the lecture group. 

Table 7-4 

CAI Group 
Readiness Post-test 

88 
72 
78 
75 

62 
37 
76 
75 average 78.3 

S-D. 6.0 62.5 
15.7 

Readiness f Post-test 
84 85 
82 62 
79 76 
73 53 
74 86 

Average 78.4 72.4 
S. D. 4.3 12.9 
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Table 6-1 Results of a poll gathered after the courses (II-type terminal device) 

Has your study by 
the CAI system 
pleasant? 

Has the study more 
pleasant than ordinary 
lessons? 

Could you understand 
the contents of the 
study well? 

Was the study by the 
CAI system easy to 
understand compared 
with that by lectures? 
Did you get tired by 
the CAI study? 

Did you get tired 
more than by ordinary 
lessons? 
Could you study at 
your own pace? 

Generally was the 
study difficult? 

fes 
Not quite 
pleasant 

No 
Yes 
Not quite 
pleasant 

No 
Yes 
Not quite 
well 

No 
Yes 
Not quite 
easy 

No 
Yes 
Not very much 
No 
Yes 
Not very nuch 
No 
Yes 
Not quite so 
No 

Did you feel uneasy 
during the study? 

Yes 
Not so 
difficult 

No 
Yes 
A little 
No 

Total 
45 (45*) 
55 (54*) 

1 ( 1*) 
57 ( 57*) 
36 (36*) 

57 (56* 
42 (41*) 

52 
34 (34*) 

13 (13* 
25 (25: 
6l (61*) 
13 (13 
38 (3< 
43 (43*) 
19 (19: 
54 (53* 
39 (39*) 
8 8*) 

17 (17*) 
47 ( 48*) 

31. 
22 
36 (36*) 
41 (42*) 

Pit 

0.46 

0.50 

0.53 

0.40 

-0.12 

-0.19 

0.45 

0.18 

0.20 

PI P2 P3 P4 P7 P5 P6 

ft 0.13 0.28 O.36 0.34 0.14 -0.110 -0.113 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13-

14-

15-

16. 

17-

18. 

19-

20. 

21. 

How long do you think a 
proper learning hour 
by the CAI system is? 
How long do you think 
you can study by the 
CAI system conti
nuously?^ 
Generally could you 
see the slides well? 

Could you understand 
figures of the slides 
at once? 

Were the contents of 
the slides easy to 
understand? 

Were the questions in 
the slides clear? 

Could you operate type 
keys as you wish? 
Did the sound of the 
printer annoy you? 
Could you read the 
type letters well? 
Did you feel like 
quitting the study 
halfway? 
Do you think the 
function "time-up" is 
useful? 
Was the study note easy 
to use? 

Average 

Average 

Yes 
Not quite 
satisfactory 
No 
Yes 
Not quite 
satisfactory 
No 
Yes 
Not quite 
easy 

No 
Yes 
Not quite 
clear 

No 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
No 

Yes 
No 

Yes 
Not quite 
easy 

No 

92.5 
min. 

174.2 
min. 

41 
45 

14 

(41*) 
(45*) 

40 
50 

11 

cm 
(50*) 

31 
56 

UL. 

(31*) 
(56*) 

29 
62 

10 
67 
24 

(62*) 

(10*) 
(67*) 

2<r 
72 174* 

(90*) 
(10*) 
(64: 
(36*) 

34 ( 49*) 
36 (51*) 

3 (27*) 
7 (64*) 

1 ( 9*) | 

Table 6-2 Results of a poll gathered after the courses (1-type terminal device) 

Vit 13- Could you understand 
figures of the slides at 
once? 

-0.50 -0.25 -0.40 
P5 P6 Total 

13- Could you understand 
figures of the slides at 
once? 

-0.50 -0.25 -0.40 

1. Was your study by the CAI 
system pleasant? 

0.50 -0.50 0.10 

13- Could you understand 
figures of the slides at 
once? 

-0.50 -0.25 -0.40 

1. Was your study by the CAI 
system pleasant? 

0.50 -0.50 0.10 
14. Were the contents of the 

slides easy to understand? 
-0.33 0.25 -0.10 

2. Was the study more pleasant 
than ordinary lectures? 

0.50 0 0.30 
14. Were the contents of the 

slides easy to understand? 
-0.33 0.25 -0.10 

2. Was the study more pleasant 
than ordinary lectures? 

0.50 0 0.30 
15. Were the questions in the 

slide clear? 
-0.33 -0.75 -0.50 

3- Could you understand the 
contents of the study well? 

0.17 0.25 0.20 
15. Were the questions in the 

slide clear? 
-0.33 -0.75 -0.50 

3- Could you understand the 
contents of the study well? 

0.17 0.25 0.20 
16. Could you operate type keys 

as you wish? 
-0.60 -0.50 -0.58 

4- Was the study by the CAI 
syBtem easy to understand 

compared that ^ 
lectures? 

0.33 0 0.20 
16. Could you operate type keys 

as you wish? 
-0.60 -0.50 -0.58 

4- Was the study by the CAI 
syBtem easy to understand 

compared that ^ 
lectures? 

0.33 0 0.20 
17- Did you feel like quitting 

the study halfway? 
-0*66 -0.50 -0.60 

4- Was the study by the CAI 
syBtem easy to understand 

compared that ^ 
lectures? 

0.33 0 0.20 

18. Were the sounds easy to 
hear? 

-0.20 -1.00 -0.78 
5. Did you get tired by the 

CAI study? 
-O.83 -0.25 -0.60 

18. Were the sounds easy to 
hear? 

-0.20 -1.00 -0.78 
5. Did you get tired by the 

CAI study? 
-O.83 -0.25 -0.60 

19- Was the timing of sounds 
prvidf 

-1.00 -0.50 -0.78 
6. Did you get tired more than 

ordinary lessons? 
-0.83 -0.50 -0.70 

19- Was the timing of sounds 
prvidf 

-1.00 -0.50 -0.78 
6. Did you get tired more than 

ordinary lessons? 
-0.83 -0.50 -0.70 

20. Did the sounds and slides 
fit well' 

-0.60 -0.25 -0.45 
7- Could you study at your 

own pace? 
0.33 0.50 0.40 

20. Did the sounds and slides 
fit well' 

-0.60 -0.25 -0.45 
7- Could you study at your 

own pace? 
0.33 0.50 0.40 

21. Was the color of the 
letters on CRT good? 

1.00 0-50 0.78 
8. Generally was the study 

difficult? 
0 0 0 

21. Was the color of the 
letters on CRT good? 

1.00 0-50 0.78 
8. Generally was the study 

difficult? 
0 0 0 

22. Was the position where the 
letters on CRT appeared 

0.40 0.50 0.45 
9- Did you feel uneasy during 

the study? 
0-33 +0.50 0.40 

22. Was the position where the 
letters on CRT appeared 

0.40 0.50 0.45 

10. How long do you think a 
paper learning hour ty the 
CAI system is? 

116-133 
min. 

100 
min. 

23- Was the timing of appearance 
and disappearance of letters 

0-46 —0« 50 0 

11. How long do you think you 
oan study by the CAI system 

195 
min* 

165 
min. - Was the light pen ea 

use? 
3y to 0 0 0 

12. 

u 
Generally could you see the 
slides well? 

-0.56 0.50 -6.16 Yt -0.110 -0.113 12. 

u 
Generally could you see the 
slides well? 

-0.56 0.50 -6.16 
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 ̂ 4. „-r +h« rAI study with those by lectures 

Table 7-1 Comparison of effects of the CAI 
Lecture Group 

CAI Group 7— j T 
Student Readiness Pretest Post-test Study hours Student Readiness 

test 
Pretest Post—test. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

80 
60 
60 
40 
80 
60 
60 
80 
60 
40 

20 
35 
25 
25 
15 
15 
15 

5 
5 
5 

63 
68 
73 
77 
63 
70 
58 
68 
6l 
77 

1,000 minutes 
797 
825 " 
825 " 
905 " 
935 
865 " 
710 " 
832 " 
904 " 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 

80 
40 
80 
80 
60 
80 
60 
40 
40 
60 
40 

40 
35 
20 
10 
20 
10 
15 
15 
20 
0 
5 

( j  
67 
63 
53 
63 
52 
61 
39 
57 
50 
73 

tt 
N 
N 

II 
II 
n 
11 
» 
n 
n 

Average 62.0 16.5 67.8 86o " 
(14hr. ODnrin.) 

Average 60.0 17 • 4 59-2 

S. D. 13-9 9.5 6.2 76.7 min. 
(1 hr- l6.7min.) 

S. D. 17-1 11.2 9.8 0 

Range 8 0 - 4 0  35 - 5 7 7 - 5 8  l6hr- 40min. -
11 hr. 50 min. 

Range 8 0 - 4 0  4 0 - 0  73 - 50 0 

Table 7-2 Results of 

Lecture-plus-practise Group 
Student Readiness Pretest Post-test Study hours 

test 
1 68 24 53 42 hr. 
2 90 57 83 It 

3 90 46 79 II 

4 81 36 58 II 

5 89 33 74 II 
6 94 10 87 II 
7 79 36 76 II 
8 90 26 54 II 

9 89 6 65 II 

10 86 46 86 II 
11 73 32 53 II 
12 86 17 80 II 

13 80 42 60 II 
14 94 24 75 II 

15 94 29 89 
62 

II 
16 82 4 

89 
62 II 

17 83 43 75 II 
18 94 50 82 II 
19 56 31 33 II 
20 80 27 65 II 
21 90 30 98 II 
22 88 20 60 II 
23 89 25 74 II 
24 84 32 85 II 
25 93 14 68 II 
26 74 6 86 II 
27 67 12 68 II 
28 86 20 64 II 
29 91 12 70 II 
30 95 23 85 II 
31 87 54 83 n 

Average 83-9 27-9 71-9 11 
S. D. 8.9 14-1 13.6 0 
Range 94 - 56 5 7 - 4  98 - 33 0 

with the instruction program P7 

CAI-plus-practise Group 
Student Readiness Pretest Post-test Study hours 

test 
1 97 42 95 1,4a min. 
2 93 50 92 1,224 " 
3 79 32 92 1,063 " 
4 90 24 82 1,289 " 

Average 89.8 37.0 90.3 20hr. A9min. 
S. D. 6.7 9.8 4.9 2hr. 9oin. 
Range 9 7 - 7 9  5 0 - 2 4  95 - 82 

CAI Group (CAI system only) 
Student Readiness Pretest Post-tost Study hours 

test 
1 49 2 71 
2 88 0 62 2,328 min. 
3 72 8 37 1,730 " 
4 66 13 36 864 " 
5 78 4 76 1,045 " 
6 75 43 75 

Average 71.3 11.6 59.5 24hr- 52min. 
S. D. 11.9 14-5 16787 9hr. Alain-
Range 8 8 - 4 9  *

- 5)
 1 0
 

76 - 36 

Table 7-3 Effect of study of the two groups, 
which had practical exercises 

Lecture-plus-practice Group CAI-plus-practise Group 
Readiness Post-test Readiness Poet-test 

95 85 97 95 
94 82 93 92 
94 89 90 82 
94 87 73 92 
94 75 Average 90-3 
93 68 89-8 
91 68 S.D- 4-9 
90 83 6.7 
90 79 
90 54 
90 98 
79 76 
7 A 86 

Average 89.8 79.2 
S.D. 6.0 10.8 
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IMPACT OF COMPUTER COMMUNICATIONS AS TOOLS IN THE 
SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OF CANADA 

H.J.von Baeyer 
The Canadian Computer-Communication Task Force, Ottawa, Canada 

ABSTRACT 

The Canadian Government decided in 
1970, to set up a Task Force on computer 
communications with the objective of 
developing a set of policy recommenda
tions for public discussion and subse
quent formulation of government poli
cies. The Task Force report has now 
been published in two volumes under the 
title: "Branching Out". 

The Task Force investigations 
concentrated on the peculiarities of 
the Canadian situation and the special 
problems posed by these peculiarities 

concerning public policy issues in the 
broad field of computer communications. 

Dr. von Baeyer, who was head of 
the Computer/Communications Task Force, 
and continues his work for the Canadian 
Government in an advisory capacity, 
will concentrate on the impact of com
puter/communication policies on the 
Canadian economic and social develop
ment, as described in the Task Force 
Report, and will discuss the highlights 
of the Task Force recommendations 
which are at present the subject of 

public review. 
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DATA BANKS AND INDIVIDUAL PRIVACY 

CHAIRMAN: 

Dr. Alan F. Westin, Professor of Public Law 
Department of Political Science, Columbia University 
New York, New York, U.S.A. 

PROGRAM COORDINATOR: 

Philip M. Walker 
Georgetown University Law Center 
Washington, D.C., U.S.A. 

PAPERS: 

Dr. Bryan Niblett, Chairman, Law Specialist Group, British Computer Society, London, 
England, "Data Banks and Individual Privacy: Developments in the United Kingdom" 

Dr. Hans P. Gassmann, Directorate for Scientific Affairs, Organization for Economic 
Cooperation & Development, Paris, France, "Data Banks and Individual Privacy: The 

Situation in the German Federal Republic" 

SPEAKERS: 

Dr. Calvin C. Gotlieb, Professor, Department of Computer Sciences, University of Toronto, 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada, "Data Banks and Individual Privacy: Developments in Canada 

Dr. Alan F. Westin, "Data Banks and Individual Privacy: Implications for the U.S. from 

Foreign Developments" 

THEME: This session will attempt to compare the experience of the U.S., Canada and several 
European countries in developing, using and controlling computer-based data banks which con
tain information on the individual citizen. The current state of data bank development in each 
country will be described and the legal measure-legislation, regulatory agency actions, and court 
decisions-taken to prevent infringement of the individual's civil liberties will be explained. Any 
steps taken by the computer industry or professional organizations in these countries to protect 
privacy in data banks will also be explored. Finally, each speaker will discuss those government 
and private actions which he feels should be taken in his country to safeguard the right of 

privacy in the computer data bank. 
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DATA BANKS AND INDIVIDUAL PRIVACY: DEVELOPMENTS 
IN THE UNITED KINGDOM 

Bryan Niblett 
British Computer Society 

London, England 

INTRODUCTION 

The United Kinadom, like most other 
hiahlv developed Western countries, is 
undergoinq a period of intense planning 
and implementation of data banks storing 
in computer-accessible form information 
about the personal affairs of private 
individuals. These developments are 
accompanied bv public awareness of the 
benefits which such data banks mav bring. 
To give but one example, the success of 
computerized air-line reservation methods, 
to which the British State air-lines 
BOAC and BEA have made noteworthv contri
butions, has brouaht the public at large 
to realize the convenience and utilitv of 
such svstems. It is becoming apparent 
that intearated data files with on-line 
up-datina and interroaation, coupled with 
the power of the computer to analvze the 
data in an endless varietv of relation
ships, can introduce a new dimension in 
social plannina, and help solve the manv 
problems that arise at the growina points 
of our Societv. 

At the same time there is increasing 
public concern, expressed sometimes calm
ly, sometimes vociferously, with the 
potential hazards to individual liberty 
that data banks mav enaender, and a grow
ing apprehension that data bank technol-
ogv, like manv another technology, is 
accompanied in its application bv threats 
to the crualitv of life. One of the most 
significant events in the recent British 
debate on computers and personal freedom 
was a Workshop on the Data Bank Society 
organized bv the (United Kingdom) National 
Council for Civil Liberties in November 
1970 (1)*. A remarkable feature of this 
meetinq was the heteroqeneitv of the 
participants: computer specialists, 
lawyers, civil libertarians, government 
officials, members of both Houses of 
Parliament, bankers, journalists, Univer-
sitv dons, not to mention maverick mem
bers of the public - all bore witness to 
the universalitv of concern in the United 
Kinqdom with the hazards that data banks 
may brino. 

A major study of intrusions into 
privacy in the United Kingdom and the need 
for safeguards has recently been under

*Numbers in parenthesis refer to 
footnotes at the end of the paper. 

taken by a Committee on Privacy (the 
Younger Committee) appointed bv the previ
ous government in 1970. This Committee 
has devoted a considerable part of its 
Report to the privacv problem posed by 
computers. The present paper takes 
advantaoe of the recent publication of 
this studv (2) to provide a brief survey 
of some aspects of the growth of data 
banks in the United Kinqdom, to examine 
selected elements of the accompanvina 
public discussion, and to consider some 
of the current proposals for requlation 
and control. 

DATA BANK DEVELOPMENTS IN THE UNITED 
KINGDOM 

In discussinq selected examples of 
data bank development in the United King
dom it is natural to turn first to central 
and local government since these are the 
areas in which personal files are most 
likely to be held. In central government 
there has been a rapid growth in the use 
of computers for administrative data 
processinq since about 1964. As from the 
1st April 1972, a new Central Computer 
Agencv has been established as part of 
the Civil Service Department, with a staff 
of some 600 and an annual budget of 30 
million, whose task is the formulation of 
policy and plannino for computers in cen
tral government and procurement of the 
necessarv hardware and software. The 
policv document "Computers in Central 
Government: Ten Years Ahead" (3) prepared 
in 1970 bv three consultants is not an 
official statement of Government policy, 
but is nevertheless a helpful account o 
the likelv direction in which centra 
government computer plans are I e v 
develop in the next decade. 

An example of the sort of data bank 
development underwav is the Personn 
Record Information System an g 
(PRISM) a comprehensive data bas ceg_ 
ment system suitable for on ?n+-e-
sing. The system is designed throuah a 
grate across the Civil Servic f 
network of computers the calculation of 
salaries and wages with the m of 

of personnel records and a r __ t 
posts. It will give instant KMS^ 
data files containing mformati 
non-industrial civil servan • about 
expected that this scheme will take abou 
ten years to implement ful v. 
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The Ministry of Transport is respon
sible for the development and implementa
tion at Swansea of a major system for the 
recristration of vehicles and drivina 
licences. This comprehensive scheme 
covering the whole of England and Wales 
is expected to be operational bv about 
1976. Under the auspices of the Home 
Office a police records data bank is 
being set up at Hendon to serve public 
authorities throughout the country. It 
will include records of stolen vehicles, 
finger prints and wanted and missing per
sons. It is intended to be a real-time 
system providing access to police author
ities through a total of some 700 remote 
terminals bv 1975. With further massive 
direct access store the system could be 
expanded to include further data such as 
person's previous history. 

Integration of central government 
plans for data bases, and of the data 
bases themselves, is a particularly 
important issue since it is integration 
that brings efficiency accompanied bv 
hazards for personal liberties. It has 
already been announced that the police 
data bank at Hendon will receive as direct 
input the vehicle recristration informa
tion from the Swansea MOT vehicle licen
sing system. There is similar scope for 
integration of data between the Inland 
Revenue and the Department of Health and 
Social Security. These two departments 
have much in common in that the taxpayer 
and the recipient of benefit declare 
separately details of their personal cir
cumstances, and there is obviously oppor
tunity here for improved efficiency. 

It is perhaps in local government 
even more than central government that 
the benefits of computer-based informa-
tion systems and the associated hazards 
are likely to be most marked. Local 
government in England and Wales is cur
rently undergoing a basic reorganization 
The Local Government Act 1972 creates a 
new structure in England and Wales allo
cating the functions of local government 
among new authorities as from the 1st 
April 1974. This reorganization results 
in fewer and larger local government 
units and will, as an incidental conse— 
guence,make easier and more effective the 
computerization of local data files. 

A number of local authorities have 
made substantial progress in the direc
tion of computer operations, notably West 
Sussex known for its imaginative approach 
to computer based systems and Haringev 
Authority, which has planned in great 

^hfr application of computers to 
the activities of its three constituent 
London Boroughs. Plans have recently 
been announced for the development in 

Leeds of a pilot Local Authority Manage
ment Information System (LAMIS). The 
LAMIS project is being undertaken by 
Leeds Corporation in collaboration with 
ICL and with the assistance of LAMSAC -
the Local Authority Management Services 
and Computer Committee which has the 
responsibility of co-ordinating computer 
applications in the local government area. 
The data bank will at first hold land and 
property data, but it is intended that all 
types of local authority information will 
be added later. 

In the commercial field the most 
sensitive personal information is that 
held by the Credit Bureaus and the Banks. 
So far Credit Bureaus in the UK have not 
transferred their data files to computers 
but the Banks have been particularly 
active and successful in their computing 
operations. The problems for Banks in 
the UK are perhaps simpler and more trac
table than in the USA because the British 
'Big Four' clearing Banks are national 
organizations with branches throughout the 
country and yet with relatively short 
lines of communication. Of the large 
clearing Banks the Lloyds branch account
ing system has been particularly success
ful. Lloyds had all its branch accounting 
computerized by October 1970, well before 
decimalization day and is scheduled to 
have all branches on-line by 1973. 

Another field in which the UK can 
claim to be making a major contribution is 
in data banks for the storage of medical 
information. Of the experimental systems, 
one of the most advanced is the Kings 
College (London) Hospital ComDUter Project 
concerned with the computerization of the 
medical record (4). The ultimate aim is 
a comprehensive one: to store and access 
on-line by computer the complete medical 
data for the patient, from whatever 
source, throughout his life. The first 
phase of the project dealing with the 
clinical record is now complete and 
covers three wards with some 60 beds. It 
is intended by the end of 1972 to link 
all wards with the computer system and to 
include not only the clinical record, but 
also laboratory and other investigative 
data. The nursing record has been de
veloped alongside the medical record so 
that data may be shared between them. 
The system has proved its advantages in 
allowing nurses to spend more time with 
patients and less time in finding out 
what treatment has been prescribed. 

. A feature of the Kings College sys
tem is the care that has been taken to 
maintain security and privacy. Only 
those who are authorized, doctors and 
nurses, may interrogate the svstem, and 

^Se sPecial codes which allow access 
y o specific parts of the record. 
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All information is coded with the doc
tor's name so that it is known by which 
doctor, and at what time, the information 
was entered. Experience shows that the 
computer system is more reliable than the 
manual system for storing and retrieving 
records and the patients show a sympa
thetic interest. A valuable incidental 
advantage is that much more information 
on the statistics of illness and disease 
is available, which is an important aid 
to medical manaqement and administration. 

The computerized data banks 
described briefly above are, of course, 
only a small part of those planned or in 
operation in the OK. Nonetheless, it 
should be noted that there are as yet 
very few integrated on-line systems hold
ing personal information in the UK that 
present a menace now to personal privacy.. 
It seems that those who have predicted an 
early realization of large integrated 
data bases have overlooked or underesti
mated the immense practical problems, 
particularly in software design, that 
have first to be solved. But it is not 
only software and hardware problems that 
impede the development. Perhaps even more 
difficult to overcome is the resistance to 
organizational changes. In order to es
tablish a practical system a revolution in 
administrative method is demanded and it 
is clear that this may take many years to 
accomplish. 

PRIVACY AND THE LAW IN THE UK 

Whether or not the growth of computer 
data banks is the source of the anxiety or 
merely an adjunct of it, during the last 
few years there has been an active public 
concern in the UK with the problem of in
dividual privacy and the law. An inde
pendent commentary on the relevant UK law 
which is particularly helpful is that pre
pared by 'Justice1 the British Section of 
the International Commission of Jurists 
(5). 

It is generally agreed that there is 
no general right to privacy provided by 
common law or statute law, civil or crim
inal, in England and Wales (6). If an 
individual suffers and invasion of privacy 
he has a remedy only if he can bring it 
within the ambit of one of the existing 
laws, for example a head of liability in 
tort, whose primary function is to provide 
a remedy for some other purpose. The 
possible causes of action are scattered 
and varied forming for the lawyer, let 
alone the private citizen, a confused 
patchwork of largely inadequate and inco
herent remedies. The Younger Committee, 
whose Report we shall consider in detail 
later, found cause to remark: "One general 
observation may be made with confidence: 

Individual Privacy 

that Great Britain has less in its law 
aimed specifically at invasion of privacy 
than any other country whose law we have 
examined." 

As an example of the common law rem
edies which are available, the tort of 
trespass to land or to chattels may pro
tect an infringement of privacy accompa
nied by unlawful interference with 
premises or property. The law of defama
tion may provide a remedy for those inva
sions of privacy which attend publication 
(in the legal sense) of defamatory state
ments about an individual. The action for 
negligence may be available where the act 
leading to a privacy infringement involves 
breach of a duty of care to the individ
ual. Similarly, actions for nuisance, for 
infringement of copyright, for passing-off 
may play a part as remedies for certain 
types of privacy invasion. The action for 
breach of confidence is perhaps the most 
important in the privacy area and might 
well be developed to have the greatest 
relevance to protect the individual from 
disclosure of information held in data 
banks. 

Of the statutory provisions which are 
available the Justice of the Peace Act 
1361 (highly effective in the right cir
cumstances) is distinguished by its honor
able antiauity. The Act may be used to 
bind over to be of good behavior those who 
eavesdrop or offend in some similar fash
ion The disclosure of private informa
tion by public officials is substantially 
protected by the criminal law. The Offi 
cial Secrets Acts provide penalties for 
improper or unauthorized disclosure of 
official information or information en 
trusted in confidence to an officia.!• 
Under the provisions of the Taxes Ma | 
ment Act 1970 (which consolidated previo 
legislation) Inland Revenue officials are 
required to declare that they 
disclose information received e*£ePt 1 
the execution of their duties, 
prosecution of an offence relating to 
Inland Revenue, or in such cases as m y 
be required bv law. The probity of public 

officials in the UnitfVndinland a great 
acknowledged to be outsta ^ in their 
deal of public confidence ̂ ides been 

discretion and integrity. There n 
few if any scandals in "f^private^^ 
formation in the hands o improperly, 
has been used or discl°sed/^r°^lic de-
indeed it is the reluctance of publ^^ 
partments to make inform ^ prob-
which is worthy of commen . bate in the 
ably fair to say that P^1 the rigidity 
UK is hampered and £nip® dealing with 
and stringency of the rul blic. 
release of information to tne p 
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One channel for dealing with 
infringements of privacy by the central 
government is provided by the Parliamen
tary Commissioner for Administration (the 
Ombudsman) whose responsibility it is to 
investigate complaints made by the public 
who claim to have suffered from ineffi
cient or improper administration. Though 
the Commissioner's powers are restricted, 
his intervention can be effective. A 
recent investigation into a complaint made 
about the administration of the 1971 de
cennial census illustrates the manner in 
which the Ombudsman may act (7) . 

There is no legislation in the United 
Kingdom specifically concerned with in
fringement of privacy by the storing, 
processing, manipulating or transmission 
of information in computerized form except 
that enacted to deal with the computer 
activities of the Post Office which estab
lishes criminal penalties for the dis
closure of private information to author
ized persons. These penalties were first 
included in the Post Office (Data Proces
sing Service) Act 1967, and similar pro
visions were incorporated in S.65 of the 
Post Office Act 1969 which imposes an 
obligation of secrecy in respect of infor
mation obtained in the course of the pro
vision of data processing services (8). 

LITERATURE AND CODES OF PRACTICE 

Though there is little legislation 
concerned with computers there is a bur
geoning literature on the problems of data 
banks and privacy, some of it tending to 
the science-fiction in its attitudes, but 
much of it a serious and worthwhile 
attempt to present solutions to an 
acknowledged problem. The Proceedings of 
the NCCL Workshop on the Data Bank Society 
have already been mentioned (1) . Two 
further books are those by Malcolm Warner 
and Michael Stone (9) and Adrian Norman 
and James Martin (10). The Society of 
Conservative Lawyers has published two 
pamphlets (11) (12) the first of which is 
a detailed discussion of data banks and 
privacy and was the first publication to 
recommend statutory provision of print-out 
for defined categories of information held 
in public and private stores. Perhaps 
most interesting of all the publicly 
available documents are the verbatim re
ports in Hansard of the debates in the 
House of Commons and the House of Lords on 
the occasion of the introduction of the 
various private members' Bills The d 
bates in the Upper House (usually better 
reading than similar debates in the Com
mons) are particularly worthwhile and 
demonstrate a remarkable degree of techni 
cal understanding on the part of their 
Lordships. c" 

Active in the privacy arena has been 
the British Computer Society, a young 
professional society with some 16000 mem
bers, which has played a vigorous part in 
public discussion of the ethical and legal 
problems. Recognizing that a fundamental 
safeguard for protection of computer-
stored information must be the profes
sional standards and integrity of those 
responsible for their design and opera
tion, the Society has taken the initiative 
in establishing a Code of Conduct for its 
professional members (13). The principles 
of the Code are briefly stated: -

"A professional member of the British 
Computer Society 

1. Will behave at all times with 
integrity. He will not knowingly lay 
claims to a level of competence that he 
does not possess and he will at all times 
exercise competence at least to the level 
he claims. 

2. will act with complete discretion 
when entrusted with confidential informa
tion. 

3. will act with strict impartiality 
when purporting to give independent advice 
and must disclose any relevant interest. 

4. Will accept full responsibility 
for any work which he undertakes and will 
construct and deliver that which he pur
ports to deliver. 

5. will not seek personal advantage 
to the detriment of the Society." 
The Code is enforced by an investigatory 
and disciplinary procedure which includes 
as the ultimate sanction exclusion from 
the Society. 

In the local government area Notes 
Guidance have been prepared by the 
computer panel of the Local Authorities 
Management Services and Computer Cosmittee 
(14). The Notes are designed to serve as 
guidelines for local authorities in re
spect of the confidential data in their 
computer systems. They include reco—en-
dations on such topics as data collection 
and preparation, file organization, access 
by remote terminals, computer room and 
terminal usage procedures. The Notes pay 
particular attention to the placing of 
responsibility for security on the 
shoulders of a designated senior local 
government official (15). 

PROPOSALS FOR NEW LEGISLATION 

Accompanying the public concern with 
problems of privacy in general and data 
anks in particular, there have been a 
mber of detailed proposals for new 
gislation introduced in Parliament as 

private members' Bills in the last few 
rS>l None of these Bills has become 

law, but they have had the effect of 
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venerating informed parliamentary discus
sion. The three most relevant to the 
data "bank problem are the Right of 
privacy Bill of Bryan Walden M.P. (16) 
a Bill based with one small exception on 
a draft Bill appended to the report in 
1970 of the 'Justice' Committee (17), the 
Data Surveillance Bill of Kenneth Baker 
M p. (18), and the Control of Personal 
information Bill of Leslie Huckfield M.P. 
(19) . 

The Right of Privacy Bill is de
signed to provide a general right of 
privacy with a civil remedy for any "sub
stantial and unreasonable infringement.... 
actionable at the suit of any person 
whose right of privacy has been so in
fringed." The right of privacy is defined 
as 

"the right of any person to be pro
tected from intrusion upon himself, 
his home, his family, his relation
ships and communications with others, 
his property and his business 
affairs, including intrusion by -

(a) spying, prying, watching, or be
setting; 

(b) the unauthorized overhearing or 
recording of spoken words; 

(c) the unauthorized making of visual 
images; 

(d) the unauthorized reading or copy
ing of documents; 

(e) the unauthorized use or disclos
ure of confidential information, or of 
facts (including his name, identity or 
likeness) calculated to cause him 
distress, annoyance or embarrassment, or 
to place him in a false light; 

(f) the unauthorized appropriation 
of his name, identity, or likeness for 
another's gain." 

The Bill provides specific defenses 
for 'legitimate' intrusions, including 
(inter alia) those by consent, those in 
which public interest can be established, 
and where the defendent having exercised 
all reasonable care neither knew nor in
tended there to be any infringement of 
privacy. 

There was much support for the Bill 
from all sides of the House of Commons 
but also disquiet concerning the effect 
of the Bill on freedom of speech particu
larly as represented by the activities of 
the Press. It was as a result of the Bill 
that the Government appointed the Younger 
Committee to undertake detailed consider
ation of the law relating to privacy. 

The primary purpose of the Data 
Surveillance Bill is to establish a regis
ter of data banks operated on behalf of 
certain defined categories of individual 

Individual Privacy 
or organization, for example persons 
offering to supply information about 
another person's credit. it would be an 
offense to fail to register a data bank 
to which the Bill applies. A weakness of 
the Bill is its wide definition of data 
bank a computer which records and 
stores information." Any computer however 
small would fall within this definition 
and if registration were to be practicable 
the definition would have to be much nar
rower. The Bill proposes that the regis
ter should be available for examination 
by the public, except for those data banks 
operated by the police, the armed forces 
and security services, details of which 
would be kept in a separate part of the 
register not generally available for in
spection. A print-out is to be supplied 
to an individual when information about 
him is first stored, and thereafter at his 
request on payment of a fee. A person 
receiving a print-out may apply for an 
order that any or all of the data should 
be expunged or amended on the ground that 
it is incorrect, unfair or out of date. 

The Control of Personal Information 
Bill defines a data bank as "any store of 
information containing details of individ
uals", so it covers both computerized and 
non-computerized data banks. The Bill 
provides for a registering agency, which 
it terms a Data Bank Tribunal, a body 
with quasi-judicial powers and authority 
to "grant licenses on such terms and con
ditions , if any, as it shall think fit. 
The Tribunal would be backed up by a Data 
Bank Inspectorate with substantial powers 
of inspection and examination; the Chief 
Inspector being required to report to the 
Tribunal on the compliance of persons 
with the provisions of the Bill. It is 
proposed that initially operating licen 
ses for data banks should be required only 
where they store records on 100,000 per 
sons or more. There are powers to reduce 
this number later under specified condi 
tions. An interesting and nfce®s^r^ 
provision is that which require P 
who regularly uses a store of greater 
than the minimum size wholly or Pa y 

outside the United Kingdom to obtain a 
license. The Bill also Pr°v^d^i^!outs, 

Tribunal with P^cialses of information 
to exclude certain classes oateqories 
from the data bank, and ce^al£ ca^|°rl 
of persons from access to f' mati0n on 
erasure or correction of in. leteness, 
the grounds of inaccuracy, ®hich' 
or irrelevance for the f 
it is stored, and to °rder notxf:i«t 
of such erasure or correction to p 
recipients of the informa I 

Both the Data Surveillance^nd^Con-
trol of Personal Informati 
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THE YOUNGER REPORT 

It is worthwhile to consider fully 
the recently published Report of the 
Younger Committee on Privacy (20) since 
the Committee gave detailed study to the 
problems of data banks, and their recom
mendations are likely to determine the 
government attitude to the regulation of 
data banks in the next few years. As 
has already been mentioned the Committee 
was established in May 1970 in response 
to views expressed in the Second Reading 
debate in the House of Commons on the 
Right of Privacy Bill introduced by Mr. 
Brian Walden M.P. The terms of reference 
of the Committee was a follows:-

"To consider whether legislation is 
necessary in order to give further 
protection to the individual citizen 
and to commercial and industrial 
interests against intrusion into 
privacy by private persons and organ
izations, or by companies, and to 
make recommendations." 

A serious restriction on the Committee's 
work was the limitation of these terms of 
reference to the private sector, particu
larly since the Committee itself recog
nized that many of the public anxieties 
were prompted by the activities of Govern
ment departments. It is therefore impor
tant to note that the present Government 
and the previous administration both gave 
general undertakings to the effect that 
the recommendations made would be con
sidered in relation to the activities of 
central and local government. it will be 
necessary to ensure that these under
takings are met in full. During the same 
period that the Younger Committee was 
meeting an intergovernmental group under 
the leadership of the Home Office was 
conducting a comprehensive survey into 
the categories of information held or 
likely to be held by the computer systems 
of Government departments and the formula 

°f roies governing its storage and 
use. This survey, coupled with the 
Younger Report, should enable a policy to 
be prepared for the privacy of informL^ 
held in Government data banks. nation 

helpful attempts to frame in statutory 
form the basic requirements that are 
likely in future to be incorporated in 
data bank legislation: the provision of a 
register, a supervisory body with sub
stantial powers and wide discretion, 
creation of new civil remedies and new 
criminal sanctions, the right to know that 
information is stored and to verify its 
accuracy. Neither Bill is likely to be
come law but both contribute valuable 
elements to the public debate. 

On the major question for which the 
Younger Committee was established -
should there be legislation to introduce 
a general right of privacy in English and 
Scottish law? - the Committee were 
divided. The majority thought not, but 
two members in separately prepared 
minority reports argued forcefully that 
such legislation is desirable. 

The Committee recommended that the 
law relating to breach of confidence be 
referred to the Law Commissions for Eng
land and Scotland with a view to its 
clarification and statement in legisla
tive form, and that there should be a new 
tort of disclosure or other use of infor
mation unlawfully acquired. Those two 
recommendations may well prove to be the 
most important the Committee made. 
Strengthening the law of confidence, 
particularly if it provides remedies 
against a third party, and a new form of 
civil action against a person who dis
closes or uses information obtained by 
illegal means may not only be of assist
ance to those whose privacy is infringed 
by computer-stored information, but may 
also assist in providing a solution to 
another problem faced by the computer 
industry - the protection of private 
property in computer software. 

An interesting feature of the Young
er study is the evidence it provides 
about public concern with the data bank's 
threat to privacy. On the one hand the 
Committee says " of all the forms of 
invasion of privacy which have been cited 
in evidence to us that involving the use 
or misuse of computers has been the least 
supports in concrete terms." On the 
other hand submissions concerning com
puter information stores were received 

® wide range of organizations and 
individuals, suggesting that it is fear 
and apprehension of the computer's power 
rather than actual present hazard that is 
the problem. of these fears about the 
computer, the Committee identified the 
three uppermost in the public mind as: 
the computer's capacity to compile de
tailed personal profiles on large numbers 

people; its power to correlate data, 
so extracting new and more dangerous 
;™"natl°n ?rom traditional sources; the 
new opportunities for unauthorized access 
qav=?r«s? information. As the Report 
.. " Almost all the more credible of 
these apprehensions, however, relate to 

central °r fossible use of computers by 
!ral government, in particular 

Inland p 10 hands of the Police, the 
servifeq6^??6 ?nd the healtb and social 
terZ*!f' which are outside our 
terms of reference." 
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As a suggested means of control the 
younger Committee formulated basic prin
ciples which in their view should apply 
to the handling of personal information 
by computers. The principles, ten in 
number, are as follows: 

- Information should be regarded as 
held for specific purposes and not be 
used, without appropriate authorization, 
for other purposes. 

- Access to information should be 
confined to those authorized to have it 
for the purpose for which it was supplied. 

- The amount of information collect
ed and held should be the minimum neces
sary for the achievement of the specified 
purpose. 

- In computerized systems handling 
information for statistical purposes, 
adeauate provision should be made in 
their design and programs for separating 
identities from the rest of the data. 

- There should be arrangements where
by the subject could be told about the 
information concerning him. 

- The level of security to be 
achieved by a system should be specified 
in advance by the user and should include 
precautions against the deliberate abuse 
or misuse of information. 

- A monitoring system should be pro
vided to facilitate the detection of any 
violation of the security system. 

- In the design of information sys
tems, periods should be specified beyond 
which the information should not be re
tained. 

- Data held should be accurate. 
There should be machinery for the correc
tion of inaccuracy and the updating of 
information. 

- Care should be taken in coding 
value judgments. 

The Committee recommended the volun
tary acceptance of these simple and 
fundamental principles by computer manu
facturers, operators and users whilst 
recognizing that such self-imposed 
restriction would require "that those 
concerned, whose primary loyalties are at 
present to the profitability of their 
commercial enterprises, should be aware 
of and accept the safeguards to privacy 
that society desired and that they should 
have the sense of moral responsibility to 
observe them at all times." 

. voluntary acceptance of these 
principles needs to be strengthened by 
the professional discipline of those re
sponsible for programming and operating 
computers and the theme of professional 
responsibility recurs throughout the 
chapter of the Report dealing with com
puters. Whilst applauding the Code of 
Conduct introduced by the British 
Computer Society, the Committee have con
cluded that it would be premature to 
expect the establishment in the near 
future of effective voluntary profession
al discipline which could properly be 
endorsed by legislation. An original 
proposal is that each user of a computer 
should appoint a 'responsible person" 
charged with ensuring that use conforms 
with the ten basic principles. A similar 
concept has been used with success in the 
United Kingdom in the Mines and Quarries 
legislation which requires the owner of 
a mine to appoint a mine manager as 
"responsible person" with responsibility 
for ensuring safe operation of the mine. 
An Appendix to the Younger Report exam
ines the choice of person who might be 
designated as "responsible person" and 
his duties and powers of delegation. 

The Committee considered that the 
time was not yet ripe for the detailed 
legislative provisions contained in the 
Data Surveillance and Control of Personal 
Information Bills through some scheme of 
registration, licensing and inspection 
on their lines may be appropriate at a 
future date. As an alternative at 
present the Committee recommend tha.t the 
Government should legislate to provide 
itself with a Standing Commission, an 
independent body with members drawn from 
the computer world and outside, to keep 
under review the growth in and techniques 
of gathering personal information and 
processing it by computers. This Stand
ing Commission should collect information 
about computerized information stores, 
review the principles of handling per
sonal information, receive complaints 
about invasion of privacy by the users of 
computerized information stores, and make 
recommendations from time to time as 
saw fit for legislative or other control. 
The Commission should have the y 
making an annual report to Parli.ament 
thereby providing an opportuni y 
regular debate. Finally, and g^m-
importance, the Younger Commi consider 
mends that the Government should consider 
the desirability of 
public and private s®?tor® ission. 
purview of this Standing C 
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CONCLUSION 

What conclusions may be drawn from 
United Kingdom experience so far in pre
paring safeguards for the right of priva
cy from computer data banks? The first 
point that emerges is that the rate of 
development of computerized systems is by 
no means as rapid as many predicted, or 
would have predicted, five years ago. 
The effect of exposing plans for data 
banks to the real world has been to re
strain and moderate the development of 
these sophisticated storage and retrieval 
systems. For sheer practical reasons, 
the time when on-line multi-access inte
grated computer-stored file of sensitive 
information will present an imminent 
hazard is likely to be the 1980's rather 
than the 1970's. So it is tempting to 
suppose that there is five or ten years 
for adequate safeguards and remedies to 
be prepared. And the awakened public 
awareness - the apprehensions and fears 
of which the Younger Committee spoke -
have had the salutary effect of stimu
lating appreciation of the issues amongst 
those responsible for the design and 
operation of data banks. So this is per
haps one problem of technology which can 
be avoided by preliminary planning. 

Many will feel that the most effec
tive safeguard that could be provided is 
the one rejected by a majority of the 
Younger Committee, the provision by 
legislation of a general right of privacy. 
Such a civil right of action would give 
the ordinary man a legal remedy for in
fringement of his privacy by computer 
once he knew that it had happened. And 
it would give teeth to the other recommen
dations of the Younger Committee. The ten 
basic principles are much more likely to 
be respected if their neglect might result 
in an action for damages. 

The proposal to create a Standing 
Commission to review the techniques of 
handling personal information and to 
consider in detail the need for licensing 
and registration systems will meet with 
general sympathy. Faced with a rapidly 
evolving technology and a multitude of 
inchoate plans for data banks, many of 
which are several years away from imple
mentation, the need is for a flexible 
approach which a Standing Commission would 
provide rather than detailed legislation 
which might impede the establishment of 
data banks rather than ensure their effec
tive control. Once legislation is on the 
Statute Book the inertia of the parliamen
tary process means it may be a long time 
before amendment or repeal is likely it 
becomes of prime importance to get the 
right legislation in the first place 

In the meantime the voluntary adop
tion by computer users, actively encour
aged by public concern, of the basic 
principles for handling information by 
computers provides an interim solution. 
Application of those principles, together 
with the choice of a "responsible person", 
would vary from installation to installa
tion depending on the size, the nature, 
and the purpose of the information which 
is held. A separately prepared, adminis
trative code of practice incorporating 
the principles relevant to each installa
tion , voluntarily adopted by each comput
er user with the active assistance of the 
professional societies would represent a 
valuable step forward. 

But voluntary safeguards can be only 
a temporary measure. In the end legisla
tion will no doubt be necessary to impose 
some form of statutory inspection and 
control. Though the hazards of data 
banks appear at present to be some way 
off, we are dealing with a technology 
that could surprise us all by the speed 
of its advance. Data bank technology is 
after all based on the binary digit which 
knows only two extreme values and which 
switches instantaneously from zero to one, 
from the incomplete to the complete. We 
may wake up one morning and find the last 
bug is removed and the hazards we fear 
have arrived. Perhaps we should add as 
the first of all principles the Chinese 
adage - "it is later than you think." 

FOOTNOTES 

(1) The Proceedings have since been pub
lished under the title "Privacy, Comput
ers and You" by the National Computing 
Centre Limited. 

(2) Report of the Committee on Privacy, 
(Cmnd. 5012) HMSO July 1972. 

(3) Available from HMSO (1971). 

(4) The author is indebted to Professor 
J. Anderson, Head of the Department of 
Medicine at Kings College Hospital 
Medical School, for an up-to-date account 
of the project. 

(5) PRIVACY AND THE LAW,'Justice" , 
Stevens and Sons, 1970. 

(6) The United Kingdom comprises three 
separate jurisdictions, England and Wales, 
Scotland, and Northern Ireland. This 
P?P^r concerned primarily with the law nt" Pnrt 1 - a i A 
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(7) Third Report of the Parliamentary 
Commissioner for Administration, HMSO, 
June 1972. 

(8) Section 65 of the Post Office Act 
1969 is expressed as follows: -

" (1) information obtained by a person 
in the course of the provision for 
another, by virtue of this Part of 
the Act, of data processing services 
or services connected therewith 
shall not without the consent of 
that other, be disclosed by the 
first-mentioned person except for 
the purpose of performing his duties 
in relation to those services or in 
such cases as may be required by 
law. 

(2) A person who discloses informa
tion in contravention of the fore
going sub-section shall be liable 

(a) on conviction on indict
ment, to imprisonment for a 
term not exceeding two years or 
to a fine, or to both; 
(b) on summary conviction, to 
a fine not exceeding 400." 

(9) Malcolm Warner and Michael Stone, 
THE DATA BANK SOCIETY, George Allen and 
Unwin, 1970. 

(10) Adrian R. Norman and James Martin, 
THE COMPUTERIZED SOCIETY, Prentice Hall 

(11) 'Computers and Freedom' , Conserva
tive Research Department, 1968. 

(12) 'The Price of Privacy', Conservative 
Research Department, 1971. 

(13) This Code of Conduct was approved 
by the Council of the British Computer 
Society on 17th February 1971. 

(14)"Computer Privacy: Notes of •a 
for Local Authorities" inrai » ^ ?n?e 
Management Services and Pom Authorities 
tee, (March 1972?? c°™Puter Corrunit-

(15) "One positive step which it is 
recommended that every local authority 
must take is formally to assign respon
sibility for security to a designated 
Chief Officer who in turn should desig
nate appropriate officers to be respon-
SIDIG for THE security of specific 
terminals The Chief Officer may 
call upon specialist staff to advise him 
but this will in no way relieve him of 
his overall responsibility." 

(16) The Right of Privacy Bill, (November 
1969), a Bill to establish a right of 
privacy, to make consequential amendments 
to the law of evidence and for connected 
purposes. 

(17) See note (5) supra. 

(18) The Data Surveillance Bill,(May 1969) 
a Bill to prevent the invasion of privacy 
through the misuse of computer informa
tion. A Bill with identical wording was 
introduced in the House of Lords by Lord 
Windlesham. 

(19) The Control of Personal Information 
Bill, (February 1971), a Bill to estab
lish a data bank tribunal and inspec
torate; to provide for the licensing of 
data banks containing personal informa
tion, and to make other provisions to 
prevent the misuse of information stored 
in data banks. 

(20) Report of the Committee on Privacy, 
(Cmnd. 5012), HMSO, July 1972. 
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DATA BANKS AND INDIVIDUAL PRIVACY: 
THE SITUATION IN THE GERMAN FEDERAL REPUBLIC 

H.P. Gassmann 
Organization for Economic Co-Operation & Development, Paris, France 

General 

Computerization of many private and 
public administrative functions is rela
tively advanced in the German Federal 
Republic. After the U.S., Germany ranks 
second in the number of computer systems 
installed, which by now is well over 
12,000. While private enterprises in 
industry and banking have been the most 
dynamic to introduce sophisticated ADP 
techniques, departments of public adminis
tration also have been eager to use ADP 
for partial automation of their informa
tion processing. One reason for the 
relatively fast introduction of advanced 
ADP has been the chronic shortage of of
fice manpower, which reflects the general 
situation in this country, having only 
0.2% of the active population unemployed. 

Nevertheless, no spectacular, large 
systems which could attract international 
attention do exist at present, although 
some are in the planning stage. This is 
due to the fact that West Germany is a 
Federal Republic, where the various 
states ("Laender") have a rather large 
autonomy, and most of the responsibility 
for the day-to-day administration rests 
with these Laender. Every Land has to 
a varying degree, set up its own govern
ment data centre, and much routine ADP is 
performed there. 

New Developments 

Public attention to the Privacy 
Issues in West Germany has been so far 
mainly focussed on problems concernino 
data banks in the public sector. indeed 
much to the difference of what is happen
ing in North America, the main concern in 
the field of infringement of data confi
dentiality seems to be centred not so 
much on private personal data records 
but rather more on what could happen in 
the public sector. These concerns are 
prompted by two facts: 

(1) the existence for many years of 
a compulsory population registration sys
tem (much on the lines with that in exTs 
tence in Scandinavian countries) , and 

(2) the plans to introduce un
called "personal identification n^bers". 

ine laenuei me now moving iuuic 
sophisticated use of ADP, and many have 
plans for administrative "information sys
tems." It is here where the notion of 
"data Bank" begins to play an important 
role, and inevitably also the notion of 
protection of privacy, its counterpart. 
For instance, the Land Hessen has its own 
government data centre (HZD), and recently 
a plan has been submitted for a "planning 
and analysis information system" (HEPAS). 
Other Laender are also moving along these 
lines. For instance the Land Bavaria will 
convert the large computer systems which 
have been installed for the Olympic games 
in Munich for use as part of the Bavarian 
Land Information System. Common to all 
these systems is their orientation towards 
regional planning. It is hoped that with 
the existence of these systems, much bet
ter information for spatial, regional and 
urban planning will be available so that 
in the long run the expenses for these 
systems will be recovered through a better 
utilization and distribution of resources. 

Private credit information systems 
have not been a large source of concern 
so far in West Germany. This may also be 
ue to the fact that credit cards are not 

as widely used as in the U.S. German 
anks are planning to participate in a 
uropean-wide banking data communications 

network (Project SWIFT), but it is to be 
anticipated that most of the information 
n is network will not have personal 

record characteristics. 

Legal Measures For Protection Of 
Sensitive Personal Records 

Three concepts must be distinguished 
e ore entering this discussion: 

!• Privacy: is a concept of a moral 
nature, varying widely from 
country to country, which depends 
directly on the value system of 
a particular society. 

2. Data confidentiality: this 
re^ates to the legal and organ 
zational measures taken by a 
country to protect sensitive 
confidential data - it is a co 
cept of how well and efficient 
personal data are protected. 
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q Data Security: this concept re
lates to technical measures (hard 
and software) in the computer 
system and its terminals to make 
sure that no information can be 
accessed by unauthorized persons. 

Most of the following relates to 
protection and confidentiality. 

pTTvacy issues, such as whether a compul-
sory population registration system is 
good or not are not considered. 

Prior to 1970, legislation did not 
specifically aim at privacy or data con
fidentiality issues. However, some laws 
implicitly protect the citizen in this 

respect: (1)* 

Constitution (Basic Law) 

Art. l - Man's dignity must not 
be violated 

Art. 19, para. 2 - Scope of personality or 
human freedom should 
not be limited to the 
point that may endanger 
their very nature 

Art. 19, para. 4 - Comprehensive protec
tion of constitutional 
rights guaranteed by 
the courts against pos
sible infringements of 
individual rights by 
the public authorities 

Penal Code 

Art. 298 - infringement of the confiden
tial nature of the sooken word 
by unlawful recording, on any 
sound recordina medium, of the 
words of others spoken other
wise than in public, or by 
putting such a recording to 
unlawful uses 

Art. 299 - infringement of the privacy of 
correspondence 

Art. 300 - breach of professional secrecy 
by doctors, dentists, chemists, 
barristers and solicitors, 
patent agents, notaries, 
advocates in criminal cases, 
qualified accountants, audi
tors or tax advisers, or by 
their professional staff or 
other persons engaged in such 
an activity with a view to 
entering the profession 

'Numbers in parenthesis refer to footnotes 
at end of paper. 

-"i-iiiigement of thp 
tial nature of the fiden-
by officials spoken word 

-rt" 354 " infringement of the privacv of 

—t- 355 " infringement of the secrecy of 
telegrams by Post Office offi
cials, or persons appointed as °r Staff °f esta" 

lishments designed for the 
public despatch of telegrams. 

Statistics Act 

Section 12 — Guarantees that administra
tive authorities observe the 
principle of secrecy in re
gard to statistical data 

Fiscal Code 

Section 22 - Secrecy in tax matters is 
inviolable. 

Since 1970, the creation of the 
aforementioned Land government data 
centres has stimulated legislative action 
specifically aimed at data protection at 
State level. Four groups of Laender can 
be distinguished according to the degree 
of development of data protection 
measures: 

1) A Data Protection Act has been 
enacted: Land Hessen 

2) A Data Protection Act is being 
implemented: Rheinland-Pfalz, Hamburg, 
Nordrhein-Westfalen, or planned: Baden-
Wflrttemberg, Berlin . 

3) Data Protection rules exist m 
the framework of ADP organization laws: 
Baden-Wtirttemberg, Bayern 

4) No Data Protection measures in 
force or planned: four Laender,(Some ot 
these do, however, have some internal 
administrative rules). 

The proliferation of legislative in-
itiatives at state level has ? 
preparation of a Data Protection Act 

the Federal level, & at 
legislative action at State 
present being slowed down. 

The most ^^"Q^glgsen^whieh pro-
is that of the Land of 25th June, 
posed a Data Protection Act Qn 7th 

1970, which has become effectl ±s 

October 1970. A copy of this A ^ 
available from the author. ^ Data 
has two parts. Part 

the Data Pro-
Protection and ParhJI in Part I the Act 
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defines the scope of data protection which 
covers all records prepared for the pur
poses of Automatic Data Processing, all 
stored data and the results of processing 
such records. The Act clearly limits it
self to data processed in public institu
tions and establishments under the juris-
tiction of the Land. It specifies that 
persons responsible for the preparation, 
transmission and storage of data shall be 
prohibited from communicating or making 
available to other persons any information 
concerning the records, data and results 
gained during their activities. It also 
formulates a claim to data protection in 
the sense that if stored data is incorrect 
an aggrieved party may demand rectifica
tion. Another section of the Act deals 
specifically with data banks and infor
mation systems. It specifies some rules 
under which data contained in these in
formation systems may be communicated and 
published when there is no legal prohi
bition of disclosure. The rights of the 
land parliament and local representative 
bodies to information are also stated in 
the sense that the various public ADP 
centres shall be bound to give to parlia
ment, its president and parliamentary 
parties such information as they are 
entitled to receive. 

In Part II of the Act the legal sta
tus, the secrecy requirements and the 
duties of the Data Protection Commissioner 
are specified. The independent position 
of this "ombudsman" is defined in the 
sense that he shall be exempt from direc
tion. Even after completion of his term 
of office, he shall be bound to secrecy 
about the facts with which he has become 
acquainted during his activities. It will 
be the duty of the Commissioner to insure 
that the provisions of the act and other 
regulations governing the confidential 
handling of information provided by citi
zens are observed in the ADP centres. He 
has to inform the responsible authorities 
of any infringement committed and has to 
initiate measures for improving data pro-
tection. He also is supposed to observe 
the effects of ADP on the operation and 
powers of decision of the Land ADP centres 
and it is his duty to note whether they 
lead to any displacement in the distri
bution of powers among the Land's Consti
tutional bodies, among local administra
tions and between Land and local admin
istration. He shall be entitled to initi
ate any measures he thinks fit to prevent 
such an effect. No doubt this "preven
tive legislation" has been necessary to 
insure that close cooperation is achieved 
between local and State government as far 
as automatic data processing is concerned. 

This Act also provides for a right 
for every person to apply to the Commis
sioner is he considers that his rights 
have been infringed by ADP activities. 

EXPERIENCE WITH THE HESSEN ACT 

The Data Protection Commissioner is 
required to submit a yearly report on the 
results of his activity to the Land par
liament and the Prime Minister. In the 
meantime, the first Commissioner, 
Mr. Birkelbach, has presented his first 
report (2) . He has been appointed for the 
length of one legislation period, i.e., 
four years. His report gives a first 
comprehensive picture of the situation 
concerning data protection not only in the 
Land Hessen but also generally in the 
Federal Republic. On the suggestion of 
the Commissioner, the Land government has 
started, on July 6, 1971, a survey of all 
institutions in the public sector which 
produce records for automated data pro
cessing or which store and process data. 
These institutions have also been re
quested to report on the organizational, 
personal and technical procedures which 
are in force concerning data protection. 
It is interesting to note that of the 
800 questionnaires, punch card types and 
other data carrier formats which have 
been reported to exist, more than 50% 
contain data related to persons with about 
1500 different information items. In the 
various departments of administration 
these data are needed several times, so 
that they have gathered in multiple forms: 
for instance the family name, the first 
name, the date of birth and the address 
have been requested up to thirty times. 
Considering this multiple data collection, 
there remain about 300 different infor
mation items on persons, which need pro
tection if they are combined in different 
ways. This protection is also needed for 
other information items relevant to phys
ical objects without identification 
characteristics, which, however, become 
relevant for data protection if they are 
combined with personal records. 

As was to be expected in such an 
innovation as the institutionalization 
of the Data Protection Commissioner, the 
first survey has not given a very clear 
picture of the situation. It is necessary 
that the institutions and organizations 
become more acquainted with this innova
tion. Many of the questionnaires have 
not been answered at all and some of them 
in a wrong way. Also, some misunderstand
ings have occurred; for instance, the 
institutions responsible for public health 
care f°und that the concept of the right 
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to information of the Data Protection 
Commissioner was incompatible with the 
duty of the physician to keep all medical 
information confidential. 

Clearly the legal interest of the 
commissioner to obtain an overview on all 
those branches of public administration 
which prepare records for data automation 
without processing these data themselves 
has been underestimated. The scope of the 
Data Protection Act does not cover the 
traditional or manual collection of data; 
however, data protection has to start with 
the preparation of records for ADP. 

Nevertheless the report states that 
a strong concentration of data processing 
in the public sector of the Land Hessen 
in the government service bureau (HZD) 
and the communal and local service bureaux 
could be observed. 

So far traditional organizational and 
personal safeguard measures for data pro
tection have been employed. It seems that 
up to now the privacy of the citizen and 
the balance of power between legislative 
and executive has not yet been threatened 
by automation of administrative data sys
tems. Despite a considerable degree of 
automation, the integration of data bases 
of various branches of public administra
tion is not very much advanced yet. The 
traditional control procedures of local 
or state administrations are therefore 
sufficient against a misuse of these data. 
However, the survey also showed that the 
necessity of data protection for future 
developments has not yet been perceived 
and agreed to by everybody. The report 
continues with a detailed description of 
the tasks and the activities of the Data 
Commissioner, and at the end makes some 
suggestions as to improvement of data pro
tection. Some highlights of these sug
gestions are as follows: 

1. Avoidance of identification 
characteristics 

In order to preclude the illegal 
identification of individuals from data 
contained in administrative information 
systems, it should be considered already 
at the stage of collection of data wheth
er it is possible to avoid identification 
characteristics, such as name, birth date, 
and address, or if this is not possible, 
whether the identification of the individ
ual could be made more difficult through 
a coding or other anonymization of data 
collected. 

2. Separate storage 
It is suggested that with especially 

sensitive information, the identifio 
characteristics should be stored 
ly £ro„ the other date Sf"'" 
source The identification characteristics 
should be given to other branches of ad
ministration only if this is absolutely 
necessary on explicitly stated grounds 
In the interest of data protection a loss 
of efficiency through this separate 
storage should be considered as justified. 

3. Statistical data 

It is suggested that for statistical 
purposes the principle should be main
tained that no individual data be stored 
but only statistical results. 

4. Right to access 

The question of who is entitled to 
access to data has no been clearly defined 
yet. This question is especially relevant 
for data concerning the private sphere of 
individuals. The present experience on 
this is still limited and it is not yet 
possible to regulate this by law. On 
the other hand organizational procedures 
could be institutionalized, such as the 
need for a specific decision by the di
rector of the department supplying a per
sonal record to another administrative 
branch. 

5. Public-private interface 

The interface between public ad
ministration or governmental service 
bureaux and private institutions is ill-
defined. If information from the public 
sector is given to private institutions, 
or private persons are allowed to access 
some data stored by public administration, 
special confidentiality measures are 
necessary. 

6. The responsibility of the 
administrations 

Contrary to many expectations it 
must be remembered that the full 
sibility for the implementation of da 
protection lies with the branche® ° , th 
administration which are concerned with 
ADP. The special control ^ot 
data protection commissioner the 
narrow down this responsibi 1 Y' 
contrary it should reinforce i 

7. Data security 

The security of J"® ^tent. only 
underdeveloped and following 
in parts. Especially in improve 
areas, there is a great need to imp 
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(a) storage and transport of record 
carriers 

(b) erasure of obsolete data in a 
planned way 

(c) the organization in the computer 
rooms. 

In this context it is also mentioned 
that soon data communications (for in
stance in personal registration and police 
applications) will raise additional prob
lems of data security. These must be con
sidered in the present planning phase. 

8• The citizen's desire for 
information 

The act does not provide a right to 
information of the citizen. However,since 
the administration is interested in the 
storage of correct data, the government 
should give instructions that the desire 
of the citizen to inspect the data con
cerning him should be fulfilled if possible 
or whenever this is possible. 

Finally, attention is drawn to the 
relationship between information technology 
and democracy. In the industrially ad
vanced countries this will rapidly become 
an issue of the political and societal de
velopment. If acceptable solutions are 
to be found to this issue, it is necessary 
that scientific analysis and research of 
the issues involved be made. The pro
motion by the government of information 
technology should, therefore, not stop at 
ADP technique and usage, but should, as 
rapidily as possible, comprise also the 
social sciences. 

DEVELOPMENTS AT THE FEDERAL LEVEL 

Three initiatives exist at present at 
the federal level. 

(a) The Federal Government has pre
sented a bill concerning population reg
istration on October 4th, 1971 to the 
Parliament (Bundestag) with the main ob
jective to create federal rules for the 
planned population information systems 
A salient feature of this bill is the pro
posal of the attribution of a personal 
identification number to all German citi
zens and all persons living in the Federal 
Republic. The personal identifier should 
consist of 12 digits: 

2 for day ) 
2 for month ) of birth 
2 for year ) 
1 for century and sex 
4 serial numbers for persons of same 
sex born the same day 

1 check digit 

Para. 18 of this bill contains a right 
of a person to inspect all data collected 
about him, and a right for improvement if 
these data are incorrect. 

Para. 16 states that transmittal of 
personal data to other departments of ad
ministration is only permitted if the need 
for knowledge of this information for their 
own administrative purposes can be demon
strated. Data security measures are re
quested in case of use of ADP and tele
communications; a record stating the re
ceiver of the information, the type of 
data given and the time of transmittal is 
also imposed. Private persons are only 
allowed to request the name, address and 
date of moving into a dwelling of a given 
individual. There will exist a possibility 
for a person to prevent that information 
on him being given to third persons. 

(b) An interparliamentary working 
group has introduced a bill on December 
2nd, 1971, concerning data protection on 
the federal level. This bill contains 
almost all the requirements which have 
been suggested for a federal law and is 
aimed at protecting personal records 
stored in both public and private data 
systems. 

A person should be informed when a 
personal record is entered the first time 
into the data system. There should also 
be a right of information of a person on 
all his personal data, as well as on the 
record of transmittal. All transmittal 
of personal data should be regulated. 

(c) The Federal Ministry of the 
Interior has prepared a federal data pro
tection bill which in some respects fol
lows the bill described in (b) . It con
cerns protection of personal records 
stored: 

(i) in the public sector 
(ii) in the private sector for 

internal purposes, and 
(iii) in the private sector for 

transmittal to 3rd persons. 

Its scope extends to ADP as well as man
ual record handling. A right to cor
rection of wrong data is provided for as 
well as a request for erasure of personal 
information if it has been obtained 
against stated rules. 

t^le case of private data bases 
wnich have an objective of collecting and 
S Personal records for sale or trans
mittal to third persons, the bill con-
ains more stringent provisions. A persons 

on whom a record is being collected has 
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to be notified, and he has a right to see 
his record, on payment of costs incurred 
by the data collecting institution (com
puter printout, for example). Infor
mation has to be erased if not obtained 
according to stated rules. Upon request 
of the interested person, it must be 
erased after 5 years of collection. Col
lection of personal information is per
mitted only through direct questioning of 
a given person, or through processing of 
documents provided by this person 
(questionnaires, etc.), unless he ex
plicitly permits data collection in a 
different form. 

A private organization with an ob
jective of collecting and storing in
dividual data for sale to 3rd persons 
must register with supervising authorities 
who are nominated by Land governments. 
The registration should comprise: 

1. Name of enterprise of person 
2. Address 
3. Objective of organization 
4. Specification of technical means 
5. " of ADP software 

and programs 
6. Specification of data security 

measures 

All these legal initiatives at federal 
level have not yet come to a conclusion 
so far, but it is to be expected that they 
will eventually form a comprehensive frame

work for effective ,9 = 4-, 
Federal Republic. Protection in the 

CONCLUSIONS 

countries wher"file^StOTatLri^wSi 

tection of in"v?duar?ecordshhahe Pr°~ 
several legal initiatives" "both^/sSe'^ 
and federal level to ensure ^ 
ADP utilization and the introduction^? 
personal identifiers will not result in a 
loss of privacy of German citizens and an 
increase of information pollution. Given 
the particular legal and social situation 
in the Federal Republic, it is not to be 
expected that the planned or enacted laws 
could be adopted by other countries. 
Rather, the concepts behind the legal 
framework for data protection should be 
carefully studied and might provide use
ful guideposts in tackling this extremely 
complex field of the protection of per
sonal privacy in a mass society, where 
demands on the individual to provide per
sonal information constantly increase. 

FOOTNOTES 

(1) See German reply to OECD question
naire (DAS/SPR/70.10/01) 25-9-70. 

(2) Document 7/1495, 29 March, 1972 of 
Hessischer Landtag 
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EMISARI—AN ON-LINE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM IN A 
DYNAMIC ENVIRONMENT 

Robert H. Kupperman and Richard H. Wilcox 
Office of Emergency Preparedness 

Washington, D.C., U.S.A. 

Abstract: When President Nixon declared 
a 90-day wage-price freeze in August, 1971, 
he assigned administrative responsibilities 
for it to the Office of Emergency Preparedness 
(OEP). Resulting urgent dynamic requirements 
for exchanging transient status information 
between Washington and a nationwide field 
organization led OEP to implement an unusual 
computer-based, on-line interactive management 
information system called EMISARI. Design 
philosophy emphasized communication among 
managers at multiple levels; variations 
in data urgency; system flexibility to 
permit operational evolution; and immediate 
usability by non-computer people without 
needing extensive training or documentation. 
The system was placed in operation quite 
rapidly, evolved successfully throughout 
the freeze, and was heavily used by both 
regional and headquarters personnel. Specific 
capabilities and characteristics of the 
system are described in the full paper, 
and results of operating experience are 
related. 

On August 15, 1971, President Nixon announced a 
90-day general freeze on wages and prices in the 
United States. He also stated that Implementation 
and administration of the freeze would be managed by 
the Office of Emergency Preparedness (OEP), an arm 
of his Executive Office. 

Although OEP has only about 350 permanent staff 
members, they represent a wide variety of expertise 
and a small but effective field organization distrib
uted throughout the country. In addition, a long
standing responsibility for coordination of all 
Federal aid during and following natural disasters 
has given OEP strong capabilities for (a) rapid 
response to the unexpected, (b) smooth interaction 
with other agencies, and (c) fluent communications 
with the public. All of these were of critical 
importance to effective freeze administration. 

On very short notice OEP modified its field 
organization from eight to ten regions, and augmented 
both Regional and National Office staffs by borrowing 
personnel from other agencies. New organizational 
responsibilities were assigned to recommend and 
interpret Cost of Living Council rulings, to consider 
requests for exceptions and exemptions, to monitor 
public reaction and compliance, and to look into 
complaints of violations. Obviously, a major require
ment developed for more and faster conmunications, 
particularly between the National Office and the ten 
Regional Centers. 

First of all, it was important that all citizens 
receive timely and valid information concerning 
details of the freeze and its impact. It was equally 
important that the requests and complaints of citi
zen receive prompt and appropriate attention from the 

government. The Regional Centers bore the primary 
burden of achieving this effective communication 
with the public. But to accomplish it successfully, 
they had to receive consistent and coordinated policy 
guidance from the Cost of Living Council, as augmented 
and interpreted by OEP Headquarters, and OEP and the 
Council in turn had to receive current status infor
mation and problem statements from the Centers. Some 
inter-Center communications were also desirable to 
ensure consistent handling of comparable problems. 

The initial communications load between the OEP 
National Office and Regional Centers was handled by 
additional but conventional telephone, teletype, 
and facsimile equipment. These media served their 
purpose well and continued in heavy use throughout 
the freeze. However, problems of information 
organization, updating, retrieval, and analysis 
generated by the sheer magnitude of the operation led 
to introduction of two complementary computer-based 
information systems to assist in meeting the urgent 
requirements of OEP managers, both national and 
regional. 

The primary computer-based system was conceived, 
designed, implemented, and operated by OEP personnel, 
using the OEP Univac 1108 computer. In recognition 
of its functions and its role, it was named EMISARI, 
an acronym for Emergency Management Information 
System and Reference Index. It represented contem
porary technology by being not only "on-line" but 
"interactive," so that a user could determine what 
pertinent items were on file and then retrieve them 
in a display tailored to his needs or convenience. 
Furthermore, he could obtain information whenever he 
needed it, without depending upon availability of 
some person at the other end of a phone line, or 
waiting while a teletype message was prepared, trans
mitted, delivered, considered, and answered. 

While EMISARI handled the immediate operational 
reporting and guidance aspects of freeze administra
tion, a separate and independent system was also 
developed by OEP to handle the detailed content of 
violations and exemption activities. This separate 
system, which was essential for complete freeze docu
mentation and as a basis for subsequent analysis, was 
operated in very fine manner by the Census Bureau. 
However, because it was a completely batch-orien e 
system of non-trivial but conventional design, it will 
not be treated further in this paper« 

The specific form of EMISARI was strongly con
ditioned by our personal philosophies (biase .; 
concerning management information systems. ' 
a true management information system s muc 

than a mere reporting system to top qower 
Reporting systems only obtain inform nreanize 
organizational levels, collect and Perhapsorganze 
it! and forward it to potential users at higher levels. 

There are two serious shortcomings o r p ld 

systems: (i) the people who are data sources^eldom 

receive any feedback to find out whethe 

*The views and opinions expressed in this paper are those of the authors and do not necessarily 
official policy of the U. S. Government. 
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su m ®fl°ns 3re aPPr°priate--or indeed, even used— 
/e Cii) failing such feedback or any other useful 
(to t em) output from the system, the source personnel 
^?ut0 become haPhazard in the quality of data 

which they submit. In contrast, an effective manage
ment nformation system is a communications vehicle 
among managers at all levels. Thus, while it includes 
ata reporting "up the line," it also provides for 
issemmation of feedback and policy guidance "down 

the line," and furthermore for coordination and 
cooperation among managers at parallel levels. 

Second, information appropriate for support of 
management decisions involves a wide spectrum of 
requirements for timeliness. On the one extreme is 
t e true emergency situation which demands immediate 
action, such as a fire alarm. In some management 
quarters a telephone call from a Congressman is an 
emergency of similar magnitude, requiring similar 
immediate response of some kind. At the other extreme 
of timeliness, permanent documentation is required 
not only for historical purposes but for careful 
analysis upon which subsequent long-range improvements 
can be based. This is the justification for many 
records and filing cabinets. In between these two 
extremes there exists a wide variety of intermediate 
degrees of urgency, and any effective management 
system must take them into account appropriately. 

Finally, survival of any operational system 
demands flexibility. Thus the capability for rela
tively simple modification must be a fundamental 
design criterion for a management information system. 
This requirement comes about for three reasons. For 
one thing, no matter how experienced and wise the 
designer is, he simply cannot anticipate all problems 
that are going to occur. Bottlenecks will develop 
where they were not anticipated; conflicts among 
various components of the system will inevitably show 
up; some parts just will not work the way they were 
intended to. Thus it must be possible to "de-bug" the 
system to correct such problems. In addition, intro
duction of the system will inevitably perturb the 
activity into which it is placed. As the users gain 
experience, they will change their ways of using the 
system and, in fact, of doing their jobs. Thus user 
requirements will change as experience with the system 
is gained, and it must be possible to modify the 
system in order to track these changes in user require
ments. Third, the overall environment in which the 
users operate will inevitably change with time, and 
thus the supra-system consisting of the management 
information system per se together with its users 
must be able to adapt, or it must perish. 

In addition to reflecting the effects of these 
philosophies, the design of EMISARI was influenced hv 
some relatively unusual conditions surrounding the 
wage-price freeze itself. For examole t-Bo . 
environment to be expected was a Wt ̂ omple^ytl0n31 

unknown so that user requirements were impossible to 
define in the usual sense. In fart • 
of the system was to help the Cost of Liv?aj°r purpose 

find out what kind of prSbl^ 
kind of information would be needed subsequent!^ 
For example, they were interested in learrH™ 
questions the public would ask, where sivniff 
violations would occur, what iAequitio= ' 
about, whether or not the popuW 1"COming 

and generally what was happening and 
done about it. Another unconventional w 6<? C° be 

duced by the wage-price freeze , feature mtro-
tight time constraint? 

for conventional systems -nal^rS'bTStaJ^ 

tahC for thorougn system — ©- _ _„ w ^ 
place. Furthermore, there was no time to train users -• _ - — use 
by conventional means or to prepare extensive user 
manuals for their assistance. Clearly, conventional 
reporting and communications systems were inadequate 
to the task presented. 

The lack of opportunity for conventional 
training dictated a "self-teaching" approach for use 
of whatever system was developed. This was the reason 
behind initial selection of an on-line, interactive " 
computer-based system, so that inexperienced users 
could get inmedlate feedback to their efforts at 
system use and thus correct their errors or modify 
their techniques accordingly. In particular, an 
approach was adopted whereby at each step the user 
was presented with a list of the choices available 
to him, from which he selected the one he preferred A 
logical diagram of the complete set of system 
choices is shown in Figure 1; at any given step the 
user was presented automatically with the list of 
choices shown in the appropriate block. However 
this listing of available choices could be suppressed 
by the experienced user in order to save time. 

To provide the all important flexibility for 
rapid programning and convenient modifications, a 
greatly extended version of the Dartmouth Basic 
language, developed by Language Systems Development 
Inc. (LSD) and called XBASIC, was chosen as the medtu, 
for programming. This proved subsequently to have 
been a very wise choice and the language lived up 
completely to its expectations for both power and 
simplicity of use and change. 

Reporting "up-the-line" was provided in several 
forms. Quantitative values (called "estimates") could 
be provided for individual items of interest. Collec-
tions of related estimates (called "programs") could 
be called as units, and—for highly organized data-
extensive two dimensional tables consisting of related 
programs were available. To state this in technical 
terms, quantitative reports could be organized as 
scalers, vectors, or matrices. Textual messages could 
be inserted also to provide qualitative Momentary on 
t e reported data, or they could be used independently 
of reports to provide for exchange of information 
among users of the system. 

"Down-the-line" guidance was introduced in the 
orm o several ad hoc files which had some special 

features. One file contained brief suaaarles, in 
question-and-answer form, of the several hundred 
rulings and interpretations issued by the Cost of 
fV Council. Another file contained brief sunnaries 

Biro L" 6 variecy requests for exceptions and 
? ons wll*-ch were denied. Later on a listing of 

neWS items» prepared for a daily briefing 
f e ir®ctor of OEP, was Introduced for the benefit 

viitH?8 ona Directors. Each of these several policy 
"kev nCen cou*d searched on the basis of 
a =„K^°r.S,o entering any word or phrase concerning 
a lnterest» such as "tuition" or "rent," 
cone?? CaUu? obtaln a listing of all entries which 
w 116 stated Interest. The key word entries 
fun„r?°ts: that is, the key word "rent" would success-
"renL °Cf.te als° a11 entries containing such words as 

n_ ' and also—sometimes disconcertingly 
incje c.e" user could employ a pair of 
(loeica la"X words to define his interest better 
the fi.n -an and be bad option of searching 
short titles' "Li11!,1'61118 ln thC £lle> °r °nly ^ 
be hon, i This key word search feature proved to 
rLo?dedP!?7 and effective- The system also 
attemni-c words tried, and whether or not the 

were successful, in order to suggest subject 
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RETRIEVE BY 
PROGRAM NUMBER OR LA811 

PROGRAM CONTACT 
PROGRAM AGENCY 
LIST PROGRAM TITLES 
ESTIMATE NUMBER OR LABEL 
ESTIMATE CONTACT 
ESTIMATE AGENCY 
LIST ALL ESTIMATES 

PROGRAM-ESTIMATE CHOICE: 

RETRIEVE BY: 
MESSACF NITIBER 
LETTER MUH3EF 
KEY VORD OR PHRASE 
LIST TITLES 
FRCN CONTACT 
TO CONTACT 
ESTIMATE ASSOCIATION 
TABLE ASSOCIATION 

MESSAGE-LETTER CHOICE: 

RETRIEVE BY 
TABLE NUMBER 
MODIFICATION DATE 
CLOSING DATE 
STATUS LIST 
ROW TOTALS 

TABLE CHOICE: 

RETRIEVE BY 
(1) AGENCY NUMBER (1) 

LIST AGENCY NAMES (2) 
CONTACT Nt*!BER (3) 
LIST CONTACT NAMES (k) 
KEY WORD OR PHRASE (5) 

AGENCY-CONTACT CHOICE: 

DO YOU WISH 
RETRIEVAL OF 

CONTACTS AND AGENCIES (1) 
PROGRAMS AND ESTIMATES (2) 
MESSAGES ANT LETTERS (3) 
TABLES <k) 
FILES (5) 

TO UPDATE (6) 
AN EXPLANATION (7) 
DESCRIPTION AND ASSIGNMENTS (8) 

INITIAL CHOICE: 

RETRIEVE 
BULLETIN BOARD (1) 
POLICY AND GUIDANCE (2) 

(J) 
NEWS (k) 
INFORMATION (5) 
PEOPLE (6) 

FILE RETRIEVAL CHOICE: 

DO YOU WISH INFORMATION ON 
GENERAL TERMS. (1) 
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS (2) 
SPECIAL SYMBOLS AND KEYS (3) 
SPECIAL FEATURES (k) 
RETRIEVAL INSTRUCTIONS (5) 
UPDATE INSTRUCTIONS (6) 
SHORT CUTS (7) 
MISCELLANEOUS (8) 
RETRIEVE INFORMATION BY 

ITEM NIKBER (9) 
KEY WORK OR PHRASE (10) 
FROH-TO-ENTRY DATES (11) 
LIST TITLES (12) 

EXPLANATION CHOICE: 

DO YOU WISH TO UPDATE 
ESTIMATES 
MESSAGES 

(1) 
(2) 

LETTERS (3) 
TABLES (k) 
FILES (5) 
TELEPHONES (6) 

UPDATE CHOICE: 
(6) 

DO YOU WISH DESCRIPTIONS OF 
AGENCIES AND CONTACTS (1) 
PROGRAMS AND ESTIMATES (2) 
TABLES (3) 
FILES (k) 
ASSIGNMENTS (5) 

DESCRIPTION CHOICE: 
(5) 

RETRIEVE GUIDES BY: 
ITEN KIN RES 
KEY WORD OR PHRASE 
FROM-TO ENTRY DATES 
LIST TITLES 

GUIDE 
•Klio 

INFO, or PEOPLE. 

Social Concerns 
SOME OTHER OPTIONS AT n^r 

TO STEP BACK A CHOICE 
(X " ANY NUMBER FROM 1 TO 8) 
TOJIWP TO INITIAL CHOICE X 
TOM ANYWHERE 
™ T° 0R FR0M SHORT 
TO CH0ICE LIST P"NTED) TO PAUSE EVERY 23 LINES 

DELETE CHARACTER 

MODE 

DO YOU WISH TO UPDATE: 
BULLETIN BOARD 
POLICY AND GUIDANCE (2) 
ACTIONS (3) 
NEWS (k) 
INFORMATION 
PEOPLE (6) 

FILE UPDATE CHOICE: 

°0 YOU WISH TO 
MODIFY MESSAGE 
WRITE MESSAGE 
DELETE MESSAGE 

MESSAGE UPDATE CHOICE* 

DO YOU WISH TO 
MODIFY LETTER 
WRITE LETTER 
SEND LETTER 
DELETE LETTER 

LETTER UPDATE CHOICE: 

DO YOU WISH TO 
MODIFY TABLE 
WRITE NEW TABLE 

TABLE UPDATE CHOICE: 

Figure I - Logic Diagram of EMISARI Access 

areas for which guidance from the Council was desired 
(i.e., users sought Information) but was apparently 
unavailable (or was Inadequately listed). 

Additional special "system reference" flies made 
the various data and information exchange features of 
EMISARI more useful and usable. These files listed 
all formally designated system participants 
("contacts"), the organizational elements ("agencies") 
with which they were associated, their office and 
home telephone numbers, and—particularly important— 
the portions of the system for which they were respon
sible. Each estimate, program, or table had some 
specific person named as being responsible for its 
status. Each critical location (e.g., a Regional 
Center), had a primary system contact listed. People 
with pertinent general responsibilities were also 
included, such as the System Project Manager, Regional 
Directors, and agency top management. These features 
provided much more than a convenient "classified 
directory"—they helped to pinpoint current responsi
bilities in a dynamic environment, and they identified 
a human being to call when questions or trouble 
developed. Furthermore, to facilitate such "non
standard" information flow, messages up to about 50 
words in length could be placed in the system by any 
contact listed, addressed to any other contact or to 
all participants. 

Many of the intra-system messages (and some 
asperate extra-system phone calls) were "addressed" 

to the system operations Monitor. This Monitor had 
some standard functions to perform, such as checking 
incoming weekly reports and calling for corrections 
w en necessary, periodically copying primary data on 
to off-line "history tapes" for permanent retention, 
an keeping the file of system participants (and their 
pr vate access codes) up to date. But the most 

portant Monitor function was that of serving as 
central point of contact for all questions and pro-
ce ures concerning use of the system and of the on-liie 
ermlnals which provided the human-computer interface, 

a wage price freeze represented a highly dynamic 
environment, involving many non-computer personnel 

.suddenly "drafted" from other agencies, and with 
system operators spread from Atlanta to Seattle. 
Thus the stable presence of an informed, sympathetic, 
and accessible human Monitor to answer questions and 
provide a clearinghouse for system status information 
was clearly one of the essential ingredients in 
successful system operation. 

Once the basic system philosophy and requirements 
were established, the initial form of EMISARI was 
"on-the-air" within one week, thanks to some prior 
OEP experiments with computer conferencing and Delphi 
studies}'^ This first version of EMISARI contained 
about 2500 lines of XBASIC programming. It provided 
reporting of individual items, a single guidelines 
file of initial Council rulings with key word search, 
a listing of system participants and their agencies, 
and a capability for associated messages. This 
initial system continued to evolve throughout the 
remainder of the freeze, with addition of such 
features as the data tables, the additional po icy 
files, and some extensive reprogramming for improved 
efficiency as the size grew larger. It was still 
evolving when the freeze ended—a tribute to the 
flexibility of design and to the learning capabili y 
and imagination of all the system users. 

In the eyes of many observers, the basic use of 
EMISARI throughout the freeze period was as the 
primary source of information for the weekly OEF 
report to the Cost of Living Council. However, system 
records collected automatically nfter t ® nurnoses 
showed that even more use was made or ° weej, ' 
as shown in Table I. Overall, during the 10 week 
period recorded, the system was accesse But 

times for purposes of entering ata^ e^emp. 
the three policy guidance files, T.OT.P accessed 
tions, and the bulletin board (news), individual 
a total of more than 1900 times, and the indivMu 
estimates and textual messages were 
additional more-than-1900 times. 

Discussions with various manager: 
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EMISARI USAGE 

September 2, 1971 - November 8, i9'l 

| File Name 
or Action 

No, of F 
9/27 - 10/9 

ile Accesses 
10/9 - 11/8 Total 

Average Items 
Per Access 

| Total Number of | 
Items Retrieved 

Rulings 235 359 594 6 5 3841 

Exemptions 196 375 5 71 6.5 3712 

Bulletin Bd. 270 536 806 12 9672 

Programs, 
Estimates, 
Messages 662 13' 1 1973 15 2960 

Tables 489 896 1385 4 5540 

1 
Summary 70 

— 1 
142 212 I 212 

Updating 338 563 901 3.b 3 ii5 

Totals 2260 4182 6442 — 29.090 

* Measured automatically by computer 

2 Estimated from Samples 

TABLE I 

and National Office personnel used the system contents 
as a basis for getting the latest numbers for inclu
sion in frequent public speeches. One Regional 
Director indicated that when he had to meet a special 
interest group, such as insurance executives, he would 
get a computer terminal printout of all responses to 
the appropriate key word (e.g., "insurance") to carrv 
along in his briefcase; it not only helped him prepare 
. the meeting, but its very existence illustrated 
impressively to the group how well he was acquainted 

the situation. The system was used both to 
answer difficult or unusual inquiries from the public 
and to respond to specific management queries. During 
the later part of the freeze it was adopted in a 
secondary reporting mode as the sole basi« eZZ , 
i n g  o f  t h e  a d m i n i s t r a t i v e  s i t u a t i o n !  ̂ r ^  
Regions entered daily numbers for such items as 
quantities of correspondence received, disposed of 
and remaining in backlog, so that National office 
personnel could simply observe the^p -mwnK i_ 
they needed the appropriateTfo^U^ Wh6neVer 

The overall system received -ff-o k-i 
compliment when the Internal Revenue Service Si°Ulne 

preparing to assume responsibility for arimir,? Z 
of the post-freeze stabilization ministration 
that it could not -ti^^^cES?* 
requirements without adopting a svsten, 
Accordingly, OEP designed and provided to 
specially tailored version called IRMTq 
Revenue Management Information Systems). 

Based on experience gained with EMISART a , 
the wage-price freeze, OEP Regionsl D^ectors 8 

suggested a variety of applications for "standard" 
OEP activities, particularly those pertaining to 

assi8tailce and crisis management. Thus 
tMlbARI represents an extensive new OEP capability, 
eve loped and tested under fire, and ready to assist 

In new applications and benefits for the country. 

1. M. Turoff, "Delphi and Its Potential Impact on 
avrvrnt!i0n Systems»" P™0- 1971 FJCC, Vol. 39, Aril's Press. 

2. M. Turoff, "'Party-Line' and 'Discussion': 
^omputerized Conference Systems," Proc. ICCC, 
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THE NATURE OF COMPUTER-RELATED CRIME 
Donn B. Parker 

Stanford Research Institute 
Menlo Park, California, U.S.A. 

Abstract. Computer and data communications sys
tems are fast becoming the subjects, environments 
and tools in criminal and disputed acts as the transi
tion from manual to automated processing and data 
communications takes place. It is hypothesized that 
the incidence of all financial and informational 
crimes will diminish but losses per incident will in
crease as this transition takes place. The nature of 
computer-related crime is described in terms of gen
eral crime problems. Security strategy by threat 
analysis is outlined. A brief history of authenticated 
computer-related crime and its future is presented. 

Background 

Computer-related crimes are acts which have 
come or could come to the attention of law enforce
ment agencies. They also include acts which form 
the basis for civil disputes. Computer and data com
munication systems can be the subjects of dishonest 
or disputed acts. They can form an environment in 
which an act occurs, or they can be used as tools in 
the perpetration of dishonest or disputed acts. Pre
cise, uniform definitions of crime types are non
existent in the U. S. A. Each state has its own laws 
and definitions of crime. Some other countries are 
in better shape such as the United Kingdom with the 
Theft Act of 1968 and Criminal Damage Act of 1971. 
In the U.S.A., computer-related crime can be in
cluded under fraud, theft, larceny, forgery, counter
feiting, defalcation, peculation, extortion, espionage, 
embezzlement, robbery, burglary, conspiracy or 
vandalism. 

Computer-related crimes exclude acts involving 
data which is not meant for computer processing, 
such as most credit card fraud and check forgery--
the exception is MICR coding forgery. A separate 
but related subject is privacy rights. They are not 
discussed here insofar as the current debates over 
constitutional rights are concerned. That is a sub
ject for constitutional law, not information process
ing technology. Invasion of privacy is considered to 
be an information crime within the computer-related 
crime context only when specific laws exist. 

Many types of computer-related crimes are in
cluded in the context of white-collar crime. White-
collar crime has been the subject of considerable 
study by social scientists since the term was coined 
by Edwin H. Sutherland in 1939. ^ White-collar 
crime has been defined for the science of criminal
istics as follows: "Any endeavor or practice involv
ing the stifling of free enterprise or the promoting of 
unfair competition; a breach of trust against an indi
vidual or an institution; a violation of occupational 
conduct; or the jeopardizing of consumers and clien
tele. 1,3 

Motivation to perpetrate computer crimes is an 
important but elusive concern. Motives include re-
venge, competition, politics, challenge to ability, 
Power, wealth, avoidance of harm, sympathy to the 

desires and needs of others, respect, peer group ac
ceptance and absence of positive motives. Organized 
crime is increasingly forcing otherwise honest people 
to perform dishonest acts through indebtedness and 
coercion especially in credit card frauds.4 

Four classifications of crimes will be identified 
and discussed in this paper: vandalism, information 
and property crimes, financial crimes and theft of 
computer and data communication services. They are 
described in Table 1 in the context of various threats 
to computing and data communication facilities. 

Table 1 Threats to Computer and Data Communica
tions Systems 

Type of Threat 

Natural 

Description 

Human errors & 
incompetence 

Vandalism 

Financial crime 

Informational and 
property crime 

Act of God or Nature; 
Flooding, lightning, wind, earth
quake, acts of animals, extrater
restrial radiation 

Any acts imaginable; 
Many injurious results 

Intentional damage, destruction, 
defacement of property; loss of 
capacity or ability of a system to 
function properly or at all 

Embezzlement, theft, fraud, rob
bery, burglary, conspiracy, for
gery, extortion; Direct financial 
losses in the form of credit or 
negotiable instruments 

Theft, fraud, robbery, burglary, 
conspiracy, forgery, extortion, 
espionage, invasion of privacy, 
Loss of property and information 
including hardware, software, data, 
communication lines, documents, 
materials and supplies 

Theft, fraud, conspiracy, forgery; 
Unauthorized use of computer time, 
computer or communication facili
ties, software or data 

Murder, bodily injury, mental 
anguish; Intentional use or control 
of computer process-control sys
tems. Intentional alteration of pro
duct and process design. 

Protection against Computer-Related 1 

The atudy of 
for the security of compute' , ,.c„rity .houH 
systems. Adequate and cost 
be developed by starting ^ * t°^0uld not be con-
threats to these systems. T tems such as 
fused with methods of penetra trapdoors, mas-
computer facility accesses, softwa an(J  wire_ 
querading, piggybacking, pass t (,chnical methods 

Theft of computer 
and communica
tion services 

Violence on 
people 
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, ,. n.e rat*on and infiltration. Threats are the po-
an ac^ual actions of people and acts of God 

rl wUrS • na*ure People-produced threats in-
. S ' Clrcumstances of people's actions, their a-

, y Proce<iures they use and the techni-
,, e o s they can employ. It is important to take 
. P°S ure of lo°king outward through the external 

fCes °"^ t ' le  systems to the surrounding environ-
p , . ° ®uccess;fully discover and analyze threats. 

d t-if a °U^ system itself to find weaknesses 
and theorizing points of unintended penetration with 
little knowledge of the threats will only lead to ser-

is continuities and inconsistencies in security. 

, example, a technical study of security needs 
ased on unintended methods of system penetration 

to d S"ggest  that  magnetometers should be installed 
wher ^ ,magnets  be ing carried in entrances to areas 

ere data ls  stored and used in magnetically record-
situatiT °n ta,^,eS,and dlsks- A threat analysis of this 
dJS 1011 WOuld sh°w that there is only one verified, 
p blished case of the intentional use of magnets to 
ft me°7 ftaif̂   ̂a gr°UP °f P°litical -dicals at 
a tame When the computer center attacked was not in 

peaftof' Tf °nly  ^ ° ther  SUSpected  «•« ap-
examnle 6 aC"dentS" 11 miSht  be  concluded in this 
example case that external radical elements don't 

vandaHs f ** faCil"y haS no histoiT of 
iff he m lnternal emPloyees. A person enter
ingthe areas could use much simpler and surer me 

covery Acff f f ^ diSkS bey°nd da ta  
y. Accidental creation of magnetic field* 

««gh „d i t,k, „ ,  
Simple signs warning „£ th. ,„a  p„1(Xi i,7; 

sr .o b. prn~i™r,rrr,"i 

a. Create a high moral climate and dedic 
protection of assets. atl°nto 
b. Minimize visibility of assets consistent^ 
advertising needs. 
c. Maximize visibility of security short of 
ting interesting penetrataon challenges. 
d. Create an image of greater security/as8 
ratio than other computer systems. In other 

words, reduce your target profile relative ,I j 
jacent targets. 

3 .  Statutory protection. Be aware of pertinent! ,  

relating to identified threats and assets in your n,  V 
cular jurisdictions. ™ 

4. Prevention. Create an integrated set of barriers 
consistent with: potential threats, assets to be ornt 
ted, operational efficiency and ability ,o maintain the" 
barriers on a continuing basis. 

a. Allocate and fix responsibilities for security 
at all times and all points of penetration 
b. Isolate assets to be protected. 
c. Maintain and test by auditing ihe integrity of 
the system identified as: 

Hardware, software, data, materials and 
supplies 

Physical environment 
Staff, operating procedures, documents-

taon 
Communications 

faliffrfr' ..Increaaa the Probability that any ano-
umented f di«COvered and cause, identified in doc 
plTcable ^ legaUevide"ti«l quality where ap-

Limitmg the strategy for developing securitv e 
penetration analysis and evaluation of afsets to h 
protected is not adequate. For examnle ! 
take into account that multiple targets and'eo"̂  
tions of penetration methods including briber^T 
ployees may be involved. The owner's em! *• 
the various assets to be protected evaluation of 
at all with the values placed on the 7 C° inCide  

dishonest people. ™ by Potantially 

Security Strategy hy Threat 

fulfwftmfTtfyfchfgl0 f P" teCted wb° 
a...,. '"i" "• lh ,m-
instruments, software data h -i neg°tiable 
Hties, materials, suppl i es^d do ^ of  fa«-
assets in terms of their value • Cuments- Evaluate 
uations: ValUS ln  Partial threat sit-

a. Perpetrator takes the asset to
others' exclusive use own or  

b. Perpetrator takes the asset -u-
others' nonexclusive use (owner leta ^ ° r  

c. Perpetrator makes the asset of /  C°Py)-
value to anybody temporarily or 

of potential Perpetrltors^and^hefr^6 -h6 P°Pulation 

trate dishonest and injurious acts. t0  perPe-

b6;ndi^?imi2e POtentiAl l0'— throu«h 'nsurance and 

History of Computer-Related Crime 

of a Federal criminal case involving the use 
mT woT , lB ' 966" ® A V°ung pmgram-
Pfogrammh!, software firm was responsible for 
computer at t" °CCas,onal operation of an IBM 1401 
co'nt He ',a T h" al'° had checking ac 
his account when checker" ̂  pi"°gram t0 ignore 

exception reporting Hi^ola' °Verdra,Wn aCCOuntS in 

in the nrot. r P was to leave the change 
knew his accT t°r °"ly thrCe dayS duri"« which he 
Four months later^s801"8 '° b<! °Verdrawn by $300-
$1 352 t>» u account was stiU overdrawn by 
computer failed.?4' tHe Pro8ram, and the 
ing which °ne y' resulting in manual process
e d ^ "  C T r e d  t h e  o v e r d r a f t .  T h e  F B I  w a s  c a l l -
the evidence^3 H a"d ^0nfronted the programmer with 
stitution and" readily admitted his guilt, made re
counts of alt WaS glVen a 8U8Pended sentence on two unts of altering bank records. 

changing thp103''^6 the W3y comPuter technology is 
first case in ^ bods of crime to note that this was the 
bank was everbd"! history that a nonemployee of a 
cords. 1C °n c^ar8es of altering bank re-
collar criminPari°gra.Tmer in thi® case fits the white" 
with the law b f ^y never having been in trouble 
short time b 6 °re' on^y intending to borrow for a 
caused and u b'eb3y aP°logetic over the trouble he 
°f proper sen 3 '° res'st temPtations caused by lack 
normal contrrTiT'1011 °f sensitive job functions. The 

ontrol functions of the bank failed to verify 
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that the daily account postings showing overdrafts 
actually appeared in the overdraft exception report. 
I twas only the unexpected change in processing me
thods which caused the discovery of wrongdoing. 

In 1964 a programmer was in the habit of taking 
listings of programs he was maintaining home with 
him to work on at night, with the consent of his su
pervisor. He and another person attempted to sell 
copies of 75 to 100 programs to another company, a 
client of his employer, for $5 million. 9 The other 
company went along with the negotiations until there 
was enough evidence to indicate that the programmer 
was performing an illegal act. He was arrested, con
victed of felony theft in the state of Texas, and sen
tenced to five years in prison. He appealed the con
viction on the basis that the trial was unfair because 
the programs had never been introduced into evidence 
and did not constitute corporeal personal property 
and as such could not be the subject of theft. The 
Court for Criminal Appeals of Texas affirmed the 
conviction on the basis that the programs were avail
able to all officers of the court and jury and were 
adequately described and identified by witnesses and 
that the law encompasses computer programs as pro
perty in relation to the crime of theft in stating, "... 
all writings of every description, provided such pro
perty possess any ascertainable value." Appeal was 
also made to the United States Court of Appeals, 
Fifth District and was again denied. In the second 
appeal the convicted programmer argued that no ori
ginal documents were removed from the employer's 
premises, and he did no more than steal $35 worth 
of paper. He further contended that the computer 
programs were trade secrets not property covered 
by the law applied. It is not clear whether he would 
have been convicted in other states where theft laws 
are not as all-inclusive. 

In California a felony trialis currently in pro
gress where a programmer is accused of taking a 
program by causing it to be printed at his remote 
batch terminal over a telephone circuit from a com
petitor company's computer. This poses a different 
problem under law compared to the Texas case where 
copies of the programs were physically removed 
from the owner's facilities. The case is being tried 
under a 1967 California theft of trade secrets law 
where the principal question is whether the program 
stored in the computer was sufficiently protected to 
be a trade secret. The defense attorneys are ques- ^ 
tioning the legality of the new, as yet untested, law. 
This case also produced the first search warrant ever 
issued to search the memory of a computer for evi
dence. The validity of the search was questioned 
when it was learned that the police sergeant making 
the search admitted on the witness stand that he was 
unfamiliar with the items in the warrant. He requir
ed a programmer from the complainant company to 
carry out the search by identifying listings, card 
decks, documentation, magnetic tapes, and by dump
ing the computer memory onto tape. 

The computer has been used as the environment 
l°r criminal actions such as the first case described 
°f changing a program. Computer technology has 
resulted in the creation of computer programs as new 
valuable properties subject to theft by traditional 
means and also by remote terminals over telephone 

Social Concerns 
circuits The computer has also been used as a tool 
in perpetrating a crime. 

In 1968 the head accountant for a company was 
apprehended after six years of embezzlement of 
$1,000, 880 12 He was convicted of grand theft and 
forgery and is now serving a ten-year prison sentence. 
He was in an excellent position to commit his embez-

angmg accounting responsibility. zlement with wide-r 

He also operated a data center business which perform
ed all computer data processing for the company. He 
used the classical method of increasing the recorded 
amounts paid for raw resources and used the differ
ence of the recorded amount less what was actually 
paid. The difference was made payable to his own 
dummy companies which presumably had performed 
services for his employer. He used a computer in his 
activities to decide when, how much and from which 
accounts he should extract money to avoid taking any 
single amount which might be noticed. He developed 
a model of the company using his computer and would 
experiment with his changed data and the true data. He 
also was successful in assuming that his management 
readily accepted any reports coming from the line 
printer of a computer as being a priori true. The sig
nificance of this case lies in the fact that he was suc
cessful for six years without detection. It was only 
when he broke his own rules and in the last two years 
became greedy in extracting money at the rate of 
$250, 000 per year, that officers in the local branch 
bank where he had the accounts of his dummy compan
ies became suspicious and reported his activities. 
This resulted in his arrest. 

Computers have become well known targets of 
vandalism. Two major cases occurred in 1969, four 
in 1970 but no major ones have been verified in 1971. 
One threat of vandalism occurred in 1969 and one in 
1970. Major cases have involved the destruction of 
hardware and data. Seven have been publicized in 
which data and programs have been destroyed or made 
useless by changing tape labels or changing programs 
to erase files. All major acts were for national poli
tical purposes. Most of the others were done by dis
gruntled employees taking revenge on their employers. 

Few publicized cases have involved data communi
cations, but data communications have caused and will 
continue to cause considerable legal problems w en 
involved in criminal cases. The previously clTe  case  

of alleged program theft is one example. Anot er van 
dalism case13 involved the central computer of a large 
company which automatically polled tape stations in 
branch offices. Disgruntled employees o a service 
company masqueraded as the computer sending inst 
Hons to the tape stations and made them ^operable 
The perpetrators were threatened with criminal char
ges of aggravated harassment which is use P r l™ 
fo prosecute cases of obscene telephone calls One 
Federal case14 involved interstate telephone calls Jo 

gain unauthorized access to a 3 J^{or. lack of evi-
but the U. S. Attorney dropped the ca England  unauth_ 

dence. It is interesting to no 6  munica t ions  facilities 
orized use of a computer an Theft Act. 
can be prosecuted under Section 13 of the ^  ̂  ̂  
This section defines the offensema i l t  of  up  

electricity, the property of another. A p 
to five years imprisonment is pos 
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At least 82 cases since 1964 have been nationally 
publicized, but a number of them have not been veri
fied beyond newspaper or trade journal articles. A 
number of these are known or suspected to be untrue 
or not concerned with computers. All credit card 
frauds and other cases involving negotiable instru
ments have been omitted when such instruments were 
not in machine readable form, or the acts did not rely 
principally on machine reading. Table 2 shows the 
incidence of computer-related crimes. 

Table 2 

Year 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
(1st qtr. ) 

Totals 

Vandal
ism 

1 
3 
6 
5 
1 

1 6  

Info. & 
Property Financial 
Crime Crimes 

1 2 

1 

2 3 
1 1 
7 6 

20 10 
3 3 

34 26 

Year 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
(1st qtr. 

Totals 

Theft of 
Computer 
& Communi
cation Svcs. 

1 
1 
2 
2 

Numbers 
Not 

Completely 
Verified 

3 
3 

1 2  
27 
5 

52 

T otal 
Crimes 

3 
0 
1 
0 
6 
6 

20  
37 

9 

82 

The reporting of unethical, criminal a n H  • 
cases involving the use of computers hTl 
been inaccurate and sensationalized. FrequenT"" 
putable authors of articles in public media TT "" 

and professional journals have m a g" 
based only on newspaper^reports orIPTed CaS6S 

stories told in other articles For JUSt rePeated 

these stories are told in art^lel on ^ ?art ' 
wherein several brief anecdotes comPuter security 
«h. of „mpul;r.tx °/ *°'»»»«.. 
given for the stories at all tv, references are 
«l»r ..cup!,, '*«m* «' 
personal investigations are hardlv d°CUments or 
apocryphal story concerns a a Cited" °ne 

destroyed magnetically recorded"!) f B°y SC°UtS wh° 
While on a tour of a computer center*lTf mag"ets  

often repeated story of chansintr ' Another is the 
mutual fund accounts to collet th/wf"^ Proceaaing 
cents m round-downs of aritwf lef t°ver te"ths of 
many accounts and depositing ^ Trat ions Tom 
account. There are also vers ons a faVOred 

<• ning payroll programs. T "I ° *T StorV ̂ on-
mutual fund story was 

traced to a national newspaper article written 
staff member no longer employed there. The ' * 
quoted a computer security consultant who d * k'1 

the method only ai an example of what he coIih"'1"' 
without detection. The story has never bee 
fied from first-hand knowledge and is thoughttoT" 
old accounting story predating computers ° 

It is stated by a number of computer secu 
consultants, law enforcement officers and CPAr"1 

members that the publiciaed cases of computer ? 
ed crimes constitute only the visible top of an ich 
Many incidents involving dishonest and unethicl" 
are not prosecuted. They are settled by infor JT 
means because of fear of harmful publicity lack 
confidence that laws would apply and inability to L 
lawyers, law enforcement agencies and court, SJ 
ciently aware of computer and communication, tech' 
nology to understand what happened. Another pmo, 
deterrent is the lack of detection capability to pro* 
that an act actually happened. 

The Future of Computer-Related Cr i~. 

The pervasive penetration of computers and 
data communications into the functioning of society! 
justification enough to predict a growing level of crii 
related to information processing systems. Comput, 
related crime will occur just as crime has always 
occurred in social activities which provide great lev. 
erage for human benefits. This much is evident, tat 
IT CfimC an automated socie-
ty Will the incidence go up or down? Will the cost-
o-protect /value -of-asset a -protected ratio increase 

or decrease? Will losses by crime increa.e orde-
crease^ Will the advent of automation cause a suffi-

nt change in criminal methods to produce an actual 
change in types of crimes? 

Consider the hypothesis that the incidence of all 
nnancial and informational crime wlU decrease, but 

e osses per incident will increase as direct results 
increasing use of computers and data communica-

°nS" ^n^ortunately the arguments for and against 
is ypothesis are themselves hypotheses but possi-
y c oser to being self-evident or easier to support 
more experience is gained and made subject to 

deeper study. 

in opposition to this hypothesis the FBI Unifoi 
lme eports show a steady increase in the incide 

property erf a8'°Ci*,ed One sample: 4.J! 
in lo-n I"1®® per 100, 000 population were repor 
pre . '" cities over 250,000 in population. The 

i ent s Commission on Law Enforcement and A 
fonn Strat,0n °f Juatice Report of 1967 estimates the 
following annual losses: 

Embezzlement $ 200 million 
^raud $1, 350 million 
T« Fraud $ 100 million 
Forgery j g0 miUi0n 

on snf-'T ,echnology has been increasing its impact 
than 1 on V °r about 'wenty years. However, less 
have h COrnPuter and data communications crimes 
to matfCn reported "ince 1964. This is not enough 
The relative to society and its many problems, 
concene °' CHme ia determined by social value: 

cations of populations, increasing comples'i 
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of life, restrictions of actions, increasing freedoms 
of choice and advancing technology. Information pro
cessing and communications technology is just one 
small part of technology. 

Even if information processing and communica
tions technology were to have a major impact in areas 
of societal activities where financial and information
al crime has its major impact, such technology does 
not appreciably change the number of potentially dis
honest people and the opportunities for them to act. 
In fact, the concentration of data as a result of com
puter processing and mechanistic, inflexible rules of 
processing create new opportunities for dishonest peo
ple. Increasing security of computer and communica
tions systems will prove to be no different in effect 
than security associated with manual systems of the 
past. Finally, losses per incident will decrease as 
the use of minicomputers in small businesses grows. 

In support of the hypothesis that incidence of all 
financial crime will decrease and loss per incident 
will increase, first consider the impact of computers 
and data communications on business and government. 
Stanford Research Institute sources estimate that 
there are 80,000 computers currently in use in the 
U.S.A. By 1975 this should reach 140, 000 and by 
1980 the total will be 170, 000. In 1980 annual sales 
are expected to reach 18 billion dollars and repre
sent 14 percent of all equipment and machinery manu
factured in the U. S. A. Most of that equipment is to 
be used directly in the processing of the wealth and 
information of society. 

SRI sources also indicate that 2, 230, 000 people 
will be working directly with computers by 1975. This 
will represent about three percent of the 80 million 
people work force. The recent Time/AFIPS study'^ 
indicates that seven percent of the work force in 1971 
claimed they worked directly with computers. Assime 
that a large proportion of the population with oppor
tunity to perpetrate financial and informational crimes 
are those associated directly with handling wealth and 
sensitive information as shown on the diagram. The 
overlap with the three to seven percent directly work
ing with computers provides a strong but not conclus
ive argument that financial and informational crimes 
will tend to be associated with computer processing 
and data communications. 

Diagram. Work Force Sets 

Total Work Force 

Workers in Information 
Processing 

I 
Financial Workers 

Criminals 

Social Concerns 
The next step of the argument is to claim that 

such technology will result in reduced incidence and 
increased loss per incident. There are three rele 
vant points to make in this regard. Computer pro 
cessing and data communications result in greater 
concentration of data and produce more automation 
and uniformity of handling. This increases the op
portunity for protecting sensitive data compared to 
previous manual systems. Secondly, the number of 
people required to process and communicate data is 
significantly less than in previous manual systems 
comparing equal volumes of data and amounts of pro
cessing. Finally, the expertise required of the 
smaller number of key people now engaged in the more 
sensitive aspects of computer processing and data 
communications is much greater technically and more 
narrow in subject matter. The increased complexity 
of technology and sophistication of security will like
wise require greater expertise and knowledge to pene
trate systems thus reducing the population of poten
tial penetrators. However, when this expertise is 
used against automated systems which are processing 
great concentrations of wealth and vital information at 
high speed with little human intervention, the losses 
per act from successful but fewer dishonest acts 
should be expected to rise. 
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AFOS: A PROGRAM FOR NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE 
FIELD AUTOMATION 

Gerald A. Petersen, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
Silver Spring, Maryland, U.S.A. 

Abstract 

The Systems Development Office of the National 
Weather Service has been conducting a number of 
interrelated studies to determine the feasibility of 
introducing automation into a diverse and wide-spread 
field structure. The general conclusions of these 
studies indicate that many aspects of the National 
Weather Service's field operations can be cost/ 
effectively automated through a suitable combination 
of minicomputer and communication technologies. Current 
efforts have concentrated on integrating the results 
into a unified Automation of Field Operations and 
Services (AFOS) concept. 

This paper will present a descriptive discussion 
of the AFOS concept mainly from an internal operation 
viewpoint but with some suggestion as to how it 
affects the external users of the weather service. 

Introduction 

The "Automation of Field Operations and Services 
(AFOS)" Program has been established to provide a focus 
and method for introducing automation into the field 
operations of the National Weather Service (NWS). This 
program encompasses all the necessary activities 
required to identify what should be automated and how 
it should be accomplished. It includes hardware 
acquisition and software development as well as the 
experimentation required to design an automated operat
ing system. It also provides for the detailed specifi
cations and planning necessary to implement the 
automated system into the National Weather Service's 
field operations. 

Present methods used in the field operations and 
services rely mainly on manual techniques for observa
tion and collection of meteorological data and for 
forecast preparation and dissemination. In fact, only 
through the support and dedication of the man in the 
system has it been possible for the NWS to provide and 
maintain its present services. With the increasing 
demands on the NWS for additional service concurrent 
with limits on the number of personnel in the system, 
it has become increasingly difficult to meet existing 
weather service requirements, much less any new require
ments. It is apparent that other ways must be found to 
meet these service needs rather than continuing to try 
to do so through the addition of people to the operating 
system. Automation offers a viable option for over
coming this problem. 

The purpose of this paper is to provide a 
description of the AFOS program. Following a brief 
summary of the background leading to AFOS, the concept 
will be described functionally as well as operationally 
(i.e., how these functions are to be integrated into an 
automated field operation). Then, a preliminary evalu
ation of AFOS impacts will be given. 

Background 

The National Weather Service's Systems Development 
free has been conducting several studies to determine 

the feasibility of introducing automation into the field 
structure. These studies mainly considered individual 
pieces of the operating system but they provided 
guidance and insight into how the total field system 
should be automated. 

The major study results leading to the AFOS con
cept to be discussed in the next section are as follows: 

Weather Service Forecast Mfi,. Data Hardline 
Studyr--Recommends a distributed store-and-forward data 
handling and alpha-numeric/graphic display system con
sisting of on-site minicomputers and random access mass 
storage disks at each of the fifty Weather Service 
Forecast Offices. 

Data Acquisition Automation Stiidv--Recornmc„ao 
that preprocessing be accomplished using minicomputers 
at all sites with weather radar and/or upper air 
observation functions. 

Communications--Trade-off analysis indicates that 
automated assistance for alpha-numeric message composi
tion alone could be based upon a distributed on-site 
minicomputer system at approximately the same cost as a 
centralized system but with improved reliability. 

Next Generation Upper Air (NEXAIR) Development--
Techniques to be used for deriving upper air data in 
the NEXAIR system suggest that on-site minicomputer 
preprocessing is the only economically feasible approach. 

Digitization of Radar Data Experiment—Again, the 
magnitude of the data preprocessing required makes it 
economically attractive for on-site minicomputer digi
tizing of radar weather information. 

Each of the above efforts indicates that a 
combination of current minicomputer and communications 
technology will provide a cost-effective means for 
improving the NWS operational field environment from 
data acquisition to eventual dissemination to the end 
user. The trick, of course, is putting the pieces 
together into a coherent, total field automation 
program. 

Thp AFOS Concept 

Before describing the AFOS concept in functional 
and operational terms, the significant underlying 
assumptions will be given. 

Assumptions-First, it has been assumed that 
maximum automation of field operations an s® .'the 
within technical and economic realities,the^ 

Administration. 

vld. J3-£ 

well occur if the automated system leads t 
all effectiveness from the viewpoint of the 

Also, it has been a"u™^1t^a-^relatively 
casting structure (Figure 1) years. That is, 
unchanged over the next fiv iU continue to 
t h e  National M e t e o r o l o g i c a l  oente functions in 
perform the central scientific pro , j guidance for 
its preparation of national me 'e° icane and National 
f i e l d  o p e r a t i o n s .  The N a t i o n a l  u  c o n t i n u e  

^ _ CONIPTS SLMRXCXI. J-J 
Severe Storm Forecasting ben aFOS concept, 
to operate much as they do to ay. ability to 
however, will materially enhance their 

_ i oris. 
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Figure 1. National Weather Service 
Field Forecast Structure 

The Weather Service Forecast Offices (WSFO) will 
operate essentially as they do now with the prime 
responsibility for user products over an area approxi
mately the size of an average state. Examples of 
products include state and local public forecasts 
aviation terminal forecasts, and severe weather 
warnings. 

The 250 Weather Service Offices (WSO) will 

sites "but "wi tb Primarily as observation/dissemination 
sites but with short term local forecast and warning 
responsibility under the jurisdiction of the appro
priate forecast office. 

Of » r? aiT °f auton,ation is to improve the ability 
of each level m the field forecasting system in * 
providing user services without materially affecting 
the organizational responsibilities assigned It 

should be recognized, however, that the introduction 
of automation on a large scale will bring about 
Changes m many of the mechanical aspects of field 
operations and could ultimately result in significant 
organizational changes. Thus, automation will provide 
an environment that allows existing manpower levels to 
handle expansions in day-to-day operations in a more 
responsive and effective manner than could be achieved 
through continued increases in personnel. 

Functional Description 

As a result of the studies completed to date t-he 
following major field functions have been idenff 'J 
part of the AFOS concept. identified as 

Data Acquisition-Acquisition of raw sensor Hat 
will be automated to the fullest possible extent i'" 
this area, automation of surface, upper air and" a 
observations have been included a = radar 
AFOS system. included as components of the 

Preprocessing--Closely related to data an • • 
tion is the preprocessing function which refers' 
conversion of raw sensor data into m»ta refers to the 

parameters in a form suitable for effective °S1Cal 
transmission. 

Processinp---Thp role nf t-r-o i 
cal and hydrological data into a^H^T01081" 
via scientific computer models will • f°recasts 

carried out by the^atioLfcenters "d TV 
Forecast Centers. It is possible ̂  

amount of on-station processing involving localized 
forecast techniques (e.g., max/min temperature fore
casts, statistical forecasts) could be done at the 
WSFO's by setting aside fixed portions of CPU core and 
disk storage. In addition, it is expected that many of 
the on-station record summarizations could be p r o c e s s e d  
by the minicomputer during idle time periods. 

Storage. Retrieval and Message ComposiHnnc— 
Minicomputers and random access mass storage disks at 
WSFO's will provide on-site storage of the entire data 
base (graphics and alpha-numerics) required for 

retrieval, display, and manipulation. The major effect 
of automation of this function will be to put the data 
where it can be easily and quickly retrieved for use i n  

product preparation as opposed to the current system o f  
distributing data via facsimile and teletypewriter 
circuits in paper form. Such things as precanned 

formats and previous products will be readily a v a i l a b l e  
from the computer subsystem to ease the message 

composition task and make it more responsive to the 
user needs. 

Displays--Because of the need to display gray 
scale radar and satellite images, the technological 
state of the art options include only digital TV and 
storage tube scan converters. For alpha-numerics, the 
random scan CRT could be used. The analysis to date, 
however, supports the storage tube scan converter 
display subsystem as being roost attractive based on its 
cost and performance characteristics for both alpha
numeric and graphical data. 

Dissemination—The final distribution of products 
to end users characterizes the dissemination function. 
The modular nature of the AFOS concept provides for a 
number of possibilities that will enhance timeliness 
and quality as well as offering the potential for 
achieving a well-balanced mix of dissemination 
techniques. For example, automated transmission and 
switching over low and high speed circuits of an 
alpha-numeric warning that has been composed on a CRT 
using a computer stored precanned format, translates 
into quicker and more effective response to a severe 
weather situation. Also, delivery of graphical 

products from a minicomputer/disk subsystem to nearby 

subscribers poses no significant technical problems. 
Therefore, the major effort In assessing the AFOS 
impact upon dissemination is not a function of tech-

°gy, rather, it involves determining the "best-
mix of man/machine techniques. 

gpmmunications-A national digital communications 

Se™,1 °peratln8 ln conjunction with the Weather 
"recast Office minicomputer will provide the 

thai- • °y j store~and~forward network configuration 
hivhar- JS automaced switching on off-line low and 
circuit locali"d circuits. The basic digital 
bit n» probably consist of a full-duplex 2400 
fore 'S6C°nd V°ice grade line connecting all 50 

off-site ° es in a l°oped Chain-like fashion with 
PrePr°cessed data entering the circuit through 

distrirr' WSF° °Ver the local area "«"°'ks. ^oduct 
will ho" l°n t0 offices a"d users beyond the WSFO level 
ranee f acc°™p*ished via the local networks which may 

secondlT. 8 Speed (e-«" 1200 or 2400 bics Per 
teletvne " ractlve to low speed (110 bits per second) 
teletypewriter receive only lines. 

Operational Description 

the ODLH!"!1''example will be used in describin 
As the inh characteristics of the AFOS system. 

one of i t s ^ t t r a c t i 1 ° f  t h 6  c o n c e p t  " p r e s e n t  

functions of officerwintUreS' eXCeptl°nS in 
limits..- „ "ices Will present no technological 
limitation for accommodation. 
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The heart of the AFOS system will be the Weather 
Service Forecast Offices. Each WSFO will be a node, 
and will have  a minicomputer and random access mass 
storage disk (Figure 2) subsystem with two major 
functions. First, automated assistance will be 
provided to the forecasters responsible for the produc
tion of user products. This assistance will be in the 
form of TV-type displays, keyboards, and a hard copy 
device which constitutes the display subsystem. The 
analysis to date indicates that a storage tube scan 
converter utilizing high resolution TV displays 

Minicomputer Subsystem 

Figure 2. Automated Weather Service 
Forecast Office Configuration 

Social Concerns 
adequately satisfies resoonw <-• 
allowing for alpha-numerCgra^^™ 
image data presentation. The „! ® ray scale  

required amounts to somewhat less than^o"®? iCapaci ty  

for a full day's worth of current data 4°™ l lUon b l ts  

expected that selective storage f * However> it is 
data will range from hourly updates to"^"3 T" °l 

interest^y8 

The second major function of the minicomputer 
subsystem relates to the store-and-forward operation 
The lifeline of the AFOS system will most likely con
sist of a looped 2400 bit per second voice grade 
telephone line through which graphical and alpha-
numeric weather data passes to and from all nodes in 
digital form (Figure 3). As each message comes into 
the computer, it will be parity checked and, if accept
able, an acknowledgment will be returned to the origi
nating WSFO on a reverse 150 bit per second supervisory 
channel. 

The minicomputer then checks its library to 
determine if the piece of data is required at the 
receiving station. If so, the data is stored on the 
disk. If not, it is forwarded to the next WSFO for 
receipt and acknowledgment. The operation continues 
until the data meets itself on the loop. It is impor
tant to note that, with such a looped arrangement using 
an ordinary voice grade line, a fail softly communica
tion back-up becomes possible. Through software and, 
say, an auto-dial feature at each mini, if an acknow
ledgment is not received after two or three trans
missions, another line can be dialed up by-passing the 
next node in the chain. In this way, the integrity of 
the line can be maintained at relatively inexpensive cost. 

• WSFO'S 
x NATIONAL CENTERS 
A RIVER FORECAST CENTERS 

Figure 3. National Digital Circuit 
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A n o t h e r  r e l a t e d  a c t i v i t y  t o  b e  c a r r i e d  o u t  b y  
t h e  m i n i c o m p u t e r  i s  t h a t  o f  d a t a  c o l l e c t i o n  a n d  
i s  s e m i n a t i o n  f o r  t h e  W S F O  r e g i o n  o f  f o r e c a s t  r e s p o n s i 

b i l i t y  t h a t  u s u a l l y  i n c l u d e s  a n  a r e a  o f  a n  a v e r a g e  
s i z e d  s t a t e .  W e  v i s u a l i z e  t h i s  i n v o l v i n g  b o t h  s l o w  
s p e e d  t e l e t y p e w r i t e r  a n d  h i g h e r  s p e e d  g r a p h i c  o r  p r i n t e r  

i s p l a y s  f o r  o u t p u t  t o  b o t h  i n t e r n a l  N W S  a n d  e x t e r n a l  
u s e r s .  C o n c e p t u a l l y ,  a  f o r e c a s t  p r e p a r e d  f o r  a  p o r t i o n  
o f  a  s t a t e  b y  t h e  W S F O  w o u l d  b e  a u t o m a t i c a l l y  d i s t r i b 
u t e d  o n  e i t h e r  a  l e a s e d  l i n e  b a s i s ,  i f  t h e  c o m m u n i c a 
t i o n s  l o a d  h a p p e n s  t o  b e  l a r g e  e n o u g h ,  o r  o n  a  d i a l - o u t  
l i n e  t o  a  p a r t i c u l a r  u s e r  ( e . g . ,  r a d i o  o r  T V  s t a t i o n ,  
n e w s p a p e r ,  e t c . ) .  

T h e  s a m e  p r i n c i p l e  a p p l i e s  w i t h  r e s p e c t  t o  d a t a  
c o l l e c t i o n .  I f  a n  u p p e r  a i r  o b s e r v a t i o n  f r o m  a  
m e t e o r o l o g i c a l  o b s e r v a t o r y  t h a t  h a p p e n s  t o  h a v e  n o  
o t h e r  r e s p o n s i b i l i t y  i s  t o  b e  c o l l e c t e d  t w i c e  a  d a y ,  a  
d i a l - i n  l i n e  w o u l d  b e  u s e d .  O n  t h e  o t h e r  h a n d ,  i f  t h e  
u p p e r  a i r  s i t e  h a p p e n e d  t o  b e  c o l o c a t e d  w i t h  a  w e a t h e r  
r a d a r  a n d  a  W e a t h e r  S e r v i c e  O f f i c e ,  a  l e a s e d  i n t e r a c t i v e  
h i g h e r  s p e e d  l i n e  p r o b a b l y  w o u l d  b e  r e q u i r e d .  P u t t i n g  
t h e s e  p i e c e s  t o g e t h e r  r e s u l t s  i n  t h e  t y p i c a l  W S F O  
c o n f i g u r a t i o n  s h o w n  i n  F i g u r e  4 .  

N a t i o n a l  D i g i t a l  C i r c u i t  

F i g u r e  4 .  T y p i c a l  A F O S  W e a t h e r  S e r v i c e  
F o r e c a s t  O f f i c e  C o n f i g u r a t i o n  

A F O S  P r o g r a m  I m p a c t s  

such rsram 

t h e  N W S  a n d  u l t i m a t e l y  t h e  p u b l i c  d e r i v e f r o ^ t h e " " 1  

p r o g r a m  T h i s  q u e s t i o n  w i l l  b e  t h e  s u b j e c t  o f  b  t h  
preliminary and continuing effort in tte system 3 

a n a l y s i s  p h a s e  o f  t h e  A F O S  p r o g r a m .  A t  t h i s  e a r l v  
s t a g e ,  i t  i s  n o t  p o s s i b l e  t o  q u a n t i f v  h o  e -  r l F  
h i g h  d e g r e e  o f  c o n f i d e n c e .  H o w e v e r  w e  d  £ '  3  

a b o u t  p o t e n t i a l  b e n e f i t s  t o  i d e n t i f y  t h e m -  t h e V f f " 8 1 1  

c u l t y ,  a s  i n  a l l  a t t e m p t s  a t  d e t e r m L )  i  d i f f l -
q u a n t i f y i n g  t h e m .  m i n i n g  b e n e f i t s ,  i s  

The primary benefactor of the AFOS program will 
be the nation's population. The outputs of the program 
should be most apparent in terms of improvements in the 

quality, timeliness, and reliability of warnings, and' 
in the accuracy of short range forecasts covering the 
zero to eighteen hour period. In addition, AFOS win 
make possible the provision of new services without 
significant increases in NWS staffing. Benefits to the 
nation from these improvements can be qualitatively 
estimated in terms of increased safety, convenience 
and in the economic well being of the population. The 

quantification of these benefits in roost cases must be 
approached subjectively. Since AFOS can be justified 
on the basis of more effective utilization of existing 
and planned resources, no real attempt is made in this 
document to quantify AFOS benefits in terms of the 
ultimate users. 

Our studies have shown that automation of 
activities involving routine and repetitive tasks will 
result in cost savings and/or Increased system outputs 
and performance. Justification of the AFOS program 
can be made on this basis alone. Here, consideration is 
given to the savings in resources that might be obtained 
from the provision of weather services using an 
automated versus a largely manual field operation. 

The initial savings identified using this 
approach involve planned increases in personnel. The 
sources of these savings are identified in terms of 
existing activities that take place in field operations. 
AFOS impact on these activities provide for potential 
reductions in the time spent in: 

o preparing and verifying warnings and forecasts. 

o routine and repetitive tasks of monitoring and 
posting the outputs of the teletypewriter and 
facsimile machine. 

o preparing and delivering data to the National 
Climatic Center. 

o communicating and disseminating weather pro
ducts and services. 

o preparing administrative reports. 

° raai-"taining services and operations at some 
offices during periods of low frequency of 
weather warnings, where operations can be 
reduced to less than 24 hours. 

afI. In  a?dition to the above savings, other AFOS 
" , l t s  wtll result from the Improved quality of NWS 
rvices. The source of these benefits are: 

° continuous automatic monitoring of forecasts 
to alert the forecaster of the need for change. 

o real time automatic data acquisition quality 
control. 

O modern communications providing for rapid 
delivery of data within the NWS and to the 
external users. 

o provision of computer produced user oriented 
services (e.g#> special graphics for cable TV). 

two types ®fa. luat ln8 these sources of AFOS beneffts, 
impact- r. .^"s are  noted. First, there is the 
be more - operations that allows resources to 
cost avotn ect ively  "ttlized. The second Involves a 
to be imn.ance that allows for present five year plans 
in ter ^^"ted at a significantly lower cost, both 

ms ° f  1113"Power and dollars. The first type of 
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impact provides the basis for the second impact—cost 

avoidancs. 

The five year plans used in this cost avoidance 
justification have generally been based on an expansion 
of existing manual operations. These plans were 
analyzed to determine the impact of AFOS on the 
increased number of personnel required to provide new 
and improved services covered in the plans. The first 
source of reductions in manpower expansion could be the 
elimination of planned manual activities which will be 
automated. The second source is related to more 
effective utilization of existing personnel in the 
field operation which allows service expansion without 
increasing manpower. 

However, the potential benefits of AFOS do not 
provide the means for its implementation. The magni
tude of the change in the current field operations 
resulting from automation dictates that implementation 
should he spread over a number of years. Also, the 
initial cost of development, equipment procurement and 
implementation will be significant. Because of these 
two factors, it is not realistic to assume that 
reprogramming of resources will cover the initial cost 
of automation. Many of the benefits will not materi
alize until the complete AFOS program is implemented. 
During the early years of implementation the initial 
development and investment cost will exceed the AFOS 

Social Concerns 

they increase°theaservicehca^bilitVinfS w" SU°h ^ 
not decrease the current cST * 
freeing the time of the forecasters from rou i a'duties 
does not eliminate the need for the forecasters to 
prepare products. 

AFOS, in the short term, requires increased 
development and capital investment by the NWS, but its 
long term effect in providing for increased safety 
conveniences and economic benefits to the nation's' 
population makes it an attractive investment. These 
benefits are derived from more accurate, timely, and 
reliable warnings and short range forecasts, along with 
an expanded NWS capability for meeting new service 
requirements via the AFOS program. 

Prior to any widespread field implementation, a 
"Model Facility" will be implemented for testing, 
evaluation, and demonstration purposes. Of particular 
interest will be the reaction of the man to a new 
system that effectively does away with the slow, 
cumbersome, and manually oriented paper world of 
facsimile charts and teletypewriter data. The current 
working environment has a long history and converting 
to an automated, soft copy screen operation presents 
a formidable human factors challenge that may exceed 
any of the technological problems. 
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INTEGRATED MUNICIPAL INFORMATION SYSTEMS: 
SOME POTENTIAL IMPACTS 

James W. Evans, Robert A. Knisely 
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development 

Washington, D.C., U.S.A. 

q uj in nary 

been appJoaches to solving urban problems have 
One does 1+^ SUgfSted OTer P^t two decades, une does not have to breathe urban air deeplv or 
theUlackZofthe Urtan environment closely, to realize 
paper descr"h + °f theSe Wi0US efpxts. This 
focus and nerha & '?.ecl™?log:ical. approach which may help 
urban n • identify possible solutions to our 
te l  n  risfs- Tbis approach utilizes computer and 
telecommunications technology. In this paper and 
elsewhere, this approach is called an integrated 
municipal information system (IMIS) ^ iSei? it i, 

bits ofda+a +b + nfsgresated fr°m the v°luminous 
PT,p„pr.+-, ^ a11 C1ties generate daily. 
Presently, most of these data are lost, often in file 

abilitv to CompUtf technology now gives cities the 
«o I aggregate, synthesize, and store these data 
-e^w™817 diSParate Pi6CeS te ^ ̂ 

Briefly discussed are a theoretical IMIS and a 
Svstems the Urban Inform^Ion ystems Inter-Agency Committee (USAC), which is 
researching the fundamental assumptions and u 

I-1r,;tln8 «-• 
the many potential areas of impact result-inn-

an_ operating IMIS. One impact abStv fbf °m 

criminal justice system will have to predict and de 
lineate potential aberrant individuals ' t+ i * I 
out that our criminal justice system (corrections ^ 
rehabilitation especially) is predicated uno tt 
notion of the individual^ free ^i ThS°raf" 
several questions. If potential ahm i f raises 
be predicted, what happens to the concept 0^!' ?ii 
Moreover, what does this portend for the ^ Wlll? 

justice system? If societv can J 1 ? criminal 
rants will be, what should it then dof ^7 
believed, will give society this abilitv ,' 18 

impact of an MIS is discussed wMch i^^tJ600^ 
coordination, or more recently in the fedS i proSram 

ment, services integration. ?his imnaJf ^ -g°Vern" 
a benefit, and occurs as a resSt o7t£ h" aS 

and vertical integration of information °£lzontal 
known as information sharing. matlon> otherwise 

Integrated Munici-nai 

The decade of the 1960' s was one 
research and experimentation in the wbfn "baS6d 

systems field. As a result, several^? lnf°™ation 

approaches to information systems develo f 
generally called housekeeping data hi ^ emerged, 
building. Each approach Kedon 
of urban governance and administration ™ problems 
ferent groups, and represented differ^concerned dif-
of an urban information system.1 ent exceptions 

During the middle 1Q60'S 1+ h 
research was needed on how to'build Hroade^ 

imunmuuu system capaDiiiuy ror cities. During 
these years a number of such efforts developed around 
the country most of which utilized a systems approach 
to the municipal use of computers. A systems approach 
to urban government is an attempt to view broadly am 
within a unified framework, the processes of urban 
government, and the use of information for decision 
making within those processes. It also views the 

of ^formation technology in its potential con
tribution to improving the operational information and 
decision processes in urban government. To achieve 
^a^P°tentla1' inforraation is viewed first as a part 

of the governmental operating processes aoi secondarily 
as data to be handled. Concurrently with the use of 
the systems approach, the notion of an Integrated 
Municipal Information System developed.3 

An IMIS is a comprehensive concept of applying 
computer technology to urban government which, when 
implemented, becomes an integral part of the opera-
ci^A managefia1' administrative functions of the 
twSi'Si™" "" •« 

• An IMIS is to operate in direct support of 
°P!,ra^i0nal ^i^ties and, in some instances, 
actually perform these operations. 

• An IMIS seeks to increase staff productivity. 

• The system includes information necessary 
rcZ f?alyzin« changing community conditions 
for the purposes of problem analysis and 
program development. 

An IMIS should facilitate the management of 
all operations. 

bo protect the privacy of each 
, . providing an information base 

improve service delivery to the 
_ °?.6 Senerally and, where appropriate, to 
particular individuals. 
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theorj!CitSLtb!itlr? aUtomatlon is germane to IMIS 
rathS thL t0 discu8s "• Automation, 
tions is thp computerizing limited manual opera-
activities which00688*0*" ldentifVing all aspects of 
have common *** functionally related and which 
activities are then "i TheSe derations or groups of 
which thev utn . en anaiyzed in terms of the manner in 
objectives, in f6 *° "nd their related 
formed by the onm^°+ nce the operations are per-
as recording ' Auto,:lation of such processes 
and locSS T. computational activities, riling tasks, 
employee to JdrPara*don> enables the municipal 
require iudemen+ess ^Jnse^-f' to those problems which 
relieving^he eim,^ discretion. The computer, while 
characteristic Ac °y6e ' much of the daily routine 
comes imbedded in rauniciPal activities, thus be-
istrative and operatifn^ °rganic P®1-* of> the adnin" « operational processes of city government. 



The result should he an improved service delivery 
system for the citizenry. 

Automation is often confused with "computeriza
tion " The latter refers to the simple mechanization 
of a'given operation in which the computer usually 
acts as a printer and performs arithmetical exercises 
for one operation. Thus, the process of keypunching 
the contents of employee time sheets, and feeding the 
cards to the computer so that extensions can be made, 
withholdings computed and deducted, and checks printed 
is a process of "computerization." In cities today, 
this is the most common use of computers. Automation 
seeks to utilize computational techniques to link to
gether a series of events which usually have required 
human intervention for a relatively low order of 
reasoning and decision-making.5 Referring to the pre
vious example, the preparation of payroll checks 
usually involves human review of manually prepared 
time sheets. The summarized results of the run are 
then recorded in books of account for budgetary and 
cost accounting purposes. With today's technology, 
it is possible to permit the computational equipment 
to take the rawest data concerning the number of hours 
a given employee worked and proceed to verify eligi
bility, look up all applicable rates, make all exten
sions, prepare the checks, record in the accounting 
records the funds affected, and prepare a work distri
bution analysis record for analytical purposes. In 
this process there is no need for human intervention 
because none of the steps which connect the sequences 
in the operation require human discretion. The 
applicable rules and conditions are exactly prescribed, 
and the machine can apply them even better, in terms 
of time and accuracy, than a person cam. This is the 
process of automation. 

Because each word in the name "Integrated Munic
ipal Information System" contributes to the meaning 
assigned to an IMIS, it is useful to explore the ideas 
included in those terms. 

Integrated 

This term indicates that an information system is 
treated as a whole. When integrated refers to the 
data elements, it implies the maximum utilization of 
each item of data with respect to every possible 
application. The objective is to eliminate redun
dancy and increase the overall efficiency of the 
system. When the term is applied to the components of 
the system and each of its subsystems, it refers to 
the relevance each part has to all others. For 
example, one record of a building permit might be 
utilized for code enforcement, land use analysis, fire 
records, and educational planning. 

Municipal 

This term refers to that unit of government 
which is closest to the source of data and which has 
the need for, and authority to collect, this data. 
Such a unit is usually a general-purpose government 
which is designated as a municipal corporation. 
Cities, villages, and boroughs clearly fall within 
this category, as do such jurisdictions as counties 
end towns. For purposes of the USAC Program, the term 
is restricted to cities. 

Information 

Often information is used as a synonym for data. 
In an MIS, the difference between these two terms is 

concerns 

critical. Data refers to the numbers, letters nr 
other symbols which are stored and processed Each 
discrete item of data is, by itself, nearly ̂ aSng-

when data elements are combined and mean
ing attributed to them do they become information. In 
an integrated system, each item of data is carefullv 
stored for use with respect to all the applications to 

it relates. Thus, the same data, combined in 
different ways, provides different types of informa
tion. For instance, data concerning a given parcel of 
property has different uses and sometimes different 
meanings to planners, police officials, or transporta
tion specialists. Xn short, information in this con
text is a generic term which includes the data, the 
meaning attributed to the data, the uses made of the 
data in performing municipal functions, and that com
bination of human and machine interaction which data 
and its meanings sustain. 

System 

With respect to an IMIS, system refers both to 
the municipal system for delivering services, and to 
the data processing system which permits the city to 
operate. If one regards the municipality as a system, 
organizational lines and traditional functional units 
are no longer significant. City activities can thus 
be seen as related subsystems within the total system. 

In this context, system refers to a perspective 
for describing data and the manner in which it is 
processed. The systems perspective views data in a 
set of relationships. The sources from which the data 
is derived, the manner in which it flows in a time 
stream, and the manner in which it is used to provide 
municipal services are sets of relationships which 
have significance for the information system. Also, 
the techniques used for information storage and re
trieval, the manner in which it is reported and used 
by people and organizations, and the way it is used 
for analyzing and assessing community problems and 
needs is significant for the system. 

While an IMIS may be said to exist as an entity, 
from the USAC perspective it is possible and profit
able to view it from two analytical views, horizontal 
and vertical development. Of these, horizontal 
development is the most critical since it acts as a 
decisive limit to payoffs to be achieved in vertical 
development. In this respect, both horizontal and 
vertical development decisively Umit_benefits which 
would otherwise be available through increasing the 
level of sophistication. It seems important therefore 
to have a better understanding of these conceptual 

perspectives. 

Horizontal 

The feature which 

typical municipal organization, hy. This 
deigned to follow organizational hierarchy 
results in redundant idata co ^ needed data, 
as well as gaps in the coll data for opera-
which inhibit the use of the y horizontal perspective, 
tional or analytic use. Fr . rt Qf routine 
an IMIS views data as an ̂ he f organizational 
operations flowing indePenden̂ y„rdinary municipal 
lines. As the system V^sseso^^ ̂  ̂  
operations, a data base 1 horizontal mode, 
stantly updated. In shor , i creates an inte-
an IMIS performs all °P®rf ,„ta'available for all 
grated data base and makes data ava 
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Vertical 

PersPective, information is provided 
e °ysanization where and when it is needed. 

,, 6 J,n °rmation pases to predetermined levels to serve 
^ „ ran§e °P managerial needs. From the stand-

poin o management, the ultimate purpose of an IMXS 
is o serve these vertical needs. Managers frequently 
regard these needs as the "payoff" of the system. How-
ever, 1 is a mistake to regard these vertical applica
tions as the system itself. Because of the immediate 

a van ages for planning, direction, and control in ver
tical systems development, there is a great temptation 
° development of the operationally-based 

applications and the dynamic, unified data base called 
tor by the horizontal approach. Indeed, this tempta
tion is the basic reason for the shortcomings in cur
rent attempts ^ at building municipal information 
systems. It is a^cardinal principle of an IMIS that 
vertical applications can function properly only if 
they are based on a soundly developed horizontal 
operation.0 

An IMIS is not created in its entirety at one 
s roke; rather, it must be developed incrementally, 
n a sense, the system should evolve progressively 

through several levels of sophistication to the ulti
mate realization of the vertical benefits. In this 
manner, each state of development has its own opera
tional value as the system grows through successive 
levels of capability. 

During the process of evolution and growth, the 
sys em will pass firom meeting the conventional opera
tional needs of the municipality to fulfillment of the 
information requirements of all levels of management. 
In the process, it will provide for all types of plan
ning and control activities. The computer system it
self likewise will develop in complexity. In the 
early stages, it may operate in a batch processing 
mode whereby the input media are accumulated over a 
period of time as they come in and are then processed 
at one time by the computer. As the system develops 
the computers will come to operate in a "real time" ' 
atmosphere whereby the computer can be queried at anv 
time with respect to information in the data base ?n 

an IMIS, the system is thus the people, the hardwire 
the programs, the data base, and the procedures work
ing m a prescribed pattern. 

The system which is comprised of these elements 
is designed to collect, store, update, and facilitate 
the automated use of data on a continuing basis 
Flexibility in use is the key element sought as'the 
system is designed to perform the following functions 
Simultaneously: fulfill, on an automated^asis 
standard operational requirements such as issuing per 
mits and licenses, maintaining accounting records 
providing information for police and fire pulses 
and recording and updating information on ?he condl 

ns of streets. In addition, the system will 
ate continuous flows of information concerning com
munity conditions and governmental operations so tb + 
the directives issued, the action taken and the 
results of planning and operations are recorded and 
reported m a coordinated manner. in other . 
system provides management with feedback so it 
identify the results of its decisions in + Can 

action taken and the impact of the action +v.°f the 

munity In this sense/"it is a cybernetic i e" COm-
directive and self-correcting, system ^ 5 

system will permit the exchange nf -i -p 1 ^ 
t w e e n  l o c a l  g o v e r n m e n t s ^  
and state and federal agencies and ft govermnents 
governments and the pubfic s™ 4 Z l0C&1 

universally installed in all local fS Were 

would serve as a primary data bS " 

governments, and as a vitally important data base fo* 
the domestic programs of the Federal government. 

In an environment of comprehensive automation » 
and machine rely completely on one another, if respo^ 
sibilities have been properly allocated, one cannot 
override the other. Machines will maintain records 
make many routine, nondiscretional decisions, and in. 
dicate at appropriate times the need for human resp " 
While initially this may seem farfetched, and even 
frightening, this simply means that the municipal 
employee works with the equipment much as he now does 
with a telephone or an earth mover. In all of these 
instances, reliance is based on the use of equipment 
where the equipment can perform better than the -=3 

With this background on a theoretical integrated 
municipal information system, the discussion now turns 
to the USAC Program, which is an attempt to explore 
IMIS concepts and develop them where possible. 

USAC Information Systems Research Program 

Overview 

The USAC Program is a research and development 
effort to develop improved management and service 
delivery capabilities in municipalities through appli
cation of information systems technology. The five 
city projects are sponsored, and funded in part, by the 
Urban Information Systems Inter-Agency Conmittee 
(USAC), consisting of ten Federal agencies.9 

For the purposes of this effort, city government 
has been broken into the following four subsystems: 
physical and economic development, public safety; pub
lic finance, and human resources development. Hunan 
resources development, for example, Is further broken 
into health, education, welfare, libraries, n&npover, 
vital statistics, voter registration, and recreation. 
These subsystems will be interrelated, so that within 
the bounds of well-defined privacy limitations, infor
mation from one subsystem will be available to 
another. 

In this program, the Department of Housing and 
Urban Development is the lead agency; the other member 
agen"®? include the Office of Management and Budget; 
une office of Economic Opportunity; the Departments of 
the Army (Office of Civil Defensel; Commerce; Health, 

fnd Welf*re; Justice; Labor; Transportation; 
and the National Science Foundation. 

(369) American cities in the 50,000-500,000 
population range were invited to submit competitive 
mnn?^a i perfonr' one OT -ore of five types of 
,„r. ,pal,information systems efforts. Of these 
anrt .y~nlne cities submitted proposals late in 1969> 
were *?v!nr! Selected" In !terch 1970, fair cities 

. -year contracts for municipal subsysteo 
development. These cities, and their tasks, are: 

• Dayton, Ohio: Public Finance Munic
ipal Information 
Subsystem 

• Long Beach, California: Public Safety Munic
ipal Information 
Subsystem 

• Reading, Pennsylvania: Physical and Economic 
Development Municipal 
Information 
Subsystem 
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St. Paul, Minnesota: Human Resources Develop
ment Municipal Informa
tion Subsystem 

In addition, two other cities were given three-
vear contracts for total municipal information system 
development. These two cities are Charlotte, North 
Carolina, and Wichita Falls, Texas. 

ABAC'S Formation 

USAC was officially established September 10, 
1968 for the express purpose of sponsoring research in
to municipal information systems. Its formation was 
the expression of a philosophy of intergovernmental 
relations that evolved out of Federal and local expe
riences in the 1960's. Basic to this philosophy was 
the idea that execution of Federal policies and pro
grams ultimately rests upon the capacity of local 
governments to activate themselves to pursue improve
ment in urban conditions successfully. One important 
way to improve local government capacities appeared to 
be the development of information systems which would 
provide the data needed to conceive, plan, and evalu
ate government actions. Such systems could constitute 
a significant innovative mechanism for improvement, 
not only through the information they would make avail
able, but also through the following:10 

• The processes of analysis, design, and evalua
tion which inhere in the building of such 
systems. 

t The rationalization and automation of routine 
information and decision processes. 

« The provision of a current and multi-faceted 
data base to support non-routine decisions and 
actions. 

• The facilitation of inter-governmental informa
tion flows. 

Thus, USAC felt that information systems might consti
tute a means of bringing about fundamentally improved 
conditions and outputs in local governmental 
systems.11 

USAC Kesearch and Development Objectives 

The objectives adopted for USAC's immediate re
search and development program were one, pragmatic 
recognition of urban information systems, two, research 
needs, and three, the potential benefits for munici
palities and other governments to be derived from 
automation. The broad objective of the program was 
viewed as determining whether such information systems 
and subsystems could be built, and, if built, whether 
the concepts, designs, and experience could be trans
ferred to other municipalities.^ 

Within this context, the USAC Request for Proposal 
(BFP) outlined the following specific objectives:1^ 

• To improve the information and decision-making 
capabilities of municipalities. 

• To provide a broader approach in the research 
and development of municipal information 
systems. 

• To encourage the standardization of data and 
inventories of data, both vertically through 
successive levels of government, and horizon
tally at each level. 

• To document solutions to the problems of data 
acquisition, data management, and data use. 

• To develop solutions to the uroM™, 
by sensitivity of informal?™ generated 
tection of confidentiality? ^ the pr°" 

. To develop solutions to the problems of sub
system and system linking, both vertically and 
horizontally, viz., the technique of Si 
tating systems compatibility and/or intS-
iacing. ' 

• To develop solutions to problems of scheduling, 
dispatching and control automation. 

• To learn more of the secondary impacts of the 
implementation of municipal information, e.g., 
their implication for administrative organiza
tion and behavior. 

• To test the payoffs of the broad approach. 

• To ensure that the information systems de
veloped are operationally based. 

• To develop solutions to the problem of 
trans ferability. 

• To generalize all of the above solutions so as 
to permit, with only minor modification, their 
application to other municipalities throughout 
the nation. 

• To distribute reports of proven technical de
velopments equally with reports of techniques 
which gave difficulty or which failed. This 
is intended to obviate the necessity of re
peated research and development. 

Broadly conceived, then, the USAC Program repre
sents a major force for change in municipal government 
administration through the introduction of a new 
technology. Further, within the narrower framework of 
concepts for computer usage, USAC's Program represents 
a challenge to the concepts that traditionally have 
guided municipal Electronic Data Processing (EDP) 
development, i.e., USAC's emphasis on comprehensive 
and integrated systems that are operations-based 
directly challenges prior research and development 
emphasis on data banks, statistical control, mgdel 
building, and management information systems. 

USAC Request for Proposal 

Following its formation, USAC developed a re-
search plan and designed an administrative v^icle 
implementation of its objectives. The plan =al1^ 
use of the contract mechanism,^ +r^Snistrati?e 
(RFP1 as the means of initiating the administrative 
Si" The RFP was the means of 
plan into an action program. ere » f 
marv of the original RFP seems appropriate as a way 01 
elucidating the nature of the USAC Program. 

Th, m called for reeearch and 
Integrated Information to le 
municipal governments. Th ydev.eloped with a view 
operations-based and. were ^ other municipalities 
towards their transferability required. The 
with a minimum of modifies 1°n ,Q •be conducted by a 
research and development *or cipality as prime con-
consortium comprised oftbe and a univer-
tractor, a center, 
sity or other organized researcr 

•1 — theoretical IMIS, and 
We have briefly "^^introduction, we will 

the USAC Program. With resulting from the 
turn to two possible impact areas r 
^ mrU fomentation Of an IMIS. 
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Computers and, the Criminal Justice System 

Surprisingly little research has been conducted 
ory he possible secondary impacts of computers on the 
criminal justice system.1? The problem is serious, 
owever, because even the foreseeable impacts will 

greatly affect the current operations of the police, 
the courts, and corrections. Moreover, these impacts 
may call into question the very nature of the criminal 
justice system itself. 

It should initially be noted the four ways com
puters handle data differently from manual systems. 
First, with the aid of terminal devices, they can 
rapidly move data from one location to another, lim
ited only by the speed of light and the display or 
printing speed of the terminal devices. This con
trasts sharply with the drafting, typing, and mailing 
of memoranda and reports. Second, computers can lo
cate data almost instantaneously, once stored on disk, 
drum, or tape. Third, they have to be told to forget 
data, once accumulated. Fourth, computers allow 
browsing through a vast array of data for correla

tions which would be unimaginable to the human re
searcher, who is always limited by the learned logic 
of inductive and deductive reasoning, and cause/effect 
relationships. Computers can detect relationships, 
not because they should exist, but because they do. 

The claim that computers really do nothing new 
can therefore be refuted. The four characteristics 
outlined above, especially the ability to sort rapidly 
through vast amounts of information, produce a quali
tative change in information-processing. If all in
formation about almost everything in a given area is 
available nearly instantaneously at any location, it 
is ̂ begging the issue to deny a qualitative change by 
noting that the same information is, after all, "in 
the files." It is thus possible that the qualitative 
leap in information handling resulting from the in
vention of computers equals the information leap re
sulting from Gutenberg's invention of movable type. 

Our legal system, having its roots in Anglo-
Saxon jurisprudence, is based upon the notion of in
dividual responsibility for behavior.16 The concept 
of responsibility necessitates the presumption of free 
will, otherwise guilt or innocence cannot be determined. 
Indeed, if free will cannot be presumed, the system 
has difficulty responding. For example, if a judge 
knew, beyond a reasonable doubt, that an individual 
would commit further criminal acts whether incar
cerated or not, what should be the judge's response? 
Furthermore, if statistical analyses of anti-social' 
behavior could predict with compelling certainty that 
a given adult would continue with anti-social behavior 
or that an infant in a given environment was fated to ' 
a life of crime, can society and the criminal justice 
system respond in a manner which presumes free will? 
The use of the computer in an integrated municipal in 
formation system may demonstrate exactly this pre 
dictability—the involuntary character of the anti 
social acts of certain individuals. This will add to 
the confusion in an already murky area of the law 
that of diminished responsibility." 

An example of such predictability is found in 
Ohio. In 1963, a study relating Cincinnati street 
crime and social services was conducted for the Com 
mumty Health and Welfare Council. The study idenU 
fled, by name, about one thousand families in X" 

cii^fihlfclty? rSsfleiS s °Vhe street 

(coincidentally) 6o?0 of the social service benefits 
dispensed in the city. Let us aw™, w v. ne-i?s 

for this study. Multiple-problem clien^fand criminal 

recidivism are familiar topics in the literature of 
social service and criminal justice. For the most part 
the Cincinnati study was a laboriously manual opera- ' 
tion utilizing manual files. An integrated municipal 
information system would allow even greater specificity 
about the social and anti-social behavior of individual 
citizens at, of course, fantastic speeds. All of the 
information would be taken directly from public re-
cords; the computer would merely correlate it, and if 
asked, perform probabilistic calculations about future 
activity. 

The purposes of incarceration are deterrence, pun
ishment, rehabilitation, and separation. If an indi-
vidual already has a criminal history, or coc.es fron a 
social environment conducive to anti-social acts, the 
computer will predict quite accurately the individual's 
chances of entering, or returning to, the social 
system. At such a point, society's continued presump
tion of the individual's free will would simply be an 
excuse for ignoring the failure of another agency, the 
individual's family, or society itself. Society'must 
ask if the individual has a viable chance of escaping 
his heredity and his environment, for it seems mani
festly unfair to punish an individual whose life pat
tern could have been (and perhaps was) predicted with 
almost chilling certainty the day he was born. Punish
ment is an inappropriate response to conduct which is 
not voluntarily chosen. 

Can society expect to rehabilitate the individual 
whose crime is not of his own choosing? Here the com
puter may prove to be more of an advantage, as the re
sources of society can be focused on the individuals 
and families who are the problem. If we assume that 
rehabilitative services after release have an effect 
upon the recidivism rate, then better focusing of 
these resources should have the desired effect—less 
repeater crime. Society would still be faced with the 
fact that incarceration itself probably does not im
prove the chances for rehabilitation. On the con
trary, the best recourse is immediate probation, re
gardless of the offense. This concept has been pro
posed, ' but runs somewhat counter to the accepted 
Anglo-American concepts of the criminal justice system. 

What of the individual who is not at all rehabili
tated? In time, an IMIS will likely predict with 
startling certainty which criminals will be unrespon-
sive to any rehabilitation efforts.1" If deterrence 
and punishment are ineffective, and both prison and 
social services prove unequal to the task of rebabili-
n 1°"> what must be society's response? It may be the 
iinal listed purpose for incarceration—separation from 

+v! + self-- At present, prison sentences are set 
ri* an 1 "d^dual will have paid his "debt to 

., le or be safe for society." 3y examining 
+h» "cor5s of """V prisoners and habitual offenders, 

j computer may make it inescapably clear that al
though one cannot predict with total certainty the fact 
that an individual will remain a criminal, the proh-
w-n i * are S° ki®11 as to raise a presumption that he 
the j . COUfse' separation works moderately well for 
Tt au„le y large; it is, however, rather expensive, 
in An i T13 cou"ter to certain presumptions inherent 
in Anglo-American jurisprudence. 

soon Jt+rL^1: bC interesting to note the Judicial re-
the cnrmiit 6 certainties presented via 
neithpr%+e+* the face of Increasing evidence that 
fiction •A6"*1* is true> Judges may continue with the 
the onbr »ff punishment and rehabilitation work. If 
preveS^M methods of alleviating crime are 
dressed tn'tvi not rehabilitative, they must be ad-
families " u6 ildren of each city's "one thousand 

Have the parents of the children any say 
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in the matter? If society continues to allocate in
sufficient resources for either preventative or re
habilitative services, will the logical choice even
tually he made to spend all or almost all of the money 
on prevention? The criminal justice system will then 
become the end of the line for many individuals, there 
being neither hope nor expection of rehabilitation. 

The judicial system may well refuse to accept the 
general theory outlined above, or its application in 
individual cases. Reliance on the present system, and 
on such presumptions as "innocent until proven guilty," 
may continue indefinitely. It is unlikely, however, 
that the general public, once made aware of the sta
tistical probabilities, will allow the current system 
to continue. This is especially true if the concen
tration of street crime is elsewhere as it seems to be 
in Cincinnati. One can expect demands for iong-term 
incarceration, banishment, and perhaps worse. 

In summary, the data manipulating characteristics 
of the large scale digital computer represent a 
quantum jump over existing methods of information 
handling. Apart from short term changes in the func
tion of existing social systems, fundamental changes 
in the systems themselves can be expected, and should 
be anticipated. Research can profitably be directed 
to the problems of the future. It is not enough to 
computerize existing systems, nor to anticipate 
changes in daily operations or personnel requirements. 
The criminal justice system, and other social systems, 
must look to the future to discern the likely impacts 
of the information revolution. 

We turn now to a second possible IMIS impact 
area, Program Coordination. 

Program Coordination 

There is a constant problem in complex gover
nance called "Program Coordination" by many people in 
the U.S. Government. A year ago, Elliot L. Richardson, 
Secretary, Department of Health, Education and Welfare 
(HEW), began referring to it as "Services Integration" 
which is a more accurate definition of the problem but, 
alas, is not a solution. The problem is exhaustively 
detailed and well summarized by James L. Sundquist.^? 
Although the problem has been recognized for years, no 
adequate technology or methodology was developed for 
its solution. Information technology may help solve 
the services integration problem. 

One may begin with the assumption that social 
services should be integrated at the delivery level. 
The delivery mechanisms must therefore be examined for 
generic similarities. For example, a manpower develop
ment program may have no direct service in common with 
an adult basic education program, but each has facil
ities, staff, funding, clients, and information. 
Attempts have been made to combine services in a 
single facility; thereafter, this becomes a multiple 
service center. Similarly, intake and referral staff 
for all services may have common training at initial 
diagnosis of multiple problem clients. Unfortunately, 
a building housing «i 1 services is so large as to re-
pell the consumer. Moreover, the staff that performs 
the actual service function (fitting eyeglasses, or 
teaching reading) is usually too specialized to per
form more than one or two services well. Such limi
tation has proved to be a bar to effective integration 
of services. At present, however, there exists no 
theoretical barrier to the effective use of informa
tion technology to solve social problems. Moreover, 
information may match the problem to known available 
resources, schedule service delivery rationally, and 
monitor progress. 

The USAC Program has nomp +»-> 
information technology, while HEW's qS C?nclusion via 
tion staff has reachS thf slfl Services Integra-
analysis of the problem of social ser^ic^delS^ ̂  

UsTandlervicer^r Ŝ -inS' the Staff —hlrs^f USAC and Services Integration have even coordinated 
with each other, and are currently proceeding ̂ h a 
common agenda. 6 

One good example of program coordination in infor
mation sharing is in St. Paul, Minnesota, one of the 
original USAC cities._ In St Paul, there'are tteee 
family planning agencies each supported respectively 
by the St. Paul Health Department (City), the Ralsey 
County Hospital (County), and Planned Parenthood 
(voluntary agency). Normally, nothing could he more 
difficult than to coordinate the activities of three 
independent agencies. They have separate budgets, 
separate administrators, perhaps even different fiscal 
years. As a result, the three agencies can never be 
sure that some women are not being allowed to drop out 
of all programs through oversight, or that some indeed 
are not receiving services from more than one agency. 
In addition, HEW's National Center for Health Statis
tics receives summary data on patient visits, not 
people served. Finally, all three agency directors re
sist amalgamation knowing that there could then be only 
one overall director. 

The USAC St. Paul Project was able to bring the 
staffs of the three health agencies together with a 
representative of HEW's Communicable Disease Center in 
Atlanta, Georgia. After lengthy meetings, the three 
agencies agreed to a common form and basic medical re
cords which were in computer readable form.21 There 
were, of course, problems of patient privacy and legal 
responsibilities of the three agencies to be worked 
out. For a time, it seemed as if they would have 
to form a greater St. Paul Family Planning Association 
in order to legally share data. Unfortunately, the 
private agency developed internal problems and as of 
this date has not received permission from its state 
organization to rejoin the group. 

At present, if a woman comes to any one of the two 
agencies' several clinics, she will need to complete^ 
only one form which will be processed after her initial 
visit and then sent to all clinics at all locations. 
The system is batch processed, and does nothing 
sophisticated, such as scheduling appointments 
in advance and notifying patients of the appointments 
by mail.22 Currently, there are 3,500 patients (not 
visit records) on the file shared by the two agencies. 

Note the elegance of the system. If viewed from 
the client's perspective, the two agencies are 
each will know her and her problems as ̂ ell as the 
other. If viewed foom the perspective 

gram managers, their P^^^^^fnformation which 
very similar, since both izational responses 
is largely common. Again, une g r From 
or the agencies oust be 'J *™t™^"enter td Health 

S-opê -lSi. basi 
t ions hip which allows two totaldyi^P of 

providers to function as one This is an 
services integration in paral e 

The USAC Reading, Pennsyly" âinP̂ eries,Pif that 
an example of services offices generate per-
term is appropriate prevention, electricity, 
raits in the areas of fire p oewage treatment. 

av*rr maintenanee, and sewag 
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The information generated is collected into the Bureau 
of Code Services. Where, formerly, one inspector from 
each functional area collected all data on a new con
struction site, now the basic information requirements 
of all are filled once only. Moreover, progress is 
being made toward consolidating the functions them
selves which will allow one inspector to perform more 
than one function. More rapid response to requests 
for service, as well as a more efficient use of man
power, is thus provided. 

With a theoretical IMIS in mind, as well as some 
understanding of the USAC Program, in addition to an 
acquaintance with two possible IMIS impact areas, we 
turn now to our concluding discussion, the Current 
Status of the USAC Program. 

Current Status of USAC 

The USAC Program is commencing the third year of 
its contract effort. The budget for fiscal year 1972 
is about three and a half million dollars, and for 
fiscal year 1973 about four and a half million dollars. 

In accordance with the USAC objectives, project 
cities have completed an analysis of all municipal 
functions, all city organizations, and those of the 
surrounding counties and special districts providing 
services and information to the city. The functions 
covered by the analyses vary from city to city, but 
some examples include public safety (police and fire); 
municipal finance; transportation; city engineering; 
public health; administration; sanitation; public 
works, traffic control and transportation; budget 
preparation; city assessment; cash and treasury 
management; accounting and disbursement; inventory 
costs; income tax; and civil defense. 

In addition, a design of how information can best 
be provided to serve city operation and management 
personnel in the performance of their functions has 
been completed by five of the six USAC cities. 
Furthermore, the project cities are completing design, 
and entering development of applications serving the 
various functions outlined above. 

Each city completed an early demonstration in the 
fall of 1971, the long-range effect of which varies 
with each city. In Dayton, Ohio, the capability shown 
in the early demonstration provides for increased re
turn from city cash investment.2̂  Moreover, it is 
based upon automated forecasting of returns from the 
investment mix and time options which can be varied by 
the city during continual use of the cash management 
model. In Charlotte, the early demonstration capa
bility, as now augmented, provides for enhanced re
ceipt and handling of a variety of service requests 
and complaints apart from emergency public safety 
operations.2? The early demonstration in Wichita 
Falls, Texas, proved the data base design, and the 
application of the Geographic Base Index System 26 
In Long Beach, California, the early demonstration was 
recently implemented as a permanent part of city 
government. This capability provides for use of auto 
mation to increase the speed of access to, and comnre 
hensive coverage of, two significant police informa 
tion requirements, namely Field Interview (FI) rer,nr+0 
and Moving (Traffic) Violations reports 27 ^ st 
Paul, an early demonstration of a family planning'com 
ponent, as discussed previously, was demonstrated in 
October 1971. The system is now in operation and 
serves two agencies: the St. Paul Bureau of Health 

agency?1Pal ^ ̂ Hosp"al, a county 

Sirs s-ss'fes 

the USAC Program. A report on these topics has been 
prepared for the Program and all project cities by 
Dr. Edward E. Goldberg of California State University 
at'Los Angeles. The Wichita Falls Project Team pio
neered in this field. Their work culminated in an 
"Ordinance Creating a Data Access Control Plan," which 
was passed by the City Council. The ordinance aims to 
protect individual privacy while simultaneously main
taining public access to public records. It states 
that any person on whom data are filed has the right 
to review that data, and to correct inaccuracies. 
Moreover, safeguards are provided to protect the rights 
of various authorities, such as'the police, personnel 
departments, public health agencies, and other organi
zations. In addition, the ordinance approved the 
creation of a data registrar, a data access control 
board, and defines the functions and responsibilities 
of the registrar and the board. The establishment of 
the ordinance, data registrar position, and data con
trol board were initiated by the USAC Program. Another 
USAC city, Charlotte, North Carolina, has also passed 
a resolution (which was also initiated by USAC) which 
aims to protect individual privacy while maintaining 
access to public records. Finally, no USAC municipal 
information system contains personal credit data, or 
other non-municipal function-related information. 

USAC is investigating what others are doing to 
develop service delivery information systems. In 
addition, USAC is searching reports of other system
atic analyses of social service delivery systems. When 
it is known how applicable the integrating methodology 
is to other jurisdictions, and when more is known 
about the delivery systems themselves as well as 
the reporting requirements each faces, USAC will be 
in a better position to go into the full-scale develop
ment of one or more integrated information systems 
which serve the needs of many agencies. Since usable 
data will be on hand, the objective is to assure 
clients that they will receive services according to 
a rational plan, and in a manner that can be 
evaluated. 

Because it is a developmental program, USAC is 
charged with the responsibility of developing operating 
integrated municipal information systems in each proj
ect city. But USAC is also a research effort designed 
to explore every aspect of an IMIS. Whether an operat-
1^g*?V,IS wlll> in ftwt. be developed at the termination 
of the USAC Program thus remains, as it should, an 
open question. 

As with many R&D projects, USAC is often sc'nizo-
P+ ln day to day activities. On the one hand, the 
staff realizes the importance of "getting something 
operating. On the other hand, the staff is con
stantly reminded that perhaps nothing will become 
operational because, after all, USAC is exploring the 
fundamental concepts of an IMIS. No one currently 
ows for certain if IMIS notions are valid. So no one 

can categorically say that USAC will develop and imple
ment an operating IMIS. Still, at this juncture. USAC 
vol 6enerated evidence which suggests optimism for de-
•ran?1!1611 J Many IMIS assumptions have been proven 
movo ' •the Pr°blems are becoming less technical and 
sol,™? 1 and behavioral. If the latter can be 
fl-p. . ' ,fe is reason to believe an IMIS. as USAC is 

ln6 1 , will help cities in the decade ahead. 

Conclusion 

TTBap paper has discussed a theoretical IMIS, the 
twn and USAC's current status. In addition, 
is +b» iraPacts °f an IMIS, were discussed. One 
havp 1 that the criminal justice system will 
divirh,aiP iCt and delineate potential aberrant in
dividuals. It was pointed out that our criminal 
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iustice system (corrections and rehabilitation espe
cially) is predicated upon the notion of the individ
ual's ftee will. If potential aberrants can be pre
dicted, what happens to the concept of free will? If 
society can predict who its aberrants will be, what 
should it then do? An IMIS. it is felt, may give 
society this ability. Finally, a second impact of an 
MIS (called program coordination, or services inte
gration) was discussed. This was viewed as a benefit, 
and occurs as a result of the horizontal and vertical 
integration of information, otherwise known as infor
mation sharing. 

Footnotes 

•'•For a more complete discussion of the different 
approaches to urban information systems development 
see Kenneth I. Kraemer, "The Evolution of Information 
Systems for Urban Administration," Public Administra
tion Review, XXDC (July/August, 1969) pp. 3^9-1+02; 
Dennis G. Price and Dennis E. Mulvikill, "EDP in State 
and local Governments," Public Administration Review, 
XXV (June. 1965), pp. 151-155; Public Administration 
Service and the International City Managers' Associa
tion, Automated Data Processing in Municipal Govern
ment (Chicago: Public Administration Service, 1966); 
and Kenneth L. Kraemer and George Howe, "Automated 
Data Processing in Municipal Government: A Survey," 
1968 Municipal Yearbook (Washington, D.C.: 
International City Manager's Association, 1968). 

2Kenneth L. Kraemer, "The Evolution of Informa
tion Systems for Public Administration," Ibid. 

%or a theoretical discussion of IMIS concepts 
see Kenneth L. Kraemer, William H. Mitchel, Myron E. 
Weiner, and 0. E. Dial, Integrated Municipal Informa
tion Systems: The USAC Xpproach (Greenvale, New York: 
long Island University Press, 1972). 

Venneth L. Kraemer, et al., Integrated Municipal 
Information Systems, Ibid., pp. 3.10-3.12. 

5Ibid., pp. 3.10-3.1U. 

6Ibid., pp. 3.10-3.1)+. 

7Ibid., pp. 3.22-3.2U. 

8Ibid. 

n ^For USAC development, see Kenneth L. Kraemer, 
USAC: An Evolving Governmental Mechanism for Urban 

Information Systems Development," Public Administra
tion Review. XXXI (September/October, 1971) pp. 5**3-
55Ij the Depytment of Housing and Urban Development, 
® H-2-70, "Municipal Information Systems" 
Washington, D.C., 1970). 

10, 
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"-"-Kenneth L. Kraemer et »i 
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D.C.: Department of Housing and Urh ^Washington> I97I). "using and Urban Development, 
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Information Systems: The USAC Approach, Ibid'." 
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Institute for Criminal Justice, Law Enforcement 
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t°n Fuller, The Morality of Law (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1969), 2nd edition, pp. 162-167. 
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the Administration of Justice, The Challenge of Crime 
in A Free Society (Washington, D.C., I967)? 
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19 James L. Sundquist, Making Federalism Work 
(Washington, D.C.: The Brookings Institute, 1969). 

20 Ibid. 

21st. Paul, Minnesota USAC Subsystem Project, 
Systems Analysis Task Completion Report (Washington, 
D.C.: National Technical Information Service, 1972). 

22 Ibid. 

23Reading, Pennsylvania USAC Subsystem Project, 
Systems Analysis Task Completion Report (Washington, 
D.C.: National Technical Information Service, 1972). 

2l+Dayton, Ohio USAC Subsystem Project, Systems 
A n a l y s i s  T a s k  C o m p l e t i o n  R e p o r t  ( W a s h i n g t o n ,  D . C . :  
National Technical Information Service, 1972). 
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tion and Briefing Guide (Washington, D.C.: National 
Technical Information Service, 1972). 
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National Technical 
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James A. Schuyler, Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois, U.S.A., and Robert Johansen, 
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THEME: The general theme of the session will be the role of the computer as an intermediate pro 

cessor in communication between two or more individuals with a common purpose. What can e 
computer do in such a role? How might it enhance communication effectiveness over non processe 
messages? Can it speed up the pace of sending and receiving between two or more parties to a com 

munication interaction? Can computer aided communication bring about new dimensions to ^ ^ 
communication experience? What are the constraints of computer aided communication. Ho 

individuals interface with each other when using the computer as an intermediary. 
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TELECONFERENCING: THE COMPUTER, COMMUNICATION 
AND ORGANIZATION 

David W. Conrath, University of Waterloo, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada 

When asked to chair a session on "teleconferencing", 
my first desire was to broaden the scope of the session 
to include all uses of the computer that would aid in 
multi-person interactions. That was for two reasons. 
I felt rather ignorant on the topic of teleconferencing, 
and thus I wanted to search for a terrain that would 
be a bit more familiar. Secondly, my feeling is that 
the computer is going to play an increasingly important 
role in the communication systems of virtually all 
organizations, and I wanted an excuse to actively seek 
what was being done toward studying this problem. 

The search revealed several things of note. Most 
of the work relating the computer to multi-person 
activity has concentrated on the design and use (or 
misuse1) of information systems for large organizations. 
While this is perhaps as it should be, the disturbing 
discovery was that virtually all writers and prophets 
view an information system as a man-machine inter
face. Little attention is paid to the man-machine-
man aspect of the system, that is, the role of the 
computer as an intercessor in inter-human communication. 
For example, the fact that man can receive data at a 
much higher rate than he can output them, and that a 
computer might use this asymmetry to an advantage for 
inter-personal communication is ignored^. Admittedly 
I may have not contacted the right people nor read all 
the relevant references. My search was sufficiently 
broad and unbiased, however, that I should have seen 
more recognition by information systems experts 
of the role of the computer in inter-personal 
communication. 

Much to my surprise, most of the work that used 
the computer to further man-to-man interaction fit 
under the title of "teleconferencing". The existance 
of the ARPA network is an example, as is the exciting 
work of Douglas Engelbart at Stanford Research 
Institute. Thus, with but one exception, and that 
is on the borderline, the papers that follow are 
about teleconferencing. The one exception concerns 
the use of the computer during the communication 
between the air traffic controller and the pilot, 
and that too has some conferencing aspects. 

PREVIEWS 

To give the reader a sneak preview of what follows, 
let me give a brief introduction to each paper. The 
Schuyler and Johansen contribution discusses the 
evolution of a computer assisted instruction scheme 
into a system that provides for inter-personal inter
action. The system at this time is primarily oriented 
toward computerized Delphi type studies, but the 
authors describe their system as a research tool, and 
presumably that entails many configurations of human 
interaction. In fact, perhaps the most attractive 
aspect of the system is that it is basically a 
research tool. In particular, the authors are 
interested in studying the effects of different forms 

feedback to the system's users, on the users. This 
should help provide guidelines for appropriate feed
back characteristics of an interactive system. Most 
system designers have the tendency to take the form 
of feedback for granted, and yet it can so easily 
shape the behavior of the feedback recipient. 

Lipinski, Lipinski and Randolph (no, they are not 
inebackers for Notre Dame) present an outline of a 

very sophisticated approach to the use of the Delphi 

technique As they put it, they are interested in the 
joint modeling and problem solving by remotely 

situated experts," and their purpose is to accomplish 
theSnMnh- ln  the  7St  effect ive  manner possible. Since 

Delphi approach provides the raison d'etre of the 
system, rather than just one of its capabilities (as 
is the case of the Schuyler § Johansen, and Turoff 
systems) the authors concentrate on solving some of 
the more critical problems inherent in the technique. 
Hence, they provide an approach to the problem of 
varying degrees of uncertainty inherent in the esti
mates of different experts, as well as an approach 
designed to gauge just how expert a participant really 
is. The authors also show a considerable concern 
about the problem of the validation of Delphi results, 
a problem which most proponents of the Delphi 
technique choose to ignore. 

The solutions proposed to the problems discussed 
clearly require an on-line computer system for their 
execution. Thus, we are provided with a good example 
of the use of the potential of the computer to solve 
well defined problems in multi-person communication. 

Murray Turoff describes a computer based multi-
person communications system with more built-in flex
ibility than the systems discussed in the other papers. 
His base of origin, rather than resting in computer 
assisted instruction or the Delphi technique, was 
founded upon the principle of the conference telephone 
call. This has led to the development of a more open 
format which is conducive to a wide variety of multi-
person communication events, especially those involving 
individuals who are geographically disbursed. He 
emphasizes the value to the participant of the hard 
copy output that a computer based conference can 
provide. Unless there is a recorder at a face-to-face 
or telephone conference, a participant must rely on 
his memory or personal notes to recall what took 
place. This is often rather hazardous. 

Turoff also put his system into an economic con
text. He first evaluated the time value of a computer 
based system using a typed input and a printed output, 
with the time value of an audio or face-to-face con 
ference. He then calculated the economic costs o 
alternative ways to get multi-party contri utions. 
Thus, we have one paper which stresses the res®^ 
capability of its teleconferencing system, another 
which stresses the processes needed, to 
use of group interaction for forecasting a p 
solving, and a third which looks close y a 
economics of a computer based system. 

In the r e m a i n i n g  paper, Constant and Seeley^epart 
from the more traditional view of compu 
conferencing to take a different oo communi_ 
computer might do to augment in p f  th  
cation. Recently we all have become aware ot tn 
problems of the Air Traffic Controller in guid g _ 
planes through the air to the P0^ nQ tw0 a«empt to 
ing them sufficiently spaced so . time. The 
occupy the same space a t  t he  sa« point 
problem has become almost t l [  has  been done to 
information overload. Yet 1 , aspects of his 
relieve the ATC of the computational asp ion 

job so that he can concentrate ^the^omm ^  ̂  
and management portions ot 1 • imi lar  to the 
Constant and Seeley proposal looks sim ^ ^ 
classical information system, a 
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described in textbooks. On the other, they point out 
that their system truly assists in the communication 
process among several persons, a process in which time 
is of the utmost importance. The computer has the 
capability of rapid data processing and feedback which 
allows the individuals involved to make more effective 
use of the increasingly scarce resource, time. 

OTHER POSSIBLE USES OF THE COMPUTER AS AN INTERMEDIARY 

Each of the questions posed by me to provide a 
broader theme for this session has been handled by 
one or more of the papers presented. Nevertheless 
despite these most welcomed contributions, I still 
feel somewhat at a loss since I could not find a 
wider variety of research on the uses of the computer 
tor assisting man-to-man interfaces. For example, 
what might the role of the computer be during 
bargaining and/or negotiating sessions, an obvious 
multi-person interaction event? Could the computer 
help make the process more "rational" by clarifying 
the issues and indicating the consequences of alterna
tives as they arose? Or is the "politics" of such an 
6Ve?j <; rucia l  t0  the  process that computer mediation 
would hinder rather than help the process? 

. "hat about the use of the computer as a device to 
assist in the evaluation of ideas, without the critic 
having to be identified so that the fear of public 
(or private} censure might be avoided? Does this have 
possibilities, especially when the idea rather than 
the person uttering the idea is presumably what is to 
be evaluated? Or are we sufficiently incapable of 
evaluating ideas independent of the person offering 
them that value judgements would become random rather 
than ordered? Also, might not the anonymous use of 
the computer to interact with others lead to major 
problems of organizational structure? Can we cope 
with the problem of the new structures that evolve 
including the possibility of anarchy? 

fhy ian , t  organizational budgeting done on a 
real-time basis on the computer? Think of the time 
and frustration such a process might save. One could 
rather easily establish priorities beforehand that were 
in line with the objectives of the organization as 
well as establish the necessary constraints Then the 
from tfh° r  f l"ancia l  requirements could be made directly 
from those who were going to be involved in the 
expenditures without all of the political ramifi 
that typically arise. But again think of the 0"S 

implications of the changes that would take place in 
the sources of power. Could these be handled 7t ! 
benefit of all, or would chaos result? 

Turoff reflected on the use of high speed 
computer output in conjunction with the high input 
capability of the human, in constrast to our l2 
timeUf'CH? y ' '  Why haven, t  others spent more 
time finding ways for the computer to utilize 
imbalance to our mutual advantage during int» rJt 
processes? Also, while current input into the 10n 

from the human communicator is either re r computer 
typing or ,p„king « J 'J 
lowered by better uses of coding and the vi J , 6 

not there be more impetus to do research in th- ld  

if the computer was seen as a • "m this area 
might better relate to man? through which man 

The computer is already involved in • 
processes whether we wish to recoil'""-personal 
not. The question is do we rt„„ t act or 

to foster these processes or dnSS .u®e the  computer 
view the role of the computer T "1Sh t0  s t i11 

interface. If the computer is^n h™S ° f  man-machine 
blessing to mankind, then we had 

our attention to how the computer might affect th 
relations between men. 

Footnotes 

1. For a critque of management information systea 
see Ackoff, Russell L., "Management Misinformation 
Systems," Management Science, U. (1967), pp. B-147„1S7 

2. This has not been ignored by those who have de 
veloped computer assisted instructional aids, however 

3. The Delphi technique for obtaining estimates 
about the likelihood of uncertain events was developed 
at Rand Corporation. While the papers presented at 
this session should give adequate insight into the 
technique, further information can be found in-
Dalkey, Norman and Helmer, Olaf, "An Experimental 
Application of the Delphi Method to the Use of 
Experts," Management Science. 9 (1963); and in many 
Rand Memoranda which have been issued about the 
subject. 

4. A substantial amount of the literature in the 
fields of psychology and sociology has been devoted 
to the effect of "feedback" on both individual and 
group behavior. Two relevant examples are- Pryer 
Margaret K. and Bass, B. M., "Some Effects of ' 
Feedback on Behavior in Groups," Socioraetry 22 119591 
PP; ^6"":.and Zai°nc. R- B., "The Effects ofTeedback' 
and Probability of Group Success on Individual and 
Group Performance," Human Relations. IS 119671 
pp. 149-161. — 1 ' '  

5. Perhaps the best statement of the problem is the 
classic: Miller, George A., "The Magical Number 
Seven, Plus or Minus Two: Some Limits on Our Capacity 
f? r.Process i"8 Information," The Psychological Review. 

<19"). pp. 81-97. Also, l have been told that 
ic ar . leier has done a study on information overload 

specific to the problems of air traffic control, but 
no one has been able to give me the reference. 
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COMPUTER-ASSISTED EXPERT INTERROGATION" 
A REPORT ON CURRENT METHODS DEVELOPMENT 

Andrew J. Lipinski, Hubert M. Lipinski, Robert H. Randolph 
Institute for the Future 

Menlo Park, California, U.S.A. 

Abstract 

This paper describes a major program currently 
under way at the Institute for the Future to develop 
and test a system for on-line interaction among experts 
via a network of computer terminals. The authors re
view the Institute's existing methods for eliciting and 
processing expert judgments, then discuss the opera
tional procedures by which these methods have conven
tionally been implemented. In light of the shortcom
ings of these existing procedures , the authors argue an 
urgent need for on-line group modeling capabilities as 
the next leap forward in judgmental-research method
ology. A description is given of the Institute's re
cently completed prototype computer conferencing sys
tem, whereby remotely situated respondents can parti
cipate in Institute inguiries via the ARPA computer-
communication network and the Rand Corporation's PDP-10 
computer. Problems encountered thus far are discussed, 
as are future plans for system refinement and exten
sion. The paper concludes with some brief philosophi
cal observations on the state of our art, acknowledging 
that much work remains to be done on the still-primi
tive tools of decision making. 

1. Introduction 

The future of any society depends on how the 
material, spiritual, and intellectual resources of 
that society are applied to the problems that face it. 
This paper will review the progress being made and that 
we anticipate making at the Institute for the Future to 
improve the effectiveness with which our society can 
draw on the intellectual resources of its "wise men." 
tore specifically, we shall describe recent develop
ments in the Institute's techniques for eliciting and 
processing expert judgment, including the computer 
assistance upon which these developments depend. The 
high-point of these developments, toward which the bulk 
of the Institute's methodological efforts are presently 
directed, is joint modeling and problem solving by re
motely situated experts. Special attention will there
fore be given to the key tool which promises to facili
tate such activities—the "D-net" computer system for 
on-line interaction of geographically distributed ex
perts currently being developed at the Institute. 

Group Judgment 

Given the complexity and size of our society, and 
the world-wide explosion of informatiorv no one is like
ly to be fully informed, not even in what he considers 
to be his primary discipline. Moreover, because the 
problems that beset us become increasingly interdisci
plinary, it now appears that no one man is likely to be 
even adequately informed. Therefore, to utilize expert 
owledge effectively, it is often necessary to arrange 

for communication among experts in addition to elicita-
tion of information from them individually. Helmer and 
Dalkey's original contribution in developing the Del-
P i inquiry method was to recognize this important 
principle that to employ the intellectual resources of 
experts in problem-solving, one must assure adequate 
communication among them. 

In the past, and to a large extent even today. 

decision-makers have usually obtained the advice of 
their experts in qualitative, rather than quantitative, 
form. Although to a degree such will always continue 
to be the case, some modern decision-makers recognize 
that qualitative advice is open to ambiguity. This am
biguity can be of several kinds. It can be in the mind 
of the adviser who may not be precise enough in de
scribing what he really believes. Or it can be in the 
mind of the decision-maker who may interpret expert ad-
vice differently from what was meant by the adviser. 
Thus, even if the adviser understands perfectly the 
message he intends to convey, the problem of expressing 
the message and its subsequent interpretation may lead 
to a misunderstanding. Moreover, the adviser is often 
asked to express an opinion about events or trends 
which lie in the future. Such developments, however, 
are usually determined by stochastic processes which 
themselves are often poorly understood. For example, 
the future cost of crude oil, an important raw material 
for many industries, will depend upon future develop
ments in the Middle East. Similar examples closer to 
home might involve a future decision of the Supreme 
Court or even the outcome of a presidential election. 
In such cases, the expert adviser is bound to be less 
than certain and ought somehow to state the degree of 
his uncertainty. His uncertainty might be expressed by 
using terms such as "it is likely," or "it is plausi
ble." However, the desire for precision to reduce am
biguity—and, parenthetically, the desire to store and 
process such information—requires that the state of 
information of the expert be quantified. 

The key contribution to such quantification comes 
from the field of subjective probability, in which the 
language of probability allows precise encoding of the 
expert's state of information. Thus, to continue with 
the example already mentioned, the future price of 
crude oil can be expressed as a probability distribu
tion assignment, based on the opinion of anyone we wish 
to consult, typically an expert. Because of the imper
fect understanding of the situation (i.e. , absence o a 
fully credible model) and the fact that even if sue a 
model were available, no one expert could be expected 
to have complete information, the decision ma er 
usually consult more than one adviser. Throug ou is 
tory, decision-makers somehow have been able intuitive
ly to evaluate their advisers and combine their advice, 
and then merge it with their own opinion to arrwe at 
an improved state of information. This Pf°cess, ab"° 
lutely key to obtaining better decisions in ' 

currently becoming better understoo a" paper then, 
being quantified. A major purpose of th P P ^ 

„m to d-crib. 
Institute's techniques fur qu.nt y , ̂ 
combining expert judgments, as could not 
assistance without which these developments could 

have been achieved (see section 2). 

Group Modeling 

.etcrinn of judgmental data 
However important the ga itself to allow 

may be, it is not fully adequa e wj_ng conclusions 
maximally valid decision-making. d actions re-
with respect to outcomes of con . work, of how a 
quires an understanding of how 1 represented. Here, 
particular segment of reality can would lead us to 
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a preference for a quantified representation consist
ing perhaps of a set of mathematical equations, con-
S 1 utln? a model. Until recently, modeling of com-
PdSX "terdisciPlinary issues was seldom even attempt-
e en it was attempted, it was done by individual 
researchers and, as a result, the credibility of the 
model tended to be low. Currently, however, entire 

earns of expert co-workers are being employed to build 
mo e s. For example, Dennis Meadows' dynamic model of 
wor d population and resources2 incorporates contribu-
rons from a team of experts, each expert being re

sponsible for a particular set of computer statements 
relating to his area of expertise. 

, ^ne can visualize situations, however, when con
vening such a team at one time in one location would 
be a luxury that a decision-maker could not afford, 
either because of expense or because of the urgency 
with which the advice is required. There is a need, 
therefore, for methods which enable geographically 
separated experts to model jointly. Sections 3 and 4 
of this paper, then, will describe the Institute's cur
rent attempts to improve understanding of how this 
could be done, concentrating on the computer-conferenc
ing system currently being developed. 

2 .  Methods for the Processing 
of Expert Judgments 

Elicitation of Point Estimates 

Even though the type of data typically used in 
the Institute's research is essentially judgmental in 
nature, there was an early realization among the Insti
tute staff that the sheer amount of such data being 
collected would require computer assistance. It was 
also recognized, however, that computer assistance 
could not be obtained, at least not easily, without 
having the data in quantified form. 

The essential first step toward being able to 
quantify judgmental data was to specify, in advance 
the intervals (technically the "lottery") into which a 
possible answer from a respondent might fall. This 
meant constraining the expert—by not asking him "what 
do you think might happen?" but, instead, specifying 
alternative ways of how things may happen and by which 
his judgment might be encoded. These alternatives 
could then, in turn, be given numerical values. 

Specifying a lottery is a substantial intellectual 
exercise because, unless one does understand the sub
ject, one very often does not know what answers are 
possible. The easiest lottery is one which is con
strainedly definition-for example, an assignment of 
probability to a specified event, which can only be 
made within the range 0 to 1. with other variables 
not so conveniently constrained, it is necessary to' 
MV rualeS Wi^in WhiCh P°ssible answers may 
fall. When this was done in early Institute, ct a-
we allowed for bad guesses on ou/part by Ly ^6^ 
respondents to modify our scales if necessary \ 
that of course required that we incorporated'seal 
factor in the subsequent encoding process. 

When considering future occurrences in early Del 
Phi inquiries, our lotteries normally treated ttesf 
occurrences as Bernoulli events, one branch of ^e Jot 
tery representing that future "world" in which d 
en development occurred and the other branch T 91V~ 
ing all other possible "worlds." Given re^reeent~ 
each respondent was asked to supply a sinol^ 3 °ttery' 
estimate of the probability of the first h u 
fortunately, this procedure suppr s d L ? 
that might have been obtained !2out tte "es^d ^ 
personal uncertainty regarding that „ espondent's 

s r t h *  

uncertainty of the group or panel of respondents was 
represented by making a histogram of the number of re 

spondents assigning particular values to each variabl 
in question. Although this was definitely not a true' 
probability distribution representing the group inf0j. 
mation about the subject, we now recognize that it did 
offer some approximation to such a distribution, if 
the encoding intervals were made uniform in width, it 
was possible to calculate the fractional median of the 
group response by dividing the area of the histogram 
half (as shown in Figure 1) . Quartiles were determined 
analogously. The resulting statistics could then be 
converted to indicate the corresponding values of the 
random variable (an example relating to probability 
assignment is shown in Figure 2). 

Elicitation of a single number from each respon
dent had an important consequence: it was not possible 
to acknowledge that some experts are more "expert" than 
others and to use this knowledge explicitly. However 
it was possible to help the reader of our reports to ' 
form his judgment regarding the event by giving hit in-
formation about the relative expertise of panel aen-
bers. The only measurement used to evaluate the re
spondent's expertise was his own self ranking, s his
togram in which the expertise of each respondent is in
dicated by a number is shown in Figure 3. 

Early Experimentation 

In order to evaluate the initial Delphi approadi 
to the elicitation and processing of expert judgaent, 
we made a number of statistical measurements in our'" 
early studies, trying to determine some fundamental 
properties of Delphi such as reproducibility of results 
(panel to panel), shift of median response after two or 

more rounds of questioning, and the amount of conver
gence of opinion to be expected from feedback and re-
estimation. For example, our experiments corroborated 
Dalkey's observation that there is virtually no shift 
in the median round to round and that the shift is oo«-
parable to the random "noise" that would result if one 
panel of experts rather than another were consulted. 

We noted that, on the average, the histograms of 
expert responses became tighter on subsequent rounds, 
indicating convergence towards a group median. How
ever, convergence is a tricky concept. FOr exa^le, if 

e random variable were to be the numbers generated by 
a rou ette wheel, an expert knowing that the wheel is 
not biased might assign equal probability that the ball 
would land in any slot. If we would constrain an ex
pert respondent to supply a single-valued answer, e.g., 

sixteen, for the result of the next spin, any con-
rgence resulting from group judgment would obviously 

t-- ^"conslstent with the state of information available 
to the experts. 

Anally, regarding a shift of the median toward 
rue value of the random variable, our one result 
lsaPP°inting. We had, by chance, a respondent who 

thpt-:near y qualified as a "clairvoyant." The hypo-
event, which was to take place by 1985, was 

stated in the questionnaire as: 

A time division switch for telephone service, or 
eP one and wideband service, will be placed on 

ria in one of the large metropolitan offices 
ere the exchange trunks have been all converted 

o the T—1 and T-2 carrier systems." 

t^ial^S^nfwnt'S conment was: "There shouldn't be any 
now srhca i iS type ln 1985' since the first trial is 
one detects^ ^ 19?5 °r 19?6" " R"adin9 0,13 COOBient' 
highly likelv ? k °f authority- Surely, the event is 
is corrpff ^ 3Ve occurred hy 1985 if this expert 

about its occurrence ten years earlier. ?et' 
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iven that information, the panel in question shifted 
less than the control panel that did not have this in
formation. We feel that in face-to-face conference, 
our expert would have quickly convinced the others 
about the impending trial, and would have caused a 
larger shift in the assignment of probability. 

Elicitation of Distributions 

A major improvement over the Institute's early 
procedures was the decision to encode the state of in
formation of each respondent as a probability distribu
tion. The probability distribution easiest to extract 
is the mass function, i.e., cumulative probability. 
Our knowledge of how to determine the value of an ex-
Dert was so inadequate when this form of opinion quan
tification was first attempted that we took refuge in 
consulting many more experts than we would now. If one 
chooses to consult many experts, it is not practical to 
extract the full mass function from every one. Even 
with the assistance of a computer program we developed, 
such an interview is laborious, taking about 15 minutes 
per expert per question. We decided, therefore, to 
collect only points corresponding to the 10%, 50%, and 
90% probability assignments. A typical format for a 
questionnaire of this type is shown in Figure 4. These 
three projections of Figure 4 supply three points on 
the mass function for each of the years considered; 
these points in turn are used to arrive at a density 
function and group density function as shown in Figures 
5 and 6. 

Measurement of Respondent Expertise 

As our experience grew, it became more and more 
obvious that experts differ greatly in the degree of 
their understanding of a given subject, their substan
tive knowledge, and the attention they give to our 
questionnaires. That realization led us to another 
major improvement—made possible by the above-mentioned 
decision to express the state of information of each 
respondent in the form of a probability distribution— 
namely, the weighting of respondents' opinions depend
ing upon their expertise, as shown in Figure 7. The 
idea here was to calibrate each expert in terms of his 
substantive knowledge of the subject and, having cali
brated him, to combine individual judgments of individ
ual experts in some relation to the degree of their ex
pertise. 

To do this, it was necessary that the criteria for 
self ranking be more explicit than those previously 
used. For example, to qualify as an expert, we would 
now require that our respondent be able to answer af
firmatively such questions as these: "If the National 
Science Foundation or some other scientific body con
vened a meeting of the 20 or so best qualified people 
in the country, would you expect to be invited?" "Are 
you familiar with the literature in your subject?" 
Have you worked in this particular area recently?" 

At the same time, we employed expertise tests 
other than self-ranking. For example, we employed con
sultants to phrase questions in the vocabulary of the 
profession. If the respondent did not understand the 
terms, our reliance on his judgment would be reduced, 
because even if he did know what he was talking about, 
he would have difficulty in conveying his opinion con
vincingly to our other experts. Similarly, we checked 
t e quality of respondents' comments. We found that 
°ur experts' comments vary from utter trivialities and 
Platitudes to true scholarly discussions of the subject 
matter. Comments that convey most to us are those in 
wnich the respondent elucidates his assumptions and in-
icates: (l) about which of these assumptions he feels 

reasonably expert, and (2) which assumptions he would 
ike us to question. 

Teleconferencing 

which'the^expert'paid^o'th^probi T" °f attenti°" 
highly qualified 
ing out a questionnaire A ^ 1 11 

pert's attentiveness is'to ask him ^project^ trend^ 
on a linear scale and then, some 10 questions late! 
repeat the same question using a logarithmic 
!sk!d T expert OUght to COIt>Plain that he is being 
asked to do unnecessary work. On the other hand, if he 
gives a straight line projection on both scales we 
have reason to be dubious about that particular ex
pert's answers. Another check on the internal consis
tency of the expert's views is to ask him for an esti
mate of X and Y, then sometime later in the question
naire ask for an estimate of x/Y. While not expecting 
precise correspondence, we would nevertheless hope that 
these three estimates would be reasonably consistent 
with each other. 

Once the experts in an inquiry have been ranked 
according to these various measures, we can determine 
the weighting factors to be applied to each by asking 
our client a question such as: "If you were the deci
sion-maker and had to consider an opinion supplied by 
this expert in comparison with an opinion of the 'ref
erence' expert, how much less seriously or more ser
iously would you consider it?" It may be observed that 
this judgment is an approximation to the likelihood 
function in the Bayes Theorem. To combine the expert 
opinions themselves, we currently use the method de
scribed by Winkler 5 of adding weighted probability dis
tributions. The result of such addition is shown in 
Figure 6. When smoothed, it approximates a group dis
tribution, or the distribution that might have been ob
tained by one imaginary "aggregate" expert representa
tive of the entire panel. 

Measurement of Assessing Ability 

One of our latest efforts has been to introduce 
calibration of respondents with respect to their 
assessing ability (independent of their substantive ex
pertise) . The fact that most people tend to make 
assessments which overstate their certainty has been 
well documented.5 To measure each respondent's bias in 
this regard, we have followed the suggestion of Peter 
Morris7 in using an almanac procedure which is appeal
ing because it is amusing as well as effective. Using 
the Guinness Book of Records as a reference, we ask the 
assessor to bracket the value of an unknown record. 
For example, if the record is that for the longest ci
gar ever, the assessor might reply that the true value 
probably lies anywhere within 3 and 11 feet. At the 
end of 20 questions of that type, the respondent is 
asked to estimate how many actual records ou o 
he believes will, in fact, lie within the intervals he 
specified, how many below his lower bound, a" 
above his upper bound. As measured by A per a" 
Raiffa5 and confirmed by our own measurement , y 

no more than a third of the estimated number of items^ 
fall within the intervals specified. e ' 
measuring each expert's tendencyto ° probabil-

u. «* » 
lty density supplied by that po additional 

in Figure 5) by an appropria P slight modification 
calibration step represents o y ^ fQr weighting 
of the computer program already „OT-tise. 
responses according to substantive ex 

Pre-Modeling 
. .. rpcent development in 

Perhaps the most import deals with the 
the institute's methodological aPP-ac^deal^ ^ 
value of information containe . i decide which 
quiry. Simply stated, the pr atudy. A variable 

developments to sru x PO be 
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iscovered later, ah conventional modeling tests, 
sue as sensitivity checking, are designed to eliminate 
variables, not to discover missing factors. We have 
therefore begun using several methods to identify key 
variables and key events prior to more detailed study. 

One of these methods involves introducing the re
spondent to an imaginary "clairvoyant" and allowing him 
an imaginary five-minute interview. What questions 
would the respondent ask of the clairvoyant, given 
sue an opportunity? Another approach is that of ask
ing the respondent to describe two future worlds, one 
of which is considerably worse and one considerably 
better than the world he actually expects. The defini
tions of considerably better" and "considerably worse" 
are that, in the respondent's mind, there is one chance 
in 10 that the actual world may be even worse or better 
than the world described. Yet another approach is for 
the respondent to identify those assumptions about the 
subject being studied in which he has least confidence— 
or which additional information might thus be expected 

to have greatest value. 

Once key issues have been identified by any of 
these methods, they are then submitted back to the re
spondents for ranking according to two final criteria: 
importance and susceptability to intervention. Impor
tance typically is evaluated as follows: if a given 
development were to happen or not happen, what would be 
1 S differential effect? In making these estimates, a 
respondent can use any time preference and time span. 
The second criterion is the ability of the decision
maker to do anything about the problem. If nothing can 
be done, the problem may still be very important, but 
the value of information about it will be small. 

3. Existing Procedures for the 
Processing of Expert Judgments 

In the preceding section of this paper, we have 
described the development of the methods currently used 
at the Institute to quantify expert opinion. Now let 
us turn to the operational procedures we have used in 
he past to implement these methods in actual research 

inquiries. ™ 

In the past, the Institute has obtained expert 
opinions on various subjects principally through use of 
a carefully designed program of sequential interroga
tions conducted by means of questionnaires sent through 

^ maa 1 Thr se^ntial interrogations are inter
spersed with information and opinion feedback thus 
providing some exchange of reasoned opinion ai^ong the 
experts preparatory to each successive round of cues 
tioning. ques 

This procedure for information gathering appears 
to have some unique merits and weaknesses. Some of th 
major advantages of this procedure over other ways of" 
belowfn9 3nd Pr°CeSSlng judgmental data are listed 

issue; 
it maintains attention directly on the 

it provides a framework within wh-i^v, • j • 

cations can work together on the same problem? 

it tends to minimize thf=> i_ 

leader and other psychological terriers"to" 
munication; iiers to com-

• it tends to minimize specious persuasion-

• it provides equal opportunity for all to be 
heard as individuals; and 

• it produces precise documented records. 

Some of the disadvantages of the conventional mailed-
questionnaire procedure are the following: 

• it is relatively tine consuming, both in the 
mailing and receiving of questionnaires (even 
one round takes a month or longer) and in the 
coding and keypunching of the data required 
for batch computer processing and analysis of 
the results ,-

• the interaction between the expert and the in
vestigator occurs infrequently and only through 
questionnaires—as a result, an expert cannot 
easily obtain clarification on what is meant by 
a particular question, seek additional back
ground data, and so forth; 

• the interaction between experts occurs only in
frequently and only in the form of information 
feedback—as a result, the panel nay not be 
able to frame a fully agreed-upon lottery or 
model for any given question under considera
tion; 

• the procedure may lack the stimulation provided 
by face-to-face conferences; 

• complete anonymity does not inspire credibility 
among the experts; and 

• because of the infrequency of interaction and 
because the procedure is already overly time-
consuming, the credibility of the results are 
not easily checked. The pressure for expedi
tious production of substantive results usually 
prohibits adequate attention to significance 
testing, replication, proximate validation, and 
the like, as well as the more complex method
ological features discussed in the previous 
section (e.g., probability training, measure
ment of assessing ability, premodeling, etc.). 

This last difficulty is by far the most serious, 
or It calls into question the validity of all study 

resu ts obtained by conventional procedures. If we 

• i ma>Ce efficient "se of the complex procedures 
i e for analyzing and validating data, to have 

„°^.lnteraction amon9 the experts, and to do all this 
ln Pracfcicable limits of time and cost, it now 
s c ear that we must use some form of computerized 

P„?, erenc®- Thus, researchers at the Institute for the 
. ra fn elsewhere8 have come to take a growing in-

es ln t*1e ooncept of "on-line" expert interaction. 

— tew Procedures for the Processing of Expert 
Judgments: The D-Net Conferencing System 

°P-Line Interaction of Experts 

, 6 asi° idea of on-line group conferencing is 

gator f^i 9S follows; T° begin an inquiry, the investi-
mailprt- proceeds just as he would in a conventional 
fines g"esti°nnaire elicitation study; that is, he de-
on ^opic of discussion, selects a panel of experts 

inouirv °pic and invites them to participate in the 
tODir ' ̂ssemk^es background materials relevant to the 
sianp^ .^GrhaPs formulates specific questions de-
inq un a° llluminate the topic. Then, instead of draw-

matinn . 5uestlonnaite, he feeds the preliminary infor-
° a oomPuter system and arranges for each 
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t to establish communications with the computer 
system via a computer terminal convenient to him. The 
computer system then conveys questions, answers, group 
feedback, and other information to and from each expert 
individually, according to programmed procedures, while 
the investigator monitors the proceedings and inter
venes as necessary. Information gathered at each step 
in the inquiry is tabulated by the computer to aid the 
investigator in directing the conference, for use as 
feedback, and of course as a record of the inquiry's 
results. 

Although a computer conferencing system of this 
sort could serve as more than an automated and thus 
somewhat more efficient version of the conventional 
questionnaire method, it offers several potentially 
powerful advantages. First, it allows full considera
tion of one question at a time, if desired, including 
perhaps several rounds of question, answer, feedback, 
and even rephrasing of the question—thus permitting 
the experts to deal fully with that question while it 
is fresh in mind rather than having to wait a month or 
more between rounds of questioning. Second, the compu
ter conferencing system allows any respondent to call 
for background data, explanation of questions, or other 
assistance at any time. Third and most important, such 
a system offers great flexibility in the types of in
formation to be exchanged among conference participants, 
including not only the usual forecasting questions and 
answers but also specialized materials such as tutor
ials, expertise-calibration measures, problem-modeling 
questions, and so forth. Because the expert's contact 
with the system is interactive, it is entirely possible 
for the system to give each user highly individualized 
treatment, responding to his special needs in the man
ner made familiar by the concept of "programmed learn
ing". It is precisely because of this flexibility that 
on-line group conferencing offers a real hope for im
plementing the various procedural innovations previous
ly discussed as remedies for the problem of the incred
ibility of inquiry results. 

It must be acknowledged that the basic idea of 
group-via-computer interaction is not new. Olaf 
Helmer, the Institute's Director of Research, first re
ferred to the concept in print during 1967. 9 Other 
experimenters have conducted a number of interesting 
experiments in this field, notably Murray Turoff of the 
Office of Bnergency Preparedness. ® At least one com
mercially leased program (available at a cost of about 
$10,000 per year) is said to perform some of the func
tions we have been discussing.10 It appears, however, 
that the performance of previously developed systems is 
generally inadequate for the full battery of procedures 
needed for obtaining maximally credible judgmental data 
For this reason, system development efforts were begun 
at the Institute in late 1971, directed toward provi
sion of a computer conferencing system which can even
tually incorporate any features deemed desirable in an 
operational judgmental-research tool. 

Prototype D-Net System 

In its present prototype version, the Institute's 
on-line conferencing system consists of some thirty in
terlocking computer programs, totaling roughly 5,000 
lines of assembly language code. This basic system, 
now being tested with three terminals on-line, will 
serve as a test bed for implementing additional fea
tures and for conducting experimental conferences. The 
system resides on the PDP-10 computer at the RAND Cor
poration in Santa Monica, California, with access to 
the system being provided via the computer-communica
tion network operated by the U.S. Advanced Research 
Projects Agency. 

This early version of the system is simpler than 

Teleconferencing 
that ultimately envisioned, in several ways First it 
assumes that conferences will initially be more inter
rogative than conversational; in other words the in
vestigator is expected to pose questions and the ex
perts to respond, with little opportunity for direct 
communication among respondents other than by means of 
feedback which the investigator chooses to give them. 
And second, the investigator is assumed to be an indi
vidual, working at one high-speed terminal, rather than 
a team of individuals working at separate terminals as 
is eventually intended. 

Even in this initial system, however, performance 
of two basic tasks must be provided for. The first 
task is leading each expert through an inquiry, feeding 
information and questions to him, and accepting input 
from him. The second task is allowing the investigator 
to control the substance, structure, and flow of the 
inquiry. To implement these tasks, we have written two 
main program packages, known appropriately enough as 
EXPERT and CHAIRMAN, which communicate with each other 
through shared files. In addition to these two main 
programs, we are in the process of developing an ever-
increasing repertoire of numerical and textual informa
tion-processing routines as well as a number of other 
auxiliary programs for such specialized tasks as edit
ing of keyboard inputs, control of unusual types of 
terminals, establishing direct communication links be
tween the investigator and a respondent seeking assis
tance or information, and so forth. 

The basic structure of the main programs can best 
be described from the standpoints of the individuals 
using them. Upon logging into the RAND computer, each 
expert receives a copy of the EXPERT program, which 
then leads him through the inquiry in accordance with 
directives obtained from the CHAIRMAN program. Thus in 
any inquiry there are several copies of the EXPERT pro
gram, each communicating with and controlled by the one 
CHAIRMAN program. When a respondent logs in, EXPERT 
first gives him an opportunity to familiarize himself 
with background briefing statements and reading mater
ials appropriate to the inquiry. If the investigator 
desires, tutorials on such subjects as probability 
theory would be administered at this point. Next, the 
respondent enters the main body of the inquiry where he 
is called upon to answer a series of questions posed by 
the CHAIRMAN program. In answering each question, the 
respondent proceeds through three phases, the lues 
tion-review phase, the verbal-modeling phase, and e 
numerical-response phase. Progress of the entire panel 
through these phases is governed by a series of soft 
ware "switches" which are set by the CHAIRMAN program, 
input provided by the respondent is stored in indexed 
files which can then be accessed by processing and dis
play routines. 

Unlike the EXPERT program, which /control 
ing to its own built-in logic and is 

by its user (the "sP°n^n^ user (the investigator) . 
under complete control of its user i some command 
At all times, CHAIRMAN is "^"^or else awaiting 
explicitly given by the J;n 9of these commands, the 
another such command. By routines which moni-
investigator can call for va These include, 
tor and direct the flow of the inquiry. 
for example: 

. a display showing which respondents^are^on^the 
system, along with tneix 
other identifying information, 

• the progress of each re-
• a display summarizing whole) through a 

spondent (or of the panel as 
particular question; 
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inquiry control switches; and 

• a routine to set these switches and thus direct 
the flow of the inquiry. 

In addition, the investigator can call a variety of 
text and numerical processing routines: 

• a routine for replying to requests from indi
vidual respondents for specialized background 
data (it is assumed that the investigator will 
have access to reference materials appropriate 
to the subject of the inquiry); 

• routines to search the indexed files of input 
information for response "packages" of any 
given type, display these responses on the in
vestigator's terminals, and return selected re
sponses to the panel; 

• routines for rephrasing or deleting existing 
questions from, and introducing new questions 
into, the inquiry; and 

• routines for gathering, processing, and dis
playing (in alternative formats) respondents' 
estimates of: 

- single numerical quantities, and 

three-point probability distributions. 

Initial Problems 

The above-described basic system, which is now 
operational, has, in fact, all of the features of the 
nstitute s previous batch processing capabilities and, 
urther, permits a degree of on-line interaction. We 

are now using the system to experiment with and seek 
remedies for a number of problems encountered or antic
ipated. Some of these problems and their tentative so-
lutions are listed below: 

• Many experts either do not know how to, or pre-
h" "°V°: ^pe" This Problem is impounded 
by the fact that there are some inevitable dif
ferences between using a computer terminal and 
using a typewriter (e.g., control characters 
separate carriage return/linefeed, etc.) cur
rently, we are attempting to eliminate from our 
system as many confusing elements as possible 
and to build in provision of full instructions 
for users who require them. As a last resort 
we recognize that it may be necessary for some 
experts to use a research assistant or secre-
tary as an amanuensis. 

• Similarly, the procedure by which each partic,' 
pant in an inquiry must gain access to tte nil' 
work, log into the computer, and initiart b 
participation is unavoidably complex ^ ^ 
ally we hope to have at least part of thTT 
cedure performed automatically perhLT u™" 
the user being contacted by the computer^ath 
than vice versa. v r rather 

• Assembling a sizable panel of h-i„b •, 
perts to participate in an inquiw"^^1 SX~ 
even though at diverse loosf °ne time, 
possible, one pro^^^T^.^ ̂  
culty is to make the inquiry system 
nous, allowing each expert to enter afyatAxo~ 
reenter an inquiry at whatever times heT' 
convenient, over a period of SSLl 1 a flnds 

so^ problems'of'its o^™*' 

each given issue, but even these difficult 
seem to be not insoluble. les 

• Once a respondent has entered an inquiry -
may resent the constraints imposed upon hu 
participation by the strict preprogramed L 
of the inquiry system. To combat this probl C 

we are taking steps to increase the flexibilf' 
of the user's interaction with the system 
Ultimately, inquiries will be conducted in 
parliamentary mode, with numerous types of i 
puts acceptable at any time but with such in-" 
puts processed according to ap orderly hier
archy of priorities. The basic structure for 

this mode of operation, based on Albert's Rme 

of Order, has already been prepared. For theS 

time being, it is hoped that the dialogue na
ture of the interaction will permit the expert 
to feel as though he alone were being queried 
thus allowing him to concentrate as much as ' 
possible on substantive considerations. 

• In the present version of the system, the in
vestigator uses his single program, CHAIIbttR 
to control the entire inquiry, it is evident 
however, that the conduct of a full-scale in
quiry will create a serious overload on the in
vestigator. (Even in initial tests using only 
three terminals, the investigator has been a 
bottleneck because respondents must often pause 
while he enters oomnands telling the syster 
what to do next. Hiis problem will be sonevhat 
alleviated when the investigator's responsibil
ities are divided into three specific functions 
to be performed by three separate individuals 
using subsets of the original Qf AIRMAN prograi 
[to be known as CHAIRMAN, UMPIRE, and EDITOR].) 
Further, we intend to alter the investigator's 
programs so that more of the conduct of an in
quiry is automatic. Not only will greater au
tomation of the investigator's role speed up 
the flow of an inquiry, but it will also re
lieve the investigator of his present obliga
tion to have a detailed understanding of the 
inner workings of the system itself. One of 
our goals is to eliminate any need for users of 
the system, either respondents or Investigators, 
to have any understanding of these inner wort-
mgs. 

future Refinements and Extensions 

cr,r™^°.e °f-the iraPortant changes contemplated for in-
de^rtK ^°? lnt° later versions of the D-net system are 
SD. if.e ln the Previous section. Among the other 
exoPrfmC !eatUres tentatively planned to be added and 
experiments to be run are the following: 

• A prog rammed-learning tutorial on subjective 
probability theory will be developed, whereby a 
reasonable degree of uniformity may be obtained 
among respondents in their understanding of sub
jective probability concepts. 

• In order to encourage a group of interacting 
participants to ask for relevant information in 
modeling" underlying societal processes, prt~ 

grams will be prepared and tested which permit 
e participants to send information requests 

° and receive information from the umpire, # 
e umpire cannot meet these requests from 

available Institute sources, he will retrieve 
fl necessary information by using a telephone 

Ine to a reference librarian. 

Because respondents 
able time and effort are valu-

it would be helpful if the optimal number 
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O f  respondents, questions, and iterations for 
each topic could be determined with an eye to 
(a) the marginal amount of information expect
ed to be gained by adding a respondent, ques
tion or iteration, and (b) the associated mar
ginal costs (which may be far from negligible). 
Programs will be prepared which generate esti
mates of these various factors, thereby provid
ing useful "stopping criteria" for each phase 
of the inquiry. 

• When asked to answer a question in the course 
of an inquiry, a respondent may ask to delay 
his response in order to be able to look up, 
compute, or otherwise obtain information he re
gards as helpful in arriving at his response. 
The question then is whether it is better to 
accoiatiodate such a request, at the risk of up
setting the synchronism in the processing and 
feedback of the respondents* inputs, or to in
sist on an "off-the-cuff" estimate, at the risk 
of frustrating that respondent and perhaps 
diminishing the quality of his response. Ex
periments will be conducted to throw light on 
this problem, using the above-mentioned concept 
of the value of information. 

• Experiments by Institute staff members and by 
Norman Dalkey at Rand have shown that respon
dents tend to be swayed more by the weight of 
the opinion distribution of their copanelists 
than by arguments presented in defense of opin
ions different from their own. A balance has 
to be found between those forces which draw in
dividual responses (assumed here to represent 
probability density functions) toward the pre
vious response distribution and those which 
might draw them toward the "correct" distribu
tion. We will carry out controlled experiments 
in an effort to ascertain the relative impor
tance of various forms of information feedback 
in causing a respondent to move his response 
closer to the "true" distribution. 

• In any real-life Delphi study it is necessary 
to calibrate the expertise of the respondents . 
We propose to conduct an experiment which uses 
experts to answer almanac-type questions, and 
which, in addition, requires each respondent to 
rate himself as well as each of the other par
ticipants (identified by name or otherwise) as 
to his relative expertise regarding each of the 
questions posed. This will permit an evalua
tion of the absolute as well as the relative 
merits of using self- and peer ratings to im
prove the accuracy of group estimates. 

• One component of the validation of the Delphi 
process involves the stability of judgment. We 
will conduct a controlled experiment comparing 
the opinions derived from a panel of respon
dents with (a) those of a comparable panel 
polled at the same time and (b) their own opin
ions taken a few days or weeks later. The sub
ject matter for this experiment will be short-
term forecasts (that is, forecasts which can be 
verified within a few months) . s 

5, Concluding Reflections 

This paper was couched as a progress report be
cause we realize only too well that our understanding 
of how to apply expert judgment to current decision 
problems is in its infancy—and this despite six mil-
lenia of highly organized society behind us. We cannot 
with complete confidence ascribe this lack of progress, 
as does Ardrey,1* to the lack of communication between 

Teleconferencing 
our "reptilian" brain and our "human" brain overlay 
because we already start with the assumption that group 
modeling, or group judgment, should be arrived at only 
by logical inference from commonly assumed axioms 
(scarcely reptilian activities). 0ur modesty regarding 
our accomplishments is heightened by the realization 
that, intuitively, most people are able to process ex
pert advice quite well, yet we cannot explain how we 
all do it. In our increasingly distrustful society, 
the question will surely be asked, over and over again: 
"Tell me, how did you arrive at that decision?" There
fore, we consider it worthwhile to continue chipping 
away, even if the chips are small and the wall of ig
norance is large. 

3 't 
I  n t e r v a l s  

F i g u r e  1  A R E A  M E D I A N  O F  H I S T O G R A M  

F i g u r e  2  ™» S L # T r ,UT$«^«"™ L S  
I N T O  P R O B A B I L I T Y  A b S !  
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Abstract 

The purpose of this paper is to describe the 
evolution and operation of ORACLE, a computer program 
for computerized conferencing and interactional re
search. ORACLE exists as an essential part of the 
NUCLEUS Computer-Assisted-Instruction system at 
Northwestern University. The paper describes the 
operation of ORACLE as a communications facilitator 
for teachers and systems designers, a research tool 
(a kind of dialogical questionnaire) , a "record-
keeper", and as an instrument for curricular feedback. 
Thus ORACLE extends beyond the traditional realm of 
C.A.I, systems, and suggests alternative uses for 
computers in education. Both the systems requirements 
for the program and its sociological dimensions are 
discussed. 

Introduction 
To this date, most people in the fields of 

education and computer science still associate the 
term Computer-Assisted-Instruction (C.A.I.) with that 
old bugaboo - Programmed Instruction. It is true that 
Programmed Instruction (P.I.) is the most frequently 
used mode of interaction in C.A.I., but there is much 
more which should and could be done with C.A.I. 

When the first C.A.I, computer systems were de
veloped, in the late 1950*s, they were patterned 
after Programned Instruction models, and the computer 
had to be able to: 

1) Present information to the student by typing on a 
typewriter or "writing" on a cathode-ray-tube (C.R.T.), 

2) Receive and interpret information typed by the stu
dent, or entered by a light-pen. This included making 
a match with author-specified responses stored in the 
computer, which were generated in advance and in very 
great detail. 

3) And all of this had to be done so that no more than 
a second elapsed, so that the student wouldn't begin 
taking the machinery apart. 

To meet these demands, computer manufacturers 
built special data-terminals, special computers and 
special software (programming) systems. The IBM 1500 
system was one of these. Even though a number of these 
systems are still in use, they did not have the expect
ed market impact, and are not being promoted today. 

Almost at the same time, computer scientists 
(though they had not taken that name yet) began to 
realize the power of having a computer at each re
searcher's fingertips. So-called "on line" program
ming (or real-time) was developed, where many computer 
users have simultaneous access to the same computer, 
with a complex set of programs (an Operating System) 
doing the job of coordination necessary to give each of 
them the appropriate amount of space in the computer 
end the appropriate speed of service. The general 
on-line system was designed to service a number of 
people, each requiring fair amounts of computation or 
text-manipulation. But C.A.I, systems were designed 
primarily to store and retrieve materials to be dis

played for the student, with infrequent calculations 
to determine branching points. The general on-line 
system gives a programmer great latitude by allowing 
(and sometimes requiring) him to specify all steps to 
be taken; but in a C.A.I, system we wish to do the 
opposite. The C.A.I, system should perform as many 
functions as it can automatically. A single error in 
a computational program should halt execution (as it 
does in standard systems), but in C.A.I, a warning 
should be issued and compilation should continue, 
since most errors will not cause disastrous results. 

Thus the two types of systems, C.A.I, and general 
on-line, have gone in different directions. Recently 
there has been a lot of talk about bringing them back 
together again, primarily as a result of the BASIC 
revolution which started at Dartmouth College. 

The first step we took at Northwestern was that 
of constructing a C.A.I, language and system which 
could operate inside a large-scale operating system on 
our CDC 6400 computer. This system was previously 
used only for batch-jobs (research and students) . The 
SCOPE operating system runs up to seven jobs at one 
time, and the ONLINE system (developed here at North
western) allows one or more of those seven "jobs" to 
be sliced up among many on-line users. In addition, 
the on-line users may create and submit batch u°bs, or 
they may interact with the C.A.I, system. A Pseudo-
batch mode lets the user enter statements in the gob 
control-language, which are processed on-hne. These 
may be combined to create a job to be submitted as an 
actual batch job, or they may be used to call 

There are two major features of ONLINE which are 
important to C.A.I, users: 

A) ONLINE allows any and all batch programs to run as 

on-line programs, «n'smaUer computers 
on the CDC 6400 is handled byte ^ pp„s) at the 

(called Peripheral Processor Un , ^ The PPD 

request of Central Pr°<;e^ p^raOT„ers, and the 
programs are written by y users, so Fortran, 
CPU programs are written by strictly CPU 
BASIC and LINCO (the ^-^^^^ 00-1^ 
code. Thus, the only diffe read cards in 

and a batch program is that tn keyboard in an 
a batch job, and ^"^Lnm^Ing about this 
on-line gob. Sinc® a ,S/ no changes are requir-
operation is done in th second feature is 
ed of the normal programmer. The s 

YT1 rq \7 ^GCTUOSt tllG 
B) that under ONLINE, any pro^f™ program in the corn-
loading and execution of any the originating 
puter, and control w^^e*\gram terminates (even in 
program when the calle P c.A.I- programs can 
cases of error) - This means ^ remedial work, to 
form a network of lessons, execute any system 
explore further subjects, o editing of text). 
functions (such as compilation or 

. =r,t when you realize that 
This is even more impor ^ knowledge of the 

a student now needs pract"\e control program, CAT, is 
operating system. One si 
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able to ask the operating system for execution of any 
other program, or to diagnose errors, or to ask the 
computer operators to mount backup tapes from which 
essons can be re-loaded, it can call the EDITOR to 
et the student (or teacher) create his own lessons, 

ca 1 the compilers to process these programs, and when 
e author approves it can make them a permanent part 

o the C.A.I, library. These are things which other
wise would only be available to those persons able to 
remember the proper job-control-language. And since 
ONLINE does not alter the basic structure of the SCOPE 
operating system, the Systems Programmers still have 
all the power they need, while the casual user has 
everything taken care of automatically. 

This mixed C .A. I ./on-line system has now evolved 
into a larger project, the NUCLEUS (Northwestern Uni-
versity Computer-based Learning and Educational 
Utility System) which combines teaching-programs with 
the very large program-library available on our 6400, 
for data-analysis. 

Computerized Conferencing 
Within the NUCLEUS 

It should be clear from the introduction above 
that the NUCLEUS is oriented toward expanded or exotic 
instructional uses of the computer. The ORACLE, which 
is the focus of this paper, is a prime example of this 
kind of extended C.A.I. it functions as a kind of 
record keeper for the system by allowing feedback of 
information which the student initiates, rather than 
lust the information the lesson author requests (the 
standard C.A.I, model). ORACLE also functions com
pletely outside of traditional C.A.I, by serving to 
lubricate communications in various kinds of groups 
and decision-making bodies. Perhaps the best place to 
begin an explanation of ORACLE is to quote directly 
from the user's write-up: 

This program is intended to serve as a catalyst 
for group communications and information exchange 

Through this program, a group leader or committee 
chairman can (with no programming knowledge) estab
lish an •'ORACLE group" for his own committee. Group 
members can then sign into the ongoing conference at 
their own convenience, making this type of inter
action especially useful to groups which meet in
frequently, or are widely separated geographically. 

This system of continuous conferencing also offers' 
the opportunity to consider such things as long-
range goals, which are often passed over in normal 
committee meetings due to more pressing immediate 
concerns. 

Thus computerized conferencing such as ORACLE 
offers can often provide a more efficient and less 
expensive means of information transfer than such 
things as committee meetings, conference telephone 
calls, panels, etc. Also the initiator has a 
variety of options in terms of the structure of 
group interaction. These are outlined in the 
diagram included with this write-up, but each 
potential group initiator need only call ORACLE 
on the Northwestern C.A.I, system, identify him
self as a group initiator, and the options will 
be expressed in the form of questions from that 
point on. Several "publicn 

listed at the start cf the ORACLE anZlUSUally 
serve as models formers whoZve littleT 
with computerized conferencing. It is heln^r.lenCe 

do some planning in advance. helpful to 

f,,cT,l7Z'v 

at the end of this write-up, particularly those fo 
Murray Turoff8 <9 ) . There is a rather broad lite". 
ature on the RAND-developed Delphi technique, but it 
is basically a method for gathering information 
about alternative futures. It has traditionally iD. 
volved the polling of "expert" opinion about the 
probability of certain events happening by a mti. 
cular date in the future. Also, results are usual) 
sent back to participants in the form of "rounds" " 
giving each person the option of changing his or her 
ratings based on the responses of others in the 
sample. Thus Delphi has been used as a consensus 
encouraging device in certain groups. 

ORACLE offers numerous Delphi-like options which 
can be used by groups to consider events relevant to 
them. These may be events which are established is 
the group leader and/or added continuously by group 
members. 

Oracle in Interactional Research: 

Using ORACLE, social science researchers can 
design interactional questionnaires which are much 
more flexible and dialogical than traditional paoer-
and-pencil instruments. From the perspective of the 
researcher, much of the busywork of test administra
tion and organization can thus become automated. 
Responses are stored by the system as they are given 
by participants according to a format established by 
the researcher. Comments and reactions of each 
person can be recorded in a similar fashion. This 
data can then be retrieved periodically by the re
searcher in whatever form is most usable to the 
ongoing purposes of the project. In this way, 
orderly summaries of the responses can be available 
at any time to the researcher or (to the degree de
termined by the researcher) to each participant. 

This type of research raises some uncertain 
questions, however, which need to be explored 
further. Traditional survey research has usually 
sought to assess group attitudes and provide pos
sible insight into a social system. The inter
actional computer model introduces another poten
tial purpose.- providing the participants with feed
back about themselves in relation to particular 
social groups. Their individual responses can also 
be stored with others in the sample for later col
lective analysis. The uncertainty comes at the point 
of the relationship between the collective research 
Purpose and the individual feedback purpose. Much 
work needs to be done to test the effects of various 
kinds of feedback in this kind of research format. 
ORACLE can provide the vehicle for such testing and 
experimen tat ion. 

Figure 1• ORACLE Structural Diagram 
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gasic Options Offered by the ORACLE 

j_ initiator options: 

Anonymous conference, or names recorded ? 
Mandatory events for each participant ? How many? 
Can events (items) be added by participants ? 
Additional events or events to be deleted by 

the initiator ? 

Type of conference: Nonvoting (comments only) . 
Voting - a- Comments recorded ? 

b. No comments ? 
c. Secret ballot ? 

Delphi - a. Probability ? What scale ? 
b. Desirability ? What scale ? 
c. By what date will item take place ? 

Other - a. Design your own scale ? 
b. Likert-type scale ? 

Feedback options: 
No feedback. 
Feedback after each event is completed by 
the participant. 

Feedback only after all events have been examined 
by the participant. 

II. Participant options: 

Variable, depending on the format established 
by the initiator of each conference. 

III.Eavesdropper options: 

Complete printout (on high-speed printer) of 
conference proceedings ? 

Comments only since a certain date ? 
Camnents only on a particular event ? 
Comments only from a particular person ? 
Data for analysis ? 

Technical Dimensions of ORACLE 

The ORACLE is written in the C.A.I, language 
LINGO, making the interactions quite easy to program 
and change at will. The SCOPE (CDC 6400) operating 
system allows two kinds of files of information -
local, which exist only during a particular job while 
the user is on-line, and permanent, which exist after 
the user has left the system. ORACLE itself handles 
one permanent file for each ORACLE group. Each user 
of ORACLE gets his own copy of the ORACLE program, so 
many users may be active, each using a different 
ORACLE-group permanent file. At the current time, 
because participants may modify information on a 
group file, the file for a particular group may be 
accessed by only one participant at a time. However, 
an "eavesdropper" may gain access and take a snap
shot of the conference while a participant is using 
it. 

file Structure: 

Our files are sequential (as opposed to direct 
access). This means that it takes processing time to 
access an item far down the file; however it also 
allows us to produce variable-length items quite 
easily, and the processing time on the CDC 6400 is 
negligible (amounting to no more than a second in a 
Participant's session). Information for a single 
conference is stored in a file, and is divided into 
records, each record corresponding to one "item" or 
event". An additional first record contains the 

name of the conference initiator and participants, or 
it may include a flag word indicating that the entire 
conference is anonymous. If the conference has some 

Teleconferencing 
mandatory items, there is also an 
many there are. The rest , "Ration of how 
events of the conference. Each item^e•COntain the 

conference Following the 
cription of the item or event (exactly as entered by 
the item s creator) , which is printed only when the 
participant selects the items he wishes to see A 
description may contain as many lines as necessary; 
there is no limit. In a direct access file system 
we would have had to limit the size of an event in 
order to allocate disk space properly. We also have 
avoided the need to allocate a fixed-length block of 
central memory for use as an item-buffer; we only need 
enough to read one line at a time. The one fixed 
piece of information is a special line indicating the 
date by which the item or event is to take place. A 
d a t e  i s  s t o r e d  e x a c t l y  a s  t h e  i n i t i a t o r  e n t e r s  i t ,  
no conversion required, so "by fall 1973", or "Jan 1" 
or "3/14/84" or "never" are all acceptable. 

The existence of the LINGO C.A.I, language has 
also made possible another programming trick; a num
ber of flags then appear in the record, one per line 
and in any desired order. Since ORACLE is built 
around this approach, it is extremely easy to change 
by adding new types of flags, or deleting old ones, 
and because these do not change the record structure, 
all old ORACLE groups will still be acceptable: 

1) ORACLE scans each "flag" line, one at a time, and 
ignores any flag-word it doesn't recognize. Therefore 
if we throw away VOTE scales at some future time, we 
don't need to go through all ORACLE groups deleting 
the flag, since it will be ignored in the future. 

2) New flags may be added at any time without affect
ing old groups, since those groups will not contain 
any of the new flags. And if a participant adds a 
new item to an old ORACLE group, he may freely use 
the new flag, since there is no fixed record struc
ture. 

Flags currently used by ORACLE include: 
ANONYMOUS (Indicating that the particular item is 

anonymous, not the whole group) 
MANDATORY (Requiring that all participants consi er 

the event) 
VOTE (A yes/no vote is to be taken on e i 
PROBABILITY (Probability ratings are reque 

this event or item) 
DESIRABILITY (Desirability "^^t-type scale is 

t o " .  

participant ̂ is also ,"lM 
COfWENT (Indicating that open 

The scale to be used for -ch POSsibiUty^s^so 

included with the fla5" ^°r ^"^and following that 
usually ranges from -100 to +100, an so far. when 
is a tally of all participan initiator decides 
a self-designed scale is used, the mi 
what the scale values mean. 

,-^n add new 
Because of this approaC^' ^ions arise, though 

options to ORACLE as new app options we discuss 
the standard ORACLE contains a ^tor never does any 
in this paper, and the group 
programming himself. 
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Figure 2 .  ORACLE Permanent-File Structure 

(ANONYMOUS "flag" , MANDATORY events 
i initiator's name 
J participants ' names (non anonymous conf.) 

record ^ * 

/Event 1 title 
record 2 Event 1 full description 

******************** 

date 
ANONYMOUS 

iMANDATORY 
| VOTE 

PROBABILITY 
DESIRABILITY 
SCALE or LIKERT 
explanation for participant 

fileN COMMENT 
first comment 

second comment 

etc. 

********************  

I Event 2 title 
< Event 2 description 

/ etc. 

The Evolution of the ORACLE 

The development of ORACLE was definitely related 
to the frustration which social science researchers 
have historically had with questionnaires as a medium 
for gathering information in social systems. In fact 
the methodologists in the field have emphasized that 
those social scientists who were not frustrated by 
questionnaires should have been. Yet, in spite of a 
rather general dissatisfaction with questionnaires, 
they are often seen as an inevitable and unchanging 
tool for social research. 

The limitations of questionnaires became espec
ially clear to us within the last year when we were 
faced with the problem of developing a systematic 
feedback process within a loosely constructed curri
culum for graduate study in religion (at Garrett 
which is affiliated with Northwestern and on the'same 
campus) . The curricular model itself is highly indi
vidualized and is based on a process orientation 
toward education. Research in an environment such as 
this dramatized the inadequacies of a feedback net
work which relied only on questionnaires as a source 
of information. There was a need for a method of 
research which was consistent with the dynamic nature 
of the social system with which we were dealing 

It was at this point that we became aware of the 
work with citizen sampling simulations which is h 
done by Stuart UmplebylO and others ̂  ̂e Universi ̂  
of Illinois PLATO project. The idea of aivi"„ Y 

diate feedback to each participant in a unme 
ted a further exploration of this wo"k and^^ • 
efforts which used the computer to facilitate"^" 
communications and feedback yroup 
were focused on specific^es of social OWI\ int— ts 
PLATO simulations prompted thinking about'alt^t^e 

possibilities. Why couldn't curricular feedback 
benefit from computerized questionnaires which would 
provide immediate feedback to each participant ? 
Why couldn't conferencing systems be developed which 
would enhance feedback and communication at a more 
subjective level? Could such things as course evalu
ation be done more effectively if they were computer-
based? It was questions like these which prompted 
the development of ORACLE. 

The first attempts to implement a computer in
teractional research format at Northwestern and at 
Garrett were oriented around simple multiple choice 
questionnaires. Our goal at that point was merely to 
test the feasibility of this type of computer appli
cation on our system. After the potential for this 
type of applicationa was demonstrated, we began pro
gramming a modified Delphi format which we had already 
developed as a paper-and-pencil instrument. The format 
was computerized in the same form as the paper-and-
pencil version, except that each person was given the 
cumulative mean scores of other participants after he 
had given his own ratings. Thus each person was given 
immediate feedback about how the other persons in the 
sample had rated various events being considered. 

Though the program mentioned above was primarily 
a test of the operating system at Northwestern, it 
also revealed some interesting factors in research 
methodology. For instance, what effects will con
tinuous feedback of peer group ratings have on the 
overall results of the survey? In other words, how 
will the individual-feedback-purpose affect the 
original collective-research-purpose? Questions of 
this sort arose in the early stages of pre-testing, 
and made it clear that considerable experimentation 
would be necessary to determine the effects of this 
method of social inquiry. The problan with the 
original program, however, was that variations in it 
to test different formats were difficult to implement 
without changing the entire program. 

For this reason, we decided on the idea of con
structing a central program (later called ORACLE) 
which would not involve any fixed content, but only 
serve as a framework for various uses in different 
in s of projects. Since the interactional research 
ormat is so similar to the programming needs of cos-

PuteffZfd c°nferencing, we decided that these options 
should be included in one program. In taking this 
route, we were attempting to provide a medium for the 
experimentation which seems necessary to feret out the 
potentials for interactional research and computerized 
conferencing. Though the latter may be somewhat dif
ferent in its purpose, it relates directly to the pur-
poses of canputer-interactional research as we are nov 
using them. 

.. T'le orrCLE program has added a new dimension to 
ne concept of curricular feedback and cocmunication 

ln ouJ; own educational system. It might appro-
a e y be considered an expansion of sociological 

, ""Ch',or a branch of the already-existing C.A.I, 
of ™»crv 11113 however, the primary purpose 

KALLE is to provide the framework for experimen-
a d10n ln developing alternative feedback channels 
and communication processes. 

Summary. Specific Characteristics of ORACLE 

confprB*06 orACLE is similar in some ways to other 
ciselv c*1*9 systems' it; seems appropriate to con
cisely state its characteristics: 

3llowsC»n!erVeS 3S a central library program which 
y uses within the same program. Each par-
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ticular conference group, with its own data require
ments, is then stored ona separate file. 

2) The major types of conferences available through 
the ORACLE are: 

a. Non-voting conferences, merely raising items 
or issues for discussion, 

b. Voting conferences, 
c. Delphi-like conferences, including pure Delphi, 
anonymous, probability only, etc., or variations, 

d. Interactional research (e.g. dialogical ques
tionnaires) 

3) The use of the C.A.I, language LINGO allows for con
siderable flexibility in program design, with most 
responses given in normal English, rather than in 
coded symbols. LINGO is a user-oriented language and 
thus is especially suited for users with no programm
ing knowledge. These persons are major users of the 
ORACLE. 

4) ORACLE provides a framework for persons to develop 
and test various formats for computerized conferenc
ing and interactional research. This seems important 
at this point, since there is still a shortage of in
formation on the effect of computerized conferencing 
on group process and decision-making. 

5) ORACLE is an integralpirt of a C.A.I, system (the 
NUCLEUS) with many possible applications within the 
educational system. It is intended to serve as an 
impetus for development of more creative uses of the 
computer in education. Thus, ORACLE is available to 
all members of the university community - including 
students, professors and administrators. 
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Appendix: Sample ORACLE Run on Teletype 

06/14/72 15.14.45 
***HI 
TYPE YOUR STUDENT ID NUMBER? 98 6 
TYPE YOUR NAME? jim Schuyler 
WHAT DATA-TERMINAL ARE YOU USING' t i 7 0S 
***NUCLEUS ' 
$$$$$$$$$$ NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY $$$$$$$$$$ 

LINGO SYSTEM 

TYPE THE NEXT LESSON NAME, OR TYPE "HELP" FOR HELP, 
OR "LESSONS" TO SEE A LIST OF PUBLIC LESSONS. 
? oracle 
06/14/72 15.15.48 

** * . 1 

YOU ARE PARTICIPATING IN A CONTINUING 
EXAMINATION OF ALTERNATIVE FUTURES. 

TYPE "HELP" FOR A LIST OF PUBLIC CONFERENCES, OR TYPE 
THE NAME OF THE CONFERENCE YOU WISH TO ENTER 
? computers in education 
THE CONFERENCE YOU NAMED DOESN'T EXIST. 
DID YOU MAKE A MISTAKE OR DO YOU WISH TO INITIATE 
A NEW CONFERENCE 
? a new one, please 
IS THIS TO BE A PUBLIC CONFERENCE 
? sure 
IS THE CONFERENCE TO BE ANONYMOUS 
? nope 
WILL PARTICIPANTS BE ALLOWED TO ADD ITEMS 
? yes 
HOW MANY MANDATORY ITEMS WILL THERE BE 

? 1 
TYPE YOUR NAME EXACTLY AS YOU WISH TO HAVE IT 
RECORDED FOR THE CONFERENCE. THIS WILL IDENTIFY YOU 
AS THE INITIATOR OF THIS CONFERENCE. 
? jim schuyler 
TYPE YOUR ITEMS FOR THIS ORACLE GROUP NOW. 

MANDATORY ITEM... 
GIVE A ONE-LINE "TITLE" FOR THE ITEM. IT SHOULD BE 
FAIRLY DESCRIPTIVE BY ITSELF -
? instructions to participants .,„TTT„ 
NOW GIVE FACTUAL DETAIL OF THE ITEM. DO NOT INCLUDE 
YOUR OWN OPINIONS (THIS IS WORTW) SIKE OT *ILL 

BE ALLOWED TO COMMENT LATER. TYPE /// WHEN YOU 

HAVE FINISHED THE DETAILS. 
' please consider all items in this conference we 
? are examining alternatives for uses of 
? education. add your own rdeas as addxtronal rtems. 

BY WHAT DATE WILL THIS TAKE PLACE 

? no date 
IS THIS ITEM TO BE ANONYMOUS 

? no 
DO YOU WANT PROBABILITY RATINGS 

DO"YOU WANT DESIRABILITY EATINGS 

? NO MO WRVRF ON THE ITEM 
DO YOU WANT PARTICIPANTS 

? no 
DO YOU WANT A SPECIAL SCAL 

WILL PARTICIPANTS BE ALLOWED TO COMMENT 

WOULD YOU LIKE TO ADD OTHER ITEMS 

? sure thing TTEM. 
GIVE A ONE-LINE TITLE trustees meetings 
? computer conferencing re ITEM. TYPE "///" 
NOW GIVE FACTUAL DETAIL 
ON THE LAST LINE OF D*5™1 trustees of the 
? computerized "oracle is problems from 
? university to decide university P^ ̂  thgy 

, homes and otrices.. 
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BY WHa^nfrn1"0 ap-Pear on campus for meetings. /// 

' 1980 WILL THIS TAKE PLACE 

IS THIS ITEM TO BE ANONYMOUS 
? no 

DO YOU WANT PROBABILITY RATINGS 
? yes 

DO YOU WANT DESIRABILITY RATINGS 
? i do 

DO YOU WANT PARTICIPANTS TO VOTE ON THE ITEM 
? no 

DO YOU WANT A SPECIAL SCALE 
? yes 

TYPE THE QUESTION TO BE ASKED FOR THIS SCALE 
^ trustees vote on this item (l=yes,0=no) 
WHAT IS THE LOWER BOUND ON THE SCALE 

WHAT IS THE UPPER BOUND 
? 1 

DO YOU WANT ANOTHER HOMEMADE SCALE TOO 
? no 

WILL PARTICIPANTS BE ALLOWED TO COMMENT 
? yes 

WOULD YOU LIKE TO ADD OTHER ITEMS 
? no 

YOUR MODIFICATIONS AND COMMENTS HAVE NOW BEEN ADDED 
TO THE CONFERENCE PERMANENTLY. 

COMPUTER CONFERENCING REPLACES TRUSTEES MEETINGS 
COMPUTERIZED "ORACLE" IS USED BY TRUSTEES OF THE 
UNIVERSITY TO DECIDE UNIVERSITY PROBLEMS FROM 
THEIR OWN HOMES AND OFFICES. NO LONGER ARE THEY 
REQUIRED TO APPEAR ON CAMPUS FOR MEETING. 
ITEM ENTERED BY JIM SCHUYLER 
HOW PROBABLE IS THIS ITEM BY 1980 (0 TO 100 SCALE) 
? 0 
HOW DESIRABLE IS THIS ITEM BY 1980 (-100 to 100 SCALE) 
? 50 
HOW WILL THE TRUSTEES VOTE ON THIS ITEM (1«YES, 0=No] 
? 0 
DO YOU WANT TO SEE THE COMMENTS ON THIS ITEM SO FAR 
? no 

NOW ENTER YOUR COW4ENT. USE AS MANY LINES AS NECESRJRv 
PUT THREE SLASHES ("///") AT THE VERY END OF IT. 
? trustees are social animals, they won't give up 
? their social occasions and meetings. /// 
WHICH ITEM NEXT ? (TYPE "DONE" TO QUIT) 
? done 
***. 5 
WOULD YOU LIKE TO ADD ANY ITEMS 
? not today 

YOUR MODIFICATIONS AND COMMENTS HAVE NOW BEEN ADDED 
TO THE CONFERENCE PERMANENTLY. 

Sample of Participant's Run on Teletype 

06/14/72 17.30.01 
** * . 1 

YOU ARE PARTICIPATING IN A CONTINUING 
EXAMINATION OF ALTERNATIVE FUTURES. 

TYPE "HELP" FOR A LIST OF PUBLIC CONFERENCES, OR TYPE 
THE NAME OF THE CONFERENCE YOU WISH TO ENTER 
? computers in education 

YOU MAY EITHER EAVESDROP ON THE CONFERENCE OR YOU 
MAY FULLY PARTICIPATE. WHICH DO YOU SELECT 
? participate 

PLEASE TYPE YOUR NAME BELOW, EXACTLY AS YOU WISH 
TO HAVE IT RECORDED FOR THE CONFERENCE 
? bob johansen 

HERE ARE THE NAMES OF THE PARTICIPANTS IN YOUR GROUP 

JIM SCHUYLER 

HERE'S A LIST OF THE "TITLE" OF ALTERNATIVE FUTURES 
WHICH WE ARE CONSIDERING IN THIS EXCHANGE. 

1. INSTRUCTIONS TO PARTICIPANTS 
2. COMPUTER CONFERENCING REPLACES TRUSTEES MEETINGS 

***.10 

SINCE YOU ARE A PARTICIPANT, YOU MAY BE ASKFD w, 
THE ITEMS YOU VIEW. YOU MAY ALSO COMMENT m THOsf 
ITEMS YOUR CONFERENCE INITIATOR HAS MARKED FOR COGENT 

ITEM 1 
INSTRUCTIONS TO PARTICIPANTS 

EDUCATION. ADD YODA 0» IDEAS AS ADDITIO^IS^" 

ITEM ENTERED BY JIM SCHUYLER 

WHICH ITEM NEXT ? (TYPE "DONE" TO QUIT) 

JOB COST $ 1.70 

ITEM 2 
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"PARTY-LINE" AND "DISCUSSION" 
COMPUTERIZED CONFERENCE SYSTEMS 

Murray Turoff 
Office of Emergency Preparedness 

Washington, D.C., U.S.A. 

"The machine yes the machine never wastes anybody's time." 
The People, Yes 
Carl Sandburg 

Note: The views and opinions expressed in this paper are 
those of the author and do not necessarily reflect official 
policy of the U. S. government. 

One of the most time consuming functions facing 
management and staff in most organizations is the need to 
participate in various forms of group communications. The 
methods available for group discussions (as opposed to 
presentation formats) are actually quite limited in number. 
They include committee or panel meetings, telephone 
conference calls, Delphi exercises and Delphi conferences. The 
purpose of this paper is to describe two computerized versions 
of the basic telephone conference call. These two systems, 
titled "PARTY-LINE" and "DISCUSSION", provide a 
completely new and unique group communication form and 
have particular utility for geographically dispersed groups 
desiring immediate written records of the proceedings. 
Considerations of both relative effectiveness and cost between 
computerized and verbal conference modes arc quantified and 
discussed. 

Introduction 

Both systems described in this paper were created as 
adjuncts to the EMISARI system (Emergency Management 
Information System and Reference Index) operating at the 
Office of Emergency Preparedness. EMISARI is a Management 
Information System which emphasizes the concept of providing 
a lateral communication structure among staff members working 
on information of interest to management. F.MISARI was first 
introduced at OEP to handle the reporting and information 
dissemination functions associated with Phase I of the 
Wage-Price Freeze (Fall 1971). The introduction of a supportive 
real-time computerized conference call capability to EMISARI 
fulfilled the requirement for conducting immediate discussions 
among about 15 individuals spread out over the 10 regional 
OEP offices and the National Headquarters. Most of these 
discussions dealt with clarifying sudden changes in the reporting 
formats or providing instruction and/or clarification on changes 
to the EMISARI system. In all these situations, the existence 
of a written record for the conferees to take away from their 
terminals was highly desirable. 

The paper first explains the operation of this computerized 
mode of group communication by leading the reader through 
an illustrative example. Then an examination of relative 
effectiveness and costs of various communication modes is 
presented in order to illustrate under what circumstances the 
computer mode offers economic advantages over other 
communication modes. In the quantitative analyses of 
effectiveness and costs all psychological factors, pertinent to 
any particular form of group communication, are left out in 
order to limit incorporation of argumentative or subjective 
factors. In order to examine the psychological advantages of 
any communication form, the objective of the communication 
process would first have to be defined explicitly. The model 
presented will, however, provide the reader with a basis for 
relating the relative capacity and costs of group communication 

modes to his own observations on the discussion objectives and 
the relative merits of various psychological factors. 

Example 

"PARTY-LINE" operates very much like a conference 
telephone call. Group members wishing to hold a discussion go 
to their respective terminals at an agreed upon time and call 
up the system on the computer. If some are late in joining 
the conversation, they will receive first a copy of the 
discussion as it stands. A member of the conference call has 
only two basic modes of operation; (1) he can be typing in a 
message and when he signifies (by typing a plus sign) that he 
is finished, the computer adds his input to the end of the 
message list, assigns a unique message number to it and signs 
the author's name; (2) if the conference member is not 
writing, or waiting, then he is receiving any messages written 
by others that have been added to the list since he last 
received messages. This is similar to either talking or listening 
on a telephone, with the one difference that everyone is 
asynchronous with the system, i.e., they could all be typing or 
receiving at the same time or any mix of the two. There are a 
number of convenience features, for example, a way of 
retrieving earlier messages, a way to cause the individual 
terminal to pause for a fixed length of time or until a new 
message is generated, and a choice of special text editing 
commands. 

The system is perhaps best understood by observing the 
example discussion that follows. In this example the reader is 
in effect "looking over the shoulder" of a participant named 
Nancy Goldstein, who is interacting on the computer terminal. 
What Nancy Goldstein types in is presented in lower case, and 
always follows a question mark. Everything 
typed out on the terminal by the computer. The reader will 
note that after Nancy Goldstein finishes P"ttmg m a message 
she first receives any new messages completed by other 
participants (and therefore already assigned sequence "»« 

ore Her own o^TtS 
conversation presented is a siigniiy 
conversation. 

DO YOU WISH AN EXPLANATION? no 

ARE YOU USING A CRT?1 no 

WHAT IS YOUR NAME? Nancy Goldstein 

CURRENTLY THE FOLLOWING GROUPS ARE TALKING. 

GROUP #1 
MURRAY TUROFF ROD RENNER 

RICHARD WILCOX 

DO YOU WISH TO. ^DriTTpc m 
JOIN ONE OF THESE GROUPS ( 
START A NEW GROUP £) 

TERMINATE 
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WHICH GROUP NUMBER? l 

#1 FROM MURRAY TUROFF: 

QRI'IR; ™RP0SE 0F THIS DISCUSSION IS TO SUMMARIZE 
4FIRA,T L™E COMMENTS WE AND OTHERS HAVE MADE 
4PPRIR«T^ PARTY-LINE SYSTEM AND ITS UTILITY AND 

THIS IS NOT RESTRICTED TO JUST THE 
LICATIONS IN OUR OWN ORGANIZATION. 

#2 FROM MURRAY TUROFF: 
FHD ' HAVE USED THE SYSTEM QUITE A BIT, EVEN 
pp. PEOPLE COMMUNICATION. WHEN DO YOU 
PREFER IT TO A TELEPHONE CALL. 

™AJ'S ALL THAT IS NEW AS OF TIME: 153839 
REQUEST C°MMENT (UP T0 8 LINES) OR A SPECIAL 

COMMAND: 
L#I? I used the party line to try to train new terminal 

operators in the 
L#2? IRS when we switched over EMISARI. It would be 

a very good way 

r"fa9 t0 iSSt together a of people to educate them, 
™ake announcements, etc. One possible problem is 
this: 

L#5? someone has to get onto party line 15-30 minutes 
ahead of the others 

L#6? to put in the main points to be covered, the 
explanations necessary, 

L#7? etc otherwise, the discussion gets away from the 
leader, and it 

L#8? can never be retrieved. 
THAT S ALL THE LINES ALLOWED AT ONE TIMF 
+ ASSUMED NOW. 

#3 FROM MURRAY TUROFF-

™e°S"st„TtSoM4O1 ac"BT 

wrTvsKcsE awav ™ * ™™™rdaS 

MORE PEOPLE HAVE NOW JOINED IN-
TOM HALL 

#4 FROM ROD RENNER-
MURRAY, I'VE CARRIED ON APPRNYTIUA-RN, „ 
PARTY-LINE DISCUSSIONS-MOST RECENTLY WITH ^ '° 
ATKINSON IN ATLANTA, GA. BEN WJUVTTrT TO CM/- ® 
CHANGES TO PART OF OUR EMLSIRI SYSTI M 
BOTH FELT COMMUNICATION WOULD fc 1 ° WE 

WRITTEN FORM, SO WE A RFF hy A BETTER IN 

FOR A PARTY-LINE WF RESTED OOP ^UAL TIME 

AND EXCHANGED USEFUL IDEAS IN ABWT A N R«NCES 

WORTH OF TIME. WE HAD A "COPY^ OF . *S 

DISCUSSION. (TOTAL CPU2 TIME=3 SECS ) ENTIRE 

#5 FROM MURRAY TUROFF: 
NANCY, YOU HAD AT LEAST N\RC 
APPLICATIONS OF THE SYSTEM I'D SF VEA °N 

BRING THAT UP AGAIN. ' E YOU TO 

#6 FROM RICHARD WILCOX-
FROM AN OPERATIONAL STANDPOINT PD™ 
MOST OBVIOUS UTILITY OF "PARTVhmd LY THE 

ABILITY TO CONDUCT A RELATIVFil IS ™E 

DISCUSSION AMONG GEOGRAPHICAT T V *NFORMAL 
PEOPLE IN ORDER TO ATTACK MN SEPARATED 
SOLVE) PROBLEMS OF MUTIai R HOPEFULLY, 
ADVANTAGE OVER A TELeSTnf rn£°NCERN: ™E 

BEING, OBVIOUSLY, THAT A RPR^ERENCE CALL 
comments exists both fob mmediatiP reference 

^liN wni L.IMMMVA Wi- 1.1^ nn i I rKi 

AND FOR PERMANENT REFERENCE LATER 

#7 FROM NANCY GOLDSTEIN: 
I USED THE PARTY LINE TO TRY TO TRAIN vr 
TERMINAL OPERATORS IN THE IRS WHEN WE SWlTru 
OVER EMISARI. IT WOULD BE A VERY GOOD Wavt! 
GET TOGETHER A GROUP OF PEOPLE TO mlZ 
THEM, MAKE ANNOUNCEMENTS, ETC ONE POWm 
PROBLEM IS THIS: SOMEONE HAS TO GET ONTO Pidw 
LINE 15-30 MINUTES AHEAD OF THE OTHERS TO Pirr iv 
THE MAIN POINTS TO BE COVERED, THE EXPLANATin! 
NECESSARY, ETC. OTHERWISE, THE DISCUSSION m* 
AWAY FROM THE LEADER, AND IT CAN NEVER bc 
RETRIEVED. K Bt 

THAT'S ALL THAT IS NEW AS OF TIME 154339 
ENTER A COMMENT (UP TO 8 LINES) OR A SPECIAL 
REQUEST 
COMMAND: 

L#1 ? If you mean by a unique idea my "blind dating" use 
of the 

L#2? party line, there it is. In some instances it seems 
easier 

L#3? to meet people via the party line than face-to-face. It 
L#4? is also easy to meet the computer through the party 

line. 
L#5? + 

#8 FROM TOM HALL. 

\ EEFRS™ALEY ALMOST NEVER PREEER A PARTY-UNE 
E'KE ™,S TO A 2 PERSON DISCUSSION, BUT I CANT 

^ DIVIDING UNE TO SAY HOW MANY PEOPLE 

PRFFFR AEri 'NVOLVED BEFORE THIS SYSTEM BECOMES 
thc m!W MH" CERTAINLY FOR MORE THAN 4 PEOPLE. 
™ NON-INTERRUPTABLE. SYNCHRONIZING FEATURES 

REQUIREMENT^1™ ARE PREM MUCH 0F A 

#9 FROM NANCY GOLDSTEIN 

J!LYO"MEAN BY A UNIQUE IDEA MY "BLIND DATING" 
INSTAwrrc ir PARTY LINE. THERE IT IS. IN SOME 
PAPTV ML SEEMS EASIER TO MEET PEOPLE VIA THE 
MFPT ™c L™ E ACE-TO-FACE. IT IS ALSO EASY TO 

™E COMPUTER THROUGH THE PARTY LINE. 

#10 FROM MURRAY TUROFF: 

ABH!?VCL!E HAVEN'T USED IT MUCH AS YET. THE 
NAMF EVERYONE TO SIGN IN WITH A FAKE 
PI ACF EOR A DEU>»' DISCUSSION TO TAKE 
SOMFnwc n FEATURE COULD BF QUITE USEFUL WHEN 
A TOUCHY ISSUE* AN UN,NH,B,TED EXPLORATION OF 

#11 FROM TOM HALL. 
COMMt°vTcY P°ES ,T PROVIDE A RECORD OF THE 
UNCEICTAI N TV LOOK BACK AT ,N CASE 0F 

"RECAI I ' ^n BUT IT EVEN FACILITATES THIS 
FOR 'dcto,?, ERATION WITH THE +N TO M FEATURE 
thf rn™™G earlier comments, also having 
BACR rn 5S NUMBERED ALLOWS ONE TO REFER 
CIRClJMt rv-inr'EM EXPLICITLY RATHER THAN USING 
ABOUT ^ v ONS L,KE' - REGARDING WHAT YOU SAID 
ABOUT SO-AND-SO ABOUT 5 MINUTES AGO. . ." 

ENTFRS ALETHAT IS NEW AS OF TIME: 154952 
REQUEST MMENT (UP TO 8 LINES) OR A SPECIAL 
COMMAND 
L#I? +p 
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#12 FROM ROD RENNER. 
[ PROMISED MY WIFE I'D BE HOME ON TIME FOR A 

CHANGE-BYE ALL. 

#13 FROM MURRAY TUROFF: 
TOM COULD YOU SUMMARIZE IN ONE COMMENT THE 
TECHNOLOGY ASSOCIATED WITH THIS SYSTEM FOR 
NON-COMPUTER TYPES. 

SIGN OFF BY: ROD RENNER 

#14 FROM RICHARD WILCOX: 
WHEN THE GROUP IS LARGER, THERE IS UTILITY IN 
HAVING A PROTOCOL WHERE CERTAIN DISCUSSANTS 
MAY BE RESPONSIBLE FOR RESPONDING TO CERTAIN 
ISSUES THIS TAKES FULL ADVANTAGE OF THE FACT 
THAT EVERYONE CAN, IN PRINCIPLE, BY TYPING AT 
THE SAME TIME. 

#15 FROM TOM HALL: 
BASICALLY ALL THAT IS INVOLVED IS THAT THE 
VARIOUS PEOPLE ON THE PARTY-LINE ARE ALL 
WRITING THEIR COMMENTS INTO A COMMON AREA OF 
STORAGE, WHILE THE PROGRAM TAKES THE 
RESPONSIBILITY FOR KEEPING THEIR DATA IN ORDER 
BY THE USE OF "LOCKING" AND "UNLOCKING" OF A 
CERTAIN LIST OF DATA. THEN EACH USER'S PROGRAM 
READS THIS COMMON AREA TO SEE WHAT EVERYONE 
ELSE HAS WRITTEN AND PASSES THAT INFORMATION 
ON TO THE USERS. 

THAT'S ALL THAT IS NEW AS OF TIME: 155346 
ENTER A COMMENT (UP TO 8 LINES) OR A SPECIAL 
REQUEST 
COMMAND: 
L#l? +P 

#16 FROM MURRAY TUROFF: 
ANOTHER POSSIBLE APPLICATION WOULD BE THE USE 
OF THIS COMMUNICATION FORM TO CONDUCT A 
SENSITIVITY SESSION. 

THAT'S ALL THAT IS NEW AS OF TIME: 155302 
ENTER A COMMENT (UP TO 8 LINES) OR A SPECIAL 
REQUEST 
COMMAND: 
L#l? I've seen people who were nervous about using the 

computer 
L#2? completely forget their fears after a short time on the 

party-
L#3? line. If you want to capitalize on anonymity to get 

a sensitivity 
L#4? discussion started, maybe, but it would be difficult if 

the 
L#5? participants cannot type. 

#17 FROM TOM HALL: 
MURRAY, RE: #16. WE ARE OF THE OPINION THAT THIS 
SYSTEM IS THE ANTITHESIS OF A SENSITIVITY SESSION, 
BEING DRAINED OF ALL POSSIBLE NONVERBAL AND 
EMOTIONAL FACTORS. 

#18 FROM NANCY GOLDSTEIN: 
I'VE SEEN PEOPLE WHO WERE NERVOUS ABOUT USING 
THE COMPUTER COMPLETELY FORGET THEIR FEARS 
AFTER A SHORT TIME ON THE PARTY-LINE. IF YOU 
WANT TO CAPITALIZE ON ANONYMITY TO GET A 
SENSITIVITY DISCUSSION STARTED, MAYBE, BUT IT 
WOULD BE DIFFICULT IF THE PARTICIPANTS CANNOT 
TYPE. 

THIS FORM OF COMMUNICATION, AS A STAR TIN C 
MODE, FOR A SENSITIVITY GROUP MIGHT SHORTES 
THE LONG PERIOD USUALLY NEEDED TO START UP 
EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION. I THINK THE ABOVE S 

GOODNIGHT A§ A DEM°NSTRATI^ THANK YOU AND 

When everyone has signed off, the file of messages that 
has been stored in the computer disappears and only the 
individual terminal printouts remain as records. It is in this 
property that the "DISCUSSION" system differs from 
PARTY-LINE. Where PARTY-LINE requires the group to 
coincide in time, the DISCUSSION version does not. The 
DISCUSSION file stays in the computer until the moderator 
(the one who started the particular discussion) decides to 
delete it. The members of the discussion may get on the 
terminal whenever they wish to observe what comments have 
been added and to enter additional comments. The 
DISCUSSION system may then be used to discuss a topic over 
days or weeks. The moderator of the discussion also has the 
ability to shape the list of comments into a more compact set 
by either editing or deleting items. With code names or 
pseudonyms it may also be used for a Delphi type discussion. 
The DISCUSSION system is, in essence, a nonvoting version of 
the DELPHI CONFERENCE system that has also been 
implemented at the Office of Emergency Preparedness. 

This latter system allows voting scales to be associated 
with comments so that the group may vote on various issues. 
The computer tallies and displays to the conference group the 
voting results on a specific issue. An individual may go back 
and change his vote at any time if he has been so influenced 
by the discussion. It has been observed that vote change rates 
tend to be much higher when using the anonymous format 
provided by the computer. 

The seemingly straightforward concept of automating the 
conference call on a modern time-shared computer system 
offers a unique ability to allow effective communication within 
larger groups than would normally be possible in a telephone 
conference call. While the current version is arbitrarily set at a 
limit of 15 individuals per conference, it is feasible to include 
30 to 50 people in such a conversation. The problem that may 
exist for those who do not type may be overcome by utilizing 
secretaries in a dictation mode. The system has mainly been 
used on terminals operating at 30 characters per second _This 
is far more desirable than the normal teletype speed of 10 
characters per second, since it is closer to reaJ"ee^ ^ r./Tkri'sr. i&r. u ** 'tr—,!lr, 3a 
than would be possible in a conferee to interact irrsurr- "

a
™
,n 

fostering an effective exchange of informatio . 

Fffectiveness 

„ „ , fairly 

«•*•*>» ™,mnce c,,l 

„ a«„me only one person is 
In a verbal exchange, w (he dialogue. 

talking at a time and that there are no gap 

We define: 

W = number of words conveyed over the time 
" span of the verbal exchang . 
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Rv the average rate of talking; e.g., words per 
second. 

The variables are related by the expression 

W 
R = —Y 

v y 

w 
1 + R (4) 

Assuming all participants listen when not talking, then the 
upper limit on the amount of information3 that the conference 
members can exchange, represented by (Wv), is obviously 
independent of the size of the group. However, as the number 
of people increases, the proportion of total information which 
the average member can contribute wiil decrease accordingly. 

For the computerized conference call we define: 

W = number of words conveyed over the time 
span of the computerized exchange. 

T ~ the time span of the computerized conference. 

Rr = the average reading rate or terminal print rate, 
whichever is lower; e.g., words per second. 

R, = the average typing rate; e.g., words per 
second. 

t( = the average time a conference member spends 
in typing. 

tr = the average time a conference member spends 
in reading. 

N = number of conference members. 

The total number of words contributed to the discussion 

N Rt t, 

It should be noted that a "conference" for the explicit 
purpose of having one person give directions, with only minor 
feedback from the rest of the group, is not the type of 
discussion being considered here. Such "orders" or "lectures" 
can be communicated ahead of time by mail TWX or 
computer, and pre-reviewed by the concerned individuals Any 
subsequent discussion, however, used to reach an understanding 
or common interpretation of the "orders" would be 
appropriately represented by this analysis. 

The number of words received by everyone in the 
discussion is: 

R t r r 

have 
In order for the information to be conveyed, we must 

W N R t = R t 
1 t r r (2) 

i e„ wh*teve/ f typed in by each individual must be read bv 
every individual. However, we also have the condition that" 

Tc + 'r (3) 

Equations (2) and (3) are used to eliminate t, and tr, giving 

N R. 

(1) 
The ratio of equations (4) and (1) may then be used as a 
relative effectiveness measure E(N) of the computerized versus 
the verbal exchange given N participants: 

E(N) 
W T 

W* TC Rv (x + 

\ N R, / 

(5) 

If a conference group has a given amount of information to 
exchange (i.e., W£ = Wy = constant), then E(N) is the ratio of 
the times they will have to spend in making their exchange 
(i.e., Tv/ Tc). On the other hand if the group has a fixed 
time in which it can engage in the exchange (i.e., T = T = 
constant), then E(N) is the relative amount of information that 
can be conveyed (i.e., We/Wy). The quantity E(N) for some 
representative cases is plotted in Figure I as a function of the 
number of conferees. 

A fast talking rate in a conference can be considered to 
be two words per second. The reader may verify this by seeing 
how fast he would read an item to a group without thinking 
about the content of what he is saying. A slow talking rate, 
and probably more typical of group discussion, is about one 
word per second. A good stenographer can take dictation at 
about one-and-a-half words per second, which wc will consider 
to be an average talking rate. Fast typing can be considered to 
be about 0.2 words per second (i.e., one character per second, 
or two finger" typing). More representative of most young 
professionals or casual typing is half a word per second, which 
we will consider as an average rate. The PARTY-LINE system 
has been used, for the most part, on 30 characters per second 
terminals (i.e.. six words per second), and most users seem to 
have been able to read at this speed, so this value for R, is 
assumed in the curves plotted. Usual computer terminal speeds 
of two words per second considerably reduce the range over 
which the computerized system is more effective. 

Note that as N goes to infinity E approaches the limit 

lint E(N) = —! 
N -» oo Rv 

(6) 
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that is, the maximum relative effectiveness obtainable is the 
ratio of reading to talking speed. 

. . Ttle„ measure of effectiveness used here shows only the 
re a ive capacity of these two forms of communication. The 
more significant question of how much information actually is 

S e.rre ^rom individual to individual is considerably more 
icu t to answer quantitatively, because it is dependent upon 

various psychological factors determined by the composition of 

discussion1*'31^ COnference ^""P and the objective of its 

out ^°we^er* "taty of the obvious factors that have been left 
r-r, °. ' 'e ana'yses here tend to work in favor of the 
refw? Er system' For example, nothing in the calculations 
hard S 3n^ added benefits from the immediate availability of 
j- copy Clearly, individual conferees mav review during a 
t '™!S'°? erXP'iCi,ly What was «*» earlier, and they may keep 
some r,f S,i °r '3,er rev'ew. Also, conferees already familiar with 

le fa'erial being communicated do not have to read 
inf„rmf.1Ve th,C aPPeara"ce of listening to material containing no 

•on or them. Furthermore, if individuals do not read 
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their own comments in the computerized system, the "N" in 
equation (5) becomes "N+l", thereby shifting all the curves in 
the figure one person to the left. Finally, it has been our 
experience that certain common types of discussions, e.g., those 
dealing with the exchange of quantitative-type factors or with 
the editing of and agreement upon specific wordings of an 
item, are more easily conducted on an immediate-hard-copy 
basis. 

Although we have been referring only to the PARTY-LINE 
system, the same effectiveness calculations are equally 
appropriate to DISCUSSION or to the more structured DELPHI 
CONFERENCE system. In defining the time factors t{ and tr 

it really does not matter if these are made up of a larger 
number of separate terminal interactions on the part of each 
individual, nor does it matter that the individual members of 
the conference may not be participating simultaneously. The 
analysis is in fact appropriate to any relative comparison of 
computerized versus verbal exchange, provided that the average 
R. Rr> and R( are adjusted to reflect any special 
circumstances.5 

As an example, for normal computer operation in which 
information is collected from many sources and then poured 
out on a fast printer, the maximum value for E(N) (reached at 
infinite print speed) is 

To answer this, we equate equation (8) and (9) to obtain 

bo ~ 

N R, 
lirn E(N) = i 

R -»• oo Rv 
(7) 

which is independent of printer speed. This suggests that the 
relative efficiency of the computer as a data collection device 
is a function only of the data sources and has little to do, 
beyond a certain point, with the output rate. This result does 
not seem to be recognized at many computer installations, as 
they are often more concerned with the speed of outpu'ting 
data as opposed to the ease of inputing it. 

Costs 

Comparative costs are harder to pin down than 
comparative effectiveness. Our approach will be to take some 
representative values of the parameters which are conservative 
with respect to making the computerized system look good. 

Costs for a verbal conference (face-to-face or by 
telephone) may be represented by 

C = N (a0 + a, Ty) + N V (T + T y) (8) 

As before, N is the number of people in the conference 
and T rs its duration. The parameters a0 and a, represent the 
conference telephone cost, over and above any long distance 
charges per se (long distance line charges for a conference 
group would normally be at least as high for a verbal as for a 
computerized conference). The last term accounts for the 
hourly value (V) of each participant's time, including the extra 
time (Tsv) the participants have to spend in getting to the 
conference. 

For the computerized conference there is a similar mu 
expression Ubl 

cc = N (b0 + bj T ) + N V (T + T ) rQs 
c sc7 yy) 

To compare the costs, we ask the fnlWi™ 
How valuable must the time of the members of th qUestlon: 

S,o„p * oost ,he „mp„S 
that of the face-to-face or telephone conference assnmi 
the group has a fixed amount of information to'convey?"8 

T V = -ls-
+ b, - a, ^ 

T T - T _v . 1 + _£» i£ 
T„ T 

From equation (5) and the assumption of an equal 
amount of information to be conveyed (i.e., Wy = w) we 
have: 

E(N) = y 

which, when substituted in equation (10), gives the result. 

bn — 
°t 0 + b, - a, E(N) 

V(N) = *c 

E(N) - 1 + T» ' T«c 
(12) 

With this equation the computerized conference is 
compared with three alternatives. 

(1) A conference telephone call. 

(2) A face-to-face committee meeting with no 
time wasted in travel (i.e., everyone in the 
same building). 

(3) A face-to-face meeting where, on the average, 
participants spend the same time traveling to 
and from the meeting as they spend in the 
meeting (i.e., Tjy = Ty). 

The last case seems reasonable for a group spread around 
a metropolitan area getting together for a I to 2 hour 
discussion, or a group traveling by plane (including times to 
and from airports) for a I day discussion. Note that no 
additional factors are included for actual travel costs such as 
taxies or plane fares. 

The detailed assumptions used to obtain equations for 
each one are as follows: 

cost °f a conference telephone call within the 
ashmgton, D. C. area was found to be adequately 

approximated by assuming a0 to be zero and taking a, 
somewhere between $2.50 and $3.00 per person per hour.6 We 
will assume the $2.50 rate, and also assume that the start-up 
times are the same (i.e, T„ = T ). This local use case is the 
worse comparison for the computerized conference, since the 
in ro uction of long distance charges on both systems should 
avor t e computer over the telephone because of the reduced 
me to accomPlish the same flow of information. 

For the face-to-face committee meeting situation, both 
an a, are of course zero. We assume in the "no travel" 

ee mg case that the start-up time is the same as the 
that^T Cr -3X6 6 ' ^*c = T,v>' 'n ",e ,rave' case' we assume 
• ,n sv Tv ant' 'bat the computer conference start-up time 
-p ,T Pe'cent of the computer conference time span (Le., 

SC' c ~ 0-0-

For E(N) we assume the typical values of 

Rr 6 words per second 
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I 
p = 0.5 words per second 

t 

R =1.5 words per second 
V 

which results in 

E(N) = 

charge. 
Teleconferencing 

l + U 
N 

(13) 

For the cost of the computer, we will consider a 
UNIVAC 1108 computer operating under the EXEC VIII 
time-sharing system, since this is the vehicle for operating the 
conferencing systems at OEP. Note that the use of a 
mini-computer might well provide a lower cost operation than 
the one used below. The conferencing systems are written in 
XBASIC' language; the program contains about 350 lines of 
XBASIC code. There is a notable advantage to using a macro 
language of this sort, so that the system can be quickly and 
easily modified to meet new user requirements. However, the 
use of a macro language does produce some overhead penalty 
in the actual operation of the systems, and those described in 
this paper have now become so standardized that we are 
considering rewriting them in re-entrant assembly level code for 
operation under a transaction processor. The costing that 
follows is based upon the current, less efficient XBASIC 
operation. 

If a participant in the conference is receiving messages at 
six words per second without pause, then the maximum 
amount of CPU (Central Processing Units) time he can use in 
1 hour is between 8 and 9 seconds. If he is doing nothing but 
typing in messages, than the maximum CPU time consumed in 
1 hour is between 7 and 8 seconds. The core usage is 50 
blocks (512 words) of core. While about a third of this is 
re-entrant, representing the XBASIC subroutines, commercial 
time-sharing charges usually make no allowance for this and per 
user charges must be figured on 50 blocks of core. The actual 
time the program is in core (using core) should be less than 
three times the CPU time. Therefore, we assume overall per 
user demand as 8 seconds of CPU time and 24 seconds of 
usage of 50 blocks of core. Typical commercial rates for the 
1108 are: 

$0.25 per CPU second. 

$0.0025 per core block per second. 

Thus the basic cost is about $2.00 of CPU time and 
$3.00 of core time per user per hour. Other charges, such as 
for I/O transfers, should amount to less than $2.00 per user, 
per hour based upon the same "no pause" assumptions about 
user interaction. 

Therefore, the maximum processing charge per user is 
$7.00 per hour. In addition to this processing charge, we must 
consider the terminal hookup charge. There are three cases to 
be considered: 

The user who does not own a computer and is an 
infrequent time-sharing user would pay about $10.00 per hour 
per terminal for prime time hookups. 

The user who has a large volume of use and can usually 
obtain the non-prime time rate, based upon a minimum use 
contract, would pay about $5.00 per hour per terminal. 

The user who has his own computer with lines and 
terminals into his system not saturated by his user community 
would get a realistic cost (on a marginal basis) for the 
operation of this system by taking zero as the terminal hookup 

The three resulting total cost rates for b, are thus: 

User Charge (bi) 
Per Hour Per User Situation 

$7 Owned computer8 

(not saturated). 

$12 Large volume user on 
commercial time-sharing 
system. 

$17 Infrequent user on 
commercial time-sharing 
system. 

Commercial sellers of computer time usually factor the 
start-up rates into their per unit of time costs, so that b0 is 
essentially zero. In actual fact, this is represented by about 1 
to 2 seconds of the CPU time to initiate each user program. 
This facility cost, as well as the cost of core use on a per 
user basis, will essentially be eliminated by going to a 
transaction processor and fully re-entrant version of the 
program. 

Under the above assumptions we have the following three 
equations resulting from equation (12): 

Conference Telephone Call 

v = b, - 2.50 E(N) 
E(N) - 1 

Committee Meeting, No Travel 

V  = ^ -
E(N) -1 

Committee Meeting, Travel Time 

V = bi 

Discussion Time 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

2E(N) - 1.1 

These three equations for the "break-even value of 
participant's time are plotted in Figures 2-4 as functions of N 
and for b, equal $7. $12, and $17 per hour per person. The 
curves are interpreted as follows: For a group o size , 
computerized conference can be considered to be cheaper than 
t h e  v e r b a l  c o n f e r e n c e  w h e n  t h e  a v e r a g e  d o H a r v a i u e  o f t h e  
individuals involved lies above the curve in 
the curves represent indifference levels at which the two 
communication modes are equal in cost for a given value and 

number of conferees. 

note the behavior of these „ is quite interesting to note th^ ^ ^ ̂  

particular tradeoff curves. ^ indicate the following 
$20 per person per hour uter conferencing becomes 
conference sizes beyond which 
cheaper than the compared verbal mod . 

Por the most expensive situation 
we have contrasted also the resu tQ ilhistrate the strong 
1.5 and 1.0 words per second i expensive computer cost 
effect of this parameter, the tQ the leSs expensive 
with the slower talking rate is q talking rate. One 

with the somewhat tasie 
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TRADE OFF CURVES:  IF  VALUE OF INDIVIDUALS TIME ON THE AVERAGE 
EXCEEDS CURVE THEN COMPUTER CONFERENCING IS  MORE COST-EFFECTIVE 

Assumed com pufe r co»t» -

$12perhourperper*on 

Q Conference telephone coll 

© Committee meeting-no travel time 

© Committee meeting-trovel time 
equals discussion time 
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NUMBER OF CONFEREES 50 

Figure 3 

TRADE OFF CURVES:  IF  VALUE OF INDIVIDUALS TIME ON THE AVERAGE 
EXCEEDS CURVE THEN COMPUTER CONFERENCING IS  MORE COST EFFECTIVE 

Assumed computer casts: 
$|7 per hour per person 

© Conference telephone coll 

© Committee meeting.no travel tin 

Committee meeting, trovel time 
equals discussion time 

" 14 " '» 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 ' ~ 
NUMBER OF CONFEREE'S  3 6  3 8  4 0  4 2  4 4  4 6  4 8  5 0  

Figure 4 
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Tradeoff Points Assuming the Value 
of a Participant's Time to be $10 per Hour 

Computer Costs 
$/hour/person $7 $12 $17 $17 

Ry (talking rate 
words per second) 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.0 

Conference Telephone Call 7 10 15 7 

Committee Meeting 
(No Travel Time) 9 15 25 10 

Committee Meeting 
(Travel Time = Discussion 
Time) 4 5 7 4 

tradeoff Points Assuming the Value 
of a Participant's Time to be $20 per Hour 

Computer Costs 
$/hour/person $7 $12 $17 $17 

Ry (talking rate 
words per second) 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.0 

Conference Telephone Call 5 7 9 5 

Committee Meeting 
(No Travel Time) 6 8 11 6 

Committee Meeting 
(Travel Time = Discussion 
Time) 3 4 4 3 
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wou expect that more complex discussions, involving editing 
an /or analyses of quantitative type data, would certainly 
proceed no faster than the one word per second rate if 
accomplished on a verbal bases. Variation of participant travel 
time also provides quite dramatic cost-effective tradeoffs at 
rather small group sizes, even without incorporating actual 
travel expenses. 

It appears that an organization that wished to create a 
conferencing capability optimized to serve a relatively large 
volume of use could, by dedicating a computer such as one of 
the new mini's, provide such services at rates of $2 to $5 per 
hour per user, as opposed to the $7 to $17 figures used here. 

ctual experience in typical computerized conferences indicates 
that the CPU time and resulting processing cost per user are 
about half of the saturation figure of 8 seconds per hour used 
in the calculations. This is because users spend time thinking 
and reviewing while on the terminal. The commercial penalty 
for thinking which is applied to users by commercial rates is 
contrary to what some experiments have shown to be the most 
effective use of time sharing9; it is a bone of contention that 
this author has previously discussed.10 Considerations of this 
sort should more properly influence the design of input/output 
sections of time-sharing computer executive systems, so as limit 
computer facility use during user pause situations. 

For large group discussions (i.e., 25 or more people) 
which are typical of most Delphi exercises being carried out 
today, a value of $10 per hour per person always makes it 
cheaper to computerize than to attempt verbal discussions-in 
most circumstances a value of $5 per hour per person is 
sufficient to make a cost-effective tradeoff. Analogous 
economics illustrate one of the underlying reasons why Delphi 
exercises utilizing paper and pencil feedback, rather than 
face-to-face conferences, have become so popular. Although 
pencil and paper exercises, like computerized discussions, are 
comparatively cheaper than verbal exchanges, the unnaturally 
long time delays that result for feedback greatly hamper the 
communication process. 

Finally, it has been the view of many of us who have 
had the opportunity to participate in discussions via computers 
that a very different and unique atmosphere of group 
communication occurs which allows each member to control his 
communication with the group more effectively. A much more 
heightened feeling of individual participation appears to be 
generated, which in turn seems to provide better cooperation in 
discussing complex issues. The actual quantification of this 
subjective view by the author is a problem which psychologists 
will hopefully address when these systems are, at some point 
more generally available. ' 
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Appendix 

The following is a copy of the one page users guide for 
OEP's conferencing systems. It illustrates a number of the 
features made possible by the introduction of the computer: 
selective retrival of messages by context, author, date of 
occurrence; the ability to vote on items; the ability to 
'whisper' to any member (confidential messages), etc. This 
newer version of the conference package was developed after 
the body of the paper was written and represents an effective 
cost of approximately $5 per hour per user as it was written 
in re-entrant 1108 machine code. However, it does represent 
about two man months of programming effort compared to the 
one day effort on the part of Mr. Thomas Hall for writing the 
original version in XBASIC for use during the Freeze. 

USER S GUIDE 
OE? COMPUTERIZED CONFERENCING <5/1/72) 

Pany-linc, Dnamion. Contemner Command! 

Calling Statements: 

("CONFERENCE sssss .̂ ==:= 
Examples: 

Option Letters: 

C 
L 
M 
N 

Note: 

Message Editing: 

^CONFERENCE AGENDA 
OCONFERENCE.CN AGENDA^ 
("CONFERENCE,CN EOBA*MEETING/PASS/CODES. 

automatic pause for CRT 
list explanation 
don t echo author's messages 
short interaction mode 

Use ' +0' command to turn options on or off 
Examples: +0 N 

+0 -M+C 

CTRL A X keys 
t 

=N 

RETURN key 

character delete (CTRL & 0 keys) 
delete the current line 
back up one line 
leave line as is 
jump to line N (1 to 9) 
carriage return (CR) key blanks the line 

Voting Scales: 

Desirability (DES) 

Very Desirable 
Desirable 
Undesirable 
Very Undesirable 
Not Pertinent 
No Judgment 

Feasibility (FEA) 

Definitely Feasible 
Possibly Feasible 
Not Determinable 
Possibly Infeasible 
Definitely Infeasible 
No Judgment 

Numeric Code 

Answers to Questions: 

Designer - Murray Turoff 
Implementor - Rod Renner 

+M # 
+M NAME 

KEY PHRASE 
+X 
+C NAME 
+EC NAME 
•C or +EC 
+EC AUTHOR 
+S 
•S NAME 
+W 
+w # 
+w NAME 
(9 

new messages 
retrieve messages by number* <*M 2.I0.5 TO 8.25) 
retrieve messages by author 
retrieve messages by content 
get explanation 
send confidential message to NAME 
send previous confidential message to NAME 
kill sending confidential message 
to see what you wrote 
status of all members 
status of NAME only 
wait until someone else does something 
wait # seconds 
wait until NAME does something 
to sign off (then press CTRL A D keys) 

Discussion and Conference Commands 

*EM # 
+EM -# 
•D DATE 

edit messages by number 
delete messages by number 
retrieve messages written or edited on DATE 
Form MM/DD/YY 

•D DATE-TIME retrieve on DATE iftcr TIME 
+D DATE TO DATE relrievc over range 
+D DATE-TIME TO DATE-TIME retrieve over range 
+D TIME retrieve anything edited today after TIME 

DATE-TIME Form MM/DD/YY-HH MM SS 
Examples +D 1/1/72 TO 1/5/72 

•D 14 30 
•D 1/5/72-13:35 

Conference Commands 

+EP 
+EP # 
+EP -# 
+P # 
+V # 
+pv # 
+vp# 
+PS # 
+vs # 
+VC CODE 

enter proposals 
edit proposals 
delete proposals 
list proposals by # 
vote on proposals 
combines +P A •V 
provides just vote results on proposals 
short summary of voting status 
your vote summary 
allows user to specify new vote CODE 

Note: All proposals are listed if # is omitted. 
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COMPUTER-MEDIATED HUMAN COM^^'^fJIS^RY^Fc.pw 
AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL ENVIRONMENT: A PRELIMINARY DESIGN 

M.L. Constant and P.L. Seeley 
University of Waterloo 

Waterloo, Canada 
Summary 

This paper describes some communication require
ments characteristic of current manually-operated Air 
Traffic Control systems, and the design of an im
proved computer-mediated alternative. It focuses on 
the implications of this alternative system for the 
human communications network. 

At present the controller is not only a manager 
and decision maker but also a data processor, manipu
lator and recorder. As well, he is a data transmis
sion device and the organizer of data flow. During 
the processing of information the controller is in 
continuous communication with a network of humans 
(other controllers, pilots, supervisors, coordinators, 
etc.) over a variety of channels (radio, telephone, 
radar, etc.). As a consequence he is subjected to a 
high stress level (due to many conflicting demands on 
his time), and the system is subjected to constraints 
often solely dictated by the time associated with 
human data processing and transmission. To the extent 
that the controller becomes more a monitor and manager 
and less a data processor, manipulator and recorder, 
the stress level will decrease and the system 
constraints will be relieved. 

Increasing aircraft densities, variety and speeds 
are placing an unacceptable load on the controller, 
the central figure in the ATC communication system. 
At present the current flight data required by con
trollers are recorded, displayed and updated manually 
on Flight Progress Strips, mounted in holders. 

The design of an alternative system requires that 
pressure on the controller be relieved without sac
rificing reliability, safety or the efficient move
ment of air traffic. 

The Present Air Traffic Control 
Situation 

Whenever an aircraft flies between two airfields 
under Instrument Flight Rules (IFR) conditions, a 
wealth of data concerning the aircraft is passed from 
origin to destination and to all the responsible Air 

Trattic Control (ATC) units along the route of flight. 
These data are contained in the flight plan which must 
be filed for any IFR flight, and which may also be re
quired for a flight under Visual Flight Rules (VFR). 

Flight plan data are usually moved by verbal 
person-to-person communications. To achieve this a 
network of direct lines between adjacent ATC jurisdi
ction is maintained, with specific positions within a 
unit being obtained by dialling. Within each Centre's 
area of jurisdiction, further direct lines to airfields 
and radio beacon stations are maintained. 
The Flight Progress Strip 

As the flight plan data are passed from juris
diction to jurisdiction, they are recorded on a hori
zontal strip of paper, which fits into a holder This 
is known as a Flight Progress Strip and records'the nrn 
gress of a single flight. It is marked by lines 
which divide the surface into squares and rectaneles 
of various sizes. 

When initial flight data information is rec 
eived by one ATC sector of jurisdiction from another 
it includes a time estimate for the flight's arrival' 
over an agreed point, known as the "transfer ot 
fix. The word "fix" is used as a gen"if"erm 01 

elude both points defined by radio navigation aids a 
points defined by longitude and latitude^ 
ving controller calculates a time estimate f« each"" 

further reporting point along the route of flight, based 
upon the aircraft's true airspeed (TAS), as contained 
in the flight plan data, and the prevailing wind at the 
aircraft's altitude. Additional strips are then 
written for those points which are normally fixes where 
control decisions may have to be made. The final tine 
estimate within the sector is then passed, together 
with the remainder of the flight plan data, to the next 
sector. 
The ATC Sector 

The ATC sector of jurisdiction has two main con-
muncations interfaces; telephone communications and 
radio communications. The direct radio conmunications 
between pilot and controller represent one control posi
tion; with telephone communications being the respon
sibility of a second controller, who also maintains 
the progress strip data. Executive control may be 
exercised by either controller, based upon the available 
displayed data. On some sectors, radio communications 
are indirect, through radio operators at HF and CW 
facilities, or through beacon operators located at 
Aeradio Stations which contain the navald facilities. 
The latter define the reporting points within the sec
tor. In these circumstances, the radio operator 
reports the substance of all communications to the con
troller via the telephone circuits, and only one con
troller will have responsibility within the sector. On 
other sectors, radar coverage may be available and will 
be normally used by the controller manning the radio 
position. 
The Handling of Information and Information Categories 

On each sector a controller looks at a sloping 
board divided vertically into bays. Each bay contains 

a tray into which stripholders fit one above the other. 
Some stripholders contain a permanent strip bearing 
the designator of a particular fix. These fix posting 
strips are arranged on the board to approximate the geo
graphical layout of the area of Jurisdiction. All the 
calculated aircraft strips for each fix are located 
under the appropriate fix posting. All such groups of 
strips are then time-ordered on the calculated ETA, 
with the earliest strip at the bottom. The total dis-
play provides the fundamental data base upon which exe
cutive control action is predicated, and from which 
supervisory control can be exercised. At each sector 
the use made of these data can be categorized into three 
types, though in practice, clear lines of demarcation 
are hard to find, and any executive action will be a 
subtle blend of all three. * thorough study was made. 

GENERAL PES ION CONSIDERATIONS 

Whatever display system concept is considered as 
a replacement for the current flight progress strip, 
it must not increase the controller's overall workload. 

The interface with the computer will involve a 
measurable workload, which will also be a new workload. 

e sub-system design should demonstrate a measurable 
saving in total workload. 

The controller's primary function, managing bis 
,®a of Jurisdiction, necessitates that he have time to 

enrmc. As was nade clcar tn the Montreal py study, 
" ™ P08sible to measure thinking time, but It 1S 

L wi j t0 anal3rse> quantify and then limit all °th" 
workioad areas, and by such limitation leave the renalo-
function Controller '8 "me available for his prlsat? 

At present, in the manual type of system, the pro 
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cedural controller has a significant percentage of his 
time occupied in data maintenance, data transfer and 
verbal coordination functions. The Digital Methods 
stud/of Toronto Centre shows as much as 75% of the 
controller's time occupied under these headings on the 
one comparatively routine period of traffic which was 
examined in detail. GPS Sciences, in the Montreal 
study, found between 50% and 60%, depending on the par
ticular job function, as a maximum that should be plan
ned for or tolerated. 

The particular Operational Sequence Diagram (OSD) 
from which the DML figures were obtained has been exa
mined in detail. From it, a communications model was 
constructed which reflects the interface workload of 
the controller during the traffic period analysed. This 
was the London Low Sector procedural position in Toronto 
Centre at the time of the DML study, under conditions 
categorized in the report as moderate to light traffic. 
See Figure 2, Total Interface Occupancy Times. 

It should be borne in mind that there is not nece
ssarily a linear relationship between communications 
(or interface) workload and the traffic density, due 
to the complex factor of the human in the loop. The 
figure of 75% interface occupancy time seems very high, 
especially when related to the qualitative description 
of 'moderate to light traffic'; a description which was 
operationally accurate. Work in this area seems to in
dicate that various interpretations are possible, in
cluding the implication that under pressure, the trai
ned and experienced human being performs a motor task, 
or a series of interrelated tasks, not as a multiplexer, 
but rather as a time-sharing device. More motor fun
ctions to perform, seems to lead to more efficient 
sharing of the available time, with non-immediate tasks 
being postponed. 

Clearly all such activities are suitable for, and 
amenable to automatic processing. If these interface 
workloads and their physical limitations are virtually 
eliminated, the only significant motor workload be
comes that of the new computer interface, Insofar as 
data maintenance is concerned. The SATCO experience 
at Amsterdam indicates that if this is the only sig
nificant interface, it is an acceptable one; and the 
Montreal study indicates that if the total measurable 
workload is kept, by design, at an acceptable level, 
then the controller can discharge his traffic manage
ment function adequately. 

The items of information currently displayed on a 
paper strip have been examined critically to establish 
realistically what use is actually being made of each 
item of data, and who really needs it. In terms of 
new display system concepts, and particularly the EDD, 
it seems reasonable to conclude that the need for con
troller acceptance initially will inhibit any radical 
surgery on the accustomed data items displayed. With 
use and familiarity, supported by a computer-organized 
analysis of data manipulation and usage, progressive 
re-design should be possible to optimize and simplify 
the display. 

The system should be designed to leave data pro
cessing, manipulation, storage, retrieval, transmission, 
ate. as much as possible to the computer and the exer
cise of judgement to the controller. 
Preliminary Thinking 

Initially, we accepted that technological evolution 
would lead Air Traffic Control in the direction of 
greater automation and greater reliance on the computer. 

a result, the controller would become more a monitor 
and decision-maker, and less a calculator, estimator 
and data-manipulator. 

From the point of view of communications the hier
archy below indicates that the maximum information ex-
c ange would come from a dynamic, visual, inter-active, 
computer-driven display: 

1. Manually displayed data. 
2. Printed displayed data. 

3. Computer-generated 

Teleconferencing 

4' Cpr?ntinw8enerated Symbol°8y> formatting printing. and 

5. Interactive, dynamic, computer-generated sym-
bology, formatting and print!J. Y 

In view of our belief in A T P *^ . 
on the computer, it followed that srowla® dependence 
concern should be focused ^ ^ 
™=hl» l.t.rf.c, both toicrC S™ ™ 
addition, we felt that any commitment to a computer-
based ATC system would be irrevocable: in the event of 
finable' nd^ V° manual methods would be imprac-
aubwr t thTery deslgn decision would have to be made 
subject to this premise. We accepted as a fact that 
every part of the system would fail at some time. Con
sequently the concern initially must be with opera
tional reliability rather than with the reliability of 
hardware and software. This implies a design for oper-
ation under conditions of failure, wherein the tradi
tional system reliability studies are only intended to 
reduce the frequency of operation in this mode. 

The design solution must be capable of ready accep
tance and assimilation by the controller. It was also 
clear that the design solution would have to be implem
ented in a period of accelerating technological change 
with its implicit high rates of obsolescence. This 
in turn led us to the conclusion that the design should 
be based on the current technology embodied in off-
the-shelf hardware of demonstrated reliability. 
Constraints 

All automatic data processing and data transfer 
equipment should be self-checking. 

All display equipment which shows callsigns, 
position reports and clearance instructions should be 
fail-safe. 

To satisfy legal requirements and to meet require
ments for the investigation of incidents, the automatic 
ATC equipment should be capable of keeping a record of 
data displayed by that equipment to the controller. 

DESIGN CRITERIA 
Minimally, information input to the system and 

output from the system is to be equivalent in content 
to that currently in use. In effect, this means re
taining the same information capability as exists to
day with present methods of controlling aircraft. The 
information sources are to include those planned for 
the 1970-80 period, as specified at the beginning of 
the study by the Department of Transport. 

Consideration will be given to the determination 
of the reliability of individual hardware components 
and the possibility of residual hard copy in the case 
of catastrophic failure. 

Considerations will also be given to the various 
problems attendant on the implementation of a ^ess-
ful design solution: minimal familarization start 
up parallel implementation with the old system, e . 

The solution must apply directly to -^non-
radar and mixed environments xnclu^ ^ Qf 

and arrivals operations. It 

data and FPS data. 
A. Hardware Criteria Hlsnlav and maintain 

1. Displays-^vices that ca^displa^ ^ 
the probable amount of req reliable as compon-
compatible speeds. They mus operational 
ents (proven record) a"d C°£^bgfLdularity and ser-
reliability of the system thro g 
viceability. . available to other con-

Display information mus nators and super-
trolling personnel such as 
visors. -hose should be economically 

2. Input Devices - thes nilnimunl specialized 
acceptable They ^probability of data input 
training and combine a low P 
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errorswith ease of recovery and correction. 
Man/Machine Interface Criteria 
1. Avoid Information Overload -

(i) Data Overload - a function of the quantity 
to be scanned to determine the operational status of 
a sector. This overload can be avoided by identifying 
high probability data needs requiring continuous display 
and separating them from those of low probability, 
displayed on demand. 

(ii) Attention Demand Overload - conflict 
warning, handoff acceptance and verification, emergency 
situations, data change notices, etc. The demands made 
by the computer on the controller can be minimized by 
arranging a hierarchy of priorities, a variety of cue 
modes (underlining, intensity levels, flashing, for
matting, scale changes, font, type size, symbols, etc.) 
by res tricing the number of simultaneous cues of one 
kind (e.g. no more than 3 flashing symbols); and by 
the use of a variety of sensor modes (audio alarm, 
buzzer, etc.). 

(iii) Manual Overload - trading the present 
manual activity demanded by the FPS for an even more 
onerous manual activity demanded by the computer input 
devices; keyboards, function buttons, joysticks, etc. 
The input devices must be ergonomically acceptable. 
They should require minimum specialized training and 
combine a low probability of data input errors with 
ease of recovery and correction. 

2. The controller should not feel that the 
machine is driving or pacing him; nor should he feel 
that he is waiting "too long" for the nachine to res
pond. 

3. The controller should enter the new man/mach
ine relationship without a sense of cultural/technolo
gical shock. 

4. The controller's image of himself should not 
be violated by requiring him to perform operations he 
might consider as menial or trivial. 

5. In general, certain confidence requirements 
must be met: 

(a) The controller must be provided with all 
the information he feels he must have, with provision 
for the progressive reduction of information with ac
cumulating experience. 

(b) The controller must feel that he has at 
least the same control facilities as he now enjoys. 
Again, there should be provision for a progressive 
change in control facilities according to experience. 

(c) The controller must feel that he can rely 
on the system under conditions of high pressure, cata
strophic sub-system failure and intermittent distur
bances . 

6. The information display should enable the con
troller to maintain a three-dimensional understanding 
of his airspace and there should be provision for fre
quent refreshing under conditions of changing infor
mation. This suggests memory-jogging and attention-
getting devices such as "cocking", formatting and the 
use of special symbols. 
C. Software Criteria 

The hardware/software should be designed to mini 
mize the man-machine response time without ieapordizino 
the processing capacity of the CPU. Clearly to th 
extent that the CPU is overloaded, the response time 
of the machine to the controller will be increased 

Input commands of purely local significance 
(domestic chores, etc.), should not be permitted to 
make demands on a heavily loaded CPU, with all the 
ternal bookkeeping that this would require to cone with 
processing of a comparatively trivial kind Thi 
quires an interface between the controller's irm„r " 
facilities and the data base in the refresh m 
previously specified. For the sake of the flexihl'n 
demanded by the hardware and man-machine criteria d 7 

ted above), some form of programmable local Dr„ ! 
is required for the display terminal. Processor 

For the controller, all this unloading of the CPU 
would reduce the machine's response tine. For the CR[ 
there would be increased capacity to carry out those ' 
sophisticated tasks for which it was originally iaten. 

ded. 
As a consequence of the above considerations, the 

following software design criteria can be applied! 
' 1. The configuration of the display terminal software 

should be such as to provide for the kind of program 
ming flexibility that would permit specific, custom-
tailored programmes for each control centre, each con
trol sector, and each control environment, including 
even the preferences and idiosyncracies of the individ
ual controller. 
2. For ease of manual imputting and for minimization 
of input errors, the local processor should present the 
controller with a menu of pre-formatted choices; a hi
erarchy of amendment functions based on the frequency 
and/or probability of use. 
3. Man-man and man-machine communications can be red
uced by increasing machine-machine communications. In 
order to reduce the number of cotmnunlcations transac
tions required of the controller over existing channels 
(intercom, R/T, telephone, audio, non-verbal), these 
should be allocated to the degree possible to computer 
data channels. Such a software design will provide 
for the technological advances expected in the next fee 
years; satellites, data links, positive intermittent 
control, discretely-address time-squenced radar beacons, 
etc. 

DESIGN AND SIMULATION 
It was decided that a model of the optimum design, 

in the form of a hardware/software simulation, would be 
compared with the communications oodel from the analy
tic phase. The purpose was to elicit the kinds and 
degree of improvement, if any; the probable effects 
on the system hardware, software, personnel and pro
cedures; and the effects and requirements unforeseen 
prior to actual hands-on experience. 
Conclusions re Simulation 

The simulation has proven to be a powerful tool in 
the evaluation of the design proposals for the data dis
play. Some effects and requirements which became appa
rent only after seeing them on the screen were: (Fig. 6) 
1. Data should be ordered in justified columns. It 
then becomes very easy to scan ETAs or altitudes when 
making control decisions. 
2. Strips should not be Indented on the planning dis
play as an attention device. It is confusing to see a 
break in the columns particularly if two or more con
secutive strips are indented. A special symbol to the 
right or left of the strip is much better on this type 
of display. 

3. A difference in cheracter size at each end of the 
planning strip helps to denote the direction of the air
craft. The convention is to print the aircraft Identity 
at the end of the strip that signifies the direction of 
flight. In columnar form this loses some of its ispect. 

the character size is made smaller the planning 
atrip takes on a sense of direction, but there is a sig
nificant loss of readability of "IDENTIFICATION". By 
reducing the character size of "NEXT BEACON" the sense 
of direction is preserved without affecting the quick 
visual registration of "IDENTIFICATION". 
• Displaying the ETA at each reporting point on the 
utl strip helps in the planning function. Further 

refinements in the use of a moving Indicator are needed 
to judge its usefulness. 

.(a) Data packing on the planning display can be accor 
Plished by single row spacing of those aircraft vbose 
, ® ar® more than twenty minutes from sector P®6'1® 
H D,_,r^e sec°nd row contains only the SSR and CliAf® 

aii-r^ "G altitudes; they are not as relevant lot 
on the f ^at far Way * lf needed. thay can be obtainsi 
in t-u "^"Strip display. For aircraft which are wi 

twenty minutes of sector penetration the new data 
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appear automatically when there is display room under 
the appropriate beacon. 
(b) A cueing symbol should be displayed with each 
item of new data until it is acknowledged. 
5 Underlining can be an effective visual cue on the 
planning display. In the simulation, an underlined 
ETA denotes that it is actually on ATA. 
7 "Crossing out" data on the screen is useful to de
note data no longer valid but which must be maintained. 
Dashes or minus signs through each character accomplish 

SL Conflict indicators are best displayed in the 
ALTITUDE columns. The controller usually must make an 
altitude decision, and these indicators draw his atten
tion to the ALTITUDE column. It is easy to scan the 
aircraft identities once the eye has settled on the 
conflicting altitudes. 
9, Many ideas in menuing for the data display came 
out of the simulation. 
(a) The "readback line" is extremely important. With
out it distractions can cause input errors. 
(b) Format checking can be done during entry; only 
after the format has been checked should the ENTER 
symbol be displayed for execution. 
(c) The order in which menu items appear is important 
since the optimum order for each sector may be diff
erent. The menu displays must be versatile enough to 
allow the reconfiguration of the hierarchywith minor 
reprogramming. 

THE DESIGN SOLUTION 
Aspects of the various design proposals which met 

the basic criteria (described earlier) were subjected 
to simulation, and in the light of the factors which 
emerged, appropriate trade-offs were made to arrive at 
an optimum solution. The design solution takes the 
form of a terminal consisting of: 

A CONSOLE which contains a planning display 
area (one or more CRT modules), a control 
display (one CRT module) and a touchwire overlay 
unit. 
A LOCAL PROCESSING UNIT (LPU) comprising a mini
computer and an I/O Interface. 

Effects on the Controller Task 
The effects of computer-organized data maintenance 

can be far-reaching. Verbal transfer of data and the 
manual actions involved in organizing, re-organizing, 
manipulating and performing calculations are greatly 
reduced since these activities are largely assumed by 
the computer. In our design solution the results of 
data manipulation are automatically and immediately 
displayed at all relevant sectors within the Centre, 
and are also transmitted to other concerned Centres in 
an appropriate form. 

The net effect on the controller task is to reduce 
human interaction and verbal communication to a new 
minimum required for strategic and tactical planning. 

For the purpose of quantitative comparison, the 
communications model previously analysed was compared 
with a sector aided by computer-based data processing 
and display. The results obtained follow. 

Digital Methods Limited Study; OSD <5; London Low 
Sector 1615-1633Z 

The analysis of the Operational Sequence Diagram 
resulted in the following interface occupancy percen
tages : 

- Pushbutton Switchboard, 43.15% 
- Associated radio/radar controller, 3.52% 
- Visual and aural input from radar and 

speakers, 2.87% 
- Other internal voice inputs, 26.11% 

fhis gave a total Interface occupancy of 75.66% in 
flight data maintenance and coordination activity by 
the procedural controller, in a traffic situation des
cribed in the DML study as moderate to light. 

Teleconferencing 

occupancy per"ntagesU?or°anWa%COmPared Wlth lnterface 

system imilar n automated data processing 
The following suS?ested design solution. The following assumptions were made: 

synthetic radar display capable of showing as 
minimum information, aircraft identity and altitude 

«»> «««« 

•nd ^r"r/c°™"" """ h"""' 

- Sector Console; as per the suggested design solu-
simulation 3 m caPabllity as demonstrated in the 

On this basis OSD # 5 was re-examined. A large 
number of actions associated with writing strips, trans
mitting strip data, moving strips, asking for infor
mation, updating data, and coordinating data changes, 
were eliminated. The only data maintenance necessary 
in the automated environment was that required for data 
changes and ATA entry. The assumption of controller/ 
controller verbal communication for strategic planning 
(the approval request for UA 499 climbing out of 
Buffalo, for example) was made, since it seemed reali
stic that this be retained for some time after the phase-
in of such a system. Technically, controller/control
ler communication through the computer could achieve 
the same end. Whether this would be operationally 
desirable would need further evaluation. 

The comparison produced the results of fig.2. 
From this it is clear that the reduction in data 

maintenance activity is dramatic. The primary factor 
leading to this greatly reduced figure is the data 
display terminal; including the fact that all results 
of data manipulation are automatically displayed, not 
only at the sector initiating the change but at all 
other outlets displaying the same data. This eliminates 
what is, at present, a large percentage of the pro
cedural controller's workload even with the pre-printed 
strip. 

From these figures it is also clear that the pro
cedural controller on the London Low Sector as it then 
was, aided by the proposed automated data display, could 
handle an average of several data changes per minute 
steadily - without coming close to a 50/° interface 
workload. Traffic would have to be well in excess of 
the permissible Instantaneous Sector Count for his 
radio/radar controller before it approached the com
munications workload recommended by the Montral 
study. Thus it may be concluded, even from such ex
perimentally limited figures, that the c|er1^ 
communications workload of the procedural'contraller 
will be significantly reduced. He will be able to 
take an increasingly active part in the ®"ategic 
planning of his sector. The longer ra g , q 
uences might well be re-organization of the 

primary effect on the controller's data main-ine primary eii workload to the aut-
tenance task will be to shi reduce the time in-
omation fd "^tice, familiarization and 
volved on all others. -fmorove performance, 
an optimized layout wil the controller's man-

By "dUcing sx^li^ing tlanount of verbal 
ual tasks, and eliminating management of his 
communication, the controller s manage 
sector is greatly improved. 
Effects on System . fo processing and 

rhTTff^of s ucb f"heronsiderable. Sector 
display on the system will b the data main_ 
boundaries can be revised since this will 
tenance workload drops drastl"\/;he radio/radar con-
not affect the limitations se r Count) several 
troller by the Instantaneou £rom a common data 
radio/radar controllers may dural controller. In 
display, maintained by one p physically side 
addition, none of these men need Jeratlon. 
by side, should this be 
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Controller Acceptability of the Design Solution 
- The familiar FPS format is retained 

The familiar fix posting format is retained 
In general the format and layout of the visual 

procedural information is familiar yet concentrated for 
easier scanning. 

The touchwire input requirements and menu formats 
minimize mistakes and require no special manual skills. 
- Manual handling of data is less than before, 

Voice communications demands are fewer. 
The symbols used are standard in ATC. 
The controllers has almost nothing new to learn or 

memorizes. 

The responsiveness of the machine should present no 
problems and instill confidences 

The fact that the results of data manipulation can 
e displayed immediately in other sectors should shar

ply reduce the amount of verbal coordination within a 
Centre. This effect is not present in an automated 
ata processing system where the output is paperstrips. 

It is not suggested that the elimination of all verbal 
coordination concerned with data maintenance and the 
organization of traffic sequences would be an immediate 
result of automated data display, since controller 
acceptance would probably inhibit such change. It is 
likely, with the passage of time, that the functions 
of co-ordinator and supervisor will be re-assessed. 
Similarly communications and coordination between 
adjacent sectors of neighbouring Centres will be 
affected. 
Resume and Conclusions 

1. The controller's task will change. At present 
he is not only the manager and decision maker but 
also the data processor, manipulator and recorder. 
As well, he is a data transmission device and the 
organizer of the data flow. As a consequence he is 
subjected to a high stress level (due to the many 
conflicting demands on his time) and the system is 
subjected to constraints often solely dictated by the 
time factor associated with human data processing and 
transmission. To the extent that the controller 
becomes more a monitor and manager and less a data 
processor, manipulator and recorder, the stress level 
will decrease and/or the system constraints will be 
relieved. 

2. Because of the new sector to sector communi
cations capability the coordinator's role will chance-
probably moving up the hierarchy of responsibilities ' 
from functions of coordination to those of supervision 
J. The design solution is applicable to anv 

automated ATC environment; radar, procedural, mixed 
and TMA. The cost/benefits of this design would 
recommend its use in any of the above 
4. The design solution will permit'expansion 

contraction or re-grouping of sectors depending'on 
traffic density and/or personnel. 
5. The automatic deployment of displayed data 

throughout the Centre will expedite metering of 
traffic flow, permitting the gating of traffic up to 
the maximum runway capacity. 

6. We speculate that further development of rh» 
concepts embodied in this design will lead t„ 
thetic dead-reckoning computer-driven display 3 Th"" 
computer will compare the updated fH.hr 
with radar data, and display disparitfe. P tr3Cks 

offri™ , roster Pr.LrLfe!SS*d"S "f""" 
the controller's selection. This shift in u 
reliance on procedurally-supported radar controlT ̂  
radar-supported procedural control will = c j 
and support the trend toward intermittent ™° 
control, data links and ultimately ma h- P°sltive 
ATC systems. rtimately, machine/machine 

7. In exploring the consequences of int 
LPU into our data terminal (to providf ™te8ratln8 the 
autonomy) we concluded that a viable . 0mputin8 
a CPU could consist of a set of a, r lternative to set of autonomous, yet co

operating LPUs. 
8. A further design alternative would incorporate 

second touchwire mask over a portion of the "spare" ' 
planning display, to which all pushbutton functions 
would be transferred. Thus the LPU would assume 
responsibility for finding an operating communications 
channel to connect the controller to the appropriate 
sector, centre, R/T channel or other information 
sources. 
9. Our proposal permits the incorporation of a 

Management Information System. Control decisions are 
recorded not only on voice tape, but also in the 
computer memory; subject to retrieval, computer col
lation, analysis and assessment. The computer can 
provide information for the analysis of procedures 
assessment of obsolence, and identification of trends 
and directions for change. The MIS is thus a built-in 
design tool for the ATC system of the future. 

GLOSSARY 
ATA Actual Time of Arrival 
ATC Air Traffic Control 
CPU Central Processing Unit 
CRT Cathode Ray Tube 
CW Continuous Wave 
DML Digital Methods Limited 
EDD Electronic Data Display 
ETA Estimated Time of Arrival 
FPS Flight Progress System/strip 
HF High Frequency 
IFR Instrument Plight Rules 
I/O Input/Output 
LPU Local Processing Unit 
MIS Management Information System 
NAS National Airspace System 
OSD Operational Sequence Diagram 
R/T Radio/Telephone 
SATCO Slgnaal Automatic Traffic Control Organization 
SSR Secondary Surveillance Radar 
TAS True Airspeed 
TMA Terminal Area 
VFR Visual Flight Rules 
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IMPLEMENTATION OF INTERNATIONAL 
DATA EXCHANGE NETWORKS 

N. G. Anslow and J. Hanscott 
BOAC, London Airport, 

Hounslow, Middlesex, England 

ABSTRACT 

The paper reviews some of the problems 
involved when constructing a data transmission 
network for use on an International and Inter-
Continental basis. It discusses the technical 
difficulties of getting standard voice grade 
telephone channels suitably conditioned for the 
transmission of data at medium/high speeds, 
particularly in the absence of agreed 
international standards for some parameters 
which are essential to achieving a satisfactory 
bit error rate. 

The paper also discusses the administrative 
and ctntrol problems of operating a data 
network, together with the practical 
difficulties of achieving and maintaining its 
performance to a consistently high standard. 
The inter-relationship between medium/high 
speed data transmission facilities and the 
conventional low speed telegraph network is 
noted and some thoughts are offered for future 
developments. 

The implementation of medium speed data 
circuits on a world-wide basis poses many new 
problems for the Communications engineer. 
Uost engineers, by their training and 
experience, are realists, although perhaps 
perfectionists at heart. This is why I 
believe one frequently hears that there are no 
good international data circuits, only some 
which are Just a little bit better than others. 
Why is this? It is, in my view, because we 
a r e  a s k i n g  t h e  n e t w o r k s  p r o v i d e d  b y  t h e  P I T  
Authorities around the world to do a Job for 
which the basic equipment was not designed. 
In essence, we are using voice grade telephony 
circuits for the transmission of data which 
does not have the varying and asymmetric 
characteristics of the speech waveform and 
therefore can bring about a different s et of 
circumstances insofar as cross modulation is 
concerned. The devices that we use to get the 
data information onto the public network, ie the 
modems, are sensitive to conditions to which 
conventional voice telephony is not sensitive. 
Although a great deal is done to condition 
conventional carrier type telephony circuits to 
be able to transmit data in an efficient way, 
only some of the necessary characteristics are 
dealt with and not all of them. Tor example, 

frequency attenuation distortion and propagation 
group delay distortion can be confined to within 
certain recommended limits by the addition of 
appropriate values of Inductance, capacitance and 
resistance to the circuits by well proved and 
well known techniques, hut such questions as 
Phase Jitter, for example, are not so readily 
dealt with and form at the present time no part 
cf an internetlonational tariff specification. 

2 Our basic problem is that we have to go from 
a digital form of output from the computer 
through to an analogue representation of it to 
transmit it through our telephone systems and 
then convert it back again to digital at the 
required terminal. Obviously, life would be 
far easier if we could go digital all the way. 
However, this will be a long time coming for 
international circuits and therefore we must do 
the best we can to adapt our systems into the 
equipment which exists at the present time. 

3 BOAC's data network radiates from our 
computer complex HQ in Londcn to the USA, Canada, 
Scotland, Ireland and the Provinces in the UK, 
and also to four Continental European capitals. 
In the UK and North America these circuits employ 
multidrop techniques and all of than work at this 

time at 240O bps. In multidrop working up to 
four terminal computers may be connected to one 
line. This means that the data circuits must 
be equalised not Just from end to end but from 
all terminals to end and to each other. On the 
Atlantic, however, we use time division multi
plexing techniques which permit a data rate of 
9000 bps on two trans-Atlantic voice grade 
circuits. In addition to the foregoing, our 
computer complex now performs the main 
eloctronlc switching function for telegrap 
traffic and on the trans-Atlantic circuits we 
time division multiplex some sixteen telegraph 
channels with our medium speed data circui s. 
The central computer programme is so o^ganiz 
that medium speed traffic originated in. say ™ 
US, nmy well generate a telegraph <^a^oing 
to some more remote location served by our 

telegraph network. Thus, the Ld 
global telegraph network opera e y i£j nQW 

its pool e"'^t^iew, ̂ntegraied with 
from a functional point from the data 
the medium speed principal 

sssrirsr̂ bS: - — 
4 Our philosophy so far J^^rc^es! 
circuits for the long system 
This decision was taken * because the 
configuration was ^e^Pgituatlon appeared to 
'make good or fall Also not too 
be better with cable c the performance 
much was known in 1966/ gpeed data 

of satellite circuits as me tian time via 
channels and the addxtl£** £ to the overall 
the satellite was very^unwelcome Recontly we 

system planners a a ^ purpose - with 
have used satellites to circUits are better 
success. In many ways the at certain 
requiring less e9ualisatio . TUe 

times the noise levels are h noticeable and 
additional propagation delay ^ Banage 
somewhat undesirable but ithe^J'a one satellite 

to operate we will use a satellite 
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circuit from London to Hong Kong when we expand 
the service to that area. However, if we wish 
to further expand from Hong Kong to, say, 
angkok or Singapore, the two hop delay may pose 

both technical and operational problems. 

5 The OFTS network which is administered by 
AC on behalf of all its members, employs a 

common code, ie the international alphabet 
o. 2 and most of the circuits operate at a speed 

of 75 bauds. In association with our member 
partners, we operate electronic switching 
systems at London, Hong Kong, Johannesburg and 
ydney and, until very recently, in the USA 

with the co-operation of ARINC. Traffic from 
any member airline may flow on this network 
which, in essence, is the network of BOAC and 
each of its partners all joined together for the 
common interest and for which agreed cost sharing 
provisions have been derived. We work under 
strict limitations in regard to the traffic 
which is authorised to flow on these circuits; 
the regulations vary from country to country and 
some P & T Authorities reserve the right and 
actually carry out from time to time monitoring 
of the traffic flowing. The international 
control of the network is carried out from 
BaiC s telegraph control centre which, in the 
event of circuit outage, will organize alternate 
routings. The OFTS network also interconnects 
with the SITA network, through which many of the 
smaller and more remote stations are served 
It is therefore possible for airlines to 
originate telegraph messages and be able to relv 
on the fact that if it has been correctly 
addressed and formatted with the agreed start of 
message and end of message provisions, etc. that 
such messages will be correctly delivered. 

6 Our medium speed network is, however at 
this time much more individualistic as far as 
BOAC is concerned, although we do provide some 
airlines with whom we have a commercial 
association with terminal equipment in their 
offices. Transmission from the central 
IBM 360 165 complex is made in EBDIC 6 bit code 
using a polynomial cyclic check character systei^ 

2400 br^ f'tf 1wy* ^ datB 13 Emitted at 2400 bps to the Ferranti Argus terminal 
computers. Each of these Argus computers is 
capable of driving up to 72 input/output 
deTi™*' °f WhiCh in geQeral ^e vast majority 
are CRT type displays with a small number of 
relatively high speed printers. From the 
Argus to the CRT terminals or printer 
a 7 bit code is used which conf^^ry™: 
but not quite, to the ISO standard. Since the' 
original installation in 1968 further 
programmable terminals have been added at th. 
same locations where the requirement i= , ? 
and the installation of an Argus termiLi 
unit would not be justified. tem>inal control 

7 In implementing this network we 
number of problems. These were the m f a 

considerations, the operational and confror1"1^ 
aspects and the question of coots and^ariff 
Some unique problems l„ the plonning and t^" 
nical areas arose, but in general all n 
problem areas by now are well de-Mn ^ 
known to the varicxis Telecommuni"ttonrf ^ 
The geographical areas which orovi H aeencies. 
portion of data transmission m major 
North America. I„ each case the P° *** rssrsxsr 
methods. In North Americf °Perating 

Provides total coverage on a 
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In Europe the National Postal and 
Telecommunications Administrations provide a 
similar, if more fragmented, syaten. in nelth 

case can it be said that the national opa-atine^ 
practices and regulations are completely 
compatible with the agreed international CCITT 
recommendations. The difficulties presmted to 
international users can be ascribed, in part to 
the confusion generated by these different ' 
practices and to the lack of consideration on 
the part of some of the operating agencies for 
the commercial Interest to the customer. 
However, there are signs of improve sent and It 
is hoped that the present round of 0CITT studies 
will lead to more universally useful and 
applicable recommendations. 

8 In regard to the problem of engineering 
data network, the following arise:-

a) Specifications for international 
circuits, recommended by CCITT, are 
really applicable only to point-to-
point connections. Multipoint 
connections are obtainable in principle, 
but sometimes cannot be lnplemoited in 
practice due to shortcomings In 
national systems. This problem Is 
particularly serious for high quality 
circuits, such as OCITT U102 type 
(AT tt T type C2), whore the local 
circuits serving tho user office are 
provided by a local telephone coopany. 
It may be necessary for the user to 
provide signal processing or re
generation, in order to obtain the 
overall performance required, 

b) ixie to differences in tho specification 
of national and international circuits, 
the interconnection of these by users on 
their own premises may require 
transmission equipment and experienced 
staff to operate it. On Boadloea 
system, for example, we have Included 
amplifiers and branching equipment at 
line control centres to provide 
flexibility and circuit matching. 
Without these facilities the inter
connection and control of the various 
signals from different sources would be 
very difficult to achiove. 

c) Reliability has to bo built into a system 
is important at the planning stage to 

consider the possible circuit failures 
and the available fall-back options. 
t is possible to negotiate particular 

routes, although some attain 1st rat ions 
would prefer to have absolute control 
° . BOAC have been able to 
se ect certain cable routes across the 
Atlantic and the availability figures 
are monitored on a monthly basis. 
Where necessary, duplicate routes are 
used and alternate paths are specified. 

d) Many national PIT Administrations are 
now Imposing restrictions on type and 
model of modem which may be used on 
Private networks. This situation has 
always obtained on the switched network, 
but a more liberal attitude has generally 
applied to other users. Ve are 

dlng now, particularly in Europe, 
that modems which do not conform to 

^ recommended designs are not 
Permitted. This poses problems to 
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system designers in those areas where 
the equipment manufacturers have 
previously been able to recommend 
suitable models for particular 
applications. 

e) In addition to (d), some admin
istrations restrict the use of 
particular types of equipment, for 
example multiplex equipment. These 
restrictions vary from country to 
country and may take the form of 
surcharges. 

f) Circuit rental charges are not always 
based on known factors. In general, 
the oost of a circuit cannot be 
obtained prior to an order or enquiry 
being made. In the UK circuit 
rentals Include a portion based on the 
work undertaken by the BPO in 
provisioning the particular circuit. 
Some European P & Ts base their 
charges on notional telephone traffic 
and this Idea Is being propagated 
through OCITT at the moment. The 
design of a network to provide the 
most economic service can therefore be 
a long and frustrating process. 

g) It Is possible to obtain approval for 
' connection and use of private equipment 

on telephone circuits in most 
countries. However, the process does 

rro^cesLr^Thire-inimcult 
over long" distances and with different 
languages. BOAC have been fortunate 
in having competent local staff 
have been able to cope so far. 

9 In regard to 4Je the°user 
of prime importance I b®lle ascertain 
provides himself with the means^to as^ 
the performance and qualiy d to be able to 
transmission over the 
exercise scne measur transmission 
testing and allocation °f dat^d that ^ 
paths. Frequently we 1have foun 
major problem is °ot ^h^connection from the 
highway, but the local en Telecommunications 
main terminal operated by ^ have found 
Authority and the ^Co^lves'with duplicate 
it necessary to equip provide means of 
local end facilities and to p alsQ found 

ensuring a rap"Jf^^pdon and New York, to 
it necessary, 1x31:11 adequate test 
equip ourselves wel\ recording tl 
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of data circuit performance. In this way we 
find we can detect trends when the quality of 
line performance is deteriorating and, above all, 
we ourselves could find out whether any trouble 
i-. truly ours, ie in the modems or multi
plexers or in iiouse* equipment or whether, in 
fact, the trouble is with the lines. 

10 Fault reporting and the control of 
circuits has to be tailor-made for each 
particular situation. The user may have some 
choice in the reporting point and it is worth
while to consider the differences in quality, 
scale, etc. of the particular authorities 
involved. Sone of our circuits operate 
through the networks of a number of P & T 
Authorities, ie in Europe. It is therefore 
essential that there is one reporting point for 
fault and circuit control with which our own 
staff will deal, in order to secure speedy 
restoration of the circuit. 

11 On the question of costs, it has been 
leartening to note that progressively over the 
last five years costs of data channels have 
een reducing. We as customers and who, as 

good Communications Managers, are always looking 
for cost reductions, have done our share by the 
introduction of multiplexing equipment. To 
some extent I believe various P & T Authorities 
have been somewhat alarmed at the potential loss 
of revenue they foresee because of the use of 
this kind of equipment. On the other hand I 
maintain that it is just because the airlines 
in particular have been forward looking and 
introduced this kind of equipment, that the 
market will be even further expanded. 

" '[he advent °f the computer, with its 
ani tny a PTOCeSS data at Phenomenal speeds 
and thus develop a voracious appetite for data 
coupled with the capability of generating f ' 
considerable amount of data to line, has brought 
about a new era as far as Communications 
engineers are concerned. We have alw-ivs in 
past been most concerned with the true ccori • 6 

Of the systems for which we have been 

If we can reduce the number of words in a 
message or codify the information in sone way 
as the traditional communicator has always done 
then economy is achieved and the system is freej 
for more vital traffic to flow. On the nedim, 
speed systems and the way in which they have 
been programmed, there is not this same 
devotion to economy largely, I think, because 
until relatively recently data processing hes 
been an * in house' occupation. With the 
advent of 'am line' or realti e systems, and 
even with the present data transmission 
capabilities, it is still Just as necessary to 
avoid sending large blocks of spaces, even 
though it may be easier to programme the systea 
that way. As ccwauun lea tors, are must still 
continue to ensure that although we have 
adequate capacity for data transmission beyond 
the immediate needs, we still need to consider 
the overall aspect of communications economy, 

13 To operate a medium speed data transmission 
network on an International basis is, to say the 
least of it, a challenge. There are many 
technical problems, but it is the administrative 
problems concerned with the tariffs and with the 
day to day operation of the circuit that tend to 
attract most of our attention. At the present 
time we operate, in effect, as a single user 
system. Economies could be made if airlines 
could share data tranaai ssian services in such 
a way that the data stream for each airline was 
Kept separate and thus avoid the complexities 
and difficulties of developing software 
interfaces between the various systois which 
might use the data transmission service. 
Undoubtedly, there could be economies and 
improvements in service, particularly in 
relation to fall-back channols, and economies 
in regard to equipment and stuff to monitor and 
operate efficiently the data transmission 
service. Those are aattera for tho future and 
will require much discussion and negotiation 
wit" the relevant P £, T Authorities, but is 
undoubtedly a problem which will have to be 
tackled in the near future. 

BOADICEA Station Address Plan RDA P  , , 
Telecommunications System Schematic TW A|Slociated Airlin« Overseas Fixed 
and Typical Frequency Amplitide Distortion P L°UP Delay Distortion Graph 
from the author. distortion Graph are available on request 
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THE NETWORK CONTROL CENTER FOR THE ARPA NETWORK 

A. A. McKenzie, B. P. Cosell, J. M. McQuillan, M. J. Thrope 
Bolt Beranek and Newman, Inc. 

Cambridge, Massachusetts, U.S.A. 

Abstract 
The ARPA Network allows dissimilar, geograph

ically separated computers (Hosts) to communicate 
with each other by connecting each Host into the 
network through an Interface Message Processor 
(IMP); the IMPs themselves form a subnetwork that 
can be thought of as a distributed computation 
system. To detect failures in this system each 
IMP automatically and periodically examines it
self and its environment and reports the results 
to the Network Control Center (NCC), at Bolt 
Beranek and Newman Inc., for action. The NCC 
computer, like any other Host, can itself fail 
without affecting network integrity; further, the 
NCC central processor can easily be replaced, in 
case of failure, by any standard IMP. 

The present paper briefly describes the NCC 
hardware; discusses such software issues as NCC-
related routines in the IMPs, data-collection 
and interpretation mechanisms, line status deter
mination, IMP status and program reloading, and 
Host and line throughput; details NCC operations 
(manning, problem-handling procedures, track 
record); and summarizes overall NCC experiences 
and future plans. 

I, Introduction 
Almost four years ago the Advanced Research 

Projects Agency of the Department of Defense 
(ARPA) began the implementation of a new type of 
computer network. The ARPA Network provides a 
capability for geographically separated computers, 
called Hosts, to communicate with each other via 
common-carrier circuits. The Host computers typi
cally differ from one another in type, speed, word 
length, operating system, etc. Each Host is con
nected into the network through a small local 
computer called an Interface Message Processor 
(IMP); each IMP is connected to several other IMPs 
via wideband communication lines. The IMPs, all 
of which are virtually identical, are programmed 
to store and forward messages to their neighbor 
IMPs based on address information contained in 
each message. 

In a typical network operation a Host passes 
a message, including a destination address, to 
its local IMP. The message is passed from IMP to 
IMP through the network until it finally arrives 
at the destination Host. An important aspect of 
this operation is that the path the message will 
traverse is not determined in advance; rather, an 
IMP forwards each message on the path it deter
mines to be best, based on its current estimate of 

local network delay. Since the path choices are 
determined dynamically, IMPs can take account of 
circuit or computer loading (or failures) in an 
attempt to insure prompt delivery of each message. 

In three years the network has expanded from 
U to over 25 IMPs and is still growing. Early 
work on the ARPA Network is described in some de
tail in a set of papers presented at the 1970 
Spring Joint Computer ConferenceI~5. Additional 
work is described in a paper presented at the 1972 
SJCC6. 

An interesting aspect of the IMP subnetwork 
(i.e., the set of IMPs and communication lines) 
is that it can be considered a distributed compu
tation system. Each IMP performs its own tasks 
relatively independently of its neighbor IMPs; 
nevertheless all IMPs are cooperating to achieve 
a single goal — reliable Host-Host communica
tion — and in some cases, for example, the 
dynamic path selection mentioned above, each IMP 
coopperates with its neighbors in making reliable 
delay estimates for various path choices. 

In any distributed computation system it is 
likely to be difficult to detect component fail
ures quickly; the difficulty is increased in the 
IMP subnetwork by the wide geographic separation 
of components. For this reason we chose at the 
outset to incorporate automatic reporting unc^ 
tions in the IMPs as an aid to failure diagnosis. 
Each IMP is programmed to examine itself an 
environment periodically and to report ® 
suits of these examinations to a centra 
ating agent. This agent has the function of col
lecting the (possibly conflicting 
determining the most likely ac ^ initiating 
network and, in the case of . • per_ 
repair activity. The mediation 
formed by the Network Control Cen /BBN) in 
cated at Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc^ ( 
Cambridge, Mass. ^he mediating agents the^ 
computer, which is attache , although 
to the BBN IMP. It should Henoted ^ ̂  ^ 
the NCC computer is an ^°^ T onerit; as with 
network it is not an ^enttalo^on ^ 
any other Host it can fail without oi 
overall network integrity. 

„™npraed primarily with 
The NCC computer is concer F failures. 

the detection of line failures «*_!£ ^ ̂  
In addition, the NCC co®P^ traffic; these are 
umes of Host traffic and ^ warning of net-
parameters which can give ^ed tQ in_ 
work elements whose capa y usage 

which can be used for 
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accounting. Finally, the NCC computer keeps track 
0 or data, such as switch settings and buffer 

usage, for each IMP; these data are frequently 
neiplul in diagnosing IMP failures. 

The remainder of this paper describes the 
operation of the network Control Center. Section 

escribes the NCC hardware located at BBN and 
section III provides details of the overall soft
ware operation. Section IV discusses the manual 

^reS. folTowed by NCC operators and technical 
s a in diagnosing and correcting network mal-
unc ions. In Section V we have provided typical 

summaries of the types of information collected 
e C in recent months, and mention some 

anticipated changes in NCC operation. 

I I .  N C C  H a r d w a r e  

packasesCentral+Site WCC hardware consists of two 
memorv l Cf^ral Pressor with 12K of l6-bit 
interface" J Cl0t* *** a "sP^ial Host 
specificalivaf S6t °f haI"dware designed 
,• tt NCC functions. The current CPU 
two'im0"?^1 316 C°mpUte^ choice provides 
Sst iLerrfa F-st, the "special 
network ife +fe<1Ulred for connection to the 
Host interldentical to the "standard 
IMP thus ^ •already designed as part of the 

»• •»" 
•*T°"~ 

The special NCC hardware consists of tun, a-
up line controllers, a half-duplex Teletypri/f1" 
interface, and hardware associated with ? 
32 dispiay !iftS( a programmable audible ££ °f 

and 16 control switches. All of thi<= e.aJ-a™» 
is housed in a separate cabinet afng X «if 
required power supplies. When necesfarv it 
be^simply connected to the I/O bus of af alter^te 

i n p u f f  f S p S  f t h e  

the Teletype interface in the specif hfa °Ugh 

package, is dedicated to a print-onlv frdWare 

function while the other, the NCC !. ^Mfjng 
dard console Teletype, serves both °mputer s stan-
printer and as the^rimlf fu^ce ofon 
put. Input can also be provided th parator 

control switches, and other output the 16 

the 32 display lights and the alarm Thfd"Vf 
line controllers are reserved 7Z dial-up 
use. The external I/O eauinm t .posslble future 
nearby locations for the conveni 15 dUplicated at personnel. convenience of NCC 

I I I .  S o f t w a r e  O p e r a t i  o n  
The IMP subnetwork consists of +h 

classes of components: i) a three Principal 
band common carrier data lines dactlon of vide-
processors , 3) IMP system softfarf & Network ̂ r. 

J v. o ill any Q£ 
components in each of these classes. Therefore 
in conjunction with our construction of the net' 
work, we had to develop procedures for quickly d 
tecting and repairing component failures vithin 
any of these classes. In this section ve viu • 
scribe the software used to assist in detecting" 
such failures. ^ 

N C C - R e l a t e d  S o f t w a r e  i n  t h e  I H P s  

A basic assumption, which underlies the icr 
effort, is that the most effective vsy of det t 
ing failures is to have each IMP periodically'!!" 
pile a report on the status of its local enrtrf" 
ment and forward this report through the network" 
to a mediating agent, the NCC. This sgent has ! 
task of collecting and integrating the re-o~s 
from all of the IMPs to build up a global picture 
of the current state of the network. The data 
generation within each IMP is performed by tvo 
routines: a timing routine which controls the 
periodic execution of the report routine, end the 
report routine itself. 

The timing routine used is the XMP's statis
tics mechanism. This mechanism establishes a 
network-wide synchronized clock which it uses to 
coordinate the execution of a set of self-measure
ment (statistics) routines which have been incor
porated into the IMP. The bulk of the statistics 
routines are concerned with factors such as mea
suring IMP bandwidth capacity and storage utiliza
tion, etc. One of the statistics routines, fccv-
vidf aS„the Trouble Reports" routine, which pro-

t0 the Network Control Center. 

the timinr°UblfJReP0rtS routine> wh« initiated by 
the W f°Utine' Interrogates various parts of 
which!L«r t0 detemine -fit" "nes are alive, 
tion int ^ UP* *tC- U fonails that infcrra-
NCC°s det/ Df?Sa€e Whlch ls *»var<tod to the 
at a J ? c°llection mechanism. Since space is 
no ore n ? thC IMP syst«. the routine does 
collect^006!!'!"8 °f the lnf°™«tion; it is merely collected and forwarded. 

oackavesedition to the statistics and reporting 
v each IMP contains a small debugging 

capabT' ?OT" U 8 SiBple d interpreter 
fyinc s slJeh functions as examining and modi-
searchin eiEory wor<i» clearing a block of memory, 
etc!^ ddt f°r a *«*icular stored value, 
remotelv 8t5"uctured so that it can be driven 
sponsee^hthrough the network, returning any re-
of DDT 1 through the network. Tbe remote use DUI is laportant ^ ^ S(;c operaUons 

format! >!n!COntains 8everai routines which per-
•"1°" - «•" 

etc f«r - Ii ' testing Host interfaces, 
element c °opdn® is the interconnection of circuit 
are return^ that all transmissions from an IMP 
the IMP afth ° tf* IMP rather than being sent to 
"sed to initw ®nd °f the line-> DDT is 

modifvin^ ! and tenalnate these routines by 
parametefsVT^3 IMP aeaory which contain their 
example ' enable/disable bit. For 
changed 'to f°Utine OOIiitoi-s a word which, when 
aPPropriate\nt VDterfaCe DUCber' lo0p£ the 

interface. This particular ability is 
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vital to isolating the malfunction when a line 
goes down, so that we know whether to notify tele
phone company personnel to fix the line, or to 
notify Honeywell field engineering to repair the 
interface. 

NEC Development 

While the data generation scheme and (in 
large part) the data actually collected have re
mained invariant during the development of the 
NCC, the data collection/interpretation mechanisms 
at BEN have undergone steady evolution. In the 
first versions, while the network was small, the 
data were sent as ASCII text which was typed out 
on the BBN IMP console Teletype; personnel at BBN 
periodically scanned the typescript to determine 
if anything noteworthy was happening in the net
work. Since the collection vas being done on a 
Teletype, a low bandwidth device, space within 
the message was at a premium; however, since a 
person was required to read it and make sense out 
of it, the format had to be intelligible. The 
only way to balance these factors was to omit the 
collection of much interesting data. 

As the network became larger and more reliable, 
the proportion of status messages which said any
thing other than "everything's still OK here" de
creased, thus making the location of the messages 
which required action on our part more difficult. 
The scheme we developed to make the location of 
critical messages somewhat easier consisted of 
having each IMP: 1) send us a status message 
every 15 minutes and 2) examine its status every 
minute and send an additional message at that time 
if it detected a change in status. Since these 
routines were being driven by the synchronized 
clock of the statistics package, the effect of 
this scheme was that every 15 minutes we would re
ceive a block of "checkin" reports, one from each 
IMP; interspersed between these "checkin" blocks 
on the typescript there would be an occasional 
"change" report. 

This setup functioned tolerably for some time, 
but eventually several factors combined to make it 
unwieldy. First, the number of IMPs in the net
work was constantly increasing, so that the amount 
of typescript which had to be scanned in order to 
determine what was happening in the network became 
overwhelming. Second, outside organizations be
came increasingly interested in receiving monthly 
reports on IMP and line performance; the prompt 
and accurate compilation of these reports by hand 
became more and more difficult. Third, there was 
pressure to take statistics on line usage and Host 
traffic in order to obtain advance warning of net
work elements whose usage was approaching satura
tion and to investigate accounting algorithms for 
network usage. All of these factors led us to in
stall a Host on the BBN IMP which is dedicated to 
monitoring network performance and doing much of 
the bookkeeping required for our reports. 

With a separate Host dedicated to monitoring 
the network, we were able to abandon ASCII text 
format in favor of binary format, and to expand 
the reports to include more internal status infor
mation as well as statistics on Host traffic and 

Networks 

frequency^ reporting1^ able t0 increase "the 
"checkin", and to send ^ ̂  
changes are detected. We also vm ? a S°°n as 

• till working, „n tle k .J" " •** 
i.in« th« heuristics which St S™ SS'*1 "port=«•«SSL 
Z,"?' The Paragraphs discuss sev
eral of the problem areas of greatest interest. 

Line Status 

For its own routing purposes, each IMP is con-
wmeaST?? the 4Uality °f each of its data 

lines. Every half-second it sends a thousand-bit 
status message on each line and expects to receive 
a similar message from its neighbors. Each status 
message includes the number of the IMP which orig
inated it. When an IMP receives a status message 
Irom one of its neighbors correctly, it marks its 
next status message to that neighbor with an ac
knowledge bit. Thus an IMP's receipt of a status 
message with the acknowledge bit set indicates 
that the line is in good condition. Conversely, 
whenever a half-second interval elapses and the 
IMP does not receive a status message with an ac
knowledgment of its own previous message, it 
counts an error on that line. 

In conjunction with this acknowledgment scheme, 
an important system debugging feature is the abil
ity to "loop" lines for test purposes. Each line 
is nominally a pair of independent one-way cir
cuits, one in each direction. "Looping" is the 
interconnection of these circuits such that one 
end is disconnected and the other end receives its 
own transmissions. A line can he looped in one of 
three places: either inside the IMP's line inter
face or at the local data set (under program con
trol), or at the remote data set (manually). The 
IMP system, by checking the origin of status mes
sages, can detect looped lines. 

Using its line error count and detection of 
looped lines, an IMP can make a simple usable/ 
unusable decision, for its own purposes, for each 
of its lines. A line can, however, be "network 
unusable" for a variety of reasons (the IMP at the 
other end is down, the interface on the local IMP 
is broken, the line itself is broken, etc.) and at 
the NCC we must be able to distinguish amongst_ 
them in order to initiate the appropriate repair 
procedure. Therefore we supplement the IMP s re
port of whether it thinks the line is up, down, or 
looped with the IMP number of the IMP on the other 
end of the line, the total number of status mes
sages sent on the line, and the total number 
status messages received on the line (w e e*" 
their acknowledge bit was set or not). The 
SE. th. 3-vay division fro, th. MP <«P, •>=£_ 
or looped) and incorporates into lt to form 
sion (status messages coming in or n ) ^ 
a 5-way breakdown of line status^ se^jr 

(Imusabl^but with^tatus messages without errors 
being received.), down 'reported to the 
"no information (the iMr in 

E """ 
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each end of the line and determines the state of 
the line according to the decision rules shown in 
Table 1. Whenever any line's state changes, a 
message is printed in the log. 

The IMPs are essentially synchronized with re
gard to the generation of status messages; fur
thermore, status messages constitute a known con
stant traffic load on each line. Therefore, for 
lines whose state is declared up, a measure of 
line quality is given by the fraction formed by 
dividing the number of status messages correctly 
received by the number of status messages sent, 
since only line errors (detected by checksum hard
ware) will cause status messages to be incorrectly 
received. This fraction is printed in the log 
whenever the numerator differs from the denomina
tor by more than one and the fraction is neither 
zero nor one. Thus we are alerted to line fail
ures before the lines become completely unusable. 

Since the IMPs have been designed to infer 
the network's topology dynamically, they are not 
directly concerned with the common carrier data 
lines; rather, they are interested only in which 
portions of the network they can access through 
a particular line interface. NCC personnel, how
ever, must deal with the actual lines. A report 
from an IMP that the line connected to interface 

2 has become unusable is not useful unless ve can 
determine which line is actually connected to 
that interface. Toward this end, the NCC main
tains a connectivity table which contains, for 
each line in the network, the IMP numbers for the 
IMPs at each end and the interface numbers that 
that line should be connected to. The NCC types 
a message in the log whenever it determines that 
a line has been moved from its nominal interface 
or when a report for a line not contained in the 
connectivity table is received. 

IMP Status and Program Reloading 

The NCC is faced with a difficult problem in 
attempting to determine that an IMP is no longer 
functioning. Since a broken IMP can't send us a 
message indicating that it's broken, we must in
fer this condition from the absence of its "check-
in" messages. In the past, this decision was made 
after a scan of the typescript and the observation 
that the IMP had not checked in "for a while". 
The current NCC system declares an IMP dead when 
it has not reported for three minutes. Because 
of the effects of problems like network partition
ing, this is an inadequate test for actually de
termining whether the IMP is up or down, but it 
does alert our personnel to the need for further 
diagnosis. For example, all lines to the IMP nay 

STATUS FROM HIGH NUMBER IMP 

UP DOWN 
NO ERRORS 

DOWN 
WITH ERRORS LOOPED NO 

INFORMATION 

UP UP IN LIMBO IN LIMBO IN LIMBO UP 

DOWN 
NO ERRORS IN LIMBO DOWN DOWN ON 

HIGH END 
LOOPED ON 
HIGH END UNKNOWN 

DOWN WITH 
ERRORS IN LIMBO DOWN ON 

LOW END DOWN LOOPED ON 
HIGH END UNKNOWN 

LOOPED IN LIMBO LOOPED ON 
LOW END 

LOOPED ON 
LOW END 

LOOPED ON 
BOTH ENDS 

LOOPED ON ! 
LOW END 

NO 
INFORMATION UP UNKNOWN UNKNOWN LOOPED ON 

HIGH END UNKNOWN 

LT) CO 
ZD Z 
f— ZD 

The terms are defined 

HIGH NUMBER IMP 

LOW NUMBER IMP 

UP 
DOWN 

DOWN ON ONE END 

LOOPED ON ONE END 

LOOPED ON BOTH ENDS -
IN LIMBO 
UNKNOWN 

as follows: 

IMP with higher network address 

IMP with lower network address 

The line is usable for both IMPs. 

The line is unusable for both IMPs. 

vice1 vers a" tranSmit t0 the 0fer. but not 

The line is looped as seen by one IMP, but 
not as seen by the other. 

The line is looped as seen by each IMP. 

Conflicting reports from the two IMPs 

iS'SS."'" " • oeclslo™ *, 
TABLE 1: DECISION RULES FOR LINE STATE 
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be down. rather than the IMP being down. 

In the rare case of network-wide failures it 
is often difficult to determine which IMP trig
gered the network failure, much less what caused 
that IMP to fail. Nevertheless, personnel at the 
NCC must attempt to make these determinations. 
To assist them, each status report that an IMP 
sends to the NCC contains a snapshot of the IMP's 
environment. The snapshot information is used to 
determine if the IMP is experiencing a transient 
or getting into some kind of trouble. This infor
mation includes the version number of the program 
running in the IMP, the storage utilization and 
the amount of free storage left in the IMP, the 
state of the sense switches and the memory protect 
switch (to detect unauthorized tampering), a list 
of the statistics programs which are enabled, a 
list of which Hosts are up, and an indication of 
whether tracing is enabled. The NCC logs any 
change in reported status and, in the event of a 
network failure, we attempt to correlate environ
mental data for individual IMPs with the network 
failure as a whole. 

Since all IMPs run the same program, we built 
a small "bootstrap" routine into the IMP which, 
when initiated, sends out a request for a core 
image on a line selected either by parameter or 
at random. When any IMP receives such a request 
it returns a copy of its entire (running) program 
as a single message. The bootstrap routine then 
checks incoming messages on the selected line for 
correct length and checksum; when the core image 
is successfully received it is initialized and 
started. If an incorrect core image is received, 
the bootstrap routine sends another request. 
This facility provides a quick and easy way to 
obtain a fresh copy of the IMP system. Since the 
bootstrap resides in the protected memory sector, 
and thus is nearly always intact, site personnel 
are almost never required to handle IMP system 
paper tapes when an IMP requires reloading. 

Program reloading can be initiated remotely 
by commanding DDT to execute a transfer to the 
bootstrap. Without the remote reloading ability, 
the only way to distribute a revision of the sys
tem would be to mail out paper tapes of the new 
program to each site, and then schedule a time, 
with personnel available at each site, to load 
and start the new version. With the remote re
loading ability, however, we merely load the new 
version into the BBN IMP, direct BBN's neighbors 
to reload from us, then direct their neighbors to 
reload from them, and so on until the new version 
is propagated through the entire network. In 
fact, propagation of a new program release can be 
accomplished by one person in a few minutes, 
rather than requiring a month of planning and 
several hours of work by a nationwide "team". 
Also, since the procedure doesn't require assis
tance from site personnel, it can be scheduled to 
occur at a time when network usage is extremely 
low (typically very early morning, a time when 
site assistance would be most difficult to ar-
range), thus minimizing the loss of network avail
ability. 

H o s t  a n d  L i n e  T h r o u g h p u t  

i»« szvc brw 
t,*™, „„ th, nee ii-1-
initial steps toward buildinc an » to take 
it, for »,tvork 

measures the amount of use each £ ! i» =.t4„:s.,,ose's« 
gones are the combinations of the following ™ 
rameters: transmissions from and to the Hoftf 
inter site and mtra-site transmissions, and 
packet and message traffic. Thus, the eight cat
egories are: 

1. inter-site messages sent 
2. inter-site messages received 
3. inter-site packets sent 
U. inter-site packets received 
5. intra-site messages sent 
6. intra—site messages received 
7• intra-site packets sent 
8. intra-site packets received 

The IMP counts data transmissions only; con
trol messages and RFNMs (destination-to-source 
message acknowledgments) are not included. The 
NCC tabulates Host traffic data from all the IMPs 
in the network. At the end of each hour it copies 
this table into a second table and then clears the 
first to obtain a clean "snapshot" for the hour, 
which is then printed on the report Teletype. 
This table is also added into a daily table which 
is printed at midnight every day. 

In order to be able to better predict when 
lines may become overloaded, we also keep track 
of the line utilization in the network. The IMP 
measures the line throughput by counting the num
ber of successfully acknowledged packets. The NCC 
accumulates these line throughput data for each 
line and types them out with the Host throughput 
at the end of each hour, and at the end of the day. 

V i s u a l  a n d  A u d i b l e  A l a r m s  

Although the computerization of the NCC vir
tually eliminated extraneous typescript, it was 
still desirable to free the NCC personnel from 
having to regularly check the typescript to de
termine whether action was required. We therefore 
attached a set of lights and an audible alarm to 
the NCC. The NCC maintains two sets of virtual 
light" display information: which IMPs are alive 

and which lines are functioning. The NCC staff 
can select either of these sets for output xn the 
p h y s i c a l  d i s p l a y  l i g h t s .  T h i s  p r o v i d e s  f o r a  
quick visual survey of the state of the network. 

Whenever a line breaks, or an IMP stops work
ing, the alarm is sounded and the virtual light 
for'that IMP or line is flashed 
the time for the NCC personnel to notice 
some corrective action, while a. lights or 
freeing them from having to watch the lights or 
log to achieve this rapid response to network 
failures. 

Tw NCC Operation 

The Network Control BBN 
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echnical staff members. The operators are famil
iar with the operation of the NCC machine and, to 
a certain extent, with the diagnosis and resolu
tion of network problems. The technical staff 
mem ers are both hardware and software specialists, 
most of whom have participated in the design and 
imp ementation of the network from the outset. 

•^S ne^work developed and the role of the 
NCC increased and became more clearly defined, a 
airly comprehensive scheme for manning evolved, 

became clear very early that 9 to 5 coverage 
wi informal arrangements to contact staff mem
bers at home was insufficient. A dedicated 
etwork Control Center telephone line was in-

s ed, with computer operators acting in a 
monitoring capacity to direct inquiries and prob
lems to available staff members. This has be
come the single contact telephone for Host site 
personnel, the telephone company and Honeywell 
field engineering. 

The present NCC program, with its detailed 
log, allows the operators to assume first order 
responsibility for network operation. Operators 
now man the NCC 2k hours a day, 168 hours a week; 
technical staff coverage is normally close to 50 
hours a week, with additional "at-home" avail
ability of key personnel. Routine chores are 
handled by the operators and only more complicated 
situations are referred to staff members. After 
hours, the operators attempt to contact specific 
staff members at home in the event that a problem 
arises or a phone call is received which the oper
ators cannot properly field. In specific rare 
cases, such as attempting to pin down an obscure 
IT"!?3 ,T°D' a Pr°blem may be Preserved 

(i.e., not fixed) until a staff member can in
vestigate. Even outside regular working hours 
most problems are resolved, or at leas^und^ ' 
control, within a few hours. 

^There,are several different means of handling 
problems, depending on severity and type. For 
routine controlled situations (such as IMP pre 

ventative maintenance and scheduled repair snhBrf 
uled Host testing, and scheduled line test'and 
ofVh w NC? operators coordinate the activities 

e Honeywell field engineering, Host site and" 
telephone company personnel involved. We have 
established the policy that the state of an IMP 
or a line is not to be intentionally modified «-th 
out first seeking the permission of the NCC We 
insist upon strict adherence to this policy'in 
order to prevent a deferrable outage fr™ „ 
during an unscheduled failure and thereby 
ardizing network integrity. jeop-

a,es.T1heald^plC^i2t\en\in°^L0-IMP+0r line «*-
log and the ability to obtain a qu^kprint^t ^ 
network status, usually make it Lirt^asvT °f 

the operators to determine what has fai? a 
case of an indicated IMP failure +h In the 
duty calls the IMP site, verifies that^h1"^01" °n 

failed, gathers some rudimentarv inf IMP has 

the «. of failure, ™ "t 
personnel to bring the machine back on fh SltS 

If this is not possible, technical staff ™ natw°rk. 
are called in to investigate further If embers 

• XI a. nard— 

""-1- ' —"cxx iieid 
engineering is alerted to repair the probles. 

At present, IMP maintenance and repair are 
carrier out under contract by Honeywell field 
engineering. Coverage is prime shift with mar 
anteed 2-hour response time. When circumstance" 
warrant, however, the NCC will request extended 
coverage for repair or for standby backup, un
repairs are completed by the end of the day thev 
are reported. 

In the case of an indicated line failure th 
operator performs a series of checks to confix 
that the line has actually failed. This is nece 
sary since some IMP failures appear in the log aT 
line failures (the converse is also true) Mae 
nosis is performed from the NCC by using IMP ddT 
to test the terminal equipment. If a line failure 
has isolated a site from the NCC, the operator 
will contact site personnel and direct t^en in 
performing the tests for him. When a line problen 
has been confirmed, the operator notifies the at-" 
proprxate telephone company office, frequently ' 
supplying considerable detail. 

Each line is maintained and tested froo a 
private line office at one end. Manned around 
the clock, these offices are equipped with test 
facilities for finding and repairing line problems. 
Unless there is a manpower or access problem re
lated to local facilities, line failures usually 
are corrected within a few hours of the initial 
report. Maximum repair time is normally about a 

For many NCC activities the cooperation of 
NCC in ES8ENTIA1' SLT« personnel aid the 
«oc in the diagnosis of a variety of problems, 
help m recovering from IMP failures, and take 
local responsibility for the IMP. Their assis
tance is particularly useful when investigating 
obscure hardware and software malfunctions. 

vo relationshiP "ith the organizations in-
Honpwan network maintenance has been good, 
and sit leid engineering, telephone company, 
concIusi„Per8°nnel haVe a re®*"1 r°T the 
believHh°?ftreached ln our problem analysis. This 
record * ^ fostered * • track 
Honevvti i" at leBSt 75,of failure reports to 
problem h»°r>,the telephone company, an actual 
IMP nr >,i keen detected. Line problems and nany 
Prtch^ t ^"* USUalljr ful1* diagnosed snd dis-
in half ° L aPPropriate maintenance group vith-
however M OUr" SoDe Bore ®"btle IMP problems, 
a number ^^"^ require gathering data over 
drawn. ailures before a conclusion can be 

~—Experience and Future Plans 

the NCC^s6?1 deai of additional work is done with 
duce month811(1 summary reports in order to pro-
for ARPa b a reports on network status and usage 
NCC machine h« intepested parties. Since the 
we are unable^- SeCOadai> stor»«a capability 
nation on that a=CUBulate monthly summary infor-
and lom i„f machine; instead the daily suranaries 
Preparatinr,01^8^1011 BUSt be ^ed as input to manual 

of Host traffic reports and IMP DOVE 
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Networks 
Average Average Average Host 

Line IMP # of Inter-site Output 
(packets/day) Month Outage Down Nodes 

Inter-site Output 
(packets/day) 

September 1971 .59% 3.27% 18 
— J / 

51,386 
October 1.66% 1.77% 18 95,930 
November 1.65% 5.50% 18 116,515 
December 3.21% 3.95% 19 107,896 
January 1972 1.02% 1.92% 19 172,037 
February 1.23% 2.73% 19 224,668 
March 1.36% 4.00% 23 240.144 
April .88% 2.86% 25 362,064 
May 1.11% 2.57% 25 505,639 
June .41% .97% 29 807,164 

TABLE 2: SUMMARY OF NETWORK OPERATION 

and Line Outage summaries. A certain amount of 
judgment is used in the latter two summaries; 
several outages which the technical staff feels 
are due to a single cause are normally combined 
into a single (longer) reported outage. Table 2 
provides summary information for an actual ten-
month period of network operation. 

Until early this year the Host traffic sum
maries were produced manually from the NCC's hard
copy summary reports. The NCC now punches a paper 
tape (on the report Teletype) of all daily summary 
information and this is used as input to computer 
programs which produce the reports more rapidly 
and accurately. Eventually, when experience in
dicates that several of the network's service Hosts 
are reliably up around the clock, we expect to have 
the NCC transmit all of the summary information 
through the network for storage and later manipula
tion. This will enable us to more easily provide 
answers to interesting questions such as: 

What are the peak hours of network use 
and what is the peak-to-average traffic 
ratio? 

What percentage of network traffic do 
single-packet messages constitute, and 
hew does this percentage vary from Host 
to Host? 

What is the ratio of weekday use to week
end use? 

What percentage of line capacity is used 
during peak hours, on the average, and 
during weekends? 

Although the data needed to answer these ques
tions are available now, the data manipulation re
quired constitutes a prohibitive manual burden. 
Thus, the installation of an HCC computer lifted 
one bandwidth limitation only to reveal another. 
In an attempt to deal with this new problem, we 
are planning to experiment with an additional Host 
which was recently added at BBN. This is the ma
chine which is currently being used "off line" to 
process the paper tapes mentioned above. 

Another change which is under consideration 
is automated single-point reporting of line prob
lems. The NCC program, after appropriate auto
mated line testing, could report confirmed line 

iaiuures airecuxy to lCXCU,ype ww—s, uuxumiwi. 
company central location via one of the dial-up 
line controllers. Telephone company personnel 
would then direct this report to the appropriate 
office for test and repair. 

Finally, certain of the NCC command options 
will be made available to other organizations 
(such as the ARPA office) via one of the dial-up 
line controllers. This will be primarily to allow 
access to information on the overall state of the 
network, particularly the up/down status of the 
IMPs and lines. 

oc-Lepiiuxit: 
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THE EUROPEAN COMPUTER NETWORK PROJECT 

D.L.A. Barber 
National Physical Laboratory 

Teddington, Middlesex, England 

In November 1971 the Ministers of eight 
European nations; France, Yugoslavia, Italy, 
orway, Portugal, Switzerland, Sweden, and the 

United Kingdom, together with the Euratom Centre 
at Ispra, signed an agreement to start a project 
aimed at building a European computer network, 
he network, which will use the store-and-forward 

packet-switching techniques, will initially join 
five data processing research centres in four 
countries; but later is expected to be extended 
to include centres in other Nations. 

jTh? paper sets out the arguments that led to 
e decision to go ahead with a European Computer 

Network, and discusses the form it will take, the 
functions it will perform, and the way the project 
will be conducted. 

Introduction 

bv +hEaFly ^ 19!9 3 worRin& gf°"P was established 
by the European Economic Community to examine 
research in science and technology. This working 
group, chaired by a Frenchman, Monsieur Aigrain 
made wide ranging proposals for various advanced 
projects m science and technology to be carried 
out jointly by members of the community. In 
pril 1970 the EEC working group was widened to 

include representatives of other European coun
tries and the resulting group of nineteen nations 
became known as the COST Group. (Co-operation 
Europeene dans le Domaine de la Recherche 
Scientlfique et Technique). 

The COST Group set up a number of expert 
study groups to consider, in detail, the various 
projects. One of these, known as Project 11 
concerned with the problems of communication 
between computers. The Study Group chair^H k 
the author, put forward a plan to establish a ^ 
Pilot Computer Communications Network in Euro 
to link a number of data processing research P6' 
centres This was accepted by sevfral of the m 
ber nations, who signed in November 1972 an 
ment to undertake a project aimed at buildin Z 
a network. Initially, the network will u^g SUCh 

together centres m France Italv c •-
the United Kingdom, but later is iikely^o ^ 
extended to include centres in other Nations! 

the JSUZZ Z %>?£££?led 

ss-s - £?•,? 
will be conducted. ' Way the Projects 

The Need for a Network 

It is now well accepted that the proper use 
of computers is one of the most vital factors 
affecting the economic growth of a nation. In 
the mid 1960's the association of teleconmunica-
tions facilities with computers vastly increased 
their effectiveness and, since then, the use of 
teleprocessing techniques has grown at a remark
able rate. There is little doubt that use made of 
communication networks linking users to remote 
computers will continue to increase sharply dur
ing the next few years, and that the transmission 
of data across Europe will become of vital 
importance to the economics of European countries 
in general. The pattern which is beginning to 
emerge m national data communications will be 
duplicated across national boundaries, and there 
are already several instances of private computer 
communication networks that incorporate interna
tional data links. 

However, the growing numbers of private data 
communications networks owned by Industry, 
Commerce and Government is a cause for concern, 

pr*vate "etworks often under utilise tele-
communications resources. And, because the nu»-
t. v,?°nnections to romote computers is tending 
hav k 6 every yeart various national proposals 
ma3 h w for "ore efficient networks which 
may be shared by many users. 

mmr,,,!"1611 3n attempt is made to connect several 
systems by a shared data network funda-

be^i,1?K°rapatibiUties are dually revealed 
theref The development of shared networks, 
r e a l l y U  f ° ? u s e s  a t t e n t i o n  o n  t h e  n e e d  f o r  
commit f-CtlVe agreement of standards for 

cation between, and with, coaputer systems. 

commit pr°vision of efficient shared data 
effect —a 'j"8 facilities can also have a useful 
allowlno" vanced Computer system development by 
An excefi CO~operation between research centres. 
Proipotc ! example is the Advanced Research 
Department8ofCrLjARPA) networkl sponsored by the 
ARPA „».! °f.Defence of the United States. The 
influenc °r ls clearly having a most beneficial 
America! ^ th* develoP«« of computing in 

and invlstla!t°5 v similar type have been proposed 
Establish™ ? y Universities and Research 
plans unrf e"tS ln Europe and there are various 
works in cons^erati°n for building such net-
advantages°if There could be many 
International e networks were joined by an 

tional network, and this would be 
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Networks 
particularly the case if the international net
works were compatible with it, and each other. 

It is of the utmost importance, therefore, 
that early and adequate thought be given to the 
problems of international networks and of 
standardisation in particular, so that national 
developments do not produce a set of incompatible 
systems which cannot be linked without great 
difficulties requiring special interfacing or even 
re-design. International bodies like the CCITT 
(International Telegraph & Telephone Consultative 
Committee) and CEPT (European Committee of Post S 
Telegraph) are studying the telecommunication 
aspects of these networks, but many of the prob
lems concerned with the linking of computers both 
to other computers and also to various types of 
terminal equipment, are of a somewhat different 
nature to those concerned with existing tele
communications facilities; and there is already 
much debate on how best to deal with these new 
problems both nationally and internationally. It 
was partly the conviction of the increasing 
importance of computer networks on a European 
scale, and partly a consciousness of the many 
problems which still need to be solved before such 
networks can be effectively implemented, that led 
to the decision to build an experimental computer 
communications network. This will link various 
European data processing research centres and will 
serve two main roles 

1. It will facilitate the exchange of ideas and 
the co-operation between data processing 
research establishments, and will permit the 
eventual sharing of resources between 
Centres. It will also highlight the practi
cal difficulties of doing this on an inter
national scale. 

2. It will form a focus for discussion and 
comparison of presently proposed National 
network schemes. These may be held back at 
present because most countries are reluctant 
to embark on a purely National scheme that 
may be incompatible with the schemes of 
other Nations; a common meeting ground could 
well promote the resolution of differences in 
the various National proposals. 

In addition, if widely publicised, an 
experimental network could serve as a model for 
new commercial and other networks which are at the 
planning stage. In this way, incompatibilities 
between future data processing systems built in 
Europe could be minimised. 

The Nature of the European Network 

Experience gained with present day remote-
access data processing systems indicates that the 
data processing aspects and the communications 
aspects of these systems should be separated. 
This is especially so in an experimental network 
where development of the two aspects may be 
required to proceed almost independently. 

A vital feature of any network is high 
reliability, and this may be achieved by 

connecting the centres bv a 
links, with sufficient links to n6t"°rk of data 

two paths between any two centres^ w " leaSt 

m the event of lin/fallur^^rtain'^ 
have to redirect and forward traffic anfthis 
must not affect the normal data processing 
activities at the Centres Aa es®lnS 
of achieving this is to ̂ ovide a " ™e^-d 

puter at each Centre to control parate.com. 

nJedVf thr°Ugh traffiG- This
mcomSernS 

, ™e/Urran ComPuter Network may, therefore, 
be looked at from two aspects: it will be 
primarily a network of data processing centres 
co-operating to provide facilities, or achieve a 
performance, unattainable by individual centres; 
but within this network of data processing 
centres, the necessary communication facilities 
may be regarded as a sub-network, which can be 
established and managed as a separate entity. 
This concept has many similarities with that of 
the ARPA network. However, it is important to 
remember that the European Network will have to 
include any special features that might be 
necessary to allow communication across national 
boundaries, between data processing centres with, 
hitherto, largely uncorrelated research programs. 

The precise details of the co-operation 
between the data processing centres is, as yet, 
not completely formulated, and will, in any case, 
continue to develop in a variety of ways over the 
next few years. The design of the communications 
sub-network must be flexible enough to permit 
such developments to take place, and it must be 
capable of being adapted to suit changing require
ments. Indeed, the adaptation and development of 
the communication sub-network will be one import
ant aspect of the future programme of co-operative 
research between the national centres. 

At this stage, then, details of the data 
traffic to be handled by the network cannot be 
certain, but it is likely to be of three funda
mentally different types. There will be consider
able traffic between the operating systems of 
co-operating computers; this is likely to be an 
interchange of high speed bursts of data each of 
a few hundred characters. There will be traffic 
from manually operated terminals; this may have 
some similarities to traffic between computers, 
but the bursts are likely to be much shorter m 
duration, and will be generated at much lower 
rates. The third type of traffic may ar^s® 
towards the end of the experiment, w en ^a a 
collection and telemetry systems may begintouse 
the network. This kind of traffic is likely to 
be very infrequent, and very brief, comprising 
only a few characters m each message. 

ARPA network, and the 
pw'c;1tLSrS°St-1°tb' 

for handling the expecte orm f be a 

communications sub-network will, «»rMor . 
hieh-SDeed store-and-forward packet switchi g 
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network which, in addition to its role of provid
ing communication between co-operating data pro
cessing centres, will be used as a vehicle for a 
nu ^er of experiments in communication techniques, 
ypical of these experiments will be an investiga
tion of different packet routing techniques, and a 

s u y of the effect of hypothetical tariff 
structures. The ability to make such investiga-
ions will be a feature of the design of software 
or t e communications computers, while provision 

wi also be made for the collection of statistics 
a out the internal operation of the network, and 

e way m which it is used by the data processing 
centres. These statistics will help to show the 
merits and demerits of packet switching methods in 
relation to the needs of international data 
communication. 

The Implementation of the Network 

The task of building a network to link 
research centres in different countries is 
obviously more difficult than that of building a 
purely national network, for the already consider
able problems of linking dis-similar data process
ing systems are augmented by those of 
co-ordinating teams of scientists in each country 
working on^various aspects of the project. The 
situation is further complicated by the fact that 
Nations may participate at two levels: they may 
take part in the study and design phase only, or 
may additionally go on to equip and operate a 
network centre. 

The management of the project will be the 
responsibility of an international committee with 
one representative from the Government of each 
National taking part. Each representative will 
have one vote, and decisions will be taken by a 
simple majority, provided it includes the Nations 
that have elected to nominate a Centre. 

The management committee will select a 
director and a small permanent executive body to be 
responsible for the day-to-day control of the 
whole project. This executive body will comprise 
members nominated by some of the participating 
countries, and will probably be resident at one of 
the National Centres. 

An advisory committee formed from representa
tives of the data processing centres will draw up 
a program of co-operative research between the 
centres, and also between other establishments 
that may be able to co-operate with each other 
using the COST 11 communications sub-network-
possibly gaining access to it through any 
national network that may be available. 

The communications sub-network itself win 
planned m detail by commerical consultant , 
ing to a specification already prepared bvt~ 
Study Group which formulated the project Th6 

specification covers the design of a sttd a 
nodal centre, the use of which is to he d 

at all centres, otherwise the introduction^r??^ 
network will be difficult. However it ® 6 

prove unduly restrictive, and might'inhibit h 
ficial evolution, if alternative designs tre 

entirely prohibited. For, in the long run it 
must be possible to introduce inynjved versions 0f 
a node into an existing network. Of course an . 
one contemplating a non-standard design risks 
being unable to communicate effectively with oth 
centres, though these should still be able to ** 
interchange messages among themselves, because 
the mesh network will allow any faulty node to be 
by-passed. 

Network Configuration 

The initial form of the network will be as 
shown in Figure 1; with Nodal Centres in lspra 
London, Milan, Paris and Zurich. Further links' 
and centres will be added later depending on the 
way the experimental network develops. There win 
be two alternative paths between any pair of 
centres initially, with the likelihood that 
further paths will be available later. 

The functions of each nodal centre (N.C.) 
will be as follows 

a. To control a number of communication 
lines to other nodal centres. 

b. To forward transit traffic between 
adjacent nodal centres. 

To handle traffic between the network 
and a certain number of secondary 
centres associates with the nodal centre. 
To collect traffic statistics and 
carry out accounting computation. 

Associated with the node there nay be a 
number of secondary centres (S.C.). These nay be 
as shown in Figure 2: 

1. Subscribers computers devoted nainly 
to.local data processing tasks; 
initially these will be the existing 
computers at the national data process
ing centres. 

2. Terminal processors capable of collect
ing messages from a number of local 
terminals requiring access to the 
facilities of the main network. 

3. 

c. 

d. 

National network processors - these 
fight be associated with national data 
communications networks, which would 
be linked together through the experi
mental European international data 
network. 

sprnnH nodal centre will often be connected to its 
larlv centres by local connections, particu-
Drovi<5iD * initial stages of the network; but 
betwepn°n W1jd also be made for connections 
centres 3 n centre and remote secondary 

between thlT f°T th<? exPected growth of traffic 
for initial centres of the network, and 
include antlclPated expansion of the network to 
centres ^ t in ot^r "«ions, the nodal 

have to be designed to be highly 
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flexible. It is very likely that considerable 
alterations may have to be made following the 
initial operating experience, or arising from a 
change in the way the network is used. It is, 
clearly, essential that the choice of both the 
software and hardware aspects of the nodal centre 
shall permit changes to be made with relative 
ease; it is likely, therefore, that both hard
ware'and the software will be designed to be 
modular in form, and the decision about which to 
use to perform specific functions will be 
influenced considerably by the need to retain the 
utmost flexibility. The possibility of making 
changes to the operating systems of the nodal 
centres from a remote location will also be con
sidered both from the point of view of maintenance 
of the network, and of enhancing its adaptibility 
to changing requirements. 

The Nodal Centres 

The transfer of information within the net
work between the Nodal Centres will be by fixed-
format packets, but the interchange of information 
between the Nodal Centre and the Secondary Centre 
may be in the form of messages of any length in 
multiples of a byte of eight bits up to a maximum 
of 255 bytes. 

There are two distinct functional parts 
envisaged within the Nodal Centre: a 'packet-
switch' and a 'data-exchange' (see Figure 3). The 
packet-switch is responsible for the transfer of 
packets between the communications lines to other 
Nodal Centres (transit traffic) and between these 
lines and the data-exchange. The data-exchange 
organises the transfer of messages to and from 
the Secondary Centres (local traffic) and performs 
the translation between messages and packets, 
i.e. it divides long messages into packets for 
transmission to remote centres, and assembles 
incoming packets into messages for local delivery. 

To carry out these tasks the Nodal Centres 
must be capable of: 

- receiving messages from the attached 
S.C.s; 

- receiving packets from others N.C.s; 

- forwarding the above messages or 
packets to its attached S.C.s or other 
N.C.s; 

- providing store-and-forward switching 
for messages exchanged between one S.C. 
and another S.C.; 

- providing for speed conversions; 

- managing message and packet priorities. 

In addition to these functions the Nodal 
Centres will be involved in:-

- the breaking of messages into packets, 

- the management of message storage, 

- the routing of messages and packets, 

Networks 

- the generation of formatted messages, 

correction!" dSteCti°n and 

otheiTKr011 °f 3CtivitieS Mith 
the coordination of activities with 
ITS o•C•9 

the collection of network and traffic 
parameters, 

the detection and location of faults. 

The nodal centre will be implemented in 
the form of:-

a communication processor (or processors); 

- hardware interfaces attaching the 
communication processor to the data sets; 

- hardware interfaces attaching the 
communication processor to the 
secondary centres; 

software for message transmission, vali
dation, failure detection and recovery, 
and data gathering; 

software for message reformatting required 
to meet the procedural standard inter
faces to Secondary Centres. 

Each nodal centre will be capable of handling 
a maximum number of h lines to other nodal centres 
and a maximum number of 8 lines to remote second
ary centres. But the addressing capability of 
computers will provide 16 parts to permit possible 
future expansion, or the addition of special 
peripheral equipment. 

The Secondary Centres 

The National Centres at present use data 
processing systems of different manufacture, so 
the subscriber computers that will form the 
initial secondary centres will, in the mam, be 
different. The European Computer Network will 
thus be highly inhomogeneous. 

Due to the variety of S.C. machines and to 
the differences in the methods by which they 
communicate with external equipment it is not 
intended to make individual modifications 
N.C. in order to interface to each S.C instead 
a single standard access interface will be 

defined. 

The interworking of 
standard accesses interfa desi ed "adapta-
the introduction °f.sPe?J;a^ Keneral case both 
tion units", involving :nr0cedure modification, 
hardware adaptation and procedure 

The secondary centre will therefore comprise 

the following components:-

- The efStidgn£aofWthe formation^? the 

network^and will remain unchanged. 
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«cw . uware an<3 software individually 
designed and implemented for the 
convenience of the user in attaching his 
ata processing systems to the standard 

access interfaces of the network. 

Communications Path and Interfaces 

the J!?6 gfne^al communication path diagram of 

betwl T °f FigUre 4 Shows a connection 

undefined"0 °entres PassinS trough an 
undefined number of nodal centres. Along the 

nu0ZUr1oCftTSdPa,th.betWeen sec°ndary centres a 
to he standard interfaces and procedures have 
to he considered. 

fr- The ̂ e of interfaces are as follows 
(Figure 2, Figure 4): 

11 ~ lnine interface" - Interface between 
e nodal centre and the communications 

Facilities. 

12 - "Standard Access Interface" - Interface 
between the nodal centre and the 
secondary centre. 

13 - Interface between the present computer 
at any particular centre and the 
adaptation unit" required to match it 
to the network. 

Each interface has to be defined in terms of: 

hardware 9 

procedures. 

relevant interPaces 11 ̂ d 12 will use 
relevant CCITT recommendations. But the Dro-

cedures necessary to allow two parts of the svstem 

defin°rnlThte WUh are ^ill beL" defined. They are of three kinds (Figure <+): 

PSN = "fr " NC communication procedure" 
this allows a secondary centre to' 
communicate with its nodal centre. 

PNN = "*"? - NC communication procedure" 
this allows a nodal centre to ' 

communicate with another nodal centre. 

PSS " ~ SC communication procedure" 
this allows a secondary centre to' 
communicate with another secondary 
centre through the network. Y 

Supervisory Hpntra 

». £ « 
tollowing functions:- Perform the 

a. The collection of statistics about 
network and traffic parameters! 

These parameters may include: 

- distribution of network traffic, 

- occupancy of communication circuits 

- delays encountered by messages, 

- message lengtns, 
- queue lengths, 
- message arrival rates, 
" utilization of the nodal centre 

storage, 

- utilization of the nodal centre cm 
time. 

b. The collection of statistics about 
detection and location of faults coocm 
mg centres and lines. 

c. The transmission of up-to-date inform 
ti°n to the nodal centres of the network 
e.g., concerning new configurations of 
the network or new routing strategies. 

d. The preparation of accounting 
computations. 

Characteristics of Communications Link. 

The circuits used to connect together the 
nodal centres of the network will be private 
leased circuits fitted with high-speed modees. 
The modems may be provided by the local PTT or 
if permitted, may be proprietory modems of high 
performance. A transmission speed of U8 Kilo 
bit/sec will be used where possible, though it aaV 

SDeed°?fSai*y t0 aCCept d n#duc<Kl transmission 
ber! V band clrcult is not available between two centres. 

the JUT m°demS wiU be provided connected to 
the public switched network with appropriate 
automatic calling and answering equipment to 
callZh™ P?ck®t-SMitchin« computer to set-up 
facUitv^i?! k pUb"C "itched network. This 
circuit conn 5 provided to « additional 
centre in the 1<>n *° * "ad# t0 

line so th« CVT °f th* falluw of • i«*ed 
communication £y °f 
traffic. retained for emergency 

circuiZbvZ Wil1 b* mad® for the iooPin8 of 
poses both peratorf or engineers for test pur-
switch side S*de and on tbe packet-

configure the c ?S° P0881^8 to re-
manual patchin "S t0 inco"Ing lines by 
atrophic fanZS%that thC CVent 0f cata" 
direct connee-t-• ° 3 nodal centre alternative 
modems. 10nS may *** made between lines or 

to thehNodalCCent -®°ining f"®** Secondary Centres 
operating at U QOcfhiT*, ** P":ivate leased lines 
may be ' blts/seconds. However, there 
make tenrnorvZ "f® 'aade of the switched network to 
use the inter- 5, "ith secondary centres that 
It is like]v "atlonai network only occasionally, 
equipment wi 11 x* autoolatic caUing and answering 

"HI be used for some of these lines. 
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Nodal fsntre to Nodal Centre Communication 

of 

The Nodal Centre will be able to handle up 
to six trunk lines to other Nodal Centres using 
an extensible communication multiplexer in which 
channels will only be provided when required. 
Each channel may operate asynchronously and 
independently of the others; and can handle 
transmission rates from 2.4 to 48 kilo bits/sec. 
In addition consideration is being given to the 
possible use of PCM links at some future date. 
Where these are available, their lower noise 
level, and their much higher speed, make them 
very attractive. The interface between each 
channel of the multiplexer and a data set is, 
course, the standard full duplex interface as 
defined in the CCITT V 24 recommendation. 

The multiplexer channels will perform by 
hardware functions such as serial to parallel and 
parallel to serial conversions, recognition of 
flags and commands, generation and checking of the 
cyclic redundancy check sum as well as various 
test facilities, such as allowing the output of 
the channel to be looped into its input, for 
testing purposes. 

The structure of the packets used for 
communication between Nodal Centres comprises a 
fixed length packet header and a variable 
length text. The packet header identifies the 
text and gives some of its characteristics, for 
example it contains information on: 

- the type of the packet, e.g. a control 
packet carrying NC to NC information, or 
a user packet carrying part of a user 
message. 

- the origin and destination of the packet; 
its priority and an order number 
identifying the relative position of the 
text in the user's message. 

- instructions about the routing of the 
packet and any measurements that are to 
be triggered in each Nodal Centre 
through which it passes. 

The text, which contains an integral number 
of bytes of information as indicated by the 
packet length character in the header, may be 
either user text, passed through unchanged; 
control information destined for a nodal centre or 
statistical information being collected by the 
network measurement Centre. 

Evaluation of the Network 

To ensure that the results from the test with 
the experimental European Computer Data Network 
are of practical use for the future, it is 
necessary to consider not only the technical 
features which should represent as far as possible 
any likely final system, but also the commercial, 
and operational aspects. The statistical measure
ments and the results inferred from them will not 
be representative of the likely future commercial 
use of the network, if every participant in the 

Networks 

rr:iriecanasu:: T network with°^ -tS. . ex<™Pie» as no charges are being made for 
using the network, it will be a mosf attractive 
means of data transmission and high-speed inter
communication; so the load of thf network wS 
be substantially higher than if some form of 

charged. There will, therefore, 
be a notional charge computed to endeavour to 
indicate whether such a network could be of anv 
commercial value. 

During the first stage of the test only the 
participating national centres will exchange data 
information. But when tests have proved the 
reliability and utility of the network for 
international communications the various nodal 
centres will be able to invite participation from 
universities, and other research institutes, but 
before this is done, a tariff structure will be 
devised which covers all the features of the 
overall network, including any services available 
at the data processing Centres. The tariff will 
include the use of programs, computer capacity, 
data banks, etc. The knowledge of the cost of 
such services over an internationa network will 
make it possible for potential commercial custo
mers to assess the economic value of joining such 
a network. 

The profit from operating the network - even 
if only a notional one - will enable an economic 
case to be made for its enhancement by the 
addition of new equipment and services. 

Tariff Parameters 

The details of the tariff structure have yet 
to be decided, but will probably include factors 
such as:-

a. Various levels of priority of messages. 

b. The quantity of information handled. 

c. The connection time. 

d. The distance between Nodal Centres. 

e. The special facilities that may be 
offered. 

Statistical Measurements 

The fullest possible statistical information 
will be collected from the experimental network 

Initially, this will be used ̂  
the efficiency and operating cha ^ ̂  
various parts of the ne » iff structure as 
help to determine a notional tarirr 
discussed above. 

The collection of stat^f^/^he^arly 
additional load on the ne wo Qnly the more 
stages this is ummpor a . ected - these will 
important parameters may be At 

be chosen after eathered both locally 
first information will be f^minated 
at each Nodal Centre, whether this 
statistics collection > ^ decided. 
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made • 1-h W two "types of measurements to be 
irii-=J,-F °S^ concerning flow of information across 
m-nna^a<-eS etween parts of the network, and those 

mg the internal behaviour of equipment. 

-,j "odaI Centre measurements will be 
packet-switch level. These will con-

inn* H 6 line behaviour, i.e. error rates, 
incrdence of line failure, usable bit rate, 
distr-iKi°iW time, modem performance etc. The 
be msao" Xjn traffic on trunk lines will also 
as netwU3?v i3Sj^ §uide to new circuit provision, 
behavd fading increases. The internal 
to i°f th6 Packet-3«itch will be monitored 
mLht ^ 8 •LmProvementS in its software might enhance performance. 

made Series of measurements will also be 
Centre. Here it wufb^l °f ^ N°dal 

behaviour, * ocal llne and interface 
distrihut• of concern, while traffic 
trunk traf?'S ^ PeVeal the ratio of local to 
K r traffic at each centre. The internal 

be recorded"^ T ̂  Exchanga S°ftWare ^ ad=° 
centres win' h t * function °f the nodal 
attached c ! monitor the behaviour of the 
attached Secondary Centres, so the extent to 

additionaimiofdnCti°e °f theSS C6ntreS can cause 

e s t a b l i s h e d g  < *  t h e  n e t w o r k  m a y  b e  

Conclusion 

of great v^ufin C°mp"!er Networ* Project will be 
r™ • coordinating the work of data 
wii?6^81112 research establishments in Europe It 

anTtL^s^or Se^icS 
can scarcely be overstressed. It will hT T ! 

r»*V «» 
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MIXED COMPUTER NETWORKS: BENEFITS, PROBLEMS 
AND GUIDELINES 

B. T. Smith 
Civil Service Department 

Whitehall, London, England 

Abstract: The requirement for computers 
to be coupled together to form networks is 
growing in many areas. The present paper 
discusses the advantages of having 
Mixed Computer Networks (MCNS) rather 
than networks of identical computers. 
The problems arising from MCNS are 
described and some guidelines offered 
as to how the problems might be overcome. 
Particular attention is given to questions 
of Program and Data transfer and reference 
is made to a number of network studies 
in which the author in conjunction 
with consultants is currently engaged. 
A table for indicating degrees of network 
achievability is illustrated. The paper 
concludes with the view that, although 
mixed computer networking is probably 
the right way to go, progress, at least 
in the early states, will not be easy. 

Background 

The requirement for computers to be coupled 
together to font networks has been growing 
steadily oyer the last few years. If the trend 
continues, as ihu likely, it is imperative, In 
order to prevent networks from developing in 
undesirable ways, that serious attempts should 
nov be sade to eatabllsh their basic underlying 
facts and their axioms of working. Many of 
today's networks have been developed around 
identical oomputers or at least computers that 
are sesbera of the same family or range, but it 
is by no means certain that in the long term this 
1* the right way. networks of identloal 
computers can easily become isolated from other 
users, and certainly can lead to upheaval and 
frustration later on when the oomputers are 
replaced. The alternative of using Mixed 
Cosputer networks (KCns), which allows for the 
addition of different computers right from the 
start, is lass straightforward, but in the longer 
tars say prove to be the better all-round sol
ution. The author, in conjunction with a small 
teas of colleagues and consultants is currently 
studying the technical considerations of Mens, 
»bd it is this aspect of networking with which 
tha present paper la ooncerned. Although the 
studies are still in progress, it is thought that 
our approach to the problem may also be of 
Interest to others. 

The purpose of the paper is threefold; 

(i) to discuss the benefits to be gained 
by working with Mixed Computer Networks 
(MCNS). 

(ii) to group together some of the more 
formidable MCNS problems, which 
although they may not always be 
apparent, should, since they can 
greatly affect network capability, be 
constantly borne in mind, and 

(iii) in the light of the team's current 
studies to put forward a few early 
guidelines for the would—be designer. 
A feasibility chart for showing the 
degrees of achievability of various 
network operations is disoussed at the 
end of the paper. 

BENEFITS 

The benefits of networking are said generally to 
include improved efficiency, better flexibility, 
reliability and standby, faster response, up to 
date information, the pooling of resources,load-
sharing and so on. Potentially, MCNS also have 
these advantages, though it sbouldb. realised 
that the objective of an MCNS, unlike a network 
of identical computers, is not al*ays°ne 

optimising or sharing out the work load. 
cLes. in an MCNS, it is the access tc faoilities 
that would otherwise not be available «*t may 
have over-riding priority, even if injheprocess 
this may sometimes mean a temporary ^ 4_t»ntion 
efficiency. It is "°V^®8^^hing, anywhere. 
inanMCNSto bea e nachines specially 
Indeed, with MCNS, we may gw ^articular 
designed to be very eff c a ^ anything else, 
task or language, and ro f° using MCNS means 
in general, it may be f^^^fSther types of 
faoing reality, ackno Qf peer where it 
computer exist, and mak ng preferable 
1. available. In L other oases 
to transfer programs to ______ Even more than 
to transfer data ^ mean a much better 
this, the use of MCNS shoux teotoology, better 
chance of keeping paos ^ work, for sharing 

Amities for re-organising « 
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resources and facilities, and Bore importantly, 
since network standards are likely to become 
computer standards, an opportunity to rationalise 
computing itself, These and other topics are 
more fully treated below: 

Linking different usera-

t?J:0ng as manufac'turers continue to produce 
different computers there will presumably be a 
need for MCNS. Even if the market place were 
reduced to a single supplier, and in the interest 
of everyone, it is hoped that this will never be, 
there would still be a variety of models, ranges, 
and special purpose machines that would need to 
be connected. In theory it should be possible to 
link in much more easily with other centres and 
organisations for example with the banks, major 
customers and suppliers. If properly designed, 
a network should be conneetable, either directly 
or via a sub-network, to anyone, or any equipment, 
anywhere, with only minimal adjustment. 

Keeping r«e0 technology-

Computer users often find themselves unable to 
take advantage of new ideas and developments in 
the industry because of the cost of ranging 
on-going systems. In an MCNS this can be much 
less of a worry. The problems of replacement, 
premature obsolescence, the phasing in and out of 
equipment, the consequent disruption to operatims. 
and even the problems of implementing a system for 

first time, are very much reduced. Problems 
associated with the forecasting and planning of 
computer requirements are considerably simplified. 
Users can try out new configurations without 
first having to buy a new system. 

Use of Specialised centres; 

With MCNS, specialised computing services are 
much more attractive. The use of certain machines 

8peclfic functions such as graphics, text 
editing, matrix inversion etc, should become 
widespread, and the use of separate computers 
such as COBOL, FOBTHAN, PL/l machines cL be 

13 311 ezample of ho* MCNS can make use of the best power available. 

D»ta mobility, easier re-orgaiHaatinn of 

In an MCNS it should be easier to move data 
be U¥?e©n installations irrespective of the 
computers they have. Alternatively, merely by 
changing its ownership, it may not be necessary 
t o  m o v e  t h e  d a t a  a t  a l l .  B e c a u s e  o f C  I  
isations should find it easier to re-group IT^~ 
respond to changes in legislation, or to other 
events. Staffing should be less 'of I prob^T 
since these can be concentrated at a single 
or dispersed throughout several, whiche^ie * 
preferable at the time. wichever is 

.getter use of common services. sten.^ -r 

Other uses are not hard to find. More 
use of common services; more alternativesbespread 

choose from; better stand-by in case of break
downs, and the use of merged data from different 
sources for across the board sampling, modelling 
and simulation. The possibilities of truly 
inter-connected computer power are endless. 

More rational computer development: 

From a purely computing viewpoint, probably the 
most important benefit from MCNS is the useful 
rationalising influence that they can have on 
computing itself. Many of today's big computing 
problems arise out of the Irrational, uncon
trolled developments that have taken place in 
hardware, operating systems, language, data 
structures and software-writing generally. These 
are obstacles not only to networking but to 
computing efficiency per se. Some of the ben
eficial influences which MCNS users might expect 
are 

Better co-operation, better 

Whether users are engaged on similar or very 
different tasks, they will feel encouraged to 
greater co-operation. The arguments for staying 
aloof, and working in isolation, will diainish. 
People will see that it is in their interest to 
conform to standards and will make conscious 
efforts to do so. Standards should come nat
urally and not by edict. 

More use of existing systems and an end to 
one-off software: 

In Government, as elsewhere, people are always 
too ready to develop their own system. 
Invariably, the reasons given are that, cirom-
stances are different, "our problem is unique, 
compromise would be too difficult or costly -
when possibly the reel reason may be that it is 

t0 8CC8aa 415 existing system, or 
to find out more about it. MCKS should there
fore see an end to the costly business of 
, f^°atod the continual re-inventing 

Tn ™8el 8Very tixe a new Program is written, 
the UK, ma in other countries, one still 

HI 8°-can«d (Not Invented Here) 
rI J6 8ire to stamp one's own name on a 

aho^ L. ^ ® he<athy "CBS environment this 
should be much less of a nuisance. Program 

B0"' raadlllr «xchangeable and 
look iu! 10 fact UJ9r" can be expected to 
neon!h° ?StWOrk t0 t#U th« <* oth«r people's products. 

More influence on mapi.v.o^.p-j-. 

*£&£?* 0t th8 Kational Bores" of 
fallao^t 831(1 maaj ti-*" t^t 14 1* « 
busineea t believe that manufacturers are in 
probably S8V® their ^^rs money, and this is 
^ SrL 8- ^ in the case of ti^-ehariig 
only raf^o+°*T?ter buroauI. which manufscturers 
&nS^tlLtCC"pt8d' 30 31 th setworking. 
cuetomers^Biny]>^T ^flj WOuld pr#f#r to d9al 1,1411 
will nroh.vi^^ rather than Jointly, as they 
together «t,h7 to do 88 network users corns 

' 88 8 lobbying force, become more 
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soverful. networks are seen to be inevitable 
L manufacturers, then the advice the? will 
undoubtedly give ie that the computers should all 
1,6 0f one kind - naturally their own. Users on the 
other hand should take the lead and, if their 
needs are more general, should not hesitate to 
connect different computers. In so doing they 
vill induce manufacturers to do what is right for 
the community as a whole. 

PROBLEMS 

The principal problem with MCBS from which 
probably all others arise is that of compati
bility, how to bring together into a working 
harsony machines of possibly vory different 
architecture and structure, which in turn, lead 
to important differences in operating systems, 
languages and software generally. It is not of 
course suggested that each problem should receive 
equal treatment or that compatibility must be 
obtained at all costs. Some of the problems 
encountered are intransigent and it would be 
foolish to make machines or programs compatible 
just for the sake of doing so. One of the 
important advantages of KCKS as indicated earlier 
is to cove the work to where it can best be 
processed. It is necessary however to identify 
the problems if only to learn to live with them 
and minimise their effect. Ultimately it is 
hoped - and this is also expressed elsewhere in 
the paper - that users will bring pressure to 
bear in the right quarter to obtain desirable 
standards. Some of the important problems which 
XCIS iust contend with are discussed below. 

Hardware: 

Differences In main processors are ooncerned 
costly with control mechanisms; input, output, 
and interrupt facilities, different word lengths, 
byte sises, character sets and differences in 
speed and overall performance. There can also 
be serious differences between peripherals. 
Magnetic tapes, for example, which in theory 
should present fewer problems oan often be 
troublesome because of their tape labelling 
cathode or the different ways in which their 
beginning and and tape marks are sensed. 
Physical interchange of peripherals (mag tape, 
disks, printers etc) is often quite impossible. 
Hesort to the logical or software level ie via 
an KCBS might well be the only way that exchange 
is possible at all. This of course is an 
attractive by-product of KCHS. 

Operating Sve^T-

Operating systeas dlffar widely from machine to 
sachine. Some cater for little more than input/ 
output and a certain amount of error checking 
and interrupt. Others, which have taken 
literally thouaanda of man years to write, can 
siainister to the wants of large multi-programming 
tice-aharing and inter-active systems, Pmrticu-
larly important from a network viewpoint, are 
«I«ters which allow full Job and file definition 
to b« aads at run tins - or even dynamically 
during the running of another program, features 

which require the operating system 
long Job queues, schedule workloSL S9rvic® 
allocate resources on demJd Added 
facilities, there are usual?; .to these 

of macros, sub-routines and LteloS^T f"ies 

The latter especially are viten^p^f ?edur9S-
Job set-up time. The ^tchiS o^t^^f ̂  . 
facilities that are offered = 1 different 
different computers is a^iffilyv- vf °f 
especial!v 4 a ttlificult problem, especially if it is required, as it should be 
to avoid doing work twice, once for the network 
and once for the Operating System. 

Job control: 

Job Control Language which closely reflects the 
facilities offered by the Operating System is 
also a problem. As increasingly more functions 
are, quite rightly, taken away from the 
programmer's control and placed in the care of 
the Operating System, more and more ambiguities 
appear. As a result it is not uncommon to find 
a single command term used for two different 
functions, ud two command terms used for a 
single function. The effect of this on a 
network of mixed computers is not hard to imagine. 

Language: 

The myth that programs written in a high-level 
language are immediately transferable between 
machines has long since been exploded. At least 
one case is known, where in the transfer of a 
FORTRAN program, there was only one statement, 
CONTINUE AT, which did not require change. Not 
all cases are this had, but it is doubtful if 
changes of this nature will ever be made entirely 
automatically. Even if it were possible it oan 
by no means be guaranteed that a program on two 
different machines will produce identical results. 
It is also true that some languages are better 
suited to some machines than others, for example 
Pl/l on System 560 and ALGOL type languages on 
Burroughs machinss. Features that may b© 
extremely efficient on one machine may be 
deplorably bad on another and in some cases not 
even permitted. Although some improvements are 
poseible in this area, it is also an area in 
which great care should be taken not to waste 
time on impossible tasks# 

Data or^nlflAtlon: 

The problems here are the many ways in which data 
can be stored. Files can range ft:om nipple 

ssrsr  ̂

1, 1. uliMV ^ 
structure will suffi » general, the 
access, let the more 
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difficult it becomes to maintain and handle it 
in a network. A possible way out of the problem 
is suggested below under Data Transfer, Guide
lines for a Solution. 

Internal data representation? 

The problems here are those of different 
character sets, byte sizes, and the methods of 
storing numbers, integers, floating point etc. 
Numbers are particularly tiresome not only 
because of the various ways they can be stored 
or packed, but because of the many degrees of 
precision that are available. 

Collating sequence; 

This is the order in which a given machine 
assigns binary values to characters. In some 
machines letters appear before figures; in others, 
figures before letters; and usually special 
characters may appear anywhere. If the sequence 
of two machines is different, it may be necessary 
before processing to substitute different values, 
and possibly to sort the data for internal 
purposes and then substitute and re—sort on 
output. If there is not a one—for—one correspon
dence between the sequences, there are other 
problems. 

Terminology: 

A not insignificant obstacle to communication on 
computers, and hence to networking, is 
terminology. Ambiguities and differences in 
meaning are prevalent in most areas and not 
least in the documentation of different systems. 
What for example are the subtle differences 
between; 

ADP and EDP; 
Processors, computers, and machines; 
Operating systems, monitors and supervisors" 
Programs, processes,and procedures; 
Data bases, data sets,and files; 
Data items, elements, and fields; 
Tags, flags,and keys; 
Cn-line, in-line,and real-time; 
Time-sharing, multi-programming, multi-tasking 
and multi-processing; 

and many many more? 

Even if we have a clear idea in our own minds as 
to the distinction between the terms, can we be 
sure that others think the same? It is to be 
hoped, in this area especially, that by closer 
user working better standards in terminology will 
eventually emerge. 1 

GUIDELINES FOR A SOLUTION 

An essential requirement in a task of 
magnitude is an initial period of abstraction 
and conceptual analysis in which ideas cankl 
examined and the problem broken down intT 
separate logical parts. If this is done, then 
any system that follows will have a correct 
modular construction (so that its parts may be 

easily changed or removed), and will be aeaeur-
able against a total model (so that all its 
can be seen to fit). Both Dijkstra'a onion akin 
approach to operating systems, and the theory of 
a hierarchy of nested layers of networking put 
forward by the National Physical Laboratory (HPL) 
in England,2 support this view. The latter it is 
believed is an essential ingredient to network 
philosophy and is referred to again later in the 
paper. 

The current studies 

The above approach is the one adopted by the 
team in its current studies. The work at thia 
stage is quite conoeptual. No attaaipt is being 
made to design a system or take into account the 
requirements of a particular installation. To 
do so, would inhibit investigation and seen that 
some problems would not be treated in the depth 
that they should. The only constraints placed 
on the studies are those which by definition 
apply to all MCNSj-

(i) that in any such network it aust be 
possible to link in independently 
designed systems and hence computers 
of different manufacture, and 

(ii) that, by belonging to the network, the 
autonomy of any installation muat not 
be impaired; in other words, if it 
wants and has the authority, the 
installation should be capable of 
detaching itself painlessly from the 
network and resuming its stand alone 
operation. 

Partitioning the nrohl^: 

It was decided to look at the problem from the 
viewpoint of three observers situated at:-

(i) the main operating system of a local 
installation belonging to the network, 

(ii) at some point in the middle of the 
network theoretically responsible for 
all the problems of system interface 
and network control, and 

(iii) at the location of the ordinary user 
at the end of it all, seated at a 
remote typewriter or 7DC. 

Some overlap of responsibility ia likely aa each 
x0k" furth#r into the distance, but 

over e" fftend®d in order to get a broader vies 
over oritical areas. 

A Network 

in^? B0̂  f th« W'• approach is givsn 
r-f1./.- . vTh> Roman numerals in the diagram 
refer to the three etudiea. 
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Study I i This arms la concern ad with the 
minimum changes to be Bade to 
local operating cystoma to enable 
than to take part in a network. The 
shaded portions of the circles, 
referred to aa middleware or pseudo-
prograaa, contain the additional 
software required, programa for 
dealing with new types of interrupt, 
additional scheduling, instrumentation, 
error handling, system awareness, off
loading of work etc. Hopefully these 
can run aa normal programs with the 
system hardly aware that it is Joined 
to a network. To detach itself from 
the network, all that the installation 
needs to do la to unload the programs. 

Study II : This area is concerned with the 
mechanism of getting across from one 
machine to another, that is with all 
the problems of synchronisation, 
different oharaoter sets, data formats 
and languages and the Interchange of 
programs, data and systems, but 
excluding pure communications, the 
area itself being expected to adapt to 
whatever cosmunications are provided. 

The area can be visualised as a large 
Interface turntable on whloh is placed 
all the information necessary for the 

interfacing and bridging of different 
machines. Notionally all the various 
parameters and attributes of the 
machines connected to the network 
would be stored in a series of look
up tables and lists. Prom these, 
whenever the transfer of data from 
one machine to another is required, 
an appropriate conversion routine 
extracts the information it needs and 
makes the necessary transformation. A 
message might join the turntable in a 
UNIVAC format and leave it say in an 
ICL or IBM format. As new computers 
and systems join the network new 
entries are inserted in the tables; 
old ones may be deleted or • 
The tables would also provide detaiis 
of network status, availability and 
connectivity times, useraddresses 
and so forth. The description is a 
simplification of the process which 
actually takes place ^utit 
illustrates the method of 

Sss,Jfi2rs,»-— 
different machine. 
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monitoring for efficiency, performance, 
system failure, generation and 
recovery and the network language. 

Study III : This area is concerned with Terminal 
users requirements. These are 
considered a cruoial part of the 
exercise, since if users are not 
satisfied or will not use the facili
ties provided then the network has 
failed. It is essential to think in 
user terms. A user is usually not 
interested for example, in how many 
users are up, or what proportion of 
the CPU is in use, but rather in how 
long he has to wait for a response. 

not part of the current study. Conceptually 
the IP has the role of a gatekeeper, protecting 
the main system from intrusion, and letting it 
get on with its proper work. It alao acts as 
a receipts and despatch office. If extended 
in the physical sense the concept becomes a 
Front-end processor, reducing overheads in the 
main computer and achieving a certain amount of 
parallel processing. It also provides a con
venient method for by-passing the main machine 
when this is out of service. In addition, any 
IP should be capable of injecting modifications 
into the system and of re-loading the entire 
network software from a single point. The 
distributed model illustrates a democratic net
work or a federation of equals. 

I l l  III 

I P  I P  

Fig. 2 Model of a Distributed Network 

Distributed Model: 

The Fig 1 model shows a network with one inter 
face area only and this could in fact be a 
configuration with the Study II block equating to 
some actual processor. It is however an eas^ 
matter by "distributing" the block to produce a 
distributed model as shown in Fig 2 The 
distributed areas are labelled IPs (interface 
Processors) after the style of AHPA IMPs 

tions, which have a major role in ARPA MPs,°]^e 

Design mattsrs • 

mod8la de®cribed are of course conceptui 
that nJ50"8! t0 do8i«Ilin« » system, it is liksl 
Darts !° cona trsints in the real world, 
to ^ °ne ar8a havs to bs sored 
keen ahouid however bs possible to 
This is +h f18"4 functioi"> logically separate. 

of ths XPL scheme of 
illustrated to e*U"liar 
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Fig. 3 Main Layers of Interface 

Layers of Interface (Pig 5): 

The diagran shows three concentric layero of the 
network function. The innermost layer 
corresponds to the pure communications function, 
while the outer layers represent network soft
ware and user processes. It can be seen that a 
single processing unit, whether this is a main 
conputer (CI, C2, C3 or C4), a front-end 
processor, an IP, or a coBsnunlcat ions machine 
(perhaps an ARPA IMP) may straddle several layers 
of interface or nay be completely enclosed by one. 
This in fact will always be the case, as different 
nachines are called on to perform different as 
well as multiple functions. The Important thing 
is that the logical blocks or layers are easily 
identifiable, a) so that they can communicate 
directly with corresponding layers in other 
nachines, and b) so that their contents may be 
changed or replaced without effecting the 
surrounding layers. Communication between layers 
is by aeans of a defined interface (eg IP to HOST 
protocol) and within layers by agreed linking 
procedures (eg HOST to HOST protocol). There are 
of course nany sore functional layere than are 
shown in the diagram and the isolation of these 
is an important part of the study. Ons particular 
siasple of this whioh has proved very useful in 
"tody I is the so-called Network Support Package 
*hich haa been found to have three functional 
syers which can perhaps beat be deaorlbed by 

^logy with the telephone system 

LCM (Line Control Module): 
Hardware privileged 

equating to the 
telephone wires 
leading to a 
telephone 

NCM (Network Control Module): equating to the 
_  . .  . . .  ,  ,  d i a l l i n g  Software_privileged code_ mechaniam, and 

OCM (User Control Module): 
Unprivileged code 

equating to the 
message or 
language passed. 

Until these layers were identified it had been 
very difficult to outline the program specific
ations for this area in any very meaningful way. 

Data v Communications 

On. of the commonest errors in network design is 
to fail to distinguish sufficiently clearly the 
£££.If «h.lS. pto«..»or «»«—•-
oator. It is alwayB tempting eaP®c^ £ 
using store and forward or message de 
techniques to expect^ comnunica -to d-o^ 
conversion, encipherment, re ferly belong ^ 
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DP. Immediately that changes are made there is 
trouble, especially for example, when codes are 
used that do not have a one to one correspondence. 
Many of the arguments on the use of circuit 
switching versus packet switching in communi
cations would also probably be resolved if this 
distinction between the DP role and communi
cations were observed. Fig 2 illustrates how 
this distinction is being made in the present 
studies. 

Program transfer 

As stated earlier, program transfer between 
different machines can be a formidable problem. 
In those cases where it is attempted the process 
is seldom fully automatic. In a good case a 
filter program can make up to say 90$ of the 
required syntax changes and flag the lines it is 
unable to deal with. This is a possible solution 
when the user is working inter-actively, and is 
prepared to make the remaining changes himself. 
If this is not acceptable it seems likely that, 
until language standards improve, most transfers 
of source code programs will have to be made by 
ad hoc methods and subterfuge. One such 
stratagem is to have separately compiled programs 
at each installation. This can give the appear
ance of program transfer although in fact only a 
program name is possibly transmitted. Other 
methods along these lines are possible. In the 
future there is also the prospect of program 
emulation by micro-software. In this case it 
would however be object programs that were 
transferred rather than source programs. 

Associated with program transfer is the problem 
of different job control mentioned earlier. As 
with the transfer of programs themselves, the 
temporary solution here appears to be to have 
suitable JCL blocks previously prepared nnfl wait
ing at relevant installations. 

Data transfer. 

The solution to this problem and those of data 
organisation are believed to lie in the holding-
of data in a serial, book-like form (the so-
called book concept). In the present state of 
the art it is of course necessary to hold and use 
data in other forms as well, particularly for reai-
time and immediate response systems. The only 
difference from present practice is that these 
forms should be considered working files or 
application files, not data bases. The true data 
base of an installation should be in book form 
and updated periodically or at the end of a vnA 
ing day. If the concept is adhered to, the data" 
exchange problem largely disappears. Data 
referenced using the common standard terms for ̂  
book, chapter, paragraph, sentence etc or bv 
equivalent terms and exchanged even more freely 
(that is in the form of extracts etc) than its 
real-life counterpart. It can be shown that ,™ 
collection of data can be represented in this 
image, and as with ordinary books, there ^ 
no limitations on sine of the book, its pages 
chapters and so on, or on its contents. nfio' 
conceptual vehicle is well understood Ind 

available and should be used to give us the 
conformity we need in this vital area. 

The author used the concept when writing SP&OI* 
a file interrogation and data manipulation ' 
language which haa been successfully used by scae 
organisations over a number of years, fters 
no doubt that such a language which can be need 
easily by the ordinary person to Interrogate 
files on different machines and to exohange data 
between installations is a necessity to the 
successful working of an MCHS. 

Degree of achievabllltr 

An interesting devioe which haa been of use in 
the atudiee ie a 27-cell matrix or feasibility 
chart in which the various degrees of network 
achievability may be estimated. The chart 
reproduced in Fig 4 has three basic rows 
representing Like computers, A family of 
computers, and Unlike computers. Kach of the 
rows is further sub-divided to denote operation! 
a) entirely under user directions, 

b) user direction with system help and 
c) entirely system controlled. 

The columns of the matrix may vary according to 
requirement but are defined here as 

(i) Remote Batch working including simple 
block data transfer, 

(ii) Inter-active batch working with dynaaic 
file access and transfer, and 

(iii) Fully interactive working in the fall 
sense of the word. Scores for each of 
the 27 ope rati one have been awarded In 
the aoale 1 to 9. these should not 
however be taken too seriously, 
representing only the author's opinion 
on the state of the art at the 
beginning of the study, the diagonal 
pattern in the figure vhich runs free 
the top right of the matrix to the 
bottom left is interesting if also 
possibly somewhat contrived. Since 
the scoring ie a purely subjeotlre 
exeroiae the chart must by no aeane I* 
taken as a categorical reference of 
feasibility, but it has proved useful 
in analysing the problem and in 
evaluating where greater effort U 
perhaps worthwhile or in soma oases 
where the situation la better left 
alone. 

.Conclusion. 

8ta*° of the «twdlee while they are 
.. T1 Progrmsa it is not possible to say 

® outco" of them will be. Certainly 
indufltry a whole, the first 

^Treasione are that MCHS are feasible, though 
dL*?7 ao"8 tlM* before they art fully 
leyeiopd and as flexible as one would like. B>» 

for tb- - the price of overcoming 
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incompatibility - is not cheap, and for those 
critics that complain, with some justification, 
that too much computer power is already well and 
truly silted up with software, this is probably 
more evidence for their cause. It may also seem 
something of a paradox that in order to beat 
incompatibility, one must be prepared to accept 
and condone it. But such is the complex behaviour 
of people and institutions, that this may well be 
the only way. If this is so, it is surely 
sensible to face up to our problems now rather 

than later. 
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COMPUTER COMMUNICATION NETWORKS 
FOR HIGHER EDUCATION 

Martin Greenberger 
The Johns Hopkins University 

Baltimore, Md., U.S.A. 

University computer networks are 
here. They are no longer the wishful 
thinking of visionaries in the early 
1960's or the unmet goals of technolo
gists later in the sixties. Several 
large networks are now operating and 
more are on their way. The technology, 
the incentives, and the know-how have 
reached the necessary threshold level. 

Interesting network projects are 
underway in many parts of the world. 
The Universities of South West England 
are developing a network and so are the 
Canadian universities. In the United 
States the Advanced Research Projects 
Agency of the Department of Defense has 
a national network operating among many 
American universities and other re
search Institutions, which also avail 
themselves of the services of several 
large time-sharing networks run commer
cially. The National Science Founda
tion is mounting an expanded research 
program to explore possibilities for a 
National Science Network linking com

puter facilities and users at educa
tional and research institutions 
Throughout the country. And computer 
users in many fields and disciplines 
are getting together to discuss the 
possibilities and plan for their part 
in the project. 

What this accelerating activity 
will lead to is not yet entirely clear. 
The role that computer networks will 
play in higher education can be major, 
or it could conceivably pass in the 
wind. Much will depend on how the 
networks are organized and managed and 
how their users are served. Economic 
considerations will be paramount. 

The following discussion will be 
concerned with these all—important 
organizational, management, user, and 
economic considerations, as well as 
the technical issues, in the context 
of several specific case studies here 
and abroad. 
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THE INTEGRATED COMPUTER NETWORK SYSTEM 
R. H. Howell, International Computers, Ltd. 

ICNS Project, University of Bristol 
Bristol, England 

Abstract 

The purpose of this paper is to consider 
e reasons behind the implementation of 

w nft"ork for the Universities of South 
West England and South Wales, to describe 
the overall system as it now exists, and 
to detail the facilities provided. 

The two main reasons behind the project 
were:- ° 

(i) To improve the computing facilities 
of the South West Universities. 

(11) To perform research into networks. 

The first point can be sub-divided into 
the various benefits to be gained from 
the network, over 'stand alone' process-

(1) To allow all network users to access 
any facility available on any machine 
within the network. achine 

(ii) 

(iii) 

( iv) 

To provide a means to balance the 
work load of the machines by 'off
loading' jobs from an 'over-loaded' 
machine to an 'under-loaded' machine. 

To permit access, to all users, to 
a 1 public data in the network. 

To eliminate the modifications of 
software to fit indiviH,, .7 
configurations, ie one ma ™?chlne 

hold that particular soft war rand™1"1 
this would be used bv the , 
'remote' machines? * 6 USGrs at 

(v) To effectively upgrade the 
machines within the network'to 
processor with the fastest/l 
store within the network?' 

?nfrncySa^detheimoreery ™Ch in thei^ 
then the greater will^^the11 lnt° them 
areas such as:- he exPertise in 

(ii) Job control in a network. 

(iii) Transmission control. 

(iv) Connection of 'Local' terminals to 
a 'remote' machine to access 
'remote' facilities. 

(v) File control of files copied around 
the network. 

(vi) Development of a central file store. 

(vii) Fail safe requirements of a network. 

When operational, experience can be gained 
in managerial problems within the follow
ing fields 

(i) Dynamic scheduling within 
a network. 

(1) Inter-establishment liaison, 

(ii) Budgetary control. 

(iii) Operator problems - since no single 
shift of operators has complete 
control of the environment. 

(iv) Fault diagnosis and control. 

Introduct.-i on 

univen °5,pr°erammers from ICL and the 
from +W1 D6S *-nv°lved and one programmer 
in °8t °ffice -tarted the project 

d?re£terre^,°f 1969 • network is 

finanei n'' and jointly supported, 
of t a by and the Department 

invirn ard Industry. The neiwork 
of RriT? 18 Provided by the Universities 

Univpre + r Exeter the 
Monmouth h- ollege of South Wales and 
W?tu£e ofVnd thC of Wales 
the "1=^+ . Science and Technology. As 

facilitiesWthCOllegeS share computing 

four sites (fig"?)?01* iS co»Prised of 
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It was decided to use the Multijob 
Operating System, produced by ICL as 
the base for network software. This 
is a standard Operating System for the 
System 4 range of machines and is in 
use at all four sites and provides 
facilities for both batch and multi
access working. 

The hardware of the network consists 
of a System 4/75 at Bristol with 768K 
bytes of store, 3 exchangeable disc 
drives of 7« M byte capacity each, a 
9 spindle exchangeable disc store of 
29 M bytes, a 3 spindle exchangeable 
disc store and 2 x 2 M byte drums plus 
the usual slow peripherals. There is a 
System 4/7O at Cardiff and System 4/50' s 
at Bath and Exeter, all with 256K bytes 
of store, 3-4 exchangeable disc drives 
and the normal slow devices. Each main 
processor is linked to a CDC 1700 to 
form a star network (fig l), by 48K baud 
communications lines used in full duplex 
mode. The CDC 1700 is used as a 
communications processor, but also holds 
the network control software for off
loading, statistics and the indexing 
of public data. 

The likely inclusion of machines of 
different architectures has been borne 
in mind by the designers, ensuring that 
XCNS is not introspective and that the 
network may be enlarged in the future 
without too much change to the software. 

BRISTOL 

ICL 

4-75 

ICL 
13 / 13 / 

4 -50 MILES \ 

BATH 
75 

48 K 

43 ICL 

/MILES 4-70 

MILES 

BITS/SEC 

CARDIFF 

ICL 

4-50 

EXETER 

FIG. 1. HARDWARE IN THE NETWORK. 
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Network Sofi,.,-..,-

Philosophy of Implementation 

The two broad aims of the project are:-

(1) avallaM aCces®to a11 facilities 
available on all machines in the 
network to all network users, and 

(ii) to balance the workload of the in
stallations in the network by off
loading jobs from one machine to 
another when appropriate. 

The project team had to investigate, de
sign and implement the software required 
to satisfy these aims. 

It became clear at an early date that it 
would be impossible to determine the use 
which would be made of the network be
cause the universities at that time had no 
experience of 

(i) using and operating a service based 
on a multi-access operating system, 

(ii) the operating system itself and 

(iii) the advantages to be gained from a 
network environment. 

For this reason, it was decided that, in
stead of spending an excessive amount of 
time arguing about the use, to make some 
educated guesses and to implement a system 
as quickly as possible, accepting the fact 
that changes would have to be made in the 
light of a study of the actual use made of 
the system. 

Another point which had to be borne in 
mind during the design of the system was 
that it 4?as quite likely that machines of 
other makes and types might be introduced 
into the network at a later stage. Also, 
if, as is hoped, the system is a great 
success, it would be desirable to be able 
to transfer the ideas to other networks 
based on different machines. 

Thus, for the above reasons, the system 
software should be designed and written so 

that:-

(i) changes and enhancements could be 
made to it easily, as a r^ult of 
study of the use made of it, 

Mi) it is as independent of the hardware 

ion of further machines in the sys 
, . fnroblc®s or 

tem and to ease the p machines 
transfer to other types 
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Architecture of Software 

The structure of the ICNS software within 
the Multijob operating system falls into 
three partss-

(i) additional console service routines 
to deal with the new commands pro
vided by the system, 

(ii) necessary alterations and extens
ions to existing supervisor rout
ines. These should be as minimal 
as possible to satisfy the 2nd of 
the Design criteria, and 

(iii) routines which operate in the user 
area of core. A program written 
for this area normally operates in 
a restricted state and is not allow
ed to access data outside its prog
ram area. For ICNS purposes, how
ever, these routines will be allow
ed to operate without restrictions 
and are referred to as "Privileged 
Programs". The bulk of the net
work software falls into this cat
egory. 

There are three main reasons why these 
routines are written as privileged prog
rams rather than as real supervisor rout-
ines. 

(i) If privileged programs are used, 
they can be called in when requir
ed and conversely, be removed when 
no longer needed. This means that 
the network can be initialised or 
closed down without disruption to 
the normal operation of Multijob 
By occupying core outside the super-
visor area, the network may be re-
garded as expanding and contract
ing to meet requirements. 

(ii) 

(iii) 

Supervisor routines may be either 
resident or overlaid. If the ee+ 
work software were entirelyres^d 
ent' ̂  in core occupancy 
would be prohibitive. On the 
other hand, the Multijob overlav 
area is effectively limited Ind it 
is desirabie to use this area as 

reasonably independent of Mult^® h 
making implementation and K, Job> 
easier since it will he suPP°rt 
to make amendments to each^e*883^ 

alsoesatisfLrt^ting «nd 

In Multijob, there is no facility f0 
multiprogramming different function^ 
tained in one program and, consequent^11" 
two or more programs have to be writt 
containing functions which can multi-6" 
program with functions contained in a 
other program. While ideally the net 
work software would be split into 
program per function, this is impracti 
able because of the amount of core re-C" 
quired and because the number of mult" 
programming slots taken by the software 
would not allow any user work to be pro 
cessed. Thus the number of privileged" 
programs has been limited to two, which 
will enable a reasonable degree of multi 
programming to be carried out while leav 
ing an adequate number of program slots^ 
for general use. The network programs 
must multiprogram as so much of the net 
work activity is I/O bound, e.g. the 
transmission of files. 

Each privileged program consists of a 
control segment plus a number of overlav 
ing segments. These overlaying segments 
are brought into core by the control seg-
merit when it is necessary. 

Facilities Provide^ 

Initialisation and Cloaednwn 

It is not necessary for all machines to bt 
participating for the network to be con
sidered operational. Indeed, each in
stallation manager can decide how much in
volvement in the network he wanta at any 
particular time and informs the system by 
operator command when he wishes to change 
his degree of involvement (called stated 

These states could be 

1. no involvement i.e. stand alone pro
cessing 

2. tr ansmitting files 

3. willing to accept remote connection 

4. willing to participate in off-loading 

networ.u"ly•When tbe 8tat® requires the 

brought in^o"ofed th>t 

"ZllToTsf "Ch-mac^ne11^^; 
ex!̂ 7e a ftatus T"ble", (NEST), which is 
what nC so^tware to determine 

se can be made of each machine. 

Remote Conn— 

ccess facilities available on a remote 
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machine, a user must first "connect" to 
that machine. This can be accomplished 
in one of two ways 

(i) from an on-line terminal by specify
ing the required machine in the 
LOGIN statement. When the connect
ion is effected his local machine 
becomes 'transparent' and he is 
treated as any other user of that 
remote machine, or 

(ii) from the batch input stream by spec
ifying the required machine on a 
//SEND JOB card. The submission 
of this card causes all the follow
ing cards up to a //ENDSEND card to 
be sent to the specified machine 
and the job control statements con
tained on those cards to be inserted 
in the job queue of the remote mach
ine. This is called "Remote Job 
Promotion" . 

File Transmission 

An obvious requirement for any network is 
the ability to transfer files from one 
machine to another. This requirement is 
of special importance in the ICNS network 
because of the existence of the large 
amount of on-line storage on the Bristol 
machine. Since the other machines in the 
network have limited on-line storage (of 
the order of 22 H bytes), it is likely that 
the Bristol discs will hold many of the 
files of the other machines, which are 
transferred across when needed. 

File transmission is accomplished by the 
use of a TRANSMIT command. This command 
specifies the name of the file to be 
transmitted, the source and destination 
machines, together with various options 
which specify what has to be done with 
the file when transmission is complete. 
For instance, if the file being transmitt
ed is a results file, the user may want 
it to be printed at the destination mach
ine and then deleted. 

It should be noted that the usual protect
ion checks are applied to the transmission 
of files, i.e. a user cannot transmit a 
file unless he is allowed access to that 
file. One class of files to which any
one is allowed access is 'COMMON FILES' . 
These are held on the 9 spindle exchange
able disc store and are made up of useful 
programs, useful data files (the results 
of a survey for instance) which may be 
manipulated in different ways by different 
universities, etc. It is hoped that this 
will save duplication of work in each 
university. 

It is possible in Multijob to 'MARK' blocks 
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of a file for alignment purposes. The 

f'thtransmlsslon package takes account 
of these marked blocks and ensures ?hat 
they are correctly marked on the destin
ation machine. n 

'MAIL' Facility 

It is possible to 'post' a message to any 
network user. A 'MAILBOX' file exists 
on each machine which contains messages 
left for a particular user and also not
ices applicable to all users (e.g. not
ices sent by the system manager). When 
a user logs in to the system, he is in
formed if there are any notices or mess
ages for him and he is given the choice of 
having them displayed or not. 

Balancing the Workload 

To balance the workload of the machines in 
the region, it is clear that jobs have to 
be moved, by some means, from an over
loaded machine to an underloaded machine. 
In ICNS, there are two ways in which jobs 
are moved: -

(i) Remote Job Promotion 

(ii) Off-loading 

Remote Job Promotion has been described 
above. It involves the user (or oper
ator) in making a positive decision that 
a job or jobs should be run on another 
machine and he inserts special control 
cards in the Job Control pack specifying 
the destination machine. The reason for 
this decision may have nothing to do with 
the work loads, but may have been made be
cause of some facility on the destination 
machine which is required by the program. 
Off-loading will not be implemented in the 
initial release as it is required to know 
the problems involved in running a ne wor 
before the high level scheduler can be 
finalised, but the following is a brie 
description of the facility as it is en
visaged at the moment. 

0ff"1OadrLtiSb! Xrrt^afifhas^p^-
edCornthat his job was not run on his local 

machine• 

Before off-loading can take place, three 
decisions have to be made. 

1. Which machines should be involved in 

off-loading 

2. Which jobs can be off-loaded. 

3. Which jobs should be off-loaded 
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off-loading6 a 1Ch machines to involve in 
each machine mu«t °f the load on 
could be measured fade' This ioading 
of CPU. perinhpr i terms of utilisation 
of a user a marh •tC'' but> in the ̂  
it takes longer to^ret b?avily ioaded if 
it did yesterdav i w1S rUn back than 

the amount orirLmilTred.in terms °f 
Jt IS a difficult tflob waitj-ng to be run. 
Machine Loading"actor &??3SUre tbe, 
since the svstrm w-, iMtFj accurately, 
amount of work wal-t' n° knowledge of the 
off-line area^ " tray* the 
to devise some schema h "5 be Possible 
could determine this - for^ ̂  system 
icating a slow instance, ded-
reading a control r®ader to the task of 
running ti^of^ach^ob^"?1^ the 
to the off-line area and th brought 
mg a running total ?+ the.system keep-
take the easy way out at'L1̂ 6"'16'' t0 
initial release al l,. least m the 
quest the operator to f6 sy?tem wiH re-
of work off-Hne# ype ln amount 

— - — i i 
number of jobs running under Multi K ge 

into this category, since it ia no ,fa11 
to spool the input and output of . • i 
Since all machines in the network 
point in time, are compatible it \ this 

ible to off-load jobs at the binary 

The choice of which job(s) to off-i0> • • 
of prime importance, since it WOUIH W 1S 

ridiculous to off-load a job which t^ 
5 minutes to transmit and runs foi- J?" 
seconds. Each program has a Mobility 
Index associated with it, which i.11 
ratio of estimated execution t iae to 
pected transmission time (inei.^f x" 
the associated files) The ^ 
with maximum Mobility Index ia'chosen" 
for transmission. cnosen 

Communicat. inn« 

2S ^IpSuinilTtt°°* *°*1' "llM 

I 0 —1 

- MAX. 

i 

I MACHINE LOADING 
FACTOR 

min. 

FIG. a • DIPSTICK. 

Tf the MLF has a 
MAX setting, then the^fchi^1" •tha" the 
ed to be overloaded, and ifn+w18 consider-
less than the MIN sett-ir, ^ value is 
"dered underloaded i* con-

3 candldate for invo?aSeS' the 
off-loadmg, one for senriL ™^Vement in 

1'eceiving jobs. The vf 1 ° 3nd °ne 
settings can be adii.=+ ae.values of these 
operational experience ^ ̂ of 
requirements. ' d to suit local 

!t is not possible 
quire the use of raw datl*5 J°bs which re-
tape, magnetic tape etc cards, paper 
?-ng is restricted to ioh' the off-load-

storage o„l,,U 1^'" 
input and output 

For all the above to be possible ek . 
ly requires some communi^tioni °b*ious-
to utilise the 4£K baud line Th. 
resident in both the i?nn J "his is 

4 machines. The comiu^eT? th* S}'8ten 
within the ICNS network iB 1 
ponse system, such that every r"" 
passed over tKm ®C888^e 
to have its succeeT"? °n" Unk h" 
f o k  . 0 t . * r r l v ; i  : r " "  
IS full duplex thf. * the link 
out of phase wit J. tH° responsea can be 
duplex where you have rag"*" (unlike J 
response ) K' response, msg, 
Problems can ̂ ise^hen" °f 

•.«. a message ô n." 

qTuenceSrr:acJemeisst̂ rî  °f ~ 
ed to it, which i^ * "umber attach-
nowledgment (eitt returned with the ack-
a"d if^an error occ P°siVlv* negative), 
which have been tr urs' then all messages 
one Which has be.n "fter the last 
ed are retransraitted!,CCeMfUll)' acknowledg-

S11 mm a r v 

able in thelENs .tbe facllities avail-

nent^f 1° 5han£e degree of invole-
t of each machine in the network. 

in the ̂net work ""and 'th° any machine 

-te machine^s'resources. 

any^wo marht"anainit files b«twaen ° machines in the network. 
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(iv) Ability to post messages to users 
on any machines. 

(v) Ability to balance the workload of 
the region by Remote Job Promotion 
and eventually, off-loading. 

(vi) Ability to access all public data 
held in the network. 
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lessons , 
reactions are not favourablehi 
sng user problems when usinE ! , SJr1"th* sr 

Conclusion 

No real operational experience has yet 
been gained on this network, but by the 
date of the conference, much more will be 
able to be said about the success, or 
failure, of this project and the users' 
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THE CANADIAN UNIVERSITIES COMPUTER NETWORK 
TOPOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

John deMercado, ReneGuindon, John DaSilvaand Michel Kadoch 
Ministry of Communications, Ottawa, Canada 

SUMMARY 

In Canada plans are being developed1 
for a Canadian Universities Computer Network 
(CANUNET) . This activity is co-ordinated by 
the Canadian Government's Ministrv of Comm
unications in Ottawa which is also partici
pating directly in the study programs. 

This paper reviews the results of 
the study prepared within the Ministry of 
Communications on the topological analysis 
of various possible networks for CANUNET2. 
In particular, simulation results for two 
possible 18 node topologies for CANUNET are 
presented. One of these topologies is based 
on the use of purely terrestrial communicat
ion facilities, and the other, a hybrid 
realization, is based on a combination of 
terrestrial and ANIK satellite facilities. 
Further details can be found in the report2 
which is part of the study program. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Canadian Universities Computer 
Network (CANUNET) program is a joint under
taking of the Canadian Government's Ministry 
of Communications and some twenty universi
ties that lie across the 4000 miles of 
territory joining the east and west coasts 
on which some 20,000,000 Canadians live. 

The present objectives and expectat
ions of this project are to develop a plan 
for providing effective resource sharing of 
University computing power and serve as a 
facility for educating Canadians in all 
aspects of the design, implementation and 
operation of computer-communication networks. 

The master plan for CANUNET is beinq 
developed with the following general cons
traints. Namely the plan 

must be for a truly national network with 
a minimum of one campus in each province 
invited to participate in some aspect of 
its development; 

should accommodate regional diversity and 
technological alternatives within a frame-
tions° oblectives, standards and conven-

- should permit the network to accept various 
types of computers and to operate over a 

* deMercado is also an adjunct proi^T 
Ottawr116"1^ 9t Carleton Universitv in 

variety of lines and be transparent to its 
computers and terminals; 

should permit the network to be compatible 
with future general computer networks in 
so far as the outlines of the latter can 
be discerned, and preferably it should be 
a subnetwork of such networks; 

should permit decisions to be made in terms 
of the ultimate network, rather than in 
terms of the easiest or cheapest communi
cation between a few computers. 

This paper summarizes the analysis of 
two possible 18 node configurations for 
CANUNET. One of these configurations is 
based on the use of only terrestrial communi
cation network facilities and the other on 
the use of a hybrid combination of terres
trial and ANIK satellite facilities. For 
both of these topologies curves of total 
input message traffic versus total average 
message delay for given message lengths are 
presented. In addition, as discussed, these 
simulations have been performed for topolo
gies that use either 4.8, 9.6 or 50 kb/s 
communication links. The theoretical consi
derations are given in the appendix. 

NETWORK TOPOLOGIES 

At the present time it is not possible 
to settle on a topology for CANUNET and 
various ten, fourteen and eighteen node to
pologies have been studied2. Three speeds 
of lines, namely 4.8 kb/sec, 9.6 kb/sec and 
50 kb/sec were assumed for each of these 
networks. Table I summarizes the results 
obtained for these various topologies. These 
studies have shown that the performance of a 
given network from the point of view of mes
sage delay will depend more on line speed 
than on the particular topology, however, 
the topological configuration directly in
fluences the reliability of the network. 

Line Speed 
kbit/s 

100% Network 
Capacity (kbit/s) 

Cost 
$/Mbit 

4.8 1 to 45 .23 to 8.78 
9.6 47 to 108 .12 to -26 
50 302 to 591 .11 to .20 

TABLE I 
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Figure 2 

An 18 Node Terrestrial-Satellite 
(Hybrid Network for CANUNET 

In Table I, 100% Network Capacity 
represents the total input data for which 
t-he total average delay per message does not 
exceed 0.5 sec. Also the cost in $/Megabit 
transmitted is for a network operating with 
this average delay of 0.5 seconds, 24 hours 
Der dav, 7 days a week. This cost does not 
include the cost of the local lines and the 
NCU's (node control units). 

&n 18 Node Terrestrial Network for CANUNET 

Figure 

A possible 18 node topology for 
CANUNET based on the use of terrestrial 
communication links is shown in Figure 1. 
Curves of the total average message delay 
versus total input data rate for 9.6 and 50 
kb/sec communication line realizations of 
this network are shown in Figure 2. Further 
results for routing schemes etc. can be 
found in the study report2. The preliminary 
common carrier quotations are that the com 
munication lines costs for the network (50 
kb/s option) including the cost of the mo
dems and lines from local exchanae are of 
the order of $250,000 per month or $13,900 
per node per month. Further cost details 
for this topology are shown in Tables II and 
III. 

Figure 1 

B s 9.6 kb/sec 

A possible 18 node topology for 
CANUNET based on the use of the ANIK satel
lite and terrestrial communication facilities 
is shown in Figure (3). Curves of the total 
average message delay versus total input data 
rate for 4.8, 9.6 and 50 kb/s lines are 
shown in Figure (4). Further results for 
routing etc. can be found in the study 
report . 

A single ANIK radio frequency channel 
rents for $3,000,000 per year and can sup
port many such 9.6 or 50 kb/sec eighteen node 
networks. Thus the total communications cost 
of the single 18 node network using all 50 
kb/sec lines and having the topology shown 
in Figure (3) would be of the order of 
$310,000 monthly, of which $250,000 per month 
would go for the rental of the ANIK channel. 
On the other hand, if four such 50 kb/sec 
networks with the same earth stations as 
shown in Figure (3), were being supported by 
an ANIK channel, then the total monthly 
communications cost per network would be of 
the order of $140,000. This compares with 
the $250,000 monthly cost of the purely 
terrestrial network. It should be emphasized 
however that the message/delay performances 
of both network realizations are different 
(see Figures 2 and 4). 

Figure 3 
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Communication Cost Comparisons 

Table II shows the yearly communicat
ions cost comparisons for the networks of 
Figures 1 and 3, Table III shows the costs 
per megabit transmitted for each of these 
networks. These costs are for networks 
operating with a total average message delay 
of 0.5 sec, 24 hours per dav, 7 days a week, 
and do not include local communications 
costs. Local communication costs can be 
expected to increase these monthly figures 
by between 5% and 10%. 

For example, from these two tables 
it is seen that an 18 node purely terrestrial 
network with all 9.6 kb/sec communication 
lines, would cost about $659,000 per year 
and the cost per megabit of traffic under 
the operating assumptions listed above would 
be of the order of $.25. 

j Network Yearly Rental Costs 
j Line speed 4.8 kb/s 9.6 kb/s .50 kb/s 

Figure 1 
costs $472,164 $659,364 $2,914,200 

Figure 3 
(single . ict-

1 work) 
j Terrestrial 
! costs 
j Satellite 
j costs 

$198,800 

$3,000,000 

$306,800 

$3,000,000 

$711,300 

$3,000,000 

J Total costs j $3,198,800 $3,306,800 $3,711,300 

Figure 3 
(4 networks)! 
Terrestrial, 
costs 
Satellite J 
costs 

$198,800 $306,800 $711,300 

Figure 3 
(4 networks)! 
Terrestrial, 
costs 
Satellite J 
costs 

$960,000 $960,000 $960,000 

Total costs PI,158,800 $1,266,800 | $1,671,300 

* --- —-uiunent 
has been sought to date from any common 
carrier or from Teles at Canada, the owners 
of the ANIK satellite, to provide facilin. 
for CANUNET. These organizations however 
have been most cooperative and helpful in' 
providing their first estimates and other 
technical assistance. 

Network Cost per Megabit ($/Mbit) 

Line speed 4 .8 kb/s ' 9 . 6  k b / s  50 kb/s 

Figure 1 .607 .246 .196 

Figure 3 
(single 
network) 

• * .553 

Figure 3 
(four 
networks) 

* • .249 

Table III 

No cost is computed because the total 
average message delay of 0.5 seconds 
is exceeded. 

Table II 
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P_R[1PTV. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Network^onfj^uration 
There is no single best topology for 

J,rk like CANUNET. Only those topolo-
3ies were considered that are flexible and 
j nt-ilhle to new demands without incurring 

too hiqh additional costs. In all cases, 
the topologies are predicated on the use of 
existing coirmon carriers or other communica-
!• „ facilities. NO attempt was made to 
optimize the cost of any particular topology 
at this stage. 

unite Selection 

The node locations shown in this study 
do not necessarily represent the actual final 
form of the proposed network. The flexibili 
tY of the model is such that, as the need 
arises, modifications to the node locations 
can easily be accommodated by it. 

There are two possible choices that 
govern the selection of nodes in a Province, 
and these which dictate the basic network 
configuration as far as the required numbers 
of node control units (IMP's in the ARPANET) 
are 

- assign one node control unit per host com
puter 

- assign one node control unit to several 
host computers. This has the advantage 
that new hosts could be added to the ne^~ 
work, at least up to a point, without chan
ging the topology. 

Traffic Simulation 

There are no known methods that allow 
precise estimates of traffic levels to be 
given apriori; there is however, an empirical 
formula used by Frank and Chou6 that allows 
the simulation of various levels of traffic. 
A variation of this formula has been used in 
the CANUNET Model Computer program to gener
ate various levels of traffic (in bits per 
second) at each node. This has allowed a 
given networks message-delay performance to 
be examined under these traffic loads. The 
formula is quite a simple one, it simulates 
the traffic from node i to node j, as 

PiPS >h 

the traffic level. The value of k used in the 
simulation varied from . 1 to a maximum of 2 
for the case where 50 kb lines were being used. 

Routing Procedures 

Route selection was one of the most imp
ortant design parameters for CANUNET. The 
selection of routing schemes in a computer 
network is of prime importance because they 
affect the average time that a message spends 
in the network. In order to minimize this 
average time delay the route selection should 
be adaptive8, that is a function of the traf
fic level. The ARPA network has in a sense 
optimal routing in that it provides a minimum 
of two physically separate routes for each 
message. The ARPA network is also capable of 
adaptive routing, that is routes can be chosen 
according to the traffic level and availabil
ity of the lines. 

In the CANUNET network simulations 
fixed routing schemes were adopted. Under 
these schemes messages are routed between two 
given points along the shortest path that has 
the fewest number of nodes that joins these 
points. 

Queuing Theory Considerations 

The queuing theory model used in the 
simulation of CANUNET's topological performan 
ce is based on Leonard Kleinrock's work . It 
has been shown that the average time a message 
soends using and waiting for a given channel i it given by the standard M/M/l queue model 

I ** 

'here 

Pi/*i 
T. = 
1 

(1) 

where 

- X, = = average nunOoer of messages per second 
on the ith channel 

.  _ i h p  f t h  c h a n n e l  
= utilization factor of the i 

= Xi/yCi 

• 4- r\f the ith channel in bits/ 
= capacity of the 
sec 

= mean of the exponentially distributed 

y message lengths 

using these coefficients equation (D can be 

written as 

1  . . .  ( 2 )  

- 1 
y 

Ti yc^i 

p 
SI 

>• and p. are the populations, in univer 
;ity students at node i and j respective y, 

dij is the distance in miles, between nodes 
i and j (for i^j) ; 

• is a non negative constant (« = 0 was 
used in CANUNET studies; that is the traf
fic was independent of distances between 
nodes); 

k is a numerical constant which determines 

,.i,v T for an M 
and the average ™*s^®efore 
channel network is ther 

M 
•n 1 S XiTi T = y i=l 

(3) 

-n j_ _ rata • That 
where v is the total inpu ^ network 
• ffil the traffic off®^e^,ke into account 
in mess/sec. J""//// are not 

tto f»ot??i4°f;1=Seayto the » 
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message delay averaged over all the channels 
the network becomes from (3) 

T = i M 
£  

Y i-1 
A i(T i+ 10~3) ... (4) 

f  T^e time that a message spends waiting 
*nne3 dependent upon the total 

f-v, c ' lnc-'-uding acknowledgements) where-
"L!?, t lme sPent  in  transmission over a 

f  ,, l s  Proportional to the message length 
(2) ^ ?? message traffic flow. Equation 
eXDr. • erefore not correct, and the correct 

-ScHirfo'rmuIi'is""^^9 ^ P°LLACZI* 

T. = 
1 + 

(P ir 
... (5) 

where 

pi = 

Ai Aid-P i) 

Ai 

PC. 

f5) ic^hh f l rSt  term on the  right side of 
on the ith ®r rag? service  time Per message 
the average waiting & 

-etheape\;geSmes°Lg^LnSXl%l t^ndePendS 

Wf lng, t lme of  the  average of the mess-
can be rewr^tt:nefrment  ^' eguat i°* £5) 

T - _J_ , Ai^Ci i 1 + •+- PL. P  C .  Y C . - A .  . . .  ( 6 )  

where the term P L ± has been added to take 
into account the proDaaat-i™ caxe 
tea With  the  Vh 
average delay T for a message in the ne? u 
obtained by substituting (6f i n to% n* ̂ ork  

1 M 
—  I  A .  ( - Ai/pCi 

1 ii 

10 3) +  1 0 '  
(7) 

Message Lengths* 

In the model for CANUNET, the fa 

acknowl e dgement traffic affects messaoe H at  

ghput was taken into account. Therefn °" 
the CANUNET simulations the following fe  fot  

lengths were used: 3 Packet 

- average message length - i „ 64Q bi(. 
V 

- average of (message length plus acknowl^ 
ments) = 1 = 400 bits. knowledge-

V 

It has been shown" that by givina 
priority to the acknowledgement traffic m„ 
t h e  m e s s a g e  t r a f f i c  i n  p a r t i c u l a r  f o r  l i n o  
loadings exceeding 50%, that the overall L 
age message delay is decreased. It is LTy' 
while pointing out that further improvement 
in the message/delay performance could be 
achieved if more than two priority classes 
are introduced. However software and storaoe 
costs associated with routing would increL? 

Program Description 

rvhmo„«-The lnput/°utput for the CANONET model Computer program5 is 

Input 

N  
CP}  

The last term in ecmntinn /n\ 
for the delay introduced by the fIL?C*°UntS 

ation node control unit in deli J • destm-
message to its host. This ^ thf 
was used in the case of ARPA Lt. °, 
each host is located only a shorted? *here  

away from its IMP Tn n. distance 
equation (7) wafused? T t  

sized however, that should a host h? fmpha-
far from its network control , iocated 
delay of 10"3 sec. coS?d be in then tha  

thermore the total average dp? reased- Fur-
equation (7) takes into account^? given bV 
message (packet) traffic b only short 

• Number of nodes 

• Vector of the Population at each 
node 

Distance matrix 

Branch capacity matrix 

Overall average message length 

Average message (packet) length 

Output 

( T )  -» Traffic matrix 

Total input data rate 

Shortest distance matrix 

Network utilization matrix 
Routing matrix 

Average delay matrix 

Total average message delay 

Sgliability Consideration* 

some nlwet imhnary reliability analys is using 
topoloaLc ni<?U6S of  the 18 node 

that the prob2H1fered in  this  paper' indicate  

two nodes u??? 15 less  than 51 that  any 

with each no^ ^ able to communicate 
more for t-h • within 2000 hours. Further-
time at whiih WOrse case  situation the mean 
ible betveo n° communication would be poss-
iod exceed?" a 9lven Pair of nodes for a per-
12000 hnimc"9 , hours is of the order of 

• The probability that this event 

tioneDro^H ths  are  variable in the simula-
been done am,and the studies could have 
lengths wh?\ lng th® corresponding ARPA 
respectively!) 56° bit3' and 350 bitS' 

(DJ 

£C> 

1/U 
i/w1 

Y 
f S > 

F  P >  
(R> 

( A )  
T  
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will occur within this time is 98%. 
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NSF ACTIVITIES RELATED TO A NATIONAL SCIENCE 
COMPUTER NETWORK 

D. D. Aufenkamp, E.C. Weiss 
National Science Foundation 

Washington, D.C., U.S.A. 

Summary 

1^5 ^at lonal} Science Foundation is mounting an 
expanded research program which could lead to the 
development of a National Science Computer Network 

innsiinnnr+1Vr rS l t l 'eS,uCOl le9eS and o ther  institutions 
n support of research and education. This expanded 

™nc?H 9r°9ram ^'s focusing on the many issues and 
considerationsrelated to developing the resource-

an™' potential of such a network for the major 
functions of research and educational computing and 
science information services. Foundation-sponsored 
research, developmental activities and special studies 
have been underway for several years in regard to 
computer-based resources and facilities for research 
and education, associated user services and network 
technology. This paper provides an overview of 
several of these projects as they relate to the manv 
dimensions and facets of needs and desirability 
Na??nn=i's" tab l lrhin9 '  °Perat in9 and evaluating a 
National Science Computer Network. 

Introduction 

The National Science Foundation has for manv 
rnm rs t  sP°nsor in9 activities to improve the use of 
c o m p u t e r s  a n d .  c o m p u t e r - b a s e d  r e s o u r c e s  i n  r e s e a r c h  i n  
e d u c a t i o n  a n d  i n  s c i e n c e  i n f o r m a t i o n  s e r v i c e s &  
c o u p l i n g  o f  r e c e n t  d e v e l o p m e n t s  i n  c o m p u t e r  a n d  
nications technology is adding a ne^Son tS 
t h e s e  e f f o r t s .  C o m p u t e r  c o m m u n i c a t i o n  n e t w o r k s  w h i c h  
are national in scope are in being, and the eslaM  ̂
ment of a National Science Computer Network linkinn 
users at acadanic and other institutions X Jec a? 
lzed resources for computing and science infn™ I-
services would have profound implications fee 
sharing in research and education! r  resour« 

In some cases, a network would facilitate the 
pooling of resources, including the collaborate * 
researchers independent of institutional affii • ?• 
or the establishing of facilities for shared laP10n 

which  m igh t  be  beyond  the  f i nanc ia l  reach  o f  a n t  
individual institution. In other instances J* • , 
computer languages, computational algorithms dat 
banks and other computer-related developments wh- h 
were created in a local environment could ha f 5-ch 

and immediate application for others in the t ect 

and educational community. In particular r"earch 

network would offer possibilities for a mnrh"'? 3 

integration of computing and science infn^ r  

services than has been effected previous?^9'10" 

The problems of creating and utilizing a National 
Science Computer Network for research and educational 
computing and science information services are not 
only in technical areas but very much in organiza-
tional, political and economic areas as well. Issues 
and considerations that arise Immediately are those of 
specialized resources and services, conmon interest 
user groups, network management, impact on campus 
computing centers, network financing, and the overall 
need and desirability. 

fOCAlTahn/fh2dnfI?n 'S 2 fr1« of  ComP«t1ng Activities 
insist Office of Science Information Service 
(Ubis; are cooperating in mounting an expanded re-
NP^n^Pi°9ram re1aLt1ve * National Science Computer 
Dr^iert'prM $«?Pre*ens1ve "0 interrelated set of 

ootivities is envisioned to explore and 
evaluate the many dimensions and facets involved, 
tinn uiH development and special studies in connec
ter hnpi resour" sharing, user services and network 
technology are already underway, and this paper pro-
sorpd hw ?h6r«ofW 0f several Projects recently spon-
resparr-h as they re'ate to this expanded research program. 

Research Resources 

Comnufp^ the, arguments for a National Science 
resource, Js that specialized facilities and 
classpc available for given disciplines or 
Atmosnhpr- c°mPu tat ions. The National Center for 
puXino farii-fSearCh (NCAR) with fts large-scale cont
use of thp y 1 known. Although the principal 
own resparrh°,Tt,n9 fac<^"ty is in support of NCAR's 
researches '-^e faci'11ty is available to academic 
Inter-Univprc]» appropriate research problems. The 
with a memh ^ Consortium for Political Research, 
has bother"1'5 of aPProximately 150 institutions, 
Abstrartc c ?nd Pro9rams available. The Chemical 
a coltL k?'," °f the ^erican Chemical Society is 
also natinn^fw'ed science information resource which is 

0 nationwide in scope. 

NationaXscipnA^rt10n supported Projects for which a 
imp! icat"in„r ", Computer Network would have special 
Cor EconomirclnClude: The Computer Research Center 
Bureau nf r a Management Science of the National 
laboratory Research- a study of a national 
national * theoretical chemistry, and a study national rp^l ^ne°ret1cal chemistry, and a study 

ter/network for computational research 
of a 

on 
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Another project for which the Network might 
lan9Ua9inno-ranqe benefit'is'the Clearinghouse and 
have 8tlrv for Census Data, although its establishment 
Lab0M yredicted on the emergence of network facili
ties These four projects are described briefly in 

turn. 

fmnpntT' p»"«rrh Center for Economics 
gnn^gment Science 

The Computer Research Center for Economics and 
u Science of the National Bureau of Economic 
XT' , , SrVctplt™'-, c„t,r established 
!h support from the Division of Social Sciences and 
nri The Center was conceived to stimulate new compu
tational technology for research in the disciplines of 
economics and management science. Advanced research 
computational techniques systems are created and dis
tributed to the research community. A key element in 
the organizational structure of this Center is a P°^y 
and Operations Comnittee. Its membership Includes aca 
demic scientists with research 1nteres^ ItlSTand' 
management science, computer "1e^e, mathematics a 
statistics. The Center is designed to attract re 
searchers in these fields and in computer science from 
universities and colleges, Government, nonprofit in:sti-
tutions, and the private sector. Researchers, both 
residence at the Center and in remote locations, are 
participating in the research effort. The devel°FMent 
of a National Science Computer Network would add mate
rially to these efforts. 

lv of a National Laboratory 
Theoretical Chemistry 

Stud. 
for 

The National Academy of 
search Council is conducting a <study 
of a national laboratory for theoretical chenistry 
under a projqct supported by the OCA and the Chemist y 
Section of the Division of Mathematical and Pb^"1 

Sciences. The study is being carried out by i comn t-
tee of approximately 30 individuals selected to include 
chemists from diverse areas of research,'«Pf™m other 
entists, mathematicians, and representatives from o'ther 
relevant scientific disciplines. The inain tasks of the 
conmittee are to identify important chemical Problems 
susceptible to solution at such a laboratory, ident-i y 
special problems of computer science involved J° 
explore and characterize the structure and operation ot 
such a facility. In addition to j;u^^he 
matters, the committee is concerned also with the 
broader questions of the impact of such a laboratory on 
university computing centers, development of computer 
networks, computer program exchange, and interfacing 
the laboratory with the scientific community. 

well as the critical questions of priorities and im
plications as to areas of research and methodologies 
to be employed. A wide range of individuals with 
respect to geography, institutions, and disciplines 
are participating in the effort. A published study of 
the project activities is forthcoming. 

Clearinghouse and Laboratory for Census Data 

Another resource with national import is the re
cently established Clearinghouse and Laboratory for 
Census Data (CLCD) supported by the Division of 
Social Systems and Human Resources. The CLCD is oper
ated by DUALabs under contract with the Center for Re
search Libraries. Assistance to researchers includes 
census use orientation and training, research proposal 
review and cost forecasts. Training programs are pro
vided, needed computer software is developed, and a 
central information source is maintained of selected 
census research projects and of available data f"11®5-
The activities of the CLCD are augmented through the 
cooperation of other organizations to whom the pro
grams, catalogs, registers and materials of the CLCD 
are made available. 

Research Services and Uses 

The development of user-oriented services for net
work aDDl ication is fundamental to a viable National 
Science Computer Network. Although the research re-

within a Network. 

software Development. forJQieoret^^ 
• -;«n+-c»H cnftware development project 

A dlsclpHne-onented underway with 0CA support 
in theoretical chemist y th direction of 
at the University of Utah . being designed in 
Dr. Frank E. Harris. The s0™w*heoretical calcula-
a way to facilitate ti ld f chemistry including 
tions by workers in all fie' $ Qf th0 the0retical 
those not expert either ^ tation. The project is 
analysis or in digital compute ^ consultation regard-
also novel in that it pro ^ Qf remote computing 
ing distributed P development aiming toward 
facilities, and preliminarydev Pworks_ The use of 
eventual public use f compute Qf these 
the ARPA Network will be e x p l o r e  
project activities. 

Study of a Center/Network for 
Computational Research on Language 

A study is being conducted at the University of 
Kansas with support from OCA and the division o 
Social Sciences to develop the concept of National 
center/network as an innovative approach for the 
broadly based interdisciplinary area of computationa 
research on language. The optimal organization struc 
tures for any such center/network are being studied as 

Another kind of P^^j^istry^rogram Exchange 
represented by the Q^ntun^hem^mbers of the QCPE sub-
(QCPE) at I"diana^mV^!h documentation and test data 
mit programs blether -des a uniform testing 
and outputs. The QCPIE P completes the document-
environment for the Pr°9^biiity 0f the program pack-
ation and makes the avallabiHand other 
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rhnmist™ fou"dat10'"! support has been provided by the 
Phl^Yai s 8 J Dl'vision of Mathematical and 
is exnpJr h +nCkS 9 The operation of the QCPE 
bas^s nf momh° b®.event"ally self-sustaining on the 
h.ina A Membership and user charges. The programs 
ware DrniprtP6 .u!? theoretical chemistry soft-
through the QCPE preV10US^ wil1 b* distributed 

Hierarchical Computing 

Hierarchical computing in which access is provid-
fervirps1"-"98 fels 0f comPutl'n9 and information 
dirertlv In support of, ̂ search or instruction relates 
In nnp nra resou!:c5 sharing via a national network. 
hV, P n{"IP?° .Pr°jeCt in hierarchical computing, 

e,. e of minicomputers in scientific experiments may 
Dort svstpm ZV T"1? °f 3 Pr°f°type interfacing suj-
Chirpnn development at the University of 
mea^ton t PU-P°S6 °f the pr0J'ect is to P^Vide the 
!fn?pi enhancing scientific methodology for experi-
SUPPO tr|oratrh V Thl'S axpen'mental astern consists of support for the researcher at three levels: ill a 
terfacedn9(?lbSySthm *1 WhlCh minicomPuters can be in-e raced, (2) a subsystem providing hiqh-level suDDort 
services such as compilation and bulk data storage aid 
SLtXS2«.?ich "»« 'Kfltfte access to major omputing facilities on a national network. 

Use of Remote Granhirc 

One of the projects supported bv OCA which ran hp 
viewed as a prototype of network use in research is 

Tnw p develop geometric models of structure 
and organization of the neural networks of the swim 
meret system of the lobster Thp funrtinLi • 

sii - £ jssa*s •* that the feasibility and utilitv nf surh !. „ * , 
modeling system can be demonstrated usino an8?!" 
facili+and \°Sl 9/aph1cS ^Sar« l?t o "CRT 
iel l iXlers"V° ^  

Use of Remote Data Banks 
through "Intelligent" Terminal 

specializeedUSda°taf baKnf5Jogr™Pl?2rlrJa|j;|tyhWith 

intelligent" remote display terminals is h 9b 

dressed in a collaborativeprojectinvntoi 81?9 ad" 
National Laboratory and Texas A&M Univerlitv ?okhaven 

Protein Data Bank" has been established +- d 
National Laboratory in cooperationwiththl cr0°khaven 

ographic Data Center in Cambridge England T^1" 
purpose of such a computer-based macmmli , he pnme 

ture library is to facilitate dissmlK*C"Iar Struc" 
refined data in a variety of form! to raw or 

ask easily chemically interesting questi™| "nn1"5 t0 

of the project is to develop a crystal ! k.0ne 9°al 

mg system which provides to the reseaJlhl|P-1C comPut-

individual laboratory all the computing faciliti 
necessary for molecular structure determination S« 
relatively inexpensive minicomputer-based disob 5 
cility has been constructed which is capable of n, 
dimensional graphics and interactive use In 
to the developmental activities supported by ori 
system will be refined through the experiences of 
third group in a remotely-located research 

the 
of a 

laboratory. 

Networking Activities Relating to 
Science Information Systems 

The Foundation's Office of Science Information 
Service has also been supporting systw develop 
efforts which are primarily based in the scientific 
professional societies and the university sector n, 
society-based systems produce the information bant 
(i.e., abstracts and indexes of the world's scientific 
literature) and supply tapes recording its content 
The university-centered systems provide the distribu 
tion outlets to the user comnunity. 

The problems which will pose the major obstacles 
to successful efforts in networking of informal" 1 
sources are not judged to be primarily technical in 
nature. The areas which require immediate attention 
and where it is intended that initial support be fo 
cused are concerned with administration/user rLire-
ments, economics, and legal matters. For exanple the 
optimum mechanism for the administration of a retwr 
which may consist of a loose consortium of uniJS 
ties cannot at this time be specified with any decree 

precision. When this problem is compounded by the 
fists on « n?i?9ra?!l'V"iPerS'°" *M l"t»-
concern o„ Ty'llXlJlU™ " »" 

technlto™ con™,n,cat1on system of science and 
tlon tprhni a me an9e procedures, media, produc-
system has puni *«JekV1CeS' Centers' and P^pie The 
alri to lis *volved by wa> of necessity and expediency, 
different tuno! wSita9ei°f <,eve'°Pment exhibits many 
Many servirL 'If® S of C0,nP,ex interactions, 
centers of fynf0? 1nstjtut1ons. "Mch constitute 
mation transf Ce !n var,ous segments of the infor-
plesentltofl ̂ nity. are operational at the 
nodes in whato these will certainly function as 
U^oubtodto wln"b^i11 evolve- Such a network 
will develon ac ^ evolutionary, in the sense that it 

S?i*."es,op;rt;s',u'!r r 

optimal '22 ]ar9e t0 SC"P 1n fa*°rofa" ' 
optimal network RJ "2™ P°ssib1e t0 des19n 0,6 
to plan a r™ Because of this, it becomes necessary 
date diffPrpntSe. action flexible enough to accommo-
existing nodes whtoh^V?1 re1ationships among the 
publishers ac ,5 include the tape suppliers and 
libraries!' " the distribut1on centers and 

start towarda<LkUt9r?t"th of these efforts has been a 
°ver, the rnsfT 5 networking activities. More-
operation arp rai^a?Clate<? with system development and 
ties are likpi,, ? ma,tlr,9 it clear that such activi-
^oture. Murh ^ ? eC0fI'e an economic necessity in the 
ative arrann».°, remains to be done to foster cooper-
Plished. Thp in|S,r much bas already been accom-

n erf ace of OSIS-supported information 
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cvctaiis with OCA-supported regional computing networks 
in Droiects at the University of Georgia and Lehigh 
university is illustrative of these cooperative 
efforts. The following are examples of current activi
ties: 

university of Georgia 

The system which is under development at the 
University of Georgia will provide twenty-six Georgia 
universities and colleges access to a broadly-based 
information service via the OCA-supported regional com
puting network. It also services many ext®rna},us®"'rt 
including Federal agencies. It is a very broadly-based 
system, but the primary focus is in the areas of chem
istry and the biological sciences. The system offers 
batch-mode current awareness searches based on the 
concept of selective dissemination of information as 
well as in-depth retrospective searching of large in
formation bases such as those produced by the Chemical 
Abstracts Service of the American Chemical Society. 

University of California at Los Angeles 

The system which is under development at UCLA 
will eventually service the nine campuses of the Uni
versity of California System. They currently plan to 
experiment with providing current awareness searches 
over the ARPA Network to users at one of the nearby 
universities that is also on the Network - While the 
system presently employs information specialists at the 
user-computer interface for batch-mode service, ^ere 
is also an interactive mode whereby queries can be made 
from any of forty rapid response terminals which are 
strategically located around the UCLA campus. 

Lehigh University 

The on-line, interactive system at Lehigh Univer
sity permits the user to query full text articles and 
abstracts in a natural language mode for current docu
ments via remote CRT terminals. This service primarily 
reflects the demands of a user group which is comprised 
mainly of engineers in the variou*/esea^h enters at 
Lehigh University. In »<«d1tion. it_provides informa
tion services to seven other academic institutions in 
the Lehigh Valley Regional Computing Network whose de
velopment was supported by OCA. They are also conduct
ing an information networking experiment with the Urn 
versity of Georgia via a phone line, dataset, and 
UNIVAC Uniscope 100 CRT terminal. The P^P°se ^ 
experiment is to provide an operational service as well 
as to establish key roles for future network nodes. 

For example, the Lehigh system does not have ex
tensive document files, but it does posse 
able software for full text analysis, automatic 
document characterization, file Generation, data base 
construction, and interactive search negotiation 
is conceivable that Lehigh as a network node would 
maintain no document files but would 1"stead act as an 
interface message processor, acceptingrequestsfrom 
remote terminals, negotiating them, and d"Patching 
them for execution to other nodes. It could also act 
as a network monitor for information flow. 

Georgia, on the other hand, has the most exten
sive data files of any university ^^th^n^S' 
so that the determination of its role in the network 
will be of primary importance. Clearly, all 

benefit from networking interactions provided the allo
cation of functions occurs in an optimum fashion. 

The Environmental Protection Agency 

The Environmental Protection Agency has just 
announced a program of cooperation with science infor
mation centers developed through grants from OSIS. 
This cooperative agreement was undertaken with the 
firm conviction that existing systems and services 
should be used whenever possible, rather than gener
ating new ones. 

Under this new program the informationservice 
centers of three universities will be coordinated for 
EPA use. Lehigh University has been selected to pro
vide on-line services, the University of Georgia will 
be responsible for batch and retrospective services, 
and Ohio State University will produce selected SDI 
programs on a trial basis. This program will permit 
the Environmental Protection Agency to have access to 
over twenty-five data bases, while determining usage 
requirements of the various files and services. 

This arrangement will serve a network of some 
fortv EPA libraries and information centers, with the 
library at EPA's National Environmental Research Center 
in Cincinnati, Ohio, designated as access point to the 
information centers. A series of termTMSWillsoon 
be installed in Cincinnati to Pfo^de on-line and 
hatch search and retrieval capabilities, in this 
manner each EPA facility will be able to sear^ °var 

two million documents and receive a printout with a 
minimum of delay. Eventually this networkwi 11 .be^ex-
Danded to improve data base coverage an J , . 
additional services to EPA personne 1 initeres ted in 
searching data bases of environmentally-oriented 
literature. 

Georgia/Lehigh 

A simulation study of f ̂ formation nation 
network is now being supP0jl^ hyUniversity. Alterna-
University of Georgia and Lehigh J™ea£^for a com_ 
tive configurations and modes o p^ network wi11 be 

puter-based information dis . t- and mathematical 
studied through the of simulation aharacteHstics 

modeling techniques. The ope wi]1 be ex_ 
of the network system and asso ici ted gr0wth 
amined with respect to t . ents communications 
rates. Computer hardware ^^ ™wer requirements 
media, anticipated usage, and manpovwer^q Qf the 

will be taken into c°n^dada ination centers and 
model. Several types of dis k ni be studied, 
functions for nodes w thin the ^el of an 
The technical plan "lis for dissemination network 
adequate model of an in£ , activity via model mamp-
and the simulation of network activi y cr1ter1a 

223-, /srstf srssasrss^0" 
well "as Se'administrative problems associated with the 
implementation of such a network. 
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Instructional Uses 

work in?tiativot-0f+the National Science Computer Net-
a npwt rnniH k explore the extent to which such 
romnutinn nn ?®a?S?? ln the support of instructional 
sunnnrtpH , +? ^dividual campus. The NSF has already 
nrnhlpmc .activities which have addressed many of the 
ices Prnn^m0 p ,Institutional Computing Serv-
fnr thp H 1 example, provided support not only 
I?sn f?r f!®-??T? 0f }he Campus comPuter center but 
T p nr» b • i f shared amon9 institutions. 
i„m°® Regional Cooperative Computing Activities Pro-
devpinnmo pro"dad s"PP°rt for projects to explore the 

evelopment of shared computer resources for educa
tional use. The first regional projects under this 
program were established in 1968. Approximately 30 
regional computing projects have been supported in
volving about 300 institutions of higher education. 

ion, Rejects have been initiated to study the prob-
^P^er-based curricular developments, docu-

could ha°voa? h Sfer" ?"e 0f these Projects which could have a bearing on the use of a nationwide com-
befow " instructional support is described 

The CONDUIT Project 

tin ^Ii!eoon91'0nal comPuter networks are collabora
ting with OCA support to test the feasibility of 
transporting computer-based materials for the purpose 
ft™ ?hin9 c™1ar development in higher educa-

-The participants are: Dartmouth College, the 
Carolina Educational Computing Service, Oregon 

State University, and the Universities of Iowa and 
"rnwni'iiT" 6 expenmant which 9oes under the name of 
staff at thp"? V8S mn? 9 CSntral °rga"ization and staff at the five regional networks to transport cur
ricular units; testing the transported materials in 
classrooms in each network; producing a catalog (with 
standards for material quality and transDortabi 1 it„l nf 
curricular materials for national dissemination- aS 
documenting the feasibility study as to procldules 
cost considerations (including billing and accounting 
procedures, user feedback, and adequacy of the process). 

Software Testing and Distrihnti on 

The National Science Computer Network in it-; 
has special implications for the analysis testinoInH 
distribution of computer programs A nafinnwid 2 
work could do much lo fac?liL?e ihe tr n ?eTof pro'" 
grams from machine to machine and at the ?Lo 
duce the need for doing so. It is envision^ 1 e" 
example, that some sites on a network could a<U. 
responsibility for maintaining certain software Th
is the case, for example, with some nf ??!T ?' Thls 

being developed at the Computer Research Cent^T 
Economics and Management Science OCA and 
of Engineering are already coonLtinn ? th? Dlvision 
approaches to improving the oualitv nf ln ?xP^orin9 
software. The SDeeia attfJ?! ^ of en9™eering 
problems of improving the qua!itylf^ath th®.NSF to 

ware for research use is hiahlinhtJi ™athematlcal soft-
which have implications fo19a Na9Eionaiy,tW° Pr°j;ectS 
Network. ational Science Computer 

National Activity to Test Software 

The National Activity to Test Software (NATS) i 
being conducted with OCA support by Argonne National 
Laboratory, the University of Texas and Stanford Un 
versity in cooperation with various field test site " 
This project is a collaborative prototype effort to$ 

evaluate, certify and disseminate mathematical soft 
ware. Selected mathematical software, includinq a 
set of special function routines and a package of 
matrix eigensystem routines, is tested, first at the 
three principal institutions and then at 16 field 
test sites. The certified products are distributed 
by the Argonne Code Center. A key aspect of the 
project is the emerging of a collaborative testinn 
methodology. 9 

Study of Alternative Approaches to 
Testing and Distributing Software 

In a related project supported by OCA, the Uni
versity of Colorado and Argonne National Laboratory 
are collaborating in a study to explore approaches to 
the problems of making high quality mathematical soft
ware readily available to the computing conmunitv 
The study is examining the possible roles of academic 
institutions, the National Laboratories, the National 
Bureau of Standards, and the private sector. It is 
intended that the study produce source material and a 
blueprint for action. A National Science Computer 
Network could have special relevance for these 
efforts. 

Network Technology 

cm,, Tbe.0CA and the Division of Engineering have 
devp?nnmon?eV6ra projects wMch ara leading to new 
Two nrn!!rt 10 computer conrounications for networks. 
Two projects supported by OCA which have a special 
bearing on advancing network technology are the 
puter Svst™V? Mlphi9?n and the Distributed Corn
eal ?fornia^t Irvine6" ^ 'h® Un1vers,ty of 

The MERIT Computer Network 

universifulfil C?mpU,t;er Network. Michigan's Inter-
rno ®rtComputer Network, is an experimental 

of r computing systems at the University 
State I ?«' ?Ich19an State University, and Wayne 
three in^?^l-y f°r the purpose of enabling the 
ing resnurr °TU t0 stlare and extend their comput
es nlyvlth the" t«Jh®-i^ Pr?ject is concerned not 
comDutpr technical problems of computer-to-
orTn LI r?niCati0ns but also wl"th political, 
resources s and economic problems of sharing major 
ODina thp'.ic pecia1 .^Phasis is being given to devel-
and staff nf®rwSerV1CeS t0 a11ow students, faculty 
computing three ""titles to use the 
opment and ?! ?-Ces of a11 three systems. The devel-
State and u "9 stages involve Michigan, Michigan 
work does s!^"® 6 ?nly: however, the MERIT Net-
connection with aS ? P]lot Project to be analyzed in 
Potential nf exploring the resource-sharing 

a nationwide computer network. 
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An experimental computer netwo-rk "lied J-h® carc sft iSme. constructed at the Untvers^cyo^ ^ exp1ore those 

issues* in distributed architecture useful 1n serving 
• f!Ji mldl scale computers which are appearing 1n 

^ nn university campuses. Communications 
l4^n^eTystem b^sedon a'dlgltal ring topology 
tl^hich computers are interfaced. The communication 
Ifo o5 Klnn that messages are addressed S * is';rr 
\1 r t  reliability, easy addition of new services, 

initial costs and low incremental expansion 
!£? Such a network could also be considered as a 
subnetwork in a hierarchy Including access 
national network. 

National Bureau of Standards Activities 
p.UllWTo » National bcW» Computer Witwork 

The Center for Canputer Sciences and Technology 

th'.^W !.-«« •; «a"S oll?»P-

SX'r, T 
CwTSM* Foundation thrust. 

A l t e rna t i v e  t e chno log i c a l  app roachesa r e  be ing  
eva lua t ed  by  t he  Na t i ona l  Bureau  o f  S t a nda rds  w i tn i  
a^ f r amework  o f  p o s s i b l e  even -

" ^ " a ch i ev ing  a l i a b l e  ne t l r k  ope ra t i on .  T he  nume rous  
t a s k s  a s soc i a t ed  w i th  s e t t i ng  up  and  ope ra t i ng  a  KrS5G^."!5f-r5l» 

1 ne 

Cr i t e r i a  a r e  a l so  be ing  deve loped  f o r  measu r ing  
t he  pe r f o r mance  o f  t he  p roposed  
too is a detailed measurement plan containing ac 
coun t i ng  mechan i sms  t o  s a t i s fy  ove r s11  ™nagemen  

SHBsSSS^--
Tntpiir a t ions for Co"°r< and Universities 

The  e s t ab l i s hmen t  o f  a  Na t i ona l  ^Tns t i t u -
N e t work  wou ld  p rov ide  new op t i ons  t o  academ ic  1  n s t i t u  
t i ons  f o r  compu t ing  and  i n fo rma t ion  s e rv i ce s .  b  
wou ld  a l so  r a i s e  o rgan i za t i ona l ,  po l i t i c a l ,  ana  T i n an  
c i a l  p rob l ems .  Seve ra l  s t ud i e s  a r e  i n  p rog re s s  wh ich  
a r e  add re s s ing  some  o f  t h e  i s sue s  and  cons ide r a t i ons  
i nvo lved .  The  d i s cus s ion  o f  a c t i v i t i e s  r e l a t i ng  t o  

Networks For Higher Education 

s c i ence  i n fo rm a t ion  s e rv i c e s  made  no t e  o f  some  o f  
t he se  cons ide r a t i ons .  Th ree  o the r  s t ud i e s  a r e  a l so  
h igh l i gh t ed :  A s t udy  b y  t he  U n ive r s i t y  o f  D e nve r  i s  
add re s s i ng  t he  ove ra l l  p rob l em o f  m an ag in g  a nd  f i nan 
c ing  academic  compu t ing  c en t e r s ;  t he  Un ive r s i t y  o f  
S ou the r n  Ca l i f o rn i a ,  Ca l i f o rn i a  I n s t i t u t e  o f  Tech 
no l og y ,  and  t he  Un ive r s i t y  o f  Ca l i f o rn i a  a t  Los  
A nge l e s  a r e  exp lo r i ng  new app roaches  t o  compu te r  r e 
sou rce  sha r i ng ,  and  t he  Un ive r s i t y  o f  Ca l i f o rn i a  i s  
ex amin in g  t h e  r o l e  and  impac t  o f  compu te r  a nd  i n fo rma
t i on  sha r i ng  fo r  a  mu l t i - c ampus  i n s t i t u t i o n  w i th in  t he  
con t ex t  o f  a  na t i ona l  ne twork .  

A l t e rna t i ve  Approaches  t o  t he  Managemen t  a nd  
F inanc ing  o f  Academic  Co mp u t in g  Cen t e r s  

The  Un ive r s i t y  o f  Denve r  i s  conduc t i ng  a  s t udy  
o f  a l t e rna t i ve  app roaches  t o  t h e  managemen t  a nd  f i nan 
c ing  o f  a cademic  compu t ing  c e n t e r s .  The  pu rpose  o f  
t he  s t udy  i s  t o  de t e rmine  how t o  op t i m i z e  i n so fa r  
pos s ib l e  compu t ing  c apab i l i t i e s  a nd  °P e r a ^ 0 ^ d ° "  
ind iv idua l  co l l ege  and  un i ve r s i t y  cam puses ,  i and  t o  ^  
i den t i f y  con f l i c t s  b e t w een  t h i s  op t im iza t i on  a nd  
t ab l  i shed  i n s t i t u t i ona l  goa l s ,  po l i c i e s  a nd  °Pe r a ~  Sri! T.£ sffla-iisaiisr ss 
f  1  e c t i ng°expe r i ences^o f °pa r t i cu  1  a r  I n s t i t u t i ons  i n  
r e spond ing  t o  spec i f i c  p rob l e^a r ea s^and  i n  t he^  
e f f ec t s  and  consequence  s t u dy  shou ld  be  app l i c a -

i n s t i t u t i on ; s  o f ^  ̂ « 9  

in the United "ates and should^ssls ^ ̂  

the role. ••««•«*• «» 
?menl°ng If the computing eehter oh epos. 

Computer Posnurce Sharing 

The university of Soyawj 
n l a  I n s t i t u t e  o f  T ® c h "?  co l l ab o ra t i n g  on  a  
California at Los f tngele resource sharing. This 
f eas ib i l i ty  study of computer ^ computer re-
study is addressing questions nationwide network 
sources within the famework of a nati10 subnetwork 

with special emphasis on ^f^tlons might re-
of institutions as ^ese three^^ responsibi1l ties of 
present. Areas.° +%, l t ions and, conversely; manage-
the network to inst l t"H t inq t0 subnetworks; staffing 
ment considerations relating to jse  Qf twork 

at local and network le^ t;^e°Pf0r coping with 
r e sou rce s ;  a l t e rna t e  n e t w o r k  r e S ou rce s ,  

XeSSeiieT«»««>* 

j:„O. = Mnlti ramp"^ University 
Network Implications 

•f California is conducting a 
The University of Cal1. t  tive, and economic 

study on the a"deml<;> a ted data communication net-
implications of a sophi!51 1t i_Campus universl^y:hil 
work on a decentralized, ted have applicabil 

eva lua t l ng^a l t e rna t l ve  ne tw ork  l eve l  op r aen t s .  

The Issues ,nU enumerations being ok-'™9 
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f a l l  i n t o  t h e  g e n e r a l  c a t e g o r i e s  o f  ( 1 )  t h e  i m p a c t  o f  
i n c r e a s e d  a c c e s s  t o  b o t h  i n t e r n a l  a n d  e x t e r n a l  
s e r v i c e s  o n  i n t e r n a l  a n d  e x t e r n a l  u s e r s  a n d  s u p p l i e r s ;  
( 2 )  t h e  r e q u i r e m e n t s  o f  i n s t r u c t i o n ,  r e s e a r c h ,  a d m i n 
i s t r a t i o n ,  h o s p i t a l  a n d  l i b r a r y  c o m p u t i n g  a n d  t h e  
e f f e c t s  o n  t h e m  o f  v a r i o u s  c u r r e n t  n e t w o r k  t e c h n o l o 
g i e s ;  ( 3 )  t h e  i n t e r c o n n e c t i o n  o f  d i v e r s e  n e t w o r k s  a n d  
t h e  i m p a c t  o f  i n t e r c o n n e c t i o n  o n  a l l  p a r t i c i p a n t s ;  
a n d  ( 4 )  t h e  i s o l a t i o n  o f  t e c h n i c a l  a n d  a d m i n i s t r a t i v e  
c r i t e r i a  t o  d e f i n e  a  v i a b l e  n e t w o r k .  

G u i d e l i n e s  a r e  a n t i c i p a t e d  i n  r e g a r d  t o  o t h e r  
a c t i v i t i e s  i n c l u d i n g  a  p r o p o s e d  t r i a l  N a t i o n a l  S c i e n c e  
C o m p u t e r  N e t w o r k  t o  s u p p o r t  t h e s e  a c t i v i t i e s .  T h e  
p r o j e c t s  h i g h l i g h t e d  i n  t h i s  p a p e r  s h o u l d ,  h o w e v e r ,  b e  
i n d i c a t i v e  o f  t h e  s c o p e  o f  t h i s  F o u n d a t i o n  i n i t i a t i v e .  

P e r s p e c t i v e  o n  t h e  N S F  N e t w o r k  I n i t i a t i v e  

T h e  p r e c e d i n g  d i s c u s s i o n  p r o v i d e s  a n  o v e r v i e w  o f  
s o m e  o f  t h e  p r o j e c t s  s u p p o r t e d  b y  t h e  F o u n d a t i o n  w h i c h  
a r e  i n t e n d e d  t o  e x p l o r e  t h e  r e s o u r c e - s h a r i n g  p o t e n t i a l  
o f  a  n a t i o n w i d e  c o m p u t e r  n e t w o r k .  T h e r e  a r e ,  o f  
c o u r s e ,  m a n y  d i m e n s i o n s  a n d  f a c e t s  t o  s u c h  a  t h r u s t  
a n d  t h e  F o u n d a t i o n ' s  e x p a n d e d  r e s e a r c h  p r o g r a m  r e l a 
t i v e  t o  a  N a t i o n a l  S c i e n c e  C o m p u t e r  N e t w o r k  i s  d e 
s i g n e d  t o  p e r m i t  e x p l o r a t i o n  a n d  e v a l u a t i o n s  o f  i s s u e s  
a n d  c o n s i d e r a t i o n s  i n v o l v e d .  

R e f e r e n c e  

1 .  A u f e n k a m p ,  D . D .  N a t i o n a l  S c i e n c e  ( C o m p u t e r )  
N e t w o r k ,  P r o c e e d i n g s  o f  t h e  E D U C O M  S p r i n g  C o n f e r e n c e ,  
N e t w o r k s  f o r  H i g h e r  E d u c a t i o n ,  A p r i l  1 3 ,  1 9 7 2 ,  E D U C O M ,  
T h e  I n t e r u n i v e r s i t y  C o m m u n i c a t i o n s  C o u n c i l ,  I n c . ,  
P r i n c e t o n ,  N e w  J e r s e y ,  1 9 7 2 .  
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TELEPROCESSING—THE UTILITY OF THE COMPUTER UTILITY 
NEW PROBLEMS? NEW CHALLENGE! 

Max P. Beere 
Tymshare, Inc. 

Cupertino, California, U.S.A. 

The telephone was designed by a gentleman who understood 
speech in all its ramifications and the physiology of the ear — 
probably without peer for his time. Alexander Graham Bell knew 
relatively little about electricity, electronics, or transmission. He 
designed a mechanical ear to transduce acoustic sound waves to an 
approximating sine wave, and, for the receiving side, he designed a 
mechanical voice box to re-create the acoustic sound waves, and, 
thus, by happy accident: "Mr. Watson, come here, 1 want you!" 
That was March 10, 1876. 

Computers were in their gestation period about then. It was 
not evident 100 years ago that computers would become increasingly 
dependent on communications. Though, tracing the lineage of com
puters and communications back to their inception, one now sees a 
definite and inexorable convergence of the two diverse but inter
related technologies. Today, it is difficult to separate one from the 
other. 

It was a fantastic breakthrough for man on that day 96 years 
ago, when it was possible for him to project his voice over a wire via 
a vehicle designed to meet his need. Where was the "Mr. Watson, 
come here, I want you!" for the data machine, the computer? It 
never existed. Samuel F. B. Morse laid the groundwork in 1837; 
Guglielmo Marconi in 1895 made wireless telegraphy possible - but 
somehow these two data language-oriented breakthroughs never really 
germinated and matured. At least not as far as machine-oriented 
communication is concerned. The telegraph in a digital sense has 
just aged! The wireless has taken a left hook away from its original 
direction and has become very useful as a carrier of analog 
communications. 

What, then, must be done today to associate computers with a 
communication system? The digital output of the computer must be 
made to approximate analog voice signals. This is not difficult to 
accomplish in feat, but is difficult to do well. Why we must accom
plish computer communications this way is easy to understand: At 
present, it's the only game in town! Originally, when computers 
were made to communicate, there were so few of them and the idea 
was so farfetched that rather than design a communication system to 
meet the computer need, the computer output was modified to meet 
the existing voice communication capability. This method of meeting 
the data need has continued - and thus the imperfect computer 
communication technology that exists today. 

It is time we looked around. We can solve our immediate com
puter communication problems consistent with the tools at hand. A 
lot of people are working on this problem in an effort to find a solu
tion. Many have promised much. A few are becoming reality. The 
Bell System Digital Net, MCI, Datran, Western Telecommunications-
each has an answer according to its understanding of the problem, 
and each is striving to get its solution underway. But, in each case, 
it will be many years before the service is available to the extent it 
is needed today. It takes time, money, political acumen, and good 

business sense to get a commercial data communication system 
devised, installed, and operating. In the companies mentioned, with 
the exception of Datran, each has a start on its systems, but in every 
case, including the Bell System, it will be 5 to 10 years before the 
computer communication need can be met on a nationwide basis. 
More power to them, and God speed! 

What of today? The need is today! The business is here today! 
Our computers and their attendant business machines have the need 
to communicate today, and that need is growing. It demands decisive 
attention. We must use available communication capability to answer 
that need because it is available now! We must build our system out 
of what is available today to bridge the gap tomorrow! It is fraught 
with problems - No, it offers an exciting new challenge! A challenge 
the entrepreneur will not let pass. Let's get back a little of our 
frontiersmanship. Where is our "blood and guts" approach to solving 
problems? What happened to "damn the torpedos," "remember the 
Alamo," and the charge up San Juan Hill? Must everything be done 
with specially built pieces that go together in a precise manner? Did 
the frontiersman, standing in the middle of a forest, bemoan his fate 
because he did not have nicely finished planks to build a house? Did 
he give up because the land he intended to farm was densely forested 
and covered with brush, no fence in sight? Did he scream foul when 
it rained on his head? The answer I suspect for the most part was 
"No!" 

We are in the same spot today in the interactive computer com
munication network arena. We are knee deep in weeds and though 
help is in sight, it is not available at present. And there are Indians 
in the woods too - the FCC, PUC, OTP, and the Bell System - to 
name a few of the more noteworthy tribes, and they have many 
scalps hanging in their lodges. We can run and lose. We can fight 
and possibly win. The Carterfone decision is a win, so is the Special 
Service Common Carrier, but after a lengthy and debilitating fight. 
We can lose, too, by fighting. You may win a fight with a skunk -
but!!! Another way is to befriend, to cooperate, to negotiate. We 
can read in history that our pilgrim fathers used these methods with 
the Indians and won. We have been celebrating that win every 

Thanksgiving. 

The entrepreneur must look around himself for whatever raw 
products he can find, which, by using his wit and strength he will be 
able to build with. The frontiersman cuts down trees to build his 
house and clears his land for planting. He uses scraped animal skins 
for windows to let in soft light, and sod to keep the roof water tight; 
builds fences, digs ditches, and deals with the weather and the Indians 
in whatever way he can to achieve his objectives. If fight he must, he 

will. But he would rather deal. 

Our business need is to communicate today - to survive. We 
can stumble along for a while, but we need adequate computer com
munication at a reasonable cost as soon as possible. The computer 
technology is becoming completely dependent on the ability to 
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canahiTt-i T k r computer technology has far outstripped the 
mostlv'h' ° offered communication service to meet the need, 
mostly because of the voice orientation of the existing system. 

But, today's computer communication needs can be met by 
the existing communication facilities. The need can be met by 
augmentmg the existing communication capability with one's own 
expertise. 

Simple error detection and correction schemes applied by the 
entrepreneur to the common carrier facilities can alleviate the 
problem of service that is too error prone for adequate computer 
communications. Catastrophic failure of common carrier facilities 
such as severed cables, fire, flood, noise, sun spots, or poor work
manship, can be eased by a redundancy of facilities and automatic 
a ternate routing - again applied by the entrepreneur to the com
mon carrier facilities. The plethora of terminals that are available 
to t e vendor of interactive computer service is amazing, each with 
its own characteristics: differing speed, code, and character set. To 
meet the differing service demands from a mix of customers in the 
general interactive computer environment, many different terminals 
must be allowed for. Since businesses purchase terminals suited to 
their individual needs, the computer service vendor can no longer 
dictate which terminals he will interface. If he is going to stay on 
top, he must accept them all. 

Cost of service is another aspect that cannot go undetected 
While the computer service vendor is trying to lower, or at least 
maintain, his price level, we find the communication costs slowly 
rising. To meet this challenge, the computer communication net
work must increase in efficiency faster than the cost can rise. This, 
too, can be done by the company that is oriented around solving 
its problems regardless of their origin. 

Tymshare, Inc. has taken these entrepreneural steps, and has 
proved that a quality interactive computer network can be built 
using the offerings of the common carrier and the technical exper
tise of Tymshare people. Tymshare management could see that in 
order for them to achieve the company goals they had set, they 
would have to solve problems previously considered to be in the 
realm of the common carrier - and, also, previously considered 
unsolvable. 

TYMNET®, Tymshare's international interactive computer 
communication network, is the result of this effort. TYMNET® 
is a move that demonstrates the plausibility of removing the myth 
from today's computer communication mythology by substituting 

tech to establish the computer communication technology. By 
maintaining a cooperative, no nonsense relationship with the com
mon carrier and by resolving problems as they arose, Tymshare was 
able to achieve its objective of creating a viable computer network 
The network now exists. The cost has been high. What of the 
payoff? 

In any evolutionary system, serendipity plays an interesting 
role. We, and others, have achieved networks that work for us 
As a matter of fact, it would work for any vendor of interactive 
computer service, and it will work anywhere anywhere there is 
a communication facility available. The question now is Is com
puter network service a salable commodity? Can it be a product 
from which revenue can be expected? A profit gained? Certainly, 
a lot of technical genius and money have gone into creating these 
networks, just as in any new product. It has gone through a gestation 
period and has proved its worth. But, are the Indians pacified? Or 
are they waiting in the bush, ready to pounce as soon as a weak 
spot is detected, an infraction of a uniquely interpreted rule? Why 
must this be? Certainly this "added value" makes the common 
carrier sendee upon which it is based more viable, and indeed creates 
a new market where one previously, if existed, was decaying. The 
regulatory agencies should feel few pangs from lack of control, since 
they do regulate the vehicle upon which this computer network 
technology is based. The Office of Telecommunications Policy ' 
should be happy, since the American public is getting a better return 
on monies imested in creating a vast national communication network 
because new use means new revenue. The special service common 
carriers seem a bit concerned, but again, why' This added value 
service is something they, as of now, have not indicated the desire in 

ering. n act, they stand to gain, like any other common carrier, 
because their service, when it is available, can be used equally as well 
it not better. ^ 7 

It appears that we now stand on the threshold of a new business 
enture. A new need is becoming very apparent - computer com-

mcations. A solution to that need is available today, and it can 
of rha C ^ a c t0 t'lost wh° need it. That solution is in the form 
comna S°P fCd comPuter networks that exist today for intra-
nurmrerh"*-' c mter"comPany sharing is allowed, enough to ZSJ" T al0ng' ThCre cxist no kno*" bounds for this 
undefmed new business area. It can be defined as something we 
is _ aVC squelched - or it can be looked at for what it 
£ W aPProach to solving an old problem but a new need, 
added vJ nCtWOr *nr'ce is standard communication capability with 
apabi,^ PUVnr0Peratl0n ^ thc ^prcncur who has the capability and the foresight to do so. 
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THE FUTURE OF COMPUTER UTILITIES 
George J. Feeney 

General Electric Company, Bethesda, Maryland, U.S.A. 

ABSTRACT 
This paper argues that computer utilities will 

provide a superior alternative to the fragmentation 
and inefficiency of today's decentralized computing 
even as electrical utilities replaced established de
centralized power generation seventy years ago. 
Economic, technical and institutional pressures to
ward centralization are examined in the context of the 
rapidly fading glamor once attached to "having a com
puter". The technical feasibility and operational 
implications of highly centralized computer utilities 
are illustrated through discussion of the history, 
current status and future plans of a large scale 
computer utility network. 

The fact that we are here today discussing com
puter utilities as a reality rather than a vision indi
cates the phenomenal advances that have occurred in 
the past few years in both computer technology and 
user sophistication. One might argue that these net
work utilities represent an adaptation to some unique, 
highly specialized requirements. Instead, I think 
they portend some fundamental changes which are 
starting to take place in the way computing is sold, 
produced, and used throughout the world. 

To better explain this change, let's look at the 
parallel development of electrical utilities 70 years 
ago. In 1905, approximately 50,000 local stations 
owned by private companies produced about one-half 
of the total U.S. power, largely for their own internal 
needs. Today only about 6% of the total electric 
power is produced by local firms for internal consump 
tion. The bulk of this country's power is produced by 
about 200 large utilities. Innovative work by men 
like Steinmetz and Stanley in the technologies of pow
er generation, transmission, and distribution made 
the utility approach possible. Highly concentrated 
power generation facilities resulted in major econo
mies of scale. High voltage transmission technology 
made it practical to transmit power over long dis
tances. Local distribution facilities then provided 
the means to deliver power efficiently to the end 
users. 

We believe that the computer industry is on the 
verge of a similar change. Today, computing is de
centralized and fragmented. There are over 60,000 
general purpose computers in the United States, most 
of them providing strictly local in-house service. 
This is largely the result of the growth and evolution 
of the computer industry itself. The advances of 
second and third generation computer technology 
brought computers within the reach of not just cor
porate headquarters, but every major plant and 
office location. Even though this process of prolif
eration is still taking place, a major counter trend 
toward centralization is emerging. This is largely 
due to three factors. 

First of all, there are the economic pressures 
of significant savings that could be realized through 
improved coordination of computing. In principle, a 
few very large machines can perform a given amount 
of processing more cheaply than many small ones. 
In addition, substantial savings can usually be real
ized through the standardization of procedures and 
the pooling of resources. Second, the technical ob
stacles to unification are gradually disappearing. 
Communication costs and technology are becoming 
more attractive. Relatively wide band data trans
mission is now feasible over voice grade telephone 
lines. High performance remote entry terminals are 
now available, and modern operating systems are 
making networking relatively manageable. And 
third there are strong business incentives for large 
national firms to centralize their computing. More 
and more multi-location companies are discovering 
that you can't manage vital national and international 
operations like order service, inventory control, 
field sales, factory scheduling, and financial planning 
with a scattered collection of cottage computers. 

There is another related trend accompanying 
the move toward centralization. Even though the 
value of computing continues to grow, the glamor 
surrounding computers themselves has started to 
fade Many companies are looking for relief from 
the "computer rat-race"; that unending cycle of sys
tem upgrade, over-capacity, under-capacity, an 
then yet another system upgrade. Even larger firms, 
which could afford to provide their own centralized 
computer networks, are questtomngwhytheymus 
operate their own systems to enjoy ^bmefatsof 
efficient computing, any morethantheymustoper 
ate their own generators to » 
frnm electricity. The computer utilities otter a 
services alternative that makes computing a discre
tion^ cost rather than a fined burden and ends the 
computer rat-race. 

Some years ago we became convinced that the 

largestanttone'oTthe'first6 general purpose inform.-
tion networks. 

In 1969 we operated 17 separate computer centers 
l o c a t e d  i n  t h e  m a T o r  c i t i e s  o f  t h e  U n i t e d I  S i a »  
center provided time-sharing servicestocusto 
in its immediate vicinity. This ^ 
well since the primary demand was for ejeen 
and scientific problem solving support The need 
a change, however, was becoming t^t . 
major customers were large corpo^onBttettypi 
cally had many offices scattered across the coun y 

Although we offered information services in 
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nearly every major city, our fragmented facilities 
prevented us from responding to these companies on 
a coordinated basis. Even more important, time
sharing had been identified as an effective tool for 
on-line business applications and network teleprocess
ing. We established a single nationwide network sys
tem in 1969 to capture the vanguard network applica
tions. This was an effective first step; however, it 
was clear that the time had come for unification. 

After considering several alternatives for con
solidation, we decided to implement a highly central
ized, nationwide information network. Our chief 
reasons for doing so are the following. Since com
puting is our sole mission rather than merely a sup
port activity, we did not face the severe organizational 
challenges that another organization might in going to 
a centralized facility. Second, a series of regional 
facilities would not solve our capacity problem. On a 
decentralized basis, our computer capacity came in 
relatively large chunks. If Seattle was operating near 
capacity on a single system, a 10% increase in busi
ness entailed doubling the computer capacity. Cen
tralization solved this problem in that the increments 
were spread over a much larger base. Third, it made 
good sense from a strategic standpoint. Regional 
computing is something that smaller services com
panies and in-house systems could do well. We had 
the national load base and the technical and financial 
resources to develop a full scale information network. 
Taking the rather dramatic step of going straight to a 
highly centralized facility provided an opportunity to 
lead rather than follow the requirements of the busi
ness world. 

Having made this decision, we proceeded to devel
op and deploy an advanced telecommunications network 
consisting of programmable communications concen
trators and frequency division multiplexors. General 
purpose telecommunications networks with local edit
ing, store and forward logic, error control and re
transmission, and redundant data paths, may now be 
considered relatively commonplace. However, im
plementing one in 1969 posed many technological 
challenges. In 1970, we moved from seventeen cen
ters down to three. And last year we consolidated 
those three centers into one supercenter located near 
Cleveland, Ohio. 

Let's examine some of the implications and op
portunities associated with operating a large informa
tion network.. First of all, super reliability is not 
only feasible; it is absolutely essential. One of the 
most important elements of reliable service is a de
pendable power supply. One can't expect customers 
in Los Angeles to be terribly sympathetic about power 
failures in the mid-west. Consequently, it was essen
tial that our supercenter be protected from brownouts, 
blackouts, and short-term power fluctuations. Early' 
last year, we installed a full-scale battery-protected 
power supply that shields the processors from any 
disturbances in local power. In addition, the concen
tration of equipment has allowed us to provide an 
unparallelled form of backup. An extra system is 
kept in "spinning" reserve, running internal work 
It is immediately available to take over for any com
mercial system which fails. The incremental costs 

of this power supply and backup capacity are relative
ly small when spread across a large system base but 
would have been prohibitive in 17 locations. 

Since a centralized computer utility is inherently 
oriented toward remote processing, it is possible to 
operate an extremely tight security system at the 
central site. In addition to 24-hour guard coverage, 
specially-designed windowless facilities and elec
tronic monitoring and detection systems, we have a 
stringent no-visitor policy which prohibits all entry 
to the center except for bonded employees and vendor 
personnel directly concerned with operating systems. 

A computer utility must be widely accessible. 
The GE network now offers local service in over 250 
cities in North America. Even though none of our 
customers would be interested in all those locations, 
each application calls for linking together a unique 
subset of them. In 1970, we also used our new com
munications technology to link Europe to our network. 
A communications computer installed in London is 
linked to our center in Cleveland by both satellite and 
underseas cable, each operating at 9600 bits per 
second. Access is then distributed to most major 
European cities by a combination of concentrators 
and multiplexors. Operating on a global basis has 
provided us with some unique challenges. To be use
ful to the international business community, we must 
supply service from 8:00 a.m. in Rome to midnight 
in Los Angeles which is 8:00 a.m. in Rome. The 
network operates 24 hours a day, seven days a week. 
Operating across a dozen time zones makes it pos
sible to increase daily system utilization and spread 
peak usage periods. The savings from this increased 
utilization more than covers our entire transmission 
cost. 

We have tailored our software so that each cus
tomer may select the time zone in which he wishes 
to operate when he runs his programs and updates 
his files, so that all time is local to his major opera
tions. 

If computer utility is to be successful, it must 
be established with a clear path for growth and evo
lution. Although our network consists of over 75 
interconnected communication and central computers, 
it is really just one system. Our facilities for load 
balancing, adding incremental capacity and accommo
dating failed components have progressed to the point 
that customers are no longer aware of or concerned 
over which processor may be running their programs 
on any given day. Shutting down the whole network to 
run preventative maintenance, modify hardware or 
install new software has become unthinkable. Con
tinuous service is essential. 

So far we've been talking about the formal structure 
of the utility networks as seen by the designers and 
operators. From the applications developer's stand
point, it consists of a command system, a series of 
languages, and many processing and communications 
alternatives which he can utilize to establish his own 
private computer network. There have been some 
major improvements in these capabilities in the last 
few years. Within the GE network they tend to fall 
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into four main areas. 

First of all, there has been a tremendous increase in 
the scope of system capability. As the orientation 
has changed from local engineering problem solving 
applications to network business applications, require 
ments have developed to handle larger programs, to 
be able to process magnetic tape files, and to be able 
to talk to the business system programmer in his own 
language: COBOL. In addition, while network appli
cations tend to be time critical, they frequently in
volve a significant amount of work that is not inter
active in nature. We recently introduced a back
ground batch processing capability which is fully 
integrated with our interactive service. This will 
offer customers the combined advantages of a con
venient interactive interface for job entry and data 
base inquiry combined with the full capabilities and 
economies of a batch processing system for execut
ing major jobs. 

The next major area is remote terminal capabil
ities. Most time sharing systems were developed 
around the speeds and characteristics of the teletype. 
During the past two years, however, there has been 
a major growth in the use of 30-character per second 
terminals, both because of their three-fold increase 
in speed, and because they employ the full ASCII 
character set. In 1971, we upgraded our entire net
work to operate interchangeably at 10, 13. 5, 15 and 
30-characters per second. While the teletype will 
undoubtedly prevail for some time to come, termin
als which operate at higher speeds will predominate 
in business applications to meet the requirement for 
volume printing. 

We recently introduced a high-speed service 
which provides 2000-4800 baud dial-up service across 
the United States. When coupled with the new modem 
technologies and advanced character compression 
techniques, this will provide remote printing at local 
computer speeds over voice grade lines. 

The third major area of development is manage
ability. Subscribing to a time-sharing service used 
to be like signing a blank check. The costs were 
often neither predictable nor controllable, and it was 
difficult to assess whether or not the funds had been 
well spent. An administrative control capability has 
been implemented which places the whole matter of 
monitoring usage on a more business-like basis. A 
designated individual within the customer's firm can 
control who uses the network and assure that it is 
used only for authorized, funded projects. Month-
to-date expenditures can be checked daily on a pro

jected basis to assure that pre-established budgets are 
being observed. This is better control than most 
firms have over the use of local computers. 

The final area is a particularly exciting one. We 
have provided an alternative to costly hardware up
grades for firms wishing to establish or expand corpo
rate computer networks. The alternative is called 
INTERPROCESSING and it involves linking a custom
er's in-house batch system to our information network 
by a high speed communication channel. Our network 
becomes the interactive computational front-end to the 

user's in-house batch processing system. Current, 
time-critical inventory data from a production control 
application can be transmitted to the network file sys
tem where it then becomes instantly available to sales 
offices nationwide. Conversely, sales and operating 
data can be captured accurately and efficiently on a 
daily basis and fed back to the in-house system. Even 
to firms with the resources and intention to establish 
a private network, INTERPROCESSING may represent 
a reasonable first step, since it is a fast and essen
tially painless way to go on-line with major applica
tions. 

The future promises some major developments in 
the areas of communications, processing and storage. 
Digital data networks should provide major cost/per
formance improvements in wide-band transmission, 
although we will still be dependent upon the current 
analog switched facilities to reach smaller com
munities for many, years to come. In the process
ing area, we are moving toward an integrated system 
cluster architecture. Each cluster will consist of 
perhaps a dozen main-frames sharing a pooled file 
base. The foreground-background dichotomy will be 
further specialized into additional processing roles. 
We plan to incorporate IBM systems in the background 
domain and are seriously studying the addition of Con
trol Data 7600s. The cluster will, of course, be able 
to accommodate hardware failures automatically and 
will react to changes in demand by dynamically re
assigning both work loads and processing roles. 
Large information networks such as ours will also 
provide the first practical environment for a cost-
effective replacement for the magnetic tape. There 
are several promising super storage devices on the 
horizon which, when perfected, will provide a quan
tum increase in storage efficiency for those centers 
large enough to absorb their high initial cost. 

On the basis of our own experience and develop
ments that we have seen elsewhere, it seems clear 
that large-scale information networks will ultimately 
emerge as the dominant form of information process
ing. Over the shorter range, interconnected regional 
facilities will provide useful interim solutions for 
many firms to the institutional problems of transition 
from decentralized processing. 

Two years ago, we demonstrated the practicality 
of providing interactive processing on a global basis 
from a centralized facility. We are on the verge of 
demonstrating the same practicality for genuinely 
large scale data processing operations. We are about 
to enter the exciting era when there will be computer 
utility networks providing a broad spectrum of pro
cessing and communications capabilities which are 
accessible from virtually any place in the world. 
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Summary 

In Europe a number of different computer networks are 
springing up. Amongst the more successful up to now 
are those for special purposes such as banks, airlines, 
and national electricity generation and transmission 
control and billing. Examples of these are compared 
with the rather halting attempts to start general pur
pose distributed computer networks, and the more succ
essful centralised ones. 

The reaction of several of the European PTTs has been 
to propose special data networks specifically to handle 
low and medium speed data and message traffic. The 
utility of these services for computer networks are 
discussed, and the potential impact of service bureaux 
run by the PTTs are considered. Finally some comments 
are made on the probable way data and computer networks 
are developing in Europe. 

1. Introduction 

The subject of this session is 'Teleprocessing - The 
Utility of the Computer Utility1. The 'Computer 
Utility', if it could exist, cannot be thought of as 
the same sort of Public Utility as water, electricity 
or gas. These utilities each provide services of one 
universal kind. One may require electricity to be 
piped into the subscriber at a higher voltage than 
normal or with greater current capacity, but that is 
almost the only variation in the basic commodity supp
lied. The Telephone Utility is somewhat different; 
now a variety of transmission facilities, a variety of 
terminal equipment, and a variety of types of service 
are desired. There is not space here to analyse the 
exact nature of the telephone utility; suffice to say 
that in most countries a variety of terminal equipment 
is being attached to telephone lines, and the range of 
sources provided is becoming more varied. Progress in 
the variety of transmission facilities is coming also. 
In the U.S. these facilities will be available also 
from suppliers other than the local telephone con^iany. 
In most other countries the communications authority 
hereafter called the PTT, will still supply it. 

The 'Computer Utility', as the expression is used in 
the U.S., is quite a different beast. I first heard 
the expression from one U.S. private conpany who wished 
to promote the idea that the service they were offering 
could be considered as a utility which met all data 
processing needs. While the services offered by such 
bureaux are very useful and expanding in scope, they 
certainly are far from being universal in their cover
age. The fact that very different data processing 
services are being offered by different service com
panies to their customers demonstrates this point. 

Many of the services do not even compete; to nemo a 

few: airline reservation, theatre ticket reservation, 
current stock exchange prices, bank account enquiry, 
preparation of invoices, cargo handling documentation, 
computer aided circuit design, inventory handling, 
search of records of bubble chamber film data, remote 
job entry for scientific programs, and prediction of 
electricity demand over the next hour. At the moment 
it would probably require at least nine different 
suppliers to obtain all these services in the U.K., and 
I doubt if the situation would be different in any 
other country. 

There is no doubt that the service companies offering 
generalised on-line facilities will increase the range 
of their offerings. Some will concentrate on offering 
special packages in particular areas; others will con
centrate on those applications which are data base 
oriented and require access from a wide range of dis
tant places. The signs are that specialised services 
gradually widen their scope. It is clear that just as 
the telephone utility in the U.S. consists of a number 
of companies operating parts of the telephone system 
but fully interconnected, so airline reservation and 
bank transfers will be made through specialised data 
transmission systems owned and operated by an airline 
(SITA) and banking consortium (SWIFT) respectively. 
In some cases one airline may run the computer services 
for other smaller ones, and a consortium of banks may 
operate together an on-line system; it is not likely 
that any utility outside the airlines or banks could 
run the data processing for all of them. 

In §2 we will mention briefly the present status of 
some of the general purpose on-line computer service 
bureaux in Europe. The survey is not intended to be 
exhaustive.. It does describe many of the longer 
operations. In §3 and §4 we survey the development 
of two particular large on-line networks to show how 
they have developed over the last few years. 

Just as the airline networks may broaden their scope 
to include neighbouring fields like ticket or hotel 
reservations, so the PTTs providing telephone service 
may broaden their offerings to include data processing 
services. The way in which this trend may develop wiH 
differ in the different countries depending on legal 
and financial limitations and inclinations of the PTTs. 
In several European countries the PTTs are going slowly 
in this direction. The present activities of the 
British and German PTTs in providing bureau services 
are sketched in §5, and the European plans to provide 
data networks mentioned in §6. In §7 some general 
purpose computer network activities in Europe are des
cribed. Finally, in §8, some conclusions are presen
ted. 
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2. On-line Computer Bureau Developments 

Many of the U.S. Service Companies have extended net
work operations to Europe. I will say little about 
these operations; other members of the panel are more 
qualified to comment on the U.S. activities, and the 
European operations are never technically in advance of 
the U.S. The General Electric Network has wide-spread 
local distribution in many countries using concentrators 
and leased lines to its large center in the U.S. UCC 
has a large number of remote batch entry stations and 
terminals attached to their duplexed 1108 in London. 
CEC has a number of Cybernet 6000 centres in Sweden, 
Germany, Italy and the Netherlands; all of these have 
remote batch links, and there are remote concentrators 
also for some centers. The centers themselves commu
nicate sometimes over medium speed lines; there, is not 
a fixed wideband network as in the U.S. There has 
long been discussion of linking the European computers 
to the U.S. Cybernet, but this link has not been made. 
IBM and ITT have widespread on-line service bureau 
operations. Tymshare has a joint operation with the 
French firm CEGOS, and runs an XDS 940 in Paris. It 
is planned to connect this machine into the US TYMNET. 

The largest European owned commercial service company 
is that operated by the French firm SEMA. It runs a 
duplexed CDC 6400-6600 center in Paris, and a CDC 6600 
in London. There are a number of batch and low speed 
terminals attached to these centers. In two cases 
there are even remote multiplexing arrangements; in 
one, two batch stations are multiplexed on one line, in 
another one line is multiplexed for a batch terminal 
and a number of low speed lines. A number of special 
applications programs exist in these centers of course. 
To give a perspective on the size of business carried 
out by such centers, the total revenue from the two 
centers in 1971 was about #8M. 

The most powerful on-line general purpose service 
bureau operation in Europe, with widespread communica
tion links, is that of London University; its custom* 
ers are only research workers, staff and students in 
the Universities. The central site now has a CDC 6600 
and CDC 6400 in one center, and has on-line links to 
serve 20 batch terminals at medium speed, fifteen CRT 
multiplexers, four wide-band links, and a number of 
teletypes. Two of the computers attached to the 
central site are powerful in their own right - a med
ium sized ICL 1900 at one college, and a CDC 6400 at 
another; both support substantial on-line operations. 
In July a further CDC 7600 will be installed at the 
center, and medium speed batch links provided to eight 
other universities. An experimental link between that 
system and the ARPA network in the U.S. is being con
sidered. In spite of that system having such power
ful processors, it would not classify as an information 
processing utility even for its London University users. 
The system does not cater for most interactive compu
ting requirements at the central site; nor are there 
facilities for easy interchange of jobs or files bet
ween the other sites supporting interactive work and 
the central site computers, even though communication 
links exist. Finally, the general standard of file 
reliability and fall-back in case of failure of one of 
the 6000s is not at a level which would be considered 
acceptable in a commercial utility. 

A number of commercial service bureaux offer time 
sharing and remote batch services on various computers, 
and some even have multiplexing communications networks 
to enlarge the caption area of customers. None of 
them approach the scale of the U.S. companies mentioned 
earlier. The one attempt at an 'Engineering Design 
Utility' is in the CAD field. The U.K. Department of 
Trade and Industry support a Univac 1108 at the 

National Engineering Laboratory at Glasgow and an 
ATLAS 2 at the Computer Aided Design Center at 
Cambridge. These machines support terminals, a re
mote concentrator, and satellite computers; it is 
proposed also to link them together. However the act
ual CPU power of these two is so small, compared to the 
potential requirements, and the applications supported 
are so few, that no real CAD utility can result from 
the combination. Again there is no fall-back faci
lity in case of failure of one of the systems. 

Two other service bureaus operations started in the 
late 60's, with extensive on-line services. The late 
International Data Highways (IDH) ran two facilities. 
One, on a duplexed Univac 418, provided extensive 
stock market services. It held stock exchange prices, 
and also provided stock portfolio evaluations and a 
number of related application packages. It provided 
also a seat reservation system and a stock control 
system. The other facility was a CTL Modular One, 
located at a different place, on which an interactive 
Cobol and BASIC were provided. The two systems were 
connected to each other and three remote towns by a 
packet switched system with local number calling in 
these towns. IDH has recently been taken over by 
another firm ICFC, which already had a subsidiary IRC 
which ran a duplexed XDS Sigma 9 and Sigma 5. IRC 
provides a scientific retrieval service, an advertis
ing analysis package, and a general purpose time 
sharing service. As a result of the merger, all the 
applications of both companies are being put on the 
duplexed Sigma 9 with only some TDM concentrators to 
several cities. Thus one of the few attempts to set 
up a computer network by a European service bureau 
operation has not been able to survive. 

The second such service bureau is Centrefile. It 
started as a real-time stock market quotation system, 
and then was taken over by a number of companies in 
turn, now being under the UK National Westminster Bank. 
It runs a number of application packages; amongst 
others are a stock broking system, a record keeping 
and data processing service for building societies 
(savings and loan associates in the US), and a payroll 
service. The centre also runs a computer output to 
microfilm and other services related to banking acti
vities. This bureau is very conscious of the need 
for reliability and fall-back. 

Thus while there is no sign that any European invest
ment is being made on a scale which could be commensu
rate with a total computer utility, a number of bureau 
operations are carving out and developing specific 
application areas suitable for on-line work. 

3. Banking Networks 

The banks in Europe, and in particular in the U.K., 
have a strong demand for network services and we will 
describe one typical example, Barclays Bank in the U.K. 
They have two separate centers to which their 3000 
branches are being attached, a center for credit card 
clearing, one for check clearing, and one for a com
bination of purposes including on-line branch accounts, 
foreign mail payments and foreign branch accounts. 
The connection of the branch account is by a centra
lised system directly to the relevant computer via con
centrators and multi-drop lines - the branch terminals 
being buffered and polled. All these systems have 
grown up gradually. In two centers the on-line 
branch accounts are on IBM 360 computers; m 
another two they are on Burroughs machines; some use 
IBM and some Burroughs terminals attached to the 
computers, others Burroughs terminals attached to 
Burroughs central processors. The foreign mail pay
ments use IBM CRTs attached to an IBM machine. Others 
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use GEC displays attached to a GEC process computer 
front-ending an IBM 360. 

All these and other applications have developed on the 
different computer systems. To date information tran
sfer between the different centers has been manual, by 
means of magnetic tape. Some months ago Barclays 
decided to install a store and forward system, based on 
six store and forward communication computers. These 
would be over-connected, and serve to route traffic 
from the present concentrators to the new communication 
computers and then to computer centers. Details of 
the network have not been released at the time of 
writing, but will be presented at the conference. 

Information between banking networks in the U.K. has 
been transferred, up to now manually, by means of 
exchanging magnetic tapes in London each day. There 
is no short-range plan to change this mode of transfer, 
partly because of the magnitude of the data involved. 
Between different countries, such a mode of transfer is 
very slow. After a study financed by a consortium of 
73 banks in 11 countries, a decision has been made by 
the banks to set up a store and forward data network 
(SWIFT) between the different countries. There will 
be two store and forward switches, in Brussels and 
Amsterdams, with programmable concentrators in each of 
the participating countries (including the U.S.). 
Initially the lines between these concentrators and the 
switches will be capable of 9.6K bps, but this will be 
extended as required. The network will handle a 
variety of terminals; keyboard/page printers, magnetic 
tape units, minicomputers handling a number of termi-t 
als, and front-end communications processors of bank 
conputer systems, such as the switches of Barclay's 
bank mentioned earlier. 

The Central Reserve Banks will also participate. The 
systems will be operated by a separate organisation 
owned jointly by the banks much on the same lines as 
the airlines own SITA. This organisational structure 
is felt essential because the banking industry feel 
they must supply their own forms of reliability and 
security to the network. Discussions are proceeding 
at the time of writing of this paper with the 
Telecommunications carriers and the Nort Atlantic tele
communications carriers for approval to set up the net
work. 

Thus Barclays started with a number of separate appli
cations systems, which are being interconnected to 
form an Information Processing System for the bank. 
The same procedure is being followed in the other banks. 
The present development of an interconnecting data 
transmission system between banks is thus leading to 
the formation of a banking data processing utility. 

A further development, so far unconnected to its bank
ing activity, is that Barclays has gone into partner
ship with the computer manufacturer ICL to form the 
jointly owned BARIC service company. So far this 
company offers few on-line services, and there is no 
shared use of the Barclays data transmission network. 
Such shared use is probably not permitted under British 
regulations. However, this is one way in which a 
truly sizeable network could provide, for example an 
accountancy service on a wide scale with little invest
ment in new communication hardware. The example of 
Centre File given in §2 shows also that in the U.K. at 
least the bureaus related to banks show signs becoming 
the nuclei of extensive on-line services to outside 
customers. 

Banks in other European countries, for example France 
and Italy, have also been active in offering bureau 
services. In Sweden they have gone much further. An 

organisation called SIBOL has been formed with the 
intent of developing a data network specifically for 
all financial services. This organisation is having 
an important impact on the plans of the Swedish PTTU. 

h. The French Electricity Utility Operation 

Another example of the growth of a network operation 
may be taken from the development of computing in the 
French Electricity utility 'Electricite de France' 
(EDF). A number of special systems have developed 
over the last few years in EDF. An on-line billing 
system was developed in one area around Univac 418 and 
some 23 Remote Entry stations (Univac DCT 2000 and 9300 
in type). Three more such regional centralised sys
tems are being established now based on IBM and CII 
machines, and others based on CII computers will be 
established later. These centers will be inter
connected by a network and attached to the Scientific 
network at Clamart (see below). 

A second type of network is for control of Electricity 
Dispatching. Here a CII 90-40/90-80 predicts short 
and medium term load predictions, and passes them on to 
five regional centers with CII 9300 machines. These 
regional machines are themselves attached to smaller 
ones in some power stations by slow (50 or 200 bps) 
lines. As yet the individual power stations are not 
controlled on-line through this network. For longer 
term prediction, an on-line link between the trans
mission network and the Scientific network (see below') 
is planned. 

The main scientific computing network at Clamart is 
based on a CDC 6600 and 6500 front-ended by a CDC 3500. 
Some 16 hardwired remote batch entry stations and five 
or six faster remote computers are attached to this 
center. Some links go straight into the 6000s, most 
enter first via the 3500, The remote computers 
contain two line printers, a card reader, disk, two 
magnetic tapes and sometimes teletypes; thus they act 
also as concentrators. 

Schematics of the three networks will be shown at the 
conference. All are interconnected through the 
Clamart scientific center. Further enlargement of the 
network, on the lines of the ARPA network, is being 
studied. 

Although the different application systems at EDF were 
developed quite separately, it has been shown how the 
pressure of circumstances has forced an interconnection 
between the networks. It may now be said that an 
information utility is developing for the French 
Electricity supply. 

The British Electricity board and the French Atomic 
Energy authority now sell computer time on a service 
bureau basis. If the French Electricity Authority 
wished, and became authorised to supply on-line computer 
services to customers, it would be in a powerful posi
tion to do so. 

European Post Office Computer Service Activities 

In a number of countries (Germany, Netherlands and the 
.K.) the Post Offices have started service bureau sub

sidiaries - either wholly owned or in partnership with 
private conpanies. At first sight it would seem that 
such subsidiaries could be in the forefront of network 
activity in Europe. The PTTs have large sources of 
capital, powerful computing facilities, control the 
a a communications services and have large need for 

network services internally. In practice in no case 
have these been adventurous in this area yet. The 

• • offshoot, the National Ifeta Processing Service, is 
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particularly large; it operates 2 Burroughs 5500, 12-
15 Leo 326 and 10-14 ICL 4/70 and 4/72 ( some of these 
are actually the program compatible EGA Spectra 70s). 
It is responsible both for the internal processing of 
the Post Office and external Bureau work. In spite of 
this large investment, the on-line activities supported 
are so far few. The Burroughs 5500 are used for ter
minal-based work in scientific confuting and other 
activities inside the GPO; one of the 4/72,is dedi
cated to a terminal-based cargo handling system for 
London airport (LACES), and a little other internal use 
of the System 4 is terminal-based. No real networking 
is under way, and none of the external services (with 
the exception of LACES) is on-line. 

The German picture is similar. There the service 
company, Datel, is owned jointly by Siemens, Nixdorf, 
AEG and the German Post Office. They now run six 
Siemens Computers with no on-line working, and a 
GE 265 with time-sharing. In 1973 they will install a 
larger Telefunction TR 440 with remote remote-batch and 
terminal facilities. While there are plans for net-
work-based activities, these are proceeding very slowly., 

6, European PTT Data Network Activities 

The main activity of the PTTs is the supply of communi
cations facilities, and here they are, of course, very 
active with data activities in mind. Many of the 
European PTTs are installing or planning separate data 
networks. They are not constrained, as ATT, to inte
grate these with the telephone network. There is not 
space here to enumerate the European activities; a 
brief survey is given elsewhere''. Suffice to say that 
special networks relying on digital transmission are 
planned in the U.K.2, France^, Switzerland" and 
Scandinavia^, to be in operation in the late 70s. 
These will allow switched data access at speeds up to 
at least 48K bps, and may include packet transmission. 
A number of preliminary experiments are under way in 
all these countries. The Germans are installing an 
asynchronous digital system (EDS), initially partly to 
deal with telex traffic, at speeds of up to 300 bps3)7> 
Its technology would be valid for much higher speeds, 
and there are plans to use it in a synchronous mode at 
up to 9.6K bps. This system is scheduled to start 
operation in the summer of 1972. 

A study of the various papers presented at the Seminar 
on Integrated Systems for Speed, Video, and Data 
Communications (in which Refs. 4-7 appear) leads to the 
conclusion that up to the middle 80s separate data net
works will be developed in Europe, but these will be 
increasingly integrated in the normal telecommunications 
system. There seems little doubt that, in the major 
European countries, the facilities required for effi
cient switched data transmission and network operation 
will be made available. The cost of these services is, 
of course, still unknown. The time scale is also so 
long that the computer networks being installed over 
the next five years will undoubtedly use the present 
analog telecommunication services. The only exception 
is Germany, where the EDS system will be used increas
ingly over the next few years. 

The question of restrictions on private or consortium 
data networks has not been resolved. The airlines 
(SITA) have set up, and the banks plan (SWIFT) an inter
national industry data network. The Swedes (SIBOL) 
plan a financial data network, and some airlines and 
hotel interests had planned a data network (CITEL). On 
the one hand these networks are being scheduled at a 
more rapid rate than the plans of the PTTs allow for 
themselves; on the other they account for a substantial 
portion of the base load the PTTs would like for their 
new data networks. Probably the networks now in the 

detailed planning stage will be allowed to proceed, but 
in the near future the PTTs will reimpose their rights 
to limit the introduction of new ones. 

7. European Network Activities 

The banking, electricity and airline networks mentioned 
in this paper are not those to which the term 'utility' 
is normally applied. The European progress on general 
purpose con^uter networks is much more halting. 
Several European PTTs are setting up store and forward 
computer based data networks to give experimental ser
vices, and to help them in the design of the data net
works of §6; France, Sweden and the U.K. have announ
ced such experiments. A French con^iuter network on 
the line of the U.S. ARPA network is being planned, but 
the exact details of it are not available yet. A 
number of European governments have also ratified an 
agreement to set up an international packet switched 
experimental service, to link initially nodes in 
France, Italy, Switzerland and the U.K. None of these 
networks will be operational before 1974. 

Two general purpose scientific distributed con^uter 
networks have been set up recently on an experimental 
basis. In France a project jointly funded by IBM and 
a number of French Institute (Ecole de Mines, CNRS, CEA 
and Grenoble U) has been set up to connect a diverse 
set of IBM 360 computers over machine speed lines8. 
The programs allow remote interactive computing and 
transfer of files. A somewhat similar experimental 
service has been set up connecting some five ICL 
System 4 University coirputers in the South West of 
Britain?. Both of these are very preliminary experi
ments ; in many ways the type of networks mentioned in 
§2 and §3 have developed further even if they were 
developed for special purposes. It is significant 
that the most powerful civil network in Europe to date, 
that at the Center of European Nuclear Research in 
Geneva (CERN), has grown entirely in an ad hoc way. 
The network is different from all others- mentioned in 
this paper, because it is restricted only to the CERN 
site. That network at my last count contained about 
20 computers, and by the end of 1972 will include a 
CDC 7600, 6500, 6400, 3300, CII 10070, 6 CTL Modular 
Ones, a duplexed Argus 500, IBM 1800, a PDP-10, PDP-9, 
many PDP-8s Unlike the London University net
work, it genuinely distributed. There are at least 
four separate functional networks as part of that 
system - one for scientific computers, one for control
ling an accelerator, one for interactive confuting, and 
one for running a complex experiment; these, together 
with some computers for single experimental functions 
are all interconnected'"-'. 

Finally the British Defence Ministry is planning to set 
up four large computer utility centers (GRID 77) to 
offer utility services inside its establishments. This 
system is being designed to offer adequate fall back in 
the case of interruption or failure of part of the net
work. 

8. Conclusions 

There are a few conclusions to be drawn from the brief 
examples of European Network Activity presented here. 
First, there is no sign that the general purpose 
Computer Service Bureaux will develop so as to provide 
a universal Computer Utility Service. Their growth is 
too dependent on internally generated capital, and the 
external customer base is too difficult to develop, 
however they will grow and take an important share of 
any market. The special purpose networks for large 
industries, such as airlines, banks, electricity and 
similar fields will grow into real utilities for those 
fields. Their powerful processing base may also 
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permit some of them to reach over into neighbouring 
fields. On the whole, however, problems with market
ing, demand and restrictive legislation, will hinder 
this development from proceeding too rapidly. An 
additional problem is that European governments are not 
accustomed to making much use of outside bureau servi
ces, nor is there too much encouragement for government 
bureaus to enter into direct competition with commer
cial ones. For this reason the substantial revenue 
from this source in the U.S. is largely absent in 
Europe. 

The attempts by the PTTs to develop bureau services are 
developing much more slowly than those of other bodies. 
One reason seems to be the rate of decision making in 
the PTTs, and another the complete difference in 
marketing force required for their internal and exter
nal sales. For this reason the fears of, and restric
tions on, their operations imposed in the U.S. by the 
FCQ are largely absent in Europe. 

The European PTTs are developing adequate data communi
cation facilities; present services will have to take 
the load until 1980, but thereafter an increasing 
proportion of new applications will be carried on the 
new networks. 

Distributed networks for general purposes are develop
ing very slowly in Europe. It is extremely unlikely 
that any entity will have developed by 1980 in Europe 
which can be truly called a total information pro
cessing utility. 
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Research Laboratory, Zurich, Switzerland 

Lee Talbert, Packet Communications, Inc., Burlington, Massachusetts, U.S.A. 

I. P. Sharp, I.P. Sharp Associates, Toronto, Ontario. Canada 

THEME: Telecommunications common carrier administrations in many countries are considering 
strategies for developing new networks for meeting the specialized communications requirements of 
computer-communication system users. Although all administrations are viewing basically the same 
user market, substantially different conclusions regarding user requirements and resulting carrier 

technical strategies are resulting. 

The purpose of this Conference session is to provide a forum for the carriers, users and policymakers, 

to interact and explore this complex environment. 
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PUBLIC DATA COMMUNICATION NETWORKS: 
NEED, TECHNOLOGY AND POLICY 

Lynn Hopewell 
Network Analysis Corporation, Glen Cove, New York, U.S.A. 

Radical changes in the potential for infor
mation processing are permeatingallsectorsof 
society. However, it is clear that the revol 
tionary changes in computer technology have come 
into conflict with the evolutionary changes in 
the telecommunications field. The Problems ar-
rising from the interdependence among these two 
technologies are not because of technology alone, 
but from the disparity between what is being pro
vided and what could be provided to meet services 
utilizing both communications and computers, 
dinarily, unfulfilled needs in th®.™^ket 

be satisfied by the entry of new firms. However 
the conflicts in public policy between a competi
tive ^regulated industry and a regulated monopo
listic industry has prevented a rapid transfer of 
the benefits of new technology into new service . 

As a result of these circumstances, the tel
ecommunications environment has experienced in
creasing pressure for change. The ultimate di 
rection of these changes will depend on the exten 
to which data users and the computer community 
participate in and influence public policy. 

Nowhere is the lack of such participation 
more evident than in the common carriers advanc
ed planning for new data communication syste^-
First, market studies have been made by the var
ious administrations, but although viejang al
most identical market environments, substantially 
different conclusions regarding user requirements 
and technical strategies are resulting. Se=0™*' 
little of this advance planning has filtered down, 
in any useful degree, to the user f°W" 
ledge of these plans, with the exception of the 
highly publicized new specialized common oa^ier 
in the U.S., remains in the hands of a relativ y 
few specialists closely associated with the oarri 
ers. Third, as Kimbel points out in his paper, 
carriers' known plans are simply geared to trans
mit data, and are not applications oriented - the 
basic network planning parameters such as the var
ious applications of computers, their telecommun
ications requirements...are not taken into ac-
count. 

The primary purpose of this session will "be 
to provide a forum for the interdisciplinary ex
change of information which will encourage the 
participation of more sectors of society in nat
ional policy determinations for communications. 

Part of the problem is that for many, imag
ining Just how their business might be conducted 
differently is a difficult task. This difficulty 
has caused the impact of many dramatic technolog
ical advances to have been substantially under
estimated by even sophisticated users. We would 

not want to repeat the error of those in the 
late 19th century who thought the telephone 
would have limited usefulness because it pro
vided no written record of the conversation, 
or of those in the middle 20th centry who 
predicted a need for no more than a few dozen 
large computers in the U.S. 

Gordon Thompson helps our imagination in 
the opening paper of the session by suggest
ing how the communications carriers could re
cognize the reality of the transactional na
ture of human interaction and serve as a bro
ker between the consumer and the supplier of 
services. Although originally a technician, 
Thompson represents a new breed of 
tion theorist presently exploring relationships 
between technology and society. 

Dieter Kimbel has recently finished a con
sulting assignment for OECD to provide recom
mendations in the teleco««ntati°ns poli y 
field for member states. He recommends a major 
"program approach" to identify °bJet*iv" 
social and economic needs likely to e 
ed by computer communication technology, 
imbed it into the national science and economic 
policies. 

August Ohlmer is in an excell<ent P°^tion 

to describe the carriers' plans in Wester 
Europe. As Chairman of the I"te™a"0na}nTefi^ 
communications Union's CCITT activities fn et^ 
dards for New Data Networks, he has ^ 
efforts of the carriers to agree on interfacing 
standards for new computer communication ser 
vices. 

Kimbel identifys Japan as the only 
with a well developed program 
icy determination in communication . h 

Hirota brings us up-to-date on N ££ 
& Telephone Public Corporation s thinking 

A panel session will include othersjel^ 
qualified to address our subject, 
is President of an organization ehart ^ 
use the ARPANET store-and-forward pa netf 

ing technology in offering ye 
specialized common carrier in the U. . 
Berry is President of the French Telephone & 
Telecommunications Users' Assoc^atl°"1^ton 

a consultant in the field as 
Andrews brings us the enormous experience 
IBM as both a supplier end uaer. I.P- Sharp 
is involved in a time-sharing service, and is 
a well known activist on the Canadian 
ter connnunication's scene. 
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POTENTIAL IMPACT OF USER/AUTHOR RELATIONSHIPS ON 
PUBLIC DATA NETWORK DESIGN 

Gordon B. Thompson 
Bell-Northern Research 

Ottawa, Ontario, Canada 

It has been said many times that Public Data 
Communication Networks will be very important in the 
future. For this to be true, these networks must have 
a real utility when viewed by the public. Another way 
of saying this, is that these networks must recognize 
the realities that exist in the transactions that the 
users will engage in. The usual approach to network 
design relates to the mere hauling of information, and 
never the transactional relationships between those 
who will use the public data networks. 

Lack of attention to the business relationships 
between users and suppliers in today's time sharing 
business can be shown^ to have produced a system which 
is far from optimal in terms of generating usage. As 
a time sharing user, I am obliged to establish a 
contractiral relationship with the various suppliers 
of service before I can push the first key. Quite 
frequently this involves an agreement to accept a 
minimum monthly billing. It is unlikely that I would 
have such a contract with more than 1 or 2 suppliers, 
presuming I am a small user, and so my traffic is con
fined to only these suppliers. Contrast this with the 
way today's telephone-system handles your long distance 
telephone traffic which may make use of facilities 
owned by a dozen or more telephone companies in the 
course of a single day. Had you been forced to have 
an explicit contract with each of those individual 
telephone companies before you could place your first 
long distance call to a party in their area, you would 
probably find the telephone far less useful and so 
would use it far less frequently then you do now. 

Clearly problems of standardization exist within 
the time sharing world that would make the direct 
application of the implied contract notion used in the 
long distance telephone case rather difficult to-
apply directly to the time sharing business. However, 
it cannot be denied that if the local telephone company 
were to offer a time sharing computer service to the 
small user where he could have access to a plurality of 
suppliers by merely dialing them up, using them, and 
then paying the telephone company a collated bill, the 
traffic would be greater than it now is. Such an 
approach to the time sharing business resembles the 
way Mr. Sears viewed things when he started his mail 
order business many ye*rs ago. In both cases, Mr. 
Sears and the phone company would be managing'the' 
interface between the consumer and the supplier, 
bringing them together with the least effort on' 
either's part. Today, in many parts of North America 
one can send a telegram via Western Union, and have the 
phone company bill you for the service. Why not have 
have it so the small realestate operator, for example 
who might wish to use some computer services, could 
have access to a plurality of software suppliers each 
of whom would be rewarded in direct proportion to his 
use of them, and he in turn would have only to deal with 
a single retailer, his telephone company? 

This seems simple enough, yet unless the legisla
tor is careful, he may deny such an integrative approach 
through legislative enactments against such things as 
third party billing. In addition, the network designer 
may not build in the system sufficient intelligence to 
be able to handle the complexities of the billing 
problem. Mere time and distance records are not adequ
ate. 

The dispute over whether or not software should be 
copyrighted or patented has occupied some considerable 
time and effort. Here again, suitable attention to the 
transactional or business relationships can resolve the 
question and provide a more optimal result than either 
of these two strategies. Copyright is a notion that is 
much wider than the mere prohibition of copying. When 
viewed from author's standpoint, it is his life blood. 
Few authors are as financially endowed as was Lord 
Byron and can afford to turn all the receipts from 
their writing activities over to friends and other good 
causes rather than blemish their aristocratic standing. 
The Republic of West Germany has recently altered their 
copyright law to provide a reward for an author every 
time one of his books is withdrawn from a public library. 
Copyright is designed to protect the creative author so 
that he can receive a reward in proportion to the way 
the public at large values his contribution to their 
culture. 

We who work for large corporations do not under
stand the vital significance of this to the man who 
lives by his wits on his royalities. Those of us who 
are connected with publishing business also know that 
the way to destroy an author's creativity is to put him 
on permanent staff. Perhaps that is why the level of 
creativity that one sees in most technological areas is 
so abysmally low today. 

In the world of music, a sub section of the copy
right concept is known as the performance right. Every 
time a musical selection is played over a radio or 
television station, it is a transaction and money flows 
through a network, finally ending up in the hands of 
the author and the composer. Because the network is 
large and complex, some of this sticks on the fingers 
of various switching points within that network. 
Perhaps the notion of the performing right is more 
relevant in the computer software situation then either 
the strict copyright or patent notions. Particularly 
when the response given to the end users is an 
individualized one, based upon his enquiry or his 
initializing action, the need to prohibit illict 
copying is lessened but the requirement for reward to 
the creator of the software is not diminished. Copy
right can be thought of as a stimulus to good author-
s lp in that it rewards authorship directly in propor
tion to its popular use. 

The performance right notion of music would seem 
to be particularly relevant in the case of the public 
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:work, the more so because of the increasing 
ity that the conventional notion of copyright, 
icit copying will become less significant. This 
:ion of an interactive or individualistic type 
it also lessens the viability of patent protec-
a suitable means for extracting authorship 
In essence, the notion of the performance 

len coupled with the idea of a large public data 
ration network provides an opportunity for a 
1 adequate system to assure a proper reward for 
it authorship. 

therefore becomes important that the public 
imunication network not only serve as a means 
riding rapid and wide interconnection facilities 
: it also provide a stimulus for increased 
lional interaction by suitably rewarding those 
iribute content that is remarkable in generating 

The public data communication network becomes 
electronic market place that has the intellig-
amply reward its better contributors. It 
a positive Skinnerian environment forcing the 
iment of proper content. Content that is sensi-
i users' needs by the actions of an economic 
place. This means that the automatic message 
ing procedures need far more than time and 
:e or packet counts. Records must be kept of 
id what material, what the performance rate is 
s material, what the transmission charges might 

etc. Accounting records need to be kept for 
,er and each author. Presumably, each author 
ie charged an amount for storing his material on 
irary shelves, but then would be rewarded in 
relation to the use that is made of that mater-
i user on the other hand would pay an amount that 
:over the royalty paid to the author together 
latever might be required to sustain the system 

e world's largest time sharing system, General 
c Mark II rewards many of its authors in this 
fashion. Although a portion of the authors 
material on the G.E. system are maintained as 
Electric employees, a larger number are 

dent authors who receive only a royalty on 
teration of their material. Two classes of 
rewarded authors exist, those whose material 
gnificantly to the value of the system to the 
user and so have their material advertised by 
Electric as part of the basic General Electric 
, and those whom General Electric permits to do 
s on their network but does not advertise for 
This method of authorship payment is natural 
s work in the real world. It is something that 
be considered very carefully by the public data 
cation network designers. Not only are there 
tions with respect to the billing but clearly, 
ral Electric has demonstrated, there are resp-
ities and opportunties in the area of advert-
nd indexing. 

day one hears much about privacy and data net-
however, an author is concerned with the 
e end of the problem and really seeks to have 
erial used. His greatest fear is that the mat-
ill in fact remain private and never be 
:red by users who might contribute to his well 
Our over attention to privacy in the design of 
communications data networks may make us over-
ie most significant aspect that these networks 
irovide our society in the future, that is 
iting transactions between people. For every 
tat you worry about privacy, perhaps you should 
m equal amount of time worrying about how 
it material can be coaxed into the system in such 
;hat the total utility of the system can be an 
icreasing quantity. 

Indexing services alone provide an entrepreneurial 
opportunity that may hold a very significant key to 
solving the problems of large information retrieval 
type systems. Bar-Hillel has pointed out in his book, 
"Language and Information" that large general purpose 
information retrieval systems are impossible, but we 
can't afford to stop trying to build them. Perhaps 
the key to making these kind of systems workable is 
by providing an opportunity for a plurality of entre
preneurial indexing services to florish. Again those 
indexing systems that have widest appeal will be the 
ones that generate the most revenue, and so provide the 
largest stimulus for subsequent improvements. It is a 
kind of positive feedback system that works towards 
perfection of the strain. 

It is difficult with our present perceptions of 
data systems to conceive of the kind of content that 
might be generated with the wide application of these 
notions. Most likely, the content would evolve towards 
a more natural state then could be achieved by any 
approach involving conventional market analysis and sub
sequent software preparation. By using this information 
market place strategy, the process of evolution would 
be encouraged, enhanced, and speeded up. It would 
probably move in the direction of interactive type 
services permitting you to compose a Stephen Foster 
tune, talk to your great grandson or great grandfather 
in a simulated conversation, or paint a Van Dyke 
picture on your CRT terminal. Clearly the software 
programs supporting these kind of interactive activities 
would not be open to illicit copying for they are just 
not visible. Consequently, the notion of patent or 
copyright is irrelevant and only the concept of perform
ance right has any meaning. Should you think these 
content notions a bit wild, bear in mind that it is 
15 years since Harry Olsen created the program for 
composing Stephen Foster tunes on a computer. 

Our initial analysis^ of the character of trans
actions in this kind of environment suggests that one 
"should optimize around maximizing the royalty payments 
to the authors of the material in the system. If the 
royalty payments are too low, then authorship will be 
at a very low level, and there will be little novelty 
in the material stored in the system. This would 
result in users becoming disenchanted with the library 
and tiring rather quickly with the service. If the 
royalty payments are too high there will be plenty of 
new material produced initially, but the costs of 
accessing by many users would be deemed too high, and 
little usage would be generated and so the total 
royalty payments themselves would begin to fall and the 
whole system would again collapse. The details of this 
relationship are now being studied by some fairly 
sophisticated modelling techniques in our laboratory. 
It would appear that to be really effective, systems 
using this reward strategy effectively have to be quite 
large. It' therefore becomes important that our early 
steps in the design of public data communication net
works preserve the capability for evolving in this 
direction for it may become the only significant key 
to making very large systems have real utility, and may 
only appear as being important rather late in the 
evolution of these networks. 

Should the transaction density of this software 
kind of transaction ever become significant in terms 
of the total gross national product, we could have a 
very fundamental change in the significance of the 
service industry in our economy. The service industry 
is singularly devoid of really effective techniques for 
converting labor directly into capital. One can build 
a machine tool and so convert labor directly into 
capital but there are very few ways in which this can be 
done in the service sector. Gault McDermid, when he 
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wrote the music for "Hair", converted a few weeks' labor 
into a rather sizable capital holding. He has done 
quite well from the performance rights for that music. 
There are not many Gault McDermids. A large size 
public data communication network that is designed to 
act as a positive environment for the creation of 
software, and rewards its authors in terms of the 
performances they win, will provide the opportunity for 
a very large number of people to directly convert labor 
into capital. This could have an economic significance 
second.only to the American Land Act. 

Furthermore, the ecological implications of a 
significant shift of transactions from the hardware 
type world to the software type world could be really 
important in terms of fitting an ever increasing 
world population into a limited planet and still 
providing them with useful and wealth creating kinds of 
things to do that do not tax the planet's reserves 
unduly. Let us hope that in planning our public data 

communication networks we do not deny this kind of 

opportunity by over looking the significance of the 
transactional relationships between authors and users. 
It could be one of the most important tools we have to 
change the forecasts of doom that are so common today. 
Forrester's World 11^ model does not recognize the 
capability of the service industry to produce capital. 
The significant production of capital in a non polluting 
way completely changes the output of his World II 
model. 

Public data communication networks must then 
incorporate a sensitivity and capability to do complex 
billing both rapidly and easily. If this is what we 

mean when we talk about electronic banking, then this 
is very important. If on the other hand, we are 
talking about extending today's banking services, then 
that is probably relatively trival. It is furthermore 
important to recognize that the policies established 
within these public data communication networks with 
respect to author payments, and other related issues 
may suplant the conventional copyright legislative 
activities. Since very little is known in these areas, 
it may be essential that they be freed of legislative 
hinderance until sufficient experience has been genera
ted to permit policies to be set in stone. The public 
data communication network could well be the area 
requiring the most careful consideration in the patent/ 
copyright field. Essentially the kinds of policies 
adopted in these networks ought to align positively 
with the objectives of a proper copyright program, 
that is, they be aimed at the maximum social good for 
both today and tomorrow. 
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Summary 

PLANNING OF DATA COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS-
ECONOMIC, TECHNOLOGICAL AND INSTITUTIONAL ISSUES 

Dieter Kimbel, Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development, 
Paris, France 

This paper attempts the identification approach should be under the auspices of 
of the technical, economic and institution— a national/international science, technol 

i • • M M i-u A -i <IA 4- vors /\4- 4 rtvi "P A r e OTH 1 P Ttnl 1 Pit . fa 1 0 "1 ~1 V - P P H al aspects arising from the interaction of 
computers and telecommunications and their 
promises for the future. In particular 
those functions or services in an economy 
related to the collection, processing, 
storage, manipulation and distribution of 
information and data. Consequently, the 
paper differentiates between the applicat
ions of computer/telecommunication systems 
(production factor considerations) and the 
hardware production aspect of the various 
components (key industry considerations). 
In order to realize some of the promises 
of these blurred technologies (i.e. prod
uctivity and qualitative improvements in 
the rendering of such public services as 
information retrieval, health care, educa
tion, transportation, etc.), one must 
remember that such systems depend entirely, 
in technical and economic terms, upon tele
communication facilities. Additionally, 
the paper highlights the particular and 
very distinct market environment of the 
computer and telecommunications industries. 
Whereas the former is highly competitive 
(even though there is considerable leader
ship), the latter is characterized by a 
monopolistic type attitude both on the 
service as well as the eauipment supply 
side. Consequently, as telecommunications <,Prvice Vector 
have become a dominant part of the computer/so~c^®e emerging "interactive concepts" 
telecommunications concept, fears have been th°ee following components -
expressed that the telecommunications mdus-reB1 on 0 . - . ,.B. ^ 4..-
try might become the limiting factor, both 
for the exploitation of the promises of brings"together "raw" computer power and 
the merged technologies and for the indust- brings toge ne tQ the 

rial growth of the systems. To overcome T'fte 
these constraints, experts advocate the 
abolition of the vertical policy concept 
and look more towards an integrated horiz
ontal policy. This has been advocated in 
order to guide the development of both 
technologies from an applications point of 

ogy and economic policy. Finally, as an 
example, the paper refers to the institut
ionalized framework of the Japanese 
government's Informatics Promotion Progra
mme. 

Introduction 

The emerging concept 

A new resource of strategic national 
and international importance has been 
developed: computers and telecommunications. 
The exciting developments of these infor
mation technologies may be seen in the 
fact that the formerly disparate technolo
gies of computers and telecommunications 
merged to create a new class of combined 
computer—telecommunication systems. 

Due primarily to high potential 
organisational advantages there is likely 
to be an increasing trend away from single 
standing computer systems towards integra
ted- computer telecommunication resource 
sharing systems. This trend is being 
fostered primarily by an awareness of 
improved cost effectiveness, in terms of 
new technological possibilities and the 
opportunity this offers to reorganise 
information flows, particularly in the 

rest on uxic cc 
computers, telecommunication facilities 
and terminals. The telecommunication link 
brings together "raw" computer power 
the information in data banks to the 
millions of different geographic locations 
where they are needed. The system's over
head costs are shared between many widely 
dispersed users. This can potentially 
provide each user with a private computer 
capability as powerful as the current . • J T 4- «4- r> pmoll technologies from an applications point of permits, but at a small frac-

view rather than a mere upgrading of exist- tectoology permi , ̂  individually ovme 
ing telephone networks, which is, at pres
ent, common in most countries. 

The paper concludes that there is an 
opportunity for an excellent case study in 
terms of a Major Programme Approach (i.e., 
to identify the major objectives of social 

tion of-, the cost of an individually owned 
system. . . 

The application of such systems, how
ever, extends far beyond the field of 
computation. In addition to making comp
uter power available in a convenient, _ _ i-, 4- ̂ 4-/O /a<-»pmr to identify the major objectives oi social — - computer-telecomm 

and economic needs, such as critical public economical iorm, ^ b/concerned wit 
services which are, at present, causing 
tremendous deficits or bad services) 

unication systems can be concerned with^ 
almost any service or function related in 

tremendous deficits or bad services). gome tQ thg collection, processing, 
These services could be improved by the int- t y manipulation and distribution liltJ t>C DC! VXUOvJ -'-"Mr'- - ~ J 
grated use of computer/telecommunication 
technology. To realize these promises, 
however, a "horizontal policy approach" 
seems to be necessary among all partners 
involved - users, hardware producers, 
suppliers of services and software)• Ihis 

DUinc way unv ~ * x ~ « 
storage, manipulation and distribution of 
information. Consequently, these systems 
cut across all sectors of an economy: -
as a production factor (similar to capital 
and labour); — as an incentive to further 
economic,industrial growth (key industry 
approach). 
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Economic importance 

Indeed many authorities emphasize the 
economic importance of merging computer 
telecommunication systems. Their econom
ics may be realized on three levels: 

(a) through the industrial manufacturing 
of the various components, which make up 
such systems, such as computers, telecomm
unication facilities, terminals (key-ind
ustry consideration); 
(b) the applications of those systems, 
particularly in the so-called service 
sector, which is concerned primarily with 
the collection, processing, manipulation 
and distribution of information (infra
structure consideration); 
(c) the revenues that might be achieved 
through the utility mode of operation of 
such systems. 

Key industry considerations 

Many authorities predict that the 
computer-telecommunication industries will 
become one of the three key growth indust
ries by the end of this decade. For the 
U.S. it is predicted that some $260 bill, 
will be spent, before 1980, to build and 
expand data-processing and telecommunica
tion systems. Of this total - estimated 
on current prices - capital expenditure 
for telecommunications alone will be at 
least $100 billion. The remaining $160 
bill, might be required for computer syst
ems and services. 

In 1971 the Canadian Science Council 
noted that the "electronic computer may 
well be the basis in the 1970's of the 
world's largest industry after petroleum 
and automobiles". Their study estimated 
that the total value of computing tele
communications and software will account 
for 2 per cent to 5 per cent of GNP in 
1979. 

In France the computer industry is 
expected to overtake the automobile ind
ustry in dollar volume by 1976. 

In Japan, and I will return to this 
country later, the industry will account 
for 2.6 per cent of GNP by 1977 and 6 per 
cent by 1985. 

An analysis of the British market 
estimates that total expenditure for comp
uting in the United Kingdom,-will approach 
4 per cent of GNP by 1980. 5 

Infrastructure considerations 

No less exciting are the economies 
predicted to be achieved through the 
integrated application of the blurred 
computer-telecommunication technologies. 
This in the provision of new "tools" in 
the service sector of an economy, i.e. 
including the private industrial divisions 
of trade, finance and real estate, personal 
and professional services and general 
government services; their planning and 
operative functions being basically the 
collection and manipulation of information 

and data. With respect to the automation 
and productivity improvements - in all 
industralised economies more than half of 
the civil employees are engaged in this 
sector - with the integrated use of 
computer telecommunication systems, one 
must remember that: 

- it is now technically feasible to 
bring the full-scale computer complex to 
anyone in the world served by suitable 
telecommunication facilities; 

- the interaction between the central 
computer and the remote user is essential
ly instantaneous, so that the user receiv
es services indistinguishable from those 
he v/ould receive if he were physically 
present in the same room as the computer; 

- the cost to each user is only a 
small fraction of what it would be if the 
same services were provided by individua
lly owned computers; 

- the separate achievements and data 
collections of many individuals can be 
pooled in large public files so that their 
contents become simultaneously available 
on demand to all subscribers; 

- the technique of time-sharing has 
made direct dialogue between man and 
computer economically practicable; 

- the interaction between man and 
computer allows a harmonius blending of 
the capabilities of each; 

- computer-telecommunication systems 
have been successfully applied to many 
fields, such as engineering design, 
information retrieval, medical diagnosis, 
problem solving and computer programming. 

Consequently, many reputable experts 
recommend the immediate establishment of 
plans for computer telecommunication 
networks offering both traditional serv
ices (telephony, telex, etc.) and new 
broadband consuming telecommunication 
services. The IED/EIA ° for example, 
predicts savings on public services, which 
at present are either "bad" and/or report 
tremendous annual deficits, through the 
application of such broadband networks in 
the following field: 
Public Service 

Domestic Air Travel 
Highways 
Police Protection 
Post Office 
Fire Protection 
Recreation 

Most Likely Savings 

over $6 billion 
over $6 billion 
over $3 billion 
nearly $6 billion 
over $1 billion 
over $28 billion 

The Interdependence of 
Computers and Telecommunications 

iv elakorating plans aimed at realis-
ing the promises of telecommunication 
based computer systems, i.e., proliferat
ing its capabilities to the widest possib
le range of individuals a number of basic 
considerations must be borne in mind. 
These include; the technical, economic. 
a institutional interdependence of the 
computer/telecommunication systems. 
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The Technical Interdependence 

Earlier an on-line computer-telecomm
unication configuration was defined as 
the merger of the previously disparate 
technologies of digital computers and 
telecommunications - primarily, the 
switched telephone network. Consequently, 
these systems depend entirely upon the 
telecommunication lines. 

To understand the challenge in tele
communications it is necessary only to 
remember that the basic design of the 
existing telecommunication network goes 
back thirty or forty years and was 
exclusively tailored for the transmission 
of the human voice. Consequently, this 
network, i.e., its main segments the 
circuits (lines) for transmission and the 
switching centre to select the path from 
numerous possible combinations of circuits 
for the signal to follow, is designed to 
transmit the frequency range of 300-3400 
cycles in analogue wave forms. Distinct 
from the existing telephone-network-tech
niques the digital computer "works" on 
binary coded strings of bits, which can
not be transmitted directly over the 
public network. 

Thus to introduce a computer system 
into this public network is to couple two 
different techniques and two different 
user characteristics. The negative cost 
effects which the use of the existing 
telephone network causes for telecommun
ication based computer systems could be 
summarized as: 

- inappropriate pricing philosphy; 
- the need for costly modems to 

transfer the digital signals coming out 
of the computer to make it suitable for 
the analogue network, and to provide the 
reverse process, i.e., from analogue back 
into digital form so that it can be rec
eived from the recipients terminal; 

- the low transmission speeds if 
compared to the data flow rates of which 
the central processing unit- is capable 
and which most applications of such syst
ems require; 

- the saturation of the existing 
telephone network; 

- the disturbance of the traffic of 
traditional telecommunication services 
such as telephony. 

Thus, if the promises the computer-
telecommunications systems hold for 
society are to be realized it is necess
ary to provide adequate telecommunication 
facilities which meet the quality, quant
ity and band-width characteristics of 
these applications. 

The Economic Interdependence 

Besides the technical deficiencies of 
the existing telephone network for data 
transmission and thus for the prolifer
ation of the computer utility concept, 

the pricing, i.e., the tariffs for data 
transmission do not seem to be responsive 
or adequate for the characteristics of 
these new telecommunications services. 
They are generally considered prohibitive 
for most telecommunication supported 
computer systems and applications. As 
a result of the technical deficiencies 
and pricing philosophy of the telecomm
unication network some negative trends 
are becoming evident, throwing doubt on 
the economic viability of the computer 
utility concept. Unfortunately, as many 
considerations such as desired terminal 
equipment, required bandwidth, distance 
of the remotely-sited user, expected 
usage, mode of operation and the myriad 
applications are involved in determining 
the system costs, it is impossible at 
present to establish a typical cost-perf
ormance calculation. However, it seems 
possible to identify certain trends 
within the structure of system costs. 

Trends in Data-Processing Costs 

Depending on its components the tele-
communication-computer system costs might 
be expressed as the sum of three ma.jor 
elements: costs of CPU's + storage 
devices; costs of terminals and modems; 
cost of data transmission and switching. 
The costs of these three components have 
followed quite different trends. The 
computer and the terminal industries have 
realized massive gains in productivity 
due to rapid technological changes and the 
highly competitive environment. Thus, 
the cost of raw computing power has 
declined by an order of magnitude every 
four years and this trend looks like it 
will hold, for a while. With respect to 
information storage technology, there is 
even serious talk of "zero-cost" memory 
development. 

Trends in Telecommunication Costs 

Communication costs or better the 
charges of telephone channels to purvey 
raw computer power and services, did not 
follow the trends of CPU costs. Computat
ion costs decrease faster (50% every two 
years) than communication costs (2% per 
annum, as predicted for the U.S. and 
Canada). In most other developed countr
ies rapid increases in telecommunication 
tariffs are reported. Thus the latter 
become an increasingly significant factor 
in large telecommunication computer syst
ems. In fact, some present systems 
already divide costs between communicatio
ns and data processing equally. 

The following graphic is based on the 
described trends with hardware components 
which comprise such systems and tries to 
visualise these trends in orders of mag
nitude. 
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Costs 

Development of Computer and Telecommunic
ation Costs. 

institutional Interdependence 

Whatever weakness the previous cons
iderations may contain the fact remains 
that, due to productivity increases and 
a highly competitive environment, the 
EDP segment of the computer-telecommunic
ation concept is experiencing rapid 
technological change and considerable 
cost decreases (LSI and large scale 
production). 

By contrast, the telecommunication 
segment, i.e., the vehicle of this resour-
ce-sharing-concept, is characterised by 
slow innovation and the absence of tariff 
reductions although, as other contribut
ions of this Conference show, considerable 
technological progress in transmission and 
switching media have been developed. 

As a consequence, communication costs 
and the technical performance of the net
work may prove the limiting, dominant 
economic factor in computer (information) 
utilities and thus the strategic variable 
affecting the speed of its development 
and the shape of this escalating industry. 
Therefore, the growth rate of teleprocess
ing and the quantitative and qualitative 
economies through its application in the 
service sector will depend on the rate at 
which new or better telecommunication 
services are offered and telecommunication 
costs fall. Thus the governmental admin
istration which operates telecommunications 
as a monopoly, and governmental agencies, 
which have to ensure that the franchised 
common carriers respond in good time to 
users' needs, face a tremendous respons
ibility. 

On the other hand, as the technologies 
are still in an initial stage of future 
growth, these Institutions,in north America 
the Federal Communications Commission and 
the Canadian Department of Communications, 
in Europe and Japan, tne postal and tele
communication administrations, have a 
unique opportunity of guiding this poss
ible key industry into desired directions. 

The conditions for the successful 
assessment of the computer/telecommunic

ation and related technologies are favour
able particularly if we look at the 
relevant market parameters: 

- integrated computer/telecommunic
ation systems are still at a relatively 
early stage in their development; 

- telecommunications are the strategic 
parameter for all the components which 
comprise these systems; 

- telecommunications in most countries 
are either directly under a Ministry or 
are regulated through governmental agencies; 

- the legal and institutional 
tradition of regulation already exists; 

- the common carriers represent a 
considerable macro-economic lever both 
on the supply side, in terms of services, 
and on the* demand side as buyers of 
equipment. 
Mew telecommunication technologies and 
techniques and their economies 

Under this heading I will summarise 
and identify some of the economic effects 
of technological advances in the trans
mission and switching components of the 
public telecommunication network. This 
might indirectly give an idea of their 
likely influence on the overall costs of 
transmitting information and data electri
cally and/or electronically. 

Transmission Technology: Y/ithin 
transmission circuits which, in general, 
make up 60% of the total plan investment 
costs, the following developments are 
pertinent: digital modulation (space and 
frequency), broad-band circuits, two-way 
distribution systems and satellite tech
nologies. Their basic economic character
istics are: 

- they match bandwidth limitations; 
- they improve the feasibility and 

capacity of existing networks, especially 
in the local loop network. 

Concerning the trunk-network new 
microwave and satellite technologies pro
mise to eliminate distance as a signific
ant communication cost factor. In a 
competitative environment this could lead 
to cost and thus tariff reductions for 
all telecommunication services, such as 
telephony, facsimile, T.V. and data 
transmission, and thus open up fascinat
ing prospects for the information utility 
concept. 

Switching Technology: As prominent 
advances in switching may be mentioned, 
the elimination of operator assistance in 
establishing communications (this resulted 
in productivity increases in the range of 
15-45% ). This was followed by the 
development of electronic switching 
facilities. Some of the network economies 
brought about by electronic switching 
computers are of an operational and 
functional character. These allow better 
use of the existing network and will 
reduce operational costs of stuff and 
plant. With the introduction of the 
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DS-Switching computer, the German Bundes-
ost expects network savings will result 
rom the possibility of operating exist-
ng network facilities more efficiently 
ithout capital expenditure, for at least 
years, on the existing network. There 
re, additionally, the economics of space 
nd maintenance. Another stimulus for 
ntroducing computers to provide switching 
unctions and to divide the enormous 
apacity of new telecommunication linkages 
nto usable channels (i.e. required band-
idth defined by the various applications 
nd user requirements), is the future 
osts development of electronic components 
hemselves. 

The Wired City Concent 
It was argued earlier in the report 

hat there are basic technical constraints 
ithin the existing telecommunication 
etworks which prevent new telecomrnunicat-
on-based services and the handling of 
he ever growing demands of the tradition— 
1 telecommunication services. 

To overcome these bandwidth limit-
tions, a seminar discussed the possibili
ties of a "wired city" being characterised 
s having the, capacity "for total comm-
nications". According to this study 
t seems possible, at least conceptually, 
o increase the telephone system's capa-
ity significantly, by replacing its 
opper pairs with coaxial cables, thereby 
orming a switched coazial cable system 
•hich would also allow the reallocation 
f the overcrowded electro-magnetic 
pectrum. 

It is reported that the British Post 
iffice is convinced that this is a viable 
oneot and have an experimental system 
iperating in their laboratories at Wembley. 
:t is considered as the forerunner of 
lulti-service coaxial cable systems to be 
.nstalled throughout Britain during the 
text 20 years. 

Distinct from existing C.A.T.V. net
works which employ coaxial cable equally 
i.e. broadband facilities) this config-
iration is two-way oriented and switched, 
'hese experts believe that such a broad-
>and system might be possible within 10-
.5 years, and described the wired city 
:otal information system as follows. 

" A switched coaxial cable system 
would have the same philosphy of operation 
is the existing telephone system", and 
.t could accomodate such services as: 

- Advertising; - Pictorial consumer 
.nformation; - Alarm (burglar, power 
:ailure, fire, etc.); - Banking; - Fac
simile (documents, newspapers, etc.); 
- Emergency Communication (hospital beds); 
- Communication between subscribers and 
computers; - Meter reading (utilities); 
- Distributing of radio programmes; 
- Shopping from home (see experiment in 
San Diego); - T.V. (originating and 

distribution); - T.V. (stored movies 
available on demand); - Educational T.V.; 
- Telephone; - Computer-aided instruction; 
- Picture phone; - Voting, etc. 

In Japan, the concept of the wired 
city will become reality in Tama New 
Town - a new satellite town of Tokyo. In 
a $19 million project - to be started in 
1972 - some 300 apartments will be inter
connected through a coaxial cable network 
with access to schools,,hospitals and 
other public services. 

Similarly there is a recent state
ment from the FCC which for the first 
time had publicly noted that "the expand
ing multichannel capacity of cable 
systems could be utilised to provide a 
variety of new communications services to 
homes and businesses in the community ". 

It listed, among the possibilities 
of a "wired city" concept, such inform
ation utility services as "facsimile 
reproduction of newspapers, magazines, 
documents, etc.; electronic mail delivery; 
merchandising; business concern links to 
branch offices, primary customers or 
suppliers; access to computers, e.g., 
man to computer communications in the 
nature of inquiry and response (credit 
cheques, airline reservations, branch 
banking, etc.); information retrieval 
(library and other reference material, 
etc.) and computer to computer commun
ications". It also referred to the 
possible feasibility for C.A.T.V. to 
develop "capability for two-way and 
switched services", and, through high 
capacity intercity communications and 
computer technology, to become an element 
in "new nationwide,or regional services 
of various kinds". More recently, in 
a proceeding involving telephone carrier 
C.A.T.V. relationships, the Commission 
again referred to the variety of potential 
services involving data transmission which 
could be provided over the broadband cable 
in addition to C.A.T.V., and to the "real 
potential that such services will be 
furnished, over regional and national 
networks consisting of local bradband 
cable systems interconnected by intercity 
micro wave, coaxial cable^and communicat
ions satellite systems". 
State of the Art and Planned Activities 

On this background information it may 
now be asked whether and how the relevant 
authorities in the communication field 
take up their options in these economic 
and socially vital spheres. Thus the 
question at stake is how far individual, 
industrial-commercial and government needs 
for telecommunication based computer 
systems have been elaborated and lead to 
a balanced strategy, i.e., a communication 
policy or better a permanent communication 
policy process which would allow a 
continuous adjustment due to new develop
ments with the various components and 
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applications. Ideally, such a comparative 
analysis should also reveal whether the 
organisational structure of the tradition
al common carriers and their relationship 
to the suppliers are appropriate or 
insufficient to introduce these technolo
gies within a reasonable time frame. 

Unfortunately, and this is particul
arly true for most European countries, 
there is little information available 
about what common carriers intend to do, 
and particularly on what parameters their 
plans are based, in the years ahead to 
meet the complex telecommunication require
ments. What is available are some term
inal modem forecasts and planning para
meters which are shown in the following 
table. 
Country 1970/71 1375 1950 

Belgium 400 5,000 50,000 

Denmark 7 00 16,000 56,000 

France 4,000 50,000 -

Germany 4,500 8,000 68,000 

Italy 2,200 15,000 -

Japan 27,000 120,000 " 

Netherlands 600 - -

Norway 500 3,000 " 

Sweden 1,100 20-30,000 -

Swltzerland 500 5,000 10,000 

United Kingdom 12,000 (14a) 57,000 (14a) 234,000(14a) United Kingdom 
454,000 

United States 105,000 (14b) 820,000 (14b) 2, ,425,000(14b) 

Common Carrier Plans for Digital Data 
Terminals and/or Modems (14) 

Consequently, these forecasts must 
be interpreted as the quantified demand 
for telecommunication-based computer 
systems as the respective telecommunicat
ion administrations are considering it. 

Some common carriers' approaches to 
the satisfaction of the telecommunication 
requirements arising from the terminals 
enumerated above - which at present show 
annual growth rates of up to 100% and 
which promise to be a highly lucrative 
market - are now discussed. 

As it is impossible to give a precise 
description of the planned services of 
common carriers and PTT Administrations, 
I would like to concentrate on the 
following points: 

- Those who will profit from this 
technology and their number (access-issue); 

- What performance characteristics 
do the planned networks show ? 

Although those forward planning 
approaches are debatable, some criticism 
is"already possible. This even more so 
as shortcomings with those parameters may 
be very serious. 

The absolute figures of data termin
als included in the preceding table look 
quite promising. They look less so, how
ever, in conjunction with the number of 
people for whom they are planned. 

Socio-economic criticisms 
There are good reasons to believe 

that this approach is too "small" under 
the various aspects previously discussed; 
it is to "small" particularly 

- with respect to the potential 
applications and users of telecommunicat
ion-based computer-systems, 

- in the social context. If access 
to information and its manipulation 
capabilities were reserved for a privil
eged class of people only, this could 
lead to severe social unrest, 

- under industrial considerations, 
since such a small number of systems and 
input/output devices would fail to allow 
large-scale production leading to 
economies of scale and, possibly, low 
unit (terminal) costs. 

Another criticism is connected with 
the speed-philosophy which underlies the 
planned telecommunication networks. 

As the transmission speed (bits per 
second) which the telecommunications link 
allows is a key question for on-line-
systems applications, shortcomings here 
may be disastrous. It is mostly decided 
within the telecommunication network 
which remote operating applications are 
possible and which not (or only with 
tremendous additional costs). 

Unfortunately, a doctrinal status 
has developed as to the speeds necessary 
in a public switched network for the 
next io-15 years. There are no sophist
icated applications described to be 
considered for planning but the respective 
telecommunications authorities believe and 
use as planning parameters "that 85% to 
97% of all datai transmission applications 
will only need low or medium transmission 
speeds, i.e. 2,400 bits and below" by 
1985. ^ "JL 

Correspondingly, a British consult
ant's report on which the Post Office is 
said to rely heavily for its present 
planning has estimated that by 1983, 
99.9% of all data terminals likely to 
be installed will operate at slow and 
medium transmission speeds, slow and -,Q 

medium being defined as up to 10 k bits/s. 
Thus, with a switched network design

ed for these limited possibilities, by 
1985 most of the applications using visual 
displays as for computer aided instruc
tion, consumer information systems would 
be excluded again. Only "less sophistic
ated" terminals like printers would be 
possible and it is no exaggeration to 
conclude that most common carriers regard 
the data network requirements as merely 
an upgrading of their present telex or 
other switched telegraph networks. 

This seems to be all the more 
regrettable as in most European countries 
all means of telecommunications such as 
radio, T.V. and telephone activities are 
more or less all under the same jurisdic
tion of government and thus could be much 
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better and more "easily" integrated than, 
for example, in the U.S., where these 
high capacity techniques of telecommuni
cations are in private hands and some are 
even not subject to regulation through the 
FCC (Cable T.V.). Consequently, the 
conditions for integrated use of these 
facilities meet many more "natural" 
constraints in the U.S. than in Europe 
or Japan. 

I mentioned earlier that these 
systems might help to ease the time and 
paper-consuming activities in the service 
sector. Thus in order to realise the 
trend towards paperless or less paper 
"instant" societies, the terminals then 
in use cannot be teleprinter devices but 
will be ultrafast facsimile and visual 
displajr terminals (such as Bitzer's 
plasma device) allowing instant inter
action, such as dynamic line drawing 
for CAI, for example. To do so, however, 
and abstracted from resolution techniques, 
which still have to be developed, hundr
eds of thousands of bits have to be trans
ported economically over the network. 

This refers particularly to the 
local loop-network. Consequently, the 
FITCE-Experts recommend that a switched 
telecommunication network with capacities 
of some million bits per second should be 
envisaged. 

In this connection there is another 
excellent case study of the interdepend
ence of common carrier services and the 
system designs of related industries: the 
videophone. As it is now, with its very 
small screen (5"x5"), it has merely 
intangible benefits and so remains a 
gadget. But its screen is small because 
telecommunication facilities offered by 
common carriers do not allow a TV sized 
or any larger screen. 

On the terminal side of the computer-
utility concept, the comparative results 
of alternative network capabilities could 
thus be described in this tabular fashion. 

Stato the art of the Terminal characteristics 

telecommunications network 

Low speed - sophisticated terminals wit'.: 
memory 

- prohibitive.".)" expensive 
- c oirpl i ca tf d to he. nd] o 

High speed -• TV screened interactive res'1. 
time appl..c;.tionc 

- chc&D torrj.'.r.i's 
- wLdccprea' uat (nc concentr

ation of power) 
- easy or>exa cion, etc. 

The Interdependence of Network Perform
ance and Terminal Characteristics. 

Although the forward planning of 
common carriers is difficult to debate, 
it seems to be no exaggeration to conc
lude that their existing networks and 
their known plans are simply geared to 
transmit data rather than being applic

ation oriented. In other words common 
carriers do not look, for example, into 
uhe transmission speeds necessary for 
the introduction of electronic, "instant" 
mail or newspaper delivery services, or 
pictorial information services. Neither 
do they examine the question of what bit-
streams the network should provide in 
order to allow remote comouter aided 
education and the re-shuffling of the 
various software packages, vital for this 
individual service. 

The same criticism of thinking in 
technical bit streams only without any 
reference to applications accounts also 
for those new specialised common carriers, 
whic have made famous market studies, 
showing how the "transmission pie" will be 
divided into the various economic sectors 
such as; retailing, manufacturing, 
securities and finance, or in terms of 
volume of calls these sectors will place 
(traffice volume). 

Again, although these forecasts might 
reveal interesting parameters, the basic 
network-planning parameters such as the 
various applications of computers, their 
telecommunication requirements, the type 
of data - whether digitally coded or in 
analogue form - to be transmitted, are 
not taken into account. 

To give another example of the vital 
important of the latter question the 
following considerations must be taken 
into account. In the so called "instant 
world" of the post-industrial societies, 
where instant information delivery servi
ces are common, as are cashless and paper
less services which use a pass-word or a 
credit-card or similar devices for cash 
transaction, identification and security 
purposes. I personally would rather see 
an identification medium which is carried 
on the person and thus cannot be lost and 
thus cannot be falsified. For example, 
voice or fingerprints. However, given 
the existing resolution and redundancy 
technology in connection with a reasonable 
"response time" for transmission of such 
analogue represented data, broadband 
communications facilities are needed. Up 
until now one has been missing such para
meters in the planning efforts of common 
carriers. 

Criticisms of the Pricing Philosophy 

Although the pros and cons of the 
forward planning, in technical terms, of 
the common carriers is debatable, it is 
quite astonishing that the old telephone-
communication-pricing philosophy will be 
applied secretly to the "new" services, 
i.e., depending on the distance of the 
user, time of the "communication" and time 
of day when the "communication" is placed. 

This is the more astonishing as users 
are looking for a flat rate, or a tariff 
based on the amount of "information" 
transmitted and both seem to be technolog-
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ically possible. 

A Mational Policy Programme 

Consequently, if most of the oromis-
es discussed earlier are to be translated 
into action and the most serious dangers 
avoided, something more imaginative than: 

~ "total laissez-faire and share— 
holders interests of common carriers; 

. 7 '-he PIT concept, which leaves most 
decisions to "the consideration" of the 
administration; 
will be needed. 

-? leave the optimal assessment to 
7? ©listing carriers and administrations 
within the present environment is a 
course which is not welcomed because of 
the built-in stifling effect with regard 
to innovation and the lack of imagination 
and courage to invest sufficiently in 
this vital future resource. 

However the creation of national 
systems of the scale and the potential 
described earlier appears economically 
and politically impossible without a 
concerted approach on the broadest poss
ible base. 

This approach should cover the 
following segments: 

- computer manufacturers (including 
the wide spectrum of terminals and relat
ed component manufacturers); 

- common carriers and broadcasters; 
- software houses; 
- present and potential users. 
Consequently, there is need for a 

"Major Programme Approach" which is try
ing, like any other national undertaking, 
such as the Moon Apollo Project, or super
sonic aircraft, to identify major object
ives of social and economic needs likely 
to be fulfilled by the computer telecomm
unication technology, and to imbed it 
into the national science and technolog
ical policy as well as economic policy. 
Some of the objectives, i.e. applications, 
as pointed out earlier, could be: 

- computer aided instruction, 
- the paperless, instant tertiary 

sector, 
- innovations within critical 

public domains, which actually cause 
tremendous deficits (postal services for 
example) and thus absorb urgently needed 
public financial resources. 

At the moment, I am only aware of 
one nation where on a high oolicy level 
such a programme seems to find an echo -
Japan. A look at the attached Japanese 
programme seems to be worthwhile although 
the social means and ends seem to be 
omitted, whereas the key industry 
considerations are dominant. 

With respect to the institutions 
that could coordinate the activities and 
inventives involved in such a national 
undertaking to assure the integrated and 
balanced development, in technical 
economic and social terms of computer/ 

telecommunication systems, a new approach 
seems to be necessary. This even more so 
as the traditional national monopoly 
philosophy of the telecommunication ind
ustry proves more and more having been a 
matter of dogma and presumption rather 
than subject to economic reasoning. 
Under this umbrella common carriers have 
become, through horizontal and vertical 
integration, a tremendous macro-economic 
power which now seems not to fulfill its 
services in the public interest. 
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Institutionalisation of the Industrial 
Promotion Programme of Information 
lechnoiogies in Japan. 

Some of the symptoms characteristic 
oi the unreceptive environment in the 
Held of telecommunications merit 
considerable examination: whereas the 
computer industry has experienced rapid 
technological change and considerable 

within the last 10-15 year 
+? still remains that the telecomm

unication network we now have was basic-
ally designed and built some 40 years ago 

Depreciation schedules for the 
computer and satellite industry are some 

Typical values with the 
w telecommunication carriers 

and ?n~?^ years ~or l°cal switching gear 
and 20-25 years for toll service giar. 
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As a consequence, we might have to 
wait some generations before 1972 tech
nology is introduced as a means of tele
communications services on a large scale. 

Another example of the fact that 
market forces hardly work in the tele
communication industry may be illustrated 
by the fact that another Atlantic under
sea cable between Europe and the USA is 
planned for operation by 1976, although 
it is sufficiently proven that the 1972-
satellite generation (Intelsat IV) is 
economically superior to cable and although 
the satellits capacity is only partially 
used. 

.As a consequence, such a major 
Programme Approach in terms of applic
ations could hardly succeed unless the 
parallelling of the telecommunications 
industry structure, both in terms of the 
market entry issue of new telecommunic
ations common carriers and the relation
ship between common carriers and the 
related equipment suppliers, is carefully 
examined. 

There have been strong pleas for a 
"new institutional environment" which 
could be characterised respectively by 
the strict separation of planning and 
policy making from operational functions 
of telecommunication and computing 
services. Physically the network would 
integrate the various sub-networks such 
as telephone, telex, facsimile data 
and video, cable T.V. and radio broad
casting perfectly, and thus, in technical 
terms, accomplish perfect systems integ
rity. The ownership of "parts" of such 
an integrated telecommunication network 
however, could be shared by many common 
carriers. Thus, the whole issue of 
economies through horizontal and vertical 
integration is brought into question. 

As such a far-sighted set of tele
communication policies would considerably 
influence the design of computer, termin
als and related devices and solve most of 
the standardisation problems, the market 
entry of new common carriers would no 
longer be a technical issue but rather 
of economic and political nature. The 
market entry issue could then be discuss
ed according to stated criteria, which 
could principally be operational (users) 
needs and economic advantages, such as 
cheaper and qualitatively better services. 
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SUMMARY OF THE EXISTING DATA COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES 
IN WESTERN EUROPE AND TENTATIVE FORECAST OF NEW 

SERVICES FOR THE NEXT DECADE 
August Ohlmer 

Bundesministerium Fuer Das Post Und Fernmeldewesen, Federal Republic of Germany 

Abstract 

The data services offered in Western Europe are 
already quite numerous. The development in the 
number of data sets is still in the steep 
initial phase. Changes in the growth rates 
can, however, be ascertained. The development 
since 1967 is shown with the aid of diagrams, 
first in detail for the Federal Republic of 
Germany and then as a summary comparison for 
several European countries. The future develop
ment up to 1982 is estimated. The telex and 
telephone services are used for comparison of 
the development "phases. The picture is com
pleted by a structural analysis of the data 
sets, based on the figures for 1971. New data 
services are anticipated as a result of the 
CCITT studies on separate new data communica
tions networks. These are explained using the 
basic initial results of the GM NRD; concerned 
are Draft Recommendations X 1 and X 2. On the 
other hand further extensive investigations are 
still necessary. These are explained with the 
aid of examples from the NRD programme for the 
period 1972-1976. This whole contribution must 
only be considered as an interim report; some
time during 1973 the CEPT market study on data 
transmission will be available. 

Introduction 

Development up to the present 

You will remember that data processing first 
began in the USA in the second half of the 
fifties. Soon also the European telecommunica
tion administrations were faced with this 
problem, using their existing telecommunication 
networks; they conducted technical investiga
tions and developments and attended to the 
drawing up of regulations tioth for use and 
organization as well as to the establishment 
of standards. In the subsequent phase new 
transmission possibilities and networks came 
into being, e.g. 200 Baud data network, broad 
band transmission, use of parallel modems, 
etc. The importance of international co
operation and standardization for the technical 
systens and services was particularly 
emphasized by the increasingly close associa-

One section of my subject is concerned with new 
services. The term "new" is relative and must 
therefore be more closely defined. Thus I 
should like first to give a description - albeit 
brief - of the development up to the present 
time. Of necessity I must confine my observa
tions to Western Europe. My source of informa
tion is primarily documents of the CEPT or of 
the individual CEPT countries. Unfortunately, 
however, one decisively important source of 
basic information is not yet available, that is 
the CEPT Market Study on data transmissions for' 
the next 15 years for 15 countries. This will 
not be completed until some time in 1973. 
Technical development, too, is very much in a 
state of flux. A new technique may not be 
identical with new services, but it does present 
possibilities for these. For these reasons it 
would, theoretically, be more suitable to 
postpone today's report on the situation in 
Europe until 1973/74 or, and this is a more 
realistic proposition, to repeat it then on 
a better basis. I ask, therefore, for your 
understanding if my report today seems to be 
of a rather interim nature. Enough on the 
delimitation of the subject. 

Fig. 1 Number of data sets In the 

Fed.Rep. of Germany 

Number of data sets 

in ft* F&t. Kcp. of Germany 
(Dafa sets m Hte 
ft/ecommuni cohorts 
field) 
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Fig. 2 Total of data sets 

tion of the individual European countries. 
The data services have, therefore, been 
established for some time in Europe too; the 
services offered are already numerous but the 
development, in figures, of the data sets is 
still more or less in the initial phase. I 
should like to show you some "home made" 
diagrams to illustrate this and indicate the 
order of magnitude. 
Figure I - number of data sets - illustrates 
the situation in the Federal Republic of 
Germany since 1967. The ordinate is divided 
logarithmically. The growth rate (p.c.) are 
indicated as a bundle of rays for easier 
identification. 

1.1. The curve (a) consists of the total of 
private data sets on fixed circuits (private 
lease) for the following services: 200 bit/s 
(proportion approx. 35% in June, 1972); 600 -
1200 bit/s (proportion approx. 27% in June, 
1972); up to 2400 bit/s (proportion approx. 
20% in June, 1972); over 2400 bits (proportion 
approx. 18% in June, 1972). There is a steady, 
steep increase with a growth rate of approxi
mately 100%. For the sake of comparison, the 
relevant figures for Great Britain are 8,418 
data sets at the end of 1971. In France 
there are 2,956, in Italy 2,588 data sets. 

Public Data Networks 

1.2. The curve (b) "modems" comprises the 
total of post-owned data sets connected to the 
public telephone network for the following 
services in June 1972: 200 bit/s (propor
tion approx. 36%); 600 - 1200 bits (propor
tion approx. 36%); parallel modems (external 
station) (proportion approx. 25%); parallel 
modems (central station) (proportion approx. 
3%). Both curves can be compared. The slow 
change from the steep increase phase to a 
moderate transitional phase (25 - 50%) is 
implied, but it is not yet statistically 
proved. For comparison I shall give the 
relevant figures for the end of 1971 for 
Great Britian = 7,971; France = 2,104; Italy = 
1,263. 

1.3 The development of the Datex service 
(200 Baud) runs almost parallel to that of the 
first two services mentioned; however, the 
change in the growth rate is more regular; 
for the next 5 years I anticipate that the 
curve will in all probability go through the 
central area, i.e. between p = 25 to 50%, or 
12.5 to 25% for the period from 1978 to 1982. 
I see this development as a model case for 

Fig. 3 Number of Telex stations 
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comparable "new data networks" of the future. 
At the end of 1971 there were 147 Dat£x sta
tions in France. To complete the picture 3 
further data services should be mentioned: 

1.4. Telex traffic with computers, i.e. Telex 
stations carrying out data operations (50 Baud) 
This service is still small and it is difficult 
to give statistics. Further figures for the 
end of 1971 are only available for France (49). 

1.5. Provision of broad band circuits (48 kHz). 
The development of the figures regarding data 
sets for this service is still in a state of 
flux. Roughly the same figures are available 
for Great Britian for 1971 (49). This is 
followed by Switzerland (10), Sweden (4) and 
Spain (2). 

1.6. Use of telegraph circuits in traffic with 
computers (leased circuits up to 200 Baud; 
curve "T"). The number of sets is relatively 
high, but the slow development tendency reduces 
their importance and future share in the entire 
data transmission. The situation is similar 
in Italy (478), France (394), Switzerland (164) 
and the Netherlands (76). After this initial 
survey with the aid of a detailed description 
of the situation in the Federal Republic of 
Germany I move on to a summary comparison of 
some European countries. See Figure 2 - Total 
of data sets. 

The ordinate is again divided logarithmically. 
The growth lines are indicated to the top right 
of the example of the Federal Republic of 
Germany; the development area which I foresee 
for the next 5 years lies between 25 and 50%. 
The respective total of all data sets of a 
country since the beginning of 1968 is indi
cated. We have no comparable figures available 
for before this time. At the top is Great 
Britain (UK), followed at some distance by 
Federal Republic of Germany (FRG), France (F) 
and Italy (It). The growth rate of the de
velopment hitherto is approximately 100%; 
i.e. these countries are still going through 
the initial phase. However, a transition can 
already be ascertained in the case of UK and 
FRG to values of p = 25 to 50% for the next 5 
years etc. Further down the page come the 
following countries, close on each other's 
heels: Sweden (Ss), Switzerland (CH), Nether
lands (NL), Denmark (DK), Belgium (B), Spain 
(E), Finland (Fid) and Norway (N). The 
sequence does not always correspond to the size 
and importance of telecommunications in these 
countries. There, too, a typical initial phase 
is ascertainable. As an overall impression it 
can be said that the development tendency in 
Western Europe is largely uniform and that the 
initial phase should soon be over. To enable 
a comparison with the development in the USA 
you will find in the upper left-hand corner a 
curve marked "USA" for the years 1967 to 1969 
The real difference in time (delay) between the 
individual European countries and the USA could 
probably only be ascertained With the aid of 

*6*5*58 69 60 61**63 **66 64 <7 6**9 70*17X 

Fig. 4 Total number of telephones 

in service 
r> 
corrected figures; the correction factor is 
obtained, for example, from the comparison 
Of the gross national product of the USA with 
the gross national product of each European 
country. In the case of the Federal Republic 
of Germany 

f = approx. 991- x 10 $ 

186 x 10 $ 
approx. 5.3 

(valid for 1970) 

The graphical evaluation gives a result of 

SfS. JTS 1̂ 1!*;:- ;,XV» 
Eru,°"r •>< 7*'««« " 
"rope. To strengthen my point I should lik 
to draw your attention to the telex service 

Eurone Jer^hiShly developed in Western 
urope and which is unequivocally to be con

sidered a purely commercial service. See ' 
lu*5"!? 3- " N™>ber of telex stations. 

SresfntUtheC°VerS 6 COUntries "bich have at 
and fnr greatest amount of data traffic 
ip Japan C°^ayiS°n Purposes, the development 

relative!v ̂  telex service 
end of the st- C3n sti11 ascertain the 
and n, teep initial phase (end of 1963) 

he transition from 1964 to 1969 to a 
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Public Data Networks 
steady development. A balanced, steady 
development is indicated by the development 
over many years in the Federal Republic of 
Germany (curve FRG). In my opinion the other 
countries, such as Great Britain (UK), France 
(F), Switzerland (CH), Sweden (Sw) and Italy 
(It) are also moving gradually in this direction 
Even an overseas country like Japan will pro
bably not be spared this unavoidable development 
To sum up with regard to Figure 3 I should like 
to say: ' The telex service in Western Europe 
shows a way in which the development tendencies 
of the previous data services can be realis
tically estimated. Now, just a short look at 
the telephone service of the 6 aforementioned 
countries plus the USA. See Figure 4 - Total 
number of telephones in service. 
Already there is a steady development everywhere 
The sequence of the European countries corres
ponds practically to that in the data service, 
as indicated in Figure 2. You will have noted 
that I have made no mention of the international 
data service. For this we should wait for the 
results of the market study. However, I should 
like to show you one diagram giving information 
on the entire outgoing telephone and telex 
traffic of the Federal Republic of Germany. 
See Figure 5 - Development of the telex service 
as compared with the telephone service. 
This shows a random sample for the month of July 
In the top band you will recognize how both 
services run almost parallel for many years. 
The relationship telephone: telex fluctuates 
between 2 : 1 to 2.5 : 1. I would remind vou 

of what I said earlier about the telex service 
as a guide line. Perhaps there is a .possibi
lity here that some day an informative correla
tion will also be computed for the internation
al data traffic. The lower curves illustrate 
individual traffic relations. 
Figure 6 - Structure of transmission speeds -
brings us back to the present state of affairs 
in the data services in European countries. It 
follows on from Figure 2 - Total of data sets -
and presents a percentage distribution of 
transmission speeds for 6 important countries; 
all figures appky to the end of 1971 and were 
calculated from the number of data sets. In 
the formation of the groups sets attached to 
fixed circuits and sets attached to public 
networks were combined. The result is the 
following distribution:: up to 200 Baud - from 
37.4 to 69.2% - on average 54.9%; 600/1200 to 
2400 bit/s - from 30.6 to 62.3% - on average 
42.8%; 4800 to 9600 bit/s - from 0 to 6.3% -
on average 2%; broadband (48 kHz) - from 0 to 
0.7% - on average 0.3%. On the extreme right 
of the diagram you will see figures which are 
taken from papers of the "Zurich Seminar" of 
March, 1972 and which are intended as an estima
tion for 1980. These figures seem quite plaus
ible in an optical comparison with the results 
for 1971. On the other hand, certain schools 
of thought anticipate a considerably higher 
proportion for "low-speed" in the future. This 
concludes my section on "Development up to the 
present". I should now like to proceed to the 
second part of the subject. 

Fig. 5 Development of the telex service as 

compared with the telephone service 

(outgoing international traffic of 

the Federal Rep. of Germany) 

New Services 

Here we are concerned with a non-technical 
description of new services which are envisaged 
for the next decade. This task is in conformity 
with the deliberations of the CCIT with regard 
to the need for new data services and with 
regard to the possibility of fulfilling the 
requirements by means of digital switching 
systems. The CCITT Mixed Working Party "New 
Data Networks" (GM NRD) has undertaken rele
vant studies of a separate data network and, at 
the end of this study period, submitted the 
first results and proposals for the approval of 
the Vth Plenary Assembly (December 1972 in 
Geneva). The essential requirement was to 
reach agreement on the basic services and 
facilities to be provided in the future, in
dependently of the switching or transmission 
technology that is used nationally. This 
independence is important as there are two main 
proposals for new networks on hand in Europe 
(Federal Republic of Germany and Great Britain). 
The CCITT documents which are of interest here 
are documents NRD-99 and NRD-101 of May, 1972. 

fOM/a-
levelopmeni <rfthe rc& as compared 

rnatianql.tragic 
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Fig. 6 Structure of transmission speeds 

User classes of service and data signalling rates 

for public data networks 

Class User data signalling rate 
and transmission mode 

Address selection and 
service signals 

3 

4 

5 

6 

200 bit/s, 11*) units/ 
char, start/stop 

50-200 bit/s, 7-5-12 units/ 
char, start/stop 

600 bit/s, synchronous 

2400 bit/s, synchronous 

9600 bit/s, synchronous 

48000 bit/s, synchronous 

200 bit/s. Alphabet No. 5 

200 bit/s, Alphabet No. 5 

600 bit/s. Alphabet No. 5 

2400 bit/s. Alphabet No. 5 

9600 bit/s. Alphabet No. 5 

48000 bit/s. Alphabet No. 5 

*) 
Usage in accordance with Recommendation V.4 

Fig. 7 User classes of service and data 

signalling rates for public data networks 
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Doc. 99 contains the two important Draft Recom
mendations; X 1 - User classes of service and 
data signaling rates for public networks and 
X 2 - Recommended user facilities available in 
public data networks. Doc. 101 contains the 
study questions for the period 1972 - 1975. 

Figure 7 shows the main contents of Draft 
Recommendation X 1 in the form of a table. 
I shall quote the basic objectives from the 
Draft Recommendation: "The establishment in 
various countries of public networks for data 
transmission creates a need to standardize 
user data signaling rates, transmission modes, 
address selection and service signals; such 
standardization facilitates international in-
terworking, bearing in mind that in the data 
mode the network should be code insensitive. 
Recommendations in the V Series already 
standardize data signaling rates for synch
ronous data transmission in the General Tele
phone Network and modulation rates for modems. 
These rates are, however, not necessarily most 
suitable for networks devoted entirely to 
data transmission and this leads to the 
requirement for an additional standard. 
Bearing in mind the desirability of providing 
sufficient data signaling rates to meet users' 
needs, the requirement to optimize terminal, 
transmission and switching costs to provide 
an overall economic service to the user, the 
interaction between users' requirements and 
tariff structure, the C.C.I.T.T declares the 
following view: Users' data transmission 
requirements via public data networks may 
best be served by defined user classes of 
service" etc. Only 6 user classes of service 
are still in existence. Only classes 1 and 2 
are planned for "start-stop". Classes 3 to 6 
are intended for "sychronous". The phase 50 
bit/s originally also envisages was dropped 
after long discussion as being untypical for 
data networks. It was agreed that this phase 
in data networks should not be envisaged in 
addition to an already existing, separate 
telex network. In those networks in which 
the telex and the data services are combined 
the speed of 50 bit/s is a component of the 
integrated network in any case. As an 
example of this I would mention the new EDS 
system of the German Administration. In the 
long term the public data network planned by 
Great Britain will also carry telex services. 
Class 2 will provide, for example, for 
operation at the following speeds and code 
structures: 75 bauds (7.5 unit); 100 bauds 
(7.5 and 10 units); 110 bands (11 unit); 134.5 
bauds (9 unit). The long-range development 
direction for start/stop character-oriented 

further study. The proposals of some adminis
trations and organizations to expand class 2 
(50 to 200 bit/s) to 300 bit/s did not meet 
data transmission is expected to be toward 
synchronous operation. The user data signal
ing rates shown in classes 3-6 are the 
maximum possible user information transfer 
rates; users may also operate at particular 
compatible lower rates, for example, half the 
rates quoted. The ways in which this is to 
be accomplished are to be the subject of 
with general approval. The same applied to 
the proposals for the additional introduction 
of 4,800 bit/s, synchronous. But I should 

like to point out that these points can be taken 
up again in the next CCITT study period. I 
refer here to Doc. NRD-101, Question 1/NRD -
point A (urgent study point) - Standardization 
of user data signaling rates and transmission 
modes in public data networks. 
Figure 8 gives the main part of the Draft Recom
mendation X 2. A number of performance charac
teristics of new data networks have been com
piled here and classified as necessary, desir
able or optional. All these characteristics are 
envisaged or representable in the German EDS 
network, for example. Figure 8 summarizes the 
outcome of the study to date. But the study 
continues under Question 1/NRD - point B -
Standarization of user facilities. I should 
like to mention just a few interesting points 
from this question: speed and/or format con
version, code conversion, information (enquiry) 
services, repeat call attempts, polling and 
data collection at users request. I must also 
mention at least briefly the continued efforts 
to attain application flexibility. These, too, 
serve only the one aim, that is, to compute 
all the system parameters of a data network. I 
include in this especially Question 1/NRD -
point D - Call set-up and clear-down time. 
There exist already certain detailed ideas on 
this subject but these require further study 
before they can be made into a Draft Recommenda
tion. Questions 1/NRD - point F - Grade of 
service and 1/NRD - point G - Transmission 
quality, belong, among others, to this section. 
You will find all these questions laid out in 
detail in CCITT Doc. NRD-101. Three facts 
emerge from this rather compressed and incom
plete report. They are: (1) The data services 
are developing very rapidly in Europe too, (2) 
Europe is working intensively and systematically 
on the development of new data networks and 
services together with other interested 
countries, and (3) Much has already been 
achieved, but there is much more still to be 
done during the next decade. 
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User facilities in public data networks 

Title of facility Availability 

Symmetrical duplex 
Bit sequence independence ( N (User classes of 

( service Nos. 1-2) 
( P (User classes of 
( service Nos. 3-6) 
P 
E 
E 
E 
0 
0 
0 
0 (User class of 

service No. 1) 
N (User classes of 

service Nos. 2-6) 

Note : P = A facility supplied as part of the user class of service. 

E = A facility recommended to be available to the user in 
public data networks 

0 = A facility which may be provided in public data networks 

N = Not required 

Manual and automatic calling and answering 
Direct call 
Abbreviated address 
Closed user group 
Closed user group with outgoing access 
Remote terminal identification 
Multi-address 
Delayed delivery 

Fig. 8 User facilities in public data networks 
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PUBLIC TELEPHONE NETWORK AND 
COMPUTER-COMMUNICATION 

Ken'ichiro Hirota 
Nippon Telegraph & Telephone Public Corporation 

Tokyo, Japan 

Summary 

The transmission media for computer-
communication in Japan are at present mainly 
leased circuits. The use of public telephone 
network for computer-communication, however, will 
soon be completely open to general computer users 
with the introduction of a new message rate 
system. 

In this connection, it is expected that to 
a considerable extent, Japanese telephone network 
will meet most of the present data transmission 
demand, at least from the viewpoint of 
error-rate, since the majority of exchange 
equipment in Japan is crossbar-type and the 
effect of exchange noise on data transmission 
will be practically negligible. 

An important role of the public telephone 
network in the future of computer-communication 
is considered as general telephone subscribers 
can be provided with some computer-communication 
services. As an example, NTT provides its 
push-button telephone subscribers in Tokyo and 
Osaka with a calculation service called "DIALS." 

On the other hand, a basic limitation to 
data transmission via the public telephone net
work is the speed restriction due to the 
voice-band, and to meet the rising demand for 
high-speed data and other wide-band communications, 
NTT plans to introduce new facilities for wide
band switched services by adding electronic 
switching equipment to the existing telephone 
network. 

Since the public telephone network, even if 
associated with the wide-band facilities, will 
still be on an analogue and circuit-switching 
bases. NTT therefore plans to extend the scope 
of digital services on leased circuits. Also, 
basic research is under way at NTT's laboratories 
for a switched digital network with a store-and-
forward facility. 

Data Transmission Facilities for 
Computer-Communication in Japan 

Public telecommunication facilities for 
domestic use in Japan are exclusively provided by 
NTT (Nippon Telegraph & Telephone Public 
Corporation). 

The data transmission media for computer-
communication systems in Japan are, in principle, 
dedicated circuits leased from NTT. As of the 
end of March 1972, approximately 13,500 such 
circuits were in use for 295 computer-
communication systems operated by a variety of 
governmental agencies or private enterprises. 
Data transmission speeds on these circuits are 
50, 100, 200, 1,200 and 2,1(00 bit/sec. Detailed 
figures thereof are shown in Annex 1. It has 
been a general tendency this past few years that 
the yearly increase in the total number of 
circuits is U0 to 60% and that the basic speed is 
moving from 50 bit/sec to 1,200 bit/sec. 

Besides the above-mentioned systems, NTT 
provides its customers, as of May 1972, with 
thirteen computer-communication systems serving 
a total of 950 terminals, mainly for nationwide 
and/or public use, and with two DIALS (Calcula
tion by Telephone) systems for approximately a 
hundred-thousand push-button telephone 
subscribers in Tokyo and Osaka. Of these systems 
operated by NTT, seven including two DIALS, 
utilize the public telephone network which 
primarily serves twenty million telephone lines. 

The use of the public telephone network for 
computer-communication, which has been legally 
limited to those systems operated by NTT, will 
soon be admitted to general, computer users in 
accordance with the recent revision of the Public 
Telecommunication Law. The revision includes the 
introduction of a three-minute message rate 
system into every local telephone area. The said 
release of the public telephone network for com
puter use will be effective immediately after the 
introduction of the new telephone rate, which 
will be made area by area between November 1972 
and August 1973. The new telephone rate, 
although primarily for other reasons than 
computer-communication, is also considered in
strumental in moderating possible congestion in 
the telephone network due to the very long 
duration of some computer-communication calls. 

It has been legally defined that, before 
connection of a given computer or terminal with 
the telephone network be allowed, their interface 
characters should be recognized by NTT to conform 
to certain technical standard for avoiding any 
undesirable effect on telephone traffic. Also, 
the traffic conditions of the telephone exchanges 
concerned will be checked in advance by NTT. 
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This may in some cases result in the installation 
of additional exchange equipment prior to the 
connection of a computer. 

As for the high-speed data transmission, 
W kilobit/sec data-sets based on CCITT Recommen
dation V35 are in service on non-switched leased 
lines. It is planned that this type of service 
may be available on switched circuits also, for 
users in limited areas following the introduction 
of DEX (NTT type electronic exchange equipment). 

Besides the data transmission facilities NTT, 
in cooperation with Japanese manufacturers , is 
developing a very large-scale computer equipment 
called "DIPS" (Dendenkosha Information Processing 
System), with the aim of making it the standard 
computer equipment for a variety of computer-
communication services to be operated by NTT. 
The first commercial use of DIPS will be in Tokyo 
n e x t  y e a r  f o r  t h e  D E M O S - E  s e r v i c e ,  i . e . ,  a  
conversational time-sharing service for approxi
mately five hundred user terminals. 

Japanese Telephone Network 

Telephone network facilities are not 
primarily aimed at the transmission of digital 
signals. In fact, according to the experience of 
most countries where computers are already con
nected with the telephone network, it seems to be 
the general view that the network facilities are 
insufficient for data transmission. The main 
reasons therefor are considered to be the speed 
limitation within the voice-band, possible errors 
due to exchange noises and group-delay distortion, 
and postdialling delay. Of these the noise en
countered in step-by-step exchanges may be the 
most significant. 

The above-mentioned shortcomings also exist 
basically in the Japanese public telephone 
network and it is considered difficult to 
guarantee completely the quality of data trans
mission over the entire telephone network, even 
in the case of low-speed data transmission within 
the voice-band. Nevertheless, as for the' 
Japanese network, there are also certain other 
aspects perhaps a little different from those in 
other countries, which might have a less harmful 
influence on the data transmission quality due to 
NTT's experience in operating its systems. These 
points are described below. 

(1) In the Japanese telephone network, practi
cally all the trunk switching equipment and 
two-thirds of local switching equipment are of 
the crossbar type, the remainder being step-by-
step. Moreover, in the coming five years, the 
volume of exchange equipment will be doubled with 
the addition of solely crossbar or DEX equipment 
and with the removal of some old step-by-step 
equipment. 

(2) Consequently, it would in most cases be 
feasible even at present that any computer or 

terminal could be switched to each other solely 
through crossbar equipment by exceptional use of 
remote exchange lines . 

(3) It is generally known that the exchange 
noise in crossbar exchanges has practically no 
serious effect upon the quality of data 
transmission. This was also proved to be true 
from NTT's experience of operation in the past 
two years of the computer-communication systems, 
DEMOS (Scientific & Engineering Calculation) and 
DRESS (Sales & Inventory Management), which 
utilize the telephone network. Furthermore, 
measurements are being made of the bit-error-rate 
of 1,200 bit/sec data transmission through actual 
crossbar-switched connections. The results so 
far showed that the average bit-error- rates would 
be lower than 10" for local connections and 10~s 

for five-carrier-link connections respectively. 

( 4 )  The postdialling delay varies depending on 
the type and number of switching points. For a 
connection through four crossbar exchanges, which 
is considered standard in Japan, the delay is 
about five seconds and this figure will become 
less with the introduction of DEX equipment. 

( 5 )  All the line signalling systems in the 
Japanese telephone network are of the outband 
type and the voice-band is fully available for 
data transmission. 

In consideration of the above, it is the 
author's view that the Japanese telephone network 
could meet the requirements for computer-
communication to fairly a wide extent, as long as 
the demand for high-speed data transmission 
beyond the voice-band is not high, and that it 
would be premature to start construction of a 
separate data network at this moment. 

Computer-Communication Service 
for Telephone Subscribers 

Although the public telephone network could 
not be made completely suitable for data 
transmission, it will not only continue to be a 
powerful means of transmission but also play an 
important role in future computer-communication. 
In other words, with the rapid progress in this 
Held of communication, the need principally 
would arise for the advantages of computer-" 
communication, which are at present available to 
specific enterprises, should be shared perhaps 
by many people. From this point of view, the 
advent of computer-communication services for 
general telephone subscribers is considered very 
desirable. 

It may be generally said that a computer-
communication service for telephone subscribers 
should satisfy at least the following conditions: 

a. Available at any time without special 
subscription procedures 
b. Simple manipulation without any special 
skill or training 
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c. Low cost 
d. Universally welcomed by the majority 
of subscribers 
e. With the similar grade of availability 
to that in the telephone service 

As an example of such types of service, NTT 
provides all push-button telephone subscribers in 
Tokyo and Osaka with a calculation service called 
DIALS, a simple description of which is given in 
the Annex 2. 

In designing the DIALS system, the follow
ing procedures were followed in the telephone 
network to meet the above-mentioned requirements: 
1) The service charge is determined propor
tionate to the holding time of connection with 
the computer centre and as recorded on the 
subscriber meter exactly as in multi-metering 
trunk calls. 
2) For the above charging method, the access 
code to the centre is chosen from the spare codes 
in the national numbering plan. 
3) Consequently, the routing of DIALS calls 
becomes similar to that of trunk calls and 
limitation of service areas and low-loss trans
mission for DIALS calls were achieved. 

Furthermore, the following considerations 
were given to the computer system side: 
1) In principle, the terminal equipment is an 
ordinary push-button telephone and the output 
voice-response is given in the form of mechani
cally compiled word and/or phrase groupings. A 
simple keyboard or a printer can be available as 
required by the subscriber 
2) The computer system is on a duplex basis 
with an automatic switch-over facility from 
normal to stand-by. As a result, the service 
availability so far has been 99-99%-
3) To provide as many subscribers as possible 
with the service, the system is designed so as 
to serve 500 simultaneous calls at maximum and 
the internal processing time for a given calcula
tion is limited to within 200 milliseconds. 
Also, care is taken in designing the supervisory 
programmes to minimize the differences in the 
response times for a variety of calculations. 

Aside from DIALS, various computer-
communication services such as information 
inquiry or retrieval is likely to appear some 
time in the future. The system configuration 
for these future services may be basically 
similar to that of DIALS as set forth above. 

Wide-Band Circuit Switching Service 

Over the public telephone network, the 
upper limit of data transmission speed is in 
general 2,1(00 bit/sec, and is possibly around 
L,800 bit/sec even under special arrangement. 
From this point of view, some other means than 
the telephone network must be provided for the 
computer-communication systems with higher data 
transmission such as 1<8 kilobit/sec or 

2^0 kilobit/sec, which are expected to grow in 
demand. 

High-speed communications in Japan, includ
ing high-speed data and high-speed facsimile 
transmission utilize, for the present, non-
switched leased line facilities. It is, however, 
considered highly desirable that these high-speed 
communications be served over a switched network, 
since these carry high-density information and 
generally consume very little time. 

On the other hand, from the common carrier 
standpoint, the present volume of high-speed 
communication traffic may not be considered 
sufficient to economically justify the immediate 
initiation of a separate network. 

From the above points of view, NTT plans to 
upgrade the telephone network by introducing new 
facilities. It is projected that all principal 
cities throughout Japan will be equipped with 
DEXs (NTT type electronic exchange equipment), 
which will exchange not only ordinary telephone 
circuits but also, where necessary, groups of 
wide-band circuits. 

A subscriber who has a terminal to DEX would 
be able to set up a connection over a series of 
wide-band circuits in addition to normal tele
phone circuit connection with another subscriber 
in the same category, to transmit high-speed 
data, etc. To obtain wide-band circuit connec
tion, the subscriber, before dialling a number, 
would have to dial a two or three digit prefix 
code corresponding to the desired frequency band. 
For instance, the prefix "X*" for the videophone 
service and "XY*" (XY is not fixed yet) for the 
k8 kilobit/sec data transmission would have to be 
dialled respectively, prior to dialling the 
desired number. 

The above-mentioned facilities will be put 
under commercial test next year for a limited 
number of subscribers in Tokyo and Osaka. Also 
DEX, which should play the most important role 
in the network, will be introduced by 1977 into 
at least one hundred cities. 

Basic Researches for a Switched Digital Network 

It is considered for the time-being that the 
public telephone network may be suitable for 
low-speed data transmission to a considerable 
extent and that the wide-band switched service 
described in the preceding section may be a fair 
solution for high-speed data transmission. The 
concept of the services, however, is still on an 
analogue and a circuit-switching bases and the 
store-and-forward facilities for, e.g., the code 
or speed conversion, packet-switching, etc. are 
not yet included in the services. 

Considering these, NTT will continuously 
make effort to improve data transmission services. 
As a first step, NTT is planning for the near 
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future, to extend the scope of digital services 
for leased circuit users, both in speed and in 
distance, since the present digital services are 
limited to 50 baud telex network and 100 bit/sec 
telegraph-type leased circuit services. 

On the other hand, basic research toward a 
data switching network in the future is being 
conducted at NTT's Electrical Communication 
Laboratories. The research includes a variety of 
digital transmission techniques, time-division 
electronic switching and packet switching. 
However, the ultimate network configuration 
together with the period for initiation of such 
a data network is still nebulous, since it 
depends on the volume of demand and the progress 
of the technologies concerned. 

In fact, the volume of data traffic at 
present may be considered too small to establish 
a separate network. As an example, the number 
of long-distance leased circuits used for data 
transmission in Japan is around 1J to the total 
number of trunk telephone circuits. Considering, 
however, the expected rapid growth of computer-
communication and video-communication, it would 
not be too far in the future that a separate 
end-to-end digital network could be economically 
justified. 
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ANNEX 1 

LEASED CIRCUITS FOR COMPUTER-
COMMUNICATION IN JAPAN 

1. As of the end of March 1972, 13,512 
circuits leased from NTT were in use for 295 
computer-communication systems. Detailed 
figures therefor are shown in the following 
table: 

I Data Signalling 
Speed (bit/sec) 

Number of 
Circuits t 

Telegraph- 50 6,318 1+7 
Type 

100 126 1 

200 3,623 27 
Telephone-
Type 1,200 3,21+8 2k 

i2,1+00 1 197 i 

Total 13,512 100 

Notes: l) The above figures are solely for 
on-line systems use. 
2) Telegraph-type 100 bit/sec service 
just opened in September 1971. 

2. Besides, the computer-communication systems 
operated by NTT, utilized 171 (200 bit/sec) and 
327 (1,200 bit/sec) circuits, as of the end of 
March 1972. These circuits are not included in 
the above table. Also, 1+1*9 terminals (200 
bit/sec) were connected with the telephone 
network for DEMOS and DRESS systems operated 
by NTT. 

3. In addition to the present leased circuit 
services, the introduction of telegraph-type 
200 and 1,200 bit/sec services and telephone-
type U,800 and 9,600 bit/sec services is under 
consideration. 

ANNEX 2 

A CALCULATION SERVICE FOR 
TELEPHONE SUBSCRIBERS -DIALS 

In September 1970, NTT inaugurated DIALS 
(Dendenkosha Immediate Arithmetic and Library 
Calculation System) in Tokyo - a calculation 
service for telephone subscribers. 

Such a subscriber can have access to the 
DIALS centre by sending the seven-digit special 
code 0100111 , and then, by pushing buttons 
according to a calculation formula followed by a 
command, "**•:#", he will receive the answer to 
the formula by voice-response, mechanically com
piled from 90 word and/or phrase groupings. A 
subscriber wishing a hard-copy answer will be 
provided with a handy printer. 

Characters and symbols necessary for calcula
tion are composed of not more than three numeral 
and/or function button strokes. A subscriber 
wishing a single-stroke operation for inputting 
a character or a symbol, may be provided with a 
thirty-four-button handy keyboard. Another 
advantage of the keyboard will be that it may 
enable subscribers with ordinary rotary-dial 
telephone to utilize DIALS service by switching 
the telephone line to the keyboard after having 
set up a dialling connection to the DIALS centre. 

DIALS users can probably make more com
plicated calculations than those possible by 
conventional desk-top calculators. In other 
words, a telephone subscriber may make use of 
approximately a hundred library programmes stored 
in the DIALS computer system. Also, he may 
temporarily store a calculation formula defined 
by himself and repeatedly substitute numerals for 
its variables during connection to the DIALS 
centre. In DIALS service, however, some limits 
have been set to the calculations, e.g., the 
order is not more than sixth in solving an 
algebraic equation, since the internal processing 
time is limited to within 200 milliseconds. 

The charging rate for calculation is seven 
yen per twenty-one seconds duration of a 
connection, independent of the calculation 
category, and charges are recorded on the telephone 
subscriber's meter on a multi-metering basis. 

The DIALS centre in Tokyo is now serving 
approximately seventy-thousand push-button 
subscribers and the average volume of usage is 
about twenty-thousand interactions per working 
day, the holding time per call averaging a 
hundred seconds. 

DIALS service has also been in operation in 
Osaka,since March 1971, and will be introduced in 
Nagoya in December of this year and in other 
cities seriatim. 

DIALS service is available daily from 
8 a.m. to 9 p.m. for all telephone subscribers 
with a push-button telephone, which is equipped 
with ten numeral buttons and two additional 
function buttons, and 
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STRUCTURE AND INTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS OF A 
TELEPHONE CONTROL SYSTEM 

J. Crompton 
Plessey Co. Ltd. 
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Summary 

Current plans for the introduction of 
computer controlled telephone exchanges to 
Great Britain envisage the formation of a new 
telephone network which will interwork with the 
current network and ultimately replace it. The 
basic module of the new network is a Switching 
Unit, which is controlled by a Processing 
Utility. Switching Units are composed of a 
number of subsystems, and each subsystem is 
subject to standard definitions both for its 
interfaces and for the function it performs. 
The hardware/software ratio of each subsystem 
is at the discretion of the manufacturer, but 
subsystems can be regarded conceptually as hav
ing a hardware component and a software control 
component. The action of the subsystem control 
programs is coordinated by a further control 
program, and a great amount of interaction is 
necessary between these programs during the 
setting up of a telephone call. The software 
mechanisms necessary for internal message hand
ling and process creation must be chosen with 
great care bearing in mind the various trade
offs possible, processor utilization, and the 
definitions of the subsystem standard interfaces. 

Introduction 

Development of the British Telephone Net
work is guided largely by the Advisory Group 
on System Definition (AGSD) - a body consisting 
of representatives from both the Administration 
(British Post Office) and from the various manu
facturers of telephone equipment. Any future 
computer controlled telephone exchange which is 
to be used in the United Kingdom will be subject 
to constraints laid down by AGSD. 

The concept currently proposed by AGSD is 
to form an "overlay" network of Stored Program 
Control (SPC) exchanges. By this is meant a 
system which could start off life in a very small 
way - possibly a single exchange - interworking 
with the existing telephone network, and which 
could then grow in discrete stages. This would 
form a new, small network of SPC exchanges, 
which interfaced with the old network at selected 
points. As the new overlay network grows, it 
will slowly replace parts of the old, until 
eventually the entire system will consist only of 
SPC exchanges. 

System Structure 

Switching Units 

The basic module of this new network is 
known as a Switching Unit. Switching units are 
of several different types, and each type can have 
many different designs and constituent elements. 
Basically, the function of each switching unit is 
to provide facilities whereby various telephone 
circuits can be monitored and interconnected un
der the instructions of a centralized control. 
This control may be located with the switching 
unit, but equally may be remote and operate via a 
data link. The centralized control is known as 
a Processing Utility. The two most common types 
of switching unit are:-

1. Subscriber Switching Unit 
The Subscriber Switching Unit interfaces directly 
with the telephone user, by means of wires from 
the subscriber's premises. Fig. 1 indicates 
schematically a subscriber switching unit, which, 
with its interface to the existing network, could 
provide the start of the new network. 

EXISTING 
TRUNKS 

Fig. 1 

TYPICAL INTERCONNECTION OF SWITCHING UNITS 

2. Main Switching Unit 
The Main Switching Unit is normally connected 
to a number of subscriber switching units, and 
also may be connected to other main switching 
units. This is indicated schematically in 

Fig. 2. 

Although figures 1 and 2 show the switching 
units as connected by a single data lin to a 
single processing utility, more complex^arrange 
ments will apply in practice, for security 

reasons. 
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Fig. 2 

MAIN SWITCHING UNIT 

Subsystems 

Each of these switching units is composed 
of a number of distinct elements,known as sub
systems. Subsystem units are so chosen to 
provide interfaces which ean be rigidly defined, 
and remain constant between equipment manu
facturers, enabling equipments of various 
designs to interwork satisfactorily. Each sub
system performs a distinct function within its 
interface boundaries; it is the declared inten
tion of AGSD to define these functions and 
interfaces. Some typical functions which can 
readily form subsystems, however, are:-

1. Subscribers Subsystem 
This subsystem provides the complete interface 
between a particular group of subscribers and 
the rest of the network. It provides all system 
communication with the subscriber - for example 
it will provide dial tone and busy tone to the 
subscriber, and will accept dialled or keyed 
digits from him. The subsystem also performs 
some switching and concentration of subscribers 
lines. 

2. Transit Subsystem 
This subsystem provides a switching facility, 
and thus permits different subsystems to be 
interconnected and cross connected as desired. 

3. Interface Subsystem 
This subsystem is used to connect the new net
work with the old. It must provide all types 
of signalling and all facilities in use on the 
particular existing junctions with which it is 
connected. 

4. Manual Board Subsystem 
This subsystem provides the second human inter
face into the system (the first being the subscrib
er) . The subsystem must provide all facilities 
necessary for operational staff to provide 
assistance to subscribers, monitor and test lines 
etc. 

5. Miscellaneous Terminations Subsystem 
This subsystem contains the various devices re
quired by the administration - such as time 
announcement machines, message recorders, facili
ties for interconnecting multi-subscriber calls. 

The configuration of Fig. 2 is redrawn in 
Fig. 3 to show some subsystems which could typi
cally be involved, and the ways in which they 
could interface with each other. 

TRUNKS 
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Subsystem Structure 

Subsystems are chosen to perform particular 
functions within defined interfaces; the manner 
in which the functions are performed will depend 
upon the method of implementation chosen by the 
particular manufacturer. This detailed implemen
tation can vary greatly - not only between manu
facturers, but within manufacturers as technolo
gies advance. In particular, the amount of work 
performed by the hardware and the amount performed 
by the software can vary. For example, consider 
the hardware/software trade-offs which are possi
ble in the design of the switchblock part of a 
subsystem:-

The basic requirement is to connect one 
particular input from a group of inputs, to a 
particular output. Fig. 4 shows a group of 12 
inputs and 6 outputs, and a possible method of 
performing the connections by two stages of 
switching - each point marked X represents a 
switch or "crosspoint". It can be seen that by 
judicious operation of two crosspoints, any input 
can be connected by one of several paths to any 
output - provided that the paths are not already 
in use for another connection. Several methods 
of arranging this connection are possible: for 
example:-

1. Use of "intelligent" hardware, which would 
accept the identities of the two terminals to be 
connected, effect the connection if possible, and 
then return a "success" or "fail" message. This 
solution requires a minimum of software. 

2. Use of simple hardware, which would merely 
activate or deactivate any nominated crosspoint, 
as instructed. This solution requires all the 
work to be done by the software - even to the 
extent of keeping a "map" of the crosspoints, in 
which busy ones are marked, and from which an 
available path can be selected, details of which 
are sent to the hardware. 

3. Use of hardware falling between these extremes 
for example hardware which would activate and 
de-activate nominated crosspoints, check and 
report upon the success of the operation, and 
also provide facilities for the software to 
interrogate the state of nominated crosspoints. 
This solution leaves the "intelligence" with the 
software, but provides security for the current 
details of crosspoint settings. 

4. Use of solution 2. or 3. above, but placing 
the necessary software in a local mini or micro 
processor, which acts upon instructions received 
from the processing utility. 

Telephone System 

INPUTS 

TYPICAL 2-STAGE SWITCHING 

Since it is possible for any subsystem to 
contain software, it is logical to consider each 
subsystem as consisting of two interdependent 
parts - the hardware, and the software within 
the processing utility. Any program structure, 
therefore, will conceptually contain a number of 
distinct subsystem control programs, but in the 
limit of complex hardware or local mini-processor 
implementation, the control programs will be 
simple message handlers. 

These subsystem control programs must be 
able to transmit and receive messages to and from 
their hardware counterparts. The physical means 
of this message transmission may include a data 
link, and most probably will include methods of 
multiplexing and de-multiplexing along some 
message transmission medium - for example the 
normal I/O handling software of the virtual 
machine in the processing utility could inter
leave messages for different subsystems along a 
single highway. The content of these messages 
is private between the hardware and software 
parts of the subsystem (though the format may be 
affected by the communications medium); the 
transmission means should ideally be transparent. 
The interposition of additional hardware and 
software between the subsystem hardware and its 
control program in order to resolve message 
addressing and transmission problems in no way 
violates the concept of the subsystem with def
ined interfaces; it merely provides a trans
parent interconnection. Figure 5 shows schem
atically the type of arrangement that could 
exist for the system depicted in Figure 3. 
Each hardware subsystem has its software counter
part in the processing utility. The points marked 
X indicate interfaces which are likely to be def
ined as AGSD standard interfaces - these are 
interfaces at the software end of the subsystems; 
other interfaces subject to definition lie at the 
hardware end at tbe human interfaces. 
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INTERFACE 
SURSTSTEN 

SUBSYSTEMS CONTROL 

H A R D W A R E  

S O F T W A R E  

PROCESSING UTILITY INPUT/OUTPUT HANDLER 

SUBSCRIBE! 
SWITCH INC 
UNIT 

DATA TRANSFER UTILITY 

Fig. 6 

TYPICAL 

Fig. 5 TYPICAL INTERCONNECTION OF 1 

In practice the arrangement will probably 
differ from that shown in Figure 5. Frequently 
a single manufacturer will be responsible for a 
complete switching unit - if not for several co-
located switching units. Two or more similar 
hardware subsystems could be controlled by a 
single control program, operating upon several 
data bases. Also, economics could dictate that 
certain pieces of equipment be shared by several 
subsystems. The hardware part of each subsystem 
consists of several devices, which are each treat
ed as peripheral units. One of these equipments 
for example, which is often expensive, is called 
a Marker. The marker is the peripheral which 
controls the operation of crosspoints in the 

WARE AND SOFTWARE SUBSYSTEMS 

switchblock, as explained previously. A marker 
may well have the capacity to control more than 
one switchblock, so its costs could be shared 
among subsystems located together. Figure 6 
indicates a possible method of re—structuring 
the software configuration of Figure 5. The 
handling programs for the individual peripherals 
(such as the marker) are shown, and these 
programs communicate with the subsystem control 
program proper, which must co-ordinate the opera
tion of the peripherals in its subsystem hardware. 
Only one subscriber subsystem control program is 
shown — this will handle all three subsystems from 
three separate data bases; similarly for the other 
subsystems. 

SUBSCRIBER SUBSYSTEM PROGRAM 
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A software structure is now starting to 
emerge. A number of software "modules" have 
been identified, and some have software inter
faces which are the subject of future definitions. 
The word module is used in the sense of a self-
contained piece of software, which could be writ
ten and tested in isolation. As yet, no means 
of co-ordinating the operation of these modules 
has been mentioned; it is here that the concept 
of a Control Area is introduced. A Control Area 
consists of a group of switching units which are 
controlled by the same processing utility, and 
within which it is possible to select overall the 
path that will be used by a particular call, before 
that path is set up. In Figure 6, a software 
module called Area Control has been introduced, 
and this co-ordinates the operation of the in
dividual subsystem control programs. The area 
control program can be regarded as holding the 
intelligence for the call, and the subsystems 
execute specific commands given by area control. 

Internal Communication 

Consider the type of interaction that will 
be necessary between the software modules of 
Figure 6 - for example when a subscriber in sub
scriber subsystem 1 wishes to make a call to a 
subscriber in subscriber subsystem 3 (Figure 3). 
The first indication that a call is to be made 
is given by the subscriber lifting off his hand
set; this event is detected by a peripheral called 
a Subscribers Line Circuit within the subscribers 
subsystem. The event will pass via the I/O mess
age handler, peripheral handler and subsystem 
control program to the area control program which 
must examine its records to determine the type 
of service permitted to the particular subscriber. 
If dialling out is permitted, the subscriber sub
system will be instructed to connect the approp
riate type of digit receiver, in anticipation of 
keyed or dialled digits, to connect any super
visory circuits that may be required, and to 
connect dial tone to the line. As digits are 
received, they pass via the chain to the area 
control program until eventually sufficient digits 
have been received to determine the destination 
of the call. After checking the availability and 
status of the called subscriber, instructions must 
be provided to the appropriate subsystems at the 
appropriate times to provide ringing current to 
the called subscriber, ring tone to the calling 
subscriber, to remove these conditions, to set up 
a path via the two transit subsystems, to check 
upon the continuity of the path - and eventually 
to clear down all connections. Should the dest
ination lie in a different control area, messages 
must be sent either directly to the destination 
control area or to some intermediate (transit) 
control area which must itself activate appropriate 
subsystems. 

It can be seen then, that within the software 
structure which has now emerged, there is a great 
requirement for the passing of messages between 
individual modules. Careful study must be given 
during system design to the mechanisms that will 

be involved in message handling, and the closely 
allied topic of process creation. It is assumed 
that all modules are written in a re-entrant 
manner, so that conceptually one or many pro
cesses using a particular module may be in 
existence simultaneously. The term "process" 
is here used in the dynamic sense, to mean the 
serial execution of the code in a module or 
program. A process may be associated with a 
particular module, or it may be associated with 
a message, for example, and cross module boun
daries . 

Figure 6 shows that each module contains a 
discrete number of "message ports" or, in other 
words, has a number of interfaces across each 
of which particular types of message could be 
expected. An extremely simple mechanism could 
be to place at each such input port a message 
queue. This queue is loaded by the output port, 
which generates the message, calling upon a 
common, centralized queue loading mechanism. 
The call to the queue loader specifies the name 
of the wanted queue, and the loader locates the 
queue by using a close association with the 
space allocation mechanism. (Absolute addresses 
could not be used, because in a system of this 
nature with a requirement of many years mean time 
between failures, it is necessary to move prog
rams and data around, when system components 
either fail or are released for scheduled 
maintenance). Once one of these modules is 
scheduled, it runs until all its queues have 
been emptied, at which point it terminates. The 
time scheduling algorithm can be constructed to 
any arbitrary degree of complexity. This system 
has several attractions - the time and space 
overheads involved are quite small, and there is 
no danger of messages getting out of sequence and 
"jumping their queues". Also no contentions 
arise for file access; since only one process 
exists on any particular module at any instant 
access to that module's in-core data bases need 
not be subject to any lock and key control. 

This system, however, could become quite 
inefficient as traffic grew. The number of 
processes is equal to the number of software 
modules - but it is quite probable that the 

processing utility consists of a number of 
processors working in parallel in a load-sharing 
manner. The precise number of processors is of 
no interest to the applications programs, provided 
that collectively the processors provide suffic 
ient processing power; the supervision and co 
ordination of the individual processors can be^ 
regarded as a function of the "virtual machine . 
The net result, however, is that several processes 
may be able to run concurrently. The system of 
one process per module forces all telephone calls 
to queue for sequential service by the area con 
trol program, whereas logically there is no 
reason why separate calls should not be processed 
in parallel by use of several processes on 
several processors - thus removing what could 
become a serious bottleneck on processor time 
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utilization as traffic increased. 

Such considerations lead to the proposal of 
creating a separate process for each telephone 
call. As this process completes execution of one 
module, it transfers control to the next module 
required by the particular call. Data associated 
with^a particular call is carried in the "process 
base , or workspace associated with the process, 
and this reduces the overhead of message passing 
between processes. A number of difficulties are 
found with this approach, however. All messages 
entering the system require a certain amount of 
processing before thay can be associated with a 
particular call, and it is only when a message has 
travelled a certain distance that it can be picked 
up by its parent process - and this distance will 
depend upon the point at which the parent process 
last suspended. Parallel processing of certain 
activities associated with a call is not possible -
for example, in the subscriber call described 
previously, the parallel actions by the two sub
scriber subsystems of setting up ring tone and 
ring current would need to be carried out se
quentially (although of course each subsystem 
could be simultaneously active upon different 
calls). Even more serious difficulties are en
countered when a call requires to be handled by 
a second (or third) control area - it is not feas
ible for the process to cross control area boun
daries. This approach also entails a process 
crossing a subsystem "standard interface" which 
ideally should be defined in terms of messages 
only. 

Yet another possibili-ty is to use a process 
per module per telephone call. This approach 
requires a message passing mechanism which can 
deal with a high message rate, and which can 
associate messages wuth processes. The combina
tion suggests a centralized system which uses 
semaphores for communication, and which is 
intimately associated with the time scheduler. 
The system must also allow information to be 
passed with each semaphore. Such a general 
mechanism is currently being implemented by one 
telephone manufacturer; it is conceptually sim
ple, and flexible in application, permitting 
easy system expansion. 

The mechanism readily provides association 
of messages with processes, and provides for re
activation of suspended processes. Great care must 
be exercised in its use, however, because of the 
space and time overheads inherent in such an 
approach. Even though it provides a useful mech
anism for the process per module per telephone 
call. Some problems still remain with this 
approach - such as the file locking problem men
tioned previously. For example, in a subsystem 
which contains a switchblock, and which maintains 
a store image of that switchblock, each call 
which uses the image to select a path will re
quire unique access to the image for duration of 
the path choice algorithm; some method of constraint 
is necessary if a process per module per telephone 
call approach is used. 

Obviously, none of these systems represents 
black or white; all are shades of grey. An 
attractive compromise is to treat different types 
of module in different ways. The I/O message 
handler is really a function of the processing 
utility, but can be considered here as being in 
two parts; input, and output. The input part is 
a single process, which is scheduled at regular 
intervals, and once scheduled runs cyclically 
until all incoming messages have been handled. 
As each message arrives, the addresses and other 
information from the Data Transfer Utility will 
identify the device from which the message orig
inated, and the message is then passed to the 
appropriate peripheral handler (by the semaphore 
mechanism), where a process is activated for the 
particular message. The output part is also a 
single process, which is activated whenever a mess
age is sent to it via a semaphore, from any peri
pheral handler program; having dealt with the 
message, the process suspends itself awaiting the 
next message. 

The peripheral handler processes, in the case 
of input, will "funnel" down to a single process, 
which runs the subsystem control program. This 
funnelling can be achieved by private queues, in 
the case of unshared peripherals, or by use of the 
semaphore mechanism for peripheral handlers shared 
between subsystems. The single subsystem process 
can now service its messages in cyclic fashion, 
and has no contention problems for its files. 
In the case of subsystem control programs con
trolling several different subsystems, each on 
its own database, there is one process per data
base. 

At control area level, yet another arrangement 
applies. Consnunication with the subsystem control 
programs is handled by the semaphore mechanism, 
thus maintaining a message interface. Each instruc
tion^ given to the subsystem is accompanied by a 
tag" which uniquely identifies the particular 

call (for example a call number) and this tag is 
later returned by the subsystem when reporting 
upon the action performed. Within the area con
trol program, a process is initiated which handles 
the originating part of all calls. When the 
initial message comes from the subscribers sub
system indicating that the handset has been 
lifted, this Originating Call Process allocates 
the unique tag to the call and handles the 
early parts of call set up. This single process 
lmits itself to handling a fixed number of calls -
e num er is dependent upon the structure of the 

processing utility; once the number is exceeded, 
urther parallel process is created to handle 

su sequent calls (thus ensuring equitable use of 
processing resources). Once sufficient is known 
about the destination of the call, a second pro
cess is created. This process may be in the 
, 116 control area or a different control area, 
depending upon the destination of the call -

of the second process, however, ensures 

wh»fw w 8 Can be treated in standard manner, 

leco 6y b6 inter or intra The 
n process may be a Terminating Call Process, 
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but the originating and terminating call processes 
can be separated by one or more Transit Call Pro
cesses, if the call needs to pass through several 
control areas. Each such process runs in a cyclic 
manner, and will itself create further processes 
as the traffic load increases. All these processes 
existing in the area control program communicate 
with the subsystems by the semaphore mechanism. 

Conclusions 

This approach is by no means the only possible, 
but it does illustrate the type of mechanisms 
which are necessary for the organizing of inter
communication between various parts residing in
side an SPC computer system. Most of the work 
currently being performed in this area is subject 
to change, since the definition of the interfaces 
is not yet available. As detailed implementation 
of SPC progresses, however, manufacturers are 
solving problems in increasing detail, thus per
mitting interface and functional definitions 
to be arrived at which are both efficient and 
enduring. 
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Summary 

The system under consideration is a multi
processor, multi-storage module configuration 
adapted to the processing and fault security 
requirements of such real-time applications as 
telephone switching, message switching, and radar 
systems control. Each processor accesses store 
independently and asynchronously and each region 
of store to which it has immediate access is 
bounded by an addressing structure known as a 
Capability. The capability has a dual purpose. 
It acts as a protection mechanism against hardware 
and software failure; and it defines a logical 
unit of contiguous storage space (a "segment") out 
of which all operating system and application data 
structures are built. A segment may contain 
either data or capabilities permitting a list 
structure of interconnected segments to be 
established. 

Each processor executes instructions contained 
in data segments, achieving linkage from segment 
to segment, and in so doing manipulates the data 
structure appropriately. One particularly 
significant feature of the system is that it is 
possible for a running program to make copies of 
capabilities which it can store arbitrarily into 
the data structure. The operating system reduces 
essentially to a series of 'protected subroutines', 
each subroutine possessing just the capabilities 
required to gain appropriate access to the data 
structure. There exists therefore a graded 
approach to storage protection and a complete 
lack of the visual division into 'special' and 
'normal' modes of machine hardware operation. 

Introduction 

Computer systems are characterised by their 
ability to provide 'general purpose' solutions to 
specific logical problems. In the telecomm
unications field, in particular, the computer may 
be used as a centralised control mechanism which 
replaces the logical functions often formerly 
provided by distributed hardware devices. Thus 
for example, the centralised computer system can' 
be used to control telephone switching hardware 
which itself contains little or no sequential 
logic either from a mechanical of electronic 
point of view. Similarly a computer may be used 
to provide automatic routing of messages in a 
message switching network; automatic information 
retrieval, computation, and display in an air 
traffic control environment; centralised control 
of industrial processes; network control of 
d istributed systems such as electricity and gas 

grids; area control of road traffic schemes; etc. 

Three important factors relevant to these 
systems are security, growth and obsolescence. 
Real-time systems whose operation affects a large 
number of human beings must be capable of with
standing long periods between system failures. 
In some cases this requirement arises from an 
economic or strategic need (in telephone switching 
systems, for example) and in others (such as air 
traffic control) human lives are directly involved. 
The second factor arises because telecommunications 
networks have traditionally been designed so that 
increases in size and 'traffic' carrying capacity 
can be accommodated over a period of years. 
Thirdly the nature of telecommunications networks 
and, in particular, the amount of capital invest
ment required implies that systems installed today 
should not become rapidly obsolescent. 

Traditionally, the kind of computers that have 
been applied to these real-time control tasks have 
emerged from two quite different stables; on the 
one hand, system designers have made attempts to 
adapt computing equipment developed in the data 
processing environment to the requirements of real 
time control, and on the other hand engineers who 
have experience of existing electromechanical and 
electronic techniques have tried their hand at 
producing computer systems. This dichotomy of 
discipline has led in the past to a polarisation 
of ideas on how real-time centralised control 
systems should be built. As a broad generalis
ation it might be said that the computer 
engineers have failed to design systems which have 
the security and expandability features so 
characteristic of telecommunications systems, 
whilst the telecommunications engineers have 
failed to design systems which promote to the full 
the control flexibility afforded by software 
technology. 

In order to illustrate the problems confronting 
the computer system designer in this field it is 
use ul to select a particular case for analysis. 
The case chosen here is that of the telephone 
switching control problem because it represents a 
particularly comprehensive example of conflicting 
requirements. Designers who are interested in 
other real time application areas will, however, 
recognise many analogies with their own problems. 

In the case of telephone switching control, it 
was thought for a long period of time that the 
major problem involved was the tricky technological 
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one of designing a centralised control device to 
obey the necessary logical steps to control the 
switches involved in setting up a circuit from 
one telephone subscriber to another. This was 
obviously the immediate and central task and it 
was tackled in a variety of different ways. Some 
solutions involved hardware-wired logic as the 
means of centralised control, others involved 
the use of a computer-like device which fetched 
instructions from a read-only store, and yet others 
utilised a true computer configuration in which 
a processing unit fetched instructions from and 
modified data in, a read/write store. At the 
beginning, it did not really seem to matter very 
much which particular system was chosen because 
the central problem of switch control was identical 
in all cases, and often the decision as to which 
system to adopt depended on the design experience 
and background of the individuals concerned. 

On the basis of a computer's ability to set 
switches in a telephone network, it was also 
arguable that there were no obvious advantages 
in any of these approaches over the previous 
electromechanical systems. Certain peripheral 
advantages were said to accrue such as 'system 
flexibility', but what exactly did this mean, and 
how was such a nebulous term to be quantified? 
Nowadays, it is possible to enumerate a number of 
facilities provided by a computer controlled 
telephone switching system. For example, 

automatic fault diagnosis 
centralised maintenance 
network monitoring 
automatic accounting 
integrated manual assistance facilities 
special subscriber facilities 

All these factors were, of course, recognised 
by the advocates of centralised control, but they 
were regarded as a bonus to the more immediate 
problem of the switching task itself. A closer 
examination of these and other similar facilities 
leads, however to a new concept: a centralised 
computer system for telephone switching control 
must be regarded as an administrative unit which 
interfaces primarily with the staff of the tele
phone administration. Except for the provision 
of special facilities, the interface to the tele
phone subscribers is of secondary significance 
since it necessarily remains very much the same as 
in all previous systems. 

In a computer controlled telephone network all 
the above facilities can be provided in a central
ised manner. Fault diagnosis and maintenance can 
be handled by a relatively small staff via inter
active video-displays; network monitoring programs 
can be similarly controlled by a few staff at a 
centralised location. Automatic accounting soft
ware can remove the human data preparation link, 
passing metering information from individual calls 
into a form suitable for the direct printing of 
accounts. Manual board operators can communicate 
via similar video displays on which all inform
ation pertinent to the call is recorded. The 
operator has sufficient control to achieve the 

Telephone System 
required objective without the necessity of any 
administrative overheads, such as the filling out 
of dockets: instead, the system records the call 
details and cost automatically and routes it 
directly through to the accounting software system. 
This approach implies a unification of system 
design and, where necessary, the derivation of 
simple and standard ergonomic interfaces with 
those staff who control it. The activities 
mentioned above are summarised in Figure 1. 

Q-
SUBSCRIBERS 

SPECIAL 
FACILITIES 

SWITCHING HARDWARE 

TELEPHONE 
SWITCHING 
SIGNALS 

CENTRALISED 

COMPUTER SYSTEM 

-c=3 

-cn 

FAULT DIAGNOSIS 
1 MAINTENANCE 
ENGINEERS 

NETWORK 
MONITORING 
ENGINEERS 

MANUAL 
ASSISTANCE 
OPERATORS 

ACCOUNTS I NEW 
SUBSCRIBERS 
STAFF 

Fig. 1 ORGANISATION OF A CENTRAL 
PROCESSING SWITCHING UTILITY 

Once the centralised control system is regarded 
as an aid to administration of the network, and 
once it is understood that it is here that the 
real economic advantages lie, the requirements of 
the centralised computing system necessary to 
support such activities become very different from 
those needed to handle the switching problem it
self. In particular it is clear that wired logic 
or read-only program storage systems will not 
provide the necessary flexibility; and it is clear 
also that comprehensive software facilities are 
required to sensibly tackle the application 
requirements of what has become a real-time system 
with multi-access control. 

The General Purpose Computer 

It is clear from the foregoing telephone 
switching example that the problems of large and 
comprehensive central control systems are not 
amenable to solution either by dedicated tele
communications processors or by existing computers 
designed for the data processing environment. 
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Here is a list of some of the more obvious and 
important requirements: 

ABILITY TO RUN REAL-TIME PROGRAMS 
MULTI-PROGRAMMING FACILITIES 
MULTI-ACCESS FACILITIES FOR MAN/MACHINE 
CONTROL 

STRICT INFORMATION PROTECTION BETWEEN 
PROCESSES 

THE CONVERSE ABILITY TO SHARE INFORMATION 
BETWEEN PROCESSES WHERE REQUIRED 

HARDWARE EXPANDABILITY IN INDEPENDENT 
INCREMENTS OF STORAGE AND PROCESSING POWER 

AUTOMATIC RECONFIGURATION FOLLOWING SYSTEM 
FAILURE 

FLEXIBLE INTERFACING TO DISTRIBUTED 
EQUIPMENT AND TO MAN/MACHINE DEVICES 

In the light of these requirements, and the 
tact that existing data processing systems do not 
match up to all of them, we prefer to reserve 
the term'general purpose computer'for a system 
which meets all these characteristics. Given 
this definition, it becomes clear that neither 
existing data processing systems nor telecommuni
cations processors can in any sense be regarded as 
general purpose'. 

Design Considerations 

In order to achieve the above design objectives, 
a combination of hardware and software technological 
innovations must be employed. One particularly 
important feature involves system expansion. 

The computer configuration must be capable of 
expanding in two important aspects: there should 
be no practicable limits on the size of the fast 
store; and there, should be as wide a range as 
possible of processing power. In each of these 
cases, the hardware should be expandable in 
reasonably small increments so as to permit a 
smooth rate of increase in capital investment in 
he system. It is particularly important that 
increases in storage and processing power can be 
achieved independently, since there is no obvious 
correlation between one and the other over a wide 
range of possible systems. Therefore a true 
multi-processor system which can contain a 
variable number of processing units and a variable 
number of storage modules is the ideal for the 
application. 

The system must be resilient against both solid 
and transient hardware failures, and similarly 
against software bugs (which have many of the 
characteristics of transient hardware failures) 

"ifr11"!!,' means in Practi" that the system 
should be capable of automatic reconfiguration (i 
switching out the failed hardware module) and 
recovery (i e. the ability to return to the execut
ion of a coherent program and data base). 

The general purpose computer must u 
of interfacing freely with a wide range of di 
ed telecommunications equipment which distribut
ion, or local to the computeri'tsfu* remote 

interface with man/machine devices s^ch as video-'' 

displays and other computer peripheral devices. 

Design Conflicts 

The above remarks are addressed to some of the 
more obvious and important features of the general 
purpose computer. But some of the design require
ments conflict and it is necessary to examine 
these conflicts in some detail. 

The first design conflict arises from the 
requirement on the one hand to use the processors 
in a 'work sharing' mode to meet the requirements 
of a multi-programming, multi-processor system and 
on the other to respond quickly to interrupts 
generated by signals from the real-time system 
under control. Each processor must inherently be 
capable of obeying any program steps in the system 
(a functional approach involving the division of 
processors to specific tasks would conflict with 
the multi-processing requirement and with the 
need to expand the system with little software 
re-organisation). 

The execution by a processor of a program 
is conventionally termed a process. In a 
multi-processor system there can clearly be as 
many processes in simultaneous execution as there 
are processors, but there may be an undefined 
number of additional processes which are blocked 
awaiting logical events or are freed but have no 
processor on which to run. When a process runs, 
the processor contains in its hardware registers 
information relevant to that process and when the 
process blocks, that information must be stored 
away. In a processor with several registers, the 
storing of their contents may involve many store 
accesses. An interrupt is caused by an event in 
the outside world which raises a signal into the 
computer system. This causes the processor to 
cease its present activity (i.e. to temporarily 
block the running process) and to execute an 
interrupt process instead. The changeover 

from one process to the other involves the storing 
and loading of registers and hence there is a 
processing time 'overhead1 on each interrupt. 

„r„, . In a single processor environment, this 
problem is often solved by the use of a second set 

In r^St!r\reSe"ed f°r the interrupt process. 
amrna 8baring multi-processor system this 
nro«« •" no' P°sstble because the interrupted 
picked ls.stlll logically free to run and may be 
picked up immediately by another processor. In 

process the information concerning the 
which is stored away in the first 

ibleeIo°IhS register set is completely inaccess-
medium of Process°r. Since the ccxmnon 
sto« i I  a°runlcatlon between processors is the 
of an'inU ! th3t thC re«istcr information 
where it rruPted Process must be written to store 

(or the same) ̂>rocessor^ b* 

::ui!" ra 
design confI^°r aystem and as such represents a 
system and rh" Yeen the attributes of such a 
interrupts. requlrement respond quickly to 
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The second design conflict arises because of a 
potential fault security hazard in the universal 
sharing of store by all the processors in a multi
processor system. In order to provide a system 
which is expandable in independent increments of 
storage and processing power it is necessary to 
abandon the usual concept of a computer as 
'processing unit plus store'. The corollary 
ol this divorce between processor and dedicated 
store is that a storage module belongs to no 
processor in particular and is equally accessible 
from all processors. Such a system organisation 
achieves the hardware modularity constraint at 
the expense of another; namely, resilience 
against store corruption which could lead to 
undetectable system failure. The concept of a 
multi-store, multi-processor system, which is so 
attractive from the point of view of modularity, 
is wide open to the possibility of storage 
corruption from any processor that fails trans
iently or permanently. Therefore there is a 
design conflict between 'equal availability of 
all storage locations' and 'potential damage to 
storage contents by a faulty processor'. 

System 250 - A General Purpose 
Computer 

CPU-CENTRAL PROCESSOR UNIT 
MUX -  MULTIPLEXER 
S PA- SERIAL/PARALLEL ADAPTOR 
DS -  DATA SWITCH 
PIU" PARALLEL INTERFACE UNIT 
SIU- SERIAL INTERFACE UNIT 

FIG. 2 TYPICAL HARDWARE CONFIGURATION 

SPA 

An attempt has been made to embody the general 
design principles described above in the Plessey 
SYSTEM 250 central processing system. This 
system is designed for precisely the range of 
applications described and in particular for 
the control of administration and switching 
functions in a telephone switching environment. 
The design includes the following features which 
are compatible with and a consequence of the 
requirements of a general purpose computer. 

Firstly, the hardware is designed as a multi
processor, multi-storage module configuration as 
represented in Figure 2. Each processor may 
access any storage location in any store module 
over its own bus. Thus the modularity and 
incremental expansion requirements of the general 
purpose computer are satisfied. 

Secondly, each processor is capable of 
detecting a range of hardware fault indications 
which will cause a fault interrupt to be auto
matically generated. The processor discontinues 
execution of the current process and switches to 
a fault interrupt process instead. The instruct
ions obeyed by this process are, of course, fetched 
from store in the usual way but, should a subse
quent fault interrupt be generated in that processor 
during the time that it is executing the fault 
interrupt process, the processor steps to the next 
storage module and recommences the process by 
fetching instructions from it. Thus, a failure 
in the storage module itself or corruption of its 
contents does not cause a permanent failure of 
the processor which received the original fault 
interrupt. The essential hardware mechanisms 
are therefore provided as a basis for an auto
matic reconfiguration software system. 

Thirdly, a flexible interfacing medium enables 

the system to be adapted to a wide range of 
peripheral equipment. The interconnection 
network is in the form of a bit-serial medium which 
transfers 'messages1 between computer system and 
the periphery in both directions. A standard 
serial interface makes it possible to build a 
structure of 'primary' and 'secondary' electronic 
switches to suit a particular configuration and 

to interface simply to man/machine interactive 
devices. This satisfies the requirement that a 
general purpose computer should be connectable 
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m a flexible manner to a wide range of telecomm— 
unications and other equipment. 

Given the above general features, it is now 
necessary to describe how the system overcomes 
the two basic design conflicts mentioned above. 

Interrupts 

The first conflict concerns the incompatibility 
between a true multi-processor system and the 
overheads' involved in servicing an interrupt. 

An examination of this problem led inevitably 
to a study of the history of interrupt mechanisms. 
Very early computers which had no interrupt 
systems suffered from the major disadvantage that 
tests of peripheral device status had to be inserted 
into the program at regular intervals. A natural 
consequence of this was the design of interrupt 
hardware which performs this testing between the 
execution of each instruction. When an interrupt 
occurs, the processor ceases to execute its 
current process and switches automatically to the 
execution of an interrupt process. In the case 
of input data, this process typically does nothing 
more than place the information in a software 
organised queue in store. This queue is unloaded 
by a normally scheduled process and the information 
is then analysed and used as appropriate for the 
application. In its role of executing the 
interrupt process, the processor is behaving 
essentially as a hardware queueing mechanism and 
can therefore be replaced by a hardware queue in 
the interface between the serial medium and the 
processing system. In SYSTEM 250 the unit known 
as the Serial/Parallel adaptor (see Figure 2) 
performs this function and, typically, can queue 
up to sixteen messages to and sixteen messages 
from the serial medium. A normally scheduled 
process unloads the messages from the hardware 
queue directly. 

Another input/output requirement involves the 
transfer of data from magnetic backing storage 
devices such as drums and discs. Since it is 
usually uneconomic in conventional systems to 
withstand an interrupt for each word or character 
transferred, the standard approach is to use 
channelling hardware which moves data directly 
between 'burst mode' devices and store. Durinz the 
transfer the processor is free to perform its 
usual functions and only receives an interrupt from 
the channelling hardware when the data transfer is 
complete. The usual characteristic of channelling 
hardware is that it is both elaborate and expensivf-
and it is, perhaps, unfortunate that there appears ' 
to be a tendency amongst computer designers in the 
direction of more elaboration and more expense 
Some channellers are completely hard-wired, others 
obey special instructions fetched from store and 
begin to look very much like special purpose 
computers. SYSTEM 250 has taken this - • 
logical conclusion and utilises the standard ° ̂  
processor module as a channelled This approach 
h a s  t w o  v e r y  i m p o r t a n t  a d v a n t a g e s .  F i r s f l v •  
secure system there is no additional 'sparing'1" 3 

problem. whereas it would have been necessity to 

provide a second channeller as a fault security 
backup, the additional processor now required for 
channelling work can share the existing spare proc
essor (s) required to maintain processing security. 
Thus, in the majority of system configurations, 
the cost comparison is between one processing 
module and two channeling modules. Secondly, 
there is now no requirement for interrupt gener
ation at the end of a data transfer because the 
processor itself can continue to process what 
would have been the interrupt response routine. 

The two features of SYSTEM 250 described 
above, namely hardware message queueing and the 
use of the processors as channellers, has 
abolished the need for external interrupts and has 
therefore resolved the conflict between interrupts 
and the efficient operation of a true multi
processor system. Additionally it has provided a 
cheap and conceptually elegant form of input/output 
control. 

It should be observed, in conclusion, chat 
there are still three mechanisms in a SYSTEM 250 
processing module which can force a change of 
process: the first is due to a program trap 
condition; the second occurs when the processor's 
interval timer clock value reaches sero; and the 
third is due to the occurrence of an internally 
detected fault condition. Although these 
conditions may colloquially be referred to as 
interrupts', the common characteristic is that in 

no case is the condition externally imposed. The 
abolition of inter-processor and device-processor 
interrupt lines has a significant effect on the 
security of the hardware and makes it simpler to 
isolate processors and peripheral units following 
hardware failure. 

It can be seen from the above discussion that 
t e requirements of the general purpose computer 
are highly interactive. Both security require
ments and the need for interrupt free operation of 
the multi-processor system affect the input/output 
economics m an unexpected way. By turning these 
conflicting constraints to advantage rather than 
by adopting some conventional compromise solution, 

has proved possible to realise a simpler and 

pr!bl^°n0miCaUy attrmctiv« »°lution to the 

storage Protection - The Capability 

solve! YY"" design conflict which must be 
n he quest for the general purpose 

l^rulti C°"CCrns the Potential for storage 
seoarat»°f * trUC ""1ei~processor system. Two 
Firstlv fK3rS '^ay te e*Pre«ed on this subject, 
have nr' erC 18 tbe ^ear that processors which 
-Y c™ rh tKe "h"16 °f th« *torage system 
there TW .pro6tam and read-only data held 
catastrnnh "f"-11 almost certainly result in a 
and data Y ailure o{ the system with instructions 
TMs nrY \ "tS coverted to random values, 
the natur em, S led some designers to criticise 
real-time ° alterable store for critical 

older schemes of'wir^ "Y° SU88'St ̂  Y 
wired logic processors or of 
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computers with their own dedicated storage modules 

are more adapted to the requirements. 

As will be shown below, the nature of the 
problem is not so much the volatility of the 
storage medium itself as a lack of discipline on 
the part of the processors in their attempts to 
access it. It is this latter aspect to which 
attention has therefore been turned in an attempt 
to preserve the general purpose features of a 
freely alterable storage system. 

The second fear is that, even in a system where 
read-only and read-write information is strictly 
segregated, there is still the possibility that 
faulty processors will obey random instruction 
sequences, attempt to obey read-only data as 
instructions, and alter read-write data values 
to which the currently obeyed program has no 
logical access. In short, even in a partitioned 
system of this type there is still much scope for 
corruption of store and therefore of system fail
ure. 

Solutions to this information protection 
problem typically involve the use of base-limit 
protection registers which partition the store 
into a number of contiguous regions or segments. 
Further protection measures may be applied to 
restrict access, such as the 'rings of protection' 
scheme suggested by Graham (reference 1). What 
is required, then, is a mechanism which permits 
the programmer precisely to define those data 
structures which will be made accessible to a 
running process and, by default, those which will 
not. There must be no system feature which 
prevents information sharing where this is 
logically required, and conversely, no system 
feature which permits information sharing where 
this is not logically necessary. 

The solution which has been chosen in SYSTEM 250 
involves the provision of hardware protection 
features which permit a given running process to 
access only those regions of store that the 
programmer originally intended. This is achieved 
by means of a universal segment identifier known 
as a capability. A capability is an invarient 
address which defines (a) the absolute location 
of a segment of storage, (b) the length of the 
segment, and (c) the kind of access permitted 
(read-only, execute only, read-write, etc.). 
What distinguishes a capability from a traditional 
base-limit protection address is that it can be 
freely copied by the running process itself (i.e. 
it can be loaded into a machine register and can be 
stored into a storage location), but that its con
tents can in no way be altered. The concept of 
a capability originated in the work of Dennis and 
Van Horn (reference 2), and was proposed in the 
present freely copiable form by Fabry (reference 3). 
The use of the capability mechanisms in SYSTEM 250 
has already been described in detail elsewhere 
(reference 4) and no further elaboration will be 
attempted here. 

The essential feature of a capability is its 
ability to permit the currently running process 

access to carefully controlled and logically 
necessary regions of the store. The hardware is 
arranged so that there is no way in which a process 
can manufacture data patterns and convert them into 
capabilities; therefore, there is no way in which 
it can gain access to, and possibly corrupt, other 
regions of the store. This, then, is what is 
required in order to prevent the collapse of a multi
processor system due to storage corruption by a 
single processor. 

The corollary of the above is that, when faults 
do occur in a processor, the strict control of base, 

limit and access conditions assist the system 
greatly in the fast detection of failures. 

Software Implications - The Operating System 

The capability was primarily developed as a 
mechanism for storage segmentation and information 
sharing rather than for hardware protection. Of 
course, its protection features were always 
recognised in the context of protection between 
programs and it is here that the major software 

implications lie. 

One of the criteria of the general purpose 
computer is that it should be capable of information 
sharing. This is a critical requirement for many 
real-time applications where many transactions are 
represented by processes sharing a common data 
base, but may also be considered a general require
ment of any computer system in which multi-access 
facilities are required. Computer systems which 
do not allow good information sharing character
istics must resort to software control of shared 
storage and sometimes to the provision of 
separate copies of program for each process which 
requires to obey it. We may restate the require
ments as follows: a multi-processor system should 
be able freely to execute code re-entrantly and 
should be able to access shared information when, 
and only when, this is a requirement of the program 
logic. The capability mechanism gives us exactly 
this property. Information sharing is permitted 
when required, and entirely denied when access is 

not logically necessary. 

The protection afforded by the capability 
mechanism is extended in SYSTEM 250 to the inter
faces between subroutine linkages. A program can 
only perform a subroutine call if it possesses the 
necessary capability for the subroutine. The 
access condition set into that capability permits 
'enter1 access only: that is, the capability can only 
be used to perform a subroutine call and not to gain 
access to the called subroutine's capabilities and 
hence to its data structure. Therefore the called 
subroutine's data structure is completely inaccess
ible to the calling routine. Similarly, once a 
routine has performed a subroutine call, the 
capabilities owned by that routine are denied to 
the subroutine and this satisfies the converse 
condition, that the calling routine s data 
structure is completely inaccessible to the called 
routine. Information interchange between two 
such routines is therefore strictly limited to that 
which the programmer intended: information may be 
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ssa<? as. Parameters in the form of data and/or 
capa 1 ities in the machine registers; or 

m3y be  made Permanently accessible to 
ca rng^and called routines, by placing in 

each routine s data structure a capability point
ing to the shared information. 

Given the inter-routine capability protection 
" '  ranlSm | l fc  18 now possible to construct all 
of fw! ln  u subrout ine  hierarchy irrespective 

, ,er  tbese  programs are conventionally 
regarded as part of the application software or 
fZl k tbe°Perat ing System software. This 
Operating 3 d"matic  effect  °n the design of the 
Operating System for SYSTEM 250 because it permits 
° "a l0nger  to  re§ard it as a monolithic software 
corrunt'probected from application software 
barrier P.?"""' ° f  3  s ingle  inipenetratable 
Operating c ! ? e3Ch lo8 lca l  function in the 

'  " S\s tem 18 treated as a distinct . 
protected subroutine so that the storage protection 
relies°onyth l th ln  ^ °perat inS SY8tem structure 
utilised k capaMli tY mechanisms as those 
result of 7 J?6 appl lcat l0n programs. The 

s  !-UC- 3n or8anisation is that the system 
ine Svsr "f? separate  application and Operat-

ng System monoliths separated by a 'special 
ITstZctT Tde '  ° f  h3rdWare °Peration and the 
applicator b\ tWeen.an Operating System and an 

List Structured Addressing 

. , I t :  hfs,been stated previously that what 
base-limit r Capabl l i tF f rom a  conventional base limit protection mechanism is the ability of 
the running process to perform load and s t o r e  
operations on capabilities by means of hardware 
instructions embedded in the program Thic 

by software in supervisor mode'. 

The free copiability property of ranohii.v 
enables the programmer to use them as invarien^8 

addresses m an arbitrary list structure d 
indeed, an unlimited number of copies of a" '  
capability can be generated Th? !• • 8 lven 

the capability mechanism from other invar"8"131168 

address schemes, such as the Burroughs H• 
(reference 5) which essentially restrict^the^0" 
structure to a tree-like representation 

The arbitrary information sharino r»r• 
the capability are exDln-it-^a * i_ P roPerties of 

250 
multi-programming and multi-access^faciliti' 
Firstly, the ability to arbitrarily share cod" 
segments means that all Operating 5 ! de 

can be obeyed re-entrantly by many pro6111 r°Utlnes  

Secondly, it is possible to strictly nrT"" 
information belonging to nno i •protect  the 
that belonging to another. And ^hirdl8 USer. f rom 

possible for multi-access users to share ^'f1 '  " 
m a controlled manner through a system " °™at lon 

ones. The directory structure is simif 
cept to that provided by the MULTICS Operating 

° ^ ^ lunwing 
important respect: whereas, the directory structure 
in the MULTICS system is organised as a tree, the 
directory structure in SYSTEM 250 can be organised 
as any arbitrary list. Thus, the inter-connection 
of directories exactly mirrors the hardware level »t 
which the capability mechanism permits an arbitrary 
interconnection of segments. This feature can be 
exploited to give precise information sharing 
properties to a system comprising groups of users 
of various classes. Our telephone switching 
example illustrated some of the many man/machine 
interaction requirements involving the sharing of 
some information. However, many of the classes of 
user are performing quite specific and separate 
tasks which do not require a great deal of 
administrative interaction. This is reflected 
in the organisation of directories to which these 
users are given access: it is the responsibility 
of the administration to organise the directories 
into a suitable list structure# 

Conclusions 

In conclusion, therefore, it has been shown 
that the requirements of computer systems in 
telecommunications applications are far removed 
from the facilities conventionally provided by 
either telecommunications processors or dsta 
p roce s s ing  mach ine s .  The  f a c i l i t i e s  o f  a  
general purpose computer' suitable for these 

applications have been derived, the main features 
being incremental expandability of storage and of 
systemSfo?l poYer* automatic reconfiguration of the 
and the " T"? hardw,re or  *oftware failures, 
telecoL lnterCOnneCtion to distributed 
interfac^devices' equip~nt  and " "-/-chin. 

features^! c"" 3r8UCd th*C t0 •«»•«* the above 
con>P"ter system should be organised as  3 inu 111 "~processor uir-K _ 1 

capable of £?* 

vhichhZTbel tUr" i l6adS C° tW° de* ign  conflicts 
SYSTEM re8olved in the design of the 

abolition of "externa l^nt*11 £ fS?* ** the uce „f . . rnal  interrupts and, secondly, 
a capability.UnlVCrSa* 8eg,Dent  identifier known ss 

soiutionsa!0f!!!J! rt^e" IL l" , t r* ted  that  the  d#, ign 

our own a d v a n c e s  u conflicts have been turned to 
forced us to thfnfc ecau8e the problems involved bsve 
necessary !!d ^ fr°" f i rat  Principle, the 
•genera/p'po!!^!"6"! fe" t t r" ° f  f 
we have been ahle t p ?r  ayaten. In particular 
defeating approach t an «P«n.ive and self-
hardware, by recoen °- pr°duction of channelling 
towards increasing tb- t  the tre°d in  this area 
wards the use of jP iBplies  a  "end to-
have been able to** .ard proces»ing equipment; we 
features of tL ca lif"" °" th<> Protection 
of a modular Opera!ino J ty  mechamsm by the design 
of protected s«kr™,i°!.Syste» organised as * series 
concept of frle lTJ^V- ^ We ^ "•«* the 
reflect into the abllity of capabilities to 
the idea of an arhir" 'ff'ninal level of the system 

rarily interconnected structure 
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of directories. 

In particular, the capability mechanism, which 
is such a central feature of the SYSTEM 250 hard
ware architecture, enables us to claim three 
quite distinct achievements: the protection of 
information in a multi-processor system against 
hardware failure, the modularisation of Operating 
System and application software into a protected 
subroutine hierarchy, and the efficient and 
arbitrarily constrained sharing of data structures 
between competing processes. This leads us to 
believe that this concept represents a significant 
and essential advance in both hardware and soft
ware technology and that SYSTEM 250 provides both 
the sufficient and the necessary features of a 
'general purpose computer'. 
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FAULT RESISTANCE AND RECOVERY WITHIN SYSTEM 250 
K. J. Hamer-Hodges 

Plessey Co. Ltd. 
Liverpool, England 

Summary 

This paper describes some of the aspects of the 
Plessey SYSTEM 250 real-time processing system, and 
is an accompanying paper to those presented by 
my colleagues from Plessey U.K. 

The requirements of a Real Time processor 
system suitable for the control of a communications 
application are evaluated. The ability of SYSTEM 
250 to fulfil these requirements and the hardware 
architecture which provides the characteristics 
so urgently required by the communications industry 
is described. 

A general description of the hardware of the 
processor is included and the use made of 
capabilities in ensuring the detection and isolation 
of fault occurences within the working system is 
described. Particular attention is drawn to the 
fault recovery sequence and the diagnostic 
facilities which enable the working system to live 
through fault conditions and offer the grade of 
service required by the application. 

General Introduction 

SYSTEM 250 was designed at the outset to meet 
the exacting control requirement of telephone or 
data message switching systems. It should be 
appreciated that this application demands an 
exceedingly high standard of performance in almost 
all of the areas considered important in Real 
Time applications. Convential computer systems are 
inadequate when examined against the essential 
requirements already established by conventional 
switch equipments. The characteristics of a 
computer system which will satisfy the stringent 
requirements of exchange control are summarised 
under the following headings: 

Continuity of service 
Ease of expansion 
Ability to Evolve 
System Partitioning and Security 
Flexibility 
High Power/Cost Ratio 

Continuity of Service 

The British Post Office has devised a sliding 
scale defining the allowed minimum reliability of 
telephone exchange control equipment. The scale 
ranges over steps from failures of the control 
equipment of less than 15 seconds which can be 
tolerated up to 50 times per year, to failures of 
more than ten minutes which should not occur more 
than once in 50 years. These reliability figures 
must be maintained despite: 

ii^in^hetysYem" °f Undetected software errors 

(b) Occasional on-line expansion or modification 
of both the hardware and the software components. 

(c) The need for long periods of unattended 
operation. 

Ease of Expansion 

A further requirement is that each individual 
system should be economically viable from the dace 
of first installation. They must offer a growth 
potential such that the system is capable of 
ON-LINE expansion of any facility (e.g. Storage, 
Processing Power, or Input-Output Capability) by a 
factor of three during the expected life of 25 
years. These extensions should not require al
terations or re-compilation of the existing prog
rams or cause any loss of service. 

Ability to Evolve 

A computer system which is expected to be 
operational for more than two decades can only 
remain economic if its architecture permits the 
inclusion of advances in hardware technology. The 
software architecture must also provide the 
flexibility necessary to absorb the undoubted 
changes which will be required to provide the, 
as yet, unforeseen facilities to be offered 
in the future. 

System Partitioning and Security 

The system hardware and software must be 
partititioned in a secure manner such that 
information transfers can be monitored, and 
faults or errors detected quickly and contained. 
The aim is to prevent corruption of and/or un
authorised access to system resources, in 
particular storage media, with minimal overheads 
in power, cost and complexity. 

Flexibility 

The control system is required to be flexible 
in both the hardware and software architecture 
such that a wide range of configurations with 
differing requirements can be controlled by 
differing configurations which minimise the cost 
of each system. In particular the system must 
be capable of efficiently controlling large 
numbers of low activity peripheral devices. 

Introduction to System 250 

SYSTEM 250 is a modular multi-processor 
system. The central system modules are 
Stores, Processors, and Multiplexors. Standard 
and non-standard Peripheral devices of all types 
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can be attached as will be described subsequently. 
Twenty four bit word lengths are used for all 
memory addressing, instruction formats, and data 
storage. Thus the total memory capacity is in 
theory in excess of 16 million words. The inst
ruction repertoire has been simplified to twenty 
seven basic operations, with inter-register, store 
and register or literal options available when 
meaningful. 

Peripherals Devices are addressed via 
Control and Data registers which appear to the 
Processor to be exactly, similar to the normal random 
access storage connected to the Processors, and it 
has, therefore, been possible to eliminate all 
specific peripheral handling instructions. Instead 
the normal Load Register and Store Register inst
ructions are used, with addresses which specify 
the appropriate register within the desired 
peripheral device. 

System Architecture 

Interconnection of the Processors to 
attendant storage and peripherals is achieved over 
a 60 signal bus system, each Processor having an 
individual bus. Interface Units are used to 
attach stores and peripherals to these buses. 
See Fig. 1. 

The function of the Interface Unit is to recognise 
requests for access to the module , resolve 
contention between individual requests from 
separate processors, and to allocate each request 
a cycle of access to the module. A system with 
up to eight processors is currently possible, with 
each of the Store Modules equipped with an 8 port 
Interface Unit. Peripheral Devices, however, are 
equipped with only 2 port Interface Units. 
When, therefore, there are 3 or more processors, 
peripherals connect to a Peripheral Bus system, 
driven by Multiplexors which can be equipped with 
8 ports. Thus the more expensive 8 port 
Interface Units are not required throughout the 
Peripheral area. Two Multiplexors are required 
for security, and if either one should fail all 
traffic is passed through the alternative unit. 
See Fig. 2. 

Up to 40 Modules can be attached to each Bus, 
over distances of 100 metres. 

Only high activity, or fast speed devices, 
need be connected directly to the Bus system, e.g. 
Backing store devices. Low activity or slow 
speed devices such as user terminals or the 
application terminals of a real time system are 
connected to a serial data collection and 
distribution system known as the Serial 
Medium. See Fig. 3. 

STORE 

INTERFACE 
UNIT 

STORE 

INTERFACE 
UNIT 

PERIPHERAL 
DEVICE 

INTERFACE 
UNIT 

PERIPHERAL 
DEVICE 

INTERFACE 
UNIT 

PROCESSOR PROCESSOR 

Fig 1  Typical  two Processor  system 
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D E V I C E  

I N T E R F A C E  
U N I T  

E *Panded Processor  system showing Mult ip lexors  

F | 9  3  T h e  S e r i a l  M e d i  

The Serial Medium is controlled by a device 
connected to the Bus system and known as the 
Serial Parallel Adapter (SPA). Packets of address 
and data are collected or distributed by the SPA, 
via a cascaded arrangement of Data Switches which 
multiplex and demultiplex the message paths. 

arminals can be connected to the Serial Medium 
at any switch outlet so that some devices may be 
switch' aVh! f i r8t  sui tch other' «t subsequent 
SS£S Each Jevice has a unique address which 
and if af 2!?!? °ut?oin« "essages to the device, 
Spa rh i f lng incoming messages to the 

Check codes are used to validate all 
message transfers. 

MediJff deV-Ce Which is  com,ected to the Serial 
uf t for 6qU1PPed " i th  3 2 P°rc  Serial  Acc(ss 
This fs doneT'10" t0  tV° seParate Serial Mediums. 
either £°r  8ecurity Of conmunication if either path should fail. 

been Irra^f1" "rUCture of  the SYSTEM 250 has 
Daramof- SO that  individual system 
posff e" Cc" be mf tChed in the ~«t economic way 
units of *8, 16°or832KrieXaTPle Can.be buiU UP in  
access ti™, • slow, medium or fast 
theTat a storaefr"8 fr°m t0 300n« »a"b 

Processors rl?-peq" l ranent8- "umbers of 
requirements and'th"18* be.matched to the work 
The number of nerinh S<^uri ty requirements, 
be equated to ^r ipherf1 terminals can similarly 
Further the Svcr-* requirements  of each installation. 
by the additio ,Can be exPa"dod in small steps addition only of the required module. 
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Capabilities 

Each Processor has access to all modules 
connected to the system. Consequently each 
Processor represents a security hazard if either 
a hardware fault or a software error should 
corrupt a location by accident. The concept 
of Capabilities has therefore been implemented 
in the Processors to protect against corruption 
of invalid areas of storage, including 
Peripheral devices. Reference 1 discusses the 
necessity of capabilities and provides more 
detailed references. Capabilities are 
descriptors which identify the separate 'logical' 
entities within the system and the users 
access rights to the logical block. The 
Operating System loads these logical blocks into 
physical address space and allocates the Base 
and Limit address values accordingly via a map 
known as the System Capability Table. 

THE ft»SE AOOHESS 

THE ACCESS FIELD THE LIMIT AOORESS 

READ DATA PERMITTEO 

WRITE DATA PERMITTEO 

EIECUTCO DATA PERMITTEO 

REAO CAPABILITY PERMITTED 

WRITE CAPABILITY PERMITTEO 

Fi^  Th» Capabi l i ty  format  

The Hardware of the Processor provides eight 
Capability Registers into which can be loaded 
the Base, Limit, and Access field of separate 
addressable blocks required by the program. 
It is emphasised that the use of capabilities 
in no way restricts the flexibility of 
programming at writing time. The function of 
capabilities is to ensure that once defined by 
the program, the limits (Base, Limit and Access 
Rights) are observed by the hardware and the 
process at run time, even under fault conditions. 

Thus capabilities are a valuable mechanism 
in protecting against the type of fault which 
causes the progressive corruption and final 
breakdown in a multi-prooessor system. The 
basic aim in using capabilities is to restrict 
the effect of a fault to the currently running 
process, and to identify the existence of a 
fault immediately it occurs. 

Processor Architecture 

In order to understand the principles of 
system operation it is necessary to describe 
the architecture of the Processor . Reference 
2 describes many of the hardware aspects of the 
processor which are not described in detail here. 

D o  

07 

MASK REGISTER 

MODIFIER 
REGISTERS 

GENERAL 
ACCUMULATORS 

F i g  5  T h e  w o r k i n g  R e g i s t e r  s e t  

There are eight fifty bit (48 + 2 parity) general 
purpose capability registers C0-C7. Conventionall 
C7 is required to hold the currently executed code 
block and C6 defines the Process Capability 
pointer block, which in general defines the 
working set of '  capabilities' available to the 
code block in execution. The remaining registers 
C0-C5 are loaded by a standard instruction, 
'Load Capability', under programmer direction. 

There are eight twenty four bit data 
registers D0-D7 all of which can be used as 
accumulators, and seven of which can be used as 
address modifiers. In addition to these two 
sets of working register the hardware provides 
further 'hidden' Data and Capability registers 
required for efficient operation, and these cover 
timer registers, indicators, etc. 

All memory addressing is performed by the 
addition of a selected Base value of capability 
register tO an offset (derived from the 
instruction). Before any store operation is 
performed this final memory location is then 
checked to be greater than the Basevalue, 
since negative modification is possible, and 
less than the Limit value. Similarly, the 
micro-program action, Read or Write, is checked 
to be permitted by the Access field o t e ^ 
selected capability before the Store operation 
is allowed to complete. Fault interrupts are 
generated if any violation of the capability is 
attempted. 

Clearly the system places great reliance 
upon the validity of the capability registers 
and the data held by them. Therefore a 
considerable number of checks are involved when 
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together ensure that no single hardware or software 
failure can pass undetected by one or other of the 
checking mechanisms. These mechanisms include a 
twenty four bit sum check, parity checks and 
register addressing checks. 

Six basic capability manipulation instructions 
are provided which permit the programmer to 'Load' 
capability registers, 'Pass' capability blocks 
from one procedure to another, 'Call' and 'Return' 
from sub-routines, and 'Changing Process'. In all 
these cases, however, the Base, Limit, Adcess 
Field values of the capabilities manipulated are 
set by the operating system and not directly under 
the programmers control. 

RESISTED 

A PROCESS CAPABILITY TABLE 
I  HELD IH POSSIBLY IN C 6  I  

STORE 

BASE 

Vit 1? 1 LIMIT 

SELECTED CAPABILITY RE6ISTER 
(CO -  C7I 

Fig.6 The Load capability sequence 

The selection of the Base, Limit and Access 
Field is arranged via the System Capability 
Table held in one of the 'hidden' capability 
registers. Within this 'map' is described all 
the currently available blocks referenced in 
main store. Each user of the system, has a 
set of 'capabilities'. Each capability specifies 
an Access Field and the offset of one of the 3 
word packets held in the 'map'. The Capability 
manipulation instructions reference the 

available 'capabilities', this in turn enables 

the hardware to select and load the assigned 
Base, Limit and Access Fields into the 
Capability registers of the Processor. Thus 

the logical capability is converted into a physical 
address at run time. 

It must be stressed that althoueh i-ho 

is at liberty to load into a register the assigned1"61' 
Base and Limit values of any of his available 

capabilities he cannot alter either the values 
of his own set of logical capabilities, or the 
corresponding physical Base and Limit values. 
This is effected by disallowing the WRITE DATA 
facility on a capability block. 

Therefore at all times, the range of Memory 
locations which can be accessed is limited to 
the available 'capabilities' and the corresponding 
Base Limit values held in the System Capability 
Table. 

Fault Detection and Recovery 

In order to protect the working system from 
progressive collapse due to the migration of 
faults through the system, the Processor performs 
a Fault Interrupt immediately the fault condition 
is recognised, and before any actual capability 
violation can occur. The Fault Interrupt 
sequence is critical in order to preserve the 
system security and therefore in understanding 
the system recovery mechanism. The hardware 
sequence is consequently described in some 
depth, Reference 3 elaborates the system 
philosophy, and recovery sequence ensuing after 
a hardware fault. 

The actions executed by the microprogram 
are repeatable and subsequent fault indications 
cause the sequence to be re-attempted. 

FAULT ENTRY 

I 
1 NULLIFY ALL CAPABILITY 

REGISTERS EXCEPT 
START UP BLOCK 

I 
2 PRESERVE FAULT INDICATORS 

• 
3 INCREMENT START UP 

AREA TO NEXT MODULE 
I 

A -r„r,REL0AD SYSTEM CAPABILITY 
TABLE FOR START UP SEQUENCE 

I 
5 "CHANGE PROCESS* 

TO 
START UP PROCESS 

==== The Fault Interrupt Sequence 
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Firstly the currently loaded Base and Limit 
values are corrupted to give invalid parity detection. 
This ensures that even given incorrect sequencing 
through the Fault Interrupt microprogram any attempts 
to access the memory locations of the previously 
running Process are prevented. 

Secondly the Fault Indicator register is stored 
into a hidden register to preserve the fault 
indication. The Fault Indicator register is then 
cleared. 

Thirdly, the Start Up Capability Register 
C(S) is incremented by 2 so that it now 
references a different memory module. This ensures 
that during multiple fault conditions the Processor 
attempts to 'Start Up' from each of the available 
store modules in turn until it succeeds. 

Fourthly, the Capability Register referencing 
the System Capability Table C(C) is reloaded with 
a Sumcheck, Base and Limit value held as the first 
three entries defined by the Start Up Capability 

register C(S). The block thus loaded references 
a new and limited set of Base and Limit values 
available to the Start Up Process. 

Finally the Change Process microsequence 
is attempted using the Capability held as the 
fourth entry in C(S). 

When each of these steps has been executed 
successfully the Fault Interrupt Process is 
activated. This Process will run with a limited 

set of memory locations available thus preventing 
interference with other Fault Free Processors. 

The pre-requisite of the Fault Interrupt 
sequence is that at least one valid copy of the 
Start U'.p Block and the associated Program and Data 
block exists in any one of the equipped Store 
modules. Similarly if the Processor has a 
hardware failure which prevents the successful 
activation or completion of the Start up Process 
the hardware is condemned to an eternal cycling of 
the Fault sequence in an endless attempt to recover. 

Note that the system recovery sequence which 
follows a fault detection can be made as rigorous 
as the application requires, Reference 3 
discusses this in more detail. 

On-Line Diagnostic Facilities 

In order to achieve high reliability at 
reasonable cost the Mean Time to Repair faulty 
modules must be reduced to a minimum. In broad 
terms this has two effects. Firstly, the 
possibility of a second failure within the critical 
part of the system during the 'down time' of the 
first module is minimised, thus improving the 
system reliability, or alternatively, for a fixed 
reliability the number of redundant modules of any 
one type is minimised thus reducing system cost. 

SYSTEM 250 s diagnostic software and maintenance 
procedure is an integrated system which minimises 
the system repair time. The novel aspect of this 
system is concerned with Processor diagnostic 
software. 

Processor diagnostics are normally an 
extension of functional test programs. They 
are run on suspect machines in the hope that the 
fault will not be serious enough to prevent the 
successful completion of the test program. Out
put is then produced which indicates the faulty 
component. There are two hazards in this 
approach, the first is that the fault could reside 
in the 'hard core' of the machine and either prevent 
the successful output of any message, or faulty 
output may be obtained, second, the processor, 
although suspect, requires the use of system 
resources in order to run and output any message. 

For System 250 this is unacceptable for two 
crucial reasons. Firstly, the whole nature of 
the design is oriented towards a 'hard core' 
which includes the whole machine, it is in this 
way that faults are indicated immediately. 
Secondly, faulty processors are trapped in the 
fault recovery sequence deliberately so that 
they cannot make use of systems resources. 

However, as a consequence of System 250's 
multiprocessor philosophy, it has been arranged 
that the diagnostic routines run on a working 
processor which then interrogates the suspect 
machine. 

Fig 8 The connections o< the Processor Diagnostic Interlace 

Each Processor module has an optional 
'Diagnostic Interface'. This interface is 
exactly the same in operation as the Store and 
Peripheral Interfaces connected to the Store 
Bus. Each Processor can therefore be connected 
to the Test Interface of one of the other 
machines in the System, either directly or via a 
Multiplexor. The internal logic of each processor 
is therefore addressed as memory locations. The 
appropriate 'Capabilities' must be loaded into 
the hardware registers of the interrogating 
processor in order to address the suspect machine. 
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A set of Commands are provided as part 
of the Diagnostic Interface which facilitate 
the operation of certain essential functions. 
STOP MAIN PROCESSOR CLOCK 

START MAIN PROCESSOR CLOCK 

PERFORM SINGLE SLOT WORKING 

PERFORM SINGLE INSTRUCTION WORKING 

REPEAT A PARTICULAR INSTRUCTION 

STOP AT A PARTICULAR INSTRUCTION AODRESS 

STOP AFTER "n SLOTS 

STOP AT A PARTICULAR MICROPROGRAM SLOT 

STOP AT A FAULT CONDITION 

MONITOR MICROPROGRAM CONTROL SIGNALS 

FORCE MICROPROGRAM CONTROL SIGNALS 

MONITOR INTERNAL REGISTERS 

FORCE INTERNAL REGISTERS 

Fig.9 The Diagnostic Interface Commands 

In the simplest terms the registers can be 
loaded with a known pattern, clocking functions 
can be performed and the register can be 
examined and compared with a known result. 
Discrepancies are isolated to single paths and 
the results indicate far greater fault resolution 
than is possible by traditional methods. 

The diagnostic package will provide fault 
analysis down to one board (or a small number 
of boards when, for example, 'wire-or' functions 
are faulty). 

Conclusions 

Each characteristic of SYSTEM 250 was 
conceived to satisfy one or more of the design 
requirements detailed at the start of this 
paper. 

SYSTEM 250 CHARACTERISTIC | THE REQUIREMENT 

CAPABILITY PROTECTION 
MODULARITY REDUNDANCY 
MULTIPROCESSOR TRAFFIC SHARING 

FAULT DETECTION AND RECOVERY 
ON-LINE DIAGNOSTICS 

STANDARD HARDWARE INTERFACES 
STANDARD SOFTWARE INTERFACES 

MODULARITY 

MULTIPROCESSOR 
DATA COLLECTION AND DISTRIBUTION 

CAPABILITY PROTECTION 

STANDARD HARDWARE INTERFACES 
STANDARD SOFTWARE INTERFACES 

CONTINUITY OF 

SERVICE 

EASE OF 
- EXPANSION,ABUTY 

TO EVOLVE, 
FLEX ABILITY 

& POWER/COST 
RATIO 

SYSTEM 
PARTITIONING «. 

SECURITY 

FialO The System Characteristics 

While not exhaustive, it is hoped that 
this paper, in conjunction with the others 
presented by my colleagues, has indicated the 
principles of operation of SYSTEM 250 its 
architecture, and its power. 
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Summary 

System 250 is a multi-processor system designed 
for real-time communication applications where very 
reliable operation is required. The initial appli
cation of this system (control of a telephone ex
change) is required to achieve a mean time between 
failure of 50 years, where a failure is defined as 
a system outage lasting over ten minutes. 

The paper describes in a general way the 
problems involved in providing this degree of 
reliability, and some solutions which can be adopted. 
The approach which is being used in the design of 
System 250 is described. 

Particular emphasis is placed on the initial 
stages of recovery which ensure that a fault-free 
system configuration is set up and that a basic 
minimum set of programs are correctly loaded and 
working, allowing the system to bootstrap its way 
back into full operation. The hardware and software 
mechanisms used to achieve this basic level of 
recovery are described in some detail, and the 
methods used to secure these mechanisms themselves 
against the effect of fault conditions are also 
considered. 

Introduction 

The application of computer systems to real
time control situations is rapidly expanding. 
Many of these applications, such as air traffic 
control and communication systems, are essentially 
continuous activities which demand very reliable 
control systems. This means that the design of 
highly reliable computer systems is becoming in
creasingly important. This paper describes the 
methods used to secure a real-time, multi-processor 
system (System 250) against failure and discusses 
some of the problems involved in providing reliable 
system operation. 

System 250 has been designed for communication 
applications, such as control of telephone 
switching, where continuous, reliable operation is 
required. A typical requirement of this type of 
application is a mean time between system failure 
of 50 years, where a system failure is defined as 
an outage lasting over ten minutes. 

1 2 Previous papers '  have outlined the overall 
configuration of System 250. The main features 
are that the system uses a group of functionally 
identical processor units connected to a group of 
identical store units. This type of configuration 
can be made to perform like one large, very powerful 
computer, and yet its power can be economically 
increased in small steps simply by adding more 
processor or storage units. 

Since all units are functionally identical any store 
module can replace any other store module, and 
similarly any processor unit can replace any other 
processor. This means that equipment failures 
can be catered for fairly simply. In the event 
of a unit failure the faulty unit is isolated and 
the functions of that unit are then reallocated to 
other modules in the system which have some spare 
capacity. 

The software which is used to control this 
hardware configuration can usefully be considered 
as a number of distinct layers or levels . As 
each new layer of software is added to the system 
it is used to extend, or present in a more con
venient form, the facilities which are available. 
In effect the first layer takes the bare facilities 
provided by the machine instruction set and adds 
to them by providing further facilities within 
the software. This provides subsequent levels in 
the hierarchy with an enhanced version of the 
original machine, a kind of 'virtual machine'. 
The additional levels use this extended machine to 
produce further, more powerful facilities. Thus 
as one progresses along the hierarchy the facilities 
provided by the virtual machine at each level be
come increasingly useful and powerful. 

In the case of System 250 the first software 
level takes the multi-processor, multi-store 
system and converts it into a virtual machine which 
appears to subsequent levels to be one large, very 
fast processor with one large store. All the 
problems associated with multiple processor op
eration are handled at this initial level, and 
subsequent layers need not consider the multi
processor nature of the system. ^ The next level 
in the hierarchy provides convenient input/output 
facilities and controls the backing store devices 
such as discs, so that lower layers see a very 
much larger store system than that provided by 
the main store alone. The next level provides 
operator communication and facilities sue as 
program assembly, editing, job control etc. 
Finally on the last level come the application 
programs which actually perform the real-time 
operations (Fig. 1) • 

BASIC SUPERVISOR 

INPUT/OUTPUT AND BACKING STORE FACILITIES 

| JOB CONTBOC. PROGflAU ASSEMSLY. OPERATOR OMMUN.CAT.ONS ETC 

APPLICATION APPLICATION 

Fig. 1 
Sofrware Struc'"" of System 250 
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There may be several sets of application 
programs in a system such as this. For example, 
one central control system may control several 
remote telephone exchanges. Other functions may 
be required which are related to, but not part of, 
the main real-time activity. For example, a 
maintenance sub-system to allow on-line testing 
may be added or a program development sub-system 
to allow new programs to be developed and debugged 
before being introduced into the real-time system. 

Recovery Mechanisms 

Based on this broad description of System 250 
let us now consider the type of facilities and 
mechanisms which will have to be built into the 
system to allow it to recover automatically from 
fault situations. 

Obviously the system will have to cope with 
failures within individual processor units and 
store modules, so that we require some means of 
detecting that a fault has occurred and locating 
the fault to a particular module. The faulty 
module can then be isolated so that it cannot 
interfere with the rest of the system. Finally 
any data which may have been lost or corrupted 
by the fault must be restored so that normal 
operation can continue. Typically this will 
involve reloading lost programs and data in the 
event of a store fault, and abandoning or re
constituting suspect data after a processor 
failure. 

The system will also have to deal with software 
faults. On the basis of past experience it seems 
inevitable that even after thorough testing and 
commissioning all but the smallest system will 
still contain design errors in the software. 
This means that the system will occasionally 
behave unpredictably when certain, rather rare, 
combinations of data or timing circumstances 
occur. All that is required in this case is to 
reset any data which has been affected by the 
failure and restart processing using fresh data. 
This type of data recovery mechanism is similar 
to that required to deal with the after-effect 
of processor failures, as described above. 

Thus, in general, each recovery action includes 
three distinct phases:- The first is the 
detection that an error has occurred. The second 
is an attempt to locate the fault to a particular 
hardware unit. This may not succeed, either 
because insufficient information is available or 
because the fault is caused by a software problem. 
Finally the third phase will involve some form of 
data recovery or restart procedure which will 
allow the system to resume normal processing. 

Within System 250 the mechanisms used at 
each stage of recovery are as follows:-

The error detection mechanisms which are used 
are:-

(1) fault detection circuits built into the 
hardware. 

(2) software consistency checks and time-outs to 

monitor overall system performance. 

(3) test routines run in background mode. 

The methods used to locate the fault to a 

particular unit are: 

(1) Persistent .fault conditions reported by 

check circuits. 

(2) If the error detection mechanism implicates 
a particular unit or units (for example hardware 
check circuits or test routines) a fault count 
associated with the unit or units can be in
cremented in order to detect persistently failing 
devices. 

(3) A localised test procedure can be used to 
test units which are suspect as the result of 

an error indication from a hardware check 
circuit or failed test routine. 

(4) The testing sequence can be extended to cover 
all units within the control system. 

(5) As a last resort units can be switched out 
of system on a trial basis in an attempt to find 
a viable system configuration. 

There is obviously a very wide range of data 
recovery and restart procedures which can be 
adopted. We have found it useful to adopt three 
stages of recovery action which provide 
progressively more extensive restart facilities. 
These are:-

(1) Process Restart Each process, or 
transaction,in the system has a defined recovery 
action which can be activated if that process 
meets any form of error condition. The recovery 
action involved will vary depending on the nature 
of the transaction, and these can range from 
regenerating data areas, and restarting the 
failed process in the case of a vital system 
function, such as a disc handler, to simply 
ending the failed process and printing 
diagnostics. 

(2) Area Restart Each functional area within 
the system has a defined recovery action which 
will allow read/write data to be regenerated 
from duplicate files held on disc by that area. 
This may allow complete data regeneration, but 
more usually, some transactions will be abandoned 
and only the most important functions will be 
made restartable by storing redundant information 
on disc. This type of restart is commonly 
referred to as a 'warm start'. 

(3) Area Reload Each functional area also 
has a defined recovery action which will allow 
processing to be restarted from read-only 
information in duplicate, sum-checked files 
held on write-protected areas of the backing 
store. ^ This form of recovery obviously involves 
abandoning all current transactions, reinitialising 
the system and then resuming processing new 
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transactions. This type of restart is commonly 
known as a 'cold start'. 

Recovery Procedures 

We have now considered the basic elements 
which are available for use in constructing 
the required recovery procedures. Before 
moving on to discuss the form taken by these 
recovery procedures it is worth making the 
following observations 

(1) the hardware test and data recovery pro
cedures involved can themselves disrupt system 
operation, for example it is difficult to perform 
a complete test on every hardware unit in the 
system without causing some disturbance to normal 
on-line processing, and the various data recovery 
procedures often abandon perfectly valid trans
actions rather than attempt a complex validity 
checking operation. 

(2) the error indications do not always pin
point the source of the fault or the identity 
of the corrupt data. Processors may trigger 
hardware check circuits as the result of 
attempting to process invalid data corrupted by 
faults elsewhere in the system, and it is impossible 
to predict just how much data may have been dis
turbed by any given software fault. 

This means that it is very difficult to adjust 
the recovery action so that the fault is 
corrected and yet the disturbance to system 
operation is minimised. 

In the circumstances the best strategy is to 
combine the various fault location and data 
recovery/restart procedures into a sequence of 
recovery actions. Initially the action which 
causes least disruption to system operation is 
used. If this fails to clear the fault, as 
indicated by further error reports, then in
creasingly powerful (and hence more disruptive) 
recovery actions are used until the fault is 
cleared, as indicated by the absence of further 
error indications. 

The sequence of actions which has been 
adopted in System 250 is shown in Fig. 2. 
Error indications which do imply the location of 
a fault (hardware check circuits and failed test 
routines) cause a fault count to be incremented 
for the unit, or units involved. If one unit is 
consistently implicated then the fault count in
dicates this. A local testing procedure for the 
suspect units is also activated. If either of 
these mechanisms detect a consistent fault the 
system is reconfigured to isolate the faulty unit. 
In the case of a hardware check circuit indication 
it is also necessary to restart the process 
which was running at the time of failure as the 
data associated with this transaction is now 
suspect. Repetitive errors detected by hardware 
check circuits within a short time interval 
suggest that the fault may be due to a software 
problem within the failing area rather than a 
hardware fault. Therefore in this case the 

HARDWARE CHECK 

Sequence 

Fig. 2 
of Recovery actions used by System 250 

recovery action is extended to cover the failing 
area rather than just the process involved. 

Faults detected by software checks cause a re
start of the functional area detecting the fault. 
If the error is due to a software problem within 
that area this should clear the fault. 

Further repeated error indications of any 
kind cause a general system test to be performed 
which thoroughly tests all control system elements. 
Any faulty units are isolated and the system is re
started by means of an Area Restart applied to all 
functional areas. This procedure will_eliminate 
any data corruption in main store and will recover 
the vast majority of all solid hardware faults. 

If further error indications are generated 
the-n another general system test is initiated in 
the hope of detecting possible intermittent 
hardware faults. Any faulty units are isolated 
and the system is reloaded by means of an Area e 
load applied to all functional areas. This will 
reload the system using duplicate read-only files 
from backing store. This eliminates any 
possibility that further system f^l"res "n be 
caused by corrupted data generated by an earlie 

fault. 

After this stage the only faults which can re
main undetected are intermittent hardware faults or 
solid faults not detected by the "^ routines. 
Therefore as a last resort, subsequent fault 
inererore, as a i i system test in a 
reports initiate another gener * failures 
further attempt to detect intermittent failures. 
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If no new faults are found one of the units is 
switched out on a trial basis (trial reconfiguration). 
The system is then reloaded by applying an Area 
Reload to all functional areas Repetitive appli
cation of this procedure will eventually 
eliminate faulty units which remain undetected by 
the test routines. 

Overall Structure of the Security System 

The previous section discussed the sequence 
of actions which should be followed when an error 
is detected within the central control system. 
The group of programs concerned with controlling 
this sequence are referred to as the basic 
recovery system, and form an additional layer in 
the software hierarchy (Fig. 3). 

Reports c« Soffor, [ BA$IC rccOVCRV SYSTEM \-
Dctcctcd Errors I ' 

Behests tor Restart 

-M: BASIC SUPERVISOR 

-M: INPUT/OUTPUT AND BACKING STORE FACH.lT.fS 1-
JOB CONTROL. ASSEMBLY. OPERATOR COMMUNICATIONS H— 

APPLICATION 
m ra // APPLICATION [V ... APPLICATION *0 VA « S Ll APPLICATION S • I 

BASIC RECOVERY SYSTEM 
I Soft-ore Error 
I Checking Rout nes 

Oolo hstSN'r M I 

| BASIC SUPERVISOR 

| INPUT/OUTPUT AND BACKING STORE FACILITIES | 

JOB CONTROL. ASSEMBLY, OPERATOR COMMUNICATIONS 

APPLICATION APPLICATION 

Fig. 3 
Software Structure showing Basic Recovery System 

When discussing the functions provided by the 
various levels in the hierarchy it was shown how 
the basic supervisor, which contains the 
scheduling and store allocations routines, 
effectively concealed the multi-processor, multi-
store nature of the system from the lower levels. 
Programs involved in lower levels could be written 
on the assumption that they would run on one large 
processor with one large store. The basic 
recovery system performs a similar function in 
that processor and store failures are dealt with 
at this level, and lower levels in the hierarchy 
do not need: to be concerned with the possibility 
of hardware failures. They can be written on the 
assumption that they are always held in a fault-
free store module, and are obeyed by a fault-free 
processor. Thus although several copies of the 
basic recovery procedures must be available to 
protect this level against store failures, 
programs on lower levels do not need to be dupli
cated. If a store module fails, the programs 
held in that module will be reloaded into a new 
module by the basic recovery system. Therefore 
placing the basic recovery system at the highest' 
level in the hierarchy reduces to a minimum the 
amount of program which must be replicated. It 
also simplifies the system since lower levels do 

faults?"* t0 C°nsider the Possibility of hardware 

The software checks required to provide an 
error detection mechanism should be distributed 
throughout the system so that each level contains 
its own independent set of checks. Similarlv it 
is convenient to provide data recovery and restart 
procedures on a per level basis. This means that 
each level becomes an independent functional 

Fig. 4 
Software structure showing Basic Recovery System 
& Communication Paths to the Rest of the System 

area, with its own set of software checks, and 
its own restart procedures. 

The software checks report any 
errors to the basic recovery system which can 
then initiate the appropriate recovery action, 
which may involve invoking restart procedures 
provided by the lower levels. This modified 
hierarchical diagram is shown in Pig. 4. 

This type of system structure means that as 
one progresses down the hierarchy not only do 
the number of facilities available increase, but 
it is also possible to make wider assumptions 
about the state of health of the system. Below 
the basic recovery system programs may be vritten 
on the assumption that all hardware faults have 
been eliminated from the system. The only 
responsibility that these lower levels have with 
respect to system reliability is to maintain an 
overall measure of performance through the soft
ware checks on that level, to report consistent 
faults to the basic recovery system on the 
assumption that the degradation is due to some 
form of system fault, and to provide the standard 
recovery procedures. Below the level of the 
basic supervisor it may also be assumed that 

St°" allocaCion' and scheduling facili-
of !vare available, since it is the responsibility 

with? It v'" CheCkS "nd re8tarc procedure. 
Roi the basic supervisor to ensure this. 
Below the input/output level it may also be 

avaiTahl ' "liable system peripheral, are 
nroer • ' ex»»Ple, an application 

r t o  t e s t  a  p a r t i c u l a r  p i e c e  o f  

effect! H°n bardwa" ignore possible side 
It is t-K US ° f3UltS on tbe input/output channels. 

routines JthEn?£biUty °? the »P*/««Put 
these faults Th* °peraClll« system to eliminate-
contiTinoe • *U T exPan<Jin8 level of confidence 
system int^f ' ? the application/operating 

processors «?Ce ^ be a"u»ed that 
system ? * "ores- lnPut/output channels and 
the ful eriP erals are working correctly and that 
the full range of operating system facilities 
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is available. Of course, it is the responsibility 
of the application programs to cover the effects 
of faults in any special peripherals controlled 
wholly by that application. 

Thus the overall reliability of the system is 
based on a hierarchy of guarantees. At the top of 
the hierarchy the basic recovery system provides 
fault-free stores and processors. Working from this 
base the other levels can then guarantee fault-free 
input/output devices and operating facilities to 
the application programs. By using this wider 
base the application programs can now secure their 
own specialised peripherals against failure. In 
many ways this hierarchy of guarantees parallels the 
functional build-up of the system, which is based 
on using the facilities provided by higher levels 
to make extensive or sophisticated facilities 
available to lower levels. 

Securing the Security System 

In the scheme outlined above everything 
depends on the ability of the basic recovery 
system to guarantee fault-free processors and 
stores to the lower levels. One of the main 
problems involved in producing a workable security 
system is to ensure that the basic recovery system 
itself is not disabled by fault conditions. 
Obviously several copies of these recovery programs 
must be provided in seperate store modules to protect 
them against store failure, and some form of 
protection must be provided to prevent these multiple 
copies being overwritten by a faulty processor. 
The recovery programs must also be accessible to 
several processor modules, to cover processor 
failures. 

These requirements could be most easily met 
by nominating some, or all, of the processors as 
'fault handling' units and providing each with a 
private store module containing a copy of the 
recovery programs, Fig. 5. In the event of a 
store or processor failure one, at most, of the 
store/processor pairs would be disabled and unable 
to take effective action. The other processors 
would then be able to clear the fault and recovery 
system operation. 

Telephone System 
As each of the store modules containing the recovery 
programs would be accessible to one processor only, 
this would protect the recovery programs from 
faults in other processors. 

However, this method does have considerable 
disadvantages. Because each of the fault 
handling processors accesses a particular copy 
of the recovery programs when a fault is detected 
it is difficult to prevent faults in the store 
associated with these programs also disabling 
the processor. This effect considerably 
reduces the mean time to failure of the processors. 
In addition this scheme can involve a considerable 
cost penalty, particularly in large systems, 
because a store module per 'fault handling' 
processor is required for the recovery programs. 

In contrast System 250 allows any processor 
access to all copies of the recovery programs 
(see Fig. 6). This means that:-

(1) failure of a store containing a copy of 
the recovery programs does not also disable a 
processor. 

(2) it is only necessary to provide sufficient 
copies of the recovery programs to protect the 
system against simultaneous store failures. 

m m 
STORE I STORE 2 STORE 3 STORE 4 

Fig. 5 
System Diagram illustrating 'Store per fault-
handling processor' approach. 

System diagram illustratiAj'System 250 Approach 
to Fault Handling 

This arrangement is made possible by two 
features of the processor hardware:-

(1) the capability mechanisiji, which was 
described in a previous paper , provides a very 
secure store protection facility, and protects 
the recovery programs against the possibility 
of being over-written in the event of a hardware 

or software fault. 

(2) the fault interrupt mechanism, also 
described in a previous paper , which together 
with the test program in the first section o 

1c used to control access the recovery programs, is 
to the recovery programs. 

To illustrate this scheme assume, for the 
moment! that the only form of entry to the recovery 
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programs is via a fault interrupt. This may be 
an involuntary interrupt resulting from an attempt 
to perform some illegal operation, or it may be 
a deliberate attempt to invoke the recovery 
mechanism because some error condition has been 
detected by the software. On taking a fault 
interrupt the PP250 hardware first disables all 
the current capabilities held in the machine, thus 
preventing further access to store. It then 
attempts to reload a new set of capabilities from 
a pre-designated location in store. If this is 
completed successfully the resulting capabilities 
are used to access the first part of the recovery 
program. This is a test program which is 
arranged as a maze. The only possible exit from 
this maze is via a further capability which is 
created bit by bit as the machine proceeds through 
a series of tests. These tests are designed to 
completely check the hardware and the 'read only' 
blocks (programs and data) associated with the 
recovery program. If an error is detected at 
any stage then another fault interrupt is forced. 
This causes the processor to reattempt the capabili
ty load from the next available store module (see 
Fig. 7). 

Fig. 7 
Security System using fault interrupt mechanism 
& Replicated Recovery programs 

This mechanism provides a dual function. 
First it ensures that a faulty processor is 
constrained to endlessly cycle through the 
storage system in an attempt to find a test 
program which it can obey successfully. The 
only capabilities available to the faulty 
machine at this time are associated with the test 
program, so that it is unable to interfere in any 
way with the operation of the on-line system. 
Secondly it allows fault-free processor to search 
through the storage system to find an uncorrupted 
version of the recovery programs. 

The mechanism described above, although 
considerably better than the 'copy per processor' 
method, does have some disadvantages. The first 
is that before any recovery action can be taken 
the processor involved must obey a lengthy (100-
200 msec) test program. The second is that all 
the recovery programs must be replicated. Both 
of these precautions are unnecessary in some fault 
situations where the fault is unlikely to disable 
the on-line system in any way, and the recovery 
action is fairly simple. For example, software 
faults which corrupt data within application 

ikelv to affect the normal running 
programs are -- once the fault condition is 

detected itls only necessary to activate the data 
recovery/restart routines for the particular 

application to recover system operation. 

This rather minor kind of fault can be dealt 
with quite adequately by programs which exist in the 
on-line system and run in the normal way. However 
these programs do need some form of protection so 
that if they themselves are disabled by the fault, 
or are unable to cope with the fault situation in 
some other way, then the more powerful, replicated 
programs can be activated. Thus some form of 
monitor mechanism which can detect the failure 
of these unreplicated programs is required, as 

shown in Fig. 8. 

Fig. 8 
Security System using a combination of replicated 
& unreplicated recovery progran 

In the proposed implementation of System 250 
phe monitoring mechanism is made an implicit 
part of the unreplicated recovery programs. 
These recovery programs are activated by a 
process called the 'System Monitor'. This 
process runs at regular intervals and scans the 
system fault indicators. If any fault condition 
is detected then the appropriate recovery routine 
is activated. If persistent or multiple error 
conditions are detected then this implies that 
the fault is beyond the scope of the simple, 
unprotected, recovery programs, which are only 
intended to cope with relatively minor faults. 
In these cases System Monitor will force a fault 
interrupt, thus activating the second line of 
defence, the replicated recovery programs. This 
is illustrated in Fig. 9. 

Of course it is important to protect the 
system against the possibility of the failure of 
this monitoring action. This can only happen in 
one of three ways:— 

(1) the monitor can fail 'sane', detect that 
all is not well and force a fault interrupt. 

(2) the monitor can fail 'dead', so that 
either it does not run at all, or does not 
perform any meaningful action when it does run. 
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(3) the monitor can fail 'crazy' so that it app
arently runs correctly at regular intervals and 
yet does not respond to fault conditions. 

Fig. 9 . 
Basic Structure of System 250 Security System 

If the monitor fails 'sane' then the 
replicated recovery system is activated 
explicity by the monitor, and it can take 
effective action to recovery system operation. 
If the monitor fails 'dead' then an independent 
time-out mechanism is used to force a fault 
interrupt. This is equivalent to a periodic 
'OK' signal which is used to reset a time-out, 
thus indicating that the system is operating 
correctly. 

There remains the possibility that the 
monotor can fail 'crazy'. The probability of 
this happening can be reduced to any arbitrary 
level by incorporating sufficient self-checks 
into System Monitor, and ensuring that 
sufficient overlapping, independent software 
checks exist in the on-line system. 

In general it is relatively easy to ensure 
that if the system fails then eventually, some
where, one of the processors will generate a 
fault interrupt, thus activiating the replicated 
recovery programs. 

There is one final modification which can 
usefully be made to the system illustrated in 
Fig. 9. It is fairly easy to ensure that 
even under the worst possible fault conditions 
at least one processor will generate a fault 
interrupt at some stage. Therefore the fault 
interrupt mechanism is used to ensure that the 
replicated recovery programs, and the associated 
powerful recovery actions, are activated when a 
major system collapse does occur. However, an 
isolated fault interrupt is symptomatic of 
nothing worse than a transient hardware 
fault, or simple software error. Ideally 
these should be dealt with by the unprotected 
programs, using recovery actions which cause 
minimum disruption to system operation. 

Telephone System 
Only repetitive or multiple fault interrupts 
should drive the system into the rather more drastic 
recovery measures adopted within the replicated 
recovery programs. 

This feature can be incorporated fairly easily. 
After a processor has successfully completed the 
test program which forms the first part of the 
replicated programs, it places a message in a 
location which is scanned at regular intervals by 
System Monitor. When this message is detected, 
the other error indications are checked together 
with a fault count for the processor which gener
ated the message. Provided that this is an 
isolated occurrence the monitor process passes 
capabilities to the faulted proessor which allows 
it to rejoin the on-line system. If this particular 
processor has suffered a succession of fault in
terrupts it is assumed that it either has an inter
mittent fault, or a solid fault which is not 
detected by the test program. In either case it 
is not passed the capabilities which allow it to 
rejoin the on-line system but is forced baek into 
the test program. 

If System Monitor does not respond to the 
message then the assumption is made that either 
System Monitor has failed or that multiple error 
conditions have occurred. In this case the 
processor accesses the replicated recovery 
programs (Fig. 10). 

Fig. 10 

Detailed Structure of System 250 Security System 

Thus the general scheme is that in addition^ 
inus tne gene ,,, •-e provide the basic 

to the replicated ProS"™ of rograms is 
level of recovery another g P 
provided which run in the normal way as part 
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the basic supervisor. These programs form the 
first line of defence and provide a number of 
simple recovery actions which do not greatly 
disturb system operation. The general hierarchical 
structure shown in Fig. 3 is therefore extended by 
splitting the basic recovery system into two sections 
(Secondary Recovery and Initial Recovery). Only 
the essential kernal of this recovery system 
(Secondary Recovery) is replicated, and the rest 
(Initial Recovery) forms part of the basic 
supervisor (Fig. 11). 

Fig. 11 
General Operation of the Basic 

Recovery System 

So far we have discussed the sequence of 
actions to be taken under fault conditions, and 
the overall structure of the basic recovery 
system. Fig. 12 illustrates how these two are 
combined . Briefly, Initial Recovery which 
receives the initial error indications, is used 
to implement all the recovery actions which do 
not involve a complete system restart. The 
replicated programs of Secondary Recovery are 
used to provide the recovery actions which 
involve a complete system test and general 
restart. 

To illustrate how this system reacts to the 
various kinds of failure which can occur it is 
useful to consider some specific examples. 

First consider a software fault in one of the 
application areas. Typically, this type of 
fault causes programs to behave unpredictably when 
presented with certain, rather rare, combinations 
of data or timing circumstances. The error is 
detected either by the software checks within the 
application itself, or by hardware check circuits 
when the program involved attempts an illegal 
operation, such as writing into a read-only block. 

If the error is detected by software then the 
response of the basic recovery system is to force 
a restart of the failed area. This action 
reconstructs data held in store and restarts 
processing new transactions, which is generally 
sufficient to clear the fault. 

If the error is detected by hardware then 
after various hardware test procedures, the '  
particular transaction involved is restarted 
This may be sufficient to clear the fault, but 
if it is not then subsequent faults will force 
an area restart. 

In very rare circumstances the area restart 
may fail to clear the fault. This can only 
happen if the duplicate information held on 
backing store, which is used to reconstruct 
essential read write data, has been consistently 
corrupted in such a way as to cause further 
failures when it is used as part of the restart 
procedure. This type of fault is cleared by a 
subsequent recovery action in the sequence which 
involves a complete system reload, thus clearing 
any read/write data which has been generated by 
previous system operations. 

Software faults in the operating system area 
the basic supervisor for example, are dealt with 
in a similar way. However in this case the 
initial response to the error is more severe since 
an area restart involving any of the levels in 
the operating system will also imply a restart 
of all the application areas, rather than just 
the single application area involved as in the 
previous example. 

Transient faults in pcocessos or store modules 
have the effect or corrupting data, without 
permanently disabling a hardware unit, so that the 
immediate after-effects are indistinguishable from 
software faults. Thus the rem«ks made above also 
apply to this type of failure mode. 

Consider the possibility of a processor fault. 
Recent trials on the system indicate that faulty 
processors usually take a fault interrupt very 
quickly after the incidence of a fault, within one 
or two milliseconds. Also recent tests have shown 
t,atLt! le  'fault capture' level of the test prograa, 
which is obeyed by a processor after taiing a 
ault interrupt, is very good, better than 99.5X. 

th? vast  majority of processor faults will 
very quickly cause the faulty machine to take a 
fault interrupt. It i s  then trapped in the mate 
Of the test program, which isolates it from the 
rest of the on-line system. 

In general store faults will have an obvioua 
and immediate effect on the system. Usually .11 
the processors receive a parity fault indication 
very soon after the fault has occurred. This 
rffov -y d lf?bles  the  on-Hne system so that 
a I " achleved trough Secondary Recovery vis 
start? thC systea  and « complete warn 

test r?,??"3" f3" l tS  Which are  not  located by the 
mittent ln>,S * el tber  because they are inter-
prehensiv "! thC te8t  rout*nes are not comprehensive enough, are difficult to recover. 

in tlTcas6 1?Cated by QeanS ° f  faul t  coun". « 
use of ?he b a ln te™ i t tant  faul ts  "y repeti ive 
none of the P r°8"ms. However if 
the final ?? "^hanisms do locate the fault then 
system is'tn ^ " action taken by the recovery 
by means of t?i ?mPt C° - ind 3  viable  configuration 
this h a L' ,  /eCOn8i8Uratio"' How quickly 
If the fault^ ePends on the nature of the fault. 

earilv n.. effects can be detected very 
nil possible c0T lum.s ized system can work through 

Possible combinations of the central control 
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Telephone System 
equipment in something like two minutes. If 
the fault only causes the failure of the 
occasional transaction then the system is 
performing useful work. Provided the reduced 
performance is acceptable then the automatic 
recovery m.echanisms will not be activated at all., 
since the system is, to all intents and purposes, 
operating satisfactorily. This type of non
urgent fault will eventually be cleared by the 
maintenance engineers, who receive information 
regarding all error indications recorded. 
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DECENTRALIZED LOOP SYSTEMS 
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Summary 

Today control in digital communication systems is 
practically always centralized. But in small 
systems the future growth of local control 
capability may start a trend towards greater 
decentralization. The paper considers such a 
future environment. The paper investigates the 
signaling procedures and frame structures necessary 
in highly decentralized communication systems. In 
order to keep the problems within manageable size 
we have limited ourselves to single loop systems. 

1. Introduction 

As terminals and their requirements become more 
sophisticated, additional control intelligence 
will get placed at the terminal. This tendency 
will be accelerated by the fact that the implement
ations f control capabilities, be it micro
programmed or stored-progranmed, is becoming 
cheaper. Today control in digital communication 
systems is practically always centralized. But in 
small systems (up to several hundred terminals) 
this future growth of local control capability may 
start a trend towards greater decentralization.* 
This paper considers such a future environment 
which allows for sufficient control intelligence 
at the terminals for the realization of highly 
decentralized fully digital small communication 
systems. 

The paper investigates the signaling procedures and 
frame structures necessary in highly decentralized 
communication systems. In order to keep the 
problems within manageable size, we have limited 
ourselves to single loop systems'* and there again 
to two issues which we feel worthy of attention: 

. signaling and frame structure for transmission 
over circuit-switched links for synchronous data 
such as speech, 

.  signaling and frame structure for the handling of 
data messages, using a packet-switched mode of 
communication. 

The paper demonstrates the feasibility of signaling 
procedures for a communication system where the 
terminal controller builds-up, monitors and dis
connects its own communication link, without the 
support of a central intelligent supervisor. 

2. General Description of the Considered Class of 
Decentralized Loop Systems 

2.1 Transmission between terminals 

Figure 1 shows the basic system configuration. 
The terminal units attach to the bus line via 
connectors. The transmission is digital and the 
bus line exhibits unidirectional signal flow. The 
connectors read data from and insert data onto the 
bus line. The total data stream passes through 
every connector, therefore connectors retransmit 
data not destined for them without modifications 
and distortions. The bus line forms a closed loop, 
therefore the unidirectional transmission enables 
not only half-duplex, but also full-duplex message 
exchange. Terminals set up and monitor their own 
communication links.** To be more precise, each 
terminal is attached to a control unit which ful
fills these duties. This terminal controller 
consists of a dedicated unit. When a terminal 
wishes to establish a communication link, the 
terminal controller looks for a free slot in the 
periodical data frame structure and occupies it. 
It then uses the occupied slot to establish contact 
with the receiving terminal. 

The tasks of the loop controller consist of 
initiating and maintaining a data frame structure 
which can serve as a reference to separate the 
time-shared traffic between the attached terminal 
units. The loop controller is transparent to the 
bit stream. In a practical system additional 
features are necessary, e.g., connections to the 
outside world, to data banks and processing 
facilities, as well as the availability of certain 
services. We have assumed that these features can 
be handled by terminal-like units. 

2.2 General frame structure 

The heart of the system is the loop frame structure. 
A fixed number of initially generated bit-positions 
travel round the loop. All signals present on the 
loop at a given time instant are grouped to form 
a single frame. Beginning and end of the f ra®a  

are separated by a gap called the interframe gap 
(Fig.2). The signal stream is unidirectional thus 
both frame and interframe gap rotate Pe"od^"^y 

round the loop. The time ^ ^"jrame cycle  time, 
rotate once round the loop 
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Terminals communicate by reading from and writing 
onto preassigned bit positions in the frame. To 
enable such a process each terminal controller is 
equipped with a bit-counter which is incremented 
every time a binary signal passes that terminal. 
These counters have a finite capacity and must 
therefore be periodically reset to zero. This 
last condition is accomplished by the interframe 
gap. When a terminal detects the interframe gap, 
a time-out feature resets that terminal counter to 
zero. The interframe gap guarantees that all 
terminal controller bit counters get periodically 
reset. This technique has the advantages that it 
ignores the state of a terminal counter at the 
reset instant thereby correcting erroneous counts 
before the arrival of the next frame. 

The bit counters allow to superimpose various 
communication services on different sections of the 
frame. By introducing in each terminal-controller 
a gating system controlled by its counter, 
terminals can initiate read/write operations solely 
in prespecified frame sections. This method is 
used to separate the traffic from terminals which 
transmit information in a circuit-switching mode 
from traffic which utilizes a packet-switching mode. 

3. A Control Algorithm for Circuit-Switched Con-
nections 

It seems good practice to assign a fixed segment of 
the available channel capacity throughout a con
nection to terminals which want to communicate with 
each other at some constant bit rate for a longer 
time. 

The most prominent example is the telephone service 
in which 8 bit characters are transmitted at a rate 
of 8 kHz. 

3.1 Slot structure and signaling 

The frame segment used for circuit-switching is 
subdivided into M contiguous slots of equal size 
(Fig. 3). Two terminals communicate with each other 
using one such slot, hence as many simultaneous 
full-duplex links are possible as there are slots 
in the segment. Let terminals A and B communi
cate with each other via the nth slot. 

When the nth slot passes either terminal, a bit 
interleaved read/write operation takes place. 

Terminal units set up their own communication links 
in the following way: 

Event sequence at calling terminal: 
1. Search for free slot. 
2. If free slot detected occupy it and memorize 

slot position. 
3. Insert destination address in occupied slot 
4. If called terminal responds with an off-hook 

message, begin communication. 

Event sequence at called terminal: 
1. If own terminal busy, ignore address in pass

ing slots (ignore calling terminal). 
2. If own terminal free search for slots contain

ing own address (search for calling terminal). 
3. If own address detected, memorize slot 

position. Respond by inserting in same slot 
ring back signal. 

4. If own terminal goes off hook insert off-hook 
message and begin communication. 

To perform these routines, those for disconnection, 
as well as to enable extra signaling for special 
features, each slot must be able to carry the 
following state information: free slot, occupied 
slot, address information, ring-back signal, 
transmission mode, on hook (terminate), and 
various control information for special features. 

Thus each slot must be able to transport seven 
different control states, the data samples, 
address codes and special feature codes. The 
chosen coding method within the slots will now be 
described. The scheme considered is such that 
never more than one bit delay occurs at each 
terminal connector. This is an important 
condition, because the signal delay around the 
loop should not become too large. Furthermore it 
reduces the number of circuit elements in the 
critical loop path to a minimum, thereby increas
ing transmission reliability. 

Each slot is subdivided into two compartments 
(Fig. 3). Compartment-1 is permanently reserved 
for control purposes. Conq>artment-2 is primarily 
used for the transmission of either speech samples 
or address information. During the transmission 
build-up process the entire destination address 
must be inserted into one slot. Should a 
destination address require say x more bits to 
be transmitted than can be inserted into a single 
compartment-2 then up to "2 to the power x" 
terminals will respond to the transmission of the 
first address section. Hence the maximum number 
of attachable synchronous terminals on the loop 
must not exceed the number of addresses provided 
by compartment-2. In a band limited situation 
compartment-1 should contain the least possible 
number of bits. Endeavoring to achieve this 
goal has led us to develop a coding method 
which is highly immune to transmission errors and 
therefore interesting on its own merit. 

Compartment-1 is chosen to contain two bits. 
Transmission of the seven different states becomes 
only possible if the information is distributed 
over more than one frame cycle. This fact led us 
to design a continuous mode of signaling rather 
than a spurt mode. High imsunity against non-
systematic transmission errors is thereby achieved. 
A repetitive pattern will always recover from a 
non-systematic error so chat the involved terminals 
revert to the desired state. Such inmunity con
siderations are more crucial in decentralized 
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systems than in centralized ones. In the latter 

systems the central control unit can contain 
sophisticated error recovery routines whereas it 
becomes unreasonable, in decentralized systems, 
that each terminal unit contain such routines. The 
penalty for having only two bits in compartment-1 
is a certain reduction in the speed of establishing 

communication links. 

3,2 The proposed control strategy 

The two bit positions in compartment-1 of each slot 

serve permanently for control purposes. The first 

bit allows differentiation between free and busy 

slots. A free slot is not monitored by any 

terminal. It is characterized by the first bit 

being either permanently 1 or 0. Active 
terminals modify the first-bit value of slots they 
are using. Hence a busy slot is characterized by 

a first-bit value which changes. It will be shown 

that the first-bit value of a busy slot changes at 

least once every three consecutive frame rotations. 

Therefore, a terminal searches for a free slot by 

monitoring consecutive slots starting with slot 

one. The first slot, in which the terminal 
observes no first-bit modification during three 
consecutive frame cycles is free. The terminal 

occupies the slot by immediately modifying the 

first-bit value. This immediate action guarantees 

that never two or more terminals, searching for a 

free slot, will occupy the same slot. An error 

modifying a busy slot's first-bit at a crucial 
time could cause a terminal to consider that slot 

to be free. If, however, a terminal observes a 

slot during more than 3 consecutive frame cycles 
before occupying it, then the system can tolerate 

erroneous first-bit modifications without an 

occupancy error occurring. The ensuing penalty 

is a larger call set-up time. 

This busy/free technique has the advantage that 

non-systematic errors cannot lead to permanent 

status modifications. Hence no extra control is 
needed to observe whether occupied slots are 
actually being used. If the busy/free information 

were carried statically, i.e., by a constant bit 

pattern, single bit errors could modify erroneously 

a free slot into a busy one. An unlucky sequence 

of such errors would be able to cripple the 

communication capacity of the system. 

A second purpose of this first bit is to describe 

whether the other terminal is on- or off-hook. 

The necessary algorithm is contained in the 

following laws: 

LAW 1: If a terminal modifies the first bit of a 

slot during the nth frame passage it 

will retransmit that bit without modific

ation during the (n+l)st frame passage. 

LAW 2: If a terminal does not modify the first 

bit of a slot during the nth frame 

passage, it will modify that bit during 

the (n+1)st frame passage if and only if 
it is unchanged (i.e., if the received 
bit value is identical to the previously 
received bit value). 

These laws apply only to active terminals which 
occupy a slot. They generate the first-bit 

pattern 1A of Fig.4 when only one terminal occupies 
a given slot. The patterns IB and 1C are 
generated when two terminals, (X and Y) occupy the 
same slot. Then if pattern IB is observed on 

the X-Y loop section, pattern 1C will appear 
in the Y-X loop section and vice versa. 

When a called terminal goes off-hook, pattern 1A 
is superceded by the pattern combination 1B/1C. 
The sending terminal easily detects this change 

and is thereby alerted to the new state of the 

receiver. Conversely, when one of two terminals, 

involved in a communication, goes on-hook, the 

pattern combination automatically reverts to 

pattern 1A. This modification is again easily 
detected by the remaining active terminal and it 

thereby recognizes that its partner has gone on-

hook . 

The described method has the important advantage 

that if one terminal goes either off- or on-hook 

the partner will eventually detect this even though 

transmission errors occur. Other advantages of 

the proposed scheme are: 

no master-slave relationship ever exists between 

two terminals communicating with each other, 

i.e., both terminals use identical first-bit 

modification routines. 

If in a communication link one terminal goes 
on-hook, then the other automatically keeps 
occupying the slot and can therefore directly 

initiate a new call. 

Now the role of the second bit in compartment-

1 will be discussed. When a slot has to carry 

an address in compartment-2 then the code in 

compartment-1 must be such that terminals immedi

ately know this upon reading the second bit 
compartment-1. Assuming that address information 

is depicted by the "1" value of the second bit 

then all other signal and control states must be 
coded with a "0" valued second bit. How this is 

done will be shown by describing the coding 

procedure which initiates a speech link. 

A terminal wanting to set up a communica _ 
link occupies a free slot by generating pattern 
1A When this calling terminal has the entire 

To^t ̂ rSeTc^i^""'^ . 
inserts the address in 

3hS °dSte!t a "l"6they read the content of compart-
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slot. When the address is their own they continue 
to observe only that slot and stop monitoring 
the others. 

Let us assume that the called terminal has been 
idle and it detects its address during passage 
of the nth frame cycle. It can only recognize 
the address after reading the last bit of compart-
ment-2, by then compartment-1 has already been 
retransmitted , hence the terminal undertakes 
nothing. During the next frame-cycle (n+1) 
the called terminal will, after reading the 
second bit, immediately set that bit to "0" .In 
this way the called terminal generates the ring-
back acknowledgement. If the called terminal 
detects that during the (n+l)st cycle the second 
bit arrives again with value Ml" and compartment-
2 again contains the own address, the called term
inal will, during the (n+2)nd frame cycle, continue 
to set the second bit to "0". On the other hand, 
if neither compartment-2 contains the address nor 
the second-bit value is "1" then the terminal will 
revert to the idle state. As long as the called 
terminal remains on-hook and modifies the second-
bit value to "0", it will ring. And as long as the 
calling terminal detects a "0" valued second bit 
it will generate the ring-back signal. On the 
other hand, if the calling terminal detects 
"1" valued second bits it will generate the 
busy signal. If now the called terminal goes 
off-hook it will begin to modify the first 
bit and thereby modify the bit pattern to either 
IB or 1C depending on the off-hook instant. 
Upon detecting this new pattern the calling 
terminal will know its partner has gone off-
hook and will interpret the contents of compartment-
2 as text (speech) samples, it will at the same 
time refrain from presetting the second bit in 
compartment-1 to "1" and will start to insert its 
own samples into compartment-2. 

The reader can check for himself that the setting-
up of a communication link is not seriously 
harmed by single errors in any bit position. 
This high reliability is due to the fact that 
the signaling information is continually 
retransmitted. Hence single errors cannot 
destroy the control information over appreciable 
periods of time and the system recovers. For 
example, if an error generates the address 
code in an idle slot, and if the bit pattern 
in compartment-2 of that slot happens to match 
a terminal address, then that terminal will 
detect its own address. During the next frame 
cycle that terminal will modify the second-
bit value to "0". The slot is idle and therefore 
its control bit pattern remains unchanged. 
Thus on the next detection of the slot the 
terminal in question will not detect the address 
code and will therefore return to its idle 
mode. The only effect this error has upon 
the system is to generate a ring for the duration 
of one frame cycle. 

The proposed control scheme suffices to set
up and disconnect links but additional control 
codes will be required to set-up external calls 
and to implement various special features. 
These additional required control signals are 
obtained in the following way: if a terminal 
wants to transmit additional control information 
to its partner it violates intentionally Laws 
1 and 2 by modifying the first-bit value in 
every frame cycle, i.e., by generating pattern 
ID shown in Fig. 4. The other terminal is inhib
ited by Law 2 from modifying the first-bit value. 
Hence, when it detects that it has had no chance 
to modify the first bit during four consecutive 
frame cycles it knows that compartment-2 contains 
control information. 

The control mode just described would allow 
implementation of various features including trans
fer, hold for inquiry, multi-way calling, or chang
ing the numbering plan which, due to the highly 
decentralized nature of the system is only possible 
by transmitting to the terminals their new numbers. 

3.3 Application potential 

Up to now we have considered a loop organisation 
in which the frame rotates around the loop at con
stant speed and consists of slots of equal size. 
Obviously one will optimize the channel capacity 
of the possible communication links for the most 
important service to be carried. Let us assise 
the system will be tailored to the needs of speech 
transmission. Then we may fix the frame cycle time 
to 125 lis, corresponding to 8 kHz, and the slot 
size to 10 bits. The channel capacity per slot is 
then 64 Kbits/sec. Data terminals may alto want 
to use this communication mode. Transmission 
efficiency will then depend on the speed of these 
terminals relative to the 64 Kbits/sec transmitted 
by a single slot. Fig. 5 shows that for high data 
rates efficiency is very good. However, the 
method is only economic if transmission times are 
also long compared to the time required to set up 
communication links. In this set-up time the 
search for free slots has to be included. 

For short data messages or low-speed terminals 
another switching method is more appropriate which 
is described in the next section. 

4.Control Algorithm for Packet Switched Connections 

4.1 Slot structure and signaling 

We are now concerned with data terminals which can
not effectively fill one of the circui t-swi tched 

inks described in the previous section. A reason-
a e way to satisfy their transmission requirement 
IS to share one or more data slots among these 

erininals. Sharing a slot among different terminals 
Simultaneously requires the insertion of a priority 
sc eme, if the system is to enable fast response. 
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This is a requirement, if the system is to service 

without buffering autonomously clocked terminals, 

e.g., card punchers or synchronous modems. Further

more, terminal connectors should never delay the 

frame by more than one bit period. Considering 

these requirements the satisfactory sharing 
of one slot among many terminals becomes rather 

difficult in a highly decentralized environment. 

The proposed method5 will now be described. 

The slot structure required for it is shown in 
Fig.6. A terminal occupies the slot by modifying 

the free/busy bit value through consecutive frame 

cycles. Thus any terminal can detect whether 

the slot is free or occupied by simply observing 
the free/busy bit during two consecutive frame 

cycles. If the free/busy bit values are different, 
the slot is busy; if they are identical, the slot 

is free. The advantages of this occupation method 

have already been discussed. 

All data terminals are classified into priority 

classes. The highest priority is associated 
with the number one; the second highest with 

the number two, and so on. The lowest priority 

is associated with the number n. Both priority 

and priority-reserve compartments contain 

n bit positions. The i-th (i • 1, 2, 3...n) 
bit position in each of these compartments 

is associated with terminals in the i-th priority 

class. 

Assume a terminal belonging to the i-th priority 

class wants to occupy the slot. For clarity's 

sake, this terminal will be denoted by Terminal 

A. 

Terminal A begins by observing (i.e., storing) 

the busy/free bit value and inserting a "1" 

in the i-th bit position of the priority-reserve 
compartment. Each time the slot passes the 

loop controller the entire bit pattern contained 

in the priority-reserve compartment is shifted 
into the priority compartment after which 

all ppriority-reserve compartment bits are 

set to "0". During the next frame cycle, 
terminal A observes the priority compartment. 

If all bit positions up to and including the 

(i-1) bit have "0" value, no terminal of priority 

higher than i are requesting the slot. Therefore 

if the slot is free, terminal A occupies it. 

On the other hand, if at least one of the 
bit positions, up to and including the (i-1) 
bit, have "1" values, terminal A refrains 

from occupying the slot so as to let some higher-

priority terminal use it first. 

If terminal A can occupy the slot and the slot 

is free, it modifies the bit value of the passing 

busy/free bit. It also retransmits the i-th bit of 

the priority reserve compartment without 

modification. On the other hand, if occupation is 

not possible, terminal A repeats the initial action, 

i.e., it stores the passing free/busy-bit value 
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and inserts a "1" in the i_th bit position Qf thg 

priority-reserve compartment. By inserting a "1" 

in the i-th bit position, terminal A keeps on 

requesting the slot so that lower-priority 

terminals do not access the slot before terminal 

A has satisfied its transmission requirements. 

The procedure described enables terminals of a 

given priority to satisfy their transmission 

requirements before terminals of lower priority 

can do so. It also enables a high—priority 

terminal, requesting the slot, to interrupt 

the transmission of lower-priority terminals. 

For example, assume that during occupation 

of the slot by terminal A a terminal with higher 
priority, say priority (i-2) undertakes an 

occupation request. Then terminal A will, during 

the next frame cycle, detect that the (i-2) bit 

value of the priority compartment is "1" and will 
therefore refrain from reoccupying the slot. 

Using a priority as well as a priority-reserve 
compartment is a necessary requirement if terminal 

connector delays are smaller or equal to one inter-

bit delay. 

Terminals belonging to the same priority category 
can share the data slot in different ways. We 

shall consider two cases. In the first and 
simplest case a terminal of, say, the i-th 

priority category relinquishes the slot if either 

a terminal of higher priority requests the slot or 

the terminal has terminated transmitting. One 

important characteristic is that this approach has 

no built-in procedure to limit the occupation dur

ation of a single terminal. Another characteristic 

is that if priorities are not required, both 

priority and priority reserve compartments can be 

eliminated. 

In the second case a terminal relinquishes the slot 

either if a higher-priority terminal requests the 

slot or the terminal has terminated. But in 
addition it relinquishes the slot if one or more 
terminals of the same priority have made occupa

tion requests. The following rules enable this 
automatic relinquishment to terminals of identical 

priority. 

1. A terminal never modifies any bits in the 
priority-reserve compartment during the time 
it actually occupies the slot. 

2. When an occupying terminal of priority i 
detects that the ith bit of the priority com

partment is 1 it immediately relinquishes 
occupation. If the terminal has thereby been 
interrupted it begins again setting the ith 

bit of the priority reserve compartment to 1 
and continues doing this till it regains access 

to the slot. 

It can be shown that, with this automatic relin

quishment mechanism, if a plurality o termina 

with equal priority simultaneously overlap in 
-i _ ki rrlioi—nri OritV 
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terminals make no requests, then they share the 
slot in the following manner. No terminal ever 
occupies the slot for more than one consecutive 
frame cycle, but every terminal occupies the slot 
equal amounts of time. If, on the other hand, only 
one terminal of say priority i is requesting 
service and no terminals of higher priority are 
requesting service then that terminal is able to 
occupy the slot in a continuous manner. Both prior
ity and priority-reserve compartments each reduce 
to one bit position if no priority is required. 

4.2 Application potential 

We have not described how one data slot can be 
shared among many terminals. The next step would be 
to consider how data terminals use the slot to 
communicate and how they use it to initiate commun
ication links. Such a study for the major data 
terminal types is beyond the scope of this report. 
We shall therefore limit ourselves to describing 
the communication facilities which the data slot 
can offer. 

The data slot of Fig.6 contains two address 
compartments, a data compartment and a flag bit (or 
bits). The flag denotes whether the contents of 
the daga compartment is text or signaling inform
ation. By text, is understood all information 
which does not get interpreted by the terminal 
controllers as signaling information. When a 
terminal controller occupies the slot, it inserts 
both the destination and its own address into the 
respective address compartments. It then sets the 
text/sign flag bit either to "1" or "0" depending 
on what kind of information it is going to send. 

Terminals continually monitor the receiver address 
compartment. If they detect their own address they 
proceed to read and store the rest of the data slot 
content, i.e., the second address and data compart
ments as well as the text/data flag. The contents 
of the second-address compartment allows a receiv
ing terminal to know the identity of the source 
terminal. This second-address compartment is a 
necessary requirement when initiating a data 
communication link and when a terminal controller 
simultaneously supports several communication links. 
The latter case occurs for example when a time-
shared computer is attached to the system. 

Different forms of data transmission are possible 
with this slot. For example, if terminal A and 
terminal B communicate and terminal A is occupying 
the slot, then terminal B can acknowledge or 
transmit new information back to terminal A via the 
slot's return trip (any terminal occupying the slot 
does so for at least one complete frame cycle) 
Alternatively, terminal B can undertake its ow^ 

slot-occupation request to communicate the acknowl
edgement or new information back to terminal A. 

Finally, different signaling methods and procedures 
can be implemented with the text/signaling flag-bit 

approach. This might be an advantage when we 
consider how heterogeneous data terminals can be. 

5. Conclusions 

The present paper study endeavors to show that 
highly decentralized communication systems are 
indeed technically feasible. Two modes of 
operation in a single-loop system were considered; 
circuit-switched synchronous transmission and 
packet-switched data transmission. It became clear 
that in both cases the problems can be solved 
which we considered in this present study most 
important: 

making, maintaining and breaking of connections 
and 
system recovery from non-systematic transmission 
errors. 

Stimulated by finding interesting and probably 
readily implementable solutions to the above 
problems, we feel that systems utilizing highly 
decentralized control procedures merit further 
studies. 
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Fig. 1. Basic system configuration. 

Fig. 4. Control patterns described by the first 
bit; of compartment-1 in consecutive frame cycles. 
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Abstract 

As a result of the rapidly expanding demand for data trans
mission facilities, the Telecommunications Administrations 
in an increasing number of countries have announced plans 
for the development of switched data networks. With the 
arrival of the new networks, significantly different sig
nalling and transmission techniques will be required. This 
paper describes the problem that confronts the designers of 
such signalling and transmission schemes in the area of the 
subscriber loop. It discusses the requirements of the user 
and some constraints imposed by the network. Several 
current proposals are reviewed to assist in providing a 
background to a new approach which is a binary trans
lation scheme based on low-disparity coding and vio
lation principles. The features of this technique are ex
plained, and an example of its use with a switched data 
network is given. It is shown that this technique may be 
simply implemented and could have advantages for both 
the user and the Telecommunications Administration. 

Introduction 

As a result of the rapidly expanding demand for data trans
mission facilities, the telephone administrations in an in
creasing number of countries have announced plans for the 
development of switched data networks. The majority of 
these proposals are for synchronous data networks '»2,3 
although at least one asynchronous network is already 
being implemented.4 A fundamental feature of synchro
nous data networks is that the transfer of all information 
whether this be inside the network itself or between the' 
network and attached terminals, is controlled by timing 
waveforms which are derived from one, or more, highly 
stable master clocks within the network. 

At the present time, most users of teleprocessing equipment 
lease telephone lines from the national Telecommuni
cations Administration, and so build their own dedicated 
networkSf A smaller number of users employ the switched 
network for data transmission, particularly if their calling 
rate is low. Implicit in the use of the telephone network 
With either switched or leased connections, is the need ' 
for modems, wh,ch convert the user's binary signal into a 
waveform which ,s suitable, due to its frequency spectrum 
for transmission through the telephone network 

With the advent of synchronous data networks a new • 
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loop can now be used since the frequency spectrum of the 
transmitted signal no longer has to correspond to the re
quirements of the telephone network. This means that o 
modem is not needed at the customer's premises, but 
rather a Network Terminating Unit (NTU) which provides 
network timing information to the terminal, and possibly 
codes the terminal information from binary info the 
chosen digital base-band format. In this respect, o suitable 
division of function between the NTU and subscriber's 
terminal must be achieved, particularly in view of its 
effect on the complexity of the interface in both leads 
and function. 

A further aspect of switched networks is signalling. For 
example, the network must be able to defect the dis
connect signal without any constraints being imposed on 
the customer concerning the way he transmits dofa. In 
essence, there has to be o way of distinguishing signalling, 
which controls a call, from data, which is simply passed 
through the network between terminals. 

It has been estimated5 that the costs involved in the local 
jxsrt of a synchronous network, as opposed to the high-
level trunk circuits and switches, con be in the order of 
70 percent of the total cost. If is not surprising, there
fore, that much effort has been devoted to devising 
schemes for solving these new local signalling ond trans
mission problems. The problems that the designer has to 
face are strongly interrelated, and he may also be influ
enced by local or national considerations such os expected 
distribution of terminal dato rotes and compatibility with 
insfa ed systems, for example. Consequently, the various 
solutions proposed so far are quite different from one 
another. 

The purpose of this paper is to present a further solution. 
owever, this one uses as a starting point what, it is con-

sidered, are advantageous features of the solutions al-
rea y proposed. Since the characteristics of each solution 
ore quite dissimilar, such a technique is not immediately 
obvious and it would be unreal to expect all the major 

aracteristies °f each to remain in it. Nevertheless, it 
ope t at the technique to be described moy be of 

auisfance in reaching the goal of uniformity in different 
wor s, at east in respect to common signalling pro

cedures and interface specification,. 

Description of the Problem 

The Local Network System 

, ^ . 1 '  U S f r  5  o c c e s s  t o  a  s y n c h r o n o u s  n e t w o r k  i s  
n in i s essentials. It is expected that each subscriber 



loop will consist of two unloaded wire pairs to provide a 
full-duplex service. The Administration will install its 
NTU at the user's location, and this typically detects 
and regenerates the incoming loop signals, delivers data, 
timing and supervisory information to the user's Data Ter
minal Equipment (DTE) and accepts data from the DTE. 
The use of regenerative repeaters in the loop is likely if 
the loop length exceeds a given distance. In one system 
this distance is anticipated to be 4 to 6 miles^. The re
peater function is to regenerate the signals in each direc
tion, to retime these signals and to retransmit them as 
essentially jitter free data streams. 

At the local exchange, or office, the loop signal is trans
lated into an appropriate form for multiplexing. Multi
plexors are needed in order to reduce the cost of the net
work since data switching exchanges can be expected to 
be relatively thinly spread over a country so that there 
will be correspondingly long distances between them and 
the users. The multiplexors combine a number of low 
speed data channels, together perhaps with some multi
plexing control information, into a 64 kbps stream. In 
this way a channel, derived from a 24 or 32 channel PCM 
system by a time slot extractor may be used. 

Transmission Requirements 

Because the transmission of a d.c. component in a digital 
signal is not practicable through a.c. coupled devices, 
such as regenerators, the disparity of signals over a re
latively short time (i.e. the excess of digits of one polarity 
over those of another) should be limited if direct base
band transmission is to be allowed. In addition, in order 
to provide timing information, a reasonable density of 
transitions between levels should occur, which implies 
that there must be a restriction on the maximum length 
sequence of digits of the same polarity. With any scheme 
capable of transmitting unstructured data, this indicates 
that the original data should be translated into a more 
appropriate form. 

Any translation of this kind means that redundancy is 
added. However, the greater the added redundancy, the 
greater the transmission costs due to local loop regenera
tors having to be more closely spaced. It should be a 
design goal, therefore, to keep the redundancy to the 
minimum commensurate with a simple translation process. 
If the translation process is purely binary, i.e. the bit 
rate on the subscriber loop exceeds the data rate of the 
DTE, then framing information must be incorporated in the 
loop signal. This framing information will enable the de
coders to synchronize with the incoming signal in such a 
manner that the translation process can be properly in 
phase. 

Finally, the loop signals should be such that they are 
easily convertible into a binary structure compatible with 
the multiplexing procedure described in which a PCM 
channel is assumed. If the subscriber loop signalling 
scheme does not take the local multiplexing into consi-
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deration, extra means would be required at the local ex
change to overcome this incompatibility. 

User Requirements 

Several user requirements have already been mentioned, 
namely full duplex transmission facilities, the avoidance 
of restrictions on the data structure or format, and easy 
signalling procedures. To these should be added a simple 
interface, in both number of leads and functions, and a 
continuous bit timing waveform from the NTU to DTE. 

Furthermore, there ought to be a method of distinguishing 
between signalling and data. The association of a status 
bit with successive groups of digits (i.e. the "envelope" 
concept ') and the use of special signals to indicate the 
start and the finish of the data mode both meet this re
quirement. Furthermore, the DTE should be able to re
cognize when a full-duplex connection has been set up in 
order to know when to start sending data. This overcomes 
the problem of bits at the beginning of data mode trans
mission being lost. 

Next, a brief review of several proposals made already 
will be given, so that the different approaches to the 
overall problem can be appreciated. 

Essential Features of Other Proposals 

The techniques proposed can be classified into two major 
types: those using 3-level subscriber loop transmission 
without an increase in the bit rate, and those which re
tain 2-level transmission but at a higher bit rate. This 
second type can in turn be sub-divided into a group 
using envelopes and another using low-disparity codes. 

3-Level Transmission 

When 3-level transmission is used, as for example in the 
bipolar scheme proposed by AT&T7, the bit rate on the 
subscriber loop equals the data rate. It automatically 
follows, therefore, that the timing waveform derived by 
the NTU from the received signal can be used directly by 
the DTE as if it were derived from a clocked modem. The 
penalty incurred in achieving this similarity is that an 
additional transmission level has to be distinguished in the 
signal received from the local loop. There is also the 
accompanying necessity for accurate equalization of the 
cable characteristics7. In order to accommodate unstruc
tured data from the user, one of the many available al
ternatives for ensuring a reasonable transition density in 
all circumstances would have to be employed. Into this 
bipolar signal must be added framing information in order 
to be able to determine signalling characters at a re
ceiver. If the user only needs, say, 64 signalling charac
ters but uses 8 bits for each, then the two spare bits per 
character can be transformed into a special violation 
pattern. If these two bits are in the same position in 
of the signalling characters, the detection of a bipolar 
violation of this kind not only indicates a »'Sn?ll,"9 CJ™C-
ter. but provides signalling character synchronization also. 
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The DTEs are informed at the end of the signalling phase 
that the desired network connection has been made by the 
transmission to them both of a "cut-through" signalling 
character from some central point in the network. Data 
transmission may therefore take place, but there inevitably 
exists an indeterminate period between the receipt of this 
character and the first data from the remote DTE. 

2-Level Transmission 

i) Envelopes. Two major Administrations, namely the 
UK Post Office and the French PTT, have published 
papers f/3 concerning networks based on the use of en
velopes. In this concept data and signalling are divided 
into n-bit groups. Each of these groups of "information" 
have two extra bits associated with them. One is the 
status bit, which denotes whether the information is sig
nalling or is data, and the other is the frame bit, which 
can be used to obtain envelope synchronization. These 
(n+2) bit envelopes are transmitted continuously. Due to 
the status bit in each envelope, there exists a very flexi
ble way of changing between the transmission of signalling 
and data. Typical values for n are 6 and 8. The instant 
of the network connection can be easily detected by the 
receipt of particular signalling envelopes which can only 
be transmitted to the network by a subscriber. 

Since data and signalling are inserted unaltered into the 
information bit positions of each envelope, it would be 
possible, especially in the cases of long envelopes and of 
frame bits not alternating in successive envelopes, for the 
transition density to fall below the minimum required to 
ensure accurate timing extraction from a stream of enve
lopes. For this reason, most proposals based on the enve
lope principle envisage diphase coding in addition in 
order to guarantee at least one binary transition per en
velope bit occuring in the subscriber loop signal. 

Should the NTU rather than the DTE form the envelopes 
for transmission to the network, and obtain envelope syn
chronization from the received signal, the envelope in
formation bits may be passed between DTE and NTU in 
one of at least two ways. The first is in association with 
a continuous clock waveform at the data rate over the 
interface Timing lead. However, the NTU can be more 
simply constructed if the interface Timing lead carries a 
"burst-isochronous" clock at the bit rate of the envelope 
stream, and with two pulses missing in every n+2 positions. 
These two missing pulses correspond to the status and 
frame bit positions in the envelopes which will be on the 
Data leads. This interface technique is illustrated in 
Figure 2. 

•") Low-Disparity Coding A binary line signal is not 
only less sensitive to equalization errors compared to a 
bipolar signal, but also more resistant to interference and 
simpler to regenerate. Unfortunately, it is often difficult 
to transmit the d.c. component normally present in a 
binary sequence. Binary translation techniques can over
come this problem. One code which translates a binary 
stream into a more suitable stream is described by 

Griffiths8. Using this code, binary blocks of length n 
bits are translated into code words of length n+l bits in 
such a way that the difference between the number of 
Ts and the number of O's in any sequence of code words 
never exceeds one. 

Another similar scheme was developed by the Swiss PTT'. 
In this, the d.c. component is not totolly eliminated, but 
kept to a sufficiently low value. Distinction, however, 
is made between signalling and data to enable switched 
network use. Signalling characters are so translated that 
the resulting code words contain a unique bit pattern that 
cannot be imitated in the code words resulting from the 
translation of data. Code word alignment is ochieved 
from uniquely occuring bit sequences in the subscriber 
loop signal. 

The Binary Translation Scheme 

Basis 

The bipolar, envelope, and low-disparity coding tech
niques already proposed each have odvontoges and dis
advantages. Three criteria which hove been chosen to 
indicate differences in their performance are: 

1. Redundancy imposition 
2. Signalling limitation 
3. Indication of mode change instant 

Judged from the redundancy aspect, the low-disparity 
translation approach is clearly preferable. Nevertheless, 
the Swiss proposal limits the ovailoble 8 bit signalling 
characters to 33 when the translation is from 8 to 10 bits, 
and would limit them to 17 if the translation were from 6 
to 8 bits, which is clearly unacceptable. The bipolar and 
envelope techniques do not have this limitation but do 
impose much greater redundancy with 3-level and di
phase transmission respectively. In addition, the bipol* 
scheme can not provide a clear indication of the start of 
the data mode as a network "cut through" character is 
used, whereas the other two schemes can. 

The above characteristics of the proposed schemes enable 
us to state desirable features far a new scheme. The first 
IS  that a low-disparity translation should be odopted in  

order to have low redundancy while at the some time 
enabling direct transmission and simple regeneration over 
su scriber loops. Nevertheless, a complex translation 
matrix ought not to be needed. Secondly, there should be 
on acceptable signalling character set available for 
communication between the DTE and network. Thirdly, 
th*5 j-r r  stloo'd be 9 iven a clear indication of the tttrl of 

e i erent transmission modes quite separately from (hot 

? * 6 n®'^vor'c path "cut through" instant. A binary troni-
lation with these features is next described offer first 
making certain assumptions. 

Assumptions 

term information" will be used from now on for both 
gna mg and data. The translation process causes m-^it 
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information blocks to be converted into low-disparity code 
words of length m+n bits. However, before one can pro
duce a translation suitable for switched data network 
operation, certain assumptions must be made in order to 
choose values for m and n. In addition, the length of the 
signalling characters must be decided and also, the signal 
to exist on the subscriber loop in the no-call state. 

i) Choice of m and n. The choice of values for m and 
n ;s directly influenced by the wish to be compatible with 
the AT&T local multiplexing principle9. This envisages 
48 kbps of a 64 kbps channel being used for information 
and the remaining capacity being for control purposes. 
Six bits of each byte in the channel would be reserved 
for information. If, for example, the information rates 
are each 2.4 kbps, every twentieth byte would correspond 
to a given sub-channel. The sub-channel bit rate in the 
multiplex is therefore one third greater than the infor
mation rate. In order to avoid having to derive timing 
waveforms at other rates just for subscriber loop trans
mission, there can be a straightforward compatibility with 
the multiplexing process if the ratio m:n is 3:4. In prac
tice, this means choosing between a 3 to 4 and a 6 to 8 
bit translation process; the former is selected since a much 
smaller translation table is required. 

ii) Signalling Character Length. 64 different charac
ters should give sufficient signalling flexibility. This is 
considered to be the case by AT&T, although only 33 exist 
in the Swiss scheme. Accepting that a 6 bit character 
suffices, signalling characters can be inserted directly 
into the 6-bit information field of a sub-channel byte in 
the multiplex. This simplifies the translation process, since 
6-bit signalling characters can correspond to two 4-bit 
code words. 

iii) No-Call State. One further remark concerns the 
subscriber loop signal in the no-call state. The DTE must 
always receive a continuous timing waveform from the net
work so that it can initiate a call at any time. It should 
not be necessary, though, to translate "idle" characters 
when no call is in progress. A continuous binary alter
nating signal is assumed to be better in this phase, and it 
can be simply generated. 

Implicit here is that at the start of a call synchronization 
must be rapidly acquired so that the initial characters of 
the signalling phase are properly decoded. 

Determination of the Translation 

There are 16 possible 4-bit code words. Of these, 0000 
and 1111 must be excluded as they contain no transitions 
and a series of either of these code words would be purely 
d.c. The remaining 14 code words are classified into 3 
types: N (Negative), Z (Zero) and P (Positive) accor
ding to whether they contain one, two or three binary 
ones as follows: 

N-T ype Z-Type P-T ype 

0001 0011 0111 
0010 0101 1011 
0100 0110 1101 
1000 1001 1110 

1010 
1100 

Code words have been selected to correspond with the 
eight 3-bit information blocks in the following manner: 

Information Block Code Word Type 

001 0011 Z 
010 0101 Z 
011 0110 Z 
100 1001 z 
101 1010 z 
110 1100 z 
111 1011 or 0100 P or N 
000 1101 or 0010 P or N 

When transmitting, the appropriate choice of code word 
for the information blocks 111 and 000 is a P-type if the 
previous Z-type_transmitted was an N-type and an N-type 
if the previous Z-type was a P-type code word. This is 
the basic scheme as proposed by Griffiths, and ensures 
that neither positive nor negative disparity accumulates. 
This paper does not present a description of how this con
version takes place. However, there are several straight
forward approaches, and in no case is a conversion matrix 
required. 

Because the N-type and P-type code words chosen to 
correspond with the 3—bit information blocks do not con
tain three consecutive binary digits of the same polarity, 
the longest sequence of consecutive digits of the same 
polarity which can arise is of length 4 and occurs in the 
following situations: 

Information Blocks 

001 110 
110 001 
001 000 
110 000 
111 110 
111 001 

Code Words 

0011 1100 
1100 0011 
0011 1101 (*) 
1100 0010 (*) 
1011 1100 (*) 
0100 0011 (*) 

Since neither adjacent N-type nor adjacent^ P-type code 
words are allowed, the information block pairs 111 000 _ 
and 000 111 are never translated into the code word pairs 
1011 1101 and 0100 0010 respectively and are hence not 
included in the above list. An asterisk above denotes the 
fact that this code word pair is only one of the two 
possible translations, both of which have an equal proba
bility of occuring with random information. 

The code word pairs containing the sequences of four con-
secutive binary digits are of the form X011 1XX and _ _ 
vinn nnvv This observation is made use of for determining 
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code word synchronization, as the fourth consecutive binary 
digit of the same polarity always occurs in the second slot 
of a code word. 

Translations, therefore, of 6 of the 64 different informa
tion block pairs include a 1111 or 0000 code word syn
chronization sequence. Allowing for the fact that four of 
these pairs are only so translated in half of the occasions 
when they occur, there will be a synchronization sequence, 
on average, once every 32 code words. 

Translation Violations 

Violations to the normal translation rules are used when
ever it is wished to indicate a change of transmission into 
the signalling and into the data modes. Special signalling 
characters are reserved for these instances. Let us initi
ally consider the obvious case of the start of the signalling 
mode following the no-call state. As soon as the Call 
Request (to network) or the Incoming Call (from Network) 
signal is transmitted, not only code word synchronization 
but also signalling character synchronization have to be 
immediately derived. The signalling characters from then 
on can then be properly decoded. The violation principle 
is used in this instance. 

In normal operation, information is never translated into 
adjacent N-type or P-type code words. NN- or PP-type 
code word pairs are a violation of the normal rules and 
can provide signalling character synchronization. It will 
be recalled that code word synchronization is obtained 
from code word pairs of the forms XI00 00XX and 
X011 11XX in which the fourth consecutive binary digit 
of one kind indicates the second slot in a code word. 
Now, if these code word pairs are also NN-type or 
PP-type, one can additionally determine that a code word 
is the translation of the first or of the second half of a 
signalling character. 

This can be explained more clearly in the description of 
such signalling characters, which are denoted SYN-type. 
There exist two NN-type and two PP-type code word 
pairs which both violate the normal translation rules and 
contain a code word synchronization sequence. These are: 

Name 

SYN 1 
SYN 2 
SYN 3 
SYN 4 

Code Word Pair 

0100 0001 
0100 0010 
1011 1110 
1011 1101 

Type 

NN 
NN 
PP 
PP 

Such violations can be easily produced. If the NTU trans
lates between code words and information, it should be 
designed to recognize any of the four SYN-type charac
ters from the DTE and any of the four code word violations 
pairs from the subscriber loop. 

Whenever a 0000 or 1111 synchronization sequence is re 
ceived in the bit stream from a subscriber loop, code word 
boundaries can be identified. If the code word pair con

taining such a sequence is also found to be a violation 
pair, then if is determined that this is the translation of a 
signalling character. Now, as one con suppose signalling 
characters to be transmitted contiguously, the boundaries 
of the subsequent signalling characters can be correctly 
determined. This process is assisted by the frequently 
occuring code word synchronization sequences within the 
translated bit stream. In this way it is possible to check 
that the code words are being decoded in phase, although 
there is one case in which the loss of signalling character 
synchronization would not be defected. This is when the 
code word synchronization is correct but where the code 
words corresponding to the first half of signalling charac
ters are assumed to correspond to the second half, and 
vice versa. Such a condition would only be coused by a 
gross error burst, which one con expect be correspondingly 

As there are both PP-type and NN-type code word poirs 
available, it is convenient to use one type, soy NN, of 
the start of the signalling mode and the other, PP, prior 
to the start of the data mode. Thus, whenever an NN-
type code word pair is received, on indication is given 
that transmission is now in the dato mode. Similarly, 
whenever a PP-type pair is received, one is prepared for 
the fact that the first P-type code word received there
after belongs to the data mode, because the normal trans
lation process will have been resumed. It is now appro
priate to give an example of how this scheme might be 
used in practice with a switched dota network. 

Example of the Scheme's Usage 

Initial Considerations 

With any switched data network, only some of the ter
minals will be calling at any one time. For this reason 
it has been presumed that there will be some form of 
scanning mechanism which will search for a chonge from 
the no-call state at the network end of each subscriber 
oop. The network then only requires sufficient capabili-
7 to service the expected maximum number of limul-
faneously active subscriber loops. There will consequent
ly be a delay between the DTE sending the Call Request 
signal and receiving the Proceed to Select response; this 
rlT fpenclen, on the current activity of the network, 
,i 6 ^ ,s.c^' er '°°P scanning rote, the processing time of 
the Cal Request signal, etc. Because of this indefermi-
nate delay, ls a$sumed thaf fhe DTg repeoted|y 

' Request signalling character until the (Yo-
ceed to Select is received. 

Gj^."ed1 's not'fied of an incoming call by the 
network R J|Cat|T- f^e calling fhe 
the C ll-an 9 terminal should be consistent, 
peatedl 1^°"* Ch°r°Cter is °'"> transmitted re-

Sinal. '' ^ nCfWOrk re«iv" • 
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There inevitably exists an "idle" part of the signalling 
mode between the end of the call selection phase and the 
start of the data mode. In order not to interrupt the trans
lation process, signalling characters with an "idle" func
tion are transmitted in this period. These are denoted 
IDLE-A and IDLE-B, and are transmitted by the DTE and 
network respectively. The use of different IDLE charac
ters in each direction can simplify the recognition of the 
instant when the path through the network has been com
pleted as will be shown shortly. 

Application of SYN-Characters 

The SYN-type characters indicate that transmission is in 
the signalling mode and enable signalling character syn
chronization as well as code word synchronization to be 
acquired. These features though, result from the regular 
translation rules being violated and do not preclude the 
SYN-type characters from having normal signalling func
tions. Indeed, there can be benefit in representing the 
Call Request and Calling Indicator signals at the be
ginning of a call by a SYN-type character, and the Dis
connect and Disconnect Acknowledge signals at the end 
of a call by another SYN-type character. The advantage 
lies in the fact that those signalling characters which start 
a new transmission mode are automatically translated into 
code word pairs which provide the information needed for 
recognizing the new transmission mode and for synchroni
zation to enable correct decoding. 

The SYN-type characters are used in this example as 
follows: 

Characters Function Direction 

SYN 1 (NN) Call Request To Network 
Calling Indicator From Network 

SYN 2 (NN) Disconnect Request To or From Network 
Disconnect Ack- To or From Network 
nowledge 

SYN 3 (PP) Data Mode To Network 
Following 

SYN 4 (PP) Spare 

Although the signalling characters representing Call Re
quest, Calling Indicator, Disconnect and Disconnect Ack
nowledge are repeated several times while waiting for a 
response, the accumulation of disparity in these short 
periods ought to be acceptable. 

Signalling Sequence 

Only the simplest sequence of events will be described, 
in which a DTE calls, then is connected to the called DTE, 
transmits data and disconnects. However, the flexibility 
of the scheme allows more complicated signalling proce
dures to be carried out if so wished. Among these, for 
example, would be network recall, terminal identification, 
etc. The procedure to be outlined is thought to be suffi
cient to clearly illustrate how the scheme could be used. 
This is depicted in Figures 3 and 4. 

0 Call Selection. The calling DTE sends SYN 1 (Call 
Request) repeatedly until the Proceed to Select is received 
After receiving the Proceed to Select, which is preceded '  
by one SYN 1 to ensure that the signalling mode is recog
nized and that synchronization is obtained, the DTE sends 
the dial characters followed by repeated IDLE-A charac
ters. When all the dial characters have been sent the 
network replies with repeated IDLE-B characters. 

After the dial digits have been processed by the network, 
it will send SYN 1 (Calling Indicator) repeatedly to the 
called terminal which, if it can accept the call, responds 
with a SYN 1 followed by repeated IDLE-A characters. 
The network recognizes this acceptance and responds 
with repeated IDLE-B characters. 

ii) Call Connection. All that now remains for the 
network to do is to effect the full-duplex path between 
the called and calling subscribers. As soon as the out
ward path is connected, the called DTE will receive 
IDLE-A characters, which will have come from the 
calling DTE through the network, instead of IDLE-B cha
racters. The called DTE then knows that the outward 
path has been connected and replies with Connected cha
racters. After the return path from the called to the 
calling DTE has been completed, these Connected charac
ters will be received by the calling DTE. This can now 
start data mode transmission. 

iii) Entry into the Data Mode. The data mode is pre-
ceded by the transmission of one SYN 3 signalling charac
ter, which is translated into a PP-type code word pair. 
The first code word of the data mode must, therefore, be 
a P-type as there are no violations in the data mode. 
When the PPP sequence is received, it is recognized that 
the data mode has begun. The called DTE can then send 
a SYN 3 character and data also. 

iv) Disconnect. The sequence of events for the dis
connect procedure is shown in Figure 4. It is assumed 
that either DTE can initiate the disconnect so that refe
rence is made to initiating and responding DTEs rather 
than to calling and called ones. The disconnecting DTE 
transmits SYN 2 characters to request call disconnection. 
Each SYN 2 is translated into an NN-type code word 
pair which indicates that transmission is in the signalling 
mode and which gives synchronization information to en
able correct decoding of signalling characters. These 
NN-type code word pairs will be decoded back into 
SYN 2 characters both by the network and by the respon
ding DTE since the path through the network has not yet 
been broken. The responding DTE replies with the Dis
connect Acknowledge signal by sending SYN 2 charac

ters also. 

The . 'Mo. it now ached in which each DTE i, «ndi„, 
SYN 2 characters. The network acts upon these SYN 2 
characters and breaks the full-duplex path between the 
DTES It then puts the no-call waveform onto the sub-
"L loop. Thi, waveform i. .he f, 

010101... and as soon as a DTE receives 
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after SYN 2 characters it knows that the network has dis
connected the call. The DTE then similarly sends the con
tinuous 010101... sequence to represent the no-call state. 

In Figure 4, the network is shown as sending a couple of 
SYN 2 characters to the DTEs between the call disconnec
tion and the 010101... sequence. This is purely as a safe
guard to make sure that the DTEs never miss SYN 2s be
fore the 010101... waveform and to guarantee it being re
cognized as the no-call waveform. 

NTU and Interface 

Three NTU alternatives are shown in Figure 5. In its 
simplest form, the NTU would only be responsible for 
protecting the network from any highly abnormal elec
trical signals which might come from the DTE in extreme 
circumstances. An NTU which carries out the timing ex
traction process and regenerates the incoming waveform 
from the subscriber loop is more suitable for many appli
cations. With this kind of NTU the user would most pro
bably be made aware of any fault condition in the sub
scriber loop as the interface timing waveform would be 
interrupted. This is a valuable diagnostic aid. In this 
case the NTU is still simple, and the interface only com
prises three leads plus common return. 

The third NTU alternative contains logic. This is for syn
chronization, translation and decoding, and transmission 
mode control. The division of functions between NTU and 
DTE in this way means that logic which could be more 
simply added to the DTE logic is separated from the DTE 
and contained within the NTU, with the consequent in
crease in cost and in maintenance problems. In addition, 
the NTU and DTEare connected by an interface which 
now includes at least one control lead in each direction, 
with the corresponding greater expense of implementation. 

Conclusion 

This paper has attempted to summarize briefly the sub
scriber loop transmission and signalling problems which 
arise in the planning of synchronous data networks. It 
has shown how several proposed techniques approach 
these problems, and the deficiencies associated with these 
techniques. 

The objective of designing a translation scheme based on 
low-disparity coding and violation principles has been to 
overcome the limitations of other techniques. With this 
scheme the binary transmission rate on the subscriber loop 
is only one third above the data and signalling rates, the 
d.c. component is eliminated and a high density of transi
tions is achieved in order to allow the use of regenerative 
repeaters. A set of 64 signalling characters is available 
for communication between the network and user's termi
nal, and the user may transmit unrestricted data in the 
full-duplex mode. This translation may be simply achieved 
and in no case is a complicated translation matrix needed. ' 

The translation scheme has been developed as a result of 
considerations of the local area plant from the data 
switching exchange to the terminal, including the termi
nal interfacing. No attempt has been made to discuss 
network control and switching aspects although a number 
of assumptions have been necessarily made in this domain. 
It is however, thought that this scheme represents an ad
vance in solving the subscriber loop signalling and trans
mission problems, and one which may appeal to telepro
cessing systems designers and Telecommunications Admi

nistrations alike. 
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A LINEAR PROGRAMMING APPROACH TO THE DESIGN OF 
EFFICIENT MULTIPLEXED WIDEBAND TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS 

M Millman 

Summary 

A practical way has been developed to allocate 
the multiplex facilities of large scale wideband com
munications systems in a way that minimizes the num
ber of individual channel interconnections and satisfies 
all communications needs. As a result, high perform
ance and economical use of multiplexing facilities are 
achieved. 

This method, applicable to systems wherein any 
given quantity of individual channels are to be inter
connected, is applied to the demultiplexing of voice 
equivalent circuits. The allocation is accomplished 
using linear programming. As many voice equivalent 
circuits as capacity permits are first routed in groups 
oi 12. The remaining circuits are then allocated to 
minimize the number of tandem voice drops. 

The method is applied to a 10-node test problem, 
brief discussion of a computerized algorithm that 

can be used to solve larger problems of interest is 
presented. Conclusions and recommendations are 
formed concerning the results. 

Introduction 

In modern communications systems the signals 
of individual communication channels are combined 
into a composite signal to facilitate efficient trans
mission of information. Although multiplexing equip
ment, with standard multiplexing schemes, facilKs 
tte transmission of information, its effective employ
ee ha®,presented a implex network design problem 
The problem is to group the communication channels in 
such a manner so that communications needs are met 
with a minimum number of individual channel inter
connections (e.g., tandem voice droDst The U, 
is further intensified in transmission systems which™ 
are designed with a large number of radio links and 
multiplexing equipment to facilitate a wide choice of 
circuit routing. e oi 

Tandem voice drops can have a significant effort 

on signal quality. Demodulation of a siSial from 
carrier group level to voice level and twT , "°n "*•* » eOTp 

•n intermediate node degrade, the ,tg,SS,^ 
ratio. Consequently, it is desirable to;noise 
number of tandem voice drops used to ^ 
circuit requirements. In planning « satlsfy ^fwn 
or improving an existing one, eliminati T1 netWork> 

voice drops is usually precluded bv V t" aU tandem 

o« available ,a„1UJ. CttttTr 
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that of grouping channels to obtain the least number of 
tandem voice drops while utilizing the most desirable 
transmission paths. Furthermore, since channels 
and throughgroup filters are usually provided in groups 
of 12 in conventional frequency multiplexed networks, 
integer requirements arise in the problem of grouping 
channels where circuits must be combined in integer 
lots for throughgrouping. For example, it is not per
missible to demodulate a fracUon of a group An 
entire group must be used even though some channeia 
are not occupied. 

At present, grouping is performed manually. 
Although this is adequate for small networks, it is 
increasingly difficult to route circuits efficiently as 
the size of the network is increased. Because there 
are many routes that circuits can take in large net
works, automatic methods are desirable. Linear 
frouZ?™11*'- 3 technic,ue for allocating resources 
Z TCuU1S amJ grouping channels) when a large 
number of choices are available, has been applied to 
1Mb problem. The function to be optimized, and .11 

or inequalities1.1181 ^ eXpre88,ble « Ilne*r equalities 

of ehnn" lihiS paper 1,16 problem °f efficient grouping 
ne^oTflow "Hi1"126 V°,Ce dFOp8 18 *-5 "• 
of STk P be solved by the technique 

programming. A mathematical model is 

ssrtssr •srs?1* 
solving a 10 nod * ^ model is then applied to 
of a comnuteri^d S8mple problem. A brief discussion 
solving large non 3 P°ri 1,1111 1,131 has bee"1 u«ed for 
within reasonahl °r pr°b'ems (70 nodes or greater) 
elusions and rUnninK t,mes is Presented Con-
the result reCOmmend3«ons are formed regarding 

Technical Approach 

General ConsicWaH™^ 

to the network rirold" °f ,incar Programming techniques 
requireiXreS'the SCrS8ed 13 ^ A*"***-
a series of linear eouari68""''''0118 °f ^ problem as 

strictions on the ^ or ^equalities. The re-
capacity 
facilities (branches or link^ XT"1'"® transmission 

requirements (circuits) ntt Ja communlcation 

Pair of nodes The J desired between each 
mission fecilitles are T 3rC identlfled when the trans-
and demultiplexing may ^ mul t i p lex in« 
expressed in voice en, ^ Place. The capacity is 

equivalent channels or groups and 



represents the maximum permissible number of 
channels that can be used over the link. 

The design is accomplished in two phases. 
First, the use of full groups (12 channels, usually for 
voice communications) is optimized, and second, the 
remaining individual circuits are optimally satisfied. 
Whereas a combination of the two phases may not be 
precisely optimal, the results have been satisfactory 
for the cases studied. In the first phase, the required 
circuits are grouped in multiples of 12 for each user 
pair and the appropriate number of spare circuits 
added to the last group to achieve a full 12-channel 
group. These groups are then weighted according to 
the number of required circuits. Next, a linear pro
gram is formulated to provide efficient routing of the 
maximum number of satisfied, weighted, and grouped 
requirements subject to the constraints of group 
capacity. Those requirements that cannot be satisfied 
in complete groups because of limitations on group 
capacity must be routed as individual circuits and de
modulated and modulated at Intermediate points. 

In the second phase, the optimal routing assign
ments of the remaining circuit requirements are deter
mined by minimizing the number of tandem voice drops. 
Requirements are established to Include all of the re
maining original circuit demands not satisfied as 
groups in the first phase and the modified network to 
which these requirements are to be allocated. The 
modified network Includes the unused channel capacity 
of the original network and the spare capacity carried 
by the satisfied rounded groups. A second linear pro
gram is then used to determine the maximum number 
of remaining satisfied circuit requirements, subject 
to capacity constraints, while utilizing the least num
ber of channels in the allocation process. This is 
tantamount to routing the remaining circuits so that the 
resultant voice frequency interconnections are mini
mized. The routing information obtained from the 
solution outputs of both linear programs can then be 
combined and used to generate the basic design of a 
multiplex plan. 

The mathematical formulation of the linear pro
gram used to solve both phases of the multiplex prob
lem is discussed in the next paragraph. The formula
tion is based on methods of network flow developed 
from the work of Ford and Fulkerson (Reference 1) and 
Tomlin (Reference 3). The work described in Refer
ence 1 refers to maximal multicommodity network 
flows, while Reference 3 deals with minimum cost 
multicommodity network flows. Since the problem 
pertains to achieving maximum satisfied requirements 
(flows) while obtaining minimum utilization (cost), both 
ormulations are combined into one general model. 

Mathematical M~mi 

Assume an enumeration of links L, L . 
1 m 

Let Rl' • % be the ®et of all routes 
, k 

kth commodity. Then the link-
can be described as 

k 

Network Problems 

joining the 

route incidence matrix 

k ( 1 if L 

Y = I 1 
^ \ 0 other 

C R .  
J 

otherwise 

Let the group capacity of link Lj be bj and its 

associated cost2 c. (i=l,... m), and let xk be the un

known number of groups corresponding to commodity 

k in loute set R^ (j=l, , N^). The unknown number 

ol groups x^ must satisfy the link capacity constraints 

k=q j=Nfc 

XE Yj s bi <i=1>-
k=l j=l 

, m )  (1) 

and the user requirement r for the kth commodity 
j=Nk 

X 
j=i 

k x. £ r, 
J k (2) 

With respect to Equation (2), user requirements 
will consist of one or two commodities for each pair 
of nodes, depending on the original number of circuits 
required. If more than 12 circuits are originally re
quired between two nodes, the first commodity will 
consist of the largest number of full groups of 12 cir
cuits. The second commodity will comprise one group 
consisting of the remaining required circuits and 
enough spare circuits to total 12. 

The cost associated with any route R^ 0=1,. 
N^) is given by 

k c.a.. i i] 
i=l 

lA commodity, in generalized network flow theory, is 
any flow requirement, directed or undirected, existing 
between a given pair of nodes. In frequency division 
multiplexed transmission systems, the flow require
ment is usually expressed in circuits or groups of 
circuits. A commodity may consist of the total flow 
requirement or any part of it. Thus, the total re
quirement can be made up of more than a single com
modity. 

Yost can be expressed in dollars, channel miles, 
number of relay stations needed to maintain proper 
SSSUE or any rumbor .ha. .«pl.=« - r.lat.v. 
nJ^Lhfiitv of using one resource over another. 
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and hence the total cost for all xk (j=l,. 
k=l, q) is J 

i=mk=q j=Nk 

E£F c-ak--
i=l k=l j=l 

. ,N, V 

Let be the revenue or weighting factor1 asso
ciated with satisfying requirement r . Thus, for each 
requirement rfc, the revenue is 

j=Nfc 

E 
i=i 

pkxj 

The objective to be maximized is profit, which 
is the difference between total revenue and total cost. 
Another way of expressing the objective is to satisfy 
the greatest number of weighted grouped requirements 
m the most efficient way. Thus, the function to be 
maximized is 

k=q j=N k=q j=Nfc i=m 

z =2T2>kvZZE ciV-
k=l j=l k=l j=i i=i 

The objective function, Equation (3), with the 
constraints (1) and (2), and the implicit restriction 
of each > 0, form a linear program that solves the 
initial problem of efficiently throughgrouping the 
largest number of circuit requirements. The re
maining circuits that are not throughgrouped because 
of capacity limitations must now be satisfied with use 
of the remaining network capacity. These circuits 
constitute a new set of requirements while the re
maining capacity is composed of a residual network 
of two parts. The first part consists of the unused 
link capacities of the original network. The second 
part is spare capacity carried by the throughgroups 
used m satisfying the grouped requirements. These 
spare circuits, which always number less than 12 for 
each satisfied grouped requirement, generate new 
links m the network since they now provide a direct 

connection between the various user endpoints. 

m  , . r « s i d " a l  r e q u i r e m e n t s ,  t o g e t h e r  w i t h  t h e  
modified network, constitute a second allocation pro
blem to be solved by linear programming. The obiec 
tive is to satisfy the largest number of residua! re 
quirements within the limits of capacity by ustag the 
leas number of channels. This solves the identical 
problem of allocating the remaining circuit "T 
ments to achieve the fewest number of tandem qUlre~ 
drops. The solution to this problem k 
using the same linear programming r f obtamed by 
oped for the throughgrouping problem"The'b'ic dT/" 
ferences are in the units involved; circuits and ch i 
«« group,, ln 

(3) 

requirement is represented by just one commodity 
since the need for expressing fully utilizes and partially 
utilized groups as separate commodities no longer 
exists. 

The values chosen for the pj. merit serious con
sideration, especially for the case involving the maxi
mization of grouped requirements. If all are as
signed equal values, a requirement having one or two 
circuits is as likely to be throughgrouped as one 
having 11 or 12 circuits. As a consequence, tandem 
voice drops used in satisfying residual circuit re
quirements will be far greater than if the more 
completely fill groups were satisfied first. To avoid 
this, a weighting factor for each grouped require
ment is assigned in direct proportion to the number of 
required circuits contained in each group. A weighting 
factor of 100 times the number of circuits is suggested. 
These values are made large intentionally with res
pect to link costs so that the "revenue" received from 
satisfying a given requirement is always greater than 
any "cost" associated with the links that make up the 
routing for it. If the total cost to satisfy a grouped 
requirement were larger than the assigned revenue 
simply because the weighting factor was not large 
enough, the requirement would not be satisfied despite 
the existence of sufficient capacity. 

The preceding linear program contains m + q 
rows (excluding the objective function) and a large 
number of columns, each corresponding to a generated 

oute of the link-route incidence matrix. Since the 
number of permissible routes, and hence the number 
of variables, is usually large in practical networks, 
it might seem computationally lnfeasible to solve any
one but small problems. Fortunately, there is no 

need to use the entire link-route incidence matrix 
ifilta^ the,speclal 8tructure of this program can be 
utilized in algorithms for its solution. One such 
iuncttal^l "shortest chain" which is used in con-

the simplex method to bring new vectors 
D h t a i  k n b a , 8 i 8 '  ™ 8  *  d o n e  w i t h o u t  e x -
link rn W 6 fa °f tHe nonba8lc column vectors of the 
of^e m h matrU" * description 
bL^h ^ WWch lhiS 18 accomplished is 

'his paper, the mathematics de-
fsee ]S, 6ChniqUe can be f°""d in the literature 

,2' and 3»- °f m''Jor importance 
solve the m! i!T thc shortest chain algorithm to 
posZ hprr 'C,°mm0dity "etwork flow Problem pro-
in reasonabf"r T th° s°lution °f large problems within reasonable limits of computation. 

computatrrr "near Programs using the simplex 
commoditv Z link"r°Ute formulation of the mul™ 

mmodity network flow problem have been developed 

apply to th^m0! dlscusslon of weighting factors as they 
mSs sectior PlCXing Pr°b,em is Presented ^ 
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by several investigators. For example, some com
putational experience has been acquired recently with 
the use of TRAN10 developed by Dr. Mandell Bellmore 
of Johns Hopkins University. TRAN10 is a computer
ized multicommodity transshipment algorithm which 
uses the mathematical theory developed in References 
1 and 3. The program was provided to the Defense 
Communications Agency and Computer Sciences Corp
oration for use in solving large scale network optimiza
tion problems of the Defense Communications Systems 
(DCS). 

The actual size of the network that can be solved 
using TRAN10 is a function of the combined number of 
links and commodities for a given machine capacity. 
Networks having as many as 500 links and commodities 
have been solved on the UNTVAC 1108 in less than 2 
minutes. The computer running time varies approxi
mately as the cube of the number of links and com
modities. For example, if a problem with 500 links 
and commodities takes 7 minutes to run, a similar pro
blem with three times as many links and commodities 
might require several hours. TRAN10 is written in 
FORTRAN IV and, therefore, is adaptable to most 
scientific computers. 

Although the output of the TRAN10 program does 
not guarantee that solution values are integer, experi
ence has shown that when the coefficients of the matrix 
are 1, -1, or 0, as in the multicommodity network flow 
problem, the solution is nearly always in terms of 
integers. Moreover, whenever fractions occur in the 
solution, the number of variables having fractional 
values is relatively small compared to the total num
ber of structural variables involved. When this is the 
case, the rounding of the few fractional answers 
should not affect the desired results adversely pro
vided no constraints are violated and the deviation from 
the original objective value is not too great. The latter 
is usually no problem since, In practical networks, 
there exist many links having large capacities. 

In the next section, a sample 10-node network 
problem is formulated in terms of the mathematical 
model developed in this section and solved using 
TRAN10. Two LP computer programs were run on 
the Philco 2000/212, each requiring about 1 minute 
of running time. The first run solved the grouping 
problem and the second run solved the minimum num
ber of tandem voice drops. The results were com
bined to yield a basic multiplex plan. A summary of 
utilized system capacity was subsequently obtained 
from this plan. 

In addition to the 10-node problem, a 27-node 
test problem was successfully run. The initial net
work consisted of 55 links and 205 commodities and re
quired about 20 minutes on the Philco 2000 for each 
phase. Further, at the time of this writing, a major 
study has begun in the generation of efficient multiplex 

ThTJr  ̂DCS WitMn the entire European area. 
400 links'^ rtSi nTeCted t0 COnsist of about 200 nodes, 400 links, and 1000 commodities, which will be the 
largest practical problem attempted with this method. 

Illustrative Example 

Consider the transmission network whose con
nectivity is shown in Figure 1. The network consists 
oi 16 transmission links and 10 nodes that serve as 
connecting points for the transmission facilities. The 
nodes are used to originate, terminate, or serve as 
v ia points for circuit requirements between any user 
pair, lhe upper limit on link capacity and the asso
ciated link costs1 are given in Table 1. 

Figure 1. Network Connectivity of the 10-Node 
Illustrative Example 

120 

120 

Table I. Upper Limit on Link Capacity and 
' Associated Link Cost for the 10-Node 

Illustrative Example 

1 i link post to reflect desirability Different values oH^k^o ̂  ̂  demongtration of the 

measures a example. For the purpose of 

— -
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The user requirements between stations are 
furnished in Table II and are expressed as both cir
cuits and groups. Also included are the weighting 
factors (pricing) associated with each grouped re
quirement. Each requirement is identified by at least 
one commodity. When two commodities are needed 
to describe the complete user requirement, the first 
commodity always contains some integer multiple of 
12 circuits. 

Sufficient information is available to ascertain 
the largest number of grouped requirements that can 
be routed through the network by use of the linear pro
gram (LP) developed in the previous section. The 
results of the program show that all but 10 commodities 
were satisfactorily routed as groups. The commodities 
in Table II that were not satisfied due to shortfall are 
14, 35, 38, 39, 43, 46, 50, 53, and 58. The modified 
network to which these commodities, or remaining 
circuits, are to be allocated is illustrated in Figure 2. 
The network consists of unused capacity of the original 
links (heavy solid lines) and spare capacity carried by 
the satisfied grouped requirements (dashed lines) that 
required grouping through intermediate nodes. The 
actual routes taken node by node by the spare circuits 
are indicated on the dashed lines. The numbers 
shown in parentheses for both original and derived 
links indicate the available capacity left after the first 
LP run. 

Using the remaining unsatisfied circuits as new 
input requirements with the connectivity shown in 
Figure 2, a second LP run was made. The objective 
was to allocate the remaining circuits in such a way 
that the least number of remaining channels was used 
(minimum tandem voice drops). The same formula
tion was used except that units were expressed in 
circuits and channels instead of groups. In addition, 
all commodities or remaining circuits were assumed 
to have equal weight (all pR = 10) and all link costs 
were assumed equal (all Cj = 1). These last two assum-
tions, however, were made solely for simplicity and 
generally cannot be made for all problems. 

The results of the second LP run indicated that 
all remaining requirements were satisfied. Since all 
of the derived links and most of the original links of 
the modified network had capacities less than 12 chan
nels, voice drops were required. The routes taken by 
the satisfied circuits were originally expressed in 
terms of the physical links of the network shown in 
Figure 1. Where derived links were used in these 
routes, they were expressed in terms of the original 
routes indicated on the dashed lines. Thus, in terms 
of the modified connectivity in Figure 2, voice drops 
occurred at all intermediate nodes included in the 
routes. 

COMMODITY NO. 90UHCS nemsunoit cmbt 

Table II. User Requirements and Associated Weighliq 
Factors for the 10-Node illustrative Example 

•Mimaimn 
I if Ilia, 1 1 • * I actual «OtnutMia»rtMlwneiM| 

Figure 2. Modified Network Used to Allocat 
Remaining Circuit Requirements 
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Network Problems I 
A summary of circuit routing, required through-

groups, and voice drop locations by source-to-desti
nation pairs for the 10-node sample problem is furn
ished in Table III. The first column lists the required 
user (S/D) pairs. The second column shows the 
original demand for each user pair. This demand 
should equal the sum of the commodities for each user 
pair shown in Table II. The third column shows that 
portion of the original demand (second column) car
ried over each route shown in the fourth column. 
Those routes containing circled nodes indicate the 
location of voice drops determined in the second LP 
run. The fifth column furnishes information relating 
to the number of throughgroups needed to route grouped 
demands (first LP run) that required indirect routing. 
The sixth column contains a list of the voice drops for 
each user pair. The number of voice drops is deter
mined by multiplying each circuit by the number of 
circled nodes in each route. Thus, to obtain the 
number of required groups per user pair, each satis
fied group is multiplyed by the number of intermediate 
nodes used by each route. The number of through-
groups for all requirements is 33, the minimum 
needed to obtain the maximum number of weighted 
grouped requirements for this problem. 

The results furnished in Table III are all that are 
required to generate the multiplex plan for the 10-node 
sample problem. The procedure is carried out manu
ally in the following stepsi 

a. Position the nodes on a large sheet of paper (or 
several sheets depending on problem size) using the 
original network connectivity as a guideline and allow
ing sufficient space between nodes. 

b. Using the satisfied grouped requirements first, 
draw lines between each pair of nodes using the links 
that describe the route. The appropriate number of 
throughgroups is specified at each intermediate node 
and the number of utilized spare channels is Indicated 
for each link in the route. 

c. Continue this procedure until the lines have been 
drawn and labeled for all satisfied grouped require
ments. An important consideration in this step is to 
ensure that all lines sharing the same link are kept 
reasonably close to one another for easy identification 
of all links and to facilitate the tabulation of utilized 
system capacity. 

d. Next, route the satisfied residual circuits using 
the spare capacity created in the previous steps. 
When a residual requirement has been routed, ensure 
that the utilized capacity of each link involved in the 
routing is updated by reducing the amount of spare 
capacity and correspondingly Increasing the utilized 
portion within the previously routed groups. 

e. Continue this procedure until the complete multi
plex plan is drawn. 

ORIGINAL 
S/D PAIR £15"" CARRI" DEMANO DEMAND NO. THROUGHGROUPS 

1-10 
2-1 
2-4 
2-J 
2-4 

5-7 
5-0 
5-10 

4-7 
4-0 

0-10 
0-10 

1-3 
1-4 

1-2-5 
1-2-6 
1-4-7 

1-4-7-9-0 
1-4-7-9 

1-4-7-9010 
2-1-3 
2-1-4 

2-6-9 
2-6-9-10 

3-7-4 
3-1-2-5 

3-7-9-6-8 
4-1-2-5 

4-6-8 
4-707-9-6-8 

4-7-9 

409-10 
404-7-9010 

5-202-6 
5-8-9-7 

5-8 
5-8-10 
5010 
6-9-7 

6-8 
0-204-7-9-8 

6-9 
6-9-10 

7-404-7-9-8 
7-9 

707-9-6010 
8-9 

8-10 
9-10 

9-606-9-10 

Table III. Summary of Circuit Routing, Required 
Throughgroups, and Voice Drop Locations by Source 

to Destination Pairs for the 10-Node Network 

This procedure was followed for the 10 node 
network, the results of which are shown in Figure 3. 
Essentially, each line represents a group of 12 
channels or a multiple thereof. Further, one or two 
numbers appear on each line between two intercon
nected nodes. The first represents the number of 
utilized channels, while the second, where applicable, 
depicts the number of spare channels also carried in 
the same group. The small rectangles inside each node 
show the number of throughgroups required. 

One additional form of output that is useful to the 
network planner is the summary of utilized system 
capacity provided in Table IV. This output is readily 
obtained from the results furnished by the multiplex 
plan. For completeness, the maximum state^af" 

c ^>i +-v nf pach link shown in Figure 1 
nel and group capac , thir(j columns. Columns 
„ furnished in the number 
4 through G pro. 1 e f)f utilized channels within 
of groups used, the nu channels carried 
the groups, and the num ;„Wrnation is obtained 
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Figure 3. Multiplex Plan for the 10-Node Network 

1-2 

1-3 

1-4 

2-5 

2-6 

3-4 

3-7 

4-6 

4-7 

5-8 

6-3 

6-9 

7-9 

3-9 

8-10 

9-10 

MAXIMUM MAXIMUM 
GROUP CHANNEL 
CAPACITY CAPACITY 

NO. 
UTILIZED 

CROUPS 

120 

120 

NO. NO. 
UTILIZED SPARE 
CHANNELS CHANNELS 

WITHIN WITHIN 
CROUPS GROUPS 

94 26 

TOTAL 
NO. 

SPARE 
CHANNELS 

IN LINX 

26 

Table IV. Summary of Utilized Capacity for 
For the 10-Node Network 

directly from the multiplex plan by straightforward 
tabulation of the numbers shown on each intercon
necting line. The total number of spare channels pre
sent in each link is shown in the last column. These 
include the spare channels within the utilised groups 
and the remaining unused groups (not shown in figure 
3). 

A summary of utilized and spare system capacity 
is useful to the network planner because it provides 
information needed for refinement and future p1*-

after the basic multiplex configuration is determined. 
Since the technique outlined in this paper provides! 
multiplex design based primarily on achieving a high 
level of performance, some manual refinement Is 
usually necessary to satisfy additional restraints not 
easily handled by linear programming. Network ex
pansion due to anticipated changes in user require
ments, identification of potential bottlenecks, flexi
bility, and reliability are but a few of the system 

ctors that may result in additional refinement. Con
sequently, the ability to identify Idle facilities after a 
asic design has been implemented is paramount if 

such refinements are to be made. 
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Network Problems I 
Conclusions and Recommendations 

An approach for determining a high performance 
and efficient multiplex design for wideband communi
cations systems was developed using linear program
ming techniques. The method was applied to a XO-node 
test network and gave excellent results for the case in
vestigated. Furthermore, the model was found to be 
highly flexible in its ability to accept inputs that re
flect engineering judgment as shown by the use of 
weighting and cost factors. 

Although the model was developed primarily to 
eliminate the need for the intuitive approach in the 
grouping and routing of circuits, it still does not pro
vide full automaticity with respect to generating the 
multiplex plan. This is especially true in the case of 
manually transforming the output data (Table III) into 
the actual drawing (Figure 3) for larget networks. 
Automated procedures can and should be developed 
that will reduce the time required to transform the 
routing and throughgrouping information into a practi
cal multiplex drawing. 

The technique described in this paper has pro
vided a major improvement in generating routes for 
the majority of requirements that can be maintained 

at group levels. It is apparent, however, that the 
method could be carried further by proceeding from 
gioup to supergroup levels with some modifications of 
the basic approach. It should be noted that although 
a cost savings may result in maintaining supergroup 
levels, additional capacity is often necessary to satisfy 
the same number of circuit requirements than if only 
group levels were maintained. The procedure, never
theless, warrants further investigation. 
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COMPARISON OF NETWORK TOPOLOGY 
OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHMS 

V. Kevin Moore Whitney 
GM Research Laboratories 
Warren, Michigan, U.S.A. 

Abstract 

Analytical comparisons of procedures to optimize 
centralized communications networks of multi-drop 
lines are impossible except in a few very special 
cases. To facilitate comparison, several topology 
optimization procedures have been uniformly coded 
and applied to a variety of test configurations. 
The test cases were chosen to represent real 
communication networks having between fifty and 
five hundred terminal locations. The procedures 
selected are compared with respect to final net
work cost, procedure execution time, and procedure 
flexibility. 

Introduction 

Many recent papers have described communication 
network optimization procedures.Each of these 
papers presents an algorithm and a few examples of 
its use, but comparisons with previous algorithms 
are seldom given. Centralized communication net
works typically consist of a central node joined 
to hundreds of remote terminal nodes. The ter
minal nodes are connected to the central node with 
several multi-drop communication lines, as illus
trated in Figure 1. Topology optimization pro
cedures attempt to configure the terminals and the 
lines joining them to minimize cost while main
taining a satisfactory performance. 

This paper will discuss only the optimization of 
centralized communication networks with tree 
topologies. While decentralized computer-commun
ication systems may become more common in future 
years, few such systems are currently in use. 
The most significant decentralized system, the 
AEPA network, has been extensively studied in 
other papers.1 Other networks with several 
central nodes are actually combinations of sep
arate centralized networks joined by a few high 
speed links. For these systems, the component 
subsystems may be analyzed with procedures for 
centralized systems. 

A very strong case can be made for considering 
only tree topologies for centralized communication 
networks. For certain communication cost functions 
the tree can be shown to be less expensive than 
any non-tree topology.°,9,10 Whenever the net
work cost includes a high charge for each addi
tional edge of the topology, or when the cost of 
an edge is independent of the traffic, then the 
system cost will be minimized by minimizing the 
number of edges, Qieueing studies indicate that 
the system delay is minimized when there are as 
few independent channels as possible in 
addition to these reasons, there are'already many 
tree topology communication networks in use and 
many manufacturers and users are i»n ' 
with their design and operation. Thes^S^ 
may be expected to continue. trends 

Many different tree topologies may be used to link 
the remote terminal nodes to the central node of a 
communication system. The topology illustrated in 
Figure 1 for a system with terminal nodes is 
the Minimal Spanning Tree (MST). This is the to
pology which has the least expensive set of edges 
and thus the absolutely lowest line cost when the 
line cost is the sum of the edge costs. Another 
tree topology which may be used when cost is no 
constraint is the star network illustrated in 
Figure 2. Although it is not the most expensive 
tree topology, a star network will typically cost 
several times as much as the MST (3.2 times in 
this example). 

The minimal spanning tree and the star tree are 
two extreme cases. The star tree is expensive and 
high performance; the MST is least expensive and 
usually a poor performance topology. Many other 
topologies exist having better performance than 
the MST but are also more expensive. We will find 
it convenient to display the cost-performance 
tradeoff on a cost-performance graph as illu
strated in Figure 3. A good topology optimization 
procedure will generate a series of topologies 
whose points on this graph lie on a curve extending 
from the MST toward the star graph. 

The optimal topology for a coasaunication system 
depends on the cost and performance measures used 
for the network. In all our examples, we use the 
standard multi—drop leased line tariffs. Per
formance will be quantized by line utilization, 
the ratio of line traffic (bps) to line capacity 
(bps). This performance measure is coopered to 
several others by Whitney. ° There it is shown 
that other commonly used performance measures lead 
to similar results. 

In all of the topology optimization algorithms 
discussed in this paper, the performance con
straint is an upper bound on the maximum line 
utilization. Fbr a given maximum line utilization, 
the optimal topology is the topology with the 
lowest line cost. Thus the optimal topologies lie 
oward the lower right-hand corner of the cost-

performance graph, the low-cost and low-utilization 
corner. 

Assorted claims of optimal, sub-optimal, or low-
cost network topologies generated by various 
algorithms have been made. Selecting the optimal 

fr°m among the nn_1 Possible trees ia 
mposs ly time consuming using the fastest com-

»£te+SioVailable for values a greater than 
, ( Analytic tools to find the optimum are 

ava able except for the minimal spanning tree 
np °=er suitably restricted problems. Hence it ia 

sary to search among all possible tree topol-
heuristic methods to keep the search 

Sinp^+v, t0 j smalT number of good topologies. 
na+.,_ ese design techniques aire heuristic in 
nature, evaluation techniques are limited. 
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-The best method for evaluating topology design 
algorithms is to try the proposed procedure on a 
variety of test examples. The network topologies 
OToduced may then he compared with the topologies 
produced by other optimization procedures. Other 
comparisons such as algorithm speed, flexibility, 
and convenience provide additional data for algo
rithm evaluation. These comparisons help select 
an algorithm which may be used dependably, con
fident that a good network will be designed. It 
is less important that an algorithm sometimes 
gives a good topology than that it never produces 
a really poor topology. Other desirable proper
ties for a network topology optimization algorithm 
are speed of execution and the generation of a 
range of solutions. 

Topology Optimization Algorithms 

Die five algorithms compared in this paper are the 
Minimal Spanning Tree,5A0 the Constrained Minimal 
Spanning Tree,6 Sectoring, 3> 6 Reversed CMST,3 and 
Steepest Ascent Hill Climbing. 1'2>6 These algo
rithms are specified in a common format to show 
similarities and differences. Bach algorithm 
generates tree topologies Joining n terminal nodes 
(or terminals or nodes) to a single central node 
(or center). The cost of a tree is the sum of the 
costs of its edges; performance of a tree is the 
maximal line utilization of a multi-point segment 
represented by some branch of the tree. The 
"optimal" topology for a specific line utiliza
tion is the lowest cost topology which has that 
maximal line utilization. 

For comparisons of algorithm speed, it is con
venient to assume that there are k branches in the 
generated tree, each branch containing m • (n/k) 
nodes. The computation speed of the algorithms 
are expressed as a function of the number of nodes 
of the tree, the number of branches, and the number 
of nodes on a branch. These functions show the 
relationship between problem size and algorithm 
time. 

The Minimal Spanning Tree topology is helpful in 
evaluating topology optimization procedures 
because it has the lowest possible line cost for 
the specified nodes. Often the MST is not a 
feasible topology because there are too many nodes 
on a single branch. In the example of Figure 1, 
there are lfl nodes on the upper branch. If the 
performance constraint of the network is that no 
branch is to carry traffic from more than 8 users, 
then this topology is unacceptable. It still 
gives a lower bound on the cost of networks with 
feasible topologies. 

The most efficient procedure for generating the 
®T topology from an array of inter-node dis
tances? requires only n2 comparisons. The algo
rithm is elegantly simple. To begin, the node 
naarest the center node is Joined to the center 
&ode. ihe node nearest to either of these two 
nodes is then Joined to the nearer of the two. 

each step, the node nearest to seme node of 
-e partially formed tree is adjoined to the 
Partial tree. This process is continued until 
a 1 nodes are in the tree. Thus the tree grows 
rrom the center node until it Joins all the ter-
na nodes. The steps of the algorithm are 

shown below: 

• .vi.ium nuuroina i 

MST Algorithm 

h .  

Find the shortest edge from any 
node of p to any node of T. Let 
it be edge from node p to node t. 

Add edge (p, t) to the MST. Remove 
node p from set P and add it to set 

If there are any nodes left in set 
P, go to step 2. 

The minimal spanning tree algorithm may be 
slightly modified to incorporate a performance 
constraint. The resulting Constrained Minimal 
. ]'-inning Tree is guaranteed to be a feasible 
topology for the specified performance level. 
This CMST algorithm differs from the MST algo
rithm only in step 2. 

CMST Algorithm 

1. let set P contain all the ter
minal nodes. Let set T contain 
only the center node. 

2. Find the shortest edge from any 
node of set P to any node of set 
T for which the performance con
straint will remain satisfied if 
the edge is added into the tree. 
Let this edge be from p to t. 

3. Add edge (p, t) to the CMST. 
Remove node p from set P and 
insert it in set T. 

U. If there are any nodes left in 
set P, go to step 2. 

This algorithm grows the tree outward from the 
center node, at each step adding the nearest 
node which will not violate the performance 

constraint. 

The computational requirements of this algorithm 
are greater than the MST algorithm but the re
sulting topology is guaranteed to satisfy the 
performance constraint. Unfortunately, the to
pologies generated often have hi^x cost compared 
to alternate algorithms. 

Another simple technique, also dependent on a^ast 

„ST algorithm, is e«ter 
algorithm divides the a^Burrcra^^ in each 
node into sectors an _ int (mst topology) 

"IT £2 is^orithm 1 of Sharma and El-Bardai.3 

Sectoring Algorithm 

1. Point a ray from the center toward 
node b. Put the node b in set 

2. Rotate the ray to the next node, say k. 

If 22^he°perf°2ance constraint, 

»1. 

V" Sly new node 
T \he node k^the 

set S does not add node k 
formance constrain , 

3-

to set S. 

1. I«t set P contain all the terminal 
nodes. let set T contain only the 
center node. 

+ node b, then g  
k. If node k is »fanother branch 

to 
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By using different starting nodes, b, various 
topologies result from this algorithm. If there 
are m terminal nodes in each sector, then most of 
the distinct topologies which can be generated by 
this algorithm will be generated using m succes
sive starting nodes. Ihis sometimes results in 
considerable time savings. 

If there are m terminals on each line, and every 
terminal is used once as a possible starting node, 
then the amount of computation is proportional to 
n (initial nodes) n/m (MST computations) m2 (MST 
computation) = n2m. If only m terminals are used 
as starting nodes, the amount of computation is 
proportional to n m2. 

k. Make the change, 
step 2. 

and go to 

A second technique advocated by Sharma and 
El-Bardai3 is the Reversed CMST procedure, a 
variant of the CMST algorithm. This algorithm 
grows feasible MSTs starting with the farthest 
node from the center. When a branch cannot be 
extended, another is started from the farthest 
remaining node. More specifically: 

Reversed CMST Algorithm 

1. Let set P contain the terminal nodes. 

2. Place in set T that node from set P 
which is farthest from the center 
node. Remove the node from set P. 

3. Bind the shortest edge from any 
node of set P to any node of set 
T for which the performance con
straint will remain satisfied 
when that edge is added into the 
tree. Let it be the edge from 
node p to node t. 

4. If any edge was feasible, add 
node p to set T, remove node p 
from set P, and go to step 3. 

5. If no feasible edge was found, 
then place the MST of the nodes 
in set T in the final topology 
and remove all the nodes from 
set T. 

6. If there are any nodes left in 
set P, go to step 2 to start 
another branch of the tree. 

The computation for this algorithm is propor
tional to n3 with the most time spent in step 3 
checking for the nearest feasible node. 

An extremely effective heuristic for network 
design, steepest ascent hill climbing (SAHC), was 
pioneered by Esau & Williams.2 The essential 
steps of that algorithm are as follows: 

SAHC algorithm, Esau & Williams variant 

1. Select initial topology to be a 
STAR with center node b. 

2. Bind that pair of nodes i and j 
for which removing edge (i, b) 
and adding edge (i, j) reduces 
the network cost the most with
out violating the performance 
constraint. 

3. If no such topology transforma
tion exists, quit. 

Thus the algorithm improves a star topology, 
successively removing a central edge and re
placing it with a less expensive non-central 
edge, until no further improvements are possible. 
Efficient coding of this algorithm results in an 
amount of computation proportional to n2 where 
there are n terminal nodes of the network. 

Closely related to this algorithm are a wide 
variety of other SAHC algorithms using other 
starting topologies or other sets of topology 
transformations. These variants have Included 
considerations of stochastic message flow in the 
performance constraint, of network reliability as 
another performance constraint, modem and multi
plexer as well as line cost, and non-centralized 
networks. The most general procedures are those 
of Frank et al. This method is considered the 
most likely candidate for continued development 
of heuristic network optimization algorithms. 
There are several intuitive reasons for the suc
cess of this algorithm. Probably most important 
is that cost reductions are made in order of 
decreasing size so that longer edges are removed 
from the network first. With the CMST algorithm, 
the opposite is true. There the short central 
edges near the center node are added first, often 
causing problems when more distant nodes cannot be 
joined into an already started high utilization 
line. While the hill climbing nature of the algo
rithm may leave the design stranded on an isolated 
bump far from the ultimate hilltop, using a vari
ety of initial topologies reduces the likelihood 
of this possibility. 

In addition to these algorithms for designing a 
feasible network configuration, there are a vari
ety of improvement procedures which perturb the 
network to produce a better solution. Attention 
has been concentrated in this paper on the basic 
procedures which can produce a variety of reliable 
network topologies for the designer. While per
turbation techniques are important for fine tuning 
the final design, in the initial design states it 
is more important to have a procedure to produce 
good designs consistently. 

The next section of this paper contains a dis
cussion of some simulation experiments with these 
design algorithms. By trying the algorithms on a 
variety of problems, certain ones are shown to be 
consistently better than others. 

Comparison of Algorithms 

Each of the five algorithms described in the pre
ceding section has been coded in FORTRAN IV and 
executed for a wide variety of possible networks. 
e results of the comparisons have been sur

prisingly consistent. For each of the algorithms 
A™ "etwork cost function has been the standard 
Air leased multipoint line tariff. The perform
ance constraint was that no line's utilization 
should exceed a specified value. 

M O  line utilization performance constrsl 
as chosen as a realistic performance measure. 0 
nv ®Pecific performance measure such as tb 
miir-o?6 6 ? time of messages in the networks re 
t_ ff. m?oe detailed information about the messag 

n.!8 generally available to the system 
resufto i Utilization averaged over several line 

n uneven performance where heavily loads 
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lines would serve the connected terminals poorly 
while lightly loaded lines would serve their ter
minals well.° 

The most important criterion for evaluating net
work design algorithms is the quality of the 
generated topologies. The cost-performance values 
for each of the algorithms applied to the network 
of kO nodes with a variety of maximal allowable 
line utilizations are shown in the cost-perform
ance graph of Figure b. A similar graph for a net
work of 100 nodes is shown in Figure 5 and one for 
a network of 200 nodes is shown in Figure 6. In 
all three cases, the SAHC procedure is superior to 
FCMST, CMST, and Sectoring algorithms. The MST 
algorithm is not truly comparable since it pro
duces only a single topology independent of the 
performance constraint. 

Another important evaluation criterion is the 
execution speed for the optimization procedures. 
Also of Importance is the relationship of this 
speed to the size of the network to be optimized. 
The amount of computation required for each algo
rithm was discussed in the previous section of 
this paper and does not need to be repeated here. 
Execution time for each of the algorithms 
seconds of 370/l65 CPU time for several diffe|ent 
network sizes is shown in Figure J. That graph 
shows MST and SAHC algorithms to require time^ 
proportional the square^f ^ " 
mlna* " Jre time Trea ^bifextrapolation of 
^^nds of this chart shows the practicality 
of6usi^ the SWIC algorithm on networks of many 
hundreds of terminal nodes. 

Another valuable characteristic of the SAHC^algo-

r r  r  a r r s ? s  ̂ t s  s s ?  
the cost-pwformance ^curve^generated^by^appli-

cations of the SAHC a small change in the 
these points indicat result in only a small 
performance constrain network topology, 
change in the total cost of t ^ ^ 
Thus the system desig constraint would 
slightly different Pe^™ce con^ ^ 
have resulted in a ne qhis can be 
ficantly higher or iowe:^ork is so large that 
very important vnen tne 
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many design optimizations are economically unde
sirable. 

The chart in Figure 8 shows the sensitivity of the 
SAHC generated topology cost to changes in the 
position of the center node. Notice how uniformly 
the network cost Increases as the center node is 
moved from a central location toward the periphery 
of the region containing the terminal nodes. The 
closeness of points on this "curve" suggests that 
the network cost will not be greatly affected by 
a nonoptimal center node location. Notice also 
that the network cost for a center on the peri
phery of the terminal area is at most about one 
third more expensive than the network cost for a 
centrally located center node. We have found this 
number to be a consistent estimate of the cost of 
moving the center of a network to the edge of an 
elliptical area of terminals. 

Conclusions 

lh this paper we describe several algorithms for 
the optimization of the topology of centralized 
communication networks. The algorithms are then 
compared with respect to generated topology 
goodness , algorithm speed, algorithm flexibility, 

and solution continuity. Steepest ascent hill 
climbing procedures seem to be consistently better 
than the other algorithms. 
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Abstract 

NEWHALL LOOPS AND PROGRAMMABLE TDM 
TWO FACETS OF CANADIAN RESEARCH IN 

COMPUTER COMMUNICATIONS 
Eric G. Manning 

University of Waterloo 
Waterloo, Ontario, Canada 

Computer communications is a topic of considerable 
research interest in Canada. Communications is clearly 
of prime importance in a large, thinly-populated nation 
and computer communications research has received con
siderable attention and support. (A summary of Can
adian efforts in network planning, prototype network 
development, network application, and public policy 
formulation can be found in Manning ^ .) This paper 
describes two research proposals by Canadian workers — 
the development of the Newhall Loop concept to serve 
as the communications subnetwork interconnecting the 
switches of a distributed store—and-forward network; 
and the Programmable TDM concept as a method of 
dynamically varying the bandwidth assigned to data 
"calls". 

The suitability of Newhall Loops to interconnect 
small packet switches is examined, and some simple 
calculations relating to response time and loop cap
acity are presented. The Programmable TDM concept is 
proposed as a desirable development in switching tech
nique for future public networks, and examples are 
given of its potential usefulness. A model or "con
ceptual design" of a switching matrix for Programmable 
TDM is described, and the paper concludes with a list 
of topics for further work. 

I. Introduction 

Computer communications is a topic of considerable 
research interest in Canada. A broad but somewhat 
superficial summary of Canadian efforts in network 
planning, prototype network development, network 
applications, and public policy formulation can be 
found in Manning . This paper attempts to provide 
more technical substance by describing two research 
proposals in some detail. 

The first proposal deals with the use of Newhall 
Loops to serve as the communications subsystem connect-
ingthe packet switches of a distributed, store-and-
forward network. This work is being done by Professor 
E.E. Newhall and his colleagues at the University of 
Toronto, with Professor C.E. K«Shn of the University of 
Waterloo. The network is question is METANET, a pro
ject intended to interconnect computers at various 
Ontario universities to achieve terminal-to-computer 
communications. 

The second proposal is concerned with the Prog
rammable Time-Division Multiplexing concept. Program
mable TDM is a switching technique for TDM streams 
aimed at providing dynamically variable bandwidth for 
data caiis . This study is being done by the author 
and his colleagues m the Computer Communications 
Networks Group at the University of Waterloo. Neither 
study has been previously discussed in the literature 

11. NEWHALL LOOP S AND METANET 

1. Background 

The Newhall Loop concept was first infmj a • 

• "r ta°" ~ 

bursty,data traffic and maintaining high line utiliu-
tion. i At the same time, the use of packet switching 
in distributed store-and-forward networks using nlnl-
computers as switches has been proposed and success* 
fully demonstrated by Roberts et. al.' The success of 
this technique, as implemented by ARPANET, prompted its 
adoption by the Computer Co-ordination Group of the 
Council of Ontario Universities as the basis for METAffi 
- a proposed network to provide terminal-to-computer 
communications among universities in Ontario. Hovever, 
the METANET Design Croup felt that Newhall Loops could 
offer advantages as a technique for interconnecting the 
distributed switches. (The latter are called Node 
Control Units or NCUs, and they are analogous to the 
IMPS of ARPANET.) The structure proposed is shown in 
Figure II.1. 

2, Preliminary Analysis 

Factors which were judged important are cost of 
communications facilities, error control. Use utlliu-
tion, network responsiveness, impact on the NCU's pro
cessing load, impact on the NCU's software, buffering 
required at the nodes and the ability to measure traffic 
load. These factors are now discussed in turn. 

a) Cost of Communications Facilities 

The numbers and costs of communications lines are 
little affected by the choice of loop transmission. 
(Costs are based on Trans Canada Telephone SystM 
tariffs.) However the loop repeater/interface will be 
inexpensive; perhaps $900 per node. 

b) Error Control 

Something will be lost in giving up overconnectioo 
and alternate routings; however, the use of full-duplex 
lines has been exploited to give, in effect, a nested 
pair of counter-circulating loops. Certain troubles 
might be handled by moving traffic to the "other" 
loop, and the interface hardware will be very simple 
and thus reliable. 

c) Line Utilization and Response Tine 

inn "e assume a six-node network, each serving 
ps terminals, we can serve 50 terminals per node 

y speci ying a 50-kilobit per second loop. For, 

100 bps x 50 terminals per node x 6 nodes 
= 30,000 bps total data rate; 

leaving 20,000 bps or 40X of loop capacity 
tor framing characters and control packets. 

Moreover, if packets are limited to 1,000 bits maxim® 
packet can be dispatched in 20 milliseconds. The 

, Slng 0 control from node to node requires 2 msec.; 
sernna ? n°de WiU receiv« control at 122-milli-
second intervals. 

thai- ^US 3 surPrisingly simple calculation indicates 
favn.ir1^ utilization and response time may be quite 
detail ari Ptofessor Newhall's group intends to do 
ed rer ®ln"lati°n studies, similar to those report-
loon^K ly bV NeWha11 et" al" • '«» further Investigate 
loop characteristics in this application. 
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d) Impact on NCU Processing Load 

The loop repeater at a given NCU recognizes in
coming packets addressed to its NCU, thus eliminating 
considerable overhead in the NCU. Moreover, an NCU 
need merely append a destination address to an out
going packet and pass it to its loop repeater, further 
reducing NCU processing requirements. This fact also 
reduces the amount of NCU software required, although 
not as markedly as does the next item discussed. 

e) Impact on NCU Software 

The loop concept does away with the need for 
alternate-routing software. Thus the design of NCU 
software is considerably simplified, leading to a 
cheaper and more reliable NCU. 

f) Buffering and Load Measurement 

It is believed that double-rank buffering will 
suffice at the NCU-loop repeater interface, although 
detailed simulation will be required to substantiate 
this belief. The question of buffering is also related 
to load measurement in the following way. Any network 
requires facilities for load measurement in order to 
control offered load and thus maintain adequate res
ponse time. In the proposed loop system, regular 
sampling of buffer loading will be a prime measurement 
on which to base load control techniques. 

3. Further Work 

The need for simulation studies has been mentioned. 
Before METANET can be committed to loop communications, 
we also require experimental evidence to support simula
tion and analytic studies. This evidence is being 
gathered by an experimental two-node Newhall Loop, the 
nodes being located at the Universities of Toronto and 
Waterloo. Reliability, cost, line utilization and res
ponse time are under careful observation. We therefore 
expect to reach a decision vis-a-vis METANET in the 
near future. 
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^t_PROGRAlglABLE TDM - A PROPngAT 

1. Background 

carried'on^hfnuJt 8r°?inS raPidly and ®st of it is 
carried on the public telephone network. This has 

charges^as the ̂  hT*" £rr°r "d 
sw"ched voice network was not originally 

designed for data. In the United States these problems 

ized dat8 part"lly solved fay the licensing of special
ized data carriers such as DATRAN and MCI. However, in 
less wealthy countries, this option is impractical -
rather, we must develop the switched voice network 
into an instrument for all types of telecommunications. 
The conversion of the network to digital transmission 
is a partial solution and this is gradually being done 
in Canada. However the area of switching also requires 
attention. 

2. The Problem 

Two distinct types of data traffic have already 
emerged. Short messages or transactions evoking rapid 
responses are one type, and they are characterized by 
the need for very short connection time, bursty use of 
channels, small volumes of data per call and the need 
for low error rates. The volume of transaction traffic 
generated by POS devices, data bank queries and related 
applications is expected to grow explosively.6 

The other traffic type is file transmission 
traffic, such as occurs when a remote computer ships 
large files to another computer. File traffic is 
characterized by no great need for short connection 
time, smooth use of channels, a need for fairly large 
bandwidths and a need for low error rates. 

Two incompatible kinds of data switching have 
emerged to meet these needs. Some common carriers 
offer circuit-switched services using space-division 
switching based on electromechanical crosspoints and 
"gold-plated" or specially conditioned lines. This 
type of service offers a fixed—bandwidth channel and 
fairly long connection times. This is acceptable for 
file transmission, but the needs of transaction traffic 
for very short connection time and bursty use of channels 
have demanded another approach. Packet-switched services 
where minicomputers are used to multiplex short messages 
or packets carrying address information onto high speed 
lines, have emerged as a solution to the needs of trans
action traffic. Examples of these two fundamentally 
different and incompatible services are provided by the 
MULT I COM and SCCS services proposed by the Trans-Canada 

Telephone System.7 

This kind of ad hoc solution has serious defects. 
It is unattractive for a carrier to design, build and 
maintain two different types of switching systems, the 
costs of maintenance alone will probably demand a 

nnr file-like in their switching needs. Hence t^re 
nor file like l , ew type of switching dis-
is evidently a ne characteristics, 
cipllne, able to pr ^ range Qf inter-
packet-swltched charac gL—-- rrPr^gog mrh a 
mediate characteristics. programmable Time-Division 
i^hi^g discipline^ called Progra 

Multiplexing. 

3, Assumptions 
i-n the rest of this paper 

The assumptions germa 
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1) Digital transmission links using end-to-end 
pulse regeneration techniques will gradually replace 
the present analog links. Digital transmission offers 
much improved error performance and the ability to 
handle data, facsimile, and digitally encoded voice in 
a uniform, economical manner. 

2) Digital transmission links will use a format 
of fixed-length frames, much like the present T-l 
digital link. 

3) Packet switching may be impractical as a 
universal solution. It has not been demonstrated, for 
example, that the packet-switched ARPA Network can be 
expanded to include 8,500 switches - the number of wire 
centres in the American Bell System. More fundament-
ally, the central processing unit of a packet switch 
has to participate in the processing of each character 
transmitted. Despite the falling costs of CPU's, this 
may prevent the handling of video signals or large data 
files on public networks due to saturation of the 
switch CPU's. Therefore, a solution to the problem 
posed must not require that the switch's CPU process 
individual data characters. 

4) Time-Division Multiplex switching has become 
feasible. After years of anticipation, the problems 
of coping with timing variations (pulse-stuffing) and 
of designing a fast, economical crosspoint are being 
solved in an economic manner. The active development 
of TDM switches in the U.S.A. (ESS-4)8 illustrates 
this point. 

5) It will be necessary to largely retain the 
present topology of the switched voice network. Thus, 
although we may gradually put new switching machines 
into the central offices, we will not be able to dig 
up and reroute very much cable. The cost of local 
distribution (70% of network cost) dictates this 
assumption. 

4. Functional Performance Specification of a 
Programmable TDM Switch 

This section is devoted to a description, from 
the user's point of view, of the capabilities offered 
by a programmable TDM switch. The key concept is that 
user can negotiate with the system to obtain the 
transmission bandwidth (data rate) desired. Moreover 
the bandwidth assigned to a call in progress can be 
dynamically varied over a wide range. This mode of 
operation subsumes present-day circuit-switched 
performance and packet-switched performance as special 
cases. 

1) Circuit-Switched Performance 

To obtain circuit-switched performance, the caller 
A asks for a connection to B at a fixed bandwidth. 
Thus he issues control signals which specify "connec
tion to B, bandwidth of n kbps". After the network 
responds ("go ahead") a file is transmitted and the 
called terminates the call. This is precisely the 
service provided by present circuit-switched systems. 

2) Packet-Switched Performance 

For packet-switched performance, the caller A 
asks for a connection to B at a high bandwidth, say 
50 kbps, and sends a short packet, followed immediately 
by a command to change the bandwidth assigned to the 
call to zero bps. This mode of operation is identical 
in performance to packet-switching as the user gets 
exclusive use of a high-bandwidth channel for short 
periods of time. 

3) Other Types of Performance 

Modes of operation are also possible which fall 
between circuit and packet-switched performance. For 
example, a process A2 running on Computer A could ship 
a sub-task to process B2f)  running on Computer B as 
follows: 

(i) Process A2 issues control signals asking for 
a connection to Computer B at 2 kbps. 

(ii) The supervisory process B^ of B answers and 
advises that B2fe  will be scheduled in twenty 
minutes. 

(iii) Process A2 reduces the call bandwidth to 
zero and becomes suspended (goes to sleep). 

(iv) When process B2- enters the running state, It 
asks for a call bandwidth of 2 kbps and signals A. 
A^ resumes A2 and interprocess communication begins, 

(v) A2 and B2fe  agree via protocols to ship a file 
to B.,. Either of them increases the call band
width to 40 kbps, the task is transmitted and 
processed by B26* The re8ul ts  are  returned to A. 
and B26 is suspended. The call is terminated. 

Points to note here are Chat: 

(i) The switching performance required is neither 
packet-like nor circuit-like; 

(ii) The call receives exactly as much of the 
communications resource-bandwidth-as is required, 
thus optimizing utilization. 

(iii) This kind of operation is not readily 
available via existing telecommunication networks. 

5. Conceptual Model for a Programmable TDM Switch. 

This section describes a conceptual design or 
model for the switching matrix or network of a 
Programmable TDM switch. The design is sketched 
in Figure III.l. Considerable work will be required 
to verify the cost/effectiveness of this design or to 
modify it for practical development. Hence it is 
referred to as a model for the Programmable TDM 
switching discipline. 

a) Matrix Components 

The Frame Input Copy Registers (FICR), Frame 
assembly Registers (FAR) and Frame Output Copy Register 
(FOCR) are F bits wide. The switching matrix is a 
solid-state crosspoint array able to gate bit j of FICB 
(i) to bit I of FAR(k). Symbolically, 

FAR(k,f.) FICR(i.j) yi yj yfc yg. 

The horizontals and verticals of the matrix are F bits 
wide, as the design is fully-parallel. Swi tch ing  paths 
anl Set  UP ?nd torn  do**n by a stored-progran computer, 

*s  associated with each crosspoint of the 

b) Switch Operation 

wnl j ?CO! ing and out8oing lines are TDM and a 
line ^ frames (the Bell System Tl, T2 and T4 
min!rJT°y Mples) '  Each incoming line is te 
frames a shift register F bits wide, and incon 
frames are of lengths f^ <_ p. 

Dulse"^6" 3 frame has  arr lvad on line I. its frami 
are rK ! coPying into FICR(l). The^its of FI 

en switched and sent to the FARs. FICR(l) i 
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w free to receive the next incoming frame from 
Concurrently, the same process is occurring on the 
other input lines. Periodically, at a rate R, a 
•aster output event occurs which copies all FARs sim
ultaneously to the FOCRs and output begins on the out-
oing T-lines. CPU intervention occurs only when some 

input stream's bandwidth is to be changed, or a call is 
to be set up or torn down. 

rl Switch Parameters 

Let the switch repetition rate be R. 

Let B • FR 

be the switch bandwidth. 

Let be the bandwidth of incoming line 1^. 

Then 

V k  B "i R 

where 

3 t {1, 2, 3, ..., F) 

and m is any positive Integer. 

This result is established by noting that incoming 
frames on I. can be of any fixed length j up to F bits, 
and that the frame arrival rate on 1. can be any inte
gral submultlple R/m of R. Moreover, the bandwidth 

of incoming line 1 can be apportioned among the 
calls carried in exactly the same manner. A given 
call can occupy any subset of the J bits of frames of 
Ij and then bits can be occupied in every frame, every 
second frame and so forth. Limits to this theoretical 
flexibility will be set by the difficulty of matching 
new requests for bandwidth to the free slots available, 
and by the extra complexity of operating the switch in 
this manner. 

6- Steady-State Operation 

FTTR T HAR^WAR® FTAME detector associated with each 
TV "r *°na s  11 le  Presence of a complete incoming frame. 
The frame complete signal of FICR (i*> is sent to all 
crosspoints M(i*,J,k,A) on the ith vertical of the 
switching matrix. Under the steady-state assumption 
the memory bits of all crosspoints are currently set; 
routing of the frame bits to the correct bits of the 
correct FARS therefore occurs. The transmission of 
data to a FAR sets a "data present" control bit associ
ated with the FAR; this control bit AND the master out-
put event causes the FAR to be copied to its FOCR. Out-
pulsing on all output lines which have received data 
therefore begins simultaneously. 

Thus, all steady-state control of the switching 
matrix can be accomplished in hardware; processor inter
vention is required only when calls are set up, torn 
down or require variations in assigned bandwidth. 
Requests for such changes of network state would be 
delivered to the control processor via a dedicated 
control channel. The control processor would compute 
new values for the crosspoint bits (M(i ,j,k,£)} and 
would copy these into the crosspoint flipflops in 
order to effect the desired change in matrix operation. 

7. Further Work 

net u.i 

The present discussion is only a proposal, and 
falls far short of making an unchallengeable case for 
Programmable TDM. To make such a case, we must evalu
ate switching matrix costs and throughput for present 
MSI technology, propose refined designs as necessary, 
develop algorithms for matrix control to be implemented 
in the control processor, do simulation studies on the 
amount of inter-office signalling required, and evalu
ate such Items as connect time, blocking probability, 
switch bandwidth and switching delay. Most of these 
topics are under investigation at Waterloo. 
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A PACKET SWITCHING NETWORK WITH GRACEFUL 
SATURATED OPERATION 

Remi F. Despres 
Centre National D'etudes Des 
Telecommunications (CNET) 
Issy Les Moulineaux, France 

ABSTRACT 

More experience on packet switching 
appears to be necessary before a large scale 
data transmission network featuring this swit
ching mode can be developed. Saturated operation 
in particular, has to be considered from the 
outset as a normal state because of computer 
traffic flexibility. 

A good control of transmission resour
ces allocation must therefore be exercised by 
the network, so as to give rapid service to high 
priority users without slowing down too much 
low priority communications. 

A network structure, compatible with 
this requirement, is proposed. It comprises 
fixed routing, private buffering, packet hand
shaking, variable length packets and multirate 
scheduling. An evaluation of this design will be 
available when an experimental network, which 
is being developed along these lines, becomes 
operational. 

1) Data are stored into buffers at each 
exchange traversal ; 

2) Transmission lines are time-shared 
among active communications ; 

3) Data input into the network is subor
dinate to the corresponding output rate or to 
transmission capacity, whichever is most 

restrictive. 

Our purpose here is to discuss one 
particular aspect of packet switching, namely 
network behaviour in case of saturation 
will be argued that there are economical an 

i r,ir-nl reasons for considering saturated 
techmca Then a network structure 
operation as normal Then a tion 

will be proposed for achevmge fQr the same 

when user requests are co P 8 resource. 
saturated transmission or switcnmg 

This structure is being experimented 

on . .tneli 
A better knowledg P hefore a larger scale 
result from this project before 

INTRODUCTION 

The need for a data transmission net
work adapted to computer trafic has now been 
recognized for a long time 3 5 . several admi
nistrations and compagnies are developing such 
networks 14 7 9 12 

Two main switching techniques have been 
considered for this purpose, and arguments have 
been exchanged regarding their relative suitabi
lity to data transmission. Both have successfully 
been applied to real networks and therefore must 
be examined attentively ^ 

On one hand we have the well known 
circuit switching organization where a physical 
path is established between two correspondants 

for the complete duration of their call. 

On the other hand we have the less 
known packet circuit organization where : 

OPERATION^ 
atime-SHA^ed^esourc^ 

For any tixne-Bhared resource, be tt a 

computer CPU or a ^an bg made between satu-
other, a distinction ^ former is indicative 

T.» the Utter he. to 

be avoided. 
• „ precise definitions of 

Ins0rnthe present context, let us intro-
these terms in tne p 
duce a few notations. 

R is the time-shared resource 

, • -NT is one of the N users 
Ui with i e. waiting for 

or resource E which .re eet.ee. 
their turn te "• served. 
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Mi is the minimum percentage of 
resource R which must be allocated to user Ui 
to satisfy his needs. Mi may be a function of t 
but we assume fiat its fluctuations are slow enough 
to be negligible. 

Di is the extra percentage of R which 
user Ui can use if so much is made available to 
him. Di/Mi is a measure of the flexibility of Ui's 
needs. 

ei is the percentage of R which is effec
tively allocated to user Ui. Whereas Mi and Di 
are user dependant parameters ei depends not 
only on the sum of user needs but also on allo
cation rules applied to resource R. 

used to improve the bandwith of the few active 
communications. 

Figure 2. a gives a typical utilization 
curve of a time-shared resource whose users 
have flexible needs. While load varies full 
resource utilization can be maintained until the 
load is so low that every user gets as much 
service as he can use. 

Figure 2.b presents the case of a 
resource with permanent saturation ; it can be 
the case if either the load is stable or users 
have very flexible needs when the load is light. 

L is the load of R defined as the sum of 
all minimum needs of active users, i. e. 

L 1 <  i < N  Mi 

E is the effective utilization of R 
defined by 

E = 
1 <  i < N  

Resource R is said to be "saturated" 
if E = 100 %. It is said to be "congested for 
user Ui" if ei -c Mi and it is said to be "conges
ted per se" if at least one of its users Ui doesn't 
receive its minimum claim. 

It is clear that, with normal allocation, 
no congestion can appear before saturation (the 
unused percentage of resource R, if there is 
any, can be allocated to users whose needs are 
not satisfied in order to improve their service). 
But the converse is not necessarily true. If 
users have flexible needs, resource R can be 
saturated while being far from congestion. If the 
average value of Di/Mi is represented by A , 
R can remain saturated with loads L varying 
from ^° to 100 %. 

t + A 

Optimal resource allocation must 
prevent congestion as long as the load is less 
than 100 %. In practice a safety margin is man
datory as users cannot specify their minimum 
needs with a good precision, and because allo
cation rules can hardly distribute resource R in 
exact proportion to these needs. 

Figure 1 gives a typical load curve of 
a shared resource where user needs have no 
flexibility. A telephone network can be taken as 
example of such a resource 13 : most of trans
mission capacity is unused at night and cannot be 

FLEXIBILITY OF COMPUTER 

TRANSMISSION NEEDS 

Several facts concur to show that 
computer traffic can be very flexible. 

1) In general computers can transmit 
data at much higher rates than transmission 
lines capacity and can adapt to any lower rates. 

2) Base band transmission allows for 
cheap fast transmission on local loops. 

3) Computers don't have to cease 
operation at night and can therefore benefit by 
transmission network availability at this time. 

4) Even interactive users have rather 
flexible needs, as it results from a study by 
JACKSON and STUBBS on multiaccess computer 
communications ^ ; service rate reductions 
of the order of 50 % are tolerated by users of 
scientific time-sharing systems. 

NETWORK DESIGN PHILOSOPHY 

The preceding remarks justify the 
general philosophy we adopted for packet 
switching network design. It can be summarized 
as follows : 

If a packet switching network involving 
computer to computer communications were to 
never reach saturation, it would have to be lar
gely oversized so as to resist bursts and shifts 
of computer traffic. A sounder approach is to 
build the network for permanent, or at least 
frequent, saturated operation. 

A primary objective must then be good 
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Figure 1 : Typical Resource Utilization with Rigid User Needs 
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12 time of day 

100% 
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time of day 

Figure 2 : Typical resource utilization with flexible user needs and time sharing allocation 

control of the service rates offered to competing 
communications when switching and/or trans
mission resources are saturated. 

The following sections present a 
network design which is an attempt at reaching 
that goal. 
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NETWORK DESIGN OPTIONS 

!) Fixed routing for packets of a given 
communication 

When a call is placed no transmission 
can begin before a so called "virtual circuit" is 
established between the two correspondents. It 
consists of a two way chain of informations kept 
in exchanges along the circuit. 

Two communications having the same 
extreme exchanges may take different routes 
depending on network load at their establishment 
times. But once a route is chosen it doesn't 
change, except possibly in case of interexchange 
line failure. 

Advantages of fixed routing are the 
following : 

- short packet identification. An index 
which identifies a particular communication 
among those which traverse the same line is 
sufficient. At the recieving exchange this index 
can be translated into the address of a data block 
where further routing information is available. 

This feature is valuable as there are 
reasons to prefer short packets : other parame
ters being unchanged, transmission delays and 
storage capacity are roughly proportional to 
packet length. 

- data sequence preservation. As packets 
of a given communication follow the same route 
there is no difficulty to deliver them to their 
destination in the right order. This simplifies 
significantly packet handling in the last exchange 
of the circuit and reduces its storage require
ments. 

- communication based traffic control. 
As we assume that transmission lines may be 
saturated, the scheduling algorithm used for line 
allocation is a capital part of network design. 
Smoother operation can be achieved if scheduling 
decisions for two successive packets of a same 
communication can be related. In particular it 
helps avoiding that fast communications mono
polize full line capacity, letting to slower com
munications no chance to transmit any packet. 

2) Private buffering 

As receiving correspondents may be 
slower than emitting ones there is a danger that 
buffer space can be clogged by packets which 
cannot exit quickly from the network. This can 

be avoided by allocating private buffers to 
communications. If there are also common 
buffers in the network, no packet must be sent 
into one of them unless there is a guarantee that 
it can be forwarded quickly into a private buffer. 
For the time being we settled on a solution where 
each virtual circuit has one private buffer in each 
exchange it traverses and where there is no 
common buffer. Although expensive with regard 
to storage space it has on the other hand the 
valuable property that traffic in one direction 
cannot influence traffic in a cross direction 
through their common buffers. 

Assuming that an exchange handles 
up to 100 simultaneous communications, that on 
the average each communication invdves three 
exchanges, and that an average packet buffer 
is 20 bytes long, we get a buffer storage per 
exchange of the order of 100 x 3 x 20 = 6000 bytes. 
If all communications are full duplex, twice as 
much space may be required. If storage space is 
lacking while transmission capacity and compu-
ting power are not, packets can be made shorter. 

3) Interexchange packet handshaking 

In order to avoid packet transmission 
when no buffer space is available to receive 
them, a handshaking procedure is included in 
the design. It regulates packet flow on each 
virtual circuit. 

When an exchange has just freed one 
buffer belonging to a particular communication 
It sends a ready to receive" signalling packet 
to the preceding exchange of the same virtual 
circuit. This exchange then sends a data packet 
immediately if there is one waiting, as soon as ' 
it arrives otherwise. 

^ 4. A Suni:lar network organization, with 
regard to virtual circuits and packet handshaking 
has been studied by Beeforth and others in 9. 

4) Variable packet length 

lencr+h • Thf choice of a unique optimum packet 
g is not possible because of the manv Dara 

meters to be considered, most of which have 
unprecise and changing values. 

following'rNeasons0-'6'8 <" 

Lngth („*<! "• 
part of the system). * exPeneive 
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b) transmission delays, both due to 
buffer filling and due to queue lengths, are 
proportional to packet length. 

Long packets on the other hand are 
better for the following reasons : 

a) packet processing time is practically 
independent of packet length, so that a given 
CPU has a switching throughput in inverse ratio 
to packet length. 

b) packet headers and other service 
data, like "ready to receive" signals, constitute 
a fixed overhead associated with each packet 
transmission. Total overhead for a given data 
throughput is thus in inverse ratio to packet 
length. 

In a situation where most of the traffic 
would be due to a few rapid communications, 
while the majority of communications would 
contribute little to the network load, it would 
clearly be unwise to give equal buffer space to 
all communications. Very short buffers should 
be allocated to all the slow communications and 
a few large ones should be reserved for rapid 
communications. 

The following quantitative result supports 
the preceding intuitive remark : 

let ri denote the transmission rate of 
communication Ci 

for i = 1, 2, . . , n ; 

let li denote the length of the private 
buffer allocated to Ci ; 

let L be the total buffer space. 

The number of transmitted packets per 
unit of time is then : 

Network Problems 
hence 

P = a=-
p i = 1 

ri 
li 

that 
It must be minimized with the constraint 

n 

i = 1 

This yields : 

— ( — 
} li ' li 

li =  L  

li . 2  

li = V 41 

= 0 

ri 
X 

[ L  li J ) = 0 

We see that overhead minimization is 
reached when buffer lengths are proportional to 
the square root of communication data rates. 

We therefore chose to have variable 
length packets. For preserving good line utili
zation when packets are short, while using 
efficient detection techniques, a transmission 
procedure allowing for packet grouping had to be 
designed. Its description follows. 

5) Several packets in a wagon" transmission 
procedure 

Usual error detection techniques require 
that data are transmitted in blocks, each of which 
is preceded by a synchronizing pattern and is 
followed by a block check. Additional block over
head is incurred because an acknowledgment is 
transmitted on the reverse direction to signal 
good or bad reception. 

The choice of block length depends on bit 
error rates of transmission lines, on the length 
of synchronizing patterns and block checks, on the 
format of acknowledgments etc. 

We chose to make transmission block 
and packet length independent, and to associate 
acknowledgments related to one direction with 
blocks of the other direction. 

As these blocks must be stored into 
buffers when they enter an exchange a second 
handshaking level, independent of packet hand
shaking, has been included. 

Rejection of non-corrupted blocks by 
the exchange they reach is thus avoided and 
block sequence is easily maintained. A complete 
transmission frame, as used for packet trans
mission, is called a "wagon". It includes : 

- a synchronizing pattern 
- a "sequence tag" 
- a reverse channel acknowledgment 
- a "handshaking tag" 
- a block check. 
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The "sequence tag" makes it possible 
to detect lost wagons. It comprises a sequence 
identification, which is zero or one, and a wagon 
index giving the rank of the wagon in the current 
sequence. The latter is taken modulo n, where n 
is such that an exchange never sends more than 
n-1 consecutive wagons without having received 
any acknowledgment. For most situations 
n = 4 seems to be sufficient. 

The receiving end of a line keeps track 
of wagon indices and negatively acknowledges a 
wagon with index k if it receives in its place a 
wagon with index h. 

A positive or negative acknowledgment 
comprises the sequence index of the wagon being 
acknowledged and a sequence identification. The 
latter is identical to the sequence identification 
of the wagon being acknowledged if acknowledg
ment is positive ; it is opposite if acknowledg
ment is negative. 

When a new wagon is sent, the only 
reverse channel acknowledgment to be inserted 
is the most recent one (positively or negatively 
acknowledging a wagon implies a positive acknow
ledgment for all previous ones). 

After having negatively acknowledged 
a wagon i of sequence s, an exchange ignores 
all wagons the same sequence and waits for the 
first one of the new sequence s. If it comes with 
index i it is positively acknowledged otherwise 
negatively. A transmission error thus entails in 
general several wagon retransmissions but never 
leads to data loss, permutation or duplication. 

The "handshaking tag" gives the number 
of data characters for which there is buffer space. 

If eventually no buffer space is available 
or ~•' there are no data to be sent, empty wagons 
are sent on the line. Their purpose is to convey 
acknowledgments and handshaking information 
concerning the reverse channel. When an empty 
wagon is sent, it bears the same sequence index 
as the next non empty wagon to be sent ; no 
sequence index incrementation results and empty 
wagons are not acknowledged. 

The transmission procedure above is 
applicable to any full duplex transmission with 
non negligible error rates (typically of the order 
of 10"4 or 10"°). 

6) Multirate scheduling 

Since we have assumed that CPU's or 
lines could be permanently saturated, the sche
duling algorithm is clearly a central part of the 
design. Two objectives must be fulfilled. 

- Under fixed load, each communication 
gets a stable service rate 

- The service rate of a communication 
which is slowed down by the network can be 
increased by changing its service class. 

The algorithm being experimented is 
a simplified version of a more general one 
implemented on the Rams&s II computer at 
the CNET ®. The general version has given 
satisfaction to users for more than a year, 
providing them with stable service rates and 
several service classes. 

The main characteristics of the simpli
fied algorithm are the following : 

- Each request for service is put at 
the end of the queue of its service class. A 

deadline", obtained by adding a constant to a 
so called resource time", is attached to it. 

- Each selection of the next request to 
be served involves a comparison of queue heads • 
the one with the earliest "deadline" is selected. 

Resource time" is increased, at each 
new selection, by a quantity depending on the 
resource load. 

After being processed a request goes 
to another queue where it stays until "resource 
time reaches it deadline. A new request cannot 
be presented by a communication before its 
previous one has left the second queue. 

Such a sophisticated scheduling is of 
course somewhat time consuming. But we exnect 
that its counterpart, namely graceful saturated 
operation, will legitimate its use. If it does 
futureStPecialized h^dware can be built in the 
future to improve switching throughput. 
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CONCLUSION 

Saturated operation has been considered 
as an essential aspect of packet-switching net
works, and design approachs have been proposed 
to cope with it. 

The experimental network on which 
these techniques will be field tested has, on pur
pose, a limited capacity. It will consist of a tri
angle with 16 bits mini-computers at its ver
tices and one or several 9600 bauds lines on 
each edge. Each exchange will handle up to 
200 customer lines with speeds rangingfrom 
50 bauds to 9600 bauds. Programming work 
started at the end of 1971 and first users are 
expected to be connected before the end of 1973. 
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SOME EFFECTS OF SWITCHED NETWORK TIME DELAYS AND 
TRANSMISSION SPEED ON DATA BASED/DATA 

COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS 
J.F. Marchese and W. Gerhard 

IBM Research Laboratory, Zurich, Switzerland 

A b s t r a c t  

In many countries throughout the world, there are 
plans for development of Switched Telecommunications 
Networks designed to efficiently accommodate data 
processing systems. Most of todays data processing 
systems that require telecommunications facilities op
erate over private, dedicated networks which are 
leased from the Telecommunications Administrations. 
These users will be confronted with a significantly new 
environment, which will pose many problems and ques
tions, ranging from the need for new procedures and 
techniques, to the cost and performance effects of 
these new switched networks. 

This paper examines two of these questions: the 
possible effects on data processing cost and perfor
mance of switching delays and line transmission speed. 
Based on the relatively select user characteristics and 
overall assumptions, it is concluded that these new 
networks will be confronted with various demands which 
are dependent on the users system requirements. 
These demands range from the need for very fast net
work switching for large data processing systems 
(many terminals connected to a computer), to high 
transmission speeds for the large system and the batch 
data processing user, to relative insensitivity to both 
of these parameters for the small data processing 
user. In all cases, these users have optimized their 
cost/performance in todays environment and will re
quire at least an equivalent from these new facilities. 

Introduction 

In many countries throughout the world, there are 
plans for development of Switched Telecommunica
tions Networks designed to efficiently accommodate 
data processing systems. These new switched facili
ties will attempt to attract data processing users who 
presently operate over dedicated, private, leased 
communications networks as well as those systems 
now using switched telephone facilities. Since the pri
vate network data based/data communications systems 
have been relatively optimized for a nonswitched envi
ronment, there is an important question of what will be 
the effect on these users of this new switched network 
environment. It is obvious that many users will con 
tinue to find private networks to be more desirable for 
their particular needs. 

The questions and problems that will confront the 
data processing user of this new environment include: 

(1) what are the optimum line control procedures and 
access methods for this switched network environment; 
(2) will concentrators and multiplexors provide cost 
and performance advantages, and under what circum
stances; (3) what signalling techniques should be em
ployed between terminal and network; (4) what are the 
effects of the switch and signalling delays on the sys
tem; (5) what line transmission speed should be used; 
and (6) a host of other similar questions. 

Since the problem is extremely complex, it is de
sirable to simplify the analyses and examine the issues 
separately. This paper considers the switching speed 
effects (time delays) and line transmission speed ef
fects on several representative classes of potential 
users of these new switched networks. In particular, 
several classes of existing inquiry/response data pro
cessing systems were selected as the basis for the 
study. 

In any study of this type, the results are quite sen
sitive to the assumptions, and therefore the conclu
sions may change if the assumptions prove to be invalid 
or unreasonable. During this paper, an attempt will be 
made to indicate what the effects may be if the assump
tions differ from the ones indicated. Certain conclu
sions will be drawn which hopefully will be of use to 
planners and designers of Switched Telecommunica
tions Networks, as well as data processing system de
signers. 

Characterization of Network Userc 

In data based/data communications systems, there 
are a wide variety of applications. One of the types in 
wide use today (and expected to continue in the future i 
is the inquiry/response system. In these systems, the 
operator at a remote terminal wishes to obtain infor
mation from a central computer as well as input some 
a a into the Central Processing Unit (CPU). These 

systems will be among the most sensitive to data net-

ofThe ba T1 °haracteristics.and will be used as one 
of the basis for this analysis. Examples are, Airline 
Reservation Systems, Banking Systems, Manage mem 
formation Systems, etc. These users charts U-
data D™re-S°me resP°nse "me requirement on the 
data processing system in order to satisfy the overall 
application demand (e.g., many Airlines requi^ sT 
second response time from the time the inquires 
made at the terminal to the timp fho 
from the CPU) in adding response is made 
are i.«,.aii„ addition many remote terminals 
are usually connected to the CPU. 
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Since there are a wide range of parameters that 
classify data network users, it was decided to estab
lish only a few general system categories in order to 
simplify the analysis. Thus, three classes of users 
were defined. They were based on averaging many 
existing IBM users. In addition, it is assumed that no 
Data Processing Concentrators would be used in this 
new environment, although this choice obviously de
pends on the users system configuration and require
ments. The key characteristics are indicated in Table 
1. 

Table 1 

USER SYSTEM CONFIGURATION CHARACTERISTICS 

Characteristic Large User Small User Special 

Number of 
Terminals 

800 30 100 

Peak Terminal 
Call Rate (in 
busy hour) 

0. 01/s 0. 02/s 0.03/s 

Response Time 
Requirement 
(90th Percen
tile) 

3-4 s 3-4 s 4-10 s 

Mean Message 
Lengths 

In 24 Characters* 20 Characters 400 Characters 
Out 120 Characters 50 Characters 400 Characters 

*A character is bits 

The study is presented in three sections: (1) the 
effects of switching speed on the user (in terms of 
communications lines and cost versus connect time); 
(2) the effects of transmission speed on the user (in 
terms of buffer size and cost versus transmission 
speed); and (3) the combined effects of switching speed 
and transmission speed on the user (in terms of total 
communication cost including transmission, line con-
trol and buffering). 

The Effects of Switching Speed 

Several assumptions were made in order to per
form the analysis. These include: 

1) Definition of communications tariffs 

a) The user is tariffed on the basis of hold
ing time (message length) with the min
imum metering interval not longer than 
the actual message time. This may be 
an ideal solution from the users point 
of view, but some telecommunications 
administrations have indicated it may be 
impracticable. Thus, if the metering in
terval is longer than the message (e. g. 
one second), the results could change, Al
though this is a function of the compara-

Network Problems 
tive costs of line communications and the 
Transmission Control Unit (TCU). 

b) The user pays more for higher speed 
lines in the ratio of (X)1/3. That is, a 
9600 bps line costs (jf$j-)1/3 times as 
much as a 2400 bps fine (in this case 1.6 
times)' '• The factor 1/3 is a result of a 
study conducted in the U. S. (See reference 
1). However, some administration have 
indicated the factor should be closer to 
2/3. This would cause a reduction in the 
cost advantage of high-speed lines com
pared to low-speed lines. 

2) Establishment of line control routines 
a) The terminal initiates a call to the CPU 

only when he has data to send or obtain. 
It disconnects from the network after its 
call, and the computer redials when it 
has a reply for the terminal. Computer 
to terminal "handshaking" routines are 
assumed to either be included in the sig
naling routines, or to be revised in the 
future so as to have no effect on the re
sults. 

b) Similar to (a), but the remote terminal 
holds the line until the computer makes 
the reply. 

3) The network is used as a concentrator, and 
lines are connected to the computer through a 
TCU. The TCU cost is related to the number 
of line attachments in a linear fashion. 

With these assumptions, and employing conventional 
analytical techniques (Erlang formulas), it is possible 
to relate the number of communication line appearances 
at the computer as a function of the network switching 
speed and the total message traffic for the various 
classes of users (since the message lengths affect the 
line hold time at the CPU end of the network). The 
number of lines is approximated by the following equa
tion^ (assuming exponential message lengths and ex
ponential call arrival rates): 

L = BT + 2.4\/BT 

where: 

(D 

L is the number of lines required between 
the computer and network 

B is the mean call rate in calls per second 
(for the busy hour) 

T is the mean line hold-time in seconds 

2.4 results from a call-blockage probability 
of 1%. 

Figure 1 shows the results for the three classes 
under consideration. 
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From Figure 1, it can be concluded that the Small 
System and the Special System (with long messages) 
are relatively insensitive to the network switching 
speed. However, the Large System is significantly 
affected, and line requirements begin to increase 
rapidly when the network switching speed exceeds 
around 100 milliseconds. 

The results of Figure 1 were then extended to ob
tain a possible cost relation. In addition to the assump
tions previously described, appropriate communica
tions tariffs were employed. To obtain a representa
tive tariff cost per message transmitted, an existing 
IBM system operating over private lines in England 
was chosen, and the cost per call computed. This 
system was felt to be reasonable since the terminals 
were geographically disbursed throughout the entire 
country. The cost per call included both line tariffs 
and modem costs. The cost of an existing IBM TCU 
was also used. The results are indicated in Figure 2. 
Only the Large System was plotted since the other two 
were not critically sensitive to switching speed (except 
for the users response time requirement which is sen
sitive to the switching speed in a linear fashion). In 
these results, it is assumed that the Network Terminat
ing Unit (future equivalent to todays modems) costs 
are independent of speed (up to 9600 bps). 

From Figure 2, we observe that the user can re
duce his total communications cost (for TCU and lines) 
by operating at higher line speed. Furthermore, this 
class of customer would desire switching speeds on the 
order of 100 to 200 milliseconds (or less). 

In this computation, one potential major factor has 
not been considered: the cost of switching as a func
tion of switching speed. It is possible that switch costs 
are inversely proportional to switching speed, which 
could change the results of Figure 2. This is an area 
that requires further study. (It is also theoretically 
feasible that TDM switching techniques provide fast 
switching at no extra cost since the primary require
ment of the switch is to service a large number of lines 
with an aggregately high calling rate). This switching 
cost does not exist in a private, nonswitched network, 
and may be one of the factors that could cause continj-
ing support of leased facilities by some users. 

The Effects of Network Transmission Speed 
on the Data Processing System 

The number of communication lines between the 
network and the computer is determined by the traffic 
characteristics and the switching speed as mentioned 
in the previous section. In this section, the relation
ships between the network transmission speed and the 
communications line requirements as well as computer 
buffer (memory) requirements will be described. 

Line Requirements 

As noted earlier, the number of line appearances at 
the computer is affected by the message characteristics, 
since these characteristics are directly related to the 
line holding time, T. The line holding time is a vari
able, depending on the line speed, message length, sig
naling time, and switching speed. Thus, we can indi
cate the line requirements as a function of the trans
mission speed by the following: 

L = B (x + — + 2.4 J B  (x + 
f? ' A 

(2) 

where : 

L and B are as before 

x is the sum of the call connect-time and dis-
connect-time plus signaling time 

Im is the mean message length in bits 

s is the transmission speed in bits per second. 

Assuming x is a constant (of appropriate value) 
Figure 3 describes the line requirements as a function 
of the speed and message characteristics for the three 
classes of systems under investigation. 

Buffer Requirements 

In general, a message arriving at a computer (for 
processing and other appropriate actions) requires 
storage at the computer for the following periods of 
time: 

1) While the message is being received and 
assembled 

2) When the message is received and being 
queued for processing 

3) While the message is being processed 

4) After processing while the reply is being 
queued for output 

5) While reply is being transmitted and 
disassembled. 

Queuing for processing and output can be done 
either in the mam storage of the computer or at a per
oral storage device (e.g., disk, tape, or drum) 
while buffering for message processing must be per-
ormed in the main storage at the computer. Buffering 
or message assembly and message disassembly can 

be performed either in the main storage of the comouter 
the^ 3 St°rage Wlthin the Transmission Control Unit at tte cow The w,„ J™ 
U»« «» a,,r,e„j c„ sm„„ > 
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ing the transmission speed of the data over the line. 

There are at least two methods for allocating 
storage to a communication line: 

1) Static buffer allocation, where a fixed amount 
of storage corresponding to the longest mes
sage is permanently assigned to each line. 

2) Dynamic buffer allocation, where the storage 
is pooled and each line requests buffer from 
the pool as the need arises. For this method 
two cases can be distinguished: 

a) The unit size corresponding to the longest 
message is employed within the buffer 
pool, 

b) A unit size smaller than the average mes
sage length is used within the buffer pool 
and these units are chained to blocks. 

The total buffer requirements in a teleprocessing 
system are reduced by employing the dynamic core 
allocation technique with a unit size smaller than the 
average message length (method 2b). This method of 
buffer allocation is used for the investigation of the 
buffer requirements at the computer site, and the 
availability of adequate software support is assumed. 

The buffer requirements are calculated under the 
following assumptions: 

1) The buffer allocations for the various mes
sage streams are mutually independent 

2) The message length (Im) has an exponential 
distribution 

3) The call rate (B) during peak hour has an 
exponential arrival time 

4) Prespecified probability of buffer overflow 
is 1%. 

In order to determine the buffer pool size, one has 
to derive the mean and the variance of the buffer units 
required at the computer to accommodate the exponen
tially distributed message traffic flowing into and out-
of the computer. 

The procedure to calculate the mean number of 
units is to assess the requirements (statistically) on a 
per-line basis and then sum the total requirements 
over the number of lines employed in the system (which 
was determined earlier). It can be shown that the mean 
number of buffer units for m lines is given by:2' 3 

where: 

I'm 's 'he mean number of buffer units required 
to accommodate the total message flow at 
the computer 

b is the number of data characters in a buffer 
unit (for data assembly and disassembly). 

Note 

b is a key parameter and will be discussed 
further. 

In a similar fashion, the variance can also be deter
mined. It is given by: 

U  = U  ( 2  .  -  u 2 )  
var m b ' 

where: 

U is the variance of the buffer unit size var 

U is the mean (from above) m 

u is the mean number of buffer units required 
on a per-line basis. 

From these two expressions, one can compute the total 
buffer size necessary for the system. As indicated 
earlier, the probability of buffer overflow was assumed 
to be permitted to reach 1%. With this assumption, an 
approximation for the total buffer size can be made. 

It is: 

u. . , = u + 

total m 
2.4-v/tf * v (4) 

where: 

U = B (i2) 
m b 

Im b/lm 
7" (e i) (3) 

U is the total buffer number of buffer units 
0 a necessary to satisfy the system. 

As noted earlier, the parameter b, which is the 
number of data characters assigned to each buffer unit 
(in other words, the block size for data within the 
dynamic buffer), is a key parameter in these computa
tions. Obviously, if one stores segments of a message 
in a buffer, it is necessary to allocate some overhead 
information along with these segments in order to chain 
them together (for total message reassembly). Thus it 
is desirable to optimize this process so that the buffer 
is not overloaded with redundant overhead information 
(chaining characters), and still keep the unit size, b, 
small enough to reduce the total buffer requirements. 
From Equations 3 and 4, the optimum buffer size can 
be determined. It is: 
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b o P t = V 2 C -
where: 

opt is the optimum buffer unit size in bits 
for data 

C is the number of bits necessary to chain 
segments together 

Im is the mean message length in bits. 

The parameter C varies according to software 
system applications, but in one general usage control 
program, it is four characters (32 bits). Thus b can 
easily be computed for the three data processing sys
tems under evaluation. 

The total buffer size, Utotal is then compared as 

a function of transmission speed and shown in Figure 4 
As shown, the Large System and the system with long ' 
messages can realize an appreciable reduction in buffer 
requirements when the transmission speed is increased 
(in this example, at least up to 9600 bps). 

Combining the Switching Speed 
and Transmission Speed Effects 

It is now possible to observe the combined effects 
of the network switching speed and transmission speed 
on the data processing systems being considered. The 
information contained in Figures 2 and 4 (and using an 
appropriate cost per bit for the buffer) is combined into 
one figure. The variables are, relative cost, switch
ing speed, and transmission speed. 

Figure 5 shows the relative total cost of communi
cations (including transmission costs, TCU costs, and 
buffer costs) as a function of transmission speed for 
several selected values of network switching speed. 
Only the Large System is shown to avoid a confusing 
amount of data in the figure. It can be seen that the 
total cost can be reduced significantly by operating the 
MOOtas? hlf erf.transmission sPeeds (from 4800 to 960° bps) and with relatively fast network switching 
(around 100 to 200 milliseconds). 

The results for the Small System do not show the 
same sensitivity to either transmission speed or switch 

increasing °" * * 

speeds ,„,e„ ,™° 
greater than 1.5 to 2 seconds). S' y 

Conclusions 
™. stud, exam toed, to , 

(5) some of the effects on a data processing user of com
munication network switching speed and line speed. 

One potentially significant factor has not been con
sidered, and remains to be examined when further 
quantitative cost information is obtained: that is, the 
sensitivity of switching cost to switching speed. The 
results indicated in this study could be altered if the 
switching costs increase significantly as the switching 
speed is made faster. 

Three basic conclusions can be drawn for the 
classes of data processing users examined when 
operating over switched data networks: 

1) The large inquiry/response type of data 
processing user, with communications re
quirements, will impose the most significant 
functional demands on the switching and 
transmission speed of the network to achieve 
minimum cost and satisfactory performance. 

2) Users operating with rather long messages 
(e.g. . batch applications, etc.) are relatively 
insensitive to switching speed, but normally 
desire high transmission speed to minimize 
cost and optimize performance. 

3) Many small data processing users (few ter
minals connected to a CPU) do not generally 
achieve any significant cost advantages from 
fast switching or high transmission speed. 
They can generally be satisfied by medium 
speed switching and transmission w^b pro
vides sufficient performance tor tto£ 
"to, These u Jr. 
ensitive to excessive tariffs that may be 

established for all customers in order to 
satisfy the two classes above. 

auswered'queTtion'b68,6 COnclusi°ns. the many un-
ing, coupled with the need'for d'te"0"8' ^ ̂  SWltch" 
changes will probably cause somP processinS system 
use private leased U8ers to continue to 
lities when they find it^thCOmmunicati°ns faci-
vantage. l° their ^'/performance ad-
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Figure 1. Number of Lines at the Computer as a Function 
of Network Connect/Disconnect Time for Different 
Teleprocessing Systems 

Connect Time (seconds) 

Figure 2. Cost (TCU + Transmission) as Function 
of Connect Time (For Large Systems Only) 

24 4-8 9.6 16" 24 36 48 64 

Line Speed (kbl 

tkBdl 

Figure 5. Total Cost as a Function of Transmission Speed and 
Switching Speed (Large Systems only 
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CURRENT AND NEAR FUTURE DATA TRANSMISSION VIA 
SATELLITES OF THE INTELSAT NETWORK 

John M. Husted 
COMSAT Laboratories 

Clarksburg, Maryland, U.S.A. 

Abstract 

error rate (BER) measurements via 
operational circuits of INTELSAT satellite 
to Tn-8SflndKCa^e a? avera9e BER of 10"6 
data th V°1Ce 3nd grouP ban<3 data. These measurements were made be-
?no?n^Sa^11;Lte earth stations and did not 
include the effects of the terrestrial 
lints to and from these earth stations. 

.. Currently, data is transmitted 
nhonUgf satellites a conventional tele
phony frequency-division multiplex, which 
sion n tS flexibility of data transmis
sion performance. Introduction of op
erational smgle-channel-per-carrier, 
four phase PSK service into the INTELSAT 
system in 1972 will provide data channels 
whose quality can be varied to satisfy a 
range of BER performance specifications 

Introduction 

ins? vu°fav' v°ice (0-4 kHz) and group (60-
108 kHz) band circuits in the conventional 
erarPh°nY requency~division multiplex hi-
rarchy are used to transmit commercial 
ha^aH a°Ugh the INTELSAT network. These 
basebands are transmitted via frequency 
modulated (FM) carriers with modulation 
pre-emphasis and demodulation threshold 
extension.i Limited bit error rate (BFP! 
measurements on operational satelUti cS-
10" for an avera9a BER of 10"6 to 

. or both voice and group band data 
ordpr-r1^0™™06 iS aPProxilt'ately two 
orders of magnitude better than perfor-

're'"1 
jr " . fortunate that BER ner 
formance in these satellite links i= nf* 
ter than in terrestrial links sinn 

. ,The introduction of operational 
single-channel-per-carriPr f 
modulated service^ into the InSa^ PSK 
dat "t"72 Wil1 P^ide very flexible73" data channels whose BER DPrfL e 

ssii 

The System Perspective 

For satellite data transmission, a 
primary consideration is the terrestrial 
link that normally exists between a data 
customer and his satellite link. If the 
satellite link performance is order of 
magnitude better than that of the terrel-
sion svsi- ' th6n th® °nly data transmis
sion system constraint caused by the 

tion d^6 ±S the °-7_s round triP Propaga-
This lntro,?uced in the channel. 
This effect is significant in error de-

BER control.5etransmission schemes for 

the ^T!?ere is little incentive to improve 
the data transmission performance of the 
existing FDM/FM satellite networks !ntU 

worksSfeedTnnCtH°f the te"«trial n2t-

is improved Strelor^^ St3tions 

data transmission facilitie^should^e1*^^ 
adequate for the near future. However 
the emergence of data carrier facilities 

systems\olds ̂  telePho"y transmission 

pLfo",SdL"~,LrS" afti"froved. 

Performance Objectives 

for a^Ita'channll^r^Tr6 Criteri°" 

terfkicsEandSmodemCdlfiS ̂ h 
mance objectives liotJ f * h? Perfor-
paragraphs are for ? following 
tics! MeLurld datf^nnSl • cbarscteris-
section indicate that renrlt>ed in.the next 
designs can"1 achieved Krf tative m°dem 
10"6 or better throng k Performance of 
quality. through channels of this 

between INTELSAT^art^s^t^63' measured 
for nominal 4-kHz vO! station terminals, 
suitable for data To! Y* cba"nels 
follows: 10 *3 to 3-4 kHz) are as 

of1thea?nLTnationflU?el W°rk perf°rmed at COMSAT Lah 
expressed in this paoeT mmUnications Satellite J;aborat?ries under th< 

paper are not necessarily^^ SSt!®^ 
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Amplitude/Frequency Response 

The amplitude/frequency response of 
voice-grade VF channel with respect to a 
reference frequency of 1 kHz should be 
better than the values given below. 

Frequency Band Loss Variation 

500-2800 Hz 
300-3000 Hz 

3000-3400 Hz 

Channel Weighted Noise 

+0.5 to -0.5 dB 
+1.0 to -0.5 dB 
+1.5 to -0.5 dB 

The hourly mean weighted noise level 
of an idle channel terminating in an earth 
station should not exceed -50 dBmOp. 

Intelligible Crosstalk Between Adjacent 
Channels ~ 

Far End. The crosstalk coupling loss 
measured on all channels at the receive 
station, except the channel sending the 
1-kHz test tone at 0 dBmO, should be 
greater than 65 dB. 

Near End. The crosstalk coupling 
loss measured on all channels at the 
transmit station, except the channel send
ing the 1-kHz test tone at 0 dBmO, should 
be greater than 65 dB. 

Delay Distortion 

The voice channel group delay distor
tion characteristics are as follows: 

1000-2600 Hz 
600-2600 Hz 
500-2800 Hz 

170 ys 
500 us 

1000 us 

The minimum group delay point in the voice 
frequency band should be regarded as the 
reference frequency. 

Impulse Noise 

Impulse noise counts for VF circuits 
should not be more than six counts per 
15 minutes at a level of -21 dBmO. 

Phase Jitter 

The peak-to-peak phase jitter in any 
channel should not exceed 3°. 

Performance objectives, measured be
tween INTELSAT earth stations, for a 48-
bHz group data channel are as follows: 

Amplitude/Frequency Response 

The amplitude/frequency response of a 
basic group (60-108 kHz) with respect to 

Network Problems II 

the 104.8-kHz group pilot frequency should 
result in a loss variation better than 
±1.0 dB between 60.6 and 107.7 kHz. 

Envelope Delay Distortion 

Envelope delay distortion character
istics should not exceed the following 
values: 

65.5-102.5 kHz 25 us 
64.2-65.5 kHz 65 us 

102.5-103.8 kHz 45 us 

The minimum group delay point in the basic 
group frequency band should be regarded as 
the reference frequency. The minimum 
group delay point should lie between 
66 kHz and 102 kHz, and the ripple cycle 
should not exceed 2.5 kHz. 

Intelligible Crosstalk Between Adjacent 
Groups ~ 

Far and near end crosstalk coupling 
loss should be better than 70 dB. The 
coupling loss should be measured for all 
groups in the baseband. 

Impulse Noise 

The impulse noise counts for a data 
group circuit (48 kHz) should not be more 
than 60 counts per 30 minutes at a level 
of -9 dBmO. 

Measured Performance 

Measured BER performance over satel
lite data circuits frequently includes the 
effects of terrestrial links to and from 
the satellite earth stations. The perfor
mance characteristics of these terrestrial 
links mask the satellite link performance. 
In order to generate a data base that 
describes typical satellite link perfor
mance, COMSAT has conducted data transmis
sion tests through various earth station 
facilities using double-hop loops via 
operational carriers. 

Table 1 lists BER measured perfor
mance and Table 2 lists the measured pa
rameters of the circuits used in the BER 
tests. When comparing measured data with 
performance objectives cited previously, 
note that objectives are cited for single-
hop circuits and performance is measured 
for double-hop circuits. 

Measurements through operational cir
cuits do not provide much insight into 
performance margins and parameter sensi
tivity. Therefore, additional measure
ments of BER and channel characteristics 
were conducted via test carriers using 
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Table 1. Data Transmission Performance Chart 

Tx Station-Rx Station 

Performance Etam-Cayey 
Loop (3/71) 
SG2/Gl/Chll 

Etam-Cayeya 
Loop (10/70) 
SG2/G1/Ch9&ll 

Andover-
Goonhilly 
Loop, 

GA/Ch2 

Jamesburg-
Paumalu 
Loop, 

SG1/G3/Ch5 

Jamesburg-
Paumalu 
Loop, 
SG2/G3 

Modem Type Mi lgo 
4400/48 

Mi lgo 
4400/48 

Mi lgo 
4400/48 

Mi lgo 
4400/48 

GE 
Diginet 
422 

Data Rate (bps) 4800 4800 4800 4800 50 kbps 

Test Duration (hr) 44.5 36. 5 37 70 12 
Data Level (dBmO) -13 -13 -13 -17 -5 
Channel Noise (dBmO) -49.0 -48.0 -56.5 -59.0 -38 
S/N (dB) 36.0 35.0 43.5 42 33.0 
Number of Bit Errors 68 4380a 1162 36 

Bit Errors per Burst 8, 4 20-30b 
1000, 79, 
42, 14, 
18 

Average Bit Error Rate 9 x 10"8 7 x 10"6 2 x 10"6 3 x 10"8 1 x 10"" 

aEtam-Cayey tests of 10/70 were degraded by AGR "hits," which were eliminated for 
3/71 tests. 

t'Most errors were in bursts. 

Table 2. Channel Parameter Performance Chart 

Channel Parameter Performance 

Attenuation-Frequency Response (dB), 
1000-Hz Reference 

500-2800 Hz 
300-3000 Hz 

3000-3400 Hz 

Envelope Delay Distortion (ys) 
1000-2600 Hz 
600-2600 Hz 
500-2800 Hz 
500-3000 Hz 

Impulse Noise Counts in 15 Minutes 
-22 dBmO 
-26 dBmO 
-30 dBmO 

Phase Jitter (deg) 
Peak-to-Peak 
Average 

Phase Hits (>15°) in 15 Minutes 

Amplitude Hits (>1 dB) in 15 Minutes 
Coincidence Hits 
Channel Noise (dBmO) 

Tx Station-Rx Station 

Etam-Cayey 
Loop, 

SG2/Gl/Ch4 

0.4 
0.7 
1. 8 

160 
1160 
1730 
1730 

2.0 
4.6 
7.8 

1.0 
0.3 

1.0 

1.5 

0.4 

-49.0 

Andover-
Goonhilly 
Loop, 
GA/Ch 2 

0. 
0. 
0. 

370 
1100 
1400 
1400 

1.4 
2.2 
5.8 

0.5 
0.1 

0.7 

0.6 

0.5 

-56.5 

Jamesburg-
Paumalu 
Loop, 

SG1/G3/Ch5 

0.08 
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equivalent noise loading to simulate ad
jacent traffic in the FDM/FM multiplex 
configurations. C/N ratios in the satel
lite channel were varied by reducing the 
up-link carrier power, while BER and chan
nel characteristics were measured at dif
ferent C/N conditions. Figures 1 through 

S/N, rmi (dB) 
Figure 1. Noise-Loaded Carrier Tests 
Through a Jamesburg INTELSAT III 

Group Band Circuit — BER 
vs S/N (rms) 

Figure 1 shows that BER performance 
through any loop that includes earth sta
tion frequency modulators and demodulators 
is degraded significantly relative to 
back-to-back and multiplex loop perfor
mance. Although these data are for group 
band transmission, a similar effect is 
measured for voice band data as well. This 
performance degradation can be explained 
as follows. Threshold extension demodula
tors generate impulse noise when operating 
in the vicinity of threshold,1 which is 
near the operating region selected to meet 
analog voice performance criteria. 1 The 
addition of impulse noise to the thermal 
noise spectrum produces the degraded per
formance. Hence, the popular conception 
of a satellite channel as a thermal noise 
channel is not valid if an FM demodulator 

Network Problems II 

i I J i 
-6 -4 -2 0 

C/T (dB) 

Figure 2. Noise-Loaded Carrier Tests 
Group Band Circuit — BER vs C/T 

[0.0 dB is nominal INTELSAT III operating 
point (-148.5 dBW/°K)] 

operating close to threshold is included 
in the channel. Nevertheless, the resul
tant performance through the FM loops is 
still satisfactory at commercial carrier 
operating conditions since it exceeds ter
restrial link performance. Also, the data 
presented in Figure 1 is for an INTELSAT 
III system. INTELSAT IV systems operate 
earth station FM demodulators several dB 
further from the FM threshold point than 
the INTELSAT III operating point. There
fore, INTELSAT IV data channels should 
have BER performance superior to INTELSAT 
III data channels. 

Figures 1 through 3 support conclu
sions drawn previously from data transmis
sion via terrestrial telephony multiplex 
configurations; i.e., group band data 
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Figure 3. Noise—Loaded Carrier* Tests 
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should be routed via the higher frequency 
groups of an FM multiplex. On a typical 
132-channel carrier of the INTELSAT net
work, the arrangement of groups in order 
of increasing baseband frequency is 
group A, supergroup 1 (groups 5 through 
1; , and supergroup 2 (groups 1 through 5) . 

The measured data presented in 
Tables 1 and 2 and Figures 1 through 4 are 
considered typical, but limited in a sta
tistical sense. Data for all combinations 
of busy and off hours through a majority 
of the INTELSAT earth stations are incom
plete. Only two types of modems, four-
phase PSK and vestigial sideband, have 

^ate* The determination of 
complete data channel performance statis
tics for the INTELSAT network is a contin
uing program at COMSAT Laboratories. 

Future Performance 

In both terrestrial and satellite 
data networks, contemporary commercial 
data transmission is limited by the analog 
telephony EDM multiplex configuration 
Hence existing satellite data circuits 
are adequate for this traffic As 
rate terrestrial data transmission faciei 
ties become available, there should hf 
requirement for higher quality satellite 
data channels, however. ellite 

In 1972, a single-channel-ner-
carrier, four-phase PSK modulated system 

1.0 

—14 dBmO  

—1 0  dBm 

- 4  - 3  -2  - I  

C/T  (dB)  

Fi9^e 4"v. Noise~L°aded Carrier Tests 
Through a Jamesburg INTELSAT III 
SG1/G2 Circuit — Impulse 

Noise vs C/T 
LO.O dB is nominal INTELSAT III operatinq 

point (-148.5 dBW/°K)] 

INTELSATine?°dUved °Perationally in the 
56 Vhnc * This system can carry 
56 kbps PCM encoded voice traffic or data 
Mbps"7 R*fe fr°m 150 bpS TTY to 1'544 
S'V Reference 5 describes its data 
u™ ̂  g capabilities. Figures 5 and fi 

which were taken from this reference in-
can^e ̂  "f9® °f BER Performance which 
thisbs^?Vlded 3t different data rates by 

single-channel-per-carrier service. 

P?K modulation is used in this 13 3—" 
t^T-i a tr-i 11 w t aata transmission cri— 
t™J be l6SS constrained by voice 
transmission requirements. 

diaital1 distant future, all-
digital communications networks using 
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time-division multiplexing (TDM) and time-
division multiple access (TDMA)6 should be 
established. The specifications for a 
TDMA prototype network are under develop
ment by the ICSC/T TDMA Working Group of 
INTELSAT. Field trials of an operational 
system tentatively are scheduled for 1976. 
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THE STRUCTURE OF A DISTRIBUTED COMPUTER SYSTEM 
THE DISTRIBUTED FILE SYSTEM 
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ABSTRACT 

The Distributed File System* is designed to 
provide a reliable, fail-soft file system for the 
Distributed Computer System, a computer network 
under study at the University of California 
™°e: A dlstlnguishing feature of the DCS is 

that there is no processor which has responsibili-

trih t a COntro1 of the network. Control is dis
puted in time and space over all the processors 

ate thaT"?1*' ̂  mUSt be able to tolerate the failure of any of its components without 
serious consequences for the rest of the system 
Applying these considerations to the file system 

re3atS 3 h617"6 reStrlction on the hierarchical 
relationship traditionally present between com-
ponentsof file systems. The Distributed File 
y tern is made up of independent modules. The 
allure of any one of these modules has only limit-

effect so that much of the system will remain 
completed intact. The file system also provides 
acilities to help the user create a fail-soft 
environment for his files, protecting hi™ 
system failures and his oL erroIS \hT 
flexible in the areas of protect and accLT * 
ethods, allowing for changes and future extensions 

:tru:t™flCati°n °f thS b3Sic system 

INTRODUCTION 

The Distributed File System is designed f„ 

•^or^iTir^£|^^trr'S. 

core storage during a working session The file 

information — 

?*r "hi" from total failure In adrHt--,' Relatively secure 

2,2* :z: 
only affect a portion of th^es^a" Sh°Uld 

of the users. The individual user'se 3 portlon 
should also be fail-soft Th environment 

file becomes permanently 'unavailable^ % USer's 
either through system failure or hi °r amaged 

the work necessary to recreate that fil" T"* 
be minimized. C flle should 
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residing on a processor which has little or no 
other load and moving on when that processor has 
other tasks to perform. Each processor will also 
perform many of its own control functions. The 
communication protocols and resource allocation 
are designed to eliminate the need for many of 
the control functions. We have taken a different 
approach to the communication system than is 
normally taken in computer networks. Messages 
on the ring are addressed to process names rather 
than physical hardware addresses, with the routine 
done by hardware. An originator of a message need 
know nothing about the topology of the network 
nor the physical location of the process he is 
sending to. In fact both originator and receiver 
can move without effect on the other. A device 
called a Ring-Interface (RI) connects the pro
cessors to the communication ring. The RI per
forms the routing as follows. The RI has stored 
in it the process names of all active processes in 
the attached processor. It compares the destina
tion addresses of all messages that pass on the 
ring to those process names. If any messages are 
addressed to any of the active processes in that 
processor, the message is routed into the pro
cessor as well as being passed on down the ring. 

Resource allocation is accomplished through 
a scheme called Request For Quotation (RFQ). A 
user or process who requires additional resources, 
such as a processor and memory space, broadcasts 
an RFQ message to all Resource Allocators. There 
is one Resource Allocator for each processor which 
allocates that processor's resources. All Resource 
Allocators recognize a general name, so a single 
RFQ message will be received by all Resource 
Allocators. The Resource Allocators reply with a 

bid for providing the requested service. This 
bid may or may not reflect actual charges to a 
user for computing service. In any case, a request
ing process will receive all the quotations and 
evaluate them, picking the 'best* bid according to 
some metric. The requestor will then send a 
contract' to the chosen processor. Since bids 

are not binding, that processor may have accepted 
other work and thus may no longer be able to pro
vide the resource at the price quoted. The re
questor must wait for a contract acceptance before 
actually being assigned the resource he requested. 

Notice that this scheme eliminates 'control'. 
The processes negotiate with each other, neither 
is in control and no one assigns any resources as 
an authority. If a processor should fail, its 
processes simply do not take part in the bargain
ing scheme, and thus its resources are automatical
ly out of consideration. This scheme also makes it 
simple to expand or contract the capacity by add
ing or removing processors. Since only active 
processors take part in the bargaining, adding or 
removing processors will not affect the operation 
of resource allocation, except to make resources 
more or less abundent. 

Network Problems II 

THE STRUCTURE OF THE FILE SYSTEM 

To provide the fail-soft characteristics, the 
tile system is made up of modules distributed over 
several processors in the Distributed Computer 
System. These modules may reside in special pur
pose file processors or in more general purpose 
processors. Each processor should be autonomous 
and independent, capable of providing its portion 
of the file service without the assistance of any 
°,, Particular process; any assistance necessary 
should be available from more than one source. 
The system accomplishes this with a minimum redun-
dancy. 

Models of the structure of many current and 
proposed file systems have described their struc
ture as a hierarchy of directories. These direc
tories limit context to allow partially specified 
file names. They also control access by providing 
the only access paths to a file, many times pro
tection mechanisms being incorporated in these 
paths. 

Since the system must be able to function with 
the loss of any module, either the system must be 
viable with any module missing or be able to re
construct the missing module from the existing ones. 
In a hierarchy of directories, the loss of a direc
tory would render all files accessed through 
that directory inaccessable. This is a high 
price to pay, especially if the lost directory 
is high in the hierarchy. The solution is to 
either provide redundant, distributed copies 
of each 'node' in the hierarchy or be able 
to reconstruct the hierarchy if nodes are lost. 

We reject the strict redundant approach as being 
too expensive (in use of resources). To recon
struct the hierarchical structure when faced with 
the arbitrary loss of nodes, it is necessary to 
retain with each node all the paths that lead to 
that node. That is, at each level must be stored 
a description of the structure above it. This can 
be accomplished by storing all global path names, 
that is, successive concatination of names of each 
node in the structure which must be passed through 
to reach the node in question. In addition, if any 
information such as protection requirements is in
corporated at any level in these paths, that must 
also be stored with the path name. Thus each level 
of the structure becomes a single level description 
of the entire structure above it. 

Consequently, the DCS System provides only a 
single level; that is, all files retain their fully 
qualified global names so a file can be uniquely 
identified and located regardless of the availabi
lity of other components of the file system. File 
sharing is accomplished without use of directories 
and protection is applied to the file itself rather 
than the access path to it. 

There is a hierarchy of processes which assist 
in locating a file; however, the processes are ex
pendable and if destroyed, can easily be recreated. 
These processes have access to data bases and pro
vide information contained within those data bases. 
There is no access to this data except through 
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these processes. In the following, the terms 
catalog process and volume process will refer to 
the process and its associated data base, since 
its external appearance is that of a process which 
answers requests for information. 

FIGURE 2a shows an example of the logical 
structure the catalog system provides. FIGURE 2b 
is this same structure with a possible physical 
organization superimposed. The dotted lines indi
cate the limits of the physical modules. The 
logical links between these modules is provided 
through the communication system by sending mes
sages addressed to module names. 

FILE I FILE 2 FILE 3 FILE 1 FILE 2 FILE 3 FILE 4 FILE 1 ;LT£ 2 
EM3LZ1 LOGICAL SliiliCHFE OF LIE FILE SYSIEI 

FILFL FItE 2^ Flf^3 FltE 1_F!L£ 2 FILE 3 FILE^/ILE 1 FIE 2 

J d r ' '  \ D '  WLUE1 u VOLUE 2 
t) 
VOLUE 3 

EIOO LOGICAL STRUCTURE OF THE FILE SYSTBl 
DOTTED LliES SLPERIi'POSE A POSSIBLE PHYSICAL OPGAillZATICtJ 

The difference between the catalog and direc
tory systems is subtle. A directory controls 
access and provides the only path by which a file 
is located. A file cannot be accessed except 
though the directory structure. On the „u, v. 
the catalog system provides assistance in locating' 
a file, L,ut is in no way an essential part of the 
access path. Files can be located „•! 
a catalog by searching the volume table f ° f  

This will only be done in extreme contents, 
catalog has been damaged, and will^r^'m*16" the 

be done by those system ^ograls ^Lh ^ ̂  
sm. for restoring the 

whicĥ ô iri^̂ f̂̂ -̂1 component 
locating a file. To prevent fall assist in 
ponent from tying up the rest of the' sjst«! tTls 

n-plexed on different processors, all n components 
being identical. It is keyed by owner name and 
for each owner provides the name of a process, a 
catalog, which references all files for that owner. 

Several different catalogs exist on distinct 
processors. A catalog will serve more than one 
user, and each user will be served by only one 
catalog. 

For each file, the catalog provides the name 
of another process, a volume, which is associated 
with the physical storage on which the file is 
located. A volume contains files for many users; 
the files of any one user are distributed over many 
volumes. A volume process runs in the processor to 
which the physical media containing the file is 
attached, and there is one volume process associat
ed with each storage media device (e.g. disc pack 
or cartridge) which contains the table of contents 
for that device. The entry for each file in the 
table of contents includes the fully qualified 
global name, dates of creation and modification, 
protection information, the name of the catalog 
process which referenced that file, and the loca
tion (physical address) of the file header on the 
storage device. The fully qualified global name 
includes, in addition to the file name, the owners 
name and the generation number. Note that all this 
information is accessed through a process, although 
predef ^tSelf Wil1 be st°red on the media in a 
predefined reserved location. Device names and 
p ysical addresses are never used except by the 
volume process itself. The volume process will 
also manage the storage allocation on its device 
or creating new files and deleting old ones. 

LOCATING A FILE 

The following steps are the normal way of 
locating a file in the Distributed File System 
hose steps will most reasonably be carried out by 

at'his'termi 1Cl' ** " *" a8Cnt «•' or for the user process which re-
quires access to a file; however, there is no 
th^°out"y user or his Drocess can"°< carry 

-ral Step 1: Broadcast a message to all the cen-

the catalog respo"d- The reply should specify 

fyingSthe fil»Send 3 messa8e to the catalog speci-
This8message isn^eaasn Tf" °f ^ fUe de8^d-
be only one process gC Pr°Ce8s; there wI11 

tion. The reply will provide the informa-
will give the final specify a volume name which s ve tne tinal access to the file. 

stillSaegeneraiemessageSin8the° ^ (thiS 

not a hardware addresf) snecif '°OBU"ication system, 
a°d of the fLie that is desired? — 

Step 4: The volume will reply requestlng 
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verification for the protection specification in 
the table of contents. If the user is authorized 
to access the file in the way he has requested, 
the volume will request the operating system to 
create a process with a name which corresponds to 
the file name. The process name will be communi
cated to the requestor and all further traffic 
with the file will take place through this process. 
Thus files are addressed as general processes in 
the communication scheme. Files retain the same 
flexibility and mobility of general processes both 
in initially locating and in the transfer of data 
into and out of the file. 

The details of the system structure for an 
example system are provided in FIGURE 3. 

HfdU't (DTOEir camvi (npcsir 
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FILE .V«E \0LUE 
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FOO V0L2 
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uumpuuenc may rail (.either soft
ware or hardware). 

To recover from a failure of type (1) is near
ly impossible. It would require that all volumes 
have a duplicate; however, we are trying to avoid 
this type of redundancy. It is possible that 
archival backup may be able to restore some or all 
of the lost information into another volume. All 
the files on the other volumes remain intact, the 
access to them in no way affected. 

Failures of this type (2) are much easier to 
recover from, assuming the media itself remains 
intact, all that is necessary is to move the media 
to another device or processor. Traffic with the 
files on that media and access to the information 
in the volume table of contents is only temporari
ly interrupted. When the media is on the other 
processor, the volume process is reactivated in 
that processor and the access processes are re
activated there also. Then access to the volume 
can begin again and the traffic with the files 
can resume. Since all addressing is to processes, 
the user processes are not affected by the change 
in location. It appears to them only a slight 
delay has occured. 

This type of failure (3) is also fairly easy 
to contend with. All that is needed is to re
establish the volume process, possibly on the 
same processor if only a software error occured. 
Since the table of contents information is stored 
on the media in a predetermined location, it should 
be simple to establish a process to have access 
to that information. In this case, however, the 
access process for all the files in that volume 
that were active will probably be lost, effectively 
closing the file. Either a hardware or software 
error in a processor will probably destroy all 
information about what processes are active. So 
in this case users who were trying to open a file 
will gain that access with only a delay; however, 
the users who already opened files will have to 
reopen the file and continue where they left off. 
It is also possible a file that was in use may be 
damaged beyond the ability of the user to recover 
and the file will have to be recreated. 

FIGURE .2. DETAIL OF A PORTICXJ OF A"J 0C1FIT CATAUI STRICTURE 
(ONLY Sat LINKAGE PATHS ARE SIO«) 

FAIL SOFT CHARACTERISTICS - THE TOTAL SYSTEM 

How does this structure provide the fail-soft 
characteristics claimed? Consider the possible 
failures that could affect the system. 
(1) The storage media itself could fail (e.g. head 

crash on a disc pack). 
(2) The device on which the media is mounted or the 

processor which controls that device may fail. 
(3) The volume process may fail (either the soft

ware or the hardware of the processor which 
contains it). 

(4) The catalog may fail (either software or hard
ware) . 

Failures of type (4) are less serious in con
sequences to users, but will probably take more 
time to recover from. The failure of a catalog 
will not directly affect any files, however it will 
make locating a file inconvenient. For all practi
cal purposes those files owned by the users served 
by the missing catalog will be inaccessable for a 
short time. Recovery requires reconstructing the 
catalog information. This is easy to do but may 
take some time. All that is necessary is to read 
the table of contents for each volume, extracting 
the information for those files which were refer
enced by the missing catalog. A problem can occur 
if there is a volume missing at the time the 
catalog is reconstructed; however, when that volume 
is again made available, all the catalogs which are 
referenced in that table of contents can be checked 
to insure that they are up to date. 
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Failures of type (5) have virtually no 
effect. Since the central component is n-plexed 
on different processors, the failure of any one 
of them does not prevent access to the information 
contained in the others. It is possible there may 
be a slight degradation in response if the traffic 
with the other copies is high, but this is fairly 
insignificant. 

The structure provides fail-soft behavior for 
the failure of any component of the file system, 
either software or hardware. Of course multiple 
failures of more than one component can cause much 
more chaos, but it is expected that the probabili
ty of simultaneous multiple failures is much lower 
than for single isolated failures. 

FAIL-SOFT CHARACTERISTICS-
THE INDIVIDUAL USER'S ENVIRONMENT 

Providing fail-soft behavior for the indivi
dual user's environment implies that the loss of 
any file, either due to system failure or user 
error, should cause a minimum of lost information. 
It should be easy to restore the file to its cur
rent state without having to recreate it entirely 
from scratch. 

Standard archival backup (i.e. file system 
dumps) does provide some measure of backup in this 
area. However it is often the case that the ar
chival backup is too old to be of any real value. 
File system dumps are usually not taken more often 
than once a day, but it is usually the case, es
pecially with program source files, that if any 
changes were made at all, there were several suc
cessive revisions within a short interval. Thus, 
the archival backup provides either an exact copy 
of the file needed or a previous version which may 
be so old as to have minimum value. 

To provide backup facility with a finer in
crement, and thus a better chance of minimizing 
the work necessary to recreate the file, all files 
will have a generation structure. When a file is 
updated or a new version of a file is created it 
becomes the new current generation of that file. 
The old current generation still exists and is 
available as generation 'current minus one'. All 
previous generations are available, being accessed 
as generation 'current' minus some increment. It 
is possible to update or modify a file without 
creating a new generation, but the user assumes 
the risk involved in losing the incremental back
up. Effort is made by the file system to insure 
that successive generations are on different vol
umes to prevent permanent loss of a volume from 
affecting the incremental backup. 

To prevent the generation structure from be
coming too extensive, the file system will provide 
an automatic facility for deleting files older 
than a certain number of generations, that number 
being specified for each file. Thus when a new 
generation is created, the oldest generation of 
that file will be deleted, providing that at least 
the minimum number of generations for that file 
exist. Also, users will be able to explicitly 

delete any generation. 

To provide additional backup, and to guard 
the user against his own inadvertent errors, files 
which are deleted will not actually be removed 
from the file system. Files which are deleted 
will only be marked as deleteable and will remain 
in storage and in the catalog until the space Is 
needed. At that time they will be expunged, that 
is, removed from the file system and the catalog. 
A file which is deleted but not expunged can be 
undeleted if the need should arise. Files which 
have been expunged can be reloaded from archival 
backup if that should be necessary. Users may 
expunge files explicitly when it is known that 
the file is of no value or if it contains in
formation best not left in the system. 

Thus the users environment is made fall-soft 
mainly through his own efforts. It is the user's 
responsibility to maintain an easily reconstruc-
table environment, and to do the actual recovery 
should that become necessary. The file system 
provides several facilities to assist the user in 
managing his environment, but the ultimate respon
sibility lies with the user. 

CREATING NEW FILES 

The preceeding has been concerned with the 
structure of the system for existing files and how 
that structure provides fail-soft characteristics. 
The generation structure has raised the issue of 
how files are created. When a new file or a new 
generation of a file is created, Request For Quo
tation and Bid Response must take place as for any 
service allocation in the Distributed Computer 
System. Again, it is most reasonable for an agent 
process to perform the dialog necessary to create 
a file, but there is nothing to prevent a user or 
his process from doing it himself. 

When a file is to be created, first the proper 
catalog must be checked to determine if the file 
is a new file or a new generation of a previously 
existing life. If it is a new generation, the 
volume which contains the current generation will 
be considered only as a last resort if no other 
volumes can provide the service. Next an RFQ must 
go out to all processors containing volumes. After 
a suitable delay, the bids which have been receiv
ed are evaluated, the volume containing the current 
generation is only considered as a last resort. 
The confirmation and actual request for service 
then takes place with the chosen volume. The vol
ume performs the necessary storage management, ex
punging deleted files if necessary, to provide 
space for the file. Then the volume requests the 
^erf^ng system to  create an access process for 

e file and this access process becomes the chan-
for all traffic into the file. The voluie 

must also request the appropriate catalog to up
date itself, reflecting the new file as the current 
generation. Thus the creation of a new file is 
carried out in essentially the same manner as any 
System?" aU°Cati°n in  the  Distributed Computer 
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SHARING, PROTECTION, AND ACCESS METHODS 

Rather than create a new file, a user may 
wish to add to his catalog a file which already 
exists in another users catalog. This is not a 
redundant copy in the second users area, but is 
true structural sharing; the two file names refer
ence the same file. Changes by one user are ap
parent to the other user regardless of the name 
they use, since the files actually refer to the 
same physical location on the storage media. 
Since the entries in the volume table of contents 
contain the fully qualified global name, including 
the owners name, as well as reference to the cat
alog which contains that file name, separate en
tries must be made in the volume table of contents 
for each file name, each pointing to the same 
header record on the storage media. This permits 
different global names to refer to the same file. 
However, if either user creates a new generation 
of that file the other will still be accessing the 
old generation. Thus a file may be the current 
generation for one user and an older generation 
for another. Structural sharing of files with a 
dynamic generation structure is probably best done 
only in specialized circumstances. 

The issues of protection, access modes and 
concurrent access are not rigidly fixed by the 
system structure. In fact, all three areas are 
very flexible and easily changed. 

Traditional schemes for protection vary from 
passwords to explicit listing of all permitted 
users to reliance on structure in the user names 
(e.g. account number, user number) to permit or 
exclude classes of users. Any of these schemes 
could be implemented with little difficulty. The 
protection conventions only affect the interface 
with the volume process and access processes. 
Protection mechanisms should be easy to build in 
the process, and can be changed with little 
trouble. Since the user never actually accesses 
the file directly, but always through an access 
process that the volume has initiated, the user 
has no way of gaining access to a file without the 
assistance of the volume process. 

The types of access modes are also very flex
ible. The protection for granting initial access 
based on type of access requested is provided by 
the volume process as part of the general protec
tion mechanism. To insure all transactions with 
the file are in accordance with this permission, 
the access process will check each transaction 
against the type of access permission granted. 
Although the system in no way fixes the types of 
access, the following is a reasonable set for 
general purpose use. (1) Update-includes read, 
write, execute (2) Read-includes read and execute 
(3) Execute-execute only (4) Append-allows only 
writing on end of existing file. 

The access process also provides flexibility 
for the file's internal structure and the way the 
data is accessed. Since all access takes place 
through this process, the structure and access can 
be sophisticated as desired. It is anticipated 

that this flexibility will lead to the develop
ment of data independent access techniques. When 
a fil^ is opened, the user will specify how he 
wants to access that file and regardless of how 
the file is formatted, the access process will make 
the data available in the format the user requests, 
doing any translation necessary. It is hoped that 
a procedural language for operating on data bases 
can be developed. The access procedure would then 
be an interpreter for the language, providing more 
generalized file operations than the simple read 
and write. 

The access process provides additional flexi
bility which can be implemented if desired. The 
process can be used to resolve the problems as
sociated with concurrent access by more than one 
user to the same file. This is generally no pro
blem if all the users are reading the file; how
ever if one user is modifying the file, the other 
users might be prevented access until the modifica
tion is complete. More sophisticated solutions 
to the problem exist and can be implemented with
out difficulty in the access process. 

It would also be possible to allow the user 
to write prologues and/or epilogues for the access 
process supplied by the system. Different user 
supplied routines could be associated with each 
file, and would allow the user to create a more 
sophisticated environment. The user routine could 
be used to provide a sophisticated, interactive 
protection system much more extensive and flexible 
than the system supplies. Other possibilities 
include user supplied special access techniques 
and internal file structure which might not be 
available in early versions of the system.. 

SUMMARY 

In summary, the Distributed File System is a 
modular, reliable fail-soft system for use in the 
Distributed Computer System. The system is made 
up of independent modules , the failure of any one 
of these modules has only limited effect, in fact 
much of the system will remain completely intact. 
The file system also provides facilities to help 
the user create a fail-soft environment for his 
files, protecting him against system failures and 
from his own errors. The system is flexible in 
the areas of protection and access methods, allow
ing for changes and future extensions without 
modification of the basic file system structure. 
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THE USE OF DISTRIBUTED DATA BASES IN INFORMATION NETWORKS 
Grayce M. Booth 

Honeywell Information Systems, Phoenix, Arizona, U.S.A. 

ABSTRACT 

An overview of theories concerning distributed data base creation 
and use within a computer network is presented. 

Alternative methods of creating a distributed data base are suggested, 
with notes on some of the problems associated with the more complex 
methods. 

How to match up jobs with the correct files within the data base is 
discussed. Manual and software controlled methods are proposed. 

The problems of allowing a single application to access files at more 
than one location are described. Several methods of surmounting these 
problems are given, with evaluations of where each method can best be 
used. 

Finally, the problems of protecting file and system integrity when 
using a distributed data base are presented. 

INTRODUCTION 

This paper presents theoretical work concerning creation and use of 
distributed data bases, with emphasis on potential problems. Before these 
topics can be discussed, however, it is necessary to define what the term 
"distributed data base" means. Also, we must define an information net
work, which is the environment within which a distributed data base exists. 

What is an information network? It is an association of elements in
cluding all or part of the following: 

Information processors (data processing computers) - or IP's 

Network processors (data communications computer) — or NP's 

Distribution facilities (trunks, lines) 

Terminals 

Coupling devices 

Concentrators, multiplexors, etc. 

A distributed data base exists when an information network includes 
two or more information processors (or IP's), each of which has permanent 
- as contrasted to temporary or working - files attached. The permanent 
files attached to all IP's form a distributed data base, as shown in Figure 1. 

> 

IP 1 
FILES 

0 

^ \ 
' 

IP 2 
FILES 

THESE FILES FORM A 
DISTRIBUTED DATA BASE 

Figure 1. Typical Network 

CREATING A DISTRIBUTED DATA BASE 

A distributed data base can be created in any of several ways. If the 
data base consists of files created by individual users, and generally private 
to those users, its creation is implicit rather than explicit. In contrast, 
great care is taken when explicitly splitting an integrated file into distri
buted segments. 

INDIVIDUAL FILES 

The distributed data base which consists of individual files requires 
no special effort in creation. Each user creates his files at whichever IP 
he uses. In practice, most users access the closest IP. Files will there
fore usually be located optimally in a geographic sense. 

This type of distributed data base in general presents no problems. 
Methods of associating jobs with files in this type of data base are dis

cussed later in this paper. 

COMPANY FILES 

A distributed data base which consists of company files is much 
more interesting to investigate. In practice, almost every information 
network requires some company files, as well as some users private files. 

Files which fail into this category include payroll records, order 
files, customer records, inventory records, and other similar data. These 
files do not belong to an individual user, but to the company, or to a 

department or division of the company. 
Company .files are created and controlled by a person or persons 

who can best be called the Data Base Manager (DBM). (This term is 
taken from the CODASYL Data Base Task Group Report.) The DBM 
is responsible for deciding file location, organization, format, and other 
similar factors. He may also decide who is privileged to access the file, 

and in what manner — inquiry, update, etc. 
A distributed data base is made up of at least one, but more often 

multiple, files. "File" here is used to signify a logical entity; a collection 
of records logically related because of the owner's application(s). A data 
base consists of one or more files, grouped either because they are logi
cally related or because they are all the property of a single owner - a 

company, government agency, or other owner. 
Different methods of creating a distributed data base which includes 

company files are described in the following paragraphs. 

GROUPING FILES. The multiple files which form a distributed 

data base can be separated into groups, and each group attached to one 
of the IP's in the information network. The method of grouping is 
most often geographic. Figure 2 shows an information network which 
spans the USA. One IP is located on the west coast, the other on the 

east coast. 

Figure 2. Nationwide Info Network 
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With this configuration, it is logical to attach files heavily used by 

east coast offices to the eastern IP, and attach those most used by west 
coast offices to the western IP. The DBM forecasts where heavy file use 
will originate, and causes the files to be placed there. 

The main reason for geographic grouping is the cost of transmitting 
data to/from IP centers. In general, the shorter the transmission distance, 
the lower the cost. As new specialized carriers bring increasing competi
tion into the information transmission field, line cost may become less 
significant. New technology will also lower communications costs. Be
cause of these changes, processing centralization may become more at
tractive, since the cost penalties will be less than at present. 

In the case of company files, as contrasted to private files, provision 
must be made for at least some use from outside of the file's area of lo
cation. In the example above, the east coast files will no doubt some
times be accessed from west coast locations, and vice versa. In a true 
distributed data base such access must be allowed. 

Another, less common, method of grouping files is by type. For 
example, all financial files might be at one location, all inventoo' files at 
another, and so on. This assumes some specialization of the IP's within 
the network. In this example, the financial files would be associated 
with the IP used for financial work. 

These two methods of grouping files - geographically or by type 
— are the most common. Other methods applicable to a specific com
pany could equally well be used. The important point is that each logi
cal file is kept intact, but groups of files are distributed in the network. 

same name for all segments, with some indication of the information in 

eluded in each. .. 
Although it is easy to postulate splitting a file into segments, thctc 

are a number of problems associated with doing so. Some oi i pi 

lems are: 
. Software Complexity 

Very complex software is required to handle a single logical 
file split across IP's. Consider, for example, an indexed » 
quential file split across two IP's. Where thould the indues 
be located; in one IP. split between them.or duphcaicJ 
How can identical device addresses in both IP's be resohed 
in the indices? These are only two of many questions diffl 

cult to answer. 

• Execution Overhead 

The complex software needed to handle situation* of thto 
type causes added overhead. Inter-IP messages to acorns data 
add overhead. Maintaining duplicate catalogs and/ur acces
sing remote catalogs also increase overhead. 

ASSOCIATING FILES WITH JOBS 

In using a distributed data base, there must be a way to associate 
jobs or interactive executions with the filets) needed This can ciihc-i re
done under manual control or be handled automatically by- the IP c.-M 

DUPLICATING FILES. Within a distributed data base, it may be 
useful to duplicate some files at each of the IP's. Duplication may be 
needed for one of the following reasons: 

. To increase access to the file by providing more paths to it, 
or more memory and/or processors capable of accessing the 
file. 
To provide rapid backup in case of the failure of a device, 
channel, or IP accessing the file. 

• To decrease communications volume and/or dependencies on 
the communications facilities between IP's. 

SPLITTING FILES. Still another method of creating a distributed 
data base is to split a logical file or files between IP's. Part of a logical 
file is then attached to one IP, part to a second IP, and so on. 

We can ask why anyone would want to split a file. The most ap
parent answer is because it cannot be handled by one IP. It may be too 
big to be connected to a single IP, or it may be so active that its access 
rate cannot be supported by a single IP. 

File size is not often a problem today, as mass storage technology 
improves. Large IP's today can support storage in the range of hundreds 
of billions of characters. 

File access rate is more often a problem. Mass store designers 
seem to be building larger and larger capacity devices without increasing 
the device's access paths correspondingly. Load, therefore, is one reason 
why a logical file might be split between two or more IP's. 

In this case there is no reason for the IP's to be physically remote 
from each other. If file activity is the only reason for file splitting, the 
processors can perfectly well be located in the same room. 

Another reason for splitting a file is because accesses to different 
parts of it originate in different locations. For example, a file of all 
customer records for a company would form a logical entity. But cus
tomers on the west coast would originate orders from there, while east 
coast customers would originate their orders from the east. Communica
tions economies might therefore, make it reasonable to locate one IP in 
Los Angeles and another in New York City. An even larger number of 
regional processing centers might be economically justified in some cases 

In split files, the file as a whole must be processed in at least some 
cases - perhaps for reporting purposes - and cannot always be treated 
in its separate parts. The real difficulties in distributed data base pro
cessing arise from split logical files of this type. 

One of the problems which arises is how to catalog a split file A 
separate name can be given to each segment, or the catalogs can show the 

USER CONTROL 

In the simplest case, all file placemcnl and job addressing fix Tile 
access is manually controlled. Each user is told to address all <<! his 
input to a specific IP, usually ihe one closest lo his terminal When he 
creates files, they are therefore attached to llut IP Any jobs which 
subsequently use those files are also addressed to the same location 

Users of time sharing or other interactive set vices unnUtlv o-nli-J 
the location of their files. By always calling the same IP, they can* any 
saved files to be located there. Later access to saved files t» sccompllshrd 
by again calling the same IP. 

If a user wishes to access another user's file, he must find out 
where it is located, and address his job or interaction to that IP 

Each IP needs to catalog only its own files. Little ot nu file move
ment between IP's can be allowed. If it is nectany lo no** • fla, par-
haps to balance the load between IP's, file users must be notified to that 
they can change the location to which they send Jobs usinp the file 

SOFTWARE CONTROL 

The user control described above is very simple, and b Med foe 
networks in which most file use is local. However, it may becoM a» 
workable if there is heavy use of files in multiple IP's accesaad he • 
single application, and/or heavy use of files remote from ihe user's local 
IP. In cases like these, software knowledge of file location i—j 
Jobs or interactions can then be directed automatically lo Ihe coned 
location for execution. 

FULL CATALOGING. One way to locate Tiles within a network 
is to maintain a complete catalog of the data base at every IP The cat* 

located ^ 'he ne,work' lnd indicates where each is phyttcaDy 

Jobs can be sent directly to the correct location Any 
a non-existent file is spotted immediately. 

y*"1 Primary disadvantage is Ihe space necessary in each IP lo ca 
Ml catalogs. As a network grows, th.s can become^ serious piobiem 
This is partreulariy true if the data base is formed of , Urge numhe. a 

large files. °' ^ ",h" ,h™ • «"»>> number of 

Another disadvantage is the problem of keeping all , lh, 
cauog updated in paraIlc, For 

while one of the IP's in the netwoik is"no, opera^^U.n m r 
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be made for recording the change later when the IP is again active. 
The final disadvantage is that catalog search time for all files, in

cluding local files, may be increased by the presence of the catalogs for 
remote files. 

INTER-IP INQUIRY. The alternative to full cataloging is to main
tain only a local file catalog at each IP, and take special action if a re
quest is received for a file not cataloged. 

For a remote file, the IP software inquires within the network, and 
if the file exists, determines its location. If it cannot be located, the re
quest is rejected. If the file is found, the requesting job is directed to the 
appropriate IP for execution. 

This inter-IP inquiry may take any of several forms. All IP's can 
query a central IP which has a full catalog. Each IP can broadcast an 
inquiry to all other IP's, looking for a positive response. Each IP can 
pass the query to its neighbor, who can either respond affirmatively or 
pass the request on. If the query makes a complete circuit of the net
work and returns to the originating IP, the file is non-existent. 

One problem is that a query may be unanswered if a remote IP is 
not operational. The inquiring processor may, therefore, be unable to 
determine whether a particular file is attached to the unavailable IP, or 
does not exist. 

All of these query methods are perfectly feasible. To determine 
the most suitable in a specific network, many factors, such as frequency 
of non-local file use, number of files used in this way, number of IP's in 
the network, bandwidth of connecting communications channels, and so 
on, must be analyzed. 

FILE NAME PREFIX USE. The file name itself can be made to 
indicate file location by prefixing a location code to the user assigned 
file name. The prefix is supplied by software when the file is created, 
and returned to the user as part of the official file name. He is required 
to use the prefixed name on all subsequent file access requests. The 
advantages of this method are: 

• File location is obvious, and requires no processing to deter
mine. 

• The prefix can be used to manually determine file location, 
and so jobs can be sent to the correct IP either manually or 
automatically. 

It has these disadvantages: 

• The user must remember not only the file name but the 
prefix. 

• File movement from one IP to another effectively causes a 
file name change. 

FILE ACCESS METHODS 

Once the assumption is made that a logical file can be split be
tween two or more IP's, the problems of file access must be considered. 
Access requirements can be categorized as follows: 

1. The simplest type of job requires access to a file or files con
nected to a single IP. 

2. Another type of job retrieves or updates at one location, and 
also needs to retrieve a limited number of records at one or 
more other locations. 

3. The third type is identical to number 2, except that it re
quires a large number of remote retrievals. 

4. Another category covers jobs which retrieve or update at one 
IP location, and also require a limited number of updates in 
other location(s). 

5. The final type is identical to number 4, except that a large 
number of remote updates is required. 

It may seem unnecessary to distinguish between types 2 and 3, and 
between types 4 and 5, but in fact the differences are significant. Access 
methods which are satisfactory for small volume may be completely un
acceptable for large volume situations. 

Network Problems II 

Class number 1 presents no problems, so the remainder of this sec
tion will describe possible ways of providing the other types of access. 

FILE TRANSMISSION 

A complete copy of a file can be transmitted from its home loca
tion to another IP, so that it can be used by a job executing there. The 
decision to do this can be made either automatically by the operating 
system, or manually by the user with the file access requirement. 

There are some obvious restrictions on the use of this technique. 
First, some limit must be set on the size of files which can be trans
mitted in this way. Second, if the user wishes to update the file copy 
which is transmitted to the remote location, care must be taken to pre
vent interference with any updates in the home location. This can be 
done by preventing update at the home IP until an updated copy is re
turned from the other location. 

Transmission of a complete file copy has the value of simplicity. 
Once the file is received by the other IP, it can be cataloged normally, 
and the same access procedures used for all resident files can be applied 
to it. 

Depending on the number of accesses required, this method may 
also reduce transmission time and overhead. Sending the entire file as a 
block is clearly more efficient than sending it record by record in response 
to individual requests. There is a break-even point at which access vol
ume makes it less costly to send the entire file than to send individual 

items. 
This technique allows access to multiple files, for either inquiry or 

update, as long as access requirements for the file allow it to be locked 
while remote update is in process. 

SOFTWARE CONTROLLED ACCESS 

The IP's operating system can provide automatic access to file data 
at other locations, on an individual request basis. The sequence of events 
to handle such an access would be roughly as follows: 

• User program issues request for file data. 
The operating system discovers that the file is attached to 

another IP. 
An I/O request is sent to the appropriate IP, using a very 
high transmission priority. 

• The other IP receives the request, processes it, and returns 
either the requested data or a denial. 

To avoid delay and interference, retrieve only is normally allowed, 
and the file may be modified by other jobs during retrieval. Data re
trieved from multiple records in the file may, therefore, be inconsistent, 
due to concurrent updates taking place. 

This restriction is made because all other access modes (update, 
exclusive retrieval, etc.) have the following potential problems: 

• Interference 
Jobs in each IP must wait for data to be returned from other 
locations. In the worst case, these jobs (although inactive) 
might tie up enough system resources to hamper operation. 
If multiple concurrent update users of the same file are ex
ecuting at different locations, extensive delays might occur. 
Deadly embrace conditions could be caused between jobs, 
each of two jobs could have files locked at a different lo
cation, and the two would be mutually hung waiting for 
access'to the other's files. Figure 3 shows this condition. 
(On next page) 

• Software Complexity 

Also to be considered is the complicated software required, 
with its resulting overhead, to control the multiple update 
and recovery aspects. An extremely complicated mechanism 
is required to recognize dependencies between jobs, detect 
and resolve deadly embraces, and control recovery of an ab
normally terminated job which was updating files at multiple 

locations. 
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Job A has File A, and needs File B 
Job B has File B, and needs File A 

Figure 3. Deadly Embrace 

To prevent misuse, accidental or intentional, of this mode, the 
user should specify, at time of file access request, the expected number 
of accesses. If none is specified, a default limit is applied. If accesses 
are attempted in excess of the limit, the job is terminated. 

The idea that the operating system should provide automatic ac
cess to file data at other locations is attractive. Its most obvious advan
tage is simplicity from the user's point of view. In this mode, he need 
not worry about file separation or file location, as long as he requires 
only retrieve mode access. 

An advantage as compared to file transmission is that only data 
actually accessed need be transmitted. If the access volume is below the 
point where transmission of the entire file becomes economical, or the 
file is too large to send, this mode saves transmission time and cost. 

The major disadvantage is the complexity of the software required 
to support this mode. All necessary logic must be contained within the 
software system. 

This type of access seems practical only where a limited number 
of remote inquiries is required. In all other cases the disadvantages out
weigh the advantages. 

APPLICATION JOB CHAINING 

The following method can be used when one application requires 
access, particularly update access, to files attached to more than one IP. 

The job which would otherwise update multiple files at multiple 
locations can be rearranged as a series of jobs chained together by means 
of a job activating scheme. Each job in such a chain can update only 
the files in a specific IP. As each job finishes, it activates the next job 
in the chain, generally in a different IP. This method requires that the 
analyst and/or programmer be aware of the exact file distribution among 

As an example, the first job might access File A at IP #1, updating 
it and extracting data for reporting purposes. This data is included in a 
new job to be activated. This job is then directed to IP #2 for execution 
where it updates Files B and C. It consolidates the information obtained 
during both updates. This sequence can be continued as many times as 
necessary to access all required files. 

The last job in the chain completes any required reports and sends 
them either to the originator, or to any other desired location(s) If the 
reports are to be printed, the final job can create and activate a renor.il 
job in the originator's local IP, making the report available for printine 
there. y ,lu,8 

Using this technique, any type of access to the fries at each loca 
iron can be allowed. Since each job execution at each location is in?" 
pendent of the others, except for the passing of control the orohl 
of delay and interference noted under Software Con!"iedAccls T 
not occur. ao 

. itw 

Figure 4. Job Chaining 
The advantage of using job chaining to accompli* ui 

cess in multiple IP's is that it provides peal He\ltvlii) *ith 
any interference with olhct update users. From the oprrat 
point of view, it is extremely simple, since al complex k<gt 
the user's problem. 

There are several disadvantages to this approach On 
application designers/programmers must be ante of fit* dr 
take this into account in system design 

Second, each job in a chain is independent of tu pre. 
it is in execution. If an abnormal termination occurs sumr 
chain, breaking the chain, it is difficult to remove the Hhs 
tng jobs. If, for example, a pven multiple location update 
chain of four jobs, and job number 3 fermtnales abnormal!* 
performed by ihe first two jobs remain in effect 

The ,ert™nation notice resulting from < rhalnail lob cm oM 
ally be sent to the originator of the first job. who can then lake a 
priate action. This type of job chain requires careful deMa so ih 
chain can be re-initiated al any point If an abootmal lerrranaiaw . 

Finally, there is no way to present an unchatwrm rscturr of 
base status. The dala retrieved by each job represent, thai pari .4 

other jobs3' I P°,m ',mC ttun ,h* by It other jobs. In contrast, an exclusive accew job rurrnu, m . pLt 
can obtain a completely sialic piciure of the enure dala ba«T^ 

wav tnV'm C S dludv,nu«". <hu seems to be the m»u fnm» 
y handle jobs which require update access to fOe. in mulupie 

DELAYED AND SYNCHRONISED UPDATING 

. .  • — •  

- «r 
posted, no. ,0 the main fib? bur to a pTrvT *" 
change files are inaccessible ,nyo,Uc,"L JT ft J*" * 

P'ograms m the sa£ 

in concurrent! St'° ̂  «•»»« «"«« oUm 

m «•  -  »— 
Multiple delayed update jobs can be ncc'ir" 

program available which an Mri! concurrently if there 
record within the file Such ^svnch"1" C°nCUrTe*" lo Ihe 
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Program 
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Program 

WRIlTES, 
REKDS 

Figure 5. Delayed Update 

be tailored to the format and conventions of the file type (indexed se
quential, inverted, linked, etc.), and may require access to the definitions 
for the specific file. 

As an example, a synchronization program to handle indexed se
quential files would perform the following types of functions: 

• Detect and delete duplicate creates or deletes of the same 
record. 

• Detect and resolve changes to the same record. If to different 
Fields, all are applied. If to the same field, differences are re
conciled, if possible, and applied. Differences which cannot 
be reconciled cause one of the jobs involved to be rerun. 

• Detect and resolve record creations which conflict. That is, 
two different records both inserted in the same available lo
cation. One of these records must be moved and the indices 
updated if necessary. 

This is quite a complicated procedure, and may be impractical for 
complex file structures. 

Delayed and synchronized updating can be used where duplicate 
file copies are maintained permanently at different locations. It can also 
be used when a file copy is temporarily transmitted to another IP and is 
updated there as well as at the original location. 

This mode can also be used to allow updates to be performed in 
more than one IP simultaneously. Each processor would have assigned 
one or more record insertion areas, and each would converse with all 
other IP's before activating any job requiring a current file version, since 
this would trigger application of delayed updates. 

Finally, synchronizing can be used, without delayed update, to 
allow simultaneous updating of multiple copies of a file, all of which are 
kept constantly current. Each such update requires a check throughout 
the network to see if synchronization is required, and a delay in further 
access until synchronization is accomplished, if needed. Update applica
tion can then be performed. 

The ability to concurrently update one or multiple copies of the 
same file has many advantages. It there, at least theoretically, allows 
great flexibility in assigning file locations, duplicating files, etc. The in
terference associated with concurrent updates is reduced by confining it 
to the period of time necessary to actually apply updates, rather than 
extending it over the time of execution of all jobs involved. 

Also, if updates are applied only on successful job completion, no 
rollback is ever required, since the main file is not changed. 

It also has several disadvantages. One is that file accesses are in
creased, since both a pseudo and actual update access are required for 
every successful update. Additional overhead is caused by the necessity 
to search the user's change areas on each new access, to determine 
whether he should be given his private copy or the common copy of the 
requested record. 

The use of delayed update also means that many file accessors 
will see a slightly out-of-date version of the file data. Whether or not 
this is significant depends on the applications involved. 

Finally, the synchronization required to allow multiple concurrent 

delayed update users is an extremely complicated piece of software, par
ticularly for complex file types. 

The type of application for which this mode seems suited is trans
action processing, where there are often numerous requests for a few 
accesses to a file, many of which do not involve updating. Using the 
methods described, rapid, economical, and reliable response can be pro
vided by multiple copies of the file, each of which can be updated con
currently. Retrievals from each copy are delayed only while updates 
are being applied, but the possibility that a subsequent retrieval will 
encounter different values has to be tolerated. Multiple copies can be 
provided at each of several IP's, or the number of copies at each site 
can be adjusted to the volume of transactions expected there. 

ACCESS TO DUPLICATED FILES 

Unless controlled, simultaneous access by multiple programs to 
duplicated copies of the same File can cause differences between the 
copies. Depending on file content and use, it may be possible to mini
mize these problems by applying the following restrictions: 

• Confine updating to only one location at a time, because: 

Only personnel there have the authority or the know
ledge required to change the file. 
Certification and coordination of changes makes up
dating at one place desirable. 

- Volume of changes is so low in relation to retrievals 
that transmission of changes to a single location, and 
their posting there, can be tolerated. 

• Allow retrievals from a version to which the most recent 
updates have not been applied. 

INTEGRITY ASPECTS 

In an information network, file and system integrity are extremely 
important. File integrity protection ensures that the data content of 
files, and file structures, are not in any way altered or destroyed inadver
tently . System integrity protection similarly protects job data and the 
operating system. Operating systems within network-resident IP's must 
provide extensive integrity protection. Some integrity problems were 
discussed earlier. Two other important aspects of integrity are discussed 

here. 

REMOTE FILE UPDATE 

If an application updates files in more than one IP within a net
work, many integrity problems arise. File integrity protection, whether 
local or remote, generally takes one of two forms. It may involve 
journaling file changes, so that the file can be restored to a prior state 
if needed. Or it may involve delayed updating, in which changes are 
posted only after known to be correct. 

Since file protection involves overhead costs, it is generally optional. 
Files whose content is not significant, or which can easily be recreate 
can be classified as unprotected. Damage to these files must be manually 

rePdlrConsider the case of a chain of jobs updating protected files in 
three separate IP's. A job in IP #1 updates File A, then activates a job 
in IP .2 in order to update File B. This job completes and activates 
a job in IP *3 to update File C. However, this third job terminates ab
normally. causing the changes to File C to be discarded. File A and 
File B however, remain in their updated state. 

To properly rollback both File A and File B, other updates should 
not be allowed until File C is known to be successfully updated. In 
general, this is impractical, since it restricts file access too greatly. 

INFORMATION INTERCHANGE CONTROL 

System integrity is involved whenever a job in execution in one IP 
make. » access request to another location. Becausei sysUn, mtegn* 
is concerned with job/system status, it is respons.ble for 
of items such as outstanding remote requests. If any IP or commumca 
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tions link failure causes loss of contact between the IP's involved, action 
must be taken to re-establish contact and re-synchronize all processes. 

Logic is, therefore, required in all IP's to handle remote access re
quests received just prior to a failure of the receiver, the sender, and/or 
the intervening communications link. Generally, the method adopted is 
to ignore received requests assuming that the requesting IP will take all 
necessary action. 

The logic to keep track of outstanding remote requests becomes 
more complex as the requests take longer to service. In the simplest 
case, a request for one record, a timer is usually sufficient to check for 
failure to respond. If an answer is not received in the expected time 
interval, a failure can be assumed in the other IP or in the communica
tions link. 

However, if a job is activated at the other location, it t» difficult 
or impossible to determine how long the requestor should wan A pri 
iodic handshake may be able to overcome this problem by detecting that 
one or the other of the IP's has failed. 

SUMMARY 

Information networks will be used increasingly in the decide of 
the 70's. This will stimulate interest in the creation and use of dssin 
buted data bases. A great deal of thought and effort will be required 
to solve the substantial technical problems involved, before distributed 
data bases can be widely used. 
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SOFTWARE ASPECTS IN COMPUTER 
COMMUNICATION 

Wayne B. Swift 
Policyholder Service Corp., Falls Church, Virginia, U.S.A. 

In this session, a series of papers 
will be presented which address several 
problems which are critically involved 
in the effective application of compu
ters and communication to the service 
of the user. 

The first paper deals with the 
architecture of a processor designed 
to facilitate the effective harnessing 
of communications to play its part in a 
computer/communication system while re
quiring a minimum of unnecessary 
struggle by the system implementers. 

The other three papers concentrate 
more directly on software problems 
arising in connection with such systems. 
The first of these examines a set of 
software problems solved in the course 
of designing a major French computer/ 
communication system. 

The second paper considers how the 
computer can be made to assist in mini
mizing expensive and time-consuming 
human activity during the ongoing life 
of the system. Emphasis throughout is 
on the problems as seen by the user. 
The system discussed was developed in 
Great Britain. 

Finally, a very interesting paper 
is given on the present status of 
legal protection for the programs and 
software components of such a system 
as we are concerned with. 

In summary, a series of problems 
arising when practical computer 
communication systems are built is 
discussed. The practical point of 
view is stressed; the overall manager 
rather than the data processing 
technician will probably be the most 
interested reader. 
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Abstract: Present day computer communi
cation systems are complex and must be 
able to provide reliable service to a 
wide variety of users. Communication 
controllers must therefore be very 
flexible. In many cases these requirements 
can be better met by a general purpose 
controller that is program modifiable 
rather than by a hardwired controller. 
As a result, more and more modern communi
cation controllers are built around 
a minicomputer. Such computers go 
by various names, perhaps the most 
general being a programmable communication 
processor. This paper describes the 
various applications, advantages and 
disadvantages of these processors. 
Desirable features such as tailored 
instructions, flexible input-output 
structure and special software for 
efficient data handling are also discussed. 

1. Introduction 

Minicomputers have had a remarkable effect 
on the computer industry in the last four 
or five years. The main reasons are their 
decreasing cost and increasing performance, 
which in some respects is better than that' 
of their bigger brethren. As an example, 
the IBM 360/65 has a core cycle time of 
750 nanoseconds and maximum data transfer 
rates of 1200 and 110 kilobytes on the 
selector and multiplexer channels respec
tively. For an Interdata Model 70 mini
computer, costing about $10,000 with 8 
kilobytes of 1 microsecond cycle time 
memory, the respective transfer rates are 
2,000 and 330 kilobytes. Although the 
360/65 is far more powerful when the two 
are compared on the basis of standard 
operating software, instruction repertoire 
range of peripherals supported and core 
size available this example does show 
that at least where high speed input-
output is needed, the mini™™,*, 
be more effectiv4. mini«>mputer may well 

One of the areas where the effer-rn 
of minicomputers can be especial^ ?S 
is in the area of dat^ ̂  pec^ally useful 
Traditionally , most^communication. 

x' most large computers are 
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designed for scientific or business batch 
processing rather than teleprocessing 
systems which require real time inter
action with a large number of remote 
terminal users. Such systems require 
error control, polling and control of 
communication lines. These tasks are 
routine but time consuming and can easily 
burden a large processor if a large 
number of terminals is involved. For 
this reason the large processors should be 
well isolated from these tasks. SOSM 
isolation is provided by the hardwired 
communication controllers made by the main 
frame manufacturers. In most cases, how
ever, a programmable controller built 
around a minicomputer with an instruction 
set oriented towards high speed input-
output and character manipulation can pro-

KSttur and more isolation, 
inis has been recognized by minicomputer 
manufacturers for some time, but it is 
on y recently that major computer manu-

orCinte^' ® ®nnounced 8"ch controllers 
lers "S providing such control-

Programmable communication controllers are 
but one example of the growing use of 
minicomputers in data communication net-

th^s paper F?r!tSOthe°therS discu"«d ̂  *irst, the most common tvMi 

teleprocessing <»n " S°lve in a 
able hardware and snf?ment* Their ̂ sir-
then given. Finally the^H63^*8 ar* 
disadvantages ofL advantages and 

some future trends are d^Susse"880" *** 

2- gemote Terminal n„.-, 
Processing Systems-

Sef^̂ xSTdSrSS «• 
with many remote terminalsSS1?w systems 
als may be located in the These termin-
thousands of miles awav 2!5 building or 

rates 

The data proe.s.ia, ,yTt,£'"I*?"'' 
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terminals may be subdivided into five 
groups. These are: 

a. Inquiry and response systems 

b. Data collection systems 

c. Conversational computing systems 

d. Remote batch processing systems 

e. Message switching systems. 

The best examples of inquiry and response 
systems are the various reservation, 
automatic document retrieval and inventory 
control systems. Included in this cate
gory are information distribution systems 
which may broadcast information such as 
stock quotations or timetables to a select 
group of customers. In these applications 
the central computer system is used as a 
mass storage facility which can be acces
sed by a large number of remote users via 
the communication network. 

In data collection systems, information 
from various terminals is entered and 
stored in the central computer. This data 
may be subsequently processed or it may be 
just for updating records used for inquiry 
and response systems. Examples of such 
systems are the reporting of transactions 
on the stock exchange, branch banking, 
weather reporting and keeping track of the 
status of factory production. 

Conversational computing systems are 
designed to permit concurrently a dialogue 
between the central computer and many 
users. Programmers at remote terminals 
enter programs, one statement or command 
at a time, and wait until it is executed 
before submitting the next statement or 
command. Such systems are widely used in 
computer aided instruction, for example, 
where students at individual terminals 
study computer assigned material, perform 
assignments and answer computer posed 
questions. The answers can be corrected 
immediately and are used to guide further 
dialogue between student and computer de
pending upon the progress made. Included 
in this category are interactive graphics 
systems where computer supplied informa
tion is displayed on cathode ray tubes in 
response to inquiries from a keyboard or 
light pen. These systems are widely used 
in computer aided design and layout of 
electric circuits, integrated circuit 
masks, ship hulls, airplane wings and car 
bodies. 

An essential feature of conversational 
computing systems is that they give 
immediate responses to the user. In re
mote batch processing systems on the other 
hand, response from the computer is not 

usually immediate. After receiving a pro
gram or data from a remote terminal, the 
host computer will schedule that job along 
with other jobs currently in the system. 
After execution, the output is transmitted 
back to the originating terminal. This 
could take a fraction of a second or sev
eral minutes. Batch processing systems 
are more practical than conversational 
computing systems whenever large programs 
or large volumes of data must be trans
mitted. These systems are used widely 
where the central computer has several 
remote batch processing stations (con
sisting of a line printer, card reader and 
card punch, for example). Sometimes the 
remote terminals may be other computers. 
In such cases batch systems may be used 
for back up or load sharing. In the for
mer, the reliability of the overall com
puter network is increased while in the 
latter turn around time on an overloaded 
computer is decreased by sending jobs to a 
lightly loaded computer for execution. 

Message switching systems are special cases 
or data collection and distribution systems. 
Here very little or no processing is done 
on the data. The main computer acts as a 
switching center, collecting data from and 
distributing data to various terminals. 
In many cases it is possible for several 
terminals to simultaneously send messages 
to the same destination. Some messages to 
that terminal must therefore be temporari
ly stored until the terminal is free to 
accept them. For this reason message 
switching systems are sometimes called 
store and forward systems. 

The above categories only serve to sum
marize the general characteristics of 
teleprocessing systems. In many cases the 
distinction between them is fuzzy. Com
bination and variations are possible. 
Thus, monitoring systems are similar to 
data collection systems but the input is 
usually from some source other than a 
computer terminal (e.g. a transducer mon
itoring heart beat). Process control 
systems may be thought of as closed-loop 
monitoring systems which regulate an on 
going process. 

3. Role of Minicomputers in 
Teleprocessing Systems 

In all of these teleprocessing systems, a 
large number of various terminals are con
nected to the main computer through a com 
munication network. The terminals and the 
line facilities must be compatible with 
the types of operation the system supports. 
The task of planning and designing an 
efficient data communication network can be 
exceedingly complex because of the wide 
variety of network requirements and the 
1 = n„mhpr of solutions [1]. Some of the 
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factors to consider in the design of the 
network are: 

a. The type of teleprocessing systems 
used 

b. Volume of data to be transmitted 
c. Response time required 
d. Error rate that may be tolerated 
e. Number and geographical location of 

terminals 
f. Terminal types and speed 
g. Need for future expansion 
h. Reliability and maintenance of the 

network 
i. Network geometry to be used 
j. Use private lines or dial-up lines 

The objective is to satisfy all the re
quirements, at least cost. This not only 
includes the cost of the communication 
lines but also the cost of data sets and 
other auxiliary equipment such as multi
plexers , concentrators and flexible con
trollers to improve the efficiency of the 
lines. 

Traditionally, the multiplexing and con
centrating functions have been performed 
by Frequency Division (FDM) and Time Div
ision (TDM) multiplexers. However, the 
low cost of minicomputers, together with 
simple communication adapters, have made 
them very powerful tools in this area. 
The minicomputer, because of its memory 
which acts as a buffer, can multiplex and 
concentrate lines more efficiently than 
either FDM or TDM. Minicomputers used in 
this manner are usually called concentra
tors. Similarly, a minicomputer with its 
operating system and communication 
adapters may be interfaced to the main 
computer and perform the functions of a 
communication controller. Minicomputers 
used in this manner are usually called 

programmable communication controllers or 
simply communication front ends. It is these 
controllers that are making the greatest in
roads. Consequently some main frame manu
facturers have been forced to replace their 
hardwired controllers with the programmable 
kind. 

Because little processing is usually 
needed in message switching systems, 
minicomputers also make excellent message 
switchers or controllers. It should be 
emphasized, however, that because of their 
programming flexibility, there is no rea
son why a minicomputer cannot serve dual 
purposes. Thus a minicomputer used pri
marily as a message switcher may also 
serve as a concentrator for some terminals. 
Figure 1 illustrates some application of 
minicomputers in data communications. 

4. Concentrators 

The cost of a data communication network 
can be reduced significantly by multi
plexing or concentrating many low speed 
lines onto one or more high speed lines. 
In the past this was performed almost 
exclusively by FDM and TDM multiplexers. 
Because programmable concentrators can do 
this more efficiently, they have steadily 
been replacing the hardwired multiplexers 
in recent years. In practice, terminals 
do not receive or transmit data at their 
maximum speed over sustained periods of 
time. Since FDM and TDM's have no buf
fering, they must be capable of handling 
data under worst case conditions, that is 
at maximum terminal speed. Programmable 
concentrators on the other hand, because 

Program flexibility and buffering 
capability, can pack the higher speed line 
to its maximum capacity. The available 
buffering can absorb peak loads while 

_ W.T CONCENTRATOR 
TO MAIN COM- IN CITY D 

. PUTER IN CITY 

cm • 

T tuhimo. 

Figure 1. A network usinq concern-
is shown in (a). m (b) a messaae confS 3 Pro9rammable front end 
trator for terminals 1 through 4 r°ller al=o acts as a concen-
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occasional sustained peak loads can be 
accommodated by software. This may be 
done by temporarily inhibiting trans
mission to some terminals or by sending a 
command to a terminal to reduce its trans
mission . 

At present the cost of concentrators is 
higher than that of FDM or TDM multiplexers 
In many cases this can be offset by the 
reduction in line costs due to the con-

Software Aspects 

centrator's greater efficiency. In addi
tion, the concentrator has usually enough 
power to perform additional tasks such as 
line control, code conversion, line pol
ling, adaptive speed control, error de
tection and error correction at no addi
tional hardware cost [1-5]. Another ad
vantage is that the concentrator can accept 
data from a much wider range of equipment 
than conventional FDM's or TDM's as shown 
in Figure 2. 

Figure 2. A general network illustrating the versatility 
of a concentrator. Data from the various terminals is 
concentrated and sent to the main facility via 3 medium 
speed lines. 

5. Programmable Communication 
Controllers 

Communication controllers provide the 
interface between the main computer and 
the data communication network. Program
mable controllers are becoming more and 
more popular because they are usually 
lower in cost and can provide better per
formance [1-5] than hardwired controllers. 
Typical functions that they may provide 
include : 

a. Flexible line and terminal control 
b. Code conversion 
c. Error control 
d. Character and message assembly 
e. Message editing 
f. Recognition of control characters 
g. Data buffering and queuing. 

In addition, the more sophisticated pro
grammable controllers may keep a record of 

all data communication traffic and per
form message answering and recording. 
When hardwired controllers are used, many 
of the above functions must be performed 
by the main computer. Programmable front 
ends therefore may relieve the main com
puter of many of these routine but time 
consuming tasks. Furthermore, since most 
of the above are software functions, tlrley 
may be easily changed without changing the 
operating system on the host computer. 
Changes on hardwired controllers on the 
other hand cannot be readily made. 

Like the concentrator, the programmable 
front end must be able to accept data from 
a large variety of equipment. The basic 
difference between the two is that the 
front end has a direct interface to the 
main computer. 
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6. Message Switchers 

A message switching system must have all 
the input-output and line control capa
bilities of a concentrator. In addition, 
it usually has some mass storage in the 
form of disk and/or magnetic tape in 
order to keep track of all transactions as 
shown in Figure 1(b). Otherwise, the 
essential difference between it and a 
concentrator or programmable front end is 
in the software because of the different 
function the system must perform. The 
processing on the incoming data is usually 
trivial, consisting of message assembly, 
analysis and routing. Certain messages 
may also be stored in mass storage for 
record keeping or further analysis. In 
such cases the minicomputer message 
switcher may be connected to the main 
computer via a communication line and 
transmit these records periodically. 

The main advantage of using minicomputers 
in this area is that they reduce the over
head and simplify the operating system on 
the main computer. Furthermore they 
allow the existing communication ports on 
the host computer to be used only by those 
terminals that really need the greater 
processing power. 

7. Essential Components of 
Communication Processors 

The essential components of all communi
cation processors are: 

a. One or more processors 
b. Flexible input-output channels 
c. Line interface units 
d. Interface to central computer in the 

case of programmable front ends. 

The processor is a stored program computer 
with memory and data channels. The memory 
should be large enough to store the 
required software and provide adequate 
buffering for all lines. The memory cycle 
time and processor instruction execution 
time should be small to allow many lines 
to be serviced without the possibility of 
overruns. The processor's instruction set 
should be geared towards use in a communi
cations environment where the main aim is 
the movement and manipulation of data [3 
6-8] rather than computation. There 
should be a powerful set of logical, bit 
manipulative, character moving, list pro
cessing and interrupt handling instructions 
Also desirable are special instructions 
for code conversion and cyclic redundency 
check calculation. These may be provided 
by firmware [9, 10] or hardware [11]. As 
an example, the generator polynomial 
16, 15, 2 , , . _, 
x +x +x +1 is often used for error 
detection in binary synchronous data 

communication channels [12] . Evaluation 
of the cyclic redundency check for this 
code by software on an Interdata 4 mini
computer requires about 180usecs per 
character. Doing it by firmware (micro
code) requires about 30usecs while a suit
able hardware implementation requires only 
6wsecs and is limited by the time it takes 
to perform a write data instruction. Be
cause a large number of these specialized 
instructions may be required to satisfy 
all potential customers, a dynamic control 
store is highly desirable. This would en
able the customer to microprogram special 
instructions tailored for his own use and 
increase the throughput since microcoded 
macro-instructions can in practice be 
executed about ten times faster than an 
equivalent routine written in machine code. 

A communications processor must be easily 
interfaced with a large number of terminals 
and data line adapters or modems. The 
data rate may vary from device to device 
and may be synchronous or asynchronous. 
For this reason the input-output structure 
of such processors must be very flexible 
[3, 7, 8]. For low and medium speed lines, 
a time division multiplexer channel with 
maskable multi-level interrupts and rapiJ 
interrupt response times is desirable. 
The address and the status of the device 
causing the interrupt should be available 
quickly and branching to a routine to ser
vice the interrupt should be rapid. This 
may be accomplished by automatic swapping 
of current and new Program Status Words 
(PSW). A PSW reflects the core location 
of the instruction to be executed, the 
conditions codes and the state of the 
interrupt masks. Several PSW's should be 
provided, one for each type of interrupt 

may occur. For high speed lines 
(48,000 baud and above say) a special 
d^?nei1Wlth direct access to memory is 
desirable. such a channel should access 
basisVand a CYCie °r instruction stealing 
basis and provide no interference to the 

interfaces mavK® vari?us line «"d terminal interlaces may be easily desianed A 

the^h11 Sh°uld also be provided to prevent 
interface'fail l o c k i n9-up should*!* ce tail to respond. Thi«; i = . . 

to b, .erTcll 
should set a •f.y* The timeout 

with the terminals ̂ th th® channel» 
minate the cormnunication iT^s"8 Si! T" 
Purpose line interface unltT 
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speed independent and handle synchronous 
or asynchronous transmission. This is not 
always possible in practice because of the 
wide variety of speeds (45-2400 baud for 
asynchronous and 600-50,000 baud for syn
chronous transmission). For this reason 
these interfaces are sometimes optimized 
for a given speed range to simplify hard
ware. The control of modems is usually 
done by the minicomputer software. The 
hardware involved inputs modem status and 
outputs control signals. The program 
senses the modem status, interprets it and 
issues an appropriate control command to 
the modem if necessary. The processing 
load is small and the flexibility is high 
because any changes made to the modem by 
the common carriers may be overcome by 
appropriate software changes. This makes 
the interface independent of the modem 
manufacturer and prolongs the usability or 
life of the system. It should be men
tioned that the character assembly can be 
done by software or hardware. Assembly by 
software [4] , also known as bit sampling 
or bit "banging," results in a very cheap 
interface as it minimizes hardware. One 
gate for input and one flip-flop for output 
are usually used and the computer samples 
groups of 8 or more lines simultaneously 
at a multiple of the bit rate. The samples 
are stored and the characters are actually 
assembled in core. This technique is most 
suitable for systems with a large number 
of low speed (less than 300 baud) asyn
chronous lines. Although the hardware is 
inexpensive, the software overhead is very 
high. This overhead is greatly reduced 
when hardware sampling is used. When a 
character has been assembled, an interrupt 
is generated. The computer services the 
interrupt and fetches the character. The 
hardware is more expensive but the soft
ware overhead is reduced significantly. 
This technique is used almost exclusively 
for the higher speed lines but with cheap 
integrated circuits readily available, 
this technique is becoming economical even 
for large numbers of low speed lines. 

Programmable front ends require an inter
face to the host computer. Here two 
approaches are possible; a multiple ad
dress or a single address interface. The 
multiple address interface is much more 
complex but has the advantage that little 
or no modification to the main operating 
system software is required because each 
address on the interface corresponds to a 
terminal. The single address interface is 
much simpler to design but has some serious 
drawbacks. On input, the front end must 
send not only the message, but some iden
tification to determine where it came from. 
Similarly, on output the main processor 
must address the interface and include in 
the message the destination for which it is 
intended. Since most systems provided by 
the main frame manufacturers assume that 
each terminal has its own specified device 
address, this approach requires some modi
fications to the operating systems. This 
can be quite a complex task. Should the 
main frame manufacturer alter his opera
ting system, little or no changes will be 
required if multiple addresses are used 
but major changes may be required on the 
single address interface. 

A block diagram of a simple communication 
processor is shown in Figure 3. Figure 4 
shows a more sophisticated dual processor 
system [4] used as a front end. Processor 
A is dedicated to controlling a large 
number of low speed lines and storing the 
received data in the shared memory. Pr°~ 
cessor B processes this data and passes it 
to the main computer. Similarly data from 
the main computer is placed in core and 
output by processor A. Core interference 
is small because processor A is micropro
grammed to control the lines and hence 
accesses memory only to assemble or output 
characters. Medium speed lines are handled 
by processor B. The figure also shows 
special hardware for cyclic redundency 
check calculation (CRC) and a communication 
oriented instruction set implemented in the 
read only memory of processor B. 

HIGH SPEED LINES. LOW AND MEDIUM SPEED 
ABOVE 50,000 BAUD LINES 

Figure 3. Block diagram of a 
simple communication processor. 

Figure 4. BlocK di.gr- a .ore 
munication processor used as a progr 
front end. 
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Advantages of Communication 
Processors 

The major advantage of communication pro
cessors is their flexibility. They may be 
programmed to perform a wide range of 
functions some of which are not available 
on even the most sophisticated hardware 
controllers. Some of these functions 
include: 

Line Polling and Control 
This usually involves automatic dial-up, 
automatic answering and periodic polling 
of terminals to determine their status. 

Adaptive Line Speed Control 
Greatest network efficiency results when 
any line is adaptable to any speed. 
Here, the initial dialogue between the 
terminal and the computer allows the 
speed of the terminal and user identity 
to be determined. The software then sets 
the necessary parameters into the line 
interface and then allows data transfers. 

Code Conversion 
The front end or the concentrator may 
perform all code conversion between the 
various data transmission codes and the 
internal code of the main computer. 
This is a necessity in message switching 
systems where terminals with several 
different codes are used. 

Message Assembly and Editing 
Instead of sending each character to the 
main processor, whole messages may be as
sembled before being passed on. The 
messages may also be edited first. An 
example of this is when the user corrects 
his mistake by the use of the delete 
character. The communication processor 
corrects the character in error and 
ensures that only correct messages are 
passed on. The assembly and editing 
improve the efficiency of the channels 
and the main processor. 

Data Compression 
A data compression scheme may be used on 
data to be transmitted. This can improve 
the efficiency of the lines. 

Syntax Checking 
Simple syntax errors such as omission or 
extra parentheses may be detected and the 
terminal user notified of his error. The 
host computer would therefore receive 
messages that were free of the more com
mon syntax errors. 

Automatic Loading 
In this mode, the main computer commands 
a communication processor to treat a mes
sage as an executable program. This 
allows the main computer to have absolute 
control over its entire communication 

network. Thus when software changes are 
needed on one or more communication pro
cessors in a network (to improve or add 
a new class of services for example) , the 
main computer may load the new program 
via the network. At present this is used 
quite extensively only for the front ends. 
However automatic loading holds consider
able promise for diagnosis of faults at 
remote locations (2). 

Line Monitoring 
An efficient network should be dynamic in 
nature. It should be constantly monitored 
and altered to ensure all portions of it 
are used efficiently. Monitoring can also 
isolate consistently bad lines and thus be 
an aid in fault location. Communication 
processors may keep a running record of 
all communication traffic including a 
count of errors. Analysis of these 
statistics can show up any inefficiencies 
and bottlenecks within the network. 

Many other functions may be programmed, 
including buffering, recording, answering 
and routing of messages. All of these 
functions relieve the main computer and 
hence allow it more time for the tasks it 
was primarily intended for, data proces
sing. It should be remembered however 
that there is a tradeoff. The more of 
these functions that are performed by the 
communication processor, the less lines it 
can handle. 

The programming capability has some other 
far reaching advantages besides relief of 
the main computer. One of the more im
portant ones is terminal independency. A 
terminal that is not supported by the main 
computer may be made to appear like a ter
minal that is supported by having appro
priate software routines in the communi
cation processor. This is usually used to 
interface a large variety of foreign peri-
pherals to a large processor at low cost. 
Another not so obvious advantage is fail-
soft capability. Here, the front end may 
send a message to the terminal saying that 
all or part of the main system is down. 
It may even route the data to another main 
processor in the network but more often it 
will keep track of all terminals that re-

Xne?hSerV1Ce" Ifc could then notify them 
Tte mle/ain system becomes operational. 
he monitoring and autoloading functions 
improve the reliability and efficiency Sf 
the networks. Bad lines and bottlenecks 
Zl 2?lckly sP°tted while autoloedSw 
may enable the processor to quickly iden-
ify faults and suggest corrective action 
by running a series of diagnosti^ tl^ £f 
the entire network. 

Communication processors tend to be mr,,-
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on a cost-performance basis. They are 
flexible and can be adapted to support a 
large variety of local or remote terminals 
irrespective of speed, code, or control 
conventions. They allow easy growth of 
the network. Addition of a new terminal 
requires a line interface unit and a 
special module within the control program 
to service the terminal. The number of 
terminals that can be handled and the 
total data throughput is usually higher 
than for a hardwired controller. This 
expandability and flexibility increases 
the usable life of these processors and 
the network as a whole. The relief that 
they provide to the control processor 
enables the latter to also have a longer 
useful life before it needs to be up
graded to a more powerful model. 

9. Disadvantages of Communication 
Processors 

It should be obvious by now that communi
cation processors have certain potential 
characteristics that make them very 
attractive. Unfortunately these systems 
have not been around long enough for their 
capabilities to be fully assessed or ex
ploited. The teleprocessing software on 
the central processors is geared towards 
hardwired rather than programmable con
trollers. This prevents the full poten
tial of the programmable controller to be 
realized. Even today most front ends 
simply emulate hardwired controllers 
because users are reluctant to change the 
operating system provided by the main 
frame manufacturer. 

10. Other Uses of Communication 
Processors 

Two other important uses of minicomputers 
that include data communication are in 
small time sharing systems and in systems 
where the minicomputer and main computer 
share large files. An increasing number 
of small users do not require a sophisti
cated time sharing system. Their needs 
may be served by a minicomputer supporting 
BASIC on eight to sixteen terminals. The 
organization of such systems varies 
greatly but one approach uses a system 
similar to that shown in Figure 4. Pro
cessor A handles all input-output and con
trols all terminals. Processor B has a 
disk or drum on its selector channel and 
does the compiling and executing [13] . 
Compute bound jobs requiring a larger com
puter may have access to one by providing 
a suitable link between it and the mini
computer. This may be via a data set or 
computer to computer interface. 

Another method in which a minicomputer may 
reduce the overhead in a large machine is 
to allow it to share access to common disk 
files [14, 15]. Such a configuration is 
sometimes known as a delta connection [2] 
and is shown in Figure 5. The front end 
assembles messages and transfers them 
directly to disk. The connection between 
the multiplexer channels is used for pass
ing control information such as the loca
tion and type of message stored on disk. 
With the delta connection, the central 

Another drawback is the lack of good soft
ware support from the manufacturers of 
communication processors. When these 
first came out several years ago, only an 
assembler was usually provided. It was up 
to the user to write his own software. 
Things have improved greatly but they still 
have a long way to go. The software offer
ed today by the independent manufacturers 
is still quite basic. In most cases it is 
adequate enough to get the user off the 
ground but not much more. Manufacturers 
realize that their systems are capable of 
performing a wide variety of functions and 
that each customer wants something differ
ent. They are therefore unwilling to in
vest large sums of money into any software 
other than a basic scheduler, interrupt 
handler, various line control modules and 
emulators for some standard communication 
controllers like the IBM 2701, 2702 or 
2703. The customer therefore still has a 
lot of programming to do to realize the 
full potential of his communication pro
cessors . 

LOW SPEED LINES 

Figure 5. Example of a delta configuration. 
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computer is used to process the assembled 
messages only when required to do so by 
the front end. Another advantage is that 
messages can still be received and stored 
in the event of a malfunction of the cen
tral processor. 

11. Future Trends 

Communication processors of the future 
will be very similar to those today but 
will have a more efficient instruction set 
and a more flexible input-output structure. 
Dual processor configurations similar to 
that shown in Figure 4 will be quite com
mon. The memory may be shared or there 
may be three memories, one for each of the 
two processors and one shared. This would 
minimize memory conflicts and greatly im
prove the throughput. The control pro
grams for each processor would be in their 
own memory. As before, processor A could 
be dedicated for terminal and line control 
while processor B would process the data. 
The shared memory, which could be quite 
small, would be used to pass data between 
the two processors. The use of dynamic 
control storage would greatly increase the 
efficiency of such systems by allowing 
programmers to microprogram instructions 
tailored for their own use. 

field. Unfortunately they have not been a-
round long enough for their full capabili
ties to be realized and assessed. ih.s is 
partly due to the fact that the main fraaa 
manufacturers have in the past geared their 
machines and operating systems to hardwired 
controllers. The independent manufacturers 
have seized this opportunity to provide 
emulators for these controllers at great 
cost savings. This competition haa already 
forced the main frame suppliers into re
thinking their philosophy on hardwired 
controllers. The future will see major 
announcements on new programmable front 
ends neatly integrated with the main com
puter. The teleprocessing systems will 
reflect this change. They will be simplor 
and greatly improve the efficiency of the 
main frame. 

Such systems will be especially popular as 
front ends. The incoming messages will be 
assembled, edited, syntax checked and code 
converted before being passed to the main 
computer. The data path will be direct to 
the main memory rather than through a 
channel as is commonly done at present. 
In this respect we will have a programmable 
communications channel rather than a pro
grammable communications controller. Just 
like line interface units, the processors 
controlling the lines will be optimized to 
a particular speed range. Thus the pro
grammable communication channel may con
sist of one processor for preprocessing 
data from the shared memory and several 
line control processors, each handling all 
lines between say 0-600, 600-50,000, and 
50,000 baud and up. These special channels 
will simplify the design of the operating 
system on the main computer for all the 
communication protocol will now be handled 
by the channel control programs. Because 
of the greater isolation between the main 
operating and the I/O systems, changes to 
both should be much easier to perform. 

12. Conclusions 

Programmable communication processors make 
excellent concentrators, message switchers 
and terminal controllers. They can in
crease the efficiency of the communication 
network and the central computer. Their 
flexibility and ever increasing performance/ 
cost ratio ensures them a big future for 
years to come in the data communications 
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Summary 

The SOC project is a research study, carried out 
by IBM-France and French Universities, special
ly oriented to developing and implementing a soft
ware system able to solve some of the problems 
inherent to Computer Networks. This project aims 
specially to simplify the use of Computer Net
works facilities. 
This paper presents : 
- a brief overview of the general aspects of the 
SOC experimental network. 
- the user oriented Network Command Language 
developed for the SOC System. 
- the basic principles of the implemented SOC 
System : the objectives of its first version its' 
general architecture, its functions, its opera
ting mode.. . 
- the Network Internal Language, developed for 
internal use by the SOC System. 
- a brief description of the basic general func
tions : for example the Communication Interface 

the foreseen extensions : for example, intro- ' 
tern °f lntSraCtive mode in the Network Sys-

The implemented Network System and ^ 
ti=n of the defined L,„0Ua„J 
developed in this presentation. 

General Purpose Computer Networks as th 
are described for example in Mr. Elie'J, 
should allow users to access all the, hesis(l) , 
located on any computer of thP resources 
therefore to share them netW°rk' and 

Thus with a network,the fardn+j 
a user are increased;with this ii^ aVailable to 
an increase in the complex^' 'there is 
facilities. Therefore a GeneralP aCCessin9 these 
must provide user aids of a PurP°se Network of a practlcal and eff.c.ent 
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nature to ameliorate these complexities just as 
operating systems provide the aids for user 
access to input/output devices. 
The SOC (Syst&me d'Ordlnateurs Connects.I.e. 
Connected Computers System) project Is a soft
ware oriented research study headed by IBM-rran-
ce and carried out with French Universities or 
Government Agencies. 
This project aims to study and to implement a 
software particularly oriented to the use o« 
Computer Networks and to test it through an expe
rimental Computer Network, built with Partici
pants Computers, linked by telephone lines, and 
running only during test periods 
In this report, we will describe mainly the soft
ware facilities provided to the user of the SOC 

*^Sai:sa 
Envirpnp^r^ 

-in̂ TfSiLTstVh6819̂ 8' °n* ̂  *• 
optimal configuration of th^M Sclen,lflca»y 
a lot of economic- Network. In any cas< 
-ft factors mus't L^o^ed^"/ " ,eCh" 

juration supported by 'socsLT"^ 
the most flexible one Sy8,em- chose 
in the ARPA project (4) Th u/® °n* cho««" 
ration with an undtermi M distributed configu-»o.. c ™™ -  p o . . , w .  
see figure 1. Such a confix pu,ers-for example 
only flexibility adaptable f"ratlon 8llow« not 
also equivalence and com l SpeciJlc n««ds. but 

- 5- -p-
It must be emphasized^ h^f ln f,«ure 2-
software is not specUH^r^' ̂  ,he ** 
rather it adapts itself toS, / confl®«ration; 
it is initialized. confi9uration when 
This configuration , 
leased Lines (4 800 baudaf Standapd TT 

Uds).Modems (IBM/3978). 



and Transmission Control Units (IBM/2701). All 
of which are well understood and have been used 
for Remote Batch processing for several years. 

Fig. 1 - Example of general distributed configura
tion 

Fig. 2 - Experimental Configuration 

The computers involved in the experimental net
work are : 

360/75 
2 x 360/40 
1 x 360/67 
2 x 360/50 
In the first step of the project, all will run under 
OS-360 (MVT). In the second step, the 360/67 
will run under CP-67 (10). More heterogeneity 
will be introduced if the first experiments are 
successful. 

Software Aspects 

II - System Characteristics 

Designers built the SOC System having in mind 
that it should be : 

- first of all, easy to use by non-specialists. 
- easy to implement under different local opera
ting systems. 
- independent in its conception, on a particular 
Operating System. 
- dependent in its implementation on each Compu
ting System. 
- able to manage all the transactions in the net
work . 
- able to use particular facilities. 

So, the implemented system called NS (Network 
System) has the following characteristics : 

- it is considered as an entity : the operating 
system for the network. 
- a part of this entity will run on every computer 
in the Network. 
- each part is implemented outside of the local 
Operating System, but uses the local facilities : 
for example, they are jobs under OS/360, virtual 
machines under CP/67. . . 
- it supports a Network Command Language parti
cularly adapted to Computer Networks, indepen
dent of any specific environment, and oriented to 
the requirements of the network users. 

The main tasks of NS is to manage communications 
with : 

- local users, by translating and carrying out 
Network Commands and returning answers. 
- other computers, by sending and receiving 
messages for telecommunication and message 
switching system. 
- local operating systems in order to facilitate 
the use of local resources. 

TTT - The Network Command Language (NCL) 

The Network Command Language, called NCL, 
which is derived from the language developed in 
the INTENET Project (6), has been studied and 
developed in the SOC project in order to ease the 
use of the Network facilities. A complete descrip
tion of this language can be found in Miss de 
Caluwe's report (5). 

The first version of NCL was designed so that 
the users can : 
- transmit data sets from one computer to one 
a nother in the system. 
- send a job to any remote computer in the net
work to be processed as if this job had been 
entered directly into the remote operating system. 

The ambition of this version is very limited ; for 
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example, it does not permit remote access to 
conversational subsystems. We plan to develop 
this extension and some others in next steps of 
the project. However, the two possibilities, 
implemented in the first step, already allow users 
to access most of the resources in the system. 

NCL Description 

NCL is an high-level language which inclu
des two kinds of statements : declarative state
ments and executable statements. 

Declarative Statements. Every variable must 
be declared and initialized before being used in 
any executable statement. 

Variables may have one of the following 
types : CPU - UNIT - VOLUME - DATA SET -
MEMBER (of a Partitioned Data set) - INPUT 
STREAM - and characteristics of data sets (like 
SPACE, organization, format of records...) . 

So the users will be able to manipulate more 
easily data set or input stream through the net
work in executable statements. 

Declarations relative to data sets mani
pulation : 

examples : 

CPU A : = IMAG67 , B : = CIRCE75; 
UNIT U1 : = 2314/A , U2 : = 2314/CIRCE75; 
VOLUME VI : = MFTlll/Ul, 

V2 : = MFT222/2314/CIRCE75; 
DSN D1 : = SOC.OBLIB/V1, 

D2 : = SOC.OBLIB/MFT222/U2; 
MEMBER Ml : = MAIN/D1; 

The types of declared variables are 
pointed out by the keyword of the declarative 
statements. The identificators not declared in a 
previous statement, and used on the right-side 
of : =, are considered like constants of the 
system. 

Declaration of input stream : 

example : 

INP ALPHA : = '///*' 
Data cards 

///* 
This declaration allows to assign a 

name (ALPHA) to the data, written on the cards 
located between the INP statement and the mark 
of 'end of data'. 

Any data may be written on the cards ; 
only a non-ambiguity with the mark of 'end of' 
data' is necessary ; this mark is fixed by the 
user himself and indicated between quotes in the 
INP statement in order to avoid any confusion 
with particular data. 

The INPUT STREAM declaration is use
ful to enter data which can be either stored into 
a data set, somewhere in the network, or used 

as the Control Language necessary for a job on a 
particular local operating system. 

The example (Annexe 1) shows the decla
ration of the necessary job stream to compile and 
execute a PL/l program on an OS/360 machine. 

Executable Statements. Some statements 
have a main object, manipulation of data sets 
through the network : 

CREATE DS1; creation of a new data set. 
DELETE DS1; deletion of an old one. 
EMPTY DS1; deletion of the contents of an 

old one. 
CATALG DS1 ON CPU 1,/catalog or uncatalog 

1 a data set on 
UNCATALG DS1 ON CPUl;jthe system catalog of 

(_a given CPU 
MOUNT VOLlilmount or dismount a 
DISMOUNT VOLljjprivate volume. 
COPY DS1 TO DS2; 
ADD DS1 TO DS2; 

The most important statements in this group 
are COPY and ADD that give the possibilities to 
the users to transfer data sets between CPUS. 

COPY allows to duplicate the contents of 
DS1, located on CPU1, in DS2 , located on CPU2. 
erasing the previous contents of DS2. 

ADD allows the user to add the contents of 
DS1, located on CPU1, to the contents of DS2. 
located on CPU2, without erasing DS2. 

The other statements are only complementary 
to ADD and COPY in order to facilitate the mani
pulation of data sets by the users. 

RUN : it is the only one executable not data 
sets manipulation-oriented statement : 

Example : RUN INP1 AT CPU2 ; 
This statement specifies that the network 

system is to send a job to be run at CPU2; for 
lf CPU2 is runnlng under OS/360 and If 

INP1 holds the JCL necessary to an OS/360 job 
the previous RUN statement allows the user to ' 
ask for the execution of this OS Job at CPU2 

NCL General Asppptg 

We have seen above that NCL allows users 

to an nth6" "l* 31X1 t0 S6nd j°bs from a CPU to an other one, through simple statements. 
A set of commands, required by a user can 

be Joined together to form a Network Toh 
tics : N6tWOrk Job has the following characterls-

- it belongs to a particular user 
11 begins by a NETIN statement which 

tingUi^o™aetioSnsr.,S ^ eventua»y *ccoun-

- it ends by a NETOUT statement. 

lob The Neoeorb 
ry important concept because it is 
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the only way by which the NS can describe the 
user's needs to each of the different computing 
systems. 

The life of a Network Job includes several 
steps : 

- first, the Network Job is read and compi
led by the Reader-Compiler to the Network Inter
nal Language (NIL) into several parts. 

- then, each NIL part is executed on the 
appropriate computer. 

- at last, the Network Job enters a step of 
print. 

Note that the intermediate step requires as 
many executions as there are computers involved 
in the Network Job. On each one, NIL commands 
require only local processing, except when data 
must be received from or sent to another compu
ter ; in this case, a reciprocal command is gene
rated in the NIL part corresponding to the asso
ciated computer ; the interpretation of this com
mand in synchronization with the interpretation 
of the first one, allows to execute easily the 
complete function; the main problem is the syn
chronization. 

The interpretation of a Network Job take a 
very long time because there are many data to be 
sent through the telecommunication lines, diffi
culties of synchronization, and so on. There
fore , parallel executions of Network Jobs are 
essential. 

IV - NS General Architecture 

NS consists of : 

- a set of service routines, for storage, resour
ces, time management 
- a set of functions in which sequential execu
tion is needed 
- a multitasking supervisor which allows to 
execute several functions at the same time, on 
the same computer. 

A task executed on one computer under NS is 
called a process, in order to distinguish it from 
an OS/MVT task, for example. 

Network Process Management. A process can 
ask for the creation of an other process ; but a 
process will disappear only when it asks itself 
"to die". 

The creation and the death of a process is 
executed by service routines. 

The Dispatcher gives the CPU control to the 
different processes by the use of the Process 
Control Block (PCB) associated with each one. 

A process can enter a Wait State (not dispat-
chable) if it asks itself for it ; but it cannot be 
interrupted by an other process of the system. 

Two main classes of process exist : 

1° - System processes necessary for the 
running of the NS, which are always resident in 
main storage. Some of these processes are, for 
example ; 

- the communication interface which 
handles communications between computing sys
tems involved in the network. 

- the Network console services which 
handles communications with the local operator. 

- the Network Initiator-Terminator which 
handles communications with the local operating 
s ystem. 

- the Network Job Initiator which starts 
processes needed by the Networks jobs. 

- the Logger which handles particular 
commands received from other CPU. 

2° - User Processes which are started 
when they are needed, to handle users'Network 
Jobs. There are four kinds of User's processes, 
each of them performing a specific function : 

- the Reader-Compiler which reads 
Network Jobs from a local card-reader (or from 
RJE Terminal), creates the blocks which describe 
the Network Jobs for the NS and translates them 
into Network Internal Language. 

- the Internal Reader which reads the 
Network Internal Language relative to a Network 
Job sent from an other computer. 

- the Interpreter which executes the 
NIL commands relative to a particular Network 
Job, on a particular computer. 

- the Writer which prints the results. 

One and only one system process of each 
kind must always exist on each computer when 
NS is running. Any number of user processes 
can exist on each computer, at the same time, 
provided that enough storage is available.(Fig. 3)_ 

Network Tob Management . The main func
tions that the NS performs for users are : 

- to translate network jobs. 
- to transmit commands included in a net

work job to the specified computing systems. 
- to ensure the execution of these commands 
- to put out the results of a network job on 

on the CPU required by the user. 

When the Reader-Compiler finds a new Net
work Job, in the input stream, it creates an 
entry in the Permanent Network Job Control Table 
(PNJCT). This entry will be destroyed only when 
the execution of the job has ended and the output 
printed or punched. 

After the creation of a new entry in the 
PNJCT of the 'local' CPU, the NCL commands 
are compiled into sets of NIL commands which 
will effect the job. When compilation is comple
ted the Network Tob Initiator causes an Interpre-
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tor on the local CPU to be activitated and to start 
processing the set of NIL commands for the local 
CPU. 

One of the first NIL commands is a DJC com
mand (request for a correspondent job) ; its inter
pretation will create a PNJCT entry for this job 
on a remote computer. The remote Network Job 
Initiator will start an Jnternal Reader for this job 
which, after synchronization with the interpreter 
on the source computer, will receive from it its 
NIL commands for this job. 

Such operations must be repeated as many 
times as there are computers involved in this 
particular Network Job. When the sending of 
each part of the NIL has been done by the use of 
an interpreter on the source computer and by the 
use of an Internal Reader on each of the remote 
computers, then, on each of these, the Network 
Job Initiator will be able to start an Interpreter. 
The communications between computers will be 
negotiated through the interpretation of two com
plementary functions, generated in the same 
compilation, and interpreted separately but syn
chronously, on the two computers. 

V - The Network Internal Language 

The Network Internal Language, generated by 
the Compiler for a Network Job, is divided into 
three parts : 

1 - General Information 
mation area includes : 

The general infor-

- the total length of the generated NIL pro
gram. 

- a pointer to the next step to be executed ; 
the interpretation of a job can be interrupted for 
some time ; therefore the interpreter must know 
at which step it must restart . 

- a pointer to the step to be executed if 
an abnormal end occurs in the interpretation of 
any NIL command. 

- a byte giving the level of the errors which 
will produce an abnormal end. 

2 - Data. The data part includes the blocks 
associated with variables declared by the user 
in his Network Job. 

The type of the variable described by a 
block is identified by the first byte of the block 
which contains a type identificator. The format 
of the block depends of the type described, but 
for a given type, it is determined and contains 
a complete description of a variable of this type. 

3 - NIL Executable Commands. A NIL com
mand has the following format : 

- an action code (1 byte) 
- the instruction length (1 byte) 

parameters for this command which can be" 
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. values directly stored in the command 
area 

. pointers to blocks holding information 
about the necessary parameters ; these pointers 
are relative addresses in the data area ; so, two 
bytes will be large enough. 

Action Instruct. Parameter 1 Parameter 2 
code length (or point to) (or point to) 

NIL Command Format 

The instruction length allows us to use varia
ble length statements or statements with optional 
parameters. 

More than thirty NIL commands has been al
ready defined. Most of them are used for the lo
cal manipulation of data or for local facilities. 
The most interesting ones are the following : 

Communication commands : 

- SINFO and RINFO which allows to send 
and to receive system control information of any 
kind between two computers. 

- TRMS and TRMR which allows transmis
sion and receipt of data from a data set on a sen
der computer to a data set on a receiver computer. 

Initialization and synchronization com
mands : 

- DJC : request for a corresponding job 
- DPC : request for synchronization 

with a process associated to the same job on the 
computer, named in the parameter area of the 
command ; the synchronization will be established 
if the interpreter on this computer for this Net
work job, starts and interprets a complementary 
DPC towards the first computer, during the time 
when the first interpreter can wait. The synchro
nization mechanims is complicated enough ; in 
this paper, we will say only that the interpreter 
asks for help each logger to handle the DPC 
Command. 

- SPC (Stop Corresponding Process) 
stops the conversation with the corresponding 
process. It is the inverse function of DPC. 

Execution command : 

- INSERT : allows the introduction of 
a job in the local operating system. 

See an example in Annexe 2. 

VI - Additional Main Functions 

A lot of service functions are included in NS. The 
most important of them are : 

- the communication interface. The used trans
mission technics are : message switching, store 
and forward, multiplexing technics . More details 

Software Aspects 

about them and the use of these technics in the 
NS environment are given in the presentation of 
Mr. Girardi (3). 
- the Network Console Service (= NCS) : the NS 
is the Operating System managing the Network ; 
so, it must communicate with operators of each 
machine. NCS allows the operator to introduce 
commands to NS, relative to NS itself (e.g. num
ber of active computers) or to a particular Net
work Job (e.g. the state of a job). 

VII - Foreseen Extensions 

The first extension which we plan to introduce in
to the first version is the conversational use of 
network. 
This one allows the users : 

- to generate Network Jobs from an interactive 
terminal 
- or to use a Conversational System located at a 
remote computer via terminals connected to a 
local computer. 

The activity of the terminals local to a CPU will 
be controlled by a special process called NETS 
(Network Terminal System). More details about it 
can be found also in (3). 
Other extensions are foreseen which will optimize 
or develop the facilities given by the NS. They 
will be defined according to the results of the 
first version. 

Conclusion 

Now, near the end of the implementation of the 
first version of SOC, two points seem important 
to us : 
- first, the users have tools to use this network 
which allow them : 

. to access all the data located on every com
puter 

. to use any program or special hardware faci
lities available somewhere in the network 

. to run their job on the computer of their choice. 

- second, the chosen environment is restrictive, 
but this is justified by : 
. the means we had at our disposal 
. the difficulties which the use of a heteroge

neous network offers, to the non-specialist users. 
Further, we thought that a simple environment 
could, at least in a first step, present better 
increase in the use of General Purpose Computer 
Networks. 
It seems to us that the main task which the people 
involved in the realization of the networks, must 
do , is to improve the use of the Networks in 
many applications problems ; this, in order to 
persuade the potential users that the advantages 
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they can obtain are attractive enough to face the 
difficulties of use. 

Annexe 1 

The examnle of a Network Tob 

NETIN SMITH ; 
CPU B : = IMAG67, C : CIRCE75 

DSN DS1 : = SOC.OBLIB/111111/2314/B, 
DS2 : = SOC. OBLIB/MVT192/2314/C ; 

COPY DS1 to DS2 ; 

INP PL1 JOB : = '. ./' 
//PL1 JOB 
// EXEC PL1FCLG 
//PL1.SYSIN DD • 

MAIN : PROC OPTIONS (MAIN) ; 

END 'MAIN ; 
/*• 
// GO. DS DD DSN = SOC. OBLIB, UNIT = 2314, 

VOL = SER = MVT192, DISP = OLD 
//GO. SYSIN DD «-

Data 

.  . /  
RUN PL1 JOB AT C ; 
COPY DS2 TO DS1 
NETOUT; 

Annexe 2 

Example : part of the NIL program for the Net
work Tob given in annexe 1 • 

(origin of the 
job) 

DJC B " 
DPC B 
TRMS LI(B) 
SPC 

DJC C 
DPC C 
TRMS LI(C) 
SPC 

DR B 

B 
(IMAG67) 

C 
(CIRCE75) 

Corresponding functions on 
B and C are included in the 
Internal Reader 

Reservation 
commands for 
DS1 
DPC C 
TRMS DS 1 
SPC 

Reservation 
commands for 
DS2 
DPC B 
TRMR DS2 
SPC 

(origin of the 
job) 

DPC C 
TRMS PL1 JOB 

SPC 

JEND 

B 
(IMAG67) 

Reservation 
commands 
for DS1 
DPC C 
TRMR DS1 
SPC 

JEND 

References 

C 
(CIRCE75) 

DPC A 
TRMR PL1 JOB 
INSERT PL1 JOB 
SPC 

Reservation 
commands 
for DS2 
DPC B 
TRMS DS2 
SPC 

JEND 
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THE USER DEPARTMENT AND THE COMPUTER 
C.R.M. Singer 

International Computers, Ltd. 
Harrow, Middlesex, England 

Summary 

For many years systems which computerise 
administrative procedures have been implemented 
with reasonable success albeit with some 
sacrifice of timeliness and accessibility. 
Relatively little success has been achieved in 
using data from these systems to aid day to day 
decision making. A major difficulty throughout 
has been the main files being out of date and 
the remoteness of the computer from the user 
department (defined as those departments that 
originate the computer input and/or use the 
output.) The lengthy procedure required to get 
valid data into the computer is identified as 
the main cause of the problem. 

This paper then proposes a solution based 
on new generalised data capture software from 
ICL called 'Datastream'. It uses large screen 
visual display units that can be sited locally 
by a main frame computer or remotely over 
telephone lines. The system is described from 
the user's point of view showing how it can be 
used as a data preparation system, a form filling 
system, the basis of any VBU system or a combi
nation of all three. It is shown how the system 
can be cost justified from the start, how the 
user becomes responsible for getting his own data 
into his own systems, how valid data gets into 
the computer very much faster; thus how master 
files are updated very much earlier, how the user 
can economically access his main files through 
VDU's and thus how the potential to use the 
computer to assist in day to day decision making 
becomes practical. 

Ever since computers were first introduced 
to the commercial world, there has been a 
distressingly frequent "gap" between early 
expectation and final realisation of systems 
benefits. At the outset seemingly reasonable 
claims were made about, for instance, 
computerising administrative procedures to cut 
overhead costs, with the argument that a natural 
development would be to use the data so collected 
to help in day to day decision making - to help 
forecast sales, control stock, plan production. 
Figures would also be produced to show that 
whilst the system would be cost justified in the 
first instance in the saving of administrative 
costs, the real pay-off would be the later 
developments, where one would be essentially 
implementing systems to aid the control of cost 
of goods. Furthermore if this computer aided 
decision making could produce a 10$ reduction in 
cost of goods, the pay-off would probably be as 
high as four times that of a 10$ reduction in 
administrative costs. 

Why were the initial aims not fully met? It 
would appear that the problems were not so much 
with the technical aspects of computerisation 
but with the general modus operandi. And one 
finds that there is a frequent repetition of the 
same problem areas amongst many different 
installations. It is the purpose of this paper 
to identify those problem areas, to analyse 
their basic cause and to propose solutions. 

Problem Areas 

In conducting an analysis of existing 
systems one frequently shows that administrative 
costs have been cut as planned or that the 
business has grown without a similar increase in 
administrative overheads. And to that extent 
the initial objective of the system will have 
been largely achieved. However, one almost 
equally frequently finds that this objective has 
been achieved at the expense of less accessible 
data and less timely data, the result of which is 
the retention of the old manual files by the user 
departments. Not only of course does this 
retention weaken the initial success but far 
more important it leads one to question the 
chances of being able to use that computer data 
to aid decision making - "How can we use the 
computer to run the business when its files are 
out of date?" the user will say, "We must retain 
our manual systems to do that". And, of course, 
so long as that situation prevails there is little 
chance of progress. However, all this so far is 
an effect, not a cause. What is then the funda
mental cause? To study this one must look 
closely at the cycle of events required to get 
valid data into the computer from a user 
department using conventional punching and 
verifying. 

The cycle is typically:-

"^1. user department fills in a form 
2. sends it to the punch room 

r*3- ere it is checked, 
4. punched, 
5. verified, 
6. input to computer 
7. which prints invalid list 
-8. which is returned to the punch room and/or 
-9. sent back to the user department 

This cycle will seldom take less than a day, 
frequently 3; or more if the user is remote from 
the computer; and the cycle gets repeated until 
the data is valid. And the cycle is often even _ 
longer. And frequently the whole batch of data is 
held up pending corrections. 
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Furthermore many different people in many 
different departments are concerned with handling 
the flow of data. The effect of this cycle is, 
of course, that valid data talces a long time to 
get into the computer whose files then "become out 
of date; this may be tolerable in many admini
strative systems, even though cash flow may suffer 
but quite intolerable in the day to day decision 
making. A further factor is expense. That 
cycle of events is very expensive. 

Solutions 

What can be done about that fundamental 
cause: that lengthy cycle of getting valid data 
into the computer. 

One can install key to disc data preparation 
systems. The principle here is that the 

'punch' operator has a keyboard connected on line 
to a mini computer with validation performed as 
she keys in. Thus there is no need to do so 
much verification by repetition. So fewer girls 
are needed; and because records are checked 
whilst the source document is still with the girl 
one cuts out part of the cycle (6, 7 and 8 above) 
and saves time. As the device is all electronic 
the girls key faster. Result - even fewer girls. 
Overall: data into the computer more quickly; 
probably at less expense; and the master files 
are more up to date. 

Key-to-disc systems have been successful in 
reducing excessive data input costs and delays. 
But they do ignore one major cause of that lengthy 
input cycle; and that is the time and cost of 
getting the data corrected at source in the user 
department; i.e. outside the confines of the 
tightly controlled computer Data Preparation 
Department. 

So we need to concern ourselves with the 
problems of computer data input as felt by the 
user department. ICL have produced some 
generalised software to help which uses a large 
screen visual display unit linked into the main 
frame computer. The software, called 'Datastream' 
provides all the normal facilities of the key to 
disc systems and thus can be used as a pure data 
preparation system providing all the benefits 
described above. 

But it can go a stage further. The hardware 
and software are such that one can site the VDU 
either locally or, over telephone lines, remote 
from the computer. What is more, as a large 
screen VDU with 2000 characters is used the soft
ware is structured such that the operator in 
effect fills up a form on the screen. An example 
will be given later. Thus one can site the VDU" 
in the user department and get the user to fill 
up a form, perhaps not as now, on paper, 
but on the VDU screen. Thus data is captured 
and validated at point of origin; the user is 
responsible for putting in and validating his data-
in so doing of course we cut out numbers 2, 3 and 9 
of the cycle so data gets into the computer more 
quickly. And what is more, if the clerk who used 

to write out the old punchirg documents now types 
into the VDU, we've cut out the data preparation 
function altogether; so there's no need for the 
data preparation operators at all. 

Overall result: data into the computer even mare 
quickly; at even less expense and master files 
even more up to date. 

But the system can go a stage further still. 
The software uses the standard main frame 
communication handling utilities. So it is very 
easy to add onto the software a purpose built 
communications system like order processing or 
sales ledger etc. That of course cuts out yet 
another part of the cycle — no more forn filling 
even, as the system is now an integral part of 
the business. But more important in the context 
of the purpose built syBtem; you can base the 
purpose built system on this package. Coopered 
to starting from scratch you cut development 
costs, you add the flexibility of the package's 
formatting routines to your purpose built aye teas, 
you can add the benefits of the data capture 
system to your own system without necessarily 
adding to your cost; perhaps the most comforting 
from the planning point of view, if the purpose 
built system doesn't quite cover conveniently all 
the input required, or if the systeme designer 
has forgotten some, it can frequently be left to 
the package, even if only as a temporary measure. 

So what is this software? It is a data 
preparation system, a form filling systan, the 
basis of any VDU system, or a combination of all 
three. But above all it is a system which 
allows the user departments to cut the time and 
cost of getting valid data into the oomputer; 
allows them to get close to their oomputer 
systems; and unlock the potential for develop!:* 
systems to assist in decision making. The 
responsibility and control of data input is in 
the user's own hands. 

The Datastrsajn System 

The software consists of three major 
iacilities, namely:-

ReC°f™f0rmattlng which all<~s the user to define 
s 1116 formats he wants for any one lob 

Each field is suitably labelled JusfL £ wts 

exercise ^ 18 a onc® off xercise. At the same time validation checks 
are assigned to appropriate fields. 

during previous Data Entry r^ " perfonBanca 

** us consider the system ̂ rki^ ̂  
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The start of most such systems is a punching 
document. Hie example is a typical one using 
part of an invoice but the system is relevant 
to all companies concerned with getting data 
into computers. You will see that various 
fields are labelled with gaps between brackets 
all ready for the operator to fill in with data. 
Fields can be headed vertically just as easily 
as horizontally as shown. 

the cursor which moves across the screen as she 
types and tabs. If she consciously makes a 
mistake she can easily move the cursor back and 
overwrite what she's just typed, or insert some 
more characters automatically moving the others 
across. What she cannot do is to upset the 
headings. They are protected from her. 

When one form is complete she presses the send 
button and the data is transmitted - only the 
data, not the headings. The computer performs 
its validation checks. The sort of checks you 
can make are all the usual ones like numeric or 
alphabetic, check digits and so on. Also the 
program contains a User Entry Point through which 
the user can include any special checks of his 
own, including file look-ups. 
Normally the girl will key in data rapidly at 
about 10,000 to 18,000 key depressions per hour 
depending on job complexity, barely glancing at 
the screen. 

As soon as she's satisfactorily filled the screen 
and transmitted the data a fresh formatted screen 
is presented to her. 

The above illustration was part of a despatch 
note. What was illustrated was the body of the 
despatch note. A real despatch note would 
probably consist of two header sections 
containing customer details (addresses, order 
number, date etc.) and then the body section 
containing itemised despatch details. Those 
who are familiar with the ergonomic problems of 
preparing data for computers will know that this 
presents the great dilemma. In a conventional 
system one has to compromise between the single 
bit of paper that is easy to fill up in the user 
department and the card punching which requires 
each part of the form to be. on a different card 
format, yet initially in the same computer input 
record. In Datastream there is no problem; 
either you lay out the screen to look like one 
complete despatch note or you have the option to 
have up to 9 pages per format. Fig. ii shows 
four pages. 

There are two essential points here, one is that 
you can set up the system to represent existing 
forms, or a whole series of existing forms, if 
necessary. This means minimum change when the 
VIlU's are located in the user's own office thus 
making the system easy and acceptable to non 
specialist operators. Secondly by dispensing^ 
with punching documents one reduces transcription 

Fig. i. A typical Datastream format 
The operator types in, left or right 

justified whatever is convenient for the job. 
What she types appears in brackets and when she 
gets to the end of a field she tabs and auto
matically moves over the headings into the next 
field. She knows where she is by the position of 
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Repetitive within despatch notes 

Pages 1 to 4 are repeated for each despatch note 

'ig. ii. A typical multi page format 
illustrating a despatch note 

errors. Remember formats are set up as a once-
off exercise using the record formatting program. 
It normally takes about an hour to design a page 
and about 15 minutes on-line time to set up. 

Let us now consider what happens when the 
VDU operator has completed a screen, transmitted 
and the computer finds errors. As she will be 
keying in fast and barely looking at the screen, 
a buzzer sounds and the keyboard locks. And as 
she may not be a professional operator, special 
error codes will appear under the fields or 
characters that have failed so that she knows 
what has gone wrong. And the cursor automati
cally positions itself on the first error field 
all ready for correction. She corrects the 
mistake by overwriting, transmits, the computer 
re-validates and assuming there are no further 
mistakes, a fresh formatted screen is presented 
to her and she carries on with the next document. 

It is possible of course that the VKJ 
operator is unable to correct the error. If 
the operator doesn't originate the data she may 
have to refer back and so is faced with the 
possibility of holding up the entire batch or 
removing that record and disturbirg the oontrol 
totals, so causing delay. In this system one 
can opt to force the record through, uair^ a 
special key. Needless to say it gets flagged 
as an error record. At a later date when the 
correction is made all the operator has to do is 
to type in the fact that she wants, say the 
ninth record or for example account number 123 
of a particular batch and the appropriate reoord 
is presented for correction. These facilities 
reduce that input cycle still further. 

One aspect not covered so far is the batch 
control totals. In fact before data entry 
starts the operator fills in a batch header. 
This, as the name suggests, contains data 
relevant to the whole batch and in addition 
contains space for batch control totals. Before 

eTen„^tfrts on the VDU, one may have add
ing !lne oertain control totals and these 
totals are typed into the control total field-
in the batch header. During data entry -he" 
priat^fields 8Uloaf ically add up the appropriate fields; m fact any of the 90 fields 
of the tPer+P<^ Can be added 11140 °ne or other 
sil o a ° halS a,U0Wed- the operator 

^co^n 
6ntered 811(1 1110 computer calculated 

Z lTnV^liT^ STSTJthen the operator 
paper form in P 8 71X1 form rather than a 
adequate. Alternati^if^.vS^s bT ^ 

ey in all the data again as in 
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conventional punching techniques, comparing 
against the original data. When miscompares 
occur the buzzer sounds, the keyboard locks and 
error codes (M's for miscompare) appear under the 
appropriate characters all ready for correction. 
However, the most common form of verification is 
called selective verification. It is the same 
as full verification except that only certain 
fields are verified. The rest are automatically 
skipped over. One will frequently omit veri
fication on those fields that have been compre
hensively validated. As has been mentioned 
above one has the option to add in one's own 
special validation routines including file look-up 
Remember the more validation, the less verifi
cation, less equipment, less staff, lower costs 
and less input delay. 

There is in fact a third more specialised option 
in verification which is specially designed to 
cut down the time in that basic data flow. It 
is called batch control total verification. In a 
normal batch validation program, when control 
totals disagree, there is a considerable delay in 
establishing the cause. In Datastream this 
special facility allows the verification of 
control totals only. It can be used immediately 
after a control total failure, possibly before 
full or selective verification begins, to 
establish where the control totals have gone 
wrong. By verifying control total fields only, 
one can quickly establish whether a record has 
been left out (without retyping all fields of all 
the records up to that point), whether a control 
field was mistyped or whether there was an error 
in add-listing. 

Finally, whilst all this is going on the system 
compiles statistics on operator performance (i.e. 
the number of key depressions, the rate of keying, 
the number of invalid records, etc.). These are 
available for print out in batch mode and/or for 
input into one's own bonus payment scheme. Also 
whilst data is being entered the supervisor can 
use a VDU to monitor the progress of each batch. 
She controls the dumping of data from a work file 
into main files ready for user programs when 
convenient. 

Practical experience 

Two aspects are considered here: 
user experience. 

cost and 

Cost is a difficult one to cover as each 
installation tends to be different. However, 
fig. iii shows a graph of conventional punching 
equipment compared against Datastream used as a 
pure data preparation system with specialist 
operators, and Datastream used as a form filling 
system operated by non specialist operators in 
between normal clerical duties. In practice any 
one situation is likely to be between the two 
Datastream curves. 

No, OF PUNCHES AND VERIFIERS 

10 15 20 25 30 

Note: 
(1) Nos. of VDU's are adjusted for normal 

increased throughput. 
(21 Allowance is made for the whole cost of the 

VDUsand half the cost of core and disc where 
will generally be used in one shift only. 

Fig. iii. Typical cost comparison 
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Another point on cost is that these graphs are 
calculated on the basis of Datastream only and 
no other VDU systems at all. If there are 
any other systems, then VDU multiplexing and 
some of the core store overheads will be shared. 
Another way of putting this is that once Data-
stream is installed other VDU systems can be 
added very economically indeed, as well as 
easily. 

User's experience. In the opening paragraph 
of this paper it was postulated that the claimed 
benefits for proposed systems were not always 
realised in practice, so it is rather necessary 
to quote some real examples in support of the 
claim for this system. Although at the time of 
going to press it is early days for Datastream, 
some early feed back has been generated. Here 
are some of the remarks on Datastream and some 
remarks on some very similar purpose built 
forerunners of Datastream:-

3 days after setting up the format on a VDU a 
punch girl completely unfamiliar with the 
document and new to VDU's was getting through 
30$ more documents per hour than the 'conven
tional ' punch girls. 

3 weeks after going live, 7 operators were 
averaging 50$ more documents per hour than on 
their old keyboard machines which had already 
included certain validation checks. 

Even operating with centralised VDU's (i.e. not 
in the user department) data is input 24 hours 
earlier and the staff are handling 60$ more work 
than before. 

With decentralised VDU's (one per sub-regional 
office) and with file access, and operated by 
non specialist operators, the system results in 
an earlier update of the sales ledger, increased 
involvement with the system and complete reversal 
of the old "it must be the computer's fault" 
philosophy. 

Punch girls: "Verification is much easier and 
quicker. We can see where we've gone wrong and 
there is much less re-keying to put it right". 

Paperwork cut by 50$; productivity increased 
2g times over the previous document reader system. 

A small installation. Data entry staff cut from 
6 to 2 with the old 10$ error rate eliminated. 

And some of the less quantifiable benefits have 
turned out to be really meaningful, e.g. from a 
supervisor: "Time is no longer required to 
reload paper tape and ribbons and far less time 
is taken in controlling 'batch control' slips 
And it is so much quieter. So the whole 
operation is much more efficient". 

Conclusion 

The fundamental objective of the Datastream 
system is to get the user closer to the computer 
to allow him to unlock the full potential of his 
system. We identified a common complaint of 
out of date and remote files which are expensive 
to maintain and no use for aiding day to day 
decision making. We identified the cause of 
complaint as a cycle of at least 9 separate 
events which have to take place to get valid 
data into the computer. We showed that these 
9 could be reduced down to 3i one of which 
(verification) could itself be substantially 
reduced by using Datastream. So the effect of 
Datastream is that:-

1) the user can be responsible for getting his 
own data into his own system, 

2) valid data gets into the computer very much 
faster, so 

3) the vital master files are as up to date as 
necessary and 

4) the user gets close to his own systems 
(particularly as it is easy and economic 
to add coding to the package to access sain 
files) and so 

5) one can start developing meaningful systems 
for aiding decision making and so contribute 
to the reduction in cost of goods sold. 

And in addition because Datastream can cut the 
cost of getting data into the computer, it is 
possible to install the system, cost Justified, 
in its own right with very limited systems and' 
programming work. 

Overall, this adds up to a greater return on 
computer investment, quickly. 
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PROTECTION OF PROPRIETARY SOFTWARE PROGRAMS IN 
THE UNITED STATES 

Roy N. Freed 
Widett & Widett 

Boston, Massachusetts, U.S.A. 

Summary 

Despite skepticism about their ef
fectiveness, legal techniques for pro
tecting proprietary software programs 
from unauthorized use have reached a 
fairly high level of development in the 
United States in practice. However, few 
of those techniques have yet been vali
dated in the courts and the matter gener
ally remains in flux. This review is in
tended to help persons in the United 
States appreciate the significance and 
effectiveness of those protective measures 
and to help persons in other countries 
assess, in light of their own legal sys
tems, the adequacy of protective measures 
used or suggested for use in their 
countries. 

If software program properties are 
valuable enough to warrant legal efforts 
to prevent their use without authoriza
tion, a sound legal foundation should be 
created. Although most customers will 
observe restrictions imposed on them by 
marketing contracts, there are outsiders 
to the transactions who have an incentive 
to seek to avoid the limitations contained 
in legally vulnerable approaches. Since 
ideal legal measures usually will be ob
noxious in the marketplace, compromises 
with legal requirements are inevitable, 
but they should be made consciously and 
carefully. 

Software Especially Vulnerable 

Legal measures are considered to be 
more necessary to protect proprietary 
programs than other properties largely 
because software programs are valuable 
items of property (being expensive to 
create or producing extremely desirable 

results) that can be transferred extreme
ly easily (their materials being inexpen
sive to reproduce or their general ideas 
being easily conveyed) . In that respect, 
they differ from most more traditional 
physical items of property, which are 
more costly to reproduce, either by re
verse engineering or by engineering from 
their basic concepts. 

Situations Requiring Control 

Before discussing the natures and 
qualities of those legal protective mea
sures, attention should be given to the 
two types of business situations for 
which control over use of software pro
grams would be considered desirable by 
their owners. Most commonly, a marketer 
of programs will want at least to prevent 
pirating or use without payment (by 
either a user or another marketer) and 
might, in addition, want to limit use by a 
customer to specific central processing 
units, as a pricing technique to achieve 
a larger market base. Protection also 
will be sought by owners of software pro
grams who want to enjoy their exclusive 
use in their own operations, possibly be
cause a program embodies a secret manu
facturing process that had been in use or 
because a newly computerized method itself 
is considered to give them a competitive 
advantage. Those latter owners want to 
prevent all other use. In view of this 
diversity of goals, the types of legal 
protective measures have to be selected 
for the particular role they are to play. 

Legal Measures Last Resort 

Since most legal protective measures 
introduce complications into the market
ing of software programs and the use of 
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those programs by customers, they should 
be utilized only where genuinely required 
and then only to supplement feasible tech
nical methods for controlling program use 
or practical limitations that might obvi
ate the need for some of them. The latter 
include delivery only of object code, key
ing program tapes to particular CPU's, and 
making use of programs available only 
through time-sharing systems. Sometimes, 
the need for substantial maintenance might 
make pirating impractical. 

Meaning of "Program" 

The word "program" means here the 
general nature of the set of instructions 
given to a computer system to carry out 
certain information processing operations. 
In that sense, a program is essentially a 
concept of a method or of a group of cir
cuits. The program is embodied or repre
sented in specific types of physical 
materials that make up a software package, 
such as a magnetic or punched paper tape, 
a magnetic disk, a deck of punched cards, 
a listing print-out, a narrative descrip
tion, a flow diagram, or a manual. Some 
protective measures actually involve the 
program; others relate to the program 
materials. It is important to make that 
distinction lest the desired protection 
not be secured because of a misapplication 
of legal measures. 

In using any protective approach, it 
is essential to know the legal basis re
lied upon in each case. For that purpose, 
it is important to recognize exactly what 
types of property are protected by patents, 
copyrights, or trade secrets. It might be 
information or ideas stated in writings, 
on the one hand, or physical items consti
tuting either writings or operative ar
ticles, on the other. The distinction, 
however subtle, can be important in secur
ing desired legal protection. 

Many marketers of software programs 
who do not secure patents are properly 
reluctant to rely solely on copyright 
protection, particularly where they seek 
to charge customers based on the number of 
CPU's on which a program is used. They 
resort, in addition, to various contrac
tual restraints on disclosure and transfer 
The need to rely on that confined approach' 
which includes contractual commitments is' 
the reason why outright sales of marketed 
software programs are so rare and why con 

tinuing relationships of relatively 
limited duration, such as licenses and 
leases, are used instead. Fairly general 
resort to those types of relationships is 
a reflection, often unwittingly, of the 
general principle of law that a seller of 
tangible personal property may not impose 
restraints on the buyer's alienation of it. 

It should be recognized that the va
rious legal protective measures discussed 
below have received relatively meager 
scrutiny, and hence validation, by courts, 
even in the case of patents. Despite 
their high level of development in prac
tice, software protective measures still 
are in a considerable state of flux 
legally. 

Patenting 

Patenting normally is regarded by 
owners of technical ideas as the highest 
form of protection for patentable items 
that are marketed. The owner of a valid 
patent may institute legal action to bar 
others from, or to charge them for, prac
ticing the patented invention, regardless 
of the fact that those others might have 
arrived at the same idea entirely inde
pendently. That invention may be either 
a process or an article of manufacture. 

However, attitudes in the United 
States toward the desirability, and hence 
the propriety, of securing patent protec
tion for inventions reflected by software 
programs have been ambivalent. Many large 
manufacturers of computers and the United 
States Patent Office adhered to a negative 
position for a long time after the possi
bility was first broached. i„ contrast, a 
number of companies engaged either pri
marily m the marketing of proprietary 
software or as users of software developed 

lts adverse position by describing 
the apparent difficulty it foresaw of 
making novelty searches of the Jrlor art 
in view of the , prior art, 
tation of software Lo lnadequate documen-
literature a„H? Programs in technical 
it grant an unre/ eX^essinq concern lest stsass? 
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on, a number of applicants appealed rejec
tions by the Patent Office and secured 
favorable rulings in the Court of Customs 
and Patent Appeals.^- Those decisions indi
cated that software programs might reflect 
inventions patentable either as processes 
or as articles of manufacture. Despite 
the rulings of that court, considerable 
uncertainty (and hostility) remained. 
Since patent validity may be challenged in 
the United States district courts and the 
judges of those courts are not bound by 
the decisions of the Court of Customs and 
Patent Appeals, conflicting judicial views 
might arise. In an effort to secure a 
binding determination for all courts, 
steps were initiated in late 1971 to get a 
ruling on the subject by the United States 
Supreme Court and that court has agreed to 
consider the matter in the case entitled 
Benson v. Tabbot. 

Proponents of the patenting of inven
tions reflected by software programs and 
in program materials argue that patentable 
inventions (assuming the requisite novelty 
and inventiveness) might be found in the 
processes carried out, in the tapes or 
disks as articles containing unique ar
rangements of signalling means, or in the 
specially programmed general purpose com
puters, again as articles of manufacture. 

Many opponents have been insisting 
that software programs are unpatentable 
because they reflect essentially series 
of steps that can be carried out in a 
human mind, an activity not readily sub
ject to legal restraint. 

Copyrighting 

Although most attention seems to have 
been devoted to the possible use of statu
tory copyright to protect proprietary 
software programs, actually common-law 
copyright appears to be useful and could 
be superior in some situations. 

The Copyright Office of the Library 
of Congress is willing to accept computer 
tapes and similar program embodiments for 
registration of statutory copyrights on 
them. it requires that those things be 
accompanied by counterpart items readable 
by people, such as print-outs. Although 
many suppliers profess to copyright their 
software program materials, few have 
registered them, probably because statu
tory copyrighting is accomplished simply 

Software Aspects 

by affixing a proper notice and registra
tion usually is necessary only as a con
dition for an infringement suit. 

It is not certain that program tapes 
and punched card decks are statutorily 
copyrightable items. Federal courts, 
rather than the Copyright Office, are the 
authoritative bodies to interpret the 
copyright statutes and none has had occa
sion to rule on the subject. 

Statutory copyright is applicable 
primarily only to published works. It 
might be questioned whether many program 
materials have been "published," in the 
statutory sense. If published, the con
tent information or ideas of the works are 
available to the world for use without 
restriction and without charge (unless 
they describe a patented invention). The 
copyright owner merely has the power to 
prevent the physical copying or transla
tion of the work without permission. 
Traditionally, he has been supposed to 
secure his economic reward by publishing 
and by using that power to exclude compe
tition with that publishing activity. 

Moreover, if the copyright owner 
sells a copyrighted work outright, the 
purchaser may use that work in any way he 
desires and may transfer it to any other 
person, except that none of them may make 
copies without permission. It is worthy 
of reiteration that the seller of a statu
torily copyrighted work may not control 
the buyer's use of it. 

Where, as is frequently the case, a 
software supplier couples a claimed statu
tory copyright with a contractual commit
ment that the customer not disclose the 
work to others, a fundamental antithesis 
is created. It seems to be a derogation 
of that type of copyright to try to bar 
dissemination of the contents of the work. 

In contrast, common law copyright 
attaches automatically, by virtue of 
common law of the various States, to 
writings that are not published. Conceiv
ably, software program materials distribu
ted to a relatively small group with 
restrictions on further transfer and dis
closure might qualify for that protection. 
The use of express non-disclosure commit
ments would seem to bolster that form of 
protection, in contrast to the reverse 
effect in the statutory copyright situa-
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tion. Although no form of notice of 
common law copyright is prescribed, use of 
a notice on software program materials is 
advisable since the circumstances of dis
tribution usually would not impart notice, 
as would be the case with a manuscript of 
a book. 

Trade Secrets 

Rules of law applicable to trade 
secrets, found both in the rulings of 
judges, under the common law, and in 
statutes, also have been suggested as 
means for protecting software programs. 
They make it illegal to use the trade 
secrets of another secured by bribery, 
theft, or other improper means. 

Trade secrets consist of valuable 
business or industrial information ac
quired at large expense or by much effort 
or skill and screened by particular ef
forts from general disclosure. That in
formation need not be unique to the person 
claiming it. A number of companies may 
simultaneously have identical trade se
crets that originated from different 
sources. 

Trade secrets may represent manufac
turing process data, business information, 
marketing strategies, and, it is said, 
even physical articles. It is argued that 
the information reflected in software pro
grams may constitute trade secrets. In
formation included in a software program 
for carrying out a secret manufacturing 
process probably would so qualify. The 
tapes and other materials embodying that 
program very likely would contain more 
complete data respecting the secret pro
cess than would be recorded in a non
computerized operation. Their use 
internally probably would satisfy the re
quirements for trade secret protection. 

Many trade secrets are marketed. 
The traditional arrangement is to license 
the use of the technical know-how. in the 
past, that know-how was made available to 
instruct people in carrying out a process 
and was communicated in writing. Now the 
information frequently guides machines bv 
means of computers. Although it is statL 
that an article may constitute a trade 
secret, technical information revealed bv 
a marketed article cannot be a trade 
secret. More accurately, the technical 
data respecting a special article useful 

in a manufacturing process, rather than 
the article itself, may constitute trade 
secrets. 

Licensing 

Many software marketing arrangements 
labeled as licenses probably are not fully 
enforceable because of legal deficiencies. 
If a truly effective arrangement is 
desired, it is essential to understand the 
nature of licenses in the law and to ful
fill legal requirements. 

A license is a permission to do some 
act that would not be permissible without 
it. To state merely that the use of a 
software program is licensed is not 
enough. It is necessary to go further to 
establish some legal basis that bars the 
unrestricted use of the programs involved 
and then to license the practicing of a 
patented invention, the copying of a copy
righted work, or the use of secret infor
mation, depending upon the particular 
legal basis established for protection. 

For example, some forms purport to 
license" customers to use, but not to 

copy, statutorily copyrighted manuals only 
in connection with particular CPU's.^ If 
those manuals are sold outright, that 
limitation probably is unenforceable 
legally. Normally, only the lessor of 
such a copyrighted work may restrict how 
it is used during the lease period. 

Leasina 

In some cases, software program 
materials are leased. That is proper for 
materials that are tangible personal 

vantaapY "H SUCh leasin9 has 1«9«1 ad-
ges because it involves a well-

recognized relationship in which the 
lessor enjoys many powers sought to be 
exercised by the y tne software program supplier. 

to whicie^°r1n°rmally may limit the 
ant, - leased property may be put 
and may forbid its transfer to others 

foreS:ff^tsifbC "T" Pr°Vide a "a.i. 
to limit- y software program suppliers 
^ar CPu's":th6ir «***"*• to particu-

products to others^6Vent ̂  

is permissible to lease itor, 
covered bv st- = t-„i„ dse items 
Picture fiim! w c°Pyri9ht. Motion 

fllms have been distributed that 
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way for years.4 The same approach would 
seem to be consistent with common law 
copyright. 

Since both suppliers and customers 
usually prefer an outright sale of soft
ware programs to a continuing but limited-
term relationship of lease or license, 
many suppliers are tempted to try the'ex
pedient of a so-called single payment 
lease and other tactics to reduce the 
nature of the continuing relationship. 
To the extent that those measures depart 
from the traditional qualities of a lease, 
they tend to undermine the legality of the 
characterization. For example, if it is 
required that only a single payment or 
relatively few payments be made and the 
supplier fails to exercise significant 
dominion over the property involved and 
to compel its return at the end of the 
lease, a court well might find that the 
transaction really was a sale. 

Securing Written Non—Disclosure 
Commitments 

Since many software programs can be 
created from the concepts and approaches 
of other programs, marketers frequently 
want to bar their customers from disclos
ing the information content of their 
products. As indicated, statutory copy
right does not prevent use of ideas con
tained in published copyrighted works. On 
the contrary, those ideas are available 
freely to the world. Hence, as already 
suggested, non-disclosure commitments are 
incompatible with statutory copyrights. 
They are entirely consistent with common 
law copyrights and probably should be used 
to remind customers of their legal obliga
tions. 

Non-disclosure agreements not only 
are compatible with the claim of trade 
secrets rights but should be used in order 
to bolster them legally. If owners of 
trade secrets do not make reasonable ef
forts to preserve secrecy, they jeopardize 
their property rights. 

For legal purposes, software program 
marketers relying on trade secrets proba
bly should impose more stringent non
disclosure duties than they can secure as 
a matter of business practice. However, 
burdensome duties cannot be forced on 
customers unless a product is truly un
usual . 

Software Aspects 

Proposed Software Program 
Registration 

IBM has proposed that a new form of 
software program registration be autho
rized by Federal statute.*^" Under it, a 
program owner would file program listings 
in secret with a Government agency and 
would publish a general description of the 
program. If an unauthorized use of the 
filed materials were encountered during 
the relatively few years of protection ac
corded, suit could be brought and the 
secret materials could be used to show un
authorized copying. No novelty would be 
required of the registered program. The 
protection would bar copying but permit 
use of ideas by those prepared to imple
ment them at their own expense. The 
approach is similar to existing protection 
of trade secrets. 

Combination of Measures Appropriate 

Each protective measure has limita
tions and, for software programs that are 
marketed, none is a panacea. It is essen
tial, thus far, to create combinations of 
measures in designing software program 
marketing arrangements, but the elements 
should be selected with a clear under
standing of their qualities and compati
bilities . 

It appears that the best combination, 
in principle, in many marketing situations 
includes common law copyright (because no 
publication is involved and it is com
patible with non-disclosure and use limi
tations) , leasing of the program materials 
(to validate limitation of use to a par
ticular CPU and to bar transfer to others), 
licensing of the making of copies (to 
restrict the quantity available) unless 
the supplier will furnish all copies re
quired, and imposition of non-disclosure 
commitments (to bar disclosure of the 
ideas to unauthorized persons). 

In the many situations in which it is 
advisable, for valid marketing reasons, to 
depart from the strict legal requirements 
of the various protective measures, it is 
important that the marketing reasons 
truly be sound. All too often, marketing 
personnel seek to degrade those measures 
in order to make it easy for them to 
secure customers. Where compromises are 
firmly based, their existence should be 
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acknowledged within the supplier's organi
zation explicitly to avoid later recrimi
nations when deficiencies are taken advan
tage of by customers or others success
fully. 

Where it is sought to achieve exclu
sive use of a software program in-house, 
it seems to be advisable to treat it as a 
trade secret, fencing it in with non
disclosure agreements and marking the 
materials with notices that common-law 
copyrights are claimed. 

Legalities Are Important 

It is stated frequently, usually by 
non-lawyers but occasionally by lawyers as 
well, that the type of concern expressed 
above for observing legal niceties in 
structuring marketing arrangements is un
necessary because customers and suppliers 
are stating their agreements in writing 

those agreements will be observed and, 
if necessary, enforced. That attitude can 
be somewhat cavalier in many situations 
and conceal weaknesses in the supplier's 
property rights. There are numerous cir
cumstances in which the legal soundness of 
the supplier's protective structure might 
be challenged. In many transactions, 
third persons with interests adverse to 
both parties will seek to overturn the 
legal characterization adopted by the 
parties. They would include a trustee for 
a bankrupt customer and a creditor seeking 
to collect a judgment from a customer. 

Both would seek to assert that a lease or 
license actually was an outright sale to 
the customer. Even the customer itself 
might renege and take such a position. 
Licensees under patents occasionally seek 
to challenge the validity of those patents, 
and the Supreme Court recently permitted 
that to^be done while the license is in 
effect• 
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COMPUTER COMMUNICATIONS 
AN EMERGING TOOL IN RESPONSE TO SOCIETY'S NEEDS? 

Reg A. Kaenel 
AMF Incorporated, Stamford, Connecticut, U.S.A. 

Combination of today's established tech
nologies of computers and communication 
is giving rise to an accelerating emer
gence of information networks. The com
munication traffic between computers and 
terminals of these networks has been 
predicted to grow by at least an order 
of magnitude within the next decade, in
creasing the common carrier revenues 
from communications-oriented computer 
installations from about $1.25 billion 
in 1970 to about $17.5 billion in 1980. 
In the late 1960's, there were some 
75,000 terminals served by 2,500 compu
ter systems.^ It has been forecast that 
by 1980, 50,000 - 75,000 systems will 
serve 10 - 30 terminals each. 

Computer systems are currently used in 
some 3,000 different applications. Of 
these, about 300 are concerned with sta
tistical analysis and 175 with opera
tions research; in addition, about 100 
general-business programs are used for 
billing, payroll, sales analysis, and 
the like. Long lists of distinct appli
cations of communications-oriented com
puter networks have been projected which 
are expected to impact such areas as 
economic, social, environmental, medical, 
quality of life, safety, decision making, 
management, politics, leisure/recrea
tional, etc., etc., etc. 

But each social structure has its own re
quirements for information and for the 
processing of such information. For ex
ample, these requirements are higher for 
an industrialized nation than for a 

developing one. Thus, while an applica
tion of an information system may be 
highly effective in an industrial envi
ronment, it may be of little use to a 
developing society and may even be detri
mental to such a society• 

Information networks represent a formid
able new technological resource for so
ciety. Today's challenge, now, is the 
definition and execution of plans by 
which these networks are usefully and 

nondisruptively integrated into existing 
social structures, and by which they are 
made to follow the dynamically changing 
requirements of these structures. This 
Session, then, will explore where infor
mation networks can uniquely contribute 
to solving needs of different societies 
and what strategies are suitable for 
attaining useful applications of such 
networks. Also, practical shortcuts for 
establishing information networks m 
developing countries will be examined. 

GE Submission to the FCC in 
February 1969. 

Computer-Communications Networks by 
H.V. O'Neill, The Mitre Corporation 

(MTR 6009, Vol. 3) 
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GLOBAL GAMING—SIMULATION WITH COMPUTER 
COMMUNICATION FOR INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION 

Takeshi Utsumi 
Mitsubishi Research Institute, Tokyo, Japan 

ABSTRACT 

Thanks to the advancement of com
puter hardware and simulation technolo
gies, interactive gaming-simulat ion has 
become an effective means of decision
making and personnel training in 
management, socio-economics and politi
cal sciences. 

Up to the present, however, simu
lations have been performed on a real
time digital computer located at a 
particular university or research insti
tute. Their usage is currently being 
extended to other computers at various 
locations through computer communi
cation networks. 

On the other hand, the computer 
simulation of socio-economic-political 
systems has been progressing rapidly in 
social dynamics and econometrics for 
business, local, national and interna
tional affairs. As the boundaries of 
their simulation expand making them 
more realistic, it is increasingly evi
dent that the simulation models require 
computer communication links for the 
sake of resource sharing of computer 
hardware, data banks, simulation soft
ware and especially of research re
sources of know-how and man-power Th»« 
requirements are due also to the fact 
that the socio-economic model builH-fr. 
either with social dynamics or econo-8* 
metrics approach, requires enormous 

—  - -  u»  w *  vh  ana  
yet, the model builder knows well the 
need for interaction with other na
tions in natural resource allocation 
environmental control, foreign trade 
and monetary policies. 

In the present state of chaos and 
instability, it i. a  vital neceaalty 
for scientists and slaulatlontati to 
cooperate not only nationally but 
also internationally. In ordar to 
plan ahead for the eatab1iah.ent of 
interactive garning-simulatlon models o 

soci°^ ai 8 C a l e >  t a k i n" advent ageof 
social dynamics for long-range plan
ning, of econometrics for verification 
and updating of model., .W .f"""" 

communication satellite, which i^r-

PacifJcTd/ r  n e t w o r k« -cross the 
Pacific and/or Atlantic Oceana. 

therefore: U r P° 8 e" ° f  t h l* »*•!•« are 

ing for^e'dlv 8? 1 0"" 1  •"•r-
hardware , '"E"" ° f  c o"P"f«" 

software- and wh u* n d  

is verified, "IwlUlig node] 

planning "°^ u"? p e r , t l o n  •» the 
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control over portions of the city's cable television network. 
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installations also will provide competing services. By 1990, an inves men 

can be expected. experimental tests to date 
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THE WIRED CITY: THE ROLE OF AN 
INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE COMPANY 

R. M. Alden 
United Telecommunications, Inc. 

kannflsCitv. Missouri, U.S.A. 

The attention which is now being given to the concept 

importan . challenges the imagination, and 

„„ torr.hie things to come. To this tecniuua 

Z£L. however, IbeU&STSS 

^"^2; and sociological circum-

stances. 

Although the state-of-the-art, as they say, changes 
rapidly, it is already well known that t e r"ea" tQ 
to connect every residence and business in 
sources of entertainment, knowledge, and comP^t 
power without apparent limit. It 
strated that there are financial sou rce s  ready to pay 
the bill, or policy decisions ready-made to establ 
priorities end responsibilities. 

The problem, therefore, is notso 
do?", but "What comes first? , and 
and on what terms?" It is the purpose of this paper 
explore these problems in a preliminary way, 
suqqest how the telephone industry might serve the 
needs of the compote. Industry in the environment of 
the wired city. 

The techniques for providing thenecessarycommujdica 
tions capacity will not be considered in detai , 
will be mentioned briefly in order tha w be 
from them some tentative conclusions w 
helpful for our principal purpose. Similar y, 
to which communications channels are likely_ to 
is a subject being explored adequately 
These uses will be mentioned here only ftatwe 
observe that they are subject to c as®1 ' then, 
ing to some pertinent observations. Thei F P < ^ 
will address the organization of the cab 
its relationship to the telephone industry. 

The technical characteristics of the wired 
derived from several considerations, a . inter_ 
geography, the availability of spacee d 
ference, multiplex techniques, and market dema 

We will begin by observing the obvious. The P^Pose 

of a wired city is to make accessible to eac^°™ 
and business an enormous reservoir o comm d 

resources. These homes and businesses 
over the entire city. Conversely, the ^ces^oi^ 
program material which they wi w which 
the locations of the computers or stores wi A which ̂  
they will wish to communicate, are comp 
la number, lending to be censed W-
several suburban business centers. t1pr,bone 
out, in short, resembles that of an urban telephone 

J 

system where lines from many scattered locations are 
brought together at one or more central points, and th 

«e Interconnected b, trunb lm... 

t .nv wired city the wires must be put somewhere, 
and space is n^ unlimited. Perhaps there is no com
pelling reason why two, . Ob-
cannot share pole d space under city streets 
viously, however, t oPWers storm drains,. 
already shared by wab;r ma^^' ^e^'es, traffic con-
gas lines, electric tne ^ foundations can-

S aocomniodSe a larde number of addition,, parties 

without chaos. 
•etc the answer lies in microwave, 

To some visrona^es ssions, but, as a prac-
infrared, or laser beam techniques for general 
tical matter, the use o estionable in the 
distribution Pnrb»«= » For ,h. 

SRS.: «• 
electrical cbaraoteris.ic.^urba" 

systems also de*"V® made between communica 
sons, a distinction must ^ commum-
tions and power fac^tie broadband service require 
cations systems suitable alSi Even if physi-
access to power at reg more " considerations of 
-Uy limitations on the 

:S^d°ns««b«°»°'»W5,"emS' 
_ , r e  conveniently classified 

Communications sys em _carrying capacity. The 
according to their info™ channei," and broad-

terms voice frequence / ^ useful in the field of 
band" are to° vag, tions Nevertheless, because of 
computer communications se rv ices ,  -voice channels 
the large quantities of th en ien t  un i t s  with which 
and  "video channels are ^ of  „ica-
to deal. Closely relate techniqUe employed. 

bility. 
, » » d  < «  f p r i ' l  

Mo», btiin 1. bdlb »» <° sd;Sn°«U"-
the means employed to techniques. Somesser 
among different ttanS™ idespread target audience 

" are directed to a widesp services are of in-

Ŝ r- - -

grapbic.Hy °™ 
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portant bearing on the efficiency of spectrum manage
ment which can be achieved. 

Finally, at the risk of belaboring the obvious, all of 
the above considerations change with time. A picture 
taken at any given moment of the geographical distribu
tion of sources and terminals; the limitations of aerial 
and underground space; the characteristics of the sig
nals transmitted as to level, band width, and multiplex 
technology; and the grouping of customers or audience 
having a common need will be a valid picture for only 
a brief interval. When these changes take place rapid
ly, the obvious answer is the introduction of a switch
ing matrix into the system design. When switching is 
not appropriate, then successful operation will be de
pendent upon a management structure and technical de
sign which are both flexible enough to accommodate to 
changing conditions. 

The salient technical considerations which have been 
identified are, of course, all applicable to yesterday's 
technology, as well as tomorrow's. All of these con
siderations have received attention from telephone 
companies everywhere, which leads us to our first 
point: We already have our cities wired. The principal 
issues which are raised by video and computer commun
ications involve questions of space management, spec
trum management, the flexibility required to serve a 
changing market, and, of course, a host of sociological 
and political questions relating to control, competition, 
and definitions of the public interest. The physical 
considerations all argue for assigning the task of sys
tem manager either to the telephone company or to some 
other entity which is organized and regulated in the 
same way as is a telephone company. The sociological 
questions — control and "the public interest" -- have 
been faced before in simpler times, and the common 
carrier principle has been employed as an appropriate 
solution. 

Since the conditions of the marketplace inevitably con
trol communications system design, we should make a 
few observations about the services to be provided to a 
wired city. Without detailing them to any extent, some 
broad classifications can be identified. 

Video entertainment is and surely will continue to be a 
major user of spectrum space. This will include at least 
three kinds of program material: (1) the distribution of 
off-the-air broadcast programming, (2) the distribution 
of prepackaged, classified program material from films 
and tapes, and (3) local program origination. These 
three types of entertainment programming place different 
requirements on the business organization which pro-
vides them. The first is largely a technical requ£ement 
while the second requires an exercise of judgment abou ' 
the entertainment market. Program origination is of 

more^th'an 2 

int^ndecf"to"identify (t)SSchool1 ClaSSlfiCation< 
education, both formal and informal Tnd' (3^ 
ing-oriented information School ' advertis-

information without formal schooling structure. For 
example, a course in fashion design can be distin
guished from a program illustrating the latest fashion 
trends at Paris couturiers. Finally, the presentation 
of the latest fashions stocked by Jones Department 
Store becomes an advertising-oriented program. (From 
this discussion, we exclude entirely as purely commer
cial a program extolling the virtues of the bargains to 
be found at Jones Department Store.) 

Another group of programs and services need only be 
listed without comment: shopping services, news de
livery services, information retrieval, computation 
services. The variations on these are Innumerable and 
need not be discussed for the purposes of this paper. 

As a final classification, we must include pure com
munications, either person-to-person, compuu-r-to-
computer, or combinations of the two. 

These classifications of communications content are 
admittedly arbitrary. They serve, however, a useful 
purpose to support our second point: For each of these 
services to be provided in our wired city, there is a 
set of identifiable technical requirements, and these 
differ from one service to another over a wide range. 
Finally, for each of these programs or services there 
is also a different source requirement, i.e., the tech
niques of entertainment program origination have little 
in common with those of computation services. They 
start from different places, they require different trans
mission standards, and they are offered by different 
people or organizations to different audiences. It is 
because of a coincidence of time that we lump them 
together as examples of the benefits to be achieved 
through this marvel we call "the wired city." Enter
tainment programming and widely dispersed computer 
services have, in fact, nothing else In common, and 
each of them has little in common with the other serv
ices to be served by this new medium of communica
tions . 

We may conclude, therefore, that we are dealing with 
a wide variety of physical and electrical needs to serve 
a diverse market within constraints which are quite 
nhnnlar th°S6 faCed' ln our e*Perlence. by the telephone industry. 

If common carriers did not exist, it would be necessary 
SpacereU " * efficient^ 

a °eS are so the physical plant 
serve th^wrred6^31 U *lready ln » 
of users and i m"St shar®d among a diversity oi users and suppliers of services tk„ a. .  i required of the K,.o< services. The diverse talents 
Programs and 

reaouroee. whUe greatly' 
wave transmission for example* " dllUncl fTOW mUTO" 
- economic advance 

content. This requirement is °Ll=omrounlMU<» 
common carrier procedures. by the use of 
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M.w organizational 

rl TotZr.ttn?oo™on oa„lera. All o. the 

dealt with in dustry has had to deal with some 

of'ttiese'same common carrlage factors, and In recent 
years has demonstrated, in some locations, a capaci y 
to develop into a common carrier. 

The advent of satellite communications, and of Comsat 

Er«.TS « nov/open T<Z" 
time the FCC, by its rulings affecting the CATV activi 
ties a?telephone companies, has placed serious econ
omic handicaps on these companies who would b will 
ing and able to serve the needs of a wired ci y, 
have described those needs. 

Our effort by the United Telephone System to find a 
marketable offering of channels for wired city services 
is representative of what might be done withlencoufo
ment instead of harassment by regulators, Mostof the 
United Telephone System companies have ^ 
Spectrum Service tariffs with the FCC and with 
regulatory agencies, offering channels of various band 
widths for the transmission of information iLE^hUor 
ity-wide network. This offering reserves the 
the telephone company to assign the center requ 
of each "Spectrum Unit" so as to make maximum use ot 
the spectrum between 30 Kilohertz and 300 Megahertz 
which is available in coaxial cable facilities. 

The United Wide Spectrum Service Tariff filed with the 
FCC became effective May 1, 1968. It is ne 
first effort of its kind nor necessarily the best which 
c a n  b e  d e v i s e d  t o  m e e t  t h e  p u b l i c ' s  n e e d .  I t  d o ® s ' _  
however, have some interesting and innovative charac 
teristics. 

The Tariff does not identify any specific use< Y!\ 
of customer, or business. It was not deve °P fae_ 
sively for CATV service with use for other ser 
ing incidental thereto. United's Wide Specmimtariff 
was designed to provide channels o i ere" _pe. as 
widths from different sources to different audiences, a 
may be required to serve the needs of wide y 
business enterprises. 

The relative weighting of the costs assIgned to the 
cable and to service connections has been designed 
encourage the development of new serv ces' 
give both the telephone company and its cus pur_ 
stake in the success of the customer s busines . 
ther, the base costs to the telephone c^pan = 
tomer are lower during the start-up of his u 
when his revenues are lowest. 

Recognition has been given to the added mVeChannels 
filters which will be required to furnish leased 

to several customers over the same facility Funh<sr. 
the rates for Spectrum Units, or channels <ie.ell 
the number of adjacent channels ordered y is 

customer increases. This declining ra e s 

designed to encourage customers to use contiguous 

frequency bands, which conserves the available spec
trum and holds down the telephone company's invest
ment in equipment necessary to separate the "Spectrum 
Units" of several customers. 

This offering of the United telephone companies has re
ceived little attention, and may therefore be presume 
to be deficient as a full answer to the needs of the 
wired city. It has been described here in the expecta
tion that it will be recognized as having certain virtues 
which should be incorporated into whatever means are 
eventually chosen to wire our cities for broadband serv
ices. Chief among these is the fact that our Wide 
Spectrum Tariff excludes the carrier from controlof the^ 
information content of the transmissions. It is a com 
mon carrier" offering, in every sense of the term, ap 
propriate to the diverse needs of the market as pr 
viously described. 

The choice of who should provide wired city facilities 
J dictated to a great extent by the need to conserve 
frequency and pole space and to prevent costly duph-

f n of facilities The consolidation of these two 
£ £ »fneed to enaur, e,ual acce,. » these 
Sc mtee by everyone argaee in favor of a common iE«fS "r 

existing t.lephon.t££°ez£« £££'«"» 
common came . carriers or whatever number 

be in the pnbl.o 

interest. 
ramnipq are doing other things to remain 

Telephone companies are d J.ons market becomes 
competitive as ° They shouid not be ignored 
larger and more div . scgne of the wired city. 
even if other carriers enter-tte scene and faster, and 
Switching systems are ^coming^quie^ and 

the bandwidth of aval a Four_wire switches and 
unswitched ~ Je becoming more corn-
digital transmlsf1° ,®Jhlna systems will make their 
mon, and digita sw Telephone service as we 
appearance in due "ided on broadband coaxial 
know it today can be p favQr the 
distribution systems , and long 
economy of this approac 

•He facilities for the wired city will 
Those who provide faci s completely divorced 
necessarily be comm Qn content on this new 
from the control of the in ^ existing telephone corn-
communications me ' by restrictive regulations, 
^n^-win do much fo b. ready » zerva fhl. 

new market as it develops. 
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THE WIRED CITY: SERVICES FOR HOME DELIVERY 
VIA INTERACTIVE CABLE TV 

W. F. Mason, R. K. Lay 
The MITRE Corporation 
McLean, Virginia, U.S.A. 

ABSTRACT 

There is every reason to believe that the use of interactive tele
vision will provide the nation with a whole new means of communica
tion between people and between the government and the people. A 
great number of service ideas have been generated by the interactive 
TV concept and the NSF has asked MITRE to evaluate the possibilities. 
This paper discusses the types of services that have been selected for 
implementation in a demonstration system, and the rationale for their 
choice. These demonstrations will provide the opportunity to study 
the mechanisms involved in making new services effective, the com
munity response and some of the social impacts that may result from 
this new technology. 

MITRE has been operating an interactive TV system in Reston, 
Virginia, since June, 1971. This system demonstrates the delivery of 
several hundred services by cable on a single channel of the local cable 
system in Reston. A market survey has been part of this demonstration. 
Results and cost predictions presented in this article will be qualified 
and extended during the period March - October, 1972. 

INTRODUCTION 

A wide variety of studies have been made of the types of services 
that may be offered by cable TV systems. MITRE has been involved 
in several such studies ranging from the design of a specific state-of-the-
art cable system for a large city, to experimenting with a variety of 
services in a specific community. This paper will summarize our experi
ence, observations and conclusions relative to what can be done, what 
should be done, and what it would cost. 

Television, until recently thought of as a one-way form of com
munications, may well become an interactive communications medium 
by the end of the 1970's. New types of two-way services will enter 
American homes as part of the implementation of urban cable systems. 
This will introduce a fundamental change in the pattern of national and 
personal communications. Before the end of the decade, these capa
bilities will probably be a major factor in how we structure our enter
tainment, social, cultural, educational, and civic processes. If its poten
tial is fully developed, interactive TV could become a vital, if not an 
enabling, part of the processes that will emerge to deal with the prob
lems and crisis of our cities and our society. 

INTERACTIVE TELEVISION - WHAT IS IT? 

Telephone, radio and television each brought a revolutionary 
change in communications. History shows that the impact and dissemi 
nation speed of each was greater than its predecessor Interactive tele 
vision will be the next, and in some ways the most dramatic revolu 
honary change in media technology. Its potential for public service, 
probably transcends those of its predecessors, and it will no douht 
have an even greater social impact and spread even more'quickly than 
any of these earlier forms of communications. 

MITRE has been demonstrating an interactive tele,,; • 

called TICCIT* for the past year in Lsto"^ Vhlia ts sh" SyStem 

Figure 1 and 2, TICCIT uses a keyboard with each ^V receWeTas" 

vtewer is watching. A key push 

"Time Shared,Interactive Computer Controlled 
Information Television 

public meeting straw vote as a yea or nay; in a search for a new apart
ment as the number of bedrooms desired, as a part o! the n»*ri to a 
question in a course on repairs; as a regular typewriter as part of an 
interactive educational program; as the keys in a desk call uljtoi clc 
The keyboard is the viewer's means of interacting with the - . vlero u» a 
personal way, and he gets a personalized response, as will be captained 
below. 

The potential uses of such a system, and their importance. stem 
from certain characteristics: 

1. Interactive television is individualized It rcspoi 
to the demands of each viewer, permitting hint to ir, m; 
tailed information economically and privately 

ally 
I of I 

2. It is computerized, offering retrieval of informal* 
tremendous variety of sources, manipulation and computation 
bilities and the use of various other computer capabilities that 
otherwise be difficult or expensive to obtain in an asruyr hor 

frtx 

•.eh; 

3. It provides an unlimited number of entry and delivery points 
for information transfer (similar to the numbers for telephone and maili 
but; in addition, it offers the above mentioned control, storage and 
access capabilities, plus speed and convenience of retries al 

4. It is multimedia, providing sight, sound, and personalized 
computer-service all within one system, giving it the potential of he-
coming a new kind of common earner 

BENEFITS AND PROFITS 

Which of the many possible applications of this new communica
tions capability should be developed first? Services thai might he bene
ficial to the public in some social sense may not coincide with thovc 
that make a profit. It is probably safe to say that if the development of 
interactive TV is left solely to the forces of the marketplace the emutn. 
patterns of use will not reflect the medium's full potential, and wig 
neglect or omit some applications that have promise for producrnt 
large social, cultural, educational, and CIVIC benefits 

ram
ify 

the 

For these reasons, federal agencies and private, cm and co 
nity organizations at all levels, especially at the city and commu, 
level where cable systems operate, must know and understand tb 
options, and must get in on the ground floor in establishing reou 
ments, setting priorities, and making decisions about foslet.n. ar 
couraging uses that might not be provided by normal matkeMo, 
on the one hand, planning and decision-making cannot be deferred, b 
on the other hand the kinds of technical information e.orvormc data 
and empirical information that are needed for intelligent nUnnmz an. 
decision-making, do not now exist 

MITR^T'? ,hiS" 'he Na,,°nal Found.,* 
MITRE to select a set of services and to dcsclon 
ommendations for terminal hardware the confieur t' 
teMranl^ ^ °f 3 s,,e or »«« for condu. 2SSS5SS srudy 
that Will i,,uminate thc trade-off,*!*^ The^T 
nations °f services and functions, the impa 

So 

> has funded 
aUom and rec-

I >irv 

kg meaningful 
h a range of pos-

f various cwikbh 
a kvrh of service 
mts, and the rrla-
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WHICH SERVICES AND WHY? 

Discussions of the future of cable television often present glowing 
nictures of potential two-way communications services on cable. Ex 
feSlists of new services have been compiled. Commercial services 
such as security alarm monitoring, remote shopping, and computer to 
computer data transmission have been cited as important to the eoo-
nomic success of cable television in cities. In addition, it is widely held 
that such noncommercial services as interactive educational television 
in the home and direct citizen feedback on local political issues, wou d 
be of great public benefit. 

As is often the case with a newly emerging technical possibility, 
however, the promise of two-way services on cable has at times been 
oversold. Although most proposed new services are technically feasible, 
only a very few look economically attractive at the present time 
Neither are there a set of services that operators think would sell-well. 
But while there are remarkably few new kinds of cable services that are 
recognized as universally attractive: we have a situation that may not 
call for the kind of unanimous endorsement that was needed for color 
television. Cable provides such an abundance of bandwidth that we 
can now consider the market for channels somewhat analogous to the 
market for magazines, in that every possible interest can be served and 
the summing of many special interest markets may be the secret to 
economic success. Not only does cable provide a large number of chan
nels into each home, but techniques are being demonstrated to time 
share within a channel, to allow a single channel to be effectively 
"expanded" to serve hundreds of users with special interest program
ming on an individualized basis-thus providing means to deliver an 
even wider range of subject material than the many channels can now 
provide. We call this latter technique "jerky video at MITRE wher 
we are developing the idea to allow a selection of hundreds of educa
tional courses. 

Another major dimension that should be considered in any reason
able analysis of cable's potential involves the use of the broadband 
communication system to provide services that do not involve home 
TV sets, but which are nevertheless enabled by the existence of e 
cable network throughout the urban environment. In the urban system 
design developed by MITRE, the cable provides the vital low cost com
munications needed for computer controlled traffic density throughou 
the city, an ability to monitor the location of police, fire transit and 
other public vehicles for various management purposes, plus the abi 1 y 
to provide improved radio communications to these vehicles wit 
less frequency spectrum than is required using present techniques. 

A separate grid-like network of cable, overlaying the usual tree
like net, can provide point-to-point connections between banks, educa
tional institutions, police and other municipal facilities and Minercn 
establishments. The need for these kinds of services is evident from the 
140 license applications for dedicated communications capabilities 
within special organizations from the companies in 89 cities. 

Wired City 

variety of home terminals can be used to improve the utilization of 
these channels. Figure 4 gives the approximate costs of the specific 
devices associated with each class of system. 

Because of the lack of any market tests of these services, not only 
is the investment community reluctant to move decisively to support 
expansion in this area, but government planners from municipal to 
federal, from education planners to telecommunication regulators, are 
also stymied by a total lack of information on how citizens might re
spond to this new media. It seems likely that the commercial tests 
expected in the next one to three years will probably give initial infor
mation on the market for the so-called commercial services. We believe 
the same should be done for the non-commercial services, such as inter
active educational television for the home. 

Since it will take so much time before mass test and social feed-
back occur, NSF, using the MITRE Corporation, is exploring the feasi
bility of a quick thrust implementation in one or a few communities m 
order to significantly decrease the knowledge gap in this are*-
partment of Housing and Urban Development is 
heir, nlan some large sale demonstrations of some of the public interest 
^ssibihtiesofcaWe TV. An Appendix lists the services being considered 

for these demonstrations. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The types of services being explored for delivery via interactive 

cable TV d^ussed in this 
tively small special interest mar e . Obviously the develop-
potential subscriber interest shown in F.gu ebe 

ment of demand and impact t at occurs surprise 
very much a function of the tnal ™unity.^.^ploy diff£ 
if the survey of those services p P „ the important products 
considerably from those ofhow'services tecome popular 

srrSo»'—" - - - -
viously been imaginative conjecture. 

CLASSIFICATION OF SERVICE POSSIBILITIES 

There have been two general methods exercised in the classification 
of service options. The more common is to summarize types of services 
in such functional areas as education services, health, law enforcement, 
and community advisory services. 

The classification MITRE uses is based on the technical character
istics required to provide the services. For example, a wide varie y o 
services can be provided via conventional one-way ca e. no 
whole class of services comes with the introduction c,f two-way and 
polling capabilities. Still more services can be provided with completely 
interactive computer capabilities and of course there is a, group> tha: 
simply makes use of a transponder type terminal in the home connect 
to a variety of sensors, e.g., fire alarms, meter readers. 

This type of classification is presented in Figure 3. Here we see 
that the basic capability that cable provides is more channels and that 

APPENDIX 

Examples of services representing an initial offering from which the 
community will choose candidates for tna . 

.tin* of the city council ind not only watch the 
proceedings','but^lso directly participate while the meeting is in 

session. 
. ^reference pool providing feedback not only 

regarding goromme^it policies a^d services, but also TV program-

ming-
v tonic and have access to the opinions 

mi Fxnress views on any P (3) Express vie individuals or groups. 
and expressions of other muiv 

it inns and records immediately before 
(41 Review candidates positio 
going to the polls at election time. 

(5) Receive information on available social services. 

s ^^ntten 

(8) Distribute employment ^^f^Vcce^bmty' bypublic 
defin6d the job using interactive, 
tra"SP°u!!a ^formation retrieval techniques. 
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(9) Raise the level of education in order to improve chances for 
employment or make leisure time more stimulating. Skill training, 
literacy courses, high school equivalency programs, and college courses 
can all be available. 

(10) Establish a sense of local, regional and national identity 
through a sharing of local community information, meetings of civic 
groups, new books in the library, adult education programs, recrea
tional facilities will be available to outlying areas. The pooling of local 
recipes, folk crafts, language courses and social activities can encourage 
more intermingling between areas while also preserving a sense of com
munity identity and pride. 

(11) Establish closer relationships between neighbors, and shut-
ins using games via the computer, closed circuit TV, visits via the video 
screen. 

(12) Create ties within special interest groups. Share hobby tips 
on gardening, fishing, knitting. 

(13) Have available up-to-date information on the public trans
portation system, including public transportation schedules, automat
ically calculated routes and fares, and current traffic conditions. 

(14) Use of secretaries in homes to support offices via cable. 

FIGURE 1 
TOUCH TONE PHONE LINK IN USE AS A SIMPLE INPUT 
KEYBOARD TO RESTON. VIRGINIA. HOME DELIVERED 

INTERACTIVE TV DEMONSTRATION 

800 NS MEMORY CYCLE 
EACH WITH TWO INDEPENDENT FIXED HEAD DISCS 

FAST ACCESS I2MSAVG LATENCY. ,00.000 BYTES,SEC TRANSFER RATE! 

FIGURE 2 
DEMONSTRATION SYSTEM DIAGRAM 
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TWO-WAY 
SERVICES 

TWOWAY 
POINT-TO-
POINT 
SERVICES 

ONEWAY 
BROADCAST \ 
SERVICES 

DYNAMIC 
ADDRESSING 

TV RECEIVER 

12 CHANNEL CABLE TV (TOTAL 
CAPITAL COST PER SUBSCRIBER 

_ BASE COST) 

30 CHANNEL CAPABILITY ADDED 

SCRAMBLER/UNSCRAMBLER FOR 
PREMIUM TV 

FRAME GRABBER/DECODER 

HARDCOPY (STRIP PRINTER) 

LIMITED TWO WAY 

SHARED VOICE CHANNEL ADDED 

FULL KEYBOARD "FRAME STOPPER 
OUTPUT 

CLOSED CIRCUIT VIDEO 

| BW 

• 

• 
-76 QUANTITY 6 TIME SENSITIVE 72 

• 
QUANTITY SENSITIVE 

a LOW QUANTITY. 
MULTIPLE FRAME 
FULL VIDEO 8. COLOR 

QUANTITY & TIME SENSITIVE 

HIGH QUANTITY. SINGLE 
FRAME. ALPHANUMERIC 

500 1°0°C.1 

TERMINAL COST (DOLLARS) 

1500 

PROJECTED PRODUCTSNCMTS FOR SUBSCRIBER 
TERMINAL AND NEW CABLE 
COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES 

CLASS 

ONEWAY 

SPECIAL 
ONE-WAY 

DYNAMIC 
ADDRESSING 

SPECIAL HARDWARE 
TWELVE CHANNEL 
CABLE 
A-B SWITCH 
CONVERTER 
SWITCHED HUBS 

• DEDICATED NETS 
SCRAMBLERS/ 
UNSCRAMBLERS 
WIDEBAND DISPLAYS 
FRAME GRABBER/ 
DECODER 

• HARDCOPY 
(CTRIP PRINTER) 

COSTS 
~$75-$100/SUBSCRIBER 

$5 
|jj£.«ino (INCREMENTAL) 

$25 - S50/SUBSCRIBER 

I $1000 ON UP 
KITLCHLFPSBOOLVTR) 

$50 

LIMITED 
TWO-WAY 

FULL 
TWO-WAY 

• TRANSPONDER 
• MULTIPLE 

CHOICE TERMINAL 
TELEPHONE/ 
TWELVE 
BUTTON TERMINAL 

> FRAME GRABBER/ 
DECODER 

• GENERAL PURPOSE 
DIGITAL 

"COMMUNICATIONS 
TERMINAL 

• VIDEO PHONE 
FACSIMILE 

$10 - $20 
$50 -$100 

$100 -$250 

| $60 (CHIP)- $800 (VTR) 

$500 (CHIP) 
"PLUS TERMINAL 

$4000/SUBSCRIBER 
$200 ON UP 
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1. SURVEYS 

LOCATION POPULATION SURVEYORS TYPE OF SURVEY 

1. WASH., D. C. 248(a| SCHOOL OF MEDICINE 
& PUBLIC ADMIN. 
HOWARD U. 

RANDOMLY ORAWN 
MARKET ANALYSIS 

2. RESTON, VA. 279(b) MITRE CORP. QUESTIONNAIRE 
(SELF ADMINISTERED) 

3. DAYTON, OHIO 
(KETTERING 
FOUNDATION) 

105(c| MITRE CORP. QUESTIONNAIRE 
(SELF ADMINISTERED) 

(a)SAMPLE POPULATION UNIVERSE DEFINED - GEOGRAPHIC AREA OF WASHINGTON. D. C. - SURVEY COMPl I 'I D 
,b)SAMPLE POPULATION UNIVERSE UNDEFINED - VISITORS TO RESTON TICCIT DEMO; SURVEY CONTINUI S 
(c,SAMPLE POPULATION UNIVERSE UNDEFINED - VISITORS TO KETTERING TICCIT DEMO: SURVEY COMPLI 11 l> 

II. RESULTS 

SERVICES POLLED 
% OF POPULATION THAT WOULD PAY FOR SERVICE. 

MEAN PROJECTED PAYMENT FOR SERVICE 

D. C. RESTON KETTERING 

INFORMATIONAL* ONE WAY 63% $2.18 
SERVICES 

CALENDAR OF EVENTS 

ADDRESS AND PHONE BOOK 

PERSONAL STOCK PROFILE 

BURGLAR AND FIRE ALARM 67% $2.86 

REMOTE SHOPPING 52% $2.10 
LIBRARY SERVICES 

CALCULATOR 

CAI - RESTON P/HR. 
KETTERING P/MO. 

IMPROVED PICTURE 68% $2.84 
NEW MOVIES 75% $2.67 
SPORTS 66% $2.80 
EDUCATIONAL CHANNELS 66% $2.73 
POLLING 58% $2.00 

75% $2 08 51% $1 96 

72% $ .79 53% t 70 

33% $ 80 26% t 56 
41% $1.60 30% $141 

90% $1 09 

50% $1 04 

55% S 79 
64% $3.77 67% $3 90 
94% $122 76% $6 09 

o« mrSf « S C H ° 0 1 '  clos"'0 •»oo«ai«l irasi 

^-Y SCHOOL MUNi 

SUMMARY OF I SURVEYS-",?SURVEY RESULTS 
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THE WIRED CITY: COMMERCIAL SERVICES TO BE PROVIDED 
BY BROADBAND TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS 

John P. Thompson 
Arthur D. Little, Inc. 

Cambridge, Massachusetts, U.S.A. 

For the last 3 decades executives involved in advanced elec
tronics technology in the U.S., and I suspect, in Europe and Japan, 
have been discussing new broadband telecommunication services that 
could be provided to the household. These include electronic mail, 
the electronic newspaper, education in the home, home shopping 
services and others. Vet, as of today, to my knowledge, there is no 
full-scale system providing such services in any part of the world -

That's the bad news. 
The good news is that at least three systems in the U.S. are now 

actively in operation to demonstrate the commercial viability of such 
services when provided to the homeowner. These are the EIE/ 
American Television Corporation system in Orlando, Florida, the 
Telecable/Vicom system in Kansas City (Overland Park), and the 
Thetacom/Thetacable system which will be in operation soon in 

El Segundo, California. 
Each system now has 15 or more home terminals, at least one 

minicomputer, and disc-storage system at the head end. 
If successful, each system plans expansion of terminals to pro

vide for viable economic operation. In addition it has been recom
mended to the Federal Government that it install 1,000 relatively 
sophisticated terminals in households in one geographical area. It is 
also recommended that a comparable number of terminals be in
stalled in public institutions such as education, law enforcement, and 
others and in business organizations and to allow these organizations 
to carry out tests over the hardware network. 

Many of us who are closely associated with broadband tele
communications hope and expect that these activities will culminate 
in the development of a new communications media for the U.S., 
Canada, Europe, and Japan, and will thereby develop a new business 
for the worldwide electronic and computer industry. 

You will undoubtedly be disappointed to hear that, based on 
my analysis of the opportunities available to the computer industry, 
the market for hardware in the 1975-1985 period will only amount 
to an estimated 36-54 million in the U.S., and Canada. During this 
period, a comparable market should develop in Europe and Japan. 
By most computer industry standards, this amount of hardware 
volume is hardly worth consideration by leading suppliers. However, 
the software required for the provision of potential services, some of 
which I will discuss later, could amount to an order of magnitude 
more than the potential hardware services. I base my estimates on 83 
million TV homes in the U.S., and Canada in 1985, 40-65 million 
CATV subscribers, each system serving an average of 25,000 house
holds. (See Table 1 A.) Based on these estimates there would be 
1200-1800 systems in the U.S. and Canada each having a computer 
and peripheral head end value of $125,000. 

TABLE 1A 

(millions) 

Sources: TV Fact Book, ADL estimates, and Canadian Bureau of Statistics. 

In addition, I estimate that there may be an average of 
$200-400 worth of hardware required per household to provide these 
services. If 30-45 million homes were furnished with broadband 
terminals, this would add another $6 billion to $18 billion on a 
cumulative basis in hardware to the North American computer and 
electronics industry over this 10-15 year period. 

U.S. AND CANADA ESTIMATED WIRED CATV HOMES 

No. of TV Homes CATV Subscribers 

U.S. Canada U.S. Canada 

January 1,1972 62.2 5.5 6.2 1.5 

January 1,1975 66.1 6.4 10-13 2.0-2.3 
January 1,1980 71,0 7.2 20-30 3.9-4.2 

January 1,1985 75.0 8.2 35-60 5.0-5.5 

With this potential volume in hardware businesses available, one 
wonders why such services have not been provided to the home
owner in any volume to date. The reasons are many but include: 

1. Insufficient information until 1971 to better under
stand the potential economics of such services. 

2. Prototype terminals were unavailable up until the last 
year or two. 

3. Regulatory issues were ill defined. 
4. Potential home entertainment such as movies were 

not available due to the attitude of movie producers, 
distributors and theater owners. 

5. No one organization seemed to have the ability to 
pull together the hardware and programming neces-

• sary to provide the services and the money required 
to establish an economically viable system which may 
require $5 to $15 million in equity. 

Many of these deterrents, in my view, have either been over
come or should be overcome in the next year or two. 

A highly encouraging factor in the development, or toward the 
development of these new communication networks is that t e 
movie industry's attitude toward providing films to the homeowne* 
over a cable in addition to in the theater seems to have changed 
almost 180 degrees since the referendum in Los Angeles in 1964 that 
declared subscription television to be "unconstitutional." The mow 
industry is now coming to realize (and many involved are convinced) 
hat may be highly desirable to add thousands of viewers via a 

cable system and to charge each household for each movie presented. 
3 t  3  ^ b e f ° r e  

new movies wil, be 

cities. It hopes to have six mo interest of homeowners in 
in : the deveio^m o; 

i^rSs over cable systems as well as improve saturation of 

existing systems and installation o n^~*Y*UT AT ADL in analyzing 
Work that we ^ ̂  cab|e networks has been based 

potential services to ^ ̂  effjcjent way to establish 
on the premise that the fast s tQ provide these services 
the hardware terminals and ca Further, if we can 
I. private M.rp-i*. ».»d on „ites 

,«,» th. Mdw.r. p,„,i„bl. «'» 
could be provided at a proT , 

f°llow- , ic the installation of the first electrical 
I think a good analogy is ^ wgs tQ light homes 

networks in the early 1900 s. in _ i ^ ̂ gs just|fled on networks in the early 190U., '"^^rk was justified on 
and cities, and the insta lation, J ̂  ̂  ̂  ^ 
lighting homes and cities, a1 on®; disp0sal dishwasher, heating, and 

-

be highly profitable. I want to 
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detailed information developed for sponsors of the Arthur D Little 
Inc., broadband communications network project are not these spe-

riCeS n°r W6re the Specific estimates °f revenue 

assist Tthed i StUdV' ^ k6V °bjeCtiVe °f 311 Sponsors to 
assist in the development of these networks in North America for the 
public and the development of a new industry. The numbers are my 
own estimates. ' 

I suggest that the services to be provided initially consist of: 
1 • A 60 channel audio service to provide uninterrupted stereo 

music and other audio programming in the home, such as the service 
being tested by Cablenet International Corporation in Columbus 
Ohio. 

2. An alphanumeric readout on the home broadcast TV re
ceiver such as now being operated on a trial basis in Reston 
Virginia.1 

Specific services to be provided include: 
a. Purchasing 
b. Rapidly updated news services. 
c. Basic rote-type education services and others. 

3. Moving pictures, for which the viewer would be charged 
based on the specific picture he viewed and the amount of time he 
viewed it. 

4. A one channel shopping2 service such as that operated by 
Cox and Young and Rubican in Warner Robins, Georgia, but with a 
response capability such as that now being tested by Sterling Man-
hattan in New York City. 

Now let us assume that subscribers will pay $5 per month or the 
cost of one stereo album for the Cablenet sound service, $8 per 
month for the viewing of movies and $5 per month for the Reston 
type services. The shopping service would be totally funded bv 
advertisers. 

These numbers appear reasonable to me. If they don't to you 
try your own. However, in a survey carried out in early 1971 by 
a major west coast consulting organization which had interviewed 
1200 household owners picked on a random basis in California it 
was found that individuals interviewed would spend in excess of $20 
per month per household on such services. I suspect, however that 
interest in services will vary in different geographical areas in North 

alsTvlTy th6 am°Unt th3t P80Ple Wi" P3y f°r SUCh S6rvices wi" 

Figure 1 shows the estimated income from subscribers and from 
advertisers. Advertising income is based on an average of $320 spent 
per year per household in the United States. 

The income figures assume that 5,000, 10,000 or 20 000 sub-
scribers will be "on line" 3 years after installation of these new 
services over a system and that an average of 50% would be "on line" 
the first year and 75% the second year of operation. 

The hardware proposed consists of head end equipment includ
ing two minicomputers and two disc packs, having a capacity of 
about 75 million characters to provide alphanumeric information to 
the viewer at his request through his own television set. Storage 
would be required at the home terminal which would consist of 
e ectromc storage of 1000 characters, 500 of which would be viewed 
at the request of the viewer. 

which" adC!'ti0n' at the head end there is an audio storage system 
which would store up to 1,000 selections of stereo music or otheT 
audio programs which would be presented through 60 channels in the 
FM band of the cable and played to the customer through i own 
stereo hardware equipment. 

A control panel in the home would allow the viewer to-
1. vote 
2. Ask for further information 

3. Call up information from the headend or interact with his 
TV set 

Four video bandwidth channels would be required to provide 
the described services, $22,000 is included in the estimated operating 
and programming costs shown in Table 1 to lease each channel 
annually. 

by Sterling Manhattan 
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1. See Electronics September 27th, 1971, p. 45 

2.The; is being tried on a limited basis' (12 te 
Cable. See Media Decisions," August 1971 p 

• A-Z&s8? feiiaBiL".-. V-
m :' • 
ivb-dINCOME FROM-' 
^^ SUBSCRIBERS 

V " . - W - .  -  .  

INCOME FROM: 

ADVERTISE RS< 

MILLIONS 
OF 

U.S. DOLLARS 

TABLE 1 

ESTIMATED OPERATING & 
PROGRAMMING COSTS BY YEAR 

($000| 

5,000 Subscribers 

Cablenet 
Shopping 
Reston 

Movie 

Total 

Movie 

Total 

2 3 4 

60 60 60 250 250 250 260 260 260 
570 570 570 275 325 375 
845 895 945 

60 
250 

310 

310 

10,000 Subscribers 
310 570 570 570 
— 350 450 550 
310 920 1.020 1.120 

T°,a' 310 ,.120 1 320 

Source: Arthur D. Little. Inc. 

SUBSCRIBERS X 1000 
SOURCE: ARTHUR D. LITTLE. INC. 

FIGURE 1 
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The table shows costs for the first 4 years of operation for 
systems of 3 different sizes. 5.000. 10.000 and 20.000 subscribers. 

Also see Figure 2. 

20.000 SUBS 

3 4 

YEARS OF OPERATION 

SOURCE: ARTHUR D. LITTLE. INC. 

FIGURE 2 ESTIMATED OPERATING AND 
PROGRAMMING COSTS 

General administration and selling costs are $400,000 annually 
regardless of the number of subscribers. 

Table 2 shows the estimated capital required for each of 4 
proposed services. Provision of movies is as low as $25,000 only 
because the Reston type hardware is considered to be installed. 
Capital costs to provide movies so that one could bill the subscriber 
for what he is watching and for how long would be about $20 per 
subscriber. In addition, more channels could be provided for movies 
as demand developed. 

Two services, the Reston and movie, would not start until the 
second year of operation. 

A projected cash flow for 5-10 and 20,000 subscribers systems 
is shown in Table 3. The 20,000 subscriber system returns its full 

Year 

TABLE 2 

ESTIMATED CAPITAL OUTLAY 
($000) 

5,000 Subscribers 
1 2 3 

Cablenet 
Shopping 
Reston 
Movie 

Total 
(rounded) 

Cablenet 
Shopping 
Reston 
Movie 

Total 
(rounded) 

Cablenet 
Shopping 
Reston 
Movie 

Total 
(rounded) 

15 
1.0001 -

1,700 
25 

1,100 1,800 

10,000 Subscribers 

15 
1,500* 

2,100 
25 

1,600 2,200 

20,000 Subscribers 

15 
2,500 

3,000 
25 

2,600 3,100 -

1 Includes retrofitting cable to two way system. 

Source: Arthur D. Little, Inc. 

, •„ =, little over 2-1/2 years and then pays a 100% return investment in a little over / Y haye pot 

each year for the next seveye ars^Taxes^ YouMl 

been deducted however so ^ ̂  attract|ve 

On the other 'har^ just the Cablenet audio and shopping serv.ce 
« o r nof) subscriber system above, 

could be attractive on , suagested will, in my opinion, require 
Each of the four services suggeste , service wiM 

automatic billing and verification sy ^ wjth access times 

require an 80-120 tQ four seconds and with inter-
varying from one sec Qnce a second to once a year, 
rogation frequency ranging undoubtedly be required 
Therefore, various types of storage win 

ranging from film to magnet'° . the e|ectronics and computer 
In conclusion, in my op,mon, ^ ̂  ̂ provjde a 

industries have a great oppor V ^ ^ apd .p tum> gen. 
major new communication facility ^ There 

erate a major new mark markets develop, which 
many obstacles to be overcome.before thes^ ^ The ^ ̂ 

will require the dedication an ^ ̂ dQ whatever vou 

commensurate with such e or to far outstrip the bad news. 
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TABLE 3 

PROJECTED CASH FLOW 
($000) 

Year 

Net Income Before Taxes 
Depreciation & Amortization 
Hardware & Software Investment 
Pre-Operating Expense 
Working Capital 

Total (rounded) 

20,000 Subscribers 

Prior to Year 1 
Year 1 Capital 

2,515 3,025 
40 

1 2 

700 2,500 
250 560 

(155) (155) 

5,000 5,500 
560 560 

5,600 800 2,900 

(190) 

5,400 6,000 

5-10 

Same 

Same 

10,000 Subscribers 
Net Income Before Taxes 
Depreciation & Amortization 
Hardware & Software Investment 
Pre-Operating Expense 
Working Capital 

Total (rounded) 

Zero 
150 

1,515 2,125 
40 

3,700 Zero 

700 
370 

(130) (130) 

900 

1,900 
370 

(170) 

2,200 

2,200 
370 

2.500 

Same 

Same 

5,000 Subscribers 
Net Income Before Taxes 
Depreciation & Amortization 
Hardware & Software Investment 
Pre-Operating Expense 
Working Capital 

Total (rounded) 

1,015 1,725 
40 

(350) (200) 
100 280 

(100) (100) 

2,800 (350) Zero 

250 
280 

(150) 

400 

500 
280 

800 

Same 

Same 

Source: Arthur D. Little, Inc. 
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THE ROLE OF COMPETITION 

CHAIRMAN: 

Donald I. Baker, Director of Policy Planning, 
Antitrust Division, U.S. Department of Justice, 
Washington, D.C., U.S.A. 

PROGRAM COORDINATOR: 

Philip M. Walker 
Georgetown University, Law Center 
Washington, D.C., U.S.A. 

PAPERS: 

Donald I. Baker, "Access to Large Computer Systems" 

Kenneth A. Cox, Senior Vice President, MCI Communications Corporation, Washington, D.C., 
U.S.A., "The Promise and Peril of Competition in Intercity Communications 

Yasuo Makino, Administrative Director of Telecommunications, Ministry of Posts and Tele
communications, Tokyo, Japan, "Competition in the Fields of Computers and Communications 
in Japan " 

Professor William H. Melody, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, U.S.A., 
"Interconnection: Impact on Competition-Carriers and Regulation' 

Charles R. Cutler, Kirkland, Ellis & Rowe, Washington, D.C., U.S.A., "Beyond the Computer 
Inquiry: Who Should Be Regulated in Computer I Communications" 

DISCUSSANTS: 

Philip M. Walker, Georgetown University, Law Center, Washington, D.C., U.S.A. 

Lt. Col. Sebastian Lasher, Office of Telecommunications Policy, Executive Office of the Presi

dent, Washington, D.C., U.S.A. 

THEME: This session will explore the role and implications of competition in the computer com 

munications industry, focusing on the following aspects of the subject: 
Access to large computer-communications systems—efficiency versus competition. 

Competition among common carriers—specialized carriers and domestic satellites. 

Competition in the remote-access data processing services industry—comparison of the U.S. ex 

perience with that of other countries. 

Competition and carrier performance—a case study in interconnection. 
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ACCESS TO LARGE COMPUTER SYSTEMS 

Donald I. Baker 
U.S. Department of Justice, Washington, D.C., U.S.A. 

We all live In the shadow of the com
puter, This Is just a basic fact of life for 
citizen, businessman and consumer. The com
puter, with its growing capability and widen
ing range of uses presents all kinds of inter
esting new practical and legal issues. 1 
propose to discuss one of these. 

One can see a clear trend toward larger 
and larger computer systems, since there are 
important economies of scale in computation. 
As part of this, we see increasing use of 
what has come to be called remote access data 
processing. This has been combined with a 
movement towards ever more complicated and 
specialized programs. Thus many computer 
services are no longer locally based -- but 
rather involve a local communications link to 
some distant computer or data bank. The 
stock market quotation systems and airline 
reservation systems are among the more famil
iar to the general public, but the same thing 
is going on with other less visible computer 
systems. Thus we increasingly are seeing the 
creation — often on a national scale -- of 
unique data processing systems based on re
mote access. 

The Department of Justice has actively 
encouraged this course in a general way, by 
seeking to have the Federal Communications 
Commission eliminate many of the ancient com
mon carrier tariff restrictions which rendered 
the telephone system less useful for these 
new modes.1 The FCC's decision in this field 
was broadly along the lines urged by the 
Department. 

From the standpoint of antitrust, it is 
desirable that these remote access data proc
essing services be offered on a competitive 
basis. Competition is the cornerstone of our 
national economic policy. This is because 
competition offers the most effective way of 
assuring that suppliers respond quickly to 
actual demands of customers, with prices 
based on the cost of providing service. The 
broad presumption in favor of competition has 
often been reiterated by Congress: 

"The essence of the American economic 
system of private enterprise is free 
competition. Only through full and 
free competition can free markets, 
free entry into business, and oppor
tunities for the expression and 
growth of personal initiative and 
individual judgment be assured."3 

and the Supreme Court: 

"Subject to narrow qualifications, 
it is surely the case that compe
tition is our fundamental national 
economic policy, offering as it does 
the only alternative to the cartel-
ization or governmental regimentation 
of large portions of the economy." 

In many areas, it will probably be pos
sible to offer remote access and other data 
processing services on a competitive basis; 
and, so far as these services are concerned, 
normal antitrust rules will apply. Thus 
agreements among competitors in a market with 
regard to the price of services or the terri
tories or customers each will serve would be 
treated as per se violations of Section 1 of 
the Sherman Act which bars restraints on 
competition.^ 

On the other hand, as we go increasingly 
to larger and more specialized computer sys
tems, combined with the advantages of remote 
access, we can expect to see an increasing 
number of systems which are effective monop
olies for customers requiring the highly 
specialized services that each system_offers. 
This development raises the whole antitrust 
question of fair access. 

Where a monopoly position is secured by 
improper means, this is subject to prose- g 
cution under Section 2 of the Sherman Act. 
Thus the courts have punished monopolies 
which have been achieved or maintained with 
the assistance of mergers, tie-ins, predatory 
practices, and the like.7 Illegal monopolies 
are subject to a range of equitable remedies, 
including divestiture. 

That is not the situation I am talking 
about. I am talking about the situation _ 
where a computer-based data processing or in
formation service has a legal monopoly in a 
.np.ialized field -- either because the mar
ket is a natural monopoly market or because 
of the entrepreneur's skill, foresight and 
industry. 

The general rule that has emerged is 
that a monopolist, unlike a 
man, cannot refuse to^ea £^£.8 A 

sssa • i ss 
the same principle is the , fac*iity 

criminatory terms to all in 

The latter rule grew 
with local tra"sPort^^nto a whole series of 

K J S a s ' S J K - s s r s .  

A.socUt.f Press ' » '^,71. that there 
£C5S*init.»rS.L«c.,»nfcr the control of 
the defendant. 

The Associated Press " 
the leading authority on the ga^nled t0 
competitive advantage w ^ unreasonable 
competitors, may give Associated Press was 
restraint of trade. The Assoclac 
a coooerative news-gathering service, 
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prohibited its newspaper members from making 
news gathered by themselves available to non-
members prior to publication by Associated 
Press. 

Moreover, Associated Press's membership 
requirements were restricted and discrimina
tory. An applicant in any area already 
served by an existing AP member was faced 
with an effective barrier to membership (al
though the admission of a non-competing appli
cant was relatively easy). These exclusionary 
arrangements did not commend themselves to 
the Supreme Court. AP argued that, since 
other wire news services were available to 
non-members and because non-member papers 
could gather their own news, AP service was 
not strictly necessary in order to operate 
a competing newspaper. The Supreme Court 
squarely rejected that argument. It held 
that the inability to buy news from the 
largest and, in the opinion of some, the best 
news agency, or one of its members, could not 
only seriously affect the publication of com
petitive newspapers, but raised barriers to 
new entry as well. lb 

these activities constituted illegal monopo
lization under Section 2 and ordered the 
defendant to sell wholesale power and provide 
wheeling service to municipalities within its 
area. 

U is clear, therefore, from this aspect 
or the Associated Press decision that the 
competitive advantage need not be indispens
ably necessary to competitive survival, but 
it is sufficient that without it the excluded 
competitor is at a significant competitive 
disadvantage. 14 This was stressed by Judge 
Learned Hand for the three-judge District 
Court in Associated Press. in a passage 
quoted with approval by the Supreme Court* 

Most monopolies, like most patents 
give control over only some of the ' 
means of production for which there 
is a substitute; the possessor enjoys 
an advantage over his competitors, 
but he can seldom shut them out al
together; his monopoly is measured 
by the handicap he can impose. . 
And yet that advantage alone may 
make a monopoly unlawful "15 

The Associated Press case involved collective 
activity, and can be interpreted as limited 
to such activity. But the heart of the prob
lem was that the collective effort tended to 
perpetuate AP s monopoly power and that of 
its members -- the very end condemned by 
Section 2 of the Sherman Act. 1« 

The most recent application of the gen
eral access principle has occurred in a case 
now on appeal to the Supreme Court in the 
electric power industry. This Government 
case was directed against a variety of prac
tices by Otter Tail Power Company, a regional 
power company in Minnesota."" Dis^*°£al 

Court found that the defendant had a monopolv 
position in the transmission and sale of 
used^<7 p°wer within its region, and that it 
by preventing^ertain 
terminating its retail power franchises I t  

2ZS& SSSSVJ3 

The District Court stressed that "it is 
well established that the unilateral refusal 
to deal with another, motivated by a purpose 
to preserve a monopoly position, is illegal."18 
The court also applied what it referred to as 
the "bottleneck" theory of antitrust law --
i.e., that it is an illegal restraint of trade 
for a party to foreclose others from the use 
of a scarce facility. The court applied both 
these related principles to Otter Tail's 
transmission facility, which clearly was an 
effective local monopoly and a scarce facility. 

The rationale for the access and refusal 
to deal rules is not hard to find. A group 
of firms, or even a single firm, which con
trols a scarce facility can use it as a means 
of foreclosing competition with those who 
require use of that facility. Thus, for 
example, in Otter Tail, the finding was that 
the power company had used its control of 
wholesale transmission as a means of fore
closing new competition in local retail power 
supply. In Eastman Kodak, the defendant en
joyed a monopoly in photo supplies, and it 
refused to sell to the plaintiff (a photo 
supply dealer) at the usual dealers' dis
counts in order to promote the business of its 

houses. In Associated Press, the 
restrictive membership rules were designed to 

6 local AP member vis-a-vis any other 
newspapers in their same local areas. 

will L believe that  these principles 
iovh comPuter systems which en-
ized ?TP1J gr?e of monopoly power in special-
Associatprf P° activity. The problem, as with 

a d -
2c\55las01" 

to that facility? With thOSe rec 'uirin8 access 

for all^comers pr^ lple ls  equal treatment 
eluded if corners cannot be ex-
accommodate t-h acill ty can be fashioned to accommodate them, although it may be "only 
for the new fa??"comer should pay rather more 

"="!d °vJf " lone X-

particular schemes.0 hard facts Posed 

ess to" SiopolJ ll'l'lut f\ lr  "" 

xx bxrrHon 
have direct onm "economically possible to 
competitors for^tb1 °n betwe?n two or more 
results would like? s?me service, the economic 
difficult better and aH these egai questions can be avoided. 

sXxseXXvs? sss- xx X"* inquiry, Dkt. 16979_ J~«. ̂ Computer 
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2 28 FCC 2d 267 (1971). See also the Com
mission's decision in Carterfone. 13 FCC 2d 
420 (1968), a case in which the Department 
participated as amicus curiae. 

3 Small Business Act of 1958, §2(2), 15 
U.S.C. §631. 

^ United States v. Philadelphia National 
Bank. 374 U.S.321, 372 (1963); see also 
Northern Pac. R. Co. v. United States. 356 
U.S. 1, 4 (1958). 

3 Section 1 provides: "Every contract, com
bination in the form of trust or otherwise, 
or conspiracy, in restraint of trade or com
merce among the several States, or with 
Foreign nations, is declared to be illegal. 
..." 15 U.S.C. §1. 

6 Section 2 provides: "Every person who shall 
monopolize, or attempt to monopolize, or com
bine or conspire with any other person or 
persons, to monopolize any part of the trade 
or commerce among the several States, or with 
Foreign nations, shall be deemed guilty of a 
misdemeanor. . . ." 15 U.S.C. §2. 

7 See, e.g., United States v. Grinnell Corp., 
384 U.ST 563 (1966). 
8 „ See, e.g., Eastman Kodak Co. v. Southern 
Photo Materials Co.. 273 U.S. 359 (1927) ; 
Lorain Journal Co. v. United States. 342 U.S. 
141 (1951) .  
9 United States v. Terminal R.R. Ass'n., 224 
U.S. 383 (1912) (terminal railroad control-
ling a vital bridgehead); United States v. 
Great Lakes Towing Co., 208 Fed. 733 (D. Ohio 
1913), 217 Fed. 656 (D. Ohio 1914), appeal 
dismissed, 245 U.S. 675 (local towing facili
ties in several Great Lakes ports). 

^ These include a produce exchange building, 
Gamco. Inc. v. Providence Fruit & Produce 
Bldg.. 194 F.2d 484 (1st Cir. 1952), certio-
rari denied, 344 U.S. 817; a tobacco market, 
American Federation of Tobacco Growers v. 
Heal. 183 F.2d 869 (4th Cir. 1950); a fish 
market, United States v. New England Fish 
Exchange. 258 Fed. 732 (D. Mass. 1919); and 
a sponge market, United States v. Tarpon 
Sponge Exchange. 142 F.2d 125 (5th Cir. T944). 

3 3  Associated  Press  v .  United  States .  326  
U.S .  1  (1945) .  
12 Silver v. New York Stock Exchange, 373 
u.sT5sr-( 19631: 

13 326 U.S. at 13. 
3^ See also Gamco, Inc. v. Providence Fruit & 
Produce Bldg Inc.. 194 F.2d 484, 487-488 
(1st Cir. 1952), certiorari denied 344 U.S. 
817. 

15 326 U.S. at 17, n. 17. 
3^ See Standard Oil Co. v. United States, an 
early antitrust landmark, where Chief Justice 
White generally made this point — namely, that 
Section 1 is aimed at the means of achieving 
that which is prohibited by Section 2. 221 
U.S. 1, 61 (1911). In Gamco, supra, where 
joint control was not a key issue, the 

Court of Appeals treated "exclusion of com
petitors from the market" as conduct "con
demned £er se by Section 2," at least where 
space in the market was available. 194 F.2d 
at 486-7. 

United States v. Otter Tail Power ComDanv. 
331 F. Supp. 54 (D. Minn. 1971). — 
1 ft 331 F. Supp. at 61, citing Eastman Kodak 
Co. v. Southern Photo Materials Co.. 273 U.S. 
359 (1927) and Lorain Journal Co, v. United 
States, 342 U.S. 143 (1951). 

39 Neale, A.D., The Antitrust Laws of the 
U. S. A., 2d Ed. (.Cambridge: Cambridge Uni
versity Press, 1970), p. 69. 
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THE and per,l 0F COMPETITION 
IN INTERCITY COMMUNICATIONS 

Kenneth A. Cox, MCI Communications Corporation, Washington, 
D.C., U.S.A. 

Introduction 

in common «rrier*coL°f* ' competition 
again from its Lhes " h'8 r±Sen 

mittedly inefficient' chaotic and ad-
telephone service in "mpetl1tion in basic 
industry was replacedby the " °f the 

single area-franchised utiMty ""wh^ °f th" 
poly is now to be modiftea 'Whose mono-

ing compe tition in the fieid of bly•all°W" 
data communications Tk. rV business and 
tions Commission ha' initilr C°™ica-
in a series of inn nitiated this rebirth 

cisions that have shat t Ired^pVcourageous de
ceptions as to the resist a pop"lar Precon-
bureaucracy to sharp 

do isWtoatacteon0theiSSl0nihaS h"" WillinS to 
the public^ wi0nS1beesrtdbJUd8ment th» 
revival of competition\n limiteY"™6"1 ty 3 

an industry which , = a •, lmited sectors of 
tial to business and t 7 Sr°wi»& "ore essen-
not done so lightly or "."u"' ?hat lp haa 

its wisdom. That it has a Peaks well of 
«« - itS geni;£d c ;°:„s;0a'a11 testi-
for which it was created 1 V he goals 

discharge the responsibilities th^r^6 t0 

has given it. Congress 

Certainly, the Commission 1 <? J _ 
permit competition in decision to 
ted common carrier industry"^ °f th6 re8ula-
an aaaF one. While few would cont h"* been 
competition is normally the i COntest that 
regulator of the marketplace ma' C,Umbers°"e 
serted that the communications 7 6 3S" 
industry is particularly unsuitahT°c Carrier 
normal and proper functioning io% ^ 
this contention, thev he„e support 
ments based on Ion marshalled argu-
the mix of monopoly practice; 

which poses serious "UlZlTfT'l "f^"8 

trons; the complications , 3°St all°ca-
tier regulation of rates and 10 the two-
mandate to insure adequate n Pr3Ctlcea; the 
which might be adversely aff service, 
abandonment of nationwide average ̂  
magnitude of the communications "tes; the 
capital requirements; the risk andustry's 

jis'i,:?:.-:;- "»» 

carrier communications industry. com"on 

Each of these aspects of th 
contributes to the basic Hi t, sltuation 
ra the "promise versus peril"°t°r? implicit 
paper. Does the offering of a 16 °f thls 

po y and non-monopoly servic w" °f "no-
company advance of retardr the 

"uarly, it can dQ 111*1* competition? 

a fective competition if the ' C3n advance 
th enCy can define a clefr d "g^tory 
the competitive and non-compe'titi"0" 

services 

t?" • »  < = < » ,  
obscuring th 'd f. . *?'*** c°"P«tition bj 
such a degree as to between service, to' 

Vices in Which the carrier fUbsldy of th« •»-
0ne of the FCC's most urge aces competition, 
is the development of orinci " 8ponalb1 *ities 
making which will prevent such'" °' 

Pfedat°ry Pricing8"ro»b8ldy 

has found to be in tbl 

with th^ fact that'comm8 *J8'8 ** connection 
to divided regulatory LUn Ca,tl0nS 18 8UbJa« 
governmental system thSv? °Ur dual 

jurisdiction exists'in Pr°blem of divided 

where has it been aore diffi"?"8* bUt n0" 
than in the regulating dffficult to deal with 
tions . The problem of °aLI*commun ica-
ment of responsibility "as")^8'10"8 the assig"-
state and interstate « 7 bctween the intra-
the costs of commonly ufed8'01^ bodlea. 
plant —has been an aL communica11 ons 
twenty-five years and h °n6 f°r 8t least 
tinuing disputes is resulted in con-

end changing technoloavT86^1"''""1"1'11 

phone network. Now if complex tele-
e philosophical-ie , J"®8 t0 be becoming 
sidization of locll ij ?P'tm 88 to the sub-
revenues. In both th8r^ce °ut of interstate 

on of non-carrier •»»£??!! interconnec-
authorization of the pplIed terminals and 

whir8' a^.ritVL6t?U"d new carriers, 
while state regulators ragCd ""Petition, 
th6lr spokesmen, have seemed8' 1<!8St 8008 °f 

seemed wary of it 
What is me 

P"11 on "national"tServihe?en,pha8ls which some 
"an that carriers "? Does it simply 
nationally, so th b°"ld offer their service 

als6o 7 311 parts of 2^ 8Vaiiable to peo 
servi de an ob 1 ig ''""d f ry = or d°" it 

vice equally throLk Price the same 
respective of regionef a" the """try, lr! 
the revenues ? differences invests 

speci Sit3blished carriersT imPortant because 
high dUzfd carriers seek Charged that the 

gh density, profitablT SerVe only the 

carri3 wd' " s k i**i ng \ h e F °" ' 8 V" ' he r eb ? • i' 

the, w higher rh® routes) and 
hey had set m 8"er than would be tKe 

Per c,-,, J them stricM„ J he case lf 

Sri??' aga"c ies ̂have '6 6p pic ing f'wh lie ° 

Was a° vita/as P t e r s u a d*d that'^this'practi'8' 
competition. It pointed8^0" °f 

"ted out that the carriers 
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would not have to abandon averaging in their 
basic monopoly services, because no one seeks 
to compete in those areas. However, it said 
that the existing carriers could abandon 
nationwide averaging in the business and data 
communications field, if they so desired, and 
could participate in the specialized communi
cations market so long as their participation 
is not a burden on their other services and 
is based on prices which "realistically and 
reasonably reflect economic advantages, if 
any, that are inherent in the plant and oper
ations of those carriers." Again, the mat
ter of the proper costs to be used by the 
established carriers in pricing their com
petitive services is the crucial issue. 

Does competition promote or impede the 
decision-making processes of the communica
tions industry? Will competition compel tele
phone and telegraph executives to make a 
cost-effective allocation of the limited 
capital resources of the existing carriers, 
so as to stimulate new and more meaningful 
services, or will it lead to diversion of 
funds to services where these carriers are 
not the most efficient suppliers and result 
in too many trips to the pump, so that the 
well may run dry and keep the carriers from 
financing needed expansion of their basic 
services? AT&T has been faced with the 
necessity of raising more than $4 billion in 
new capital in each of the last couple of 
years—at a time when interest rates are at 
their highest level in recent times. It has 
been suggested that Bell should welcome the 
ability of the new carriers to tap new 
sources of capital to finance part of the 
needed growth in the overall communications 
system, but the Company does not seem to 
accept this view. It argues that any con
struction of intercity transmission plant 
will constitute wasteful and uneconomic 
duplication of facilities and will impair its 
vaunted economies of scale. Again, however, 
the FCC does not agree. 

Finally, who will benefit from competi
tion? If the public will, as the Commission 
concluded, then demand for all forms of com
munications should increase, so that the in
vestors in the existing carriers will also 
benefit, rather than suffer, as a result of 
the authorization of new carrier entry. 
But if competition does not prove to be 
feasible and the new carriers fail, the in
vestors in the established carriers will end 
up in an even stronger position. This will 
leave only the entrepreneurs who have 
financed the new carriers--and who entere 
the market knowing they had what Chairman _ 
Burch has aptly termed "the freedom to ai 
to meditate on man's fate. 

A Bit of MCI History 

To those who have planned and worked 
toward the creation of new carrier service, 
promise has obviously over shadowed per 1 , 
though how Jack Goeken sustained is on 
battle to launch Microwave Communications, 
Inc. for six years, living .only on promis , 
mystifies me. The specialized common carrier 
applicants seem generally to be a™are, 
risks of their enterprises , but they 

preferred to concentrate on getting their li-
censes to compete, leaving on the back burner 
the problems of the competitive environment in 
which they would have to succeed or fail. But 
now the back burner is bubbling over. 

Much has been written of the development 
of the specialized carrier concept. Similar
ly, the implementation of that concept has al
so been well chronicled.. 

Jack Goeken sold and serviced mobile 
radio systems in Joliet, Illinois. He knew 
that the value of his "product'' to potential 
customers was contingent upon the extent of 
the range of service they could enjoy, and he 
began to explore methods of expanding the 
coverage area of his radio systems. In the 
process, he devised the idea of a radio relay 
system, amplifying and repeating signals from 
one microwave tower to another.^ He configure 
this system to parallel his desired service 
area along Route 66 and the Illinois River 
between Chicago and St. Louis, and filed the 
required applications with the FCC. 

I gather that this generated a certain 
amount of consternation; it certainly Pouted 
a lengthy series of administrative proceedings. 
But all during the six years between initial 
filing and the grant of his construction per 
mits Jack Goeken, belittled and beset by the 
established carriers, worked to improve a 
expand his original concept. He was 
bv Bill McGowan in 1968, and when the grants 

. a , c f- 1969 they had begun to came in August 1969 7 system q£ 

The MCI grants Proved that .a smal:1 

company of limited tak.e on the 
genuity and patienc There followed 
established car^ companies-of 
applications from th y g__geeking 
which "venteen were MCI affi^ fleld< 

to enter the sPec* , h this volume of ap-
To deal effectively 2,000 individual 
plications-envision g ^ associated fre-
microwave sites, witn lems__the Commission 
quency "ordination prob:rulemaking proceed-
grouped them a11 " f to the threshold 
ing and addresse ach of them, and to the 
questions common to eac^ ,ndustry they wanted 
whole concept or t form> these 
to establish. b^hether competition would 
questions were 1) should only one 
be desirable; (.2J i geographic area in 
license be ®rant^ than one applicant; (3) 
which there was mor ^ best coordlnated 
how could frequency u what poUcies 
and among the aP? 3 " rotect satellite 
should be Prescrlba efflcient technical opera-
service and promote ef customers 0f the new 
Hon- (5) how could th service; and (6) 
carriers be ensured qua:1^ b£ dlstributed 

how could their 

l0Cally" eding Docket No. 
This rulemaking proceeding, ^ f c e n  

18920, was begun in July 5 d the 

.«... 
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» over them, such speed and de
cisiveness were unparalleled. The fact that 

sta£f'seteSfabllShed carriers opposed the FCC 

was feasibleaIndedesirable°n "at comPeti"°n 
Industry (includi ^ ̂ that both 

tion from the Fortune foo) and' repreSenta" 
(princinallv „ government 

i"? £:b" 

< a - -
that there was a need for the 
they proposed which thex !J":l°US . *'*rvl'Ces 

had not met. existing carriers 

permit^any1 technically" ff D°C*" 18920 

specialized services tn t-ho ut • 
the same time recognizes a rieht 3/ 3t 

of the established carriers to full ! 
competition.6 That q„i„ • ful1 and fair 
bodies the nr™ Solomonic decision em-

seems to be implicit"in6the dlCh°t0^ which 
petition in 

The Problems of New Cotpetifi.n 

been tr°eateI'Is" " fleld that has l°tg 
r«» i 3 natural monopoly with 
regulation supposedly serving as t-h*> 
gate for market forces is„nt surro-
a simple matter. Ho^efu^y thP 8 ^ s." sr.™ ™*j:» 
s;S?eUmsd,theaintain' """e^ro/Ivr 
shou?dSbe able": fLT^ Sale—. ̂o 
many businesses and Indus^"""h™8 

in^h^FCC's^C18^'"011 Un D°Cket No.ei8920 
the services he^etoT In<,Uiry' etC') »*th ' 
exist 7™ heretofore provided by the 
existing carriers. Thev ran „„ j L"e 
UP shop and attract subLrfh bt °pen 

diverted from AT&T and We s t e perhaf>S 

more of them seeking meansofs ^ 
unmet needs. I think ,-w„ satisfying 
how the new carriers „i °n 13 "0t 

for a small corner of the fvefa / "cC°mPe1lng 

txons market, but how the exis ln»Comnlunica-
will respond. The issue i! w 8 carriers 
do-and what the regulatory ?hat.theT 
the Department of Justice wi 11//S / °S 

by way of competitive response. ^ d°" 

The Commission has said the exist! 
carriers can particinate in h existing 
specialized services » ""i/" f°r 

ticipation is not a burden 33 thelr Par~ 
cantly detrimental to th/r// °r Sl8nlfi- 7 
But how does one tell itth. "if1,'?1'6*'"7 

m eet competition are k A o rts to 
Again, the Commission's^ "dlr r l  
the listing carriers may deparT/*3 

nationwide prices based nn uniform 

tion, and goes on to say tha/it c°°>Peti-
mi.ssion s intention "to permit th " C°m~ 
carriers to price their compe Im' existing 
vices in a fashion that »??? fT® Ser~ 
and reasonably reflect er fea1lstically 

that are inherent advanta8as, 
operations of those carriers » f?1"?1 and 

supplied) . wen, how is ' CoJfmph 33 ls 

the Commission going 

--- all easting carrier's new 
competitive rate reflects legitimate economic 
advantages which it enjoys, or is made pos, . 

onlyby cross-subsidization out of the 
till ™°"°Poly revenues? And the Commis
sion said there should not be anv 'oror^n 
umbrella' for the new entrants oT'anv a^tl 

cial bolstering of operations that cannot 
succeed on their own merits' " n. - cannot 

the Commission know whether a speclall"ed car 

an established carrier is seeking „ " 
" '• v-uny t'.: 

'.mill i: " 

of millions of dollars^ eve'^^e^rfror""?'6 

secure monopoly operations' T a ? *' 
the Commission's sinceriff'i V"' d°ubt 

existing carriers to P authorizing the 
an Intention to see to fr'ff °r "Pt^sing 
tion is fair but I ' th<,t thelr c°»Petl-
the tools the c™ fV® 8°me conce™ about 

with and about the eneed ̂  d° th* J°b 

With which it can act effectiveness 

I]l^SH^aiSnls_Past H.ndlins 
Compe t i 11 ve * 

in dealing withSpfob 1^d noticeable success 
Past. Let us conlid V thl£ klnd In the 

the same ten or e 1 e 6" ' case of Telpak and 
which it has been in^o]5^" °f 1Icl8ation in 
b°ry ls revealing and ' ' thi"k lts his" 
ening. 8 nd ""ore than a bit fright-

for private microwaf^op all°cated frequencies 
the face of the °"a oper,t i,ons in 1959 —in 

tion from the exist! °f conc erted opposi-
mounted in Docket Nooofriera as they later 
dantly fearful that sn«t""AT'T was evi-
line customers miohf5006 °* itS larSer private 
build private system/^CCl their service and 
fore fiied a new serf/ F °Wn * Ic there-
Te lp ak , „hich u r po r t ed*r °f 3 1 "8 called 

munications in a dlf provide bulk com-
was found actually t?/' broad bandwidth, but 
repricing ordinarf simP1y a method of 
Telpak A offered I df/3"6 Une clrcuits. 
voice channels betw<= SCOUnt to users of 12 
Telpak B, C and n tW° Pointa. while 

counts to users of 24°Vfined lncreasi"8 dis
respect ively. In f~' 60 and 240 channels, 

w1P3k D cross-section * dlSCOUnt °« a 
channel rate. 8ection was 85Z of the single 

they were hur/fn^ c,ompetitors alleged that 
relief ln 1961 Qr a® ed the Commission for 

it and Other manufactnr Motorola said that 
wave equipment were ̂  °f prlv"e micro-
attractive rates offerfd86d because the very 
moved any incentiff ff" C° lar«e "»rs re-7 

/"Sbructi°n and operatln°StfCSSCS' f°r the 

AT&T hS tSrn Uni°n. whifh haf hP/Vate Sy3tens-
AT&T by offering a Tel, had to follow 
alleged that it had losf m//1" °f ltS °Wn' 

t millions of dollars 
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ln revenues due to diversion of Its 
to Bell, or due to its repricing of facilities 
it had previously been furnishing its cus
tomers at higher rates. These parties alleged 
that Telpak involved discrimination against 
the small users of private line ssrvica, who 
were still charged the old, higher rates for 
their circuits, while the large users were 
getting comparable circuits at the dlacounted 

rates. 

The FCC designated the matter for hear
ing. That is its normal method of proceeding, 

and one expressly authorized by the Communica
tions Act. However, in recent years this 
procedure has often involved terribly long, 
expensive and often inconclusive hearings, 
so that it is not really adequate to the needs 
of the Commission, injured competitors, or 
the public. 

In 1964 the Commission Issued a decision 
in the Telpak case. It found that Telpak 
and the regular private line offerings were, 
indeed, "like services," that Bell had not 
shown any savings ln connection with Telpak 
to justify its lower rates; and that the 
rates were therefore discriminatory. Since 
the Act prohibits discrimination, that might 
seem to have been the end of the matter. 

The Doctrine of Competitive Necessity 

But Bell claimed that its Telpak fates 
were justified by "competitive necessity," 
a vague concept which I don't think the 
Commission has ever defined. The Communica
tions Act really bars only "unjust or un
reasonable discrimination," and apparently 
some utility commission, at some point now 
lost in antiquity, decided that discrimina
tion is not "unjust or unreasonable" If it 
is practiced in order to hold business in 
the face of competitlon--hence the name, 
"competitive necessity," I really think 
this was, and is, a false and pernicious 
concept. A common carrier is usually pro
tected from competition because it is believed 
that this will permit it to generate economies 
of scale, with resulting savings to the 
public. So one would think that a well-run 
telephone company, with hundreds or thousands 
of channels between a pair of points, would 
be able to provide private line circuits, 
whether singly or in quantities, at rates 
lower than anyone else not enjoying compara 
ble economies of scale. If not, then it 
would appear that the company is not the 
most efficient, lowest cost supplier of sue 
service and should concentrate its resources 

in areas where it is more efficient. 

But the doctrine has won some me"u" 
of acceptance, and the Commission app e 

in the Telpak case. It first concluded that 
there was no competitive necessity for e P 
A and B, because it didn't think anyone "°u 

build a private microwave system to han 
only 12 or 24 private line circuits. u. . e 

decided—without adequate analysis, ttore ' 
although I voted for the result—that i i ' s 
was a competitive threat that »°»® ° op more 

customers with requirements tor in y 

voice circuits might build their own 
unless AT&T offered attractively low ra 

to hold their business. 

I say the analysis was inadequate because 
we simply accepted AT&T's assertion that it 
had to keep its private line business, without 
scrutinizing that claim. For example, we did 
not consider the possibility--which I believe 
to be fact—that the company was, and is, un
der such pressure to expand its basic switched 
services that it never had any significant 
surplus capacity which it had to dispose of at 
bargain rates, and that it could, therefore, 
have used any vacated channels for switched 
service—and would have earned more for its 
shareholders than it did by continuing to 
devote them to private line use, at bulk rate 

dis counts. 

Rates Must Be Compensatory 

In any event, the Commission conluded 
that Telpak C and D were competitively neces 
sary—but that didn't close the case either. 
The aeency said that even if the rates meet 

h-lrsi'tn a.;! 
a*::-,:-: 

should have been cancelled.. ̂ Th g ̂  

has'still nob -solved th4 question of whether 

the Telpak rates are compensatory. 

ffr!t considered the ques-
The Commission firs original case, 

tion in further hearful!-scale 
Then in 1965 it beg rateS) and announced 

stigation of A ratemaklng principles investigation ratemaking principles 
" i°Ua in tha? proceeding for evaluat-

and standards in tha th£ rate levels 
that 
and stanaaiu= „mon2 the rate leveia 
ing the relationship amogce9. Although 

for the C°mP*ny* ring (dealing with rate base, 
Phase I of the he r di c t i onal separa-
rate of return, and .] promptly, Phase IB 
tions) was comple., the ratemaking issues 
which was to consider of conflicting 
became bogged down i Flnally the Commis-
theories and pes^19gg, that it could noP 
sion concluded, in " 'ln the abstract, but 
resolve these questi context of par 

ticular rates. 1 f principles agree 
r-nvinz a statement or P lved nothing — 

to?by P a r t i e s — which rea controversy 

i j l i i T " . " " " ' - * * " " 1 1  

increase in the Telp have been two 
slnce-so apparentl^^ 

itself , recognized that^ ̂  there> 
Be ' i phe matter is to cross-sub-b.U'* i9'° r";r" 
for increased Teiecommunicat1 ^ 
monopoly Message ^ PCC institut ̂  
Which were add January 1971. resoive 

ceeding is since the p „ant lower 
all these <lu" large users, «h° lng to 

i:;;:rr:t:..r«-nfSi«"c^x"bei i'v"even 

justify 
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those rates are too low and Involve subsidy, 
but it got into the proceeding only toward 
the end. So only the Commission's staff has 
represented a position throughout the case 
which is possibly adverse to the concept of 
discounted rates for bulk users. The recor 
may be closed in the near future, but a final 
decision is probably still a year away. 

X think that part of the problem is 
that on one is really certain what "compen
satory" really means. It seems to imply, 
at the very least, that the rates for a given 
offering must "cover the costs of providing 
the service," plus some return or profit on 
the plant investment used in rendering it. 
But, again, the question is "What are the 
relevant costs?" For years AT&T said that 
its rates should be tested on the basis of 
fully allocated costs. But when it was re
quired in 1965 to make a fully allocated 
cost study of all its services at once, this 
showed that it was earning only .3 of 1% on 
Telpak, as compared to about 10% on WATS. 
It then announced that fully allocated costs 
were not the significant measure. It has 
propounded a number of theories since, and 
is now urging, in Docket No. 18128, that the 
true test is long range incremental cost, 
incorporated in a new "burden theory" pro
pounded by one of its economic experts. As 
noted above, when the Commission instituted 
Docket No. 19129 in January, 1971, to evalu
ate the largest request for increased inter
state rates in Bell's history, it raised 
issues as to whether those increases will 
burden MTS and whether Bell is using its 
monopoly revenues to cross-subsidize its 
competitive services. But it put these 
questions in Docket No. 18128, which has 
posed some very real procedural problems. 

The terms "burden" and "cross-subsidy" 
are somewhat new in the regulatory lexicon. 
They do not appear in the Communications Act 
and are not clearly defined. But it would 
seem that rates which "burden" the users of 
another service give an "undue or unreason
able preference" to the users of the favored 
service, and subject the users of the other 
service to "undue or unreasonable prejudice 
or disadvantage"--and these practices are 
barred by the Act. Similarly, "cross-sub
sidization" of competitive rates would seem 
to be a form of predatory pricing which the 
Commission can reach under its mandate to 
enforce the antitrust laws. There is no 
doubt that AT&T has enormous revenues from 
its secure monopoly operations which make 
it possible for it to subsidize its competi
tion with the new specialized carriers—who 
have no comparable collateral resources. The 
problem which faces the new carriers and the 
FCC is to be able to tell if and when the 
Company crosses the line from potential 
to actual subsidization. And Western Union, 
on a smaller scale, has some potential for 
corss-subsidy. So the old saying can be 
paraphrased, for the specialized carriers, 
to read "Eternal vigilance is the price of 

survival." 

What Will Be the Existing Carriers' 
Response to New Competition? 

MCI is concerned about the existing car
riers' competitive response. In the face of 
the mere prospect of competition, AT&T in
stituted its experimental series 11,000 ser
vice, announced that it would construct a 
functionally discrete but physically inte
grated digital network serving sixty cities 
by late 1973, and just last fall it announced 
a "new development by Bell Labs which would 
permit it "to handle all the requirements for 
digital data service up through about 1977 on 
our existing radio systems." Meanwhile, it 
has been negotiating with the parties to 
Docket No. 18128 in an effort to settle the 
case and develop a new bulk rate private line 
service to replace Telpak. Western Union has 
developed its Datacom service and announced 
its own plans for a data network. And on 
April 6, 1972, it filed tariff changes re
ducing its rates for voice and medium speed 
data channels between Chicago and St. Louis 
by from 14 to 32%, thereby matching MCI's 
rates for comparable service. This is the 
first instance of abandonment of nationwide 
average pricing by an existing carrier, and 
the Commission, on a protest by MCI, has set 
the matter for hearing. Thus it is clear that 
whether it represents an efficient use of 
their facilities and serves the interests of 
their shareholders or not, the existing car
riers do intend to take advantage of the Com
mission's statement that they can compete 
fully in the specialized communications mar
ket. Our concern is whether they will also 
comply with the injunction to compete fairly— 
and whether the FCC can detect and correct 
unfair pricing or other practices, if any, in 
which they may engage. 

The Procedural Dangers 

Our problem is complicated by the fact 
that, in most cases, carriers can file any 
tariffs they please and the Commission, if it 
doubts their lawfulness, can only suspend 
them for ninety days and put them into a 
hearing. But that hearing may take years to 
complete, and can be very time-consuming and 
costly for a specialized carrier which is not 
in a position to pass its expenses on to a 
large class of users. And since the concepts 
discussed above are still in a state of flux, 
such proceedings can be very frustrating and 
inconclusive. We have urged the Commission 
aggressively to enforce its new rules re
quiring more detailed showings in support 
of tariff filings. We have supported its 
proposal requiring advance approval before 
new services can be put into effect. We have 
asked it to deal with one problem—the resale 
of AT&T's communications capacity by unregu
lated third parties under the joint user pro
visions of the carrier's private line tariff— 
by rule making. We feel that it must reject 
tariffs which are designed to block or destroy 
competition unless they clearly show that the 
rates are justified in terms of the proper 
costs. And we would like the Commission to 
experiment with expedited rate hearings, and 
to make greater use of its authority to en
force antitrust policy in these matters. 
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In short, we Chink that the FCC acted 
In Docket No. 18920 In a most forward looking 
way, by authorizing a whole new competitive 
conaunlcatIons industry in one small corner 
of the overall field. But we think that it 
is going to have to be very aggressive and 
verv imaginative in its procedures if it is 
to insure that the competition it has found 
to be in the public interest will really 
have • chance to come into being, get room 
and time to grow, and become a significant 
factor in serving the public's exploding 
coBBunlcatlons needs. 

What is Full and Fair Competition? 

The Commission is going to have to make 
clear what it meant by "full and fair compe
tition." That phrase la subject to a number 
of interpretatlona; or perhaps I should say 
that it is the object of a number of sub^. 
jactiva conetruetiona. I would not want 
to impute any aangulnary motives to my oppo
site numbara In the Ball System, for instance, 
but there is a certain chop-licking rhythm 
to aone of their recent statements. 

William Ellinghaus, President of New 
fork Telephone Company, told the Conference 
on the Revolution of Business Information 
in August 1970s "The grand old monopoly I 
work for la in fact a highly competitive out 
fit and I don't think anybody need worry 
about our ability to take care of ourselves 

in fast company." 

As Vice Chairman of the AT&T Board, John 

deButte t#14 kk« l|m» Tork ° FCcCfLds] 
Analysts in October 1971: If ltne ,r.r_ 
it in the public interest to open up « 

nloal equipment and right with us 
to competition, then it s, all g 
so long .. • • the ground •rules are the 

.... for .11 ' * * 'Bern's ability 
least doubt about the Bell by (t 
to give a good account of itseit. 

A little more bul 1 ishly""°jLC°JjeBu11s 
was now Chairman of the Board--Mr. 
told the ATAT annual meeting in hp*" 
"Hake no mistake about it, °" r  l o w e r —than 
lower--ln most cases, a whole lo ^ choose 
those of the new carriers, a rates 
to price on . r o u t . -by-route i-^® mlle 

vould be lower too on just "b° ionwide 

of the routes proposed. But n tox in 

average pricing has been a through-
extending high quality »»» ^^°9M11 
out this great country of our^ ̂  under_ 
towns as well as large- a without 
standably reluctant to a a must, 
sufficient occasion. However, if 

vt will." «... 
would particularly worry me £on on the 
they really reflected .« the new 
part of their authors that ug_ but 
carriers would engage in g ln this 

autually beneficial, compe believe, to 
new market. But much closer, ark John 
Bell's view of the future ™*te at a 
deButts made as Chairman 1972: 
pre., conference on February 16, 

Role of Competition 

Competition posed by new, smaller companies, 
especially in the data transmission business, 
doesn't bother me in the slightest." 

I'm afraid the thought of competition 
doesn't bother him because he doesn't really 
believe there will be any significant compe
tition. There will be no "new, smaller 
companies" to compete with--at least not many 
and not for long. Competition, that wild 
idea of the Commission, will die before it 
can really begin! 

I think the truth of the matter is that 
the Bell System can't really tolerate the 
thought of competition in its domain. Its 
people genuinely consider competition to be 
disruptive and contrary to the public inter
est. In their view, I'm inclined to believe, 
to be anti-competitive is not merely to be 
pro-Bell, but is actually to be pro bono 
publico. The fundamental operating principle 
of the Bell System seems to be that there is 
no communication service that any subscriber 
might reasonably require that the Telephone 
Company cannot provide. While there is no 
corresponding commitment to provide it when 
the public wants it, or at rates the public 
considers reasonable, the Bell people remain 

us: uû i: 
around to doing so. 

John deButts put it this wayin his first 
inference as Chairman-designate, 

press conference position that we have 
"Well let me repeat the posi ,alized 

taken in connection ^ ̂  actually we 
common carriers being provided 
believe that the S"V face o£ the statements 
today." Thus, in parties in Docket No. 
by more than a Pliers' service 
18920 that the e*^ti ® deButts holds fast 
has been inadequate.pMr^ ^ ̂  

to the view tha carriers, 
for the new competitiv 

• I'm sure competition al
io AT&T's view, t h e  s e r v i c es 

so seems disr "P'^ " companies propose to 
and terminals the ne^ redundant> Bell pro-
offer are regarde them to survive for 
bably does not "P" ce. But during their 
long in 

the marketplace. fchat they 
brief existence, Bel g ^ay £rom its 

,11 have drawn cu Lines Depart-
operating companies ^  t j >  f  i n  

ment. When these • the panaceas they 
the competition s se they must 
had hoped for--.- »e££ and demand serv e, 
t h e y  will return to reguiators will 
.rhich Federal and process 
whicn r provide. ln e disrupt 

u:.1-" 
r Lutus*" 

bottom of th d lsruptive, the 

"•""" new c o m p e t i t i v  
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no longer survive. As they close down, they 
cast employees on the job market, fall to meet 
their debts, cancel contracts on which sup
pliers had relied, and so on through succes
sive rounds of economic cause-and-effect. 
The net result is a dislocation of the econo
my without, in Bell's view, any offsetting 

public benefit. 

Isn't it, then, the Bell people must 
feel, much better to halt this prodigal and 
pernicious process before it starts? And 
this can be done very subtly, while seeming 
to welcome and praise the competition. The 
new company line seems to go something like 
this: Competition is unnecessary and harm
ful, but if we have to have it, then we are 
overjoyed about the whole thing. Mr. H. I. 
Romnes, Bell's immediate past Board Chairman, 
has said: "I already sense—from the imagin
ation and zest with which our competitive 
response is being shaped . . . that . . . 
(competition) is going to be good for our 
business and good for the public. And Mr. 
deButts has announced that "Competition kind 
of puts us on our toes. It puts us in a 
position where we learn better marketing 
m e t h o d s  . . . "  

From these—and the somewhat more 
sanguinary quotations cited above can be 
gleaned the following between-the-lines as
sertions: "Now is the wrong time to move, 
Mr. Customer, just when we're ready to make 
those changes you've wanted all along. 
You'll be disappointed if you pull your 
marbles out now. Only we are big enough to 
take care of you. And anyway, how long are 
those guys going to be around?" 

Conclusion 

There would clearly be nothing wrong 
with these implied promises of new wonders 
to come--if they were really credible. 
But Bell has had something of a history of 
announcing new services with great fanfare, 
and then delivering them belatedly, or in 
greatly reduced quality. Picturephone was 
to have been the great achievement of the 
'forties; data transmission, the breakthrough 
of the 'fifties; electronic switching, the 
miracle of the 'sixties; and now data net
working is the watchword for the 'seventies. 
That delivery of these services is running 
a little behind schedule says less about 
inadequacies at Bell Labs or Western Electric 
than it does about the lack of the competi
tive urgency, until recently, needed to stimu
late prompt and sustained action toward the 
implementation of these noble goals. 

But what may be accomplished by this 
simple strategem is the impoverishment of 
competition before it can really develop. 
Potential customers who might have turned to 
the competitive services may be dissuaded 
or intimidated from doing so. Likely in
vestors in the new ventures will perhaps 
foresee even greater risks than their invest
ment philosophies will support. Normally 
available pools of capital can dry up. State 
regulators may increasingly question the 
viability of competition as a concept, and 

ponder the possible impact on separations, 
or local exchange rates, or other matters 
which concern them. And before you know it, 

it can all be over! 

This, then, is the peril which may, or 
may not, extinguish the promise of competi

tion in communications. 

The promise is that if the Commission 
can generate and maintain full competition 
and can keep it completely fair, then the 
public may judge and choose, on the basis of 
comparative performance, between the es
tablished carriers and the purveyors of new 
services. Hopefully, then, both groups 
of competitors will be stimulated to provide 
innovation, flexibility, reliability, economy 
and improved quality for the customer. 

But that there is peril is equally clear-
and that is the danger that if the Commis
sion is not vigilant and creative in per
forming its regulatory functions, competition 
in communications may never fully come into 

existence . 

1  Specialized Common Carrier Services, First 

Report and Order, Docket No. 18920, 29 
F.C.C. 2d. 870, at 915 (1971). 

^ See, for example, Mathison and Walker, 
Computers and Telecommunications: Issues 
in Public Policy, Prentice-Hall, Inc. 
(1970; Walker and Mathison, "Specialized 
Common Carriers," Telephone Engineer and 
Management, October 15, 1971. 

^ Microwave Communications. Inc., 18 F.C.C. 

2d 953 . 

4 Specialized Common Carrier Services, 
Notice of Inquiry to Formulate Policy, 
Notice of Proposed Rule Making, and Order, 
24 F.C.C. 2d 318. 

5 Note 1, op• cit. 

6  Id. at 915. 

^ Id• This and the other statements quoted 
or paraphrased below are from Paragraphs 
89 and 90 of the Commission's First Report 
and Order in Docket No. 18920. 

8  Telpak, 37 F.C.C. 1111. 
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COMPETITION IN THE FIELDS OF COMPUTERS AND 
COMMUNICATIONS IN JAPAN 

Yasuo Makino, Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications, Tokyo, Japan 

1. Preface 

In modem societies, it is essential to make the 
benefits of technological progress equally available 
to as many people as possible for the achievement of 
pesos and prosperity of mankind. Policy makers should 
set their tT%M̂ * of establishing a social system to this 
end. Japan pursues the policy that competition under 
a denser at ic social system on an international scale 
•ust be carried on so as to enoourage worldwide techno-
econouic progress and social development. 

This paper starts from this standpoint in dis
cussing the role of competition in Japanese computer-
ooamunications. 

2. The Need for International Cooperation 

The progress of both current remote access data 
processing and electrical communication is based on a 
nunber of remarkable technological developments in 

electronics. 

The coverage of systems recently developed is 
increasing from a local to a nationwide scope and stil 
further to an International one. This lea > 
need tor international relationships in many fields in 

order to achieve • 

1) Free exchange of technological information, 

2) Establishment of international technical 

standards. 

In the telegraph and telephone 
have already been successfully madethroughCClT 
activities and have played an important role 
developing a global communication system. 

Areas and Conditions of Competition 

Although it is self-evident nl^OTi^kind °f 
enerally promotes economic deve^op ,n'order to ensure 
egulatory measures may be n applied to 
air cx-petition However they shoul^ 
he minimum extent possible, 
ill be: 

1) Assurance of security, „_rvotition, and 
2) Elimination of exce^® competition in 
3) Prevention of unnecessary ,^aily 

public utilities which are natural y 
Monopolistic in nature. 

Therefore, areas of competition may be limited to 

the following: 

1, Competition in' 

% SSSS;, withir^restricted local areas. 

Because of its natural monopolV ̂ ^2"" 

~~n*etition can exlst' 

Protection of privacy and satisfactory operation 
of the system are ensured by regulations. 

4. Competition in the Fields of Data Processing and 
Telecommunications 

Marked distinctions exist between data processing 
and telecommunications. However, in the field of 
remote access data processing systems, where telecom
munication forms an integral part of the system, it is 
difficult to draw a clear demarcation line between the 
two and treat them as distinct systems. 

In Japan, the same manufacturers supply hardware 
for both systems, and the common carrier is allowed to 
provide both services. Therefore, we Japanese are 
likely to have a similar concept of remote access data 
processing and telecommunications in the technology. 

Research and Development (RSD) 4.1 

the development of a large system. 

o i amp-scale system, the develop-
When developing * ™ĥ terLtic of natural 

ment activity itsel _ , consideration will 
monopoly. This ̂  compatibility of the system 
necessarily be given t is conducted by a 
components, even when P formance of a system will 

have91: SafS™ later-developed systems. 

In Japan, such development wo^in o^uter-

communications enterprise. Therefore, 
achieved m a sing P national project, avoiding 
it is being taken * scale ^ng enterprises, 
competition on a nati 

oae telecommunications equipment 
A number of Japâ !f^ted with NTT, the cordon 

manufacturers have col telecommunications 
carrier in Japan :Eor d°^Iscale systems such as 
service, in developing 1*« system designed 
DIPS, a large-scale data p ^ DEX; ̂  eiec 
especially for remote acc ̂  ̂ ̂ be used as an 

tronic "switching International network as 

^rifif^national or local networks. 
W of the DIPS project 

one of the pri^object^ ^ will 

iS ̂ noTonty^n NTT but also £ ̂0̂ tries. Main be used not onxy ^ japan other 

business aization are: 
items of stanaox and 

1) Machine i^erface, 

2) fo^international use. 

The iatter was proposed at ^^T^Ttltel 19^ • 

other countries 
progress. 
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The characteristics of DIPS are shown in Figure 1, 

in which a comparison is made with the IBM 370/165 com
puter system. 

In the development of a large-scale system in the 
field of data processing and telecommunications, compe
tition is possible and also effective only on an 
international scale. Furthermore, I'd like to stress 
that international cooperation on standardization is a 
necessary condition in order to make a huge inter-
national system. 

As far as terminal equipment and mini-computers 
are concerned, maximum creativity and innovation can be 
encouraged only if free competition is maintained. 
However, standardization is required at the point of 
connection, when such equipment is connected to a large 
system and workable as a subsystem. Competition m 
development and interface standardization may be viewed 
as two opposite sides of the development of huge 
sys terns. 

4.2 Manufacturing 

Free competition is the underlying principle on 
which the manufacturing of equipment for data process
ing and telecommunications is based. Although equipment 
supplied to NTT is purchased at the same price from 
many manufacturers, competition is encouraged with 
respect to quality. Similar competition with respect 
to quality exists among manufacturers which supply 
computers to NTT. 

In order to maintain competition in the manufacture 
and sales aspects of the equipment on an international 
scale, it is necessary to discourage unfair competition 
so that all interested parties stand on an equal footing. 
In the case of DIPS and DEX either on a national or 
international scale, competition is likely to occur 
regarding system quality. 

4.3 Telecommunications Service 

Telecommunications service is an integrating 
enterprise because of its inherent nature of serving 
as wide a sector of the general public as possible and 
because of its high capital investment. Let us focus 
our attention on the fast advancing data transmission 
field, and particularly on the digitalization of trans
mission media. In Japan, PCM systems constitute 20% of 
the total carrier transmission systems. Application of 
PCM systems to long-distance transmission is now under 
way, utilizing multiplexing techniques of higher-order 
PCM signals (see Figure 2). This is based on the 
following reasons: 

1) Digital systems provide a more suitable 
means of signal transmission than con
ventional analog systems when transmitting 
video or data signals. 

2) Guided millimeter wave and laser trans
mission systems are now at the laboratory 
stage of development. 

3) Marked progress in solid-state devices 
has made reliable and economical digital 
modulation and regeneration of signals 
feasible. 

Greater advantage will be obtained if telephone 
and data signals are sent over the same transmission 
path than will be obtained if the path is separated 
for transmission of data signals only. 

From the foregoing discussion, it is expected 
that, in the near future, data transmission service 

will be provided by efficient drgxtal Systems and that 
It will be possible to transmit telephone, data and 
video signals over such digital transmission media. If 
digitized signals are economically switched through by 
time-division switching systems, an integrated network 

will be realized. 

In Japan, since high-density telecommunication 
facilities are concentrated only between large cities, 
active competition cannot be expected in the fi.eld of 
data transmission service, as compared with 

States. 

However, Japan and the United States are closer 
together in their policies regarding interconnection 
to the telephone network. In Japan, restrictions on 
the use of foreign attachments to the telephone network 
were lifted by the recent revision of the Public Tele
communication Law, thus allowing various competitors to 
seek approval for interconnection of their equipment if 
it meets the specified requirements. 

4.4 Remote Access Data Processing Services 

In the remote access data processing field, I 
believe that competition is desirable. Therefore, 
common carriers may also be admitted to this field as 
long as competition is maintained. NTT can provide 
remote access data processing service on a separate 
financial accounting basis from the general telecommun
ications service. NTT is a Public Corporation whose 
budget and installation plans are subject to the 
approval of the National Diet. Whenever unfair compe
tition exists between NTT and private companies, it 
could be judged by the general public. 

In view of the growing scale of remote access data 
processing systems, it is anticipated that, in Japan, 
distinctions between service areas of NTT and private 
companies will be gradually clarified. A nationwide-
scale remote access data processing system will be 
developed and provided by NTT, while local or special 

. purpose small-scale projects will be implemented by 
private companies. 

NTT and KDD, as Common Carriers, are capable of 
taking responsibilities in providing either nationwide 
or international systems, with DIPS as an effective 
tool for achieving this purpose. 

In this respect, it is desired to encourage free, 
fair competition on an international scale. 

5. Summary 

The foregoing describes the effects of competition 
and factors influencing competition in the fields of 
remote access data processing and telecommunications, 
which can be summarized as follows: 

1) The development of large-scale systems and 
the provision of remote access data processing 
service on a national or international scale 
should be encouraged by fair competition among 
big businesses. For this purpose, fair 
activities and security must be maintained 
and international cooperation toward standard
ization becomes a more important matter. 

2) No competition will be expected in the field 
of telecommunications service, including data 
transmis sion. 

3) Competition should also be encouraged in the 
equipment manufacture and sales activities on 
as wide a scale as possible, but in harmony 
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Ro\e of Competition 

the national interest. This requires 
mdardiration of system components or 
terfaoes as thoroughly as possible. 

» provision of remote access data processing 
rvioe should be based upon competition, 
jardless of system sire, either on a 
clonal or international scale. 

FIGURE 1 

Comparison of DIPS and 

IBM System/370 Model I65 

Equipment Feature DIPS 
IBM System/370 

Model 165 

Multiprocessor Max 4 CPUs Not Available 

CPU Average Instruction 
Execution Time 

0.63 yMS 0.5 

Operational Registers 36 20 

Number of Instructions 160 163 

Interrupt levels 8 5 

Number of Timers 4 2 

Looal Memory 
(Buffer storage) 

8 or 16 KB 
100 ns 

8 or 16 KB 
80 ns 

Pain Memory Capacity 1 - 16 MB O.5 - 3 MB 
Pain Memory 

Cyole time 2 /<S 

IO 

CM 

Paging 
4 KB/P 
Logical Space 

256 MB 

Not Available 

Memory protection Ring level 
Access Restric
tion 

Key-Lock 

Max 12 

Channel 

Communication 
Control Unit 

Kumber of Channels 

Total through-put 

Number of CCUs 

Number of lines 

Max 96 

Max 72 MB/S 

Max 36 

256/CCU 

Max 8 MB/S 

7 

176 ? 
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Hierarchy 

Transmission medium 100 Mb /s 
new pair cat 

32Mb/s 
new pair ca 

PCM-16M 
(16Mb/s) (1968) 

PCM-24CH 
(1.5Mb/s) (1965)1 

400 Ms/s * 
five level 

transmission 
Coaxial cable 

IPCM-120X n multi | | 
fllevel transmission | 

PCM-24X/J multi 
level transmission FDM band transmission 

400 MB 
4 ph 

Waveguide 
Sub-mm wave 
200 MB. 4 ph 

I Sub-mm wave 
l 400MB. 4ph 

Wireless transmission 

CODEC 

(1,5Mb/s) 

(8Mb/s) 
Voice 120 CH 
FDM SG 1CH 

(lOOMb/s) r FDM SG4CH 
» MG1CH 

MPX Multiplexer and demultiplexer 
I : Further study Present study I 

1 

800 Mb/s 

Progress of PCM transmission systems in Japan-
FIGURE 2 

I 1 
I 1 6Gs/s multi | 

f jievel transmission) 

CTV 1 CH 12TV-TelCH 
FDM-SG12CH 

« MG3CH 
« SMG1 CH 

"cmCH 40~48 TV-Te7j_ 
FDM SMG 3CH 

(400Mb/s) 
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INTERCONNECTION : IMPACT ON COMPETITION - CARRIERS 
AND REGULATION 

William H. Melody, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, U.S.A. 

Samoary 

Efficient Interconnection ts crucial to the 
effective Implementation of virtually all public poli
cies opening competitive opportunities In communica
tion.. Interconnection has been at Issue since the 
earliest day. of telephony and restrictions played a 
key role In building the existing monopoly structure 
In both .ervlce ̂ 'equipment markets. The history of 
the Interconnection Issue demonstrates that it has 
uays been an economic and not a technical one, based 
upon market protection and not protection from harm. 

Since the Carterfone decision, new markets 
have been opened, a new Industry created user facili
ty and service options expanded, and no demonstrab 
"harm" to the system created. Vet market response 
ha« not been as xreat as expected because of the de 
lay. in Implementing tjlTJ.crfODC and the obstruction st 
tactic. Of the Bell System. Contrary to common belief, 
the c.rierfone decision signalled the beginning 
Interconnection policy debate at a new eve 8tand-
resolutIon of the Issue. A. the Interconnection stand 
ards and certification Issues move closer toward res 
let ion, developments In the Independent t"™1™•<**•> 
ment and Interconnect segments of the mar 
supplemented by growth In carrier ^erconne 
tlon with new specialized carriers, an 
communications-based service Industry. 

Interconnection Is an area where monopoly power 

Ths*r*» <tt a serious problem that tecnnitai 

be created as economic bar'*?r" Successful 
former Interconnection tariff resi~.lcv will require su. 

Ices and equipment markets. 

1. Introduction 

More than at any tine a*"" 'iiCyUJa confront-
century, telecommunications publi p y couid 
ed with Issues of competition and ̂ nopoly 

bring fundamental n communications industry 
munlcations markets and th „rtunities for altering 
1„ significant part, these the industry 
the enormous degree of monopo^^^.ction, in-
have occurred because of th, 8 between the compu-
terrelatlonship and interdepen The collision 
ter and telecommunications industry, operating in a 
between a dynamic co«P«" technological and 
virtually continuous state monopoiy that has 
market change, and a stable g mam.facturing and con-
been insulated from ̂  estion the applicabil-
sumer services has called^nt reguiatory 
lty of the entire spectrum „„mtminications environ-
pollcies to the new computer- ^ the federal Com
ment. 1 Over the past ^ engaged in a com-
munications Commission AODlicability of tradi-
prehensive evaluation of the PP^ aUernative opportu-
tlonal public policies i g Commission, 
nities that have been opened to 

The first in a series of recent landmark FCC^ 
policy decisions opening opportunities in communications 

<n the Carterfone case, June 27, 1968. In this 
decision, thTToTf^d Bell System tariff restrictions 

aealnst "foreign attachments" unreasonable, unlawful 

Z discriminaforily applied against the de-
vice In its decision the Commission went beyond the 
Carterfone device itself and addressed the principle of 

interconnection as follows: 

. . . O a r  conclusion here is that a ̂ tomer de

siring to use an interconnecting evice 
;rove the utility to him of both the telephone 

system and a private radio system snould be a 
M to do so, so long as the interconnection 

does not adversely affect the telepnone com-

pany1s operation.3 

Interconnection 

the entire structure o new reg competitive op-

virtual 1 y all public po i lre efficient and ef-
portunities in communications requ^ ̂  ̂ succe3sful. 

fective interconnection if bb ? to new specialized 

Thus, FCC policy d®"sl satellites have emphasized 
common carriers and that local telephone opera-

increasingly the £ with aU long haul carriers 
ting companies inter 
on reasonable bases. 

j -c-ion did not establish spe-
The Carterfone eci ndards £or interconnec-

cific terms, conditions an ̂  ̂ to re.exam. 

tion. Rather, it requ ies and file revised tar-

ine its ^terco^eC\lZ Bell filed modified tariffs 
iffs. In December 1968 ide terminal devices 

that permitted Q) that the customer pur-

subject to t«° c detice'between the customer facili-

chase an i"ter£fCe.^ network; and (2) that Bell sup-
ties and the telephone n devices with the 
ply the network =°ntr°*d ®ndeI1t manufacturers and users 

customer equipment. ££ were not responsive to 
objected that the new tan r> £he FCC permitted 

the Carterfone decision. e££ect on January 1, 1969 , 

the new tariffs 
£°tb°mias°beingCfully respQnslve to the 

without approving 
Carterfone decision. 

, three years since Bell 
It is now more th enough period to 

filed its revised tariffs, -a Ii change! in the com-
-- and the rau the response Assess'the changes, and trie ~;arket s, the response 

petitive nature of communication (par£.cularly the Bell 

tz .rars: 

pS:.. 
dressed in tne new op 
policies ^at attempt 
and other specialize 

markets. 
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TT Hi st-nrical Perspective 

The Evolution of Policy and Practice 

Interconnection has been an issue in communi
cations since long before Carterfone. In fact, it has 
been uniquely tied to the development and structure of 
the communications industry since its infancy. Aft 
the expiration of the basic Bell patents in 1893, 
terconnection restrictions became the fundamental weap
on through which the Bell System monopolized both_the 
ion- distance network and local exchange service in 
selected areas. Together with vertical integration, 
interconnection restrictions enabled Bell tovirtua y 

monopolize the equipment market as well. Thus, th-
monopoly structure of the communications industry wa 
not founded upon public policy determinations that 
such an industry structure was more efficient than al 
ternative, more competitive, industry structures, or 
necessarily in the public interest. Rather, the monop
oly structure was the inherited condition. Bythetim 
the appropriate roles of federal, state and local r g 
latory authority were clearly delineated, theownership 
patterns and industry structure were alreadyestablish: 
ed. Had the earliest state policy maze" £U 

sued the interconnection issue, a markedly ^ifEeren 
industrial structure would likely have developed. 

This conclusion is reinforced by the Carterfone 

decision which stated not simply that Bell's tariff re
strictions against interconnection ware unlawful, but 
that they "have since their inception been, unreason
able, unlawful and unreasonably discriminatory.... 
In retrospect it would appear that the communications 
industry has been structured, at least in sigm 1 
part by the application of unlawful interconnection 
restrictions. Moreover, even though the most recent 
tariff filings by Bell are considerably more liberal 
than those that were replaced, we still do not have a 
public policy determination as to whether they are law 
ful and in accord with Carterfone. 

The interconnection issue was initially ad
dressed at the federal level in 1913 when the Indepen
dent telephone companies, responding to Bell's acca1"" 
ating acquisition program, filed an antitrust complaint 
with the U.S. Attorney General. The intervention o 
the Justice Department led to the Kingsbury Commitment 
under which Bell agreed not to acquire control over any 
competing company and to interconnect the Bell network 
IZl Independent systems if they met Bell System equip

ment standards.7 

It is interesting to note that the Independent 

sector of the telephone industry, for financial and 
other reasons, permitted substantial use of subscriber 
terminals on their lines. But when Bell took over In
dependent companies, Bell's absolute interconnection 
restriction against subscriber furnished terminals was 
applied. In many instances, the terminals remained in 
place but were simply sold back to the telephone com
pany. When necessary, Bell was generally successful 
In eliciting the support of state commissions for this 

policy.8 

At the level of federal regulation, the inter
connection issue rose several times prior to Carterfone^ 

Manufacturers of recording devices sought £ BeU 

from applying its "foreign attachment ta"-" re®"lc 

tion to stop them from selling their products. The 
FCC found in favor of the manufacturers but yielded to 

the position of Bell and the Nation^,^°C^^°jCc 
Railroad and Utility Commissioners (NARUC) thatFCC 
should not impair State Commission freedom of action. 
Therefore, the FCC conditioned its authorization for 

interconnection with customer recording devices by re
tiring that all recorders be equipped with plug-ja-k 
arrangements to enable customer removal during the 

placement of intrastate calls. 

The Hush-A-Phone attachment was a simple, cup
like device that snapped on to the telephone and con
fined the speaker's voice within its 
reducing noise and providing privacy. The ICt sus 
tained Bell's interconnection restriction on grounds 
th" the Hush-A-Phone affects the quality of service 

throughout the telephone network,13 but was 
bv the Court. The Court of Appeals concluded that the 

interconnection restrictions in the tariff are an un
warranted interference with the telephone subscribers 
right to use his telephone in ways which are privately 

beneficial without being publicly detrimental. 

In 1950, manufacturers sought clearance from 

AT&T for the interconnection of their electronic an

swering systems to the Bell network. DeaPlta the 

earlier Recording Devices decision, which had appear 

to establish the right of a telephone 
connect his own recorder, Bell viewed he devices as a 
violation of its tariff. In its decision in the Jor 

daphone case (1954), the FCC rejected the f 

petition on grounds that there was no demonstration of 
demand for the product. "Complainants have not demon
strated the need for this device for interstate tele
phone calls. The Commission has no objection where 
local authorities have determined that a local 

for them exists."12 

Prior to 1959, the Bell System had interconnec

ted with railroad communication systems under private 

contracts outside the tariffs. In 1939 Bell proposed 
to cancel its outstanding contracts with the railroads 
and restrict railroad interconnection rights to those 
special circumstances applicable to right-of-way com
panies. It will be recalled that 1959 was the year of 
the FCC's landmark Above 89013 private microwave deci
sion which permitted private microwave development be
yond those communications uses that could not be me 
by the common carriers and permitted the sharing o 
private microwave systems by certain classes of users, 
including railroads. Thus, Bell's attempt at imposi
tion of its interconnection tariff restrictions on the 
railroads was a competitive response to the railroads 
activity in pressing the FCC for expanded opportuni

ties for private microwave development. 

After an investigation by the FCC and a compre
hensive examination of the issues on both sides, AT&T 
and the railroads negotiated a compromise which was 
accepted by the Commission.14 The compromise agree
ment extended the interconnection rights of the rail
roads to microwave facilities. The FCC did not ad
dress the discriminatory character of the new agree
ment with the railroads. Bell then shifted its com
petitive activity from interconnection to pricing by 
introducing its Telpak private line tariff with rate 
reductions ranging from 51% to 85% of regular private 
line rates but with discriminatory eligibility re
quirements paralleling the FCC's new private microwave 

rules.15 

With the advent of television broadcasting and 
the development of microwave technology, the provision 
of video communications became recognized as an impor
tant communications market in the late 1940's. Under 
Bell's initial tariff, it would not furnish intercity 
video transmission channels to a customer who planned 
to connect such channels either directly or indirectly 
with intercity video channels not furnished by Bell, 
except where Bell did not have the required facilities 
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available. Then interconnection privileges would pre
vail only until Bell was prepared to provide the serv
ice. 

As a common carrier, Western Union had gone a-
head and constructed a microwave system between Pitts
burgh, Washington and Boston. Bell refused to inter
connect and Western Union sought an FCC order to inter
connect the two carrier networks. In the ensuing FCC 
investigation,16 Bell defended its interconnection on 
economic grounds that unrestricted interconnection has 
an adverse economic effect upon the business of the 
carrier and that monopoly supply of the service would 
be the most economical.1' The Commission's decision 
noted that "it is admitted by the Bell System that one 
of the policies underlying the /interconnection/ regu
lations is to discourage development of competition in 
the field."18 

The FCC based its decision reserving the tele
vision transmission market for common carriers on 
grounds of economy in the use of microwave frequencies. 
It upheld Bell's refusal to interconnect with Western 
Union on grounds that the latter had failed to estab
lish a demonstrable need for the services. However, 
the Commission found Bell's interconnection restric
tions to be unlawful in part, and stated that it would 
evaluate proposals for interconnection between 
carriers on an individual proposal basis and determine 
whether the Interconnection was "necessary or desirable 
In the public interest." Recognizing Bell's stated ob
jective of monopolizing the intercity television trans
mission market and the failure of its initial effort at 
marki-i entry, Western Union did not attempt entry again. 

In the FCC's Domestic Telegraph Investigation 
of the early 1960's, Western Union Pet i"°"^,^s  
there be an industry-wide Interchange of facilities 
with full interconnection for all services. DOSsi. 
sponded that Interconnection between triers iS  ̂  
ble, but at an unwarranted price that must be paid in 
terms Of impaired service quality and increase 

19 However, the FCC did not rule on the issue in 
the Telegraph Investigation because Western Union com
promised^ leasing interchange channel. 
The Commission next came to grips with the issu-
Carterfone case. 

Implication, for Current InteggnngctlgnJgaM 

It is apparent from this historical review that 

the direction of past deC^°^"of"oUcy6talhel Ihan 
terconnection issue as a ma Carterfone device, 
as an ad hoc examination of only the Cartertone 

Yet when contrasted with carrier PraCt^£a' i s  

Carterfone policy does ^fJ^^poUcy'and prac-

ulatory and judicial dec l*Ta t  e  uniawful and that 
tions against interconnection e rn , i tted, there was 
expanded interconnection were  app l i ed almost 
little interconnection. lari interpreted the 
as if there had been chan?": „Exceptions to 
Jordaphone and Hush-A^Phgse i nfore lgn  attachments" in 
outright prohibitions interpreted as nar-
the tariffs. The exceptions w- ^  ̂  g t lU  to  re-
rowly as possible and the g - v ided attachments 
fuse to interconnect with custome p 

or systems. 

I, eirOT,t.oc., 

interconnection}  a negotiated agreement limited the 
liberalized interconnection privilege to a select 
group of users while avoiding a decision on the broad 
policy issue. Thus, it is evident that the probable 
consequences of a decision cannot be evaluated on the 
basis of the policy or principle enunciated. The 
policy pronouncement signals the beginning of the bat
tle for change, not the end, as the Carterfone experi
ence has verified. It provides official recognition 
that change is possible. Whether, and to what degree, 
the policy will be implemented depends upon the con
tinuing advocacy of that policy by the regulatory 
agency and those who will benefit from the policy 
change at each stage of implementation. If both par
ties adopt passive roles under the assumption that the 
issue was decided in the policy decision, practices 
will not change significantly. Moreover, the status 
quo has a vested interest in delay. 

The history of the interconnection issue shows 
nuite clearly that it has always been an economic and 
no "a technical one. 2° The fundamental motivation for 
restrictions has been market protection or mo"°P0^a" 
tion. over the years, it has been, P« aps 1 most 
effective anti-competitive weapon in the Bell System s 

rss 
harm. 

Technical problems will arise in the supply 
a" t- or servic that is undertaken without 

any product or ser - standards, or adequate 
planning, the ^Pcoord ination among component sup-
information flow a h ,k ln2  bread or preparing a 
pliers, whether <; ey  " '  have  been  recognized prior 
space probe. This seems problem that was 
to Carterfone as a central to the 
neither unique to communi" ^ The  i s sue  was  plain-
interconnection policy q "£  Because the Car-
ly one of competition^^ ^ un law£ul  interconnection 
terfone decision d f l cial economic weapons 
restrictions that are economic  d3ba te  now has been 
against competition, t  framework of technical 
shifted by the Bell ya  ®a ln t s  and terminology. The 
issues, standards, co on  interconnection will 
result of the preseiit deb,' -  ce r t i f iCation proce-
determine whether - e other terms of engagement 
dures, tariff <=ond i t l°"ximizing or minimizing competi-
a re  to be based uoon maximizing 

tive opportunity. 

tTT Post CartejggneJgSBonsg&c 

• ,  one of the most interesting observa-
Certamly one of f  dec lsion is that 

tions subsequent to __ded interconnection that 
the dire consequence In  retro-
were forecast by Bel  £ ind Bell representatives 
spect, it  is difficul , t i on  in the case as a valid 
Who will defend Bel^'a  P  u  a r t  of the continuing 
one. Apparently, xt wa all to on s 

o'f̂ nipulating blunting 
economic advantage in P would  r educe  the scope 
attempts to change policy ^ The  Qnly  remalning 

_ I r-t m 
of the 

.s to cniu>6- r-- - r_ The only remaining^ 
of  the Company's monopoly P t a r i££  restrictions is 
advocate for the P r e"^a—on  a  monopoly ^dso l°f 
NARUC, which bases its P e i the r  the economic or the 
rather than an analy s^_°„,oh le ro .  However, noteworth alysis of either no teworthy 

w«t. ° f  m 
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Market Response 

Although opportunities for interconnection 
have not been as great and new market development has 
not been as fast as one would have expected following 
Carterfone, we have still seen the formation of a new 
Industry. The variety and diversity of terminal de
vices has expanded enormously. Opportunities for in
novative specialization have been pursued that have not 
only enabled users to make more efficient use of their 
terminals, attachments and computers, but also more ef
ficient use of the telecommunications network. Under 
the new liberalized interconnection policies, the sup
ply side of the market has been more responsive to the 
particular characteristics of consumer demands at re
duced costs to consumers and with benefits to both in
dependent suppliers and the telecommunications common 

carriers. 

The "interconnect" industry, which presently is 
supplying equipment ranging from speaker phones to data 
modems to large private automatic branch exchanges 
(PA3X) is presently installing facilities at a rate of 
more than $100 million annually. Some analysts have 
predicted that the market will grow to $2 billion by 
1980, with a total potential of 6 to 8 billion. 
After 40 months of interconnection, the Bell System had 
furnished 77,000 interconnecting units and entrance^fa-
cilities to private microwave systems in 32 eases. 
A modem suppliers' industry association /^Independent 
Data Communications Manufacturers Association/ has been 
formed. Several tariff surveillance and analysis serv
ices have developed. User telecommunications network 
planning, management and marketing functions are begin
ning to receive detailed examination of a type never 
experienced in the old monopoly market environment. 

Liberalized interconnection has the potential 
to open up as large a telecommunications equipment mar
ket through carrier systems interconnection as through 
terminals and attachments. Existing private microwave 
systems, the competitive development of which has been 
virtually foreclosed by interconnection restrictions 
and most of which are being used only at a fraction of 
their capacity, now have enormously expanded opportuni
ties for development and expansion. Miscellaneous com
mon carriers, which were developed solely to transmit 
television signals from Bell's major intercity routes 
to smaller towns and rural areas, and which previously 
could not send signals into the Bell network because 
of interconnection restrictions, can now compete for 
other markets, including the developing data markets. 
New specialized carriers such as Datran and MCI are 
likely to provide a substantial equipment market for 
independent equipment suppliers that could exceed $1.5 
billion by the early 1980's if forecasted schedules of 
development hold up. 

However, estimates of market size and growth 
rates must be quite uncertain at this stage of develop
ment for several reasons. First, the line of demarca
tion between the protected monopoly portion of the com
munications equipment market and that portion open to 
competitive suppliers has not been clearly drawn. AT&T 
presently has $15 billion invested in equipment on cus
tomers premises. If this were all exposed to competi
tion from the interconnect industry, it would give in
dependent suppliers access to 20% of Bell's present 
equipment and facilities investment and an. even larger 
percentage of network system investment In the future 
when the data, specialized carrier, satellite and in
terconnect markets become more fully developed. The 
process of defining the nature and scope of the inter
connect market as well as the terms and conditions of 

competitive engagement with Bell and the other verti
cally integrated common carriers will be going for 

many years. 

Second, developments in the interconnect market 
will be influenced by regulatory policies in related 
areas such as specialized carrier competition, inter-
service subsidy, vertical integration, undue discrimi
nation and pricing practices. In particular, the ap
plication of policies in these areas to developing 
computer-communication services and the ultimate cri
teria adopted for separating regulated communications 
services from unregulated data processing services 
will be crucial factors.^3 The regulatory rules for 
dividing communication and computer service markets 
carry with them an implicit division of the communica
tion and computer equipment markets with attendant ef
fects on the characteristics of the independent comrau-
nications equipment market. 

Thus, in several respects the equipment market 
represents the invisible portion of the communications 
iceberg.^ It is heavily monopolized as part of an 
enormous utility holding company system. Yet,as a re
source market, the equipment market has not been sub
ject to regulatory scrutiny which has been tradition
ally limited to communication service markets. Fur
ther, as demand and technology change, the equipment 
market is not only broadened but it also can provide 
a base for the expansion into new equipment markets as 
a foundation for monopolizing new communications-rela
ted service markets. Indeed, Bell's equipment manu
facturing decisions are now defining the scope of its 
future teleprocessing and computer-related services. 
If Bell elects, as it apparently has, to convert its 
specialized voice system into a specialized digital 
data system, then the range of communications-oriented 
teleprocessing services will be much greater than they 
otherwise would.^5 

Third, as the various dimensions of the inter
connect market become defined at their more liberal
ized level, much depends upon the competitive response 
of the Bell System. If Bell, responds by specializing 
in those portions of the market that it can supply ef
ficiently and establishes prices based upon costs, 
market development will be much different than it will 
under circumstances when Bell follows its traditional 
philosophy of trying to be everything to everybody and 
to impose all possible barriers to competitors. Final
ly, the nature of market development will depend sig
nificantly on how the federal and state regulatory 
agencies deal with the inevitable predatory competi
tive responses of Bell. Eventually, the issue will be 
reduced to pricing policy,, cost justification and in-
terservice subsidy practices. An examination of the 
experience with Bell's "competitive necessity" rate 
reductions in the Telpak and Series 11,000 tariffs 
does not bode well for competitors to Bell in the in
terconnect market. After a decade the FCC has yet to 
establish interservice subsidy standards or come to a 
decision on Telpak. The state commissions have yet to 
begin to come to grips with the issue. 

The actual sales of communications equipment in 
the interconnect market by independent manufacturers 
have been generally substantially below the optimistic 
forecasts that were made by companies after the Car
terfone decision. The effect of Bell's interface tar
iff has been to impose a cost disadvantage of varying 
magnitudes upon non-carrier equipment. This cost dis
advantage is most significant for small communications 
users where there are fewer opportunities for inde
pendent suppliers to demonstrate a greater counter-
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vailing cost advantage- It is estimated that this 

alone excluded approximately one-third o£ the sub

scriber equipment market. For about another one-third 

of the market, user requirements for supporting serv

ices with their systems has constrained manufacturers 

from going directly to users and opened opportunities 

for interconnect companies. 

The new communications market that has yet to 

develop, but which may ultimately offer the greatest 

potential for Innovation development is the communica

tions-based service industry. The needs and opportu

nities for communication are dependent upon a community 

of interest between senders and receivers. Any partic

ular communications user may be a member of several 
common Interest groups or demand networks of communica

tion and information. For most networks, the value to 

any Individual member depends upon who else is a member 

of the market network. Actual communication service 

offering, may be inadequate because they fail to encom

pass the real communities of interest that underly de

mand networks or because they attempt to serve too 

great a conglomeration of diverse and specialized sets 

of demand networks. 

User demand networks are quite different from 

the facilities networks that are engineered to prov c 

various kinds of services within certain technological 

constraints. In the past, under basic ^di~ 
tlons, communications users have had to adapt their 

demands to the terms and conditions of the facility 

systems and service offerings established. In ec°"°™a 

terms the supply side of the market has not had t be 

responsive to the demand side. Demand was forced to 

accommodate itself to supply. 

Liberalized Interconnection °PPortunit*aSr a"d 

the development of new special 

jS-- zzzz?-
they cannot be complete. narK.c yv role of 
be fully developed without someone assuming the r.ole 

discovering evolving and potential communltie^of in 

terest in specialized .pplica-
networks and determining their 1ration facility 
tion to existing and planned communication tacill y 

systems and services. Demand netvor /demand in-

necessary for the efficient market 
teractive process that is crucia 

operation. 

A communications-based service 

likely develop along lines para^ ^8^ industry wiU 

of computer-based services. ^ equipment industry, 
build on and follow changes f ^ ^ adapting 

It will focus on economical way provide di-

the new facilities and and serv-
rection for the supply of futur management is 
ices At present, some demand network manag 
ices. r • , cirCumstances and activiry 
being performed in certain " interconnection, 
is increasing. However, par £ opportunities 

we find that tariff ^"^ brokerage, -sale and 
for circuit and rate sharing, networks have 
the development of '^hor z portunately> artificial 

been enormously restnctl begun to crum-

tariff restrictions in ^1% ZTtitlltiot and effects, 
ble as the FCC examines thei ^ user network 

Recently an RCA proposal nermitted to proceed by 

and act as network ™anagerIhfsdirection intensi-
the FCC staff. As movements 1 h resale issue 

fy, the FCC will be forced to 

(in all of its forms) as a ma significantly 

policy.2"7 Resoluti°n fdi^ecti0n of demand network 
influence the course of directi 

management and the communications-based services in
dustry . 

Carrier Response 

After the Carterfone decision, Bell System pro
nouncements on interconnection indicated not only ac
ceptance of the FCC policy decision but forecasts of 
the benefits of interconnection to all affected groups. 
In the 1968 Annual Report, AT&T Chairman Romnes stat
ed: "Since customers now have more options in using 
the network, this should further increase usage and 
enhance the growth of our business." Elsewhere he 
stated: "We want to make the connection of such equip
ment as easy as possible, and the rules and regulations 
as few as possible....28 In 1970, W. M. Ellinghaus, 
President of the New York Telephone Company stated: 
"We think these changes are good because they wi 
stimulate use of the nation-wide telecommunications 
network while at the same time provide more options to 
our customers and more business for the manufacturers 
of communications terminal equipment." 

Statements such as these are more than diamet
rically opposed to the position adopted by Bell i 

;1rS2££"3 SSST-
dlcating that in its own view ^^^^f^economic 

SSrofbSVo^S and the Company. Apparent

ly the only benefits of the r^^^^°andTinimiZe the 
predatory device to ̂  d°^naoemant. Now that pub-

risks to be ass"™ad ? overcome Bell's monopoly power 
lie policy finally ha , nrocess, in essence, 
and influence of t e regu ^ forced it 

;r.=rr/. b-
fits the Company. 

However, once again principle^and^p^^ re£usals 

tariff, delays in serv"® f the technical committees 
and delays in the P»8™<3running dialogue has developed 
are the order of day. ^ FCC and Ben re-
between interconnect,c°mP a Bell's new tariffs and 
garding inconsistencies bet^ ^ fae surprislng 
Company practices. ' terest in seeing that its 
since Bell has a vested -teres ^ ^ 
decline in monopoly p°w _ =„nliraeement to competi-

Lciivco . 
nut -•-- - - , Hi scourageraent to comp 

possible and with maxim equipment requires 
tors. To illustrate^ idcntical competitors, 

connecting arrangem®""d by the telephone company, 
but does not if supplied 8y Carrler Bureau 

Recently Bell ^"^interconnect advisory commit-
that formation of *n*a^essary„ and would "strain 

III iimited resources of all Vision of 
oosition follows on the heels rfBell s^ ̂  

its 1980 data market °—Ja d in.house group for com-
Ihe creation of a SP""™ ̂rvices, the speeding 
outer-communications an ^ transmission capa-i y 

"P °£1firltf^ulacluling capacity « 

lines of. equipment and the^i » ̂  ̂ competitlve 
duction in ceriex 

necessity. . ter-

A1 though Bell is ̂ fffechnllat one of in-
connection i-^^SrT.rrUr. have continued 

creasing c°mpl®cai£y an econosU « ̂  com. 
view it as ^ Department uf „ 

the fact that substantia 
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lost to competition if interconnection restrictions 
were liberalized. The Rochester Telephone Company has 
filed a tariff in New York State with more liberal in
terconnection terms than Bell's tariffs, but has trans
lated the interconnection competitive barrier directly 
into a differential pricing barrier between carrier-
supplied and competitor-supplied equipment. Unfortu
nately, Bell's approach to this rapidly diversifying 
market is still one of trying to be all things to all 
people by fencing off all communications markets from 
others as best it can.^ This approach may have work
ed during the era of Theodore Vail, but today it can 
only be harmful and inefficient for all concerned, in
cluding Bell. 

Regulatory Response 

Following the Carterfone decision, a special 
panel of the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) was 
appointed to assess the technical factors affecting 
common carrier/user interconnection. The panel repor
ted on potential "harms" which can arise from inter
connection, concluding that the network can be protec
ted by means of connecting arrangements or direct con
nection under a program of standards and certification 
and that opportunities for innovation would be expand
ed with reduced restrictions on interconnection.32 

This was followed by a report to the FCC from Dittber-
ner Associates suggesting alternative approaches to im
plement a standard and certification program that were 
less extensive than that suggested by the NAS report. 

In March 1971, the FCC established its first 
technical advisory committee to study private branch 
exchange (PBX) interconnection. PBX equipment was se
lected from the wide range of terminal devices to es
tablish a framework and guidelines for other equipment. 
It is expected to report to the FCC during the fall of 
1972. To date, one other advisory committee to examine 
automatic dialers and recording and answering devices 
has been created. 

On June 16, 1972, the FCC issued a Notice con
vening a Federal-State Joint Board to submit recommen
dations to the FCC on the issue of whether and under 
what conditions customers should have the option of 
furnishing network control signalling devices and any 
needed connecting arrangements.33 Creation of the 
Joint Board is premised on the fact that interconnec
tion affects local exchange and intrastate toll serv
ices which are subject to state regulatory jurisdiction. 
However, NARUC has never really accepted the Carterfone 
decision, has generally been opposed to every FCC policy 
change permitting opportunities to anyone other than 
the established telephone company, and apparently de
sires to retry the basic interconnection issues. Hope
fully, the FCC headed off this retrenchment possibility 
by emphasizing in its Notice that "the soundness of our 
Carterfone decision has been amply demonstrated," new 
markets have been opened, the public has benefited, 
and "there has been no actual demonstrable harm to the 
system or its users." The current issue, the Notice 
stated, is "whether, and to what extent, there is pub
lic need for us to go beyond what we ordered in Car
terfone." 

Nevertheless, it must be recognized that the 
creation of the Joint Board will very likely slow down 
substantially the process of implementing interconnec
tion policy changes from their already extremely slow 
and supercautious pace. In fact, the Bell-NARUC axis 
is capable of bringing the process of change to a com
plete halt, or even reverse it, unless advocacy from 
the other side is strong and the FCC plays an even 
more active role than it has since Carterfone, 

IV. On The Engineering Of Economic Policy 

Monopoly: Natural and Unnatural 

Economic analysis of public utilities recogni
zes them as a special category of business wherein 
conditions of natural monopoly may exist. Natural 
monopoly exists when the technological alternatives 
are such that competition cannot work efficiently and 
must inevitably lead to monopoly because large scale 
monopoly supply is more efficient than smaller scales 
of competitive supply. The monopoly is "natural" be
cause it is determined by the state of the technologi
cal alternatives available at a point in time. Legal 
barriers to the entry of competitors are frequently 
established. In order to protect the users of the 
monopoly services from economic exploitation, regula
tory agencies attempt to ensure that the monopoly car
rier charges reasonable rates and operates in the pub
lic interest. Local exchange telephone service is 
generally believed to be characterized by conditions 
of natural monopoly. However, interconnection re
strictions have never been based upon the natural mo
nopoly thesis. 

It is important to distinguish between techno
logically determined "natural" monopoly and the acqui
sition or extension of monopoly power beyond the nat
ural monopoly. Just because a carrier has monopoly 
power over certain markets does not mean that the 
existing degree of monopoly reflects the limit of nat
ural monopoly.3^ This is particularly true of the 
Bell System and of the interconnection issue. In a 
recent text A. E. Kahn attempts to apply the natural 
monopoly thesis when he states: "The process of de
fining and redefining the area of natural monopoly is 
nowhere more clearly illustrated than in the evolving 
policies of the Bell System with respect to the kinds 
of equipment it permits customers to attach .... to 
the network and the circumstances, if any, under which 
it permits interconnection...."33 It is not the area 
of natural monopoly that is being defined but the area 
of total monopoly, natural plus unnatural. Indeed, 
monopolists have never been known to graciously limit 
the scope of their power to that required by techno
logical conditions. 

r 
The foregoing analysis clearly demonstrates 

that the interconnection issue has never had anything 
to do with the definition of natural monopoly and eco
nomies of scale. It has been directly concerned with 
the application of unnatural monopoly power to prevent 
the realization of economies of specialization. The 
debate has been over the ownership of equipment and 
the control of markets. Regulation will not have be
gun to define the limits of natural monopoly in this 
area until all artificial restrictions are removed and 
interconnect opportunities are equal for both common 
carriers and competitive equipment and systems. 

Technical Standards and Economic Barriers 

The problem of determining technical standards, 
certification procedures and other requirements is eco
nomic in that the issue is not that the functions can
not be performed, but which of a number of alternative 
sets of standards and procedures will be adopted. The 
standards adopted will establish barriers to entry to 
some potential suppliers. Thus, if Bell defines the 
standards, they will be extremely rigid so as to limit 
competition and protect Bell from all possible risks. 
In contrast, the interconnect industry would prefer 
much lower standards and the assumption of greater 
risks. To date, interconnection has been approached 
from the viewpoint of maximum protection and the mini-
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raization of risk to Bell. However, if interconnection 

policy is to be truly successful, it must be viewed as 

an opportunity. The benefits must be weighed with the 

costs and risks so that the resulting standards re

flect the interests that make up the public's interests 

and not simply Bell's interest. If they are not, mo

nopoly power and barriers to entry can be readily built 

into standards and procedures. 

The structure of the U.S. telecommunications 

equipment market makes it entirely possible that inter

connection standards could be established at levels 

that would constitute substantial barriers to entry. 

Aside from those companies affiliated with telephone 

holding company systems and Stromberg-Carlson, General 

Electric and ITT, the companies tend to be small and 

specialized. Recognizing that the ultimate standards 

will be significantly influenced by the advocacy posi

tions of the various interest, it is entirely possible 

that the resulting standards could impose substantial 

competitive barriers on these smaller firms, the ones 

that could be most likely to innovate with their spe

cializations. 

PHrlnp; The Direct Competitive Response 

As Bell's interconnection restrictions are 

overcome and competitors begin to have an impact upon 

markets, they will inevitably be subject toBell s 

"competitive necessity" pricing response. Under exist 

ins regulation where the basic monopoly services pro 

vide all necessary residual revenues to cover Bell s 

revenue requirements. Bell is actually provided with 

an incentive to subsidize its competitive markets with 

revenues from its monopoly markets. ^ * " 

terservice subsidy practices need " 
i hi- company's service markets. It can be readily 

transferred to the manufacturing aflfiliate by mean,s of 

the affiliates pricing practices in selU e 

.-rating company. Vertical integration multiplies th 

cross-subsidy possibilities enormously. 

We have recently seen the first major competi-^ 

tive pricing response by Bell wnen t re u monthj 

s sassy: g-a r£' 
'U. *» mj w *»• 

a sudden reduction in the annual charge ious fac. 

maintenance to less than a thir £ 8 vears for 

tor, and a depreciation ̂ ^^^^fe experience is 

rate purposes even though approach to costing is 

currently 3.9 years. Su tive market to sup-

only possible when a firm ha P interconnection 
ply all residual revenue requirements. are 

policy cannot succeed unti qsions to detect and 

established that will enable subsidy pricing 

prevent anticompetitive int"* services and lines 
practices both among communication servi 

of equipment. 

\r Conclusion 

Just as the antjt^gtCart erf one1 interconnect ion 
step in the evolution of t ——rrp^the best weapons 
policy, it is likely that they willn^^nd anticompeti-
to keep interconnection mark P limited. The 

tive practices of telephone "™P^arkets is still 

real development ofln^co developraent of standards 

on the horizon awaiting slower pace 
which is likely to progress at an ev 

than in the past. 

blown out of proportion to 

greater speeds and complexity of computer peripheral 
devices makes the interconnection problems in telecom
munications simple by comparison."37 The standards 
and certification problems should be recognized as es
sentially economic in nature and developed in terms of 
consideration of the benefits and costs of maximized 
interconnection opportunities subject to the assumption 
of reasonable risks. A continuing challenge for stand
ards development will be to ensure that they will ac
commodate changing technology and not simply rigidly 
impose today's technological constraints upon tomorrow's 
technology. Factoring out the influence of monopoly 
power in standards determination and preventing preda
tory competitive tactics by Bell, especially in the 
pricing area, will continue to be the crucial regula
tory problems. 

The nature of the interconnection problem is 
directly tied to the vertical integration of the tele-
phone companies. Standards development would be pro
ceeding much faster and in a much more favorable en
vironment if the carriers did not have a strong eco
nomic interest in maintaining a f.avored market Po
tion for a manufacturing affiliate. Indeed, were it_ 
not for vertical integration, int"connection would be 
a problem of much smaller magnitude than it is today. 

Developments in interconnection demonstrate that 

SSr -jasss ss "-r 
Cifically addresses structure of communications mar-
ral monopoly and th which delineate the 
kets. Market structure policres3^ ̂  ̂  Qf 

scope and type of comp anticompetitive 
entry that will be ulegal, must be 
activities that will can establish a framework 
developed. Then regu specific policies in inter-
for the imPle™en^^°areas that will govern the growth 
connection and other communication services, 
and development of computer 

»«„ ,.„„d in 

nection !..»• f f'Siil.t "o—c!tioL „8nl.«inn-
the efficacy of "ad ghould never have been 

Artificial restrict The monopoly power 

have structure retarding a full and 
created has Prevented ana Interconnectlon developments 

speedy adjus^6"po cieahy how the regulatory process 
illustrate all too clea ? rket £orce to be in-
has been abused asane advantage in accordance 
fluenced and manipulated m q£ the £irms in regu-
with the economic power p ^ ̂ searching examination 

lated markets. It 1 making process with a view 
of the regulatory decis of established mo-

toward neutralising the ""^nt advoca=y force for 
nopoly power, creati g tlcularly users of monop-
unrepresented interestsp contlnuous policy analy-
oly services), and. "^"hf regulatory agency of the 

„d ]..••»»'» d t.chnologid.1 
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BEYOND THE COMPUTER INQUIRY 
(Who Should Be Regulated In Computer/Communications) 

Charles R. Cutler 
District of Columbia Bar 

Washington, D.C., U.S.A. 
Summary. The efficacy of common car

rier regulation has come under increasing chal
lenge in the past decade. However, there is lit
tle likelihood that regulation will soon be abol
ished in the field of computer /communications 
and it is timely, now that the FCC's decision m 
the Computer Inquiry has been released, to re
examine the applicable criteria for regulation. 

often seems impossible to fashion regulatory 
tools to ascertain the location and trajectory of 
regulatory objects in time to permit the regula
tor to act effectively. 

The FCC's decision in the Computer 
Inquiry provides only limited guidance. It con
cluded that pure data processing need not be reg
ulated, but left other questions unanswered such 
as, in what instances will message switching an 
other communications activities actually e su 
jected to regulation? 

Past precedents of the FCC do provide 
guidance for determining who should be subjected 
to regulation in the computer /communications 
field. Taking into account these Precede" 
the traditionally accepted conditions and goals for 
utility regulation, the paper suggests standards 
to be applied in regulating computer/commum 

tions activities. 

FOR many years, physicists examined 
smaller and smaller particles of ™ t terJ**e  gJ 
in order to determine mass, location, 
turn, velocity, etc. They still do. But in the^_ 
early part of this century, one could be 
Have that if we just knew where all the atomic 
par^Helens were, and which way they were^ head d 

l i k e  b i l l i a r d  balls -- theoreti 
:llwVen cou^'p'redict future events with certainty. 
This belief was shattered by the now *"ep e „ 

principle of mde terr^1"^CY j^Nobel Prize win-
proffered by PhyS1C1S^ h!s proposition was 
ner, Werner Heisenberg. Hu PonePcannot know 
that' as  a  matteI" ° f  P£i2£^-~i'u location; and (2) 
simultaneously the precise. 
velocity, of a particle. 

As I ^ve watched^reguUtors. along with 

regulatees, potential r g; ^ struggle  year after 
consumer^ of commun^ ̂  fcc  seeks  to  deter-
year in FCChear % ^ i s  going, I 
mine where each is, of  Heisenberg's 
have been continua y r„aard the familiar 

i P p r h a D S  w e  c a n  r e g a r  prmciple. Perhaps la t ion  as  just a 

•ZZZZX " 

In earlier decades, there was a confidence 
in government regulation which has faded just as 
surely as has the assurance of the proponents o 
determinism in the physical sciences. Indeed, 
there are many arguments being heard today on 
both practical and theoretical grounds to the 
effect that agency regulation is -effective and 
that it should be curtailed, revamped, ^ aban
doned -- and these arguments are genera y 
coupled with the suggestion that increased re
liant be placed on antitrust enforcement and 

deterrent.— 

In this paper, I shall avoid that theore

tical delate intL 

lished ^^YEwmtntinue to be regulated 
UlUT a*at present. This discussion, then, 
much as at pre QOW common car-
lates to persons who a render, computer/ 
riers who render, or wi these who should 
communications services.omputer /communica_ 

be regulated . An^ ^ ̂ clud* guch Qpera. 
tions services, message switching, 

j-ta processing, rne & . tions as data pi ,„;th the associated 
and multipiexhng. togcr  o f  channels of 

communications obtained from an established 
3 / carrier. z.' 

w. o'm." " 
camln. thl, March 1«. "" 
rrr.'s official views — inouir 

The FCC's Pecisj^n 

in the Com£uter_Inquirj^were 
The issues " com" 

wide ranging and in gerviceSj  the  threats 
mon carrier rates and the question of 
posed to the right o p .^ng activities should 
what computer/c»nmun lat,on. WHh respect to 
be subjected to FCC r g .gs ion,s  decision 
the first two issues, the 
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deferred action to other proceedings and tribu
nals, but it did purport to indicate what activities 
in the computer /communications fields should be 
regulated. It is that aspect of the Computer 
Inquiry which we discuss below. 

"Data processing, " the FCC said in its 
decision, is a sufficiently competitive business 
so that the forces of the marketplace should be 
allowed to prevail without imposing regulation. 
However, to help the market stay competitive, 
it told the major established communications 
common carriers that they would each have to 
render their data processing services to the 
public through a separate, dissimilarly named, 
corporate entity. And, the Bell System was to 
forbear altogether. As for "message switching," 
that was a different matter.—' Message switch
ing, the FCC concluded, had always been con
sidered to be a "communications" function, and, 
therefore, is "subject to regulation. " If a 
hybrid service involved both data processing and 
switching, then the service should be examined 
on an ad hoc basis to determine whether the 
service was "primarily data processing" or 
"essentially communications" in order to deter
mine its vulnerability to regulation.// And, as 
an enforcement tool to help the FCC learn of any 
non-common carriers who were trying to pro -
vide "essentially communications" services, the 
FCC suggested that the established common car
riers use their anti-resale tariff clauses as a 
means of drawing this to the attention of the 
Commission. U 

This was a logical and rather appealing 
disposition of a complex problem. But, when 
one turns away from the written page to the com
plicated world, one realizes the scope of what 
was left unsaid. 

The decision not to regulate pure data 
processing remains clear enough. But the Com
mission's view that message switching is a 
"communications" function and is therefore "sub
ject to regulation" raises a host of questions. 

Even setting aside the troublesome "hy
brid" systems, the regulatory status of pure 
message switching really cannot be determined 
by a reading of the FCC's decision in the 
Computer Inquiry, although at first reading one 
might assume so. For example, would anyone 
suppose that the FCC has any intention -- or 
desire -- to regulate a computerized message 
switch operated by, say, General Motors 
simply for internal company purposes, even 
though it embraced scores of plants, locations, 
and divisions? Or, would the Commission 
plunge in if the system were expanded to provide 

two or three of GM's regular suppliers access to 
the switch? Or, suppose the electric power in
dustry decided that a message switching system 
was desirable for all power companies in the 
East, with one company operating the switch for 
the industry? Or, suppose the industry forms its 
own communications company to do the job on a 
cost-sharing basis ? Or, even retains an inde
pendent computer service company to do the 
switching for the industry? 

The FCC's decision in the Computer In
quiry does not tell us at what point the pure mes
sage switching functions described above would 
be placed under regulation, if ever. In short, 
the FCC announced what might be regulated, but 
not who, when, or how. 

We need not limit our examples to mes
sage switching. The rationale applies even to 
communications circuits and channels, which are 
surely "communications. " The simple fact is 
the FCC has never tried to regulate every per
son who makes a communications circuit or 
channel available to another. The question 
always is, at what point will the FCC decide that 
the provision of a communications service by 
one person to another is subject to regulation? 

Earlier FCC Precedents 

Accepting the fact that the decision in the 
Computer Inquiry is of limited value in deciding 
"who" should be regulated, we will take a look at 
the Communications Act of 1934 itself and what 
the Commission has said in the past. 

The bare language of the Act is of little 
help to us. It merely defines a "common car
rier" as "any person engaged as a common car
rier for hire, in interstate or foreign communi
cation . . . "8/ We will, however, have occasion 
to note the use of the phrase "for hire" later. 

More useful than the bare language of the 
Act is its legislative history. The Conference 
Report to the 1934 Act enunciated a principle 
which, though seemingly innocuous, is signifi
cant: 

"It is to be noted that the definition [of 
common carrier] does not include any 
person if not a common carrier in the 
ordinary sense of the term ... . "2/ 

The importance of this language is that Congress 
apparently did not intend the Commission to seek 
out every possible activity which could be em
braced under some regulatory precedent, but 
rather included only one who is a common 
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carrier in the "ordinary sense of the term. " 
The Commission has taken note of that limitation 
in its decisions. 1 0 /  

Looking to past actions of the FCC and 
its staff, one can formulate some principles as 
to whether a person is acting as a common car
rier "in the ordinary sense of the term. " Here 
are the basic ones: 

Scope of Those Served. A common 
carrier is one who offers its facilities or ser
vices to the public. Although one can debate how 
large a class of users must be before it becomes 
"the public," it is clear that one is more likely 
to be held a common carrier if services are 
offered to the public at large than if service is 
available only to a restricted group. For exam
ple, in the Computer Inquiry when discussing 
its 'regulatory obligation toward those hybrid 
services which were "essentially communica
tions," the FCC referred to "a public offer

ing. "11/ 

Since the concept of common carriage in
volves service to the "public," if-0^^.^ 
tion is providing communications to itself, 
the presence of common carriage is negated. 
Extending that reasoning, if an entity's primary 
purpose is to render communications service 
essentially to those who own or cen t  cl o the 
concept of providing service to "one's own 
stands in contrast to the provision of comm^i-
cations services to the "public. » Implicit also 
in the rendition of services to customers who 
control the vendor is the fact that it i^likely that 

j , „„rYic of service will be iair dim the charges and terms 01 servo. 

a corporation, or an association, or mere1^ a corp r ' nsharing, " the provision of the 
group engaging in .tor. g, * ag 

services e f relationship 
common carriage l fJhere  l  and those  who 
between those served by the ent y 
own it.il/ 

2 a,, the Communicatimis_Services, 

Rendered 
generally construed the «'™**oty  def inition as 
which is contained ! „ ^ ̂  ̂  Qf {  l  

meaning for proiit. . the  Commis-
and informal actions an inq 'ars  indicated 
sion and its staff have a of i t  motive 
that the presence or absen J: factor  in 

is a strong, and ^"^^ction is that of com-
determining Mhe recent language of 
mon carriage x . concept of "for 
lhe  co™a..u«. 
w,." ,„d "for p« f  « 24, 1971, 
dum Opinion and uraer 

in which the Commission noted that generally 
where private microwave facilities are auth
orized, "The licensee of the facilities, the per
son to whom the privilege of use of the channel 
is accorded, is not permitted to profit from the 
use of the facilities authorized to it, unlike the 
case of common carriers, where the licensee is 
permitted to make the facilities authorized to it 
available to the public 'for hire. '" — While the 
Commission is not likely to concede that not-for-
profit operation guarantees exemption from com
mon carrier regulation, it is surely a most per
suasive negative factor. 

3. Interest In or Control Over Content of 

Transmissions The Commission has indicated 
that one distinction between a common carrier 
and a non-common carrier is whether or not the 
"carrier" has an interest in or control over the 
content of the transmission. If the organization 
handling the transmission does have an interes 
in the message itself, as distinguished from 
merely providing the facilities over which it is 
sent, common carriage is negated. s 
Commission said in the course of a comPr^n' 
sive statement in 1966, "[A] carrier provides 
means or ways of communications for tran 

=11 ch intelligence a_s_the customer m y 

choose to hl^S^W^Ti^thig^g 

a-orgamZation soug. t^ 

obtain common feona f ide  

in the process of ful HI ng ^ b7T=ied 

business purposes. ^Jt of  the  messages 
that no interest m the sufficient if the 

*  c ° ™ "  

munication carrier for hire. — 

The„ 
will ignore in future e  cr l te-
puter/communications servmes before  

^f^ht -ther, let us 

examine^ the question of regulation itself. 

The preceding disc^^ ̂  to"e^gula-
that if a communications servic^n carr ier  

tedf  it will be regulate^ ̂  Communicat ionsAct 
activity under Tit that  th is  would be 

°t 19 s'e in its deciS1°n-the case in its —T : in its C^2£iiH££^^.sserted that it 

However, the ^^j^Vframework of 
had wide latitude withm the 
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common carrier regulation, saying, "It also 
should be pointed out in this regard that, within 
the statutory scheme of regulation applicable to 
interstate common carrier services, the Com
mission may exercise appropriate discretion as 
to the methods and policies that will best serve 
the public interest in the regulation of hybrid 
communications services. "]L§/ Thus, the Com
mission seems to be saying that because a com
munications service may warrant regulation as a 
common carrier does not necessarily mean that 
the full impact of traditional common carrier 
regulation need fall on the hapless provider of 
"hybrid" services. This would be welcome news 
because Title II of the Communications Act of 
1934 provides a pervasive scheme of regulation 
of common carriers which could be quite oner
ous. 15/ It includes, for example, rate regula
tion whereby rates for services must be "just 
and reasonable, " and must not constitute an 
"unreasonable discrimination. " (§201 (b), §202 
(a)). In enforcement of this power, the FCC is 
empowered to suspend rates and practices for as 
long as three months, to investigate rates, and, 
after investigation, prescribe new rates and 
practices for any interstate communications com
mon carrier service (§§204, 205). And, of 
course, common carriers must file complete 
tariffs with the FCC describing the nature of the 
service and the charges and practices applicable 
to them (§203). A critical question would be the 
manner in which the provisions of §214 of the 
Act were applied by the FCC. These require a 
common carrier to apply for and obtain from the 
FCC, after public notice, a certificate of public 
convenience and necessity before it "shall ac
quire or operate any line, or extension there
of. " The definition of "line" includes any inter
state "channel of communication established by 
the use of appropriate equipment" of more than 
ten miles in length. Indeed, the Commission 
may even direct a carrier to expand its ser
vice by means of additional facilities (§214(d)). 
These specific powers of the Commission are in 
addition to its general management controls over 
common carriers which it exercises through its 
promulgation of accounting practices, financial 
reporting, etc. Further, as a common carrier, 
one is not automatically entitled to obtain the 
tariffed services of another common carrier, 
such as AT&T. These services must be ob
tained by negotiation. If service is refused, the 
FCC may order the interconnection of service, 
but this may require a hearing (§201). 

Thus, the concern over whether or not 
an operation is subject to common carrier regu
lation is not a trivial one. The Commission's 
previously quoted assurance that it has "appro
priate discretion" provides some basis to hope 

that the Commission would try to minimize what 
it considered to be unnecessary inconvenience 
and expense for a regulatee. 

If the choice were between full-blown 
common carrier regulation and some general 
"standards of behavior" promulgated under the 
Commission's general authority to regulate inter
state communications,— the latter is prefer
able. However, it may be that by artful fashion
ing of its common carrier tools, it can, in those 
areas where regulation seems necessary, set up 
a scheme of regulation which is not unduly op
pressive. 

Who Should Be Regulated? 

Having discussed some of the principles 
which the FCC has applied in determining who is 
a common carrier, and having considered 
briefly what "regulation" might mean, it is 
timely to give closer thought to who really should 
be regulated. 

We can first take a look at the conditions 
which are generally accepted as requiring or 
justifying common carrier or utility-type regula
tion, forgetting for the moment any statutory 
mandates requiring a regulatory agency to im
pose regulatory restraints. The conditions re
late to the possible emergence of monopoly, 
either because monopoly may be feared, or be
cause it may be felt desirable. This sensitive 
condition is said most likely to exist where the 
field of operation has such high threshhold costs 
that entry as a practical matter is limited to a 
few firms. Further, if the nature of the ser
vices offers substantial economies of scale, not 
only is monopoly more likely to occur, it may be 
in the public interest to suffer monopolistic 
operation in order to gain the efficiencies and 
economies that will result. Once the conditions 
are ripe for a natural monopoly, the argument 
goes, regulation is necessary in order to keep 
the beast under control. Commonly accepted 
goals of this control are: (1) prevention of 
unreasonably discriminatory pricing; (2) assur
ance of a satisfactory level and scope of ser
vice to the public; (3) assurance that public re
sources are efficiently utilized; and, perhaps, 
(4) elimination of artificial restraints which the 
dominant firm(s) might impose upon new entrants 
into the field.—'' 

Now let us compare the above factors, 
i.e., the "conditions" which are generally said 
to suggest that a field is ripe for regulation and 
the "goals" of such regulation, as they apply to 
the computer/communications world. 
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Role of Competition 

Ths FCC found in its Computer Inquiry 
that the "condition." for regulation did not exist 
In the data processing industry -- no high 
threshhold costs or economies of scale, and no 
tendencies ^et discernible toward monopoly or 

oligopoly. — ' 

But. what of the "natural monopoly" 
characteristics of "message switching," or the 
selling, sharing, or arbltraglng of communica
tions channels obtained from established com
mon carriers, or the furnishing of facilities 
(such as multiplexing equipment) -- with or 
without data processing? The Commission made 
no specific findings directod to that question, 
reciting only, in effect, that because switching 
was a "communication." function, it may have 
no choice but to Impose regulation under its 
governing statute.*!' However, the subject has 
been considered more fully elsewhere. For 
example, the President's Task Force on Com
munications Policy concluded that "neither pure 
store-and-forward switching nor hybrid services 
seem to Involve natural-monopoly elements"; 
nor did the Task Force find any persuasive ob
stacle to unregulated "line sharing and^broker-
age" in connection with such services. 
Similarly, the Department of Justice .n It. Com
ment. filed with the FCC in the Computer In-
qu.ry found "no policy reason" for regulation of 
pure message switching, noting that it involve, 
none of the attributes of a rate-regulated 
monopoly." 

If the condition. In the computer/com
munication. field are characterized more by 
competitive equilibrium than natural mo"°Po1*' 
what then would be the purpose of regulating . 
say. who switches message, over shared lines 
Would it be to prevent discriminatory pricing? 
To assure satisfactory service? To assure 
efficient utilization of resources? To P r®vent  

artificial restraint, to market entry? The"e 

traditional goal, of regulation don t seem tc.fit 
the existing situation. Paradoxical y, w ie 
condition, for natural monopoly can be argue 
persuasively, that is in an unrestricted nati n-
wide network of intercity circuitry. the  F  

embarked on a policy of "open entry tlgopgh 
Specialized Common Carrier decision. 

Yet, a user of common carrier facilities 
n o t  o n l y  f i n d ®  h i m s e l f  i n  a  l a b y r i n t h  o  t a r  
•traint® (notwithstanding the blessing " re 
tion). but also intimidated by the «pectre 
becoming a common carrier himse e 

"switches" more than he "processes, or ^ 
"switches" separate from what he "procej e». „ 
He feara a aimilar fate if he resells ra Qn 

"jointly uses" a circuit obtained from a 

carrier; or markets the use of equipment (such 
as a multiplexer) which is considered a com
munications "facility" under the Communications 
Act of 1934. 

This leads us to a philosophical question. 
Should the decision to regulate be based primar
ily on what is done (e. g. , whether or not a tra
ditional "communications" function is per
formed), or, rather, who does it (a little non
profit fellow vs. a big profiteer), or, perhaps, 
how it is done? In the Computer Inquiry, the 
FCC seemed to emphasize the what when it said 
that "hybrid services which are 'essentially com
munications' . .. warrant appropriate regulatory 
treatment as common carrier services under the 
Act. " Yet, even in that same paragraph of its 
decision, the FCC implied that its obligation to 
regulate would depend on whether there was a 
"public offering" of the services, and that it 
could exercise "appropriate discretion" in decid
ing how to regulate, and, in any event, "we see 
no need at this time to attempt a definitive 
resolution" of the extent of the regulatory obliga

tion. UJ 
Having announced that it believes it has 

discretion in how to regulate, though not un
limited discretion in whether to regulate, the 
Commission said it * 

formulatingDelabo^rate guidelines. The latter, it 

feared, might felt entrained by 

hypothetica^cases ̂ )Osed by the guidelines.-/ 

4- 4-v .o rpasonablen6SS of that 
0,16  CTstiirbelieve that ingenuity and re-

conclusion and sti h=bited  by the absence of 
sponsiveness may with appreciation for the 

o f t  subject, 1 would make some 

modest suggestions. 

u TTfC Should make it clear that 
FirSt' e  to apply its traditional "scope of 

it is continuing to app Y „ interest  in or con-
service, " Prof^ ^ ̂  c0mputer/ 
trol over transmission whether  a  pro-
communications field m comm0n carriage under 
posed operation f o r  exemPtion should 
the statute. These or ^ ̂  ̂  ̂  as  

be interpreted b r  regulation. This 
activities as P0"*** which in the P^t have 
would enable indust^ of  the new technology to 

thPr service organizations, 
S e C°nt'  providing computer -associate 

n0t  so exempt, pr 
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"communications" functions by means of inter -
state channels of communications obtained from 
established common carriers the absolute mim-
mum of regulatory reporting and compliance 
should be required, and the nature of these obli
gations should be made known so that they may 
be properly weighed by those entering the busi
ness. Nothing more than the bare minimum 
would seem justified since the traditional regula
tory goals of conservation of public resources, 
assuring adequate service, and curbing re
straints on entry would not seem to be in grave 
jeopardy as long as the field were competitive. 
That is, since the interstate channels of com
munication are being provided by established 
common carriers, we can assume that the regu
latory process has assured conservation of pub
lic resources (e, g. , radio spectrum). A good 
level of service would be preserved by adequate 
technical standards of interconnection. So long 
as the field remained competitive, as assumed, 
new entry would not be threatened. The possi
bility of predatory practices would exist, but 
these are subject to antitrust deterrents as well 
as prohibitions under Title II of the Communica
tions Act. 

If the Commission had concluded in the 
Computer Inquiry that it was free to treat these 
activities outside the scope of common carriage, 
but felt that some regulatory attention was neces
sary, it could under its general authority to 
regulate interstate communications have promul
gated general standards of conduct which it felt 
were necessary.In effect, these could have 
been phrased in terms of precluding anti-com
petitive practices, giving added specificity to 
existing antitrust principles. Having decided 
that such an approach was either undesirable or 
unavailable under the statute, the Commission 
should now devote its ingenuity to making its 
Title II regulation as diaphanous as possible. 

FOOTNOTES 

1 / For some of the recent discussions which 
question the efficacy of agency regulation with 
frequent emphasis on the alternative of increased 
reliance on antitrust deterrents, see: Kohlmeier, 
The Regulators ch. 7 (1969); Computers, Com
munications, and the Public Interest ch. 7 (M. 
Greenberger ed. 1969) (discussion among 
Richard Posner, Nicholas Johnson, Lee C. 
White, and Kingman Brewster); Hector, Pro
blems of the CAB and the Independent Regula
tory Commissions, 69 Yale L. J. 931 (I960); 
Address by Lee Loevinger, The Sociology of 
Bureaucracy, International Conference on Com
munications of the IEEE, June 13, 1968; The_ 

Crisis of the Regulatory Commissions (P. 
MarAvov ed. 1970); President ol the United 
States, Economic Report (1970); President's 
Task Force on Communications Policy, Fjnal_ 
p/ l PAUL Posner. Natural Monopoly and Its 
Regulation, 21 Stan, L, Rev. 548 (1969); Turner, 
The Scope of Antitrust and Other Economic 
Regulatory Policies, 82 Harv. L. Rev. 1207, 
1231 (1969); Comments of the Department of 
Justice, esp. at 68-71, FCC Computer Inquiry 
(1969) (Docket No. 16979); Address by Clay T. 
Whitehead, Director, Office of Telecommunica
tions Policy, The Conference Board, Feb. 15, 
1972. For a somewhat less pessimistic view of 
regulation, despite its title, see Trebing, 
Common Carrier Regulation -- The Silent 
Crisis, 34 Law fc Contemp. Prob. 229 (1969), 
see also, 2 A.Kahn. The Economics of Regula
tion: Principles and Institutions 108-12, 
29 (1971). 

2/ Recognizing the awkwardness of "computer/ 
communications services" as a descriptive term, 
I cannot yet quite bring myself to use the term 
"compunications" offered by Anthony G. 
Oettinger, in his Communications in the National 
Decision-Making Process in Computers, Com-
munications, and the Public Interest (M. 
Greenberger ed. 1971). "Teleprocessing" is a 
more palatable word, but may suggest to some 
that only data processing is done at the end of 
the line -- so, the old terminology is used. 

3/ It is appropriate to observe here that line 
sharing or arbitraging which might be involved 
raises more than merely the question of whether 
the one who is doing it should be regulated. 
There are also the questions of whether unfet
tered sharing or arbitraging destroys the com
mon carrier's competitive or cost justification 
for offering bulk-discount rates, and of what re
strictions against sharing or resale the com
mon carrier may properly include in its tariff. 
It is not intended here to address those ques
tions. The fact is that various common carrier 
tariffs now do permit different kinds of shared, 
joint, and derivative use of their facilities and 
services. 

4/ Tentative Decision, 28 F.C.C.2d 291 (April 
3, 1970) [hereinafter cited as Tentative De
cision]; Final Decision, 28 F. C.C.2d 267 
(March 18, 1971) [hereinafter cited as Final 
Decision] (Docket No. 16979). The decision is 
now on appeal to the United States Court of 
Appeals for the Second Circuit, pursuant to 
appeals by common carrier parties. 

We should note that the Common Car
rier Bureau initiated this proceeding in 1966, 
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(joping to neuiraliw "r.guUwry Ug" by antici-
, in, problem. before they became .ertoue and 

Embedded Thought provoking and informative 
cpeechet by the FCC'. Common Carrier Bureau 
rhiel Bernard Straaeburg. provided a valuable 
SSrop (o the inquiry. JJ.. The Marriage of 
e—r  end Communtc at tone -- Some Regu-
S Location., Oct. "P. 1466; The Com-
m.ileationt C*T77er and Management Infortna. 
tinn Svatema. Oct. 21, 1969. 

5/ The FCC'. definitiona of data proceaaing and 
inaaaage .witching appear in Appendix A to ita 
Final Deciaiont 

"til 'Data proceaaing" ta the uae of a com
puter for the proceaaing of information aa 
diatinguiehed from circuit or meaaage-
awitching. 'Proceaaing' involvea the uae 
of the computer for operationa which in
clude. inter alia, the functlona of atorlng, 
retrieving, .orttng, merging and calcu
lating data, according to programmed in-
atructiona. 

"(2) 'Meaaage-awitching' ie the computer-
controlled tranamtaaion of meeeagee, be
tween two or more pointa. via communi-
c at tone facitltiee. wherein the content of 
the meaaage remaina unaltered. 

6/ Tentative Deciaion 304-305; Final Deciaion 
276,278. (Bccauee the Final Deciaion accepts ao 
much of the reaaoning of the Tentative Deciaion 
in thie arc tor, reference to both documente ia 
uaeful. I 

7/ Final Deciaion 279. One organisation haa 
since aought to have theae anl l-reaale tart re 
atrictiona removed. See Letter from counae 
for Electronic Data Syatema (EDS) to Kelley t. 
Griffith. Chief. Domeetlc Raton Divlalon of the 
FCC'a Common Carrier Bureau, Dec. 6, • 
the reaponae of AThT to Mr. Griffith. Feb. 10, 
1972; and the rejoinder by counael for the 
Buaineaa Equipment Manufaclurera Association 
(BEMAi directed to Mr. Griffith on April 21, 
1972. 

8/ Communications Act of 1934 , 3(h), 47 U.S.G. 
S1S3(h) (1970). 

9/ Conference Report on C o m m u n i c a t i o n s  Act of 
"mm. ft. Rep, fio. lMk. 'M»j Cong.. ^ 
4T0934|. 

10/ E.g.. Frontier Broadcaating Co. , 24 F.C.C. 
251,254 (1958) (regulatory atatua of CATV sys
tems). In that connection, we should observe 
that the body of precedent established by t e 
FCC in determining common carriage unc 'cr,' . 
statute is unique to it, and no attempt is ma 

Role of Competition 

t h i s  pape r  t o  s u r vey  t he  gene ra l  f i e l d  o f  common  
c a r r i a ge .  Fo r  an  ea r l i e r  d i s cus s ion  o f  FCC p re 
ced en t s  i n  t h i s  a r ea ,  s ee  Compu te r  Se rv i ce s  and  
1  he  1 '  e c i e r a l  Reg u l a t i o n  o f  Com m un ica t i ons ,  116  U .  

328  (1967 ) .  S e e  a l so  Smi th ,  Th e  
l n t r t T e p e n d e n c e  o f  Co mp u te r  and  Commun ica -
i  am- .  Se rv i ce s  an d  Fac i l i t i e s :  A  Ques t i on  o f  
F e de r a l  R egu l a t i on ,  117  U .Pa .  L .  Rev .  8 2 9  
(1969). 

1  )  /  F i na l  Dec i s i o n  278 .  In  o the r  con t ex t s ,  t he  
FCC has  sough t  t o  l e a rn  o f  an  o rgan i za t i on ' s  

r e l a t i ons h i p  t o  t he  pub l i c "  o r  whe the r  " any"  
pa r t y  may  p a r t i c i p a t e ,  i n  t he  c ou r s e  o f  dec id ing  
whe the r  t he  ope ra t i on  was  com m on  ca r r i age .  
S e e  F C C ' s  c o r r e s p o n d e n c e  w i t h  S c a n t l i n ,  T i m e -

VdTx ,  I nc . ,  an d  Se r i e s  11 ,000 ,  I nc . ,  c i t ed  no t e  
12  i n f r a .  I t  emphas i zed  a  "pub l i c  o f f e r i ng"  t o  

.,l"l members of the public" in its Frontier 
Broadcasting and Industrial Radiolocation opin-
~[ This does not mean, however, that a com
mon carrier may not restrict its a 

"special classification of service 
trial Radiolocation Serv. , 6 F 

12/ S££ 
Fixed S t a t i ons ,  4  .  ^  S p e c i a l  R a d i o  

Mu l t i p l e  L ' c e " s l  g  "  2 d  5 1 0 >  511  ( 1970 ) ;  accord. 
Se rv i ce s ,  24  F .  c - ^  24 F .C .C .Zd  
Special Emergency Radio Service, 
310 (1970). 

13/ See, e. 
r e c e n t  letters from t h e  Common 
to: Scantlin Electronics Inc . ,  

Ca r r i e r  B u r e a u  t o :  F g b >  5 >  i g 7 1 .  
Feb. 5, 1971; T i m e p l e x  I n  ,  ^  ̂  g a c h  

Se r i e s  1 1 .0 0 0 .  I nc . .  ^ U g ; o f i t  a s p ec t s  o f  a  p r o -
c a se  i n q u i r i n g  a b o u t  ^ r P U e r  a c t i ons  r e ly ing  on  

For earn . --ration, see posed a c t i v i t y ) .  '  o f  t h e  o p e r a t i o n ,  s e e  
he "not-for- p r o f i t  natu igts ,  T e l e g r a p h  

FCC letters to:  counsej for^ ̂  F C C  p u b l  

Delivery Association,  counsel for the 
inKI" Dec. 6 ,  1 V S C  * . FCC Public Notice 7081V, u , reported m x 

Chicago Board o ig5Q< Seejeneraj^ 
Moiice 45049, Jan. v American Tel. 
Aeronaut ica l  R ^ i o ,  * ^ 3 7 ) .  C o o p e r a t i v e  

Tel" C°' V Operational Fixed Stations^*. ̂  

s^:,1rF:C.gc".'2d 5X0 ( 1 970). 

Special Radio e 31 F .  C .  C. 2d 366 

14/ Preston Truckmg i°-9) (emphasis adde 
372  (1971 )  (D°cke  5F.C.C.2d 

• 1 Radiolocation ber •' Frontier 

Br°awasStern Union Telegraph °^erty right in 

® 1028, 1042j^ ied that common 
the transmissions 
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carriage was involved), and Moore v. New York 
Cotton Exchange, 270 U.S. 593, 605 (1926) (em
phasizing the passive role of a communications 
common carrier). 

16/ Aeronautical Radio, Inc. v. American Tel. 
&~Tel. Co., 4 F. C.C. 155, 164 (1937) (emphasis 
added). In this case, the issue was whether 
Aeronautical Radio, Inc. was a proper "custom
er" of common carrier circuitry on behalf of the 
airline industry as distinguished from becoming 
a common carrier itself. 

17/ Final Decision 278. The common carrier 
route to regulation was the most logical one for 
the FCC to follow and the one it apparently felt 
compelled to follow. However, in United States 
v. Southwestern Cable Co., 392 U.S. 157 (1968), 
the United States Supreme Court concluded that 
the broad language of §2(a) of the Communica
tions Act of 1934 bestowed upon the Commission 
the necessary jurisdiction to regulate interstate 
wire communications which were neither com
mon carriage nor radio transmission. That de
cision was in the context of wire community an
tenna systems, but the rationale of the decision 
had implications broader than CATV. 

18/ Final Decision 278. 

19/ See generally Communications Act of 1934 
tit. II, 47 U.S. C. §§201 -223 (1970); and 47 
C.F.R. ch. 1, subch. B (1972). Sections cited 
in text are to the Act. See also Tentative De
cision 300 where the Commission recites its 
full spectrum of powers over common carriers. 

20/ See note 17 supra. 

21/ For a discussion of these goals see, e. g. , 
Trebing, Common Carrier Regulation -- The 
Silent Crisis, 34 Law k Contemp. Prob. 299, 
301-02 (1969); and on a broader, but more 
critical plane, Posner, Natural Monopoly and Its 
Regulation, 21 Stan. L.Rev, 548 (1969). 

22/ Tentative Decision 297-98; Final Decision 
270. 

Competition or Regulation? 76 Yale L. J. 1299, 
1313-17 (1967). 

25 /  2 9  F .  C . C .  2d  870 (1971) (Docket No. 18920). 

26/ In a letter of February 5 ,  1971 to Timeplex, 
5Tc. ,  cited note 13 supra, Mr. Asher Ende, as 
Acting Chief of the Common Carrier Bureau, in
dicated that the furnishing of multiplexing service 
at a profit might constitute common carriage even 
though no profit would be sought on the associ
ated interstate lines. 

However, on April 28, 1972, the Bureau, 
through Kelley E. Griffith, Chief of the Domestic 
Rates Division, advised counsel for RCA that the 
"Bureau staff is willing to refrain from recom
mending to the Commission that it exercise ju
risdiction" over a network of jointly used lines 
connected by multiplexers owned by RCA and 
with respect to which RCA apparently wouldbear 
the risk of loss as well as the possibility of 
profit. 

Microwave Communications, Inc. (MCI) 
opposed this relaxed position of the Bureau staff 
and on June 13, 1972 sought formal FCC policy 
resolution of this and a number of related issues 
by filing a Petition for Rule Making (R. M. No. 
1997) which it characterized as, "In the matter 
of Amendment of Rules and Regulations, Part 21, 
with respect to alleged sharing of circuits, re
sale of bulk communications facilities, single 
user concepts, and other methods which have 
been employed to secure point-to-point com
munications at reduced rates by providing com
mon carrier services without undergoing regula
tion. " As this article goes to press, Commis
sion action on the petition is pending 

27/ Final Decision 278. 

28/ Final Decision 278, 279. 

29/ See note 17 supra. 

23/ Final Decision 278. 

24/ President's Task Force on Communications 
•p^Hr-y Final Retx>rt 31-35 (1968). See also 
Dunn, Policy Issues Presented by the Interde
pendence of Computer and Communications Ser-
vices, 34 Law & Contemp. Prob. 369, 376-83 
(1969) (summarizing the findings and recom
mendations of the Stanford Research Institute's 
Report submitted to the FCC in the Computer 
Inquiry); Irwin; The Computer Utility: 
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COMPUTERS, COMMUNICATIONS, AND 
DISTRIBUTED HEALTH CARE SYSTEMS 

Martin E. Silverstein, M.D. 
Health Analysis, Inc., Bethesda, Maryland, U.S.A. 

The health service industry presents the largest 
unexplored frontier for computer technology and 
computer marketing today. 

A science based industry, health services is now 
the third largest aggregate industry in the United 
States, encompassing a wide variety of institu
tions, organizations and personnel who will this 
year spend 75 billion dollars or 7% of the gross 
national product. One in twenty members of the 
American work force is employed in health. This 
huge industry is still characterized by manual 
operation, fragmentation, disorganization and 
inefficiency due to regional duplication. 

Despite the obvious need for computer automation, 
few markets of this size have made so little use 
of machine based methods. This is a deficiency 
of both the supplier and the user. Enamored o 
manual eye-hand expertise and organized into a 
guild system, the decision-makers of the heal 
industry regard man machine systems as foreign. 
The suppliers have provided few hardware an 
software items tailored for the medical man and 
for the medical manager. 

1972 marks, X believe, a year of change of atti
tude. The managers of the health indus^ 
nation as a whole have become aware that there 
is no manual solution for the economic a 
power waste resulting from duplicated facilities 
dictated by barriers of time and geograp y. 
Society represented by the Feto^erjneJ_ 
now views as unconscionable, the dem P 
mal services to large segments of our population 
because of these barriers. 

Computer communication systems are accepted, 
indeed sought after, as the answer; and we 
making some progress. 

Hospitals have begun ^ ̂ "f^^'by^rgional 
tion for prestige in f^or °f economy J ^ 
sharing of a single hospita! CPU and s 
I n d i v i d u a l  p h y s i c i a n s  i n  s m a g P  ^  
appreciate the e—proce-
bureau operated ne DS used telephone 
dures. One of my own S p office and a ser-
line communication be w mountains 
vice bureau 200 miles of deserts a 

away. 

But, financial oriented networks are the least 
sophisticated of the health industry's opportuni
ties for computer communication systems in the 
health industry. The most exciting trends are 
those which promise to enhance the ability of the 
health care profession to heal their patients at a 
lower cost. In this connection, there is a grow
ing use of medical instruments as computer peri
pherals in the network. The best known of these 
is computer analyzed and stored electrocardio
graphic tracings. Large numbers of physicians 
in any part of the United States who are not car
diologists and who do not have access to cardiol
ogists can direct their patients'cardiography 
voltage patterns into the computer which gives 
them a statistical analysis and a differential 
diagnosis. This pattern of machine consultation 
at a great distance is a trend which will increase 
as analytical programs for other medical Para" 
meters become available. It is only a matter o 
time before the same services include electro
encephalographs analysis. 

A great limitation on the majority of the 200, 000 
practitioners in the United States is the lack of 
availability of medical center libraries and other 
sources consultation. Recently, the National 
Library of Medicine began a policy of al l°wing 
private terminals access to the Medinet biblio
graphic system. As an avid user I can testify 
to the value of this utilitarian system. 

The Regional Medical Programs funded by HEW 
La the National 

LoTotUWeTUnlvenstfte. ana private snoops ot 

Lon d Mo°tal He»™nLLSemLtX"h"n'o 

information, comp t ion in computer treat-
tions (a landmar in"°J and program evalua-
ment), and individua Foundation of phy-
tion. The San J°^q^ dex of  drug interaction 
sicians has repor e  e(J  by  California physi-
gleened from data P priceless. For ex-
cians. The PaT prescriptions set up a po-
ample, one in thirte P Uents  on oral dia-

Scl received^n addit^nal, conflicting drug, 
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53% of post-heart attack patients received pre
scriptions for anticoagulants along with medica
tion which changes anticoagulation into uncon
trolled hemorrhage. On the other hand, 72% of 
patients receiving drugs for cardiac failure 
failed to receive replacement of potassium. 

At Edinburg, there is a registry of inherited 
disease so that marriage counselors and obstetri
cians can have the opportunity of preventing gene
tic tragedies. 

We are now beginning to see the appearance of 
"decision" utilities. The Vishinsky Institute of 
Surgery in Moscow is at the center of a network 
of remote Russion cities that analyzes the clini
cal findings of local hospitals and doctors and re-
turns 3. set of potential diagnoses. 

Before I introduce your speakers, I would like to 
direct your attention to the most direct and use
ful way in which sophisticated computer commu
nication systems can save lives and fill a gap in 
our health system which has so far eluded solu
tion. Heart attack patients require the institu
tion of monitoring within a "golden" ninty minutes. 
Hemorrhage and the wounds of violence should be 
treated within the same period. But our present 

system of ambulance dispatch and return follow
ed by delay in fully occupied emergency depart
ments, postpones the beginning of defimtive 
treatment for from three to five hours, 
needed system is one in which a central compu
ter maintains constant inventory of traffic routes 
and emergency department status, switches and 
analyzes incoming physiological signals from 
portable diagnostic equipment and directs he re
turning vehicle through the right traffic pattern 
to the emergency department with the appropri
ate facilities and the occupancy capability to 
handle the patient with that physiological array 
with dispatch. In Boston, there is at Logan Air
port an early edition of such a system utilizing 
telediagnosis without regional traffic or emer
gency room data. In New York, a prototype sys
tem for all of these characteristics was prepared 
as long ago as 1968, but awaited the development 
of appropriate portable physiological peripherals; 
but they are available now. Los Angeles has a 
similar comprehensive prototype plan. To the 
best of my knowledge, these desperately needed 
systems have been user designed. Like so many 
needed and marketable systems for the health in
dustry, this represents any untouched frontier for 
the professionals with hardware and software ex
pertise. 
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Summary 

The broadband communication systems of the future will 
link people as well as computers, just as the narrow
band telephone systems of today are used for person-
to-person, person-to-computer, and coraputer-to com
puter communications. The change in ouf communication 
systems from narrowband to broadband is happening at 
the very time our Nation's health care system is 
undergoing fundamental organizational changes. This 
paper explores the potential impact of these synchronous 

events. 

The Aggregating Health Care System 

Demand for Health Care 

The Nation's health care system is under mounting 
pressure to provide more health care of better quality 
to more people at less cost. This is due in part to 
an Increased public awareness of advances in medical 
research, and in part to a fundamental change in our 
society's attitude toward medical care: access to the 

best medical care, long a privilege of the well-to do, 
is increasingly being regarded as a basic human righ . 
Public clamor for health care has made health a polit 
ical issue, and some form of legislation (such aa 

national health insurance) seems imminent. The dol 
thus directed will transform desire for health 

into demand for it. 
plans have been proposed to meet the growing 

demand for health care. One approach is to expand 
health care resources by training many more 
and building more hospitals. A second approach is to 
increase the productivity of our existing raa°" tlon 
through their reorganization and rational a^°"^er 
and through the introduction of technology de^and 
innovations. A third approach is to ^"ce the demand 
for the scarce health care resources doctors an 
hospitals) required to cure illnesses by putting grater 

„„«. ;̂irkr;«p.T " 
the maintenance of health. (The e , ir_e lone 
preventive maintenance for machines have of course^lo g 

been recognized!) In this paper we wi _roaches 
with the implications of the second two pp tenance-

namely increasing productivity, and hea 

Increasing Productivity and Maintenance of Health 

Various schemes have been proposed f'-reasing^ 

the productivity and efficiency o ex side for 
personnel and facilities. On the 

example, clinical laborfb°*ge° dVby computers and much 
electrocardiograms are being read y P g. ls ln 

of the tedious monitoring of p y tically. On the 
intensive care units can be done aut°ma^"agykirids 
manpower side, physician-exten ers o economics 
have been introduced. A close look at the econ^ 
of these productivity-enhancers sows ̂  economies of 
principal benefits can beascri ^ ̂ uaed profitably, 
scale which they make possibl . , . u are large 
however, they must be used in systems^hich 
enough to take advantage of t es p titioners 
of scale. If a doctor with two nu patients 
in his office cares for the same ™™b«hf c?ft per 
that he could handle by himse , stated, if 
patient seen is obviously greater. Simply 

X dollars are invested to increase productivity and if 
that increase is not consumed, then the unit cost rise. 
Hence, health care resources must be reorganized to serve 
large populations in order to utilize the increased 
productivity made possible by successful manpower and 
technological innovations. Further, a systems approach 
in the reorganization is required, with rational 
allocation of whatever resources are available. 

Most proposals for the reorganization of health care 
resources (facilities and personnel) into efficient de
livery systems call for hierarchical systems, with gradua
ted levels of care matched to health care needs. From 
the providers' point of view, three levels of care have 
been identified: the primary care level is the most basic 
level of patient/health care system interaction. Gen
eral practitioners, family practice physicians pedia
tricians, and internists, to whom the patient has tradl_ 

tionally turned when he seeks health care, are considere 
primary care physicians. Secondary care is Pr<™*dad 

at the next level, and includes 
specialists (such as radiologists and pathologists), 
usually by referral or request from the primary care 

tisa jsslszj~ 

attention to the 
comprehensive care an c • J j MLimfi to trans-
linkages must be develope system to another, 
fer smoothly from °n® ^ system" implies con-
The very expression healt of the totality of 
cern for the functional integ delivery 
the facilities and resources -quired^ ̂  a 

of comprehensive hea (HM0) which provides 
health maintenance d\ather than a fee-for-

SSST-S has^been introduced. The -Js^intended 

•»»»'«' " """" 

preventive care. 

rustical Probj^mg_gfJ^£gg-^£S^-^£g~J 

Both the biera-^al organiza^and^re-paymen^ 

concepts lead to health care y number o£ people 

large numbers of care decreases as the 
requiring, a partic . hlcal system calls for 
innol increases, hier , .. be efficient. Pre-

S SS 0. »novia. no.-
illness. Health_car^Jes ^ large populations^are ̂  

be 

illness . Health care systems --S"~pulations are 

hensive health Berv,ce*„ticai problems because such 
f flv faced with logisti P . dispersed 

S S I S t . S f S m "  p'«»" * 
-'-riis;;.™ 

ai-c°iuiu i^aistical Prou m„nic.ation °f C^enrtfSno^^al P-W-ms ication 

t0 transportation Df this paper we explore 
tance, tra P , remainder , miebt be 
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Inter-instltutional Broadband Communication 

Broadly speaking, communications technology has the 

potential to: 

1. facilitate the functional aggregation of 
dispersed health care resources; 

2. increase the productivity of skilled 
health professionals and distribute their 
expertise throughout the health care 

system; 

3. mitigate the depersonalization of health 
care which might otherwise accompany in
creased automation, efficiency and size, 
for example by allowing visual communica
tion between a patient and his nurse-
practitioner, regardless of the distance 
between them; 

4. improve the quality of care available at 
any point in the health care system by 
making expert consultation immediately 

available; and 

5. increase the access to health care of the 
medically underserved (both rural and ur
ban) by facilitating the creation of de
centralized entry points into the health 
care system, such as neighborhood health 

clinics. 

The National Center for Health Services Research 
end Development has initiated an exploratory program 
in which a two-way visual communication capability is 
being added to a number of existing health care de
livery sites now relying on telephone or travel. The 
seven funded projects include both physician/physician 
links and physician/physician-extender (e.g. nurse 
anesthetist, Medex, nurse-practitioner) links. All 
of the links are broadband, point-to-point; two are 
microwave, two are Picturephone, two are bi-directional 
cable, and one is a laser; five are in urban settings, 

two are in rural areas. . 
Obviously a broadband communications link, has tne 

capacity not only to carry video and voice signals be
tween people, but also to carry data between people 
and computers and between computers. Therefore, the 
communications networks for health care systems of the 
future can reasonably be anticipated to be carrying 
medical information of all kinds, including visual 
information, voice information, and computerized in- ^ 
formation. We can speculate about "universal terminals 
that allow person-to-person communication or person-
to-computer communication. The switching require
ments will undoubtedly include the ability to trade 
frame rate for resolution so that a given bandwidth 
can be used at one time for reading a high resolution 
X-ray, and at another time for diagnosis of a gait 

disorder. 
As the communication networks for health care 

systems are designed, the transportation alternatives 
will also have to be considered, as well as the ex
tent to which resources are to be centralized and de
centralized. Expensive equipment and highly skilled 
personnel should undoubtedly be centralized, to achieve 
economies of scale; primary care facilities should be 
distributed in order to provide a system which is re

sponsive to human needs. 

Cable Television 

To this point we have been discussing the inter-
and intra-institutional communication requirements for 
Jhoalfh rare. No discussion of the applica

tion of communications technology to health would 
be complete without mentioning the newly developing 
two-way cable television systems which can carry as 
many as forty channels into every home. The home tele
vision set will also be a computer terminal, and may 
even someday be the principal entry point into the 
health care system, via automated branched question 
naires and computer triage. An HMO s computer-pro
duced "tickler listd" which today result in reminder 
letters about appointments scheduled and check-ups due, 
will be able to be sent instead to the family s own 
"health message box" which the family can dial up. 
Highly specialized and personalized programs on various 
health subjects (such as venereal disease, care of new 
borns, sanitation, and nutrition) will be able 
viewed on request from the subscriber, or as pre
scribed" by a member of the health team. 

This model for the future is based upon the Garfield 
plan" under experimentation at the Kaiser-Permanente 
Medical Group in Oakland, California. In the Kaiser 
program, patients entering the system by calling for a 
doctor's appointment are triaged, via automated 
questionnaires, laboratory tests, and physical examina
tions administered by paramedical personnel, into 
categories of sick, early sick, asymptomatic sick 
("worried well"), and well. Patients in the last two 
categories are given health education and counseling 
and a "prescription" may result for participation in 
a group counseling program for nutrition, say, or for 
viewing a specialized TV program on eye care in a 
library carrel equipped with TV cassette monitors. 
Initial successes have been reported in increasing 
physician throughput and reduced waiting times for 
physician appointments for sick patients. These gains 
are ascribed to the rational allocation of health ^ 
care resources made possible by a "systems approach 
to health care delivery. 

Sociological Consequences of Communicatiore Technology 

The inter-institutional use of communications tech
nology discussed above not only facilitates the re
organization of our health care resources to increase 
their efficiency and productivity, but also may bring 
about a change in their traditional behavior pattern 
which is to provide care in response to a patient-
initiated request for services. In addition, cable 
systems have the potential to change the behavior 
patterns of health care consumers in even more funda
mental ways. Thus, as we introduce these technologies 
we must be keenly aware that we are doing social ex
periments, with some potential for doing harm. As we 
perform intervention experiments that are technologi
cally appealing, we must maintain an awareness of the 
resulting sociological and psychological effects, some 
of which may be counter-intuitive. To illustrate, let 
us consider a few of the issues relating to commu
nication systems for health. 

1. Will an increase in alienation and iso
lation result if we substitute communica
tions for travel? Perhaps a vist to a 
centralized clinic facility has indirect 
benefits (social contact with other pa
tients, for example) that would be lost 
if efficient outreach facilities were 
available. 

2. Will people think that 
staffed by paramedical 
inferior medical care? 
the doctor who consult 
rather than in person? 
such care lightly, and 
ments with a physician 
bother to take the med 

outreach facilities 
personnel represent 
Might they resent 

s via television 
Might they treat 

fail to keep appoint-
-extender, or not 
icine he prescribes? 
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Computerized patient records instantaneously 
available anywhere in the health care system 
will greatly increase the quality, continuity, 
and comprehensiveness of care; what loss of 
privacy and confidentiality will result, 
and is the benefit worth the cost? 

If medical care is easily available at 
outreach facilities, will not the system 
soon be clogged with people who don't re
quire the "sick care" services of physicians 
and hospitals but rather "well care" ser
vices such as education and counseling? 

If the feasibility of remote consultation 
is established, and if good quality wide
band communication links are available 
nationally, won't all the "local re
sources be bypassed as consultations are 
sought with the best known and most glamor
ous medical centers? If consultative back
up is readily available, won't health pro 

viders tend to rely too heavily for decisions 
on the next higher level expert in the 
system, crippling their own development? 

We raise these negative issues not to be pessi
mistic. Rather, we raise them because our health ser
vices delivery system is inextricably interwoven with 
the entire fabric of our society. Therefore, we can 
reasonably anticipate that any technological fixes 
applied to it will have long range social consequences 
that may be difficult to prognosticate. There are far 
too many glaring examples of technology applied with-
out adequate concern for the immediate and long-term 
consequences. To include sociological concerns in the 
technological planning is not only prudent, but manda
tory in this era of public recoil from technology. 
We do not urge that the introduction of technology be 
curbed because it may have harmful effects. Rather 
we urge that the technology be exploited and developed 
as quickly as possible, but with a somewhat wider 
awareness, as technologists, of the larger context in 

which we operate. 
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It is evident that man can plan, 
reate and change, in significant "ays» 
he kinds of library services he wishes 
o have in the future. The fundamental 
uestions relating to the application 
f computers to libraries, and indeed 
o society at large, revolve not around 
ihat can be done, but rather what 

should be done• 

The fact is that we now possess 
jr soon could develop the means to 
revolutionize library and information 
services by achieving virtually any 
Inds that we desire in the at°raf*'or_ 
access, delivery and display of mfor 
nation. The ends, which ® £ 

V-
computer an da transm ̂  

vices, can relate aCauisition, 
Clonal library functions of ^""la-
cataloging, serials f°ntro ' ferenCe 

catalogs, on-line listing of 
Of Uformatioa both ro^ iarge 

the library s h rensus information 
data bases such as ctive dissemina-
and patent files. individual 
tion of information baae° ° access to 

user profiles and through 
larger collections and networks 
cooperative arra^e™ let his imagina-
of libraries. One ca Qf 

ti°n run and a°""^rvlces that are 
other interest! g technically 

could"be6available in the future. 

This range of P-^^^he^oTs 
to the fore ̂  ̂Por Goals are not 
fhat are to be acnx 

solely a consequence of library theory 
or computer practice, but must be based 
on the needs, desires and values of 
people to be served, and are con-
strained by economic, social, orKa _ 
I i i/„,l and political considera-

tional, la8a „111 help to determine 
tions. The goals will help 

the future. 

Even though the range of 

°pti°nSf HI future"!™ uncertain because 

of°the interaction tha^takes^lac., 

between a technology^a^^ 3hort-term, 

in which it aata; dQ ted and used 
computers will be p effective-
because they can improve the ing 

—v: • «*... service. As co p create new 

used, previously unattain-
options or ma*a P feasible. Change 
able °PPort"n"face m what is done and, 
may then take pi ^ ̂  it la done. 

more importanthus can modify the 
The technology which it was adopte , 
original goals f°rcan occur in the pur-

and major cha"f of libraries. It 
pose and funct lnteraction that 
is because of thificuit, and it is 
prediction is dif lai institution 
precisely because^ n£edg> Je9lre. and 
may change tba and those of the 
values of society identify and 

«• "•t h* 
incorporate in any 

fUtUr£" 4 this session will be 
The Pap"® ."by projecting the 

nredictive, firs 7 fibrary ser 
types Of comPU£drbe available over the 
vices that could be J ̂  by dl, . 
next fe" decades, that wil 

,h" select and developed. 
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Introduction 

Several times in my professional career, I have 
been asked to take on the role of oracle and make prog
nostications about the future of libraries. It is a 
rather dangerous role, in general, because it involves 
the serious risk of eventually being found wrong. It 
is especially difficult for me, because I'm better at 
extrapolating from the present than at taking wild 
conceptual leaps into the future. It's always easier 
to see the handwriting on the wall when the letters 
are three feet high and one is standing very close. 

Another challenging aspect of prediction-making is 
that there are a number of alternative futures open to 
libraries and other information facilities, and would-
be soothsayers have to decide how optimistic a view to 
take. This is particularly difficult to do at this 
moment because libraries are at what may be the most 
critical point in their existence, facing problems that 
are partly technical but mostly political, social and 
economic. 

It is.a well known fact that there are severe 
pressures on libraries of every type in most parts of 
the country. Many public libraries are faced with 
budget cutbacks not only for capital expenditures (such 
as buildings and bookmobiles) but also for materials 
and operating expenses. Academic libraries, both 
ublic and private, are undergoing severe economic 
:ress, and some special libraries are disappearing, 
short, virtually everyone is feeling the pinch. 

There is a sense in which these apparently 
economic problems are really political and social 
problems. The American taxpayer ultimately supports 
almost every library, in one way or another, and there 
are signs that he is placing less and less value on 
traditional library services. This is not necessarily 
the fault of the libraries: some believe that it is 
largely a function of the increasingly important role 
of television as a communications and entertainment 
medium, or of population shifts that have resulted in 
having fewer people in urban areas who either need or 
want traditional library services. A sizable—and 
perhaps growing—segment of the urban population not 
only believe that traditional library services are not 
truly relevant to their needs: they distrust the 
library as an instrument of "the establishment." 

The problem is actually worse than the public 
believes. For the most part, the public and their 
representatives are not generally aware of the immense 
cost of duplicative cataloging effort throughout the 
United States; they are not aware that most of the 
holdings of most libraries are infrequently used and 
could be shared much more than they are; and they are 
not aware of the potential contribution of networks, 
consortia, and other arrangements for improving 
services and reducing costs. If they were, the general 
attitude toward libraries might be even less supportive 
than it now is. 

It is not surprising, in view of these kinds of 
problems, that some people—including librarians—feel 
that the public library as it now exists may be on its 
deathbed. The Federal government is very much aware 
of this possibility and is struggling to determine what 
position it should take in the national interest: to 
continue its present level of support to public 

libraries, to reduce or cut off this support, or to 
greatly increase it, perhaps to the extent of having a 
completely Federally supported public library system. 
The choice depends on the kind of alternative future 
one can see for public libraries and on the extent to 
which it is necessary for the Federal government to 
intervene in bringing one or the other of the future 
possibilities about. 

This conference and this session are, of course, 
concerned with computer technology, and in the remain
der of this paper, I expect to concentrate on this 
topic. But it is important to recognize at the outset 
that the effective application of computers and other 
technology to libraries will depend on the recognition 
and solution of several major economic, social, and 
political problems that are very much intertwined with 
technology. 

Computers in the Total Context of Library Technology 

As all of you know, computers are not the only 
kind of technology that is inportant to libraries. 
Library technology includes a lot of conventional and 
non-conventional hardware and gadgets: computers, 
terminals, communications gear, microform copiers and 
readers, file cabinets, mechanical conveyors, and so 
on. It also includes a host of techniques related to 
the processing of textual information, from the time-
tested techniques now in use in most library and 
information facilities to more exotic techniques such 
as format recognition, automated indexing, automated 
classification, machine translation, and question-
answering systems. 

What kinds of new technologies do libraries need, 
and which ones will prove most useful? That seems 
like an easy question, but it is not. The answer 
depends on what the library itself is likely to become. 
If libraries of the future perform only the kinds of 
functions that most of them now perform, they may have 
little use for technology, because their place in tomor
row's information-oriented society may have been taken 
by other types of information service facilities, such 
as information clearinghouses, information analysis 
centers, and community learning centers. 

But many libraries are beginning to think of 
themselves in new terms: not as passively-oriented 
repositories of books but as agressive educational and 
recreational forces, reaching out into the community 
to perform a wide range of services, centered around 
information but not strictly limited to information. 
If more libraries begin to operate in this new mode— 
assuming that they can afford to do so—they will need 
to make extensive use of technology, including computer 
technology. 

Assuming an optimistic point of view about the 
future of libraries, one can foresee an important role 
for several kinds of technology. Libraries have long 
used microfilm, for example, and a number of government 
agencies and even some scientific journals regularly 
distribute information in microfilm. We can certainly 
expect this technology to expand in sophistication and 
use. Up till the present time, library microform col
lections have tended to be quite small and the equip
ment to read microform images has been relatively poor, 
but in the future, we can certainly expect to see the 
establishment of large-sized microfiche collections and 
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significant improvements in microform technology 
including stable color microfiche, with sophisticated 
microform-handling equipment, and high quality readers. 

The marriage between computers and microform 
technology has important implications for libraries. 
We already have a technology for direct information 
transfer between microimage and computer systems. If 
libraries kept their master bibliographic files in 
machine-readable form, they could prepare updated 
microfiche versions of their catalog directly under 
computer control. The combination of microform and 
computer technology also has important potential for 
nationwide on-line retrieval services, such as those 
associated with the ERIC and NTIS data bases. Although 
it is technically feasible to put document abstracts 
or even complete documents in digital form, for on
line search, it may be economically more attractive 
to use on-line computer search techniques to identify 
the documents of interest and to use locally or region
ally held microfiche to obtain the actual hard copy of 
abstracts or full text. 

Another major area of technology that is very 
important for libraries is communications. Today, the 
U.S. mail is still the most practical means for the 
transmission of textual materials, and it is likely to 
remain so for many years to come. But electronic 
transmission of materials from library to library has 
been tried, in a limited way, in a number of places, 
and we can certainly expect to see the volume of such 
transmission grow in future library systems. 

The increased use will stem in part from improve
ments in communications technology and in part from 
the lowering of communications rates. A year ago, it 
a library in Washington, D.C., wanted to search a file 
in California from an on-line terminal, even for a 
directly dialed, station-to-station call, the telephone 
line time would cost about $30 per hour of connect 
time. This year, it can do so for well under half that 
cost, in another two years, when the microwave trans 
mission companies recently unleashed by the FCC have 
their equipment in place, we can expect thecostto 
drop much lower. I don't know when U.S. ^braries can 
coZt on the availability of satellite communications 
service, but we will almost certainly see it within th 

next decade. 

One final type of technology that deserves men
tion, as part of the total context of potentia1 library 

tools, is the technology of moving-terr^^.^ ̂  

us who spend a great deal o . ., . data and, 
computers tend to think in o involved in 
if we forget to count the number of bits in± ^ ̂  

the collections of eventranSmitting the 
delude ourselves about the ease library on the 
contents of, say, 1,000 books from a library 
East Coast to one on the West Coas . 

Those who recognize the 
transfer problems associated with libr ry ̂  ^ 

materials have begun to thi in tapped by 
libraries whose -sources could quickly^ ̂  

individual libraries m thei g ^ costly, because 
Although this kind of sys em library would almost 
the collection in each regio rollection in the other 
certainly have to duplicate ̂ collection^ ̂  

regional libraries, a regio ing materials from, 
reduce the delays involved n tQ ̂  point of 
say, a single national len 

request. 

S recent report froni the ^^^"ifferent 

foStSrJThS 

at RAND has indicated that it is possible to develop 
a rapid transit system to move people from Los Angeles 
to New York in half an hour for a $50 fare. The 
system he has devised involves a tunnel more or less 
along the present routes of U.S. Highway:. 6( and 30. 
The tunnel would contain several large tubes for the 
east-west travel of trains floating on magnetic fields, 
moving at top speeds of 10,000 miles per hour. The 
trains would actually be single cars and would be big 
enough to carry both passengers and freight, including 
large containers and automobiles. These could r.ijic.ly 
be delivered to intermediate stops along the main line 
and to other cities, through feeder lines. The tun
nels themselves would carry pneumatic tubes, which 
could carry mail, and laser beams for the instantan
eous transmission of messages. 

The 10,000 m.p.h. tunnel train may not be with us 
very soon, because tunneling across the United tates 
would be a very expensive undertaking. However, it 
is important to recognize, in looking ahead toward :.<• 
year 2000, that there may be alternatives to physical
ly transporting materials by airplanes, trucks, and 
surface trains, on the one hand, and digital tram 

mission, on the other. 

Current Uses of Computers in Libr.n i_e:. 

Most libraries are not presently using computers 
in their operations. In fact, I would estimate that 
not more than 10 percent of this country's more than 
25,000 libraries are making use of computers. s 
is not from lack of interest or awareness of the 
potential of computers, but, rather, from the lack of 
resources in any given library to move from manual 
operations to computer-aided operations. 

Most of the use of computers has been 
academic libraries, some of which have had the 
of extensive Federal support. These and some of the 
Public and special libraries have used comput.r. in 

three major ways: 

d) 

(2) 

To support one of several major foietlOM: 
such as acquisitions, cataloging, n8W 

materials , circulation control 
of serial publications, and referenice 
These uses of the computer are technically 

quite successful but rather question 

from the economic standpoin . 

To support all 

s l s t - S  » ; r 5  
system in operatio , working toward 
cepted the concept and ar tl .ystema 

a given keyboarding of library 

a variety of useful purposes. 

To support the H 
system of librar ^ least usa—computer 
gether to develop~~ f £* librariU» could 
resources that none ar. oniy a very 

afford indivldu ration today, and 
few such systems in p functions, 

they support tot.i systems, 
rather than operating 

„ nf eoW>uters in llbrar-
Most of the functions in the "back 

ies have te"^rions^ cataloging. £ 

merit" ~ toge the r -£*<££2 Tth. « 

been relatively lxt" 

(3) 
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retrieval function, even though for many libraries that 
is the primary interface between the library and the 
customer. The major exception to this emphasis has 
been in medical libraries, many of which have been 
enjoying on-line retrieval access to large medical 
literature files for several years. 

Future Uses of Computer-Related 
Technology in Libraries 

Computers, along with other related technology, 
will play a role in four aspects of future libraries: 
(a) their holdings, (b) their techniques of pointing 
to the holdings, (c) the transferring of information 
to the user, and (d) their internal processing. 

Holdings 

It is generally accepted that there will be major 
changes in the variety of holdings of libraries, with 
a shift away from books and other printed materials 
toward other media. I have already mentioned micro
forms. Several companies now offer microfiche librar
ies, and some of the recently introduced viewers to 
read these fiche are very impressive. We can also 
expect to see holdings in the form of digital and 
analog data bases. Good examples are the large data 
bases already available on census and voting informa
tion. The University of California at Los Angeles has 
had a project for some years to provide reference 
service for this type of data, and the availability of 
computers and rapid communications now makes it rea
sonable to think of such information as properly being 
general library information in the next decade or so. 

In the next decade we can also expect modern li
braries to have much larger holdings of quite different 
materials: common materials such as films and phono
graph records, and new media such as videotape cas
settes and holograms. There are already several sys
tems, in various states of marketability, that record 
TV programs on cartridges or cassettes and allow play
back on one's home TV set. These media will be in
creasingly important in our society because they carry 
certain types of information that the printed word 
cannot carry well, if at all. 

I do not mean to imply that books are going to 
disappear from libraries. Far from it; they are ex
ceptionally efficient and convenient devices for hold
ing sizable stores of easily accessible information. 
But the bookstores, drugstores, supermarkets, and 
airport magazine counters have helped to erode the 
book-providing function of libraries. Since videotapes 
and other new media are not likely to be cheap enough 
for mass sale for some time, they may become the major 
attractions of the library's holdings, particularly if, 
through the advent of cable TV, library users can enjoy 
the use of some of these holdings without even going 
to the library facility itself. Who knows?—ten years 
from now one may even find audio- or videotape record
ings of conferences such as this one available through 
the library. 

Techniques for Pointing to Information 

One of the functions that technology is changing 
and will continue to change is the way in which the 
library points to its holdings. The major tool cur
rently used for this purpose in most libraries is the 
card catalog, which provides several routes of access 
to the library's holdings. Computers have been used 
for several years, in a few libraries, to produce 
catalogs in book form so that multiple copies of the 
library catalog can be available in several locations 
within a library or other places, such as the offices 

of individual scientists or groups of scientists. The 
next stage may be to take advantage of photocomposi
tion—computer controlled preparation of reproduction 
masters with electro-optical techniques, to produce 
high-quality copies of catalogs, either in book form 
or on microfiche, through the COM (computer output on 
microfilm) technique. Either way, more people will be 
able to search the library's holdings without having 
to travel to the library to use the card catalog. 

Another, more interesting use of computers to 
point to library information, is to provide on-line 
search from remote terminals. Not many libraries are 
able to offer this kind of service yet, but the few 
services that exist, in special libraries, are highly 
successful. For example, the National Library of 
Medicine has established two on-line search services 
serving more than 80 terminals, for about 10 hours a 
day, in medical settings throughout the United States. 
From these terminals, one can search files containing 
over 650,000 bibliographic citations to recent medical 
literature. Any good on-line system provides tutor
ials and diagnostics to its users, to help them use it 
better. The good library of the future will provide 
its users with some amount of computer-aided instruc
tion, to help them learn how to use the library itself 
better. 

Within another decade, I expect to see at least 
5,000 libraries and information centers using on-line 
searches of a variety of data bases, such as MARC, 
ERIC, Government Reports Announcements, and Chemical 
Abstracts Condensates. At least 1,000 of these 
libraries will be libraries operated by the Federal 
government. These libraries tend to be small and 
quite limited in staff size and budget and lacking in 
computer support, but these very limitations, together 
with their role in support of our institutions of 
government, make them natural candidates for on-line 
search services operated from a Government-sponsored 
computer-based library service bureau. 

There is another technique for pointing to in
formation in which computers have long played an 
important role: selective dissemination of informa
tion. This type of computer application began in the 
late 1950s and today there are probably scores of 
computer-based SDI programs in operation. Most of 
them are in information centers concerned primarily 
with scientific and technical information, but there 
are a few operating in libraries, including one in 
the National Science Library of Canada (NSL). NSL 
regularly acquires new-literature tapes from a number 
of private and public agencies, compares the descrip
tive data on the literature with hundreds of stored 
individual user profiles, and sends out notices to 
these users located throughout Canada. 

Most libraries in the U.S. have not considered 
this kind of service to be a priority target, even 
though for a group of libraries in a city, region, or 
state, it could be very cost-effective. There is a 
likelihood, however, that the Federal government will 
take some initiative in operating some kind of central
ized SDI services on behalf of its more than 2,600 
libraries. That would greatly improve the ability of 
these libraries to point their customers to new in
formation of particular interest to them. 

From SDI announcements on individual documents, 
it is only a small step to the semi-automatic produc
tion of personalized newsletters or collections of 
abstracts, tuned to the interests of very small groups 
of researchers, and perhaps only one person. Produc
ing something like a personalized book on demand 
won't be inexpensive for many years, but that is a 
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direction in which information services seem to be 
•ovirej. 

both the personalised dissemination services and 
the n-1ine retrieval services are going to help foster 
the development of "information brokerage" enterprises. 
The avciage library or information center user will not 
wish to subscribe to one SDI service covering one type 
of literature and another service covering a different 
type. He will want, instead, to tell someone nearby— 
an information broker—what he needs and let the in
formation broker serve as a middleman in the necessary 
transactions. 

Transfer of Information 

Libraries help to transfer information in three 
ways. They operate a circulation system, which permits 
•ateriels to bo token outside of the library and later 
returned, and they permit use of reference materials 
that cannot bo token outside of the library. The third 
role, which ie presently of minor importance, is to 
distribute—or facilitate the distribution of—mater
ials that the user con keep. This role la evident 
mainly from the copying machinaa now widely available. 

I expect computers to be used increasingly often 
for both the circulation function and the reference 
fvnctloo. Computers have been used for keeping circu
lation records for many years and we are likely to see 
nre automated circulation ays terns as time goes on. 
Soma library users, particularly among the so-called 
"disadvantaged" groups, would like to see more 
materials—for axaapla, paperbacks—simply given away 
by libraries. While bookstores might very well be 
concerned about this as a national library policy, it 
la a fact that under acme eirct*atancea the cost of a 
p^aAedt le less then the oost of operating the cir 
culation control mechanism. Perhaps "brari" way 

need to limit their distribution function and give away 
set the printed materials themselves but mlcrofitdie 
copies. That solution raises some social issues, 
because the people most In need of free in 

would be least Ukely to have a microfiche reader in 
the home. At any rata, libraries will still need 
land-rather than give •ray— the more e*P®"ai ® 
materials, auch a. audio and vid~ "-"ttes.sothere 
U no way in which th. circulation func^™ as such^ 
will disappear. If anything, it will expan , P 

endaon th. cottar ayatem that supports it. 

;5;=-:=jfr 
2TJZZ10 

•orrow's modem universities may access to 
•mlnal or two. to provid. available 
ry different kind, of material. for""ly Center, 
ly at the library itself °r^t^n®inues to develop 

5srs.-2nss r, 
a envision almost every home nation's know-
M to a substantia! fractionb e  

dge store. Mo well equippe croViding reference 
thout two-way cable TV ,erv for students unable 
tariala, talevl.lon inatr™** £ cooimunity informa-
attend achool, and many ****££• names, rates, 
on, such - bus -ch^ul-' ' From ^exr own home 
d available appointment houra' _ -n ^ house— 

s r . a r s v -  ~  "  
y through a eUple ordering proces . 

What will become of the library facilities them
selves when users will have access to many of its 
holdings directly from their homes? One of the per
sistent findings in studies of information use is that 
the use of one information channel increases, rather 
than decreases use of other information channels. My 
guess, therefore, is that increased remote use of the 
library will breed new respect for the library as an 
institution and lead to increased use in person, 
particularly if the facility is well equipped with the 
newer media and equipment to use them, if it is com
fortable, inviting, and stimulating, and if it has a 
program that makes it an active part of the community 
life. I include this last item not for social 
reasons—although they are important—but for public 
relations reasons. The library needs to be visible 
in order to be used. 

Internal Processing 

The three aspects of library operation that I 
have been discussing—the nature of their holdings, 
their techniques of pointing to the holdings, and 
their means of transferring information are primarily 
the aspects that relate directly to the user. But 
behind these aspects are several kinds of activities 
necessary to identify, acquire, and catalog materials 
and to make them part of the holdings. How will these 
internal processing activities be carried out in 
future libraries? 

I foresee two primary differences between today's 
internal processing and those of 10 to 20 years from 

and expand. 
•„ 4-V1 a +- t-here will be much 

The second ̂ erence rs^that^ther^^ ̂  ̂ 

greater centralizatio p 4-nward automation has 
present. While the ̂ vement towardaut<ubraries 
been one of the most p " nt toward cooperative 
for the past decade, e really been the most 
library processing operaiti^ .nvolved in a recent study 
dramatic. I happen ti We discovered that of 
of academic library orti ^ ̂  ̂ cr±teria for 
the 125 library consortia th ^ ̂ established 

inclusion in our st"d^rce^t had been established 
during the 1930 s, P had been established 
during the 1940 s; 4 Pe^ percent had been es-
during the.1950 s; and^outt ̂  1965 

tablished in the 
and 1970. 

There can be n° ̂ ^L^rder^c maintain and 
the handwriting on the wal- they must extend the 

form and routinely 
publication. f- °n' , . Q7n' s will see 4116 

cure whether the consortia 
I am not sure'» 0rtia. Some of th 

—to be 
necessary and very 
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carried out at the local or regional level if there 
were a national library system in this country. The 
establishment of the National Commission on Libraries 
and Information Science represents a significant step 
in exploring the potential of the idea of national-
level library operations. I believe that there can 
be a more rationally articulated library system m the 
United States by 1980, but it will take great planning 
effort and, more particularly, significant changes in 
both the national and grass roots leadership in the 
library/information science profession. I think that 
the field will begin to move about five years after 
most of the schools of library and information science 
in the country introduce courses in cost-effectiveness 
analysis and network and consortium planning and make 

them mandatory. 

Conclusion 

I have touched on many topics in this paper. It 
would have been tempting to stick more closely to the 
role of technology in libraries of the future. But 
technology is merely a tool that may or may not help 
to solve a problem or achieve a goal, depending on 
what the goal is. Library and information science are 
woefully short of explicit goals, and I often think 
we are seduced by visions of what can be done, rather 
than forcing ourselves to define what ought to be done. 

A few months ago, an analysis wasperformedtoiden: 
tifv in the library and information science 
ture' anyclear and specific statements relating to 
the library and information needs of the nation. There 
was virtually nothing in the literature, in spite of 
the fact that knowledge of the needs should be a pre
requisite to planning future library services. 

The technologically-flavored view that I ̂  
given of future libraries is only one of many P°ssible 
ones, and there is a very large element of choice open 
in the directions that libraries may take. It is not 
necessary or inevitable that libraries expand their 
holdings to include digital information or videotapes. 
It is not necessary that libraries become either users 
or providers of remote-access, on-line se*vl"s" " 
is not necessary that they begin to operate as know 
ledge resource centers or community information 
centers. But these functions are certainly going to 
take place in tomorrow's society, and the agency that 
carries out these functions will certainly occupy the 
central role in the knowledge business. Present-day 
libraries certainly have the information-handling 
background and some of the information resources to 
move toward this central role. Whether they will 
actually do so effectively is a prediction that I will 
lpave for others to make. 
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INTRODUCTION: METHODS 

The task of identifying social considerations 

affecting the future of 

«Opacity—i • e . ,  
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is related to the continuing question of the rela
tionship between the provision of information and 
knowledge and the formal credentials which certify 
access to those sources. 

(3) A third issue will be engendered by the 
consequences of an increasing gap between affluent 
populations and impoverished groups, both on the 
international and domestic scene, in which the lat
ter are unable to achieve a status comparable to 
the Western middle-class, and increasingly reject 
production-consumption indicators of self-worth. 
One consequence will be heightened socio-economic 
conflict in both the transnational and national 
context. A second consequence for affluent socie
ties may be the increasing disassociation of job 
from social provisions for minimal standards of 
economic security. 

(4) Another set of very complex issues arises 
from the continuing erosion of traditional social 
meanings ascribed to the primary institutions of 
family, community, and religion. These issues can 
even now be appreciated, if not fully understood, 
by recognizing the emergence of alternative life-
experiences through which individuals locate their 
place in society—i.e., establish the basis for 
psychologically satisfactory definitions of self-
worth, social competence and human effectiveness. 
I believe we see a variety of experimental behav
ior in some youth in developing alternative life 
experiences, but I claim no prescience about how 
this present behavior will effect future society. 

(5) The rise of technicist, cybernetic social 
control and governance institutions in direct con
flict with more traditional notions of individual 
autonomy and participatory democracy raise crucial 
issues about the future of the public and the re
public. These are political issues in the broadest 
sense, and force us to ask whether and under what 
conditions libraries will serve the open informa
tion needs of a revitalized public—or, help in its 
demise. 

(6) The continuing erosion of traditional 
face-to-face human relationships and their replace
ment by electronic communications and information 
management devices which intensify the man-machine 
symbiosis characteristic of industrial societies. 
Whether these devices will lead to increased feel
ings of alienation as now seen predominant in 
Western society or will lead to a new sense of 
self-control and involvement is not known. To 
some extent, this depends on whether new forms of 
electronic communication technology—such as cable-
TV, holographic image-projection, videotape cas
settes, regional and national computerized informa
tion storage and retrieval systems, and home/busi-
ness/school-located audio-visual consoles—are 
utilized to promote self-directed human engagement 
in economic, social, political and educational 
change. 

(7) The alternative uses and meanings of 
affluence. The issue here has something to do with 
the erosion of personal satisfactions coincident 
with the increasing material abundance of goods and 
services. The quest for material affluence has 
clearly been accompanied, historically, witn a wi e 
spread sense of social alienation, and personal dis
content and anxiety. Affluence may become "defined 
as the opportunity for personal rediscovery and 
newll! for developing a sense of personal effective
ness and authenticity outside of the frameworkof 
"getting and spending." Still, there would remain 
a critical issue about the basis for distributing 
these opportunities among different socio economic 
groups . . • perhaps a question of the redistribu-
tion of work and leisure. 

(8) The emergence of a science and tectaology 
of human behavior based upon exponentially in-
creased power for genetic manipulation, for control 
of the autonomic nervous system, and physical and 
chemical intervention into the historically sacro
sanct domain of "mind," "will," "intentionality, 
and "personality." 

(9) The redefinition of minimum levels and 
contents of functional literacy in a society in 
which the capacity to use knowledge and manage in
formation (including its discard, rejection, produc
tion and retrieval) become the major requirements 
for cognitive skill training. 

THE CENTRAL IMPLICATION 

Let us assume, for the moment, that this set 
of post-industrial themes and issues portrays a 
future which should concern people in all of the 
multiplicity of institutions and roles of a con
temporary society in transition. Still, from that 
general human concern, what more direct conse
quences emerge for the library function? 

The key problem, it seems to me, is the ques
tion of access to those contents and modes of 
knowledge and information which might enable the 
population to develop more effective means for 
resolving the social, economic, political and human 
problems suggested above. 

Access is the idea which confronts prevailing 
structures of the production, control and use of 
knowledge. Access, like control, is always a 
legal—indeed, a constitutional—issue in our so
ciety, but it is more than that. It is a compli
cated social issue, because habits of mind and 
social custom lead to taking advantage of expanding 
opportunities for continuing engagement with know
ledge—or withdrawing from those opportunities. 
This is a traditional challenge to libraries, as 
it has been to education, but the challenge magni
fies in the future. 

Access is not, however, a passive provision 
of opportunity. It must also become an active 
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fuactloo promoted by libraries which consider it 
their responsibility to effectively participate in 
tks oo-tolng education of the citizenry. That edu
cation effort cannot be—and never has been—repos-
Itoiely lo OMT schools snd colleges. Indeed, 
libraries have played a eonetimes emancipated and 
always inportant role in the continuing learning of 

citlaena. 

Given the kinds of issues I believe confront 
_4mtv that role »ist expand—or diminish. 

» .< «-h.t —». oh.ii p.. 

our knowledge in our tasks of self-emancipation and 
social reconstruction is no longer possible, if it 
ever was. Certainly, for the future, neutrality 
will be immoral. We seek, then, for an emerging 
understanding of how and in what ways libraries may 
contribute to a more effective participation 
by the members of this society in determining 
the future social conditions in which we and our 
children shall live out our lives. The how and 
the what are beyond the task of this brief 
inquiry and exhortation. The why, I believe, 
needs no further argument. 
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Abstract 

Unit-expenditure growth figures for libraries 
range from 2 to 9 percent depending on the unit 
and type of library selected. In general, growth 
rates in unit operating costs are about double 
analogous rates in the economy as a whole. This 
extravagant rate of increase stems from a lack 
of a Iibrary technology that continuously 
increases productivity per manhour. In manu
facturing and agriculture the recent rate of in
crease in productivity has been 3 percent per 
year which, together with an inflationary rise 
in prices of 2.5 percent, produces a 5.5 percent 
yearly increase in wages. A 5.5 percent increase 
in library salaries, in the absence of an in
crease in productivity, forces library costs 
to climb at a 3 percent compounded rate relative 
to costs in the general economy. 

This acceleration in the rise of library 
costs has generated a crisis in funding which can 
be met either by funding agencies accepting the 
inevitability of the increasing rate or by 
utilizing library technology that can continu
ously increase productivity. 

Libraries have taken advantage of some 
aspects of economies of scale and of computeri
zation, but as yet there has been no regular 
increase in productivity within libraries. 
For the future, however, i t is the computer 
that presents the greatest source of hope for 
an increase in productivity per manhour. This 
can come about both by enhancing economies of 
scale and by reducing the need for large 
staffs. The computer will provide libraries 
with a productive technology that can 
decelerate the rate of increase of library 
costs and bring those costs into line with 
costs in the economy as a whole. 
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